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rNTKODTJOTIOK

rT^HE

Scandinavian nations constitute together a branch

that in early times became detached from the great

which we usually

folk-tree

the

call

Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and
though merely in a

longs,

as it has, in the course of time,

we propose
named

countries

to consider

so doing

and in

them

In

of these nations,

found expression in

marked national

many

many

litera-

four

things.

and

other respects,

individualities,

We

and

differ

feel justified in

for the reason that they, in spite

spite of all the feuds

be-

although they at the present

collectively,

one from the other in

life

latter

Denmark.

the inhabitants of the

time, not only in politics, but also in
possess strongly

The

Iceland.

political sense, to

the following review of the intellectual

ture,

Gothic-Germanic (or

This branch embraces the inhabitants of

Teutonic) race.

of differences,

conflicts that

have divided

in the past, still in reality constitute a unity, which,

quite unlike the other European peoples, even those which

are most nearly related to one another, has acquired to the
close

observer a

common physiognomy.

nations, which, with the changes

They are

that time

sister-

has wrought,

have in some respects been developed each in her own
peculiar

manner.

in

of this,

spite

ship,

that

They have frequently met

as

foes,

but

they have preserved the mark of kin-

became their common inheritance when they

separated from the great race whence they sprang, to shift
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In

for themselves.

all

essential

respects they have given

the world an intellectual product differing from all others,

both in character and form, though of course continually

The

influenced by the other streams of European culture.
fact that the

point,

northern peoples, from an intellectual stand-

formed a national unity, that they were imbued and

influenced by one and the same national spirit, was never
for a

moment

lost' sight

the North; later

it

of by the ancient inhabitants of

was somewhat obscured, though

was

it

never utterly forgotten; and in our time the Scandinavian
peoples

have again become thoroughly conscious of their

intimate

kinship.

"

The age

of sundering

is

past,"

said

one of Sweden's greatest poets half a century ago, and in
spite

separation, the sentiment that "

of the political

are one people, Scandinavians

we

we

are called," as a Danish

poet has sung, has during the past fifty years been growing
continually stronger.

This unity has found

its

most natural expression in the

language of the peoples of the North.
tiquity,

but also far down

Not only in an-

into the middle ages, they all

employed, absolutely, one and the same tongue, and even

now

the differences between the three principal languages,

Danish, Norwegian and Swedish, are very insignificant.
written languages in
identical,

Denmark and Norway

The

are very nearly

though the Norwegians have recently,

to a greater

extent than ever before, enriched their tongue by the adoption of words

from the

dialects

which have been preserved

by the peasants, and which in many respects are closely

re-

common Scandinavian tongue. And of
language in Sweden it may be said that it has

lated to the ancient

the written

been developed out of the original, by the side of the Dan-

INTRODUCTION.
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ish-Norwegian tongue, in such a manner that
reality, to

not, in

is

it

be regarded as a separate speech; the facts are

more adequately expressed when we say that the DanishNorwegian on the one hand and the Swedish on the other

A

are two important dialects of the same language.

ough investigation shows that there
tween Danish-Norwegian and

is

less

Swedish, as

thor-

difference be-

we

find

these

tongues in literature, than between the different dialects
of each of the three languages.
for instance,

Educated Danes and Swedes,

mutually understand each other more easily

than they do one of their own countrymen in the narrower
sense of the word,

who

language, and the

difficulties that

speaks a popular dialect of the same
a

Dane has

overcome

to

in order to be able to appropriate the treasures of
literature, or the

Swede

With

obstacles that stand in the

Swedish

way

of the

in reference to Danish books, are very slight indeed.

the language spoken in' Iceland the

different one.

ca,se

is

a very

In this distant island the tongue in which

the most ancient literary products of the national spirit of
the

North are preserved, and in which the most vigorous

and remarkable literary activity was continued far down
into

the

middle ages, has been preserved almost wholly

unchanged, while

so

decided linguistic changes have been

wrought in the other northern lands that the Old Norse
and modern Icelandic literature can be read only by those
persons on the Scandinavian mainland
special

who have made

a

study of the Icelandic language,— a study which

not only leads to a keen appreciation of the original kinship,

but also enables us to realize more thoroughly the

sential unity of the tongues spoken at present in

Sweden and Norway.

es-

Denmark,

LITERATURE OF THE SCANDINAVIAN NORTH.
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In the same manner as in the Scandinavian languages,

we can

trace

a national unity

in

the

North from the most ancient times down

A

very natural division

to the present.

one into two literary epochs,

is

modern

that of ancient, and that of

way
many works which

The

times.

among

latter ex-

tends of course a good

back, and

are found

are really older than

what we are accustomed

The truth

ture.

is

of the

literature

to class

that there

products

its

much

of

with the ancient literanot only a wide

is

differ-

ence in time, but also a great difference in the character

That part of the Scandinavian

of these two literary epochs.
literature which

we

call

the ancient epoch

a pure un-

is

adulterated expression of the northern popular spirit, while

modern epoch

more or

less

influenced by streams of

culture from the rest of Europe.

This fact becomes sin-

the

is

gularly apparent in the circumstance that the ancient
erature, having

the

to

most

its

lit-

root in oral tradition, extending back

hoary

antiquity,

and losing in

and

force

vigor exactly in proportion to the strength of foreign, external
as

its

influences

upon

it

— employs

the

mother tongue

organ, and thus becomes in the truest sense of the

word a popular

literature, while the literature of

times developed out of the

Eoman

culture,

modern

which was

intro-

duced with Christianity, and in the beginning made use of
the

Latin language as the vehicle of

history of the
is

modern

its

thought.

therefore necessary to show

how

culture

had put upon

it

the national and popu-

lar element exerted itself to cast off the foreign yoke

the foreign

In a

literature of the northern nations

it,

until

it

at

which
length

gained the necessary strength to establish a truly national
literature

which from

its

energy and fulness

is

able

to

INTRODUCTION.
produce flowers and

that

fruits

grance and color to the

5

owe

their

peculiar

fra-

out of which they grew.

soil

In accordance with the above statements, the old Norse

work be treated

literature will in this

(Part

I),

in a separate part

and the modern Icelandic literature, being not

many

only written in the same tongue, but having also

common with

other points in

it,

will

be described

second chapter of the same part of the volume.
erature of the modern peoples of the North
the Icelanders

— might

easily

in

The

a

lit-

— including

have been described

collec-

and certainly an author might be tempted to follow

tively,

by that method the important idea of the

this plan, since

essential unity of the intellectual products of the northern

peoples could be far more clearly expressed and vindicated

than when each literary

we have

while

making

it,

field is

considered by

Mean-

itself.

adopt the latter method, thus

decided to

as it seems to us, easier for the foreign reader

to get a general

view of the literary materials and of the

various stages of development which,

it

will be seen, do not

always perfectly correspond in the different countries.

modern

literature will also be treated

instead of three, since

be said to have a

Denmark and Norway may

common
we

of

Toward the

up a separate

and not before the nineteenth century can

it

them that they have developed an important

activity

of

litera-

be said
literary

which has contributed something new in form and

character to the literary

We

close

find the first signs of efforts on

the part of the Norwegians to build
ture,

in fact

literature until the political sep-

aration of these countries in 1814.
the eighteenth century

The

under two heads only,

life

of the North.

mentioned the foreign influence which made

itself

LITERATURE OF THE SCANDINAVIAN NORTH.
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in northern

felt

literature as soon as the

North became

converted to Christianity, and thus drawn into the current
of European civilization.

It

prevented the continuation of

an absolutely independent and
This influence'-was in

European

one, but

its

distinct

inasmuch

as

had

it

by way of Germany, we usually

German

intellectual

to

come

was necessary and unavoidable.

civilization,

this

came by way

Christianity

so did the Eeformation, the Eenaissance,

the enlightenment of the eighteenth century,
for every material intellectual

etc.,

in short,

advancement, the North

indebted to Germany, since the impulse to every
of great importance in the northern lands

is

movement

came from that

This was both natural and beneficial, and upon

country.

whole

the

North

Considering the important part acted

character.

Germany, and

to the

find it to be of a specific

by Germany in the history of European

of

life.

nature, and in a general sense, a

the

foreign

materials,

which

influence

this

brought into Scandinavia, were appropriated and remod.

eled in an independent

On

the other hand,

manner by the peoples

it

of the North.

cannot be denied that the

German

influence occasionally, and sometimes through long periods,

assumed such a character and became

must be

said of

it

that

it

so decided that it

was injurious and obstructed an

independent national development.

There have been times

when the independent intellectual

life

of the

North has

become nearly smothered by a too strong and one-sided
influence from the leading nation of the Teutonic race,
this is especially true of

stood and

And

still

Denmark, because

this

and

country has

stands in so near a relation to Germany.

yet in the midst of all the severe trials to which the

Scandinavian North has been exposed in this respect in the

INTRODUCTION.
course of time,

peculiar national

its

7

has preserved

life

its

germinating power, which has frequently given startling
signs of

and which

life,

finally in the fulness of

time devel-

oped a surprising wealth of flowers that from the begin-

ning of this century to the present day give the people in
the Scandinavian lands a literary individuality in the

all

strictest sense their

own.

If the question be asked, of

make

readers to

foreign

what

interest

it

can be to

a special study of the literary

must

history of the Scandinavian peoples, the first answer

be that this literature occupies a respectable and important position by the side of the
It deserves

civilized peoples.

other

literatures of the

recognition not only as the

which has been assigned

intellectual product of a race to

a prominent part in the world's history, but also on ac-

count of

its

own

The northern mind has

peculiar merits.

both in the past and in modern times produced a considerable

number

of works of great

Holberg and Bellmann,

like

ner, like Paludan-Mtiller

like

and Euneberg,

Almquist, BjOrnson and Ibsen, and

nothing of a large
of literature,

there
larger

number

others,

to

say

of writers in other branches
to

can be no doubt that the fact
of

and Teg-

Andersen and

like

many

would be an ornament

number

Poets

intrinsic value.

Oelenschlager

Scandinavian

any country, and
that

authors

not a

than

the

much
few

whose works are partially translated into foreign tongues,
are

known

abroad,

must be accounted

of the Scandinavian peoples, the

for

difficulty

by the paucity
of their

lan-

guages, and the modest position they hold, especially in the
history of our

almost at

own

time.

The names mentioned are taken

random, and the

list

could

easily be increased

LITERATURE OF THE SCANDINAVIAN NORTH.
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with a large number of other writers who are eminent in

modern

the

of

scholars,

accessible.
this

But the

literature of the North.

literature also deserves to he
to

An

whom
account

alone
of

known
it

the

has

old Norse

outside of the circle

hitherto

historical

been really

development of

ancient and modern literature, not merely a nomen-

clature,

but a description, combined with

the

necessary

bibliography, of the literary phenomena, independently, as
well as

in

connection with those

foreign lands with which they are
will therefore be both interesting

streams

more
and

of

culture

in

or less interwoven,
useful.

By

the fre-

quent use of side-lights we shall strive to distinguish what
is

original and

what

is

borrowed or imitative.

PAET

I.
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be stated with certainty at what time that branch
ITofcannot
the Teutonic race, from which the present inhabitants of the North are descended, immigrated to the Scan-

dinavian countries, but

when we assume

we

are

not

far

from the truth,

that the event took place near the time of

the birth of Christ.

About

this

time the bronze v age seems to

be succeeded by the iron age in the North, and in
bility the ancestors of the present inhabitants of

all

proba-

Scandinavia

brought the use of iron with them, though they may possibly on their arrival have found kindred peoples who had

come there

Not until some time after the beis to say, a few centuries after
the birth of Christ, do we find in the North the art of phonetic writing, the runes, which according to the most recent
investigations* are derived from the Latin alphabet, and
still

earlier.

ginning of the iron age, that

*L. F. A. Wimmer: Runeskriftens Oprindelse og Udvikling
penhagen, 1874.
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were in their older form known to the whole Teutonic race,
while the later runes, which first appear in the younger iron
age (that is from the beginning of the eighth century), and
which, in spite of the essential differences between these and
the older ones, must have developed out of the latter, are
never found outside of the Scandinavian countries.* Not
until after the introduction of Christianity do we find a written literature in the North, and before that time the written

monuments

consist exclusively in rune-stones

jects carved

and other ob-

with runes, such as weapons, ornaments,

etc.

Despite the scarcity of these inscriptions, the excellent philologists

who

in later times have devoted themselves with in-

defatigable zeal to the study of runes, and of

whom we would

particularly mention the Norwegian, Sophus Bugge, and the

Dane, L. Wimmer, have secured important results; they have
gradually succeeded in interpreting them, and thus they

have laid a firm foundation for investigating the origin and
development of the ancient language of the North. It may

now

be assumed as an established principle that there was
an uninterrupted linguistic development throughout the
whole iron age, and that the Old Norse tongue, on its first
appearance as such, was intimately related to the languages
spoken by the Goths, Germans and Scandinavians. In the
course of the development, as can be demonstrated by
the runic inscriptions, the Norse language (anciently styled
" d5nsk tunga ") took a decided direction of its own, and
became separated from the kindred Teutonic tongues, and
finally differences arose within that language itself, which can
easily be discerned as soon as

proper; for here

we

find

we enter

the field of literature

Old Norwegian, Old Swedish, and

Old Danish distinctly separated, though the differences are
but slight in the beginning.

The history of the. Scandinavian countries does not really
begin before the time when Christianity, with steadily in*The most elaborate work on the old runes is "The Old Northern Runic
Monuments," by George Stephens, in two folio volumes, profusely illustrated.
London,

1866-68.
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the borders of the

to say, about the beginning of the ninth cen-

Of the prevailing culture before that time, our estimate must be based on merely general outlines. Meanwhile
the zealous and successful studies which have been carried on
during the past fifty years by eminent scholars in all the
three Scandinavian lands, in every branch of antiquities,
have produced results which have constantly increased the
sharpness of those general outlines, and long since greatly

tury.

modified the old theory that the ancient inhabitants of the

North were nothing but rude barbarians. We now know
that they were not only a warlike race, whose male members
toward the end of the olden time, in the capacity of dreaded
vikings, undertook expeditions in the North and far beyond
its borders, seeking battle and booty, but that same mythology, which gives us so vivid a picture of this side of their
character, also ascribes to them a high rank in intelligence
and morality, and reveals a most weird and profound interpretation of the world and the things about them; and, moreover, the countless finds from the iron age which have turned
up in every part of the whole North testify not only that they
appreciated feats of arms, but also that they

way how

to

make

life beautiful.

In short,

throughout the whole iron age, in spite of

knew in their
we know that

all influences

like those operating in the South, there prevailed a

of culture, and the

many

traditions

un-

high state

and songs from the vari-

ous districts of the North, which, although they were not

committed to writing until after the introduction of Christianity, still belong to a hoary antiquity, afford ample testi-

mony

that the spirit was wide

awake in the ancestors of the

present inhabitants of the North, and that they were not

merely cruel vikings.

The Old Norse

literature found

its

real

home

in Iceland.

In Norway, too, some beautiful buds were produced, but,

however important these may be in other respects, they have
but little value in a literary point of view as compared with

16
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the splendid blossoms that unfolded themselves in that distant

whose inhabitants even

island,

with loving tenderness the
reason

why

Iceland, which

to this

memory

day have preserved

The
was destitute of inhabitants at the
of their forefathers.

discovery, about the middle of the ninth century,

time of

its

became

so rapidly settled

and secured so eminent a position

must be sought in the
when Harald
a long and obstinate resistance,

in the world's history' and literature,

events which took place in

Harfagri (Fairhair), after

Norway

at the time

succeeded in usurping the monarchical power.

Many

of the

powerful men, who hitherto had lived as independent kinglets
at their courts, could not and would not submit to the new
order of things which the monarch introduced with unrelenting severity.

They would rather leave

than voluntarily recognize him

as

their

their country

superior.

They

could the more easily accommodate themselves to the seeking

new fatherland, since the bonds that tied them to the
had already been made more and more loose by the viking
expeditions for these expeditions, which were originally limited
to excursions for the purpose of bringing home fee and fame,
had gradually assumed a new character. The vikings went
abroad to settle in foreign lands, and there they exercised an
important influence upon the whole culture of the middle
ages, supplying the enfeebled peoples of western Europe
with new elements of strength. They became the leaders in
all directions, not only in war and politics, but also in art
A general spirit of migration had taken
and literature.
While the Danes
possession of the inhabitants of the North.
especially directed their expeditions to England and France,
where they at once founded cities and kingdoms, the Norwegians went chiefly to Ireland, Scotland, and to the islands
north of Great Britain. But the country, which above all
attracted them, when they abandoned Norway to found new
homes, was Iceland.
In the course of sixty years, from 874 to 934, that is, durof a
old

;
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ing the so-called "land-taking period,* the island became so
densely settled, that it never since has had a larger popula-

The people who emigrated to Iceland were for the
most part the flower of the nation. They went especially
jfrom the west coast of Norway, where the peculiar Norse
tion.

had been most perfectly developed. Men of the noblest
Norway set out with their families and followers to
find a home where they might be as free and independent as
their fathers had been before them.
No wonder then that

spirit

birth in

they took with them the cream of the ancient culture of the
fatherland.

In the beginning the circumstances naturally led to the
formation of a number of small, perfectly independent com-

Each chief could take land wherever he found it
He could divide it among his subjects as he saw
fit, and he could upon the whole arrange his matters as he
pleased.
Out of this patriarchal condition of society there
was soon, however, developed a system of laws and institutions that were adopted and approved by all, and therefore
binding throughout the country. These laws and institutions were somewhat strict in regard to forms and technicalities, but still they secured to the individual a large measure
The small communities, which originally were
of freedom.
isolated and absolutely independent of one another, soon
munities.

unoccupied.

found

it

common

necessary to unite themselves into colonies, with
seats of justice.

Then again

several colonies

would

unite in establishing a higher court, and finally in the year

930 the Althing was organized. This was a common parliament for the whole island, and it became the heart and centre of the Icelandic republic.
These political institutions
were admirably calculated to preserve the love of individual
liberty and the sense of personal dignity, which noble-born
settlers

from Norway had brought with them, but they

contained in them the germs of the

fall

also

of the republic, since

they afforded no protection against the constantly increasing
* LandnamBtid, the time of land-taking,

from the Old Norse nema land.
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efforts

on the part of a few powerful and influential families

management of affairs into their own hands. The
was that the country wasted its strength in bloody
feuds, so that the kings of Norway, who already in the beginning of the republic had contemplated the subjugation of the
to get the

result

island, at length succeeded in accomplishing their purpose,

and
the

in

1263 Iceland was conquered and made tributary to

crown of Norway.

At

the time of the

first

settlement of the island, and for

a long time subsequently, the asa-faith nourished almost

To be sure, Chrishad been preached in Denmark and Sweden, especially by Ansgar, the " apostle of the North," who died in 865,
and, in Norway, Hakon, Harold Eairhair's youngest son, the
foster-child of Athelstan in England, had tried to introduce
it, but still it took a long time to root out the old faith.
The
Christian religion cannot be said to have been established in
Denmark before the reign of Knut the Great (1018-1035),
and still later in Sweden, in the rule of Saint Erik (about
1150), while in Norway the founders of Christianity were
Olaf Trygvason (995-1000) and Saint Olaf (1015-1028).
In
Iceland the introduction of Christianity was comparatively
easy, it being preached there by natives, although the island
had previously been visited by foreign missionaries, such as
Bishop Frederick from Saxony and Priest Thangbrand from
Bremen.
In the year 1000 Christianity was formally
adopted at the Althing. It did not take long for it to become
tolerably well rooted in the country, and this was accomplished without those unfortunate results which almost everywhere else attended the introduction of the new doctrine and
the corresponding changes in customs and beliefs.
There did
not spring up in Iceland as elsewhere, indifference toward, or
what is worse, a fanatical hatred of, the monuments which
To these
the intellectual life of their ancestors had reared.
wholly unmolested throughout the North.

tianity

circumstances

we

are indebted for the countless treasures of
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antiquity preserved to us by the Icelanders, and these treas-

we are now prepared to examine.
"What in other countries contributed most to repress the
popular and national element in connection with the intro-

ures

duction of Christianity, was the circumstance that

all

work

pertaining to the culture, education and spiritual welfare of
the people was left largely, nay
the priest.

we might

say exclusively, to

In the eyes of the monks and the priests every-

thing that suggested the heathen faith came as a rule from
the devil's workshop,, and even that which did not bear the

stamp of heathenism was of but slight importance to them,
as compared with that which monopolized their attention
In Iceland,
the faith and the establishment of the church.
where the priests also secured a considerable, though by no
means a decisive, influence on the development of literature,
many things contributed toward giving matters a different

Here there was no wall separating the priests
from the people, or at least it was not so apparent. For a
wide-awake people, occupying at the time of the introduction
of Christianity a high place in culture, it was not necessary
direction.

to look to foreigners for the nucleus of a national priesthood.

The sons

of the island were capable of filling the sacerdotal
though bishops of foreign birth were at first appointed
to superintend the affairs of the church.
In heathen times
the position of chief and that of priest were intimately assooffices,

ciated,

and

this

system continued to prevail after the adoption

Just as the chief had formerly been at the
same time arbiter of all disputes and priest of Odin at
the temple which he himself or his ancestors had built
on his homestead, and around which his followers gathered, so he now erected a church and received ordination.
And even after this relation ceased to exist, the bond
between the ecclesiastical and civil government was not
of Christianity.

broken, for the chief retained the patronage of his
church.

But not only

the people.

own

were chosen from among
Natives soon became bishops also, whose worldly
the priests
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influence already in those early days was of great importance,
since they

were not only

esteemed and powerful
Iceland, Isleif,

who had

but at the same time highly

prelates,

chiefs.

The

first

native-born bishop of

received his education and priestly

ordination in the convent school at Herford in Westphalia,

and who, at the instigation of

countrymen, complaining

his

that they did not have a bishop of their own, in the fiftieth

year of his age, A.D. 10 56, accepted this
Gissur,

it is

and

office,

also retained

and of his son and successor,
expressly stated that he was at once bishop and

his position as peasant

chief,

king.

Bishop Gissur completed the task of organizing the ecclesiastical affairs in Iceland.

The

tithe

was introduced, and as
under

characteristic of the general condition of affairs

it is

management, it deserves to be especially pointed out that
which usually has been so unpopular, was collected
by him without the least opposition. Theological schools and
In short, none of the ecclesiastical
cloisters were established.
with the exception,
institutions were wanting in Iceland
his

this tax,

—

indeed, of one very important one, that of celibacy

were

all

—but they

of a character wholly different from that of the cor-

responding institutions in other countries, and the priestly
spirit of caste

was never developed.

In regard to the literature of Iceland, it must be admitted that the priests took a conspicuous part in the intel-

and that they were in
amount of culture for that
only people of culture. Toward

lectual development of the people

possession of no inconsiderable

time, but they were not the

the end of the eleventh century

many

it

is

expressly stated that

of the chiefs were so learned that they with perfect

propriety might have been ordained to the priesthood, and in
the twelfth century there were, in addition to those to be

found in the

On

cloisters, several private libraries in

the island.

the other hand, secular culture, knowledge of law and

history,
erty.

and of the skaldic art were, so to speak, common propthus, when the means for committing a literature

And
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at hand, the highly developed popular taste

to writing

were

for history

gave the literature the direction which

The fact is, there
which was merely waiting

ward maintained.

it

after-

really existed a whole

to be put in writing.
There existed a choice collection of unwritten books, which

literature,

partly had accumulated

since the first settlement

of

the

and partly had been brought over the sea from the
mother-country, and of which the contents, so far as every
important feature is concerned, were faithfully preserved by
oral tradition, while doubtless the form had undergone
many changes, as is natural when anything is handed down
from generation to generation by word of mouth.
Many causes contributed toward making the Icelanders
preeminently a historical people. The settlers were men of
noble birth, who were proud to trace their descent from
kings and heroes of antiquity, nay, even from the gods themselves, and we do not therefore wonder that they assidu-

island,

ously preserved the

But

memory of

in their minds

the deeds of their forefathers.

was developed not only a

sagas of the past; the present also received
attention.

The many

taste for the

its full

share of

small, isolated communities, in which

common interest and welfare; the
and feuds, which of necessity soon
sprang up between these proud, ambitious and warlike men,
and which rapidly spread from the individual to the family,
naturally enough led to the preservation of the memory both
of the events and of the persons concerned.
Furthermore, as
life was necessarily very monotonous in those isolated valleys
of Iceland, people would be eagerly inquiring for news,
when they met at the courts, at banquets, at merry-makings,
The news gathered was preserved, and whatever was
etc.
recited as song or saga tenaciously retained its original form
and was related by one generation to the other, either during the long winter evenings or whenever the proper op-

life

presented so

many mutual

much

portunity presented
for

of

contests

itself.

Nor

did they interest themselves

and remember the events that took place in Iceland
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only.
Reports from foreign lands also found a most hearty
welcome, and the Icelanders had abundant opportunity of

satisfying their thirst for

knowledge in this direction. As
and especially as skalds

vikings, as merchants, as courtiers

acompanying kings and other distinguished persons, and also
many of them found splendid
opportunities of visiting foreign countries.
They took active part in many things, and gained information in regard
to others of which we would now know little or nothing, had
not the tales which they told on their return to Iceland to
their eagerly listening countrymen been faithfully remembered and later committed to writing.
Such were then the conditions and circumstances which
produced that remarkable development of the historical taste
with which the people were endowed, and made Iceland the
as varagians in Constantinople,

home

of the saga.

We
ture

are

itself,

now prepared
and

shall

poetry, the origin

to consider this

give

our

of which

first

remarkable

attention

to

litera-

the old

must doubtless be sought

far

back in the prehistoric times, and which therefore we must
especially regard as a

common

inheritance of the North.

which we here refer are preserved in the
collection well known by the name of the Elder Edda * or
Ssemund's Edda (Edda Saemundar hins froSa).
The old
parchment (Codex Eegius) of the Elder Edda appears to have
been written about the year 1300, and came to Denmark

The poems

to

in the middle of the seventeenth century as a present from

the Icelandic bishop Brynjulf Sveinsson to
Third.

old

At

King Frederick the
it was be-

that time, and for a long time afterward,

*Edda means great-grandmother — the word occurs in thiB sense in the
poem Mgsmal and elsewhere — and this name of the old collection of poems

from the past was suggested by their venerable age. Meanwhile the word has another signification, meaning also that which is excellent or rejnakably good. Jacob
Grimm derives Edda from the root iz, azd, wsd(Mo3sogothic izdan, azd, plur. uzdun)
from which we have Mcesogothic azd, genus nobile, Old High German art (Latin
ars, art-is), Anglo-Saxon 6rd, Icelandic oddr, Danish odd, meaning point. According to this derivation Edda is the feminine form of the Icelanic oddr, signifying that which is at the point (at the highest point) and is analogous to the poetic
expression in Icelandic aldar oddr, princeps virorum.
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work was the Icelander Seemund,

lieved that the author of the

who, on account of his learning, was surnamed hinn frdSi,
that is the wise or learned, and from him it took its name.
The fact that Sssmund, however, has had nothing to do with

work

is

evident for

glance at

it

shows that

the

many
it is

reasons,

and the most

hasty-

not the production of a single

author, but that several persons must have had a share in
composition.

mund

simply for

its

poems was ascribed to'Saethe reason that it was impossible to think

The

collection of

of any other person to

whom

could be traced the authorship

of this book, the great value of which was early recognized

and which contained in itself no clue to its origin, than
that Icelander, who was celebrated for his knowledge of antiquities, to whom both his contemporaries and posterity
looked up with superstitious awe, and with whose name they
connected so many wonderful tales, for instance that he had
studied the black art,

etc.

The lays of the Elder Edda, in reference to the form of
which we shall return later, naturally divide themselves into
two groups, a mythic and a heroic, into poems that treat of anIn the first
cient gods and poems on the heroes of antiquity.
group, the Vbluspd (The Prophecy of the Vala, vala prophetIt is a series of majestic, grand
ess) is especially to be noted.
and poetic pictures of the cardinal features of Norse mythology, beginning with the creation and ending with the destruction and regeneration of the world.
It is a great pity that

—

only fragments of this remarkable

poem have been

preserved.

Important sources of knowledge in regard to the details of the
mythology are also Vafthrudnismdl, Grimnism&l and Alvismdl, which seem to have been composed more particularly
for

the purpose

of aiding

the

memory

retaining the

in

mythological

facts,

importance.

In a remarkably successful manner both these

while their poetic merit

is

of secondary

poem called LokaMger^s banquet, where Loke, the represen-

features are united in the very ironical
senna, the song on

tative of the evil principle

among

the asas, enters into a dis-
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eussion with all the gods and goddesses and says

things to them and about them.

poem

H&rbarftsljcfi, a dialogue

Very

many hard

satirical is also the

between Thor and Odin, who

disguised persuades Thor to describe his achivements in such a

manner

that he puts himself in a very comical light as a vain

and boasting fool. In contrast with these two poems, which
evidently owe their origin to an age when the faith in the
older gods had been changed into contempt, we must call
attention to the gem among all the humorous lays in the
Elder Edda, the splendid poem about Thrym. This magnificent and humorous poem about Thrym describes in vivid
colors and in a most amusing manner how Thor gets back
his hammer Mjolner, which the giant Thrym had stolen and
concealed deep in the earth. Only on the condition that
Freyja becomes his bride, will the giant give back the hammer, and the goddess refusing to consent to this, Thor himself disguised as a woman with Loke as his maid servant,
proceeds to the land of the giants, where Thor as Thrym's
bride recovers his hammer and with it destroys him and all
his race.
As a poem remarkable for its great lyric beauty
and glowingly passionate style we may mention the lay
of Skirner, Frey's servant, who rides to Jotunheim and
brings the beloved Gerd back as hisjmaster's bride.
A peculiar position in the Elder Edda is occupied by the poem
Hdvamdl (The song of the high one). It is a didactic poem
or rather fragments of a series of such poems, in which in
terse, vigorous sentences a number of maxims of life and
rules of conduct are presented, which furnish us a most
interesting glimpse of the moral code and ethical principles
of the ancient inhabitants of the North.

The remarkable poem, Rigsmdl, on Heimdal,
this divinity

is

in

which

described as the originator of the different

classes of society, is

not found in the manuscripts of the

Wormianus
Younger or Snorre's Edda), but its whole character
shows that it belongs there, and the same is true of another
Elder Edda
of the

(it is

preserved in the so-called Codex
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not found in the manuscripts of the Elder

Edda, namely, the mythic-genealogical lay called Hyndluljoft.

Both of these occupy a position about midway between the
mythic and the heroic -poems. To the heroic group belongs
the beautiful poem on the skilful Smith, Volund (VSlundarkviSa), the Dsedalos of the

North

;

Snorre's Edda, telling of the giant

the Grottasbngr found in

women Penja and

Menja,
and a series of poems for
which the material has been taken from the traditions about

who ground

gold for King Erode

the Volsungs.

Here we

with remarkable vigor;

find a

men

;

number of

characters described

like Helge, the slayer of

Hund-

and Sigurd, the slayer of Pafner; women like Sigrun,
Brynhild and Gudrun and many of these poems will always
rank among the noblest contributions ever made to the
We may mention as examples the
literature of the world.
second song of Helge, the slayer of Hunding, and the first
song of Gudrun. These poems are based on the same traditions as the Niebelungen Lay. While the latter, however, has
been materially modified as to form and contents by the later
Christian culture, whereby its poetical merit has been greatly
damaged, the story has in the Old Norse poetical version preserved all its original grandeur and heathen spirit.* In addition to the heroic songs which we find in the Edda, there
ing,

;

doubtless existed

of these, like the

many others of a similar character. A few
Krdkumdl on the achievements of Ragnar

Lodbrok, which belong to a considerably later date, have

come down to us in their original form, while others, like for
example the old Bjarkam&l, have been preserved only in
fragments, while
stories,

still

others have been remodelled into prose

which, however, contain more or less extended frag-

ments of the original poems. Finally there are some, which
have been preserved only in the form of ancient traditions,
as for instance in Saxo's Chronicle of Denmark.
*The

and best critical edition of Elder Edda is Sophus Bugge's,
For a fuller acconnt of the contents of the Eddas, the reader
Anderson's Norse Mythology.

last

Christiania, 1867.
is

referred to
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Like their kinsmen, the Germans, the inhabitants of the
North have doubtless at an early age practised the art of
poetry, and given expression to their memories of the past,
and to that which moved the hearts of the people, in songs,
which we presume were particularly heard in the courts of
At the dawn of
the kings and in the halls of the nobles.
historical times

we

find the skalds practising their art every-

where in the North. Wherever the " donsk tunga" was
spoken, they were received with great friendship and honor.
Many ancient traditions, in regard to which there can be no
doubt that they formed the subject of songs in remote prehistoric times,

have been rediscovered not only in Iceland, or in

Norway, but

known

in

Thus we have,
Volsung traditions were

also in other parts of the North.

for instance, distinct evidence that

Sweden, in the deeply interesting pictorial repreit on two characteristic Swedish runic monu-

sentations of

ments, which date from the close of the tenth or from the
first

half of the eleventh century.*

Many

traditions of this

kind are also preserved by Saxo in his Chronicle of Denmark,

some of which are purely Danish, connected with Danish
localities, and found only in that country; while others differ
in the manner in which they are related from the form in
which they have been recorded in Iceland. But in this connection we must bear in-- mind, that since many Icelandic
manuscripts have doubtless been lost, and as those which we
possess frequently have numerous discrepancies, there is a
possibility that old traditions, which now are found only in
Saxo, or which have been preserved in his chronicle in a
special variation, may have been recorded in Iceland in
manuscripts which have been lost, and even in the same form
Though it can not
in which we read them in Saxo's work.
be demonstrated with absolute certainty that Saxo knew and
used especially old Danish songs, still the probability of this
*Cari Save: Sigurds-riBtningarna a Ramsunds-Berget och GOks-Stenen,
tvanne f omsvenska minnesmarken om Sigurd Faf nesbane. Kg]. Vitterhets HiBtoria
och Antiqiiitets Akademiens Handlingar XXVI. Stockholm, 1869.
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more than probable, that the poetry

we have fragments in the Elder Edda, was not confined to Norway and Iceland, but also known in Denmark
and Sweden, where we find it, precisely as in Norway, cropof which

ping out in the popular literature of the middle ages, in a
Christian and romantic garb it is true, but with unmis-

The oldest Norse poets,
its heathen origin.
have tolerably satisfactory knowledge, display
in their productions much of that simple but grand spirit
which is so conspicuous in the songs of the Edda, a character
takable marks of
of

whom we

quite the opposite of the peculiar affectation, which the later

development of skaldship assumed. When we, therefore,
consider that within the group of Edda-poems itself it is easy
to point out, relatively speaking, older

and younger

lays,

poems, on the one hand, which by their very spirit and accent
betray the fact that they belong to the

restless,

bloody age of

the vikings, and poems, on the other hand, which bear testi-

mony

of an earlier and

more

refined culture; then all this

seems to indicate that in these old songs we have only a few

remnants of a poetry, which in an early age resounded
throughout the North, and that we do not with, perhaps, the
single exception of the V51uspa,

come down

know

all these glorious

songs

were in the period of their
full bloom, but only from the time when they had begun to
It is difficult at present to form any conception of
decay.
how extensive in quantity this poetic literature must have
been.
The fact is, that this whole countless number of Norse
traditions are the themes of so many separate songs.
Of these
traditions, a part have come down to us in a tolerably wellthat have

to us, as they

preserved condition; others

from

we

are able to recognize only

and of others again
the name remains.
It would lead us too
purpose if we should undertake to prove
and traditions of the North are based on
faint outlines;

the correctness of the statement

and

this

being granted,

it

is

more than
away from our

scarcely
far

that all the myths

ancient poems, but

admitted by

all scholars,

follows that Old Norse poetry

must
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have been extraordinarily extensive in quantity. By way of
example we may mention that in that old book on the art of
poetry, the

work generally known 'as

the

Younger or Snorre's

Edda, and in regard to which we shall have something to say
later, there is found a long series of stanzas which contains a
catalogue of names and other words employed in poetry.

Concerning the names of sea-kings here enumerated, the
learned Norwegian linguist and antiquarian Sophus

remarks: "

When we

Bugge

look at this multitude of names of old

sea-kings, they seem to us like a field thickly covered with
monuments. In regard to some of them, we have songs and
traditions, and this must once have been the case with all of

History seems now to have forgotten the most of
them, and the empty names remain to bear witness of the
multitude of the songs that have ceased to speak.'
Of such

them.

7

groups, and also of isolated "memorial stones," there, however, are a great

they are so

have been

number, and we can only say of them, that
insulated evidences of ancient poems that

many

lost.

There has been much dispute in regard to the literary
title to what remains of the Edda.
On the basis of the fact
that the Edda-poems were recorded in Iceland, that

is

to say

from Norway, the claim has been set up
that they are especially a Norwegian inheritance.
Against
this view no real objection can be made, when it is understood
that the statement is to be applied chiefly to the form in which
the poems were recorded in the thirteenth century.
But the
question becomes a widely different one, when we, as we of
necessity must, look upon them as a link of a great chain.
Then the form in which they were written down, becomes a
merely accidental circumstance, while the main fact remains,
that the songs, of which the Edda-poems give us a few fragin a country settled

ments, are the true expression of the popular spirit of the

North, which revealed

itself

around the lakes of Sweden and
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on the flat fields of Denmark, in the same manner
the mountains of Norway.*
If

any single country

of these poems,
this honor,

is

as

among

to be claimed as the special

Denmark would seem

where Saxo in
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home

to be chiefly entitled to

all probability

reaped his richest

harvest of myths, traditions, and poems, the original character of

which

is

clearly noticeable in his elegant Latin trans-

and which to a great extent treat of the same subjects
as the poems recorded by the Icelanders, while the majority
of them relate to Denmark.
This assumption is also supported by the fact that according to the incontrovertible
testimony of Northern antiquities, there existed in the middle
iron age a rich and varied culture in Denmark, in that very
time to which doubtless the bloom of Norse poetry is to be
referred. Denmark is, upon the whole, throughout antiquity
the one of northern countries, which seems to have acted the
most conspicuous part at least in the field of culture, since
the waves and movements that passed over the North proceeded from Denmark, or at least reached this country first.
The looking for a definite spot in the North as the
original home of these mythic-heroic poems is, however, very
We get a far more attractive and interunprofitable work.
esting picture when we turn our eyes beyond the borders of
Scandinavia and consider the Elder Edda in connection with
It then becomes evident that
the poetry of kindred nations.
the Edda-literature in its nature and origin belongs to the
whole Teutonic race. In Germany we recognize it in comparatively modern and greatly degenerated forms, especially
Among the Anglo-Saxons we
in the Niebelungen Lay.
lation,

Maurer: TTeber die Ausdriicke: altnordische, altnorwegische und altMunchen, 1867. S. Grundtvig: TJdsigt over den nordiske
Copenhagen, 1867. Om Nordens gamle Literatur.
Copenhagen, 1867. Er Nordens gamle Literatur norsk, eller er den dels islandsk
og dels nordisk? Copenhagen, 1869. G. Storm Om den gamle norrone Literatur.
Christiania, 1869. M. B. Rickert Om nordisk bildning och f ornnordisk literatnr.
Lund, 1869. P. E. Muller: TJntersuchungen fiber die Geschichte und das Verhaltniss der nordishen nnd deutschen Heldensage, mit Hinzufiigung erklarender,
berichtigender und erganzender Anmarkungen und Excuree, iibers. und krit.
bearbeitet von G. Lange. Frankfurt a. M. 1882.
* K.

isl&ndische Sprache.

Oidtids heroiske Digtning.

:

:
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hear

its

accents in the

Beowulf poem and in the

oldest

In the North, where we, in connection with

Christian songs.

various peculiarly Norse conceptions, find in part the same

themes as among the Germans and Anglo-Saxons, the Eddapoetry has preserved a far more original character, and here
it

appears in a specifically Norse dress.

however,

it

points back to a time

In

when no

its

common

difference

basis,

had been

developed between Scandinavians and Germans.

While the Edda-poems, therefore, originated in prehistoric
and while their authors are unknown, we have from a

times,

later period, reaching

far

down

into the

mediseval times,

knowledge of a number of poets, of which the oldest are of
Norwegian, and the later ones chiefly of Icelandic descent;
but the productions of these are widely different from the
songs of the Edda.

The

oldest

Norwegian

Old, are enveloped in

skalds, like

Starkad and Brage the

mythic darkness, but already, in the

time of Harald Fairhair (872-930), the song-smiths of the

Scandinavian North appear as thoroughly historical personIn Iceland the art of poetry was held in high honor,
was cultivated not only by the professional skalds, but
also by others when the occasion presented itself, and many a
passage is preserved, which owes its existence to the inspiraages.

and

it

moment. The art of improvising was the more
more stress was laid on skill and practice than on
real poetic merit.
The themes of the poems were of course
They would treat of love, of the sorrow
of great variety.

tion of the
easy, since

over the death of a relative or friend, and of events of every

but the most of them are composed in
some distinguished individual, in whose pres-

other description;
glorification of

ence the skald himself, as a rule, recited his poem, or they

were hymns in praise of some departed king or chieftain. All
poems and songs of this class were distinguished by the
name drapa*
There were two kinds of hymns of praise, namely the drapa (Icelandic
and the flok; the former was the longer, and upon the whole the
more esteemed, and it usually had a sort of refrain (Stef).
*

plur. drapur)
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When

the Icelander had arrived at the age of maturity,

he longed to travel in foreign lands.
then

visit foreign

liberally

they also came to

He became

their follower,

rewarded for the songs which he sang in

The

their praise.

As a skald he would

kings and other noblemen, where he would

receive a most hearty welcome.

and was
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skalds especially resorted to

Denmark and Sweden;

Norway, but

and, even to Eng-

land; nay, to wherever the "dOnsk tunga" was understood,

and they everywhere found a

cordial

welcome and attentive

ears.

These Icelandic skalds became a very significant factor in
the literary development of the North during the greater

For the skald it was necessary to
knowledge of the achievements of the chieftains who were to be celebrated in his songs.
Not unfrefrequently he had himself had a share in the deeds, but at
all events he was obliged to secure reliable information, for,
as Are Thorgilsson says in his preface * to his Book of Kings
(Konanga-b6k) in defence of the authority of the poems as
sources of history: " We admit that it was customary for the
skalds to praise him in whose presence they recited their
poems, but no one would venture to ascribe to him to his
face the honor of deeds performed, if those present, and espepart of the middle ages.
possess a full

knew

mere falsehood and flattery.
The most of the
sagas accordingly give frequent quotations from the skalds
in support of the narration, and doubtless many facts owe
cially himself,

it

to be

This would be mockery and not praise."

their preservation solely to the circumstance that the

memory

had the aid of such poems. And thus the step from the skald
to the saga-teller was a short one.
When these Icelanders,
who were at once poets and warriors, and who had visited so

many

foreign lands, returned to their native island again,

what stories must they not have had to
what eagerness must not their recitals of
found attached

* It is

The Kings Book
1

to Heimskringla,

itself is lost.

tell!

their

And
own

with

experi-

and was formerly ascribed to Snorre.
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and of what they had heard abroad, have been listened
by their attentive hearers, of whom many knew the persons
and circumstances described! The new reports were faithfully stored away in their memories, and thus the skalds
contributed much to increase the historical materials which
gradually were collected and embodied in the written sagas.
enees,

to

In another respect,

also, the skalds

are entitled to our

Without their aid the major part of that which
the songs and sagas tell of the real antiquities of the North
would scarcely have come down to us. The art of the skalds
was a very difficult one, even though it could be practised
with considerable success by persons who were not born
poets, and if the best effect was to be produced, a vast
amount of special education was necessary. Now it fortunately so happened that the principal part of their education
consisted in a knowledge of the old mythology, and of the old
heroic traditions. Among the many rules which fettered the
poetry in the skaldic age was one which called for the use of
artificial paraphrases, and the material for these was to a
great extent taken from the old heathen sagas and songs.
Christianity wrought no change in this respect, for the
skaldic art was so to speak perfectly developed, before the
former was introduced, and had to that degree become a part
of the whole culture of the people, that the idea of giving it
up or changing its form and character could not be thought
Hence we see the skalds to the very last applying metaof.
phors and figures borrowed from heathen fields of thought,
even to Christian productions, and it was, therefore, absolutely
gratitude.

necessary to preserve the
It is

not at

all

memory

of the heathen traditions.

improbable that the Elder Edda was collected

in part for this purpose,

and of the Younger Edda, which

furnishes important contributions especially to the knowledge
of mythology, this can be affirmed with certainty.

The Younger Edda, or Snorre's Edda (Edda Snorra Sturit is also called, because its authorship has been
ascribed to Snorre Sturlason, is a work composed at different
lasonar), as
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times by different persons, for the purpose of serving as a

hand-book for skalds.

It contains in the first place a

general

synopsis of the asa- faith in two parts; one greater, called

Gtjlfaginning (The Tooling of Gylfe); and one lesser, called

Bragarcedur (Brage's Speech). Then follows Skdldskaparm&l
(the art of poetry), in which we find a collection of the varietc., used by the
poems quoted by way of illustration.
much of these three divisions owe their origin to Snorre

ous kinds of characteristic paraphrases,
skalds, with stanzas of

How

has not been determined.
tain that he

is

On

the other hand,

it is

quite cer-

the author of the fourth division of the work,

the so-called Hattatal (Enumeration of Metres, a sort of Clavis
Metrica), which

is

a treatise on the various metres employed

in Old Norse poetry.

To

these four divisions there are added

as an appendix four additional chapters on

grammatical and
The author of the first grammatical
work ever produced in Iceland, was as is generally and not
without reason supposed, one Thorodd, surnamed Eunemaster, i.e., the Grammarian, who lived in about the middle of
the twelfth century, and the third chapter of the appendix is
doubtless written by the Icelander, Olaf Thordsson Hvitaskald (the white-haired skald), the nephew of Snorre, a scholar,
who spent some time at the court of Valdemar the Victorious,
who ruled Denmark from 1202 to 1241.*
It may not be improper to dwell for a few moments on
the form of Old Norse poetry.
A leading characteristic, and
one which the Edda lays possess in common with the later
poems, and which we find in all the oldest remnants of the
rhetorical

subjects.

poetry of the Teutonic race,

rhyme).

is

the use of alliteration (stave-

The strophe or song

as it is called generally con-

which are so united that
every half of the strophe contains an independent thought,

tains eight verses or lines, four of

* The best edition of The Younger Edda is that published by The ArnaMagnean Commission Edda Snorra Sturlasonar or Edda Snorkonis Sturljei, I-II Hefniae^ 1848-52. A smaller, more handy edition was edited by Thorleif J6nsson, Copenhagen, 1875.
The Younger Edda, translated by R. B. Ander:

:

son, Chicago, 1879.

Wilkin: Untersuchungen zur Snorra-Edda, Paderborn,

1878.
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and each of these halves is again divided into two parts,
which form a fourth part of the whole strophe, and contain
two lines belonging together and united by alliteration. The
nature of this alliteration, which also occurs frequently in
prose far
is

down

in the middle ages, especially

memory,

to be fixed in the

and the
lines

when

like,

when something

as for instance laws, proverbs

applied to poetry,

is this,

that in the two

belonging together, three words occur (in the oldest

poems frequently only two), beginning with the same letters,
two of which must be in the first, while the third is usually

The

at the beginning of the second line.

these

letters

called

is

the

chief letter

third and last of

(hdfwSstafr, head-

stave), because it is

regarded as ruling over the two others,

which depend on

and have the name sub-letters

The

supporters).

it,

(studlar,

lines are metrically divided into accented

and unaccented syllables. These simple rules of versification
govern the lays of the Edda. The principal metre is the socalled FornyrSalag, with two feet or accents in each of the
eight verses or lines.

Still

we

also find exceptions to this

rule in the Edda, some of the

poems being written in the socalled Lj6Sahattr, a strophe of six lines, of which the third
and sixth are alliterated independently, while the first and
second, and the fourth and fifth, belong together.*
In the age of the skaids there
*

An example
hana

a

is

much

greater variety

of Fornyrdalag

7olu »e]spa

Seid hon hvars hon kunni,
Seid hon hugleikin,
jE var hon angan

Fittihonganda;

711rar bruSar.

-Heioi

Hvara

til

he"tu

Aiisa

kom

Elder Edda. Veluspa, 22.
In this it is to be noted that the alliterations in the seventh and eighth lines
are in every way perfect, for according to the rules of Old Norse poetry, it was
only necessary that the consonants should be the same. This applies also to the
double consonants st, sk, and sp. If the alliterated words on the other hand
began with a vowel, it was thought most elegant to vary the vowels, as in the example given above.
The following is an example of Lj6dahattr*

Deyr /e\
Deyja /rsendr
Deyr sjalfr it sama

^k veit einn
At

aldri deyr

Z>6mr

um

cfauoan hvern
Elder Edda Havamal,
.

77.
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The verses become longer with three and four,
feet, and the most common metre, the so-called

in the form.

and even more

Dr6ttkvaeSi has three feet in each of the eight lines.

now we

and indeed the

A

perfect

lines alternate

with perfect and half-rhymes.

rhyme requires that two of

the syllables in the

and a half rhyme that they
vowels before the same consonant or combina-

same verse correspond
have different

And

but also syllable rhymes,

find not only alliteration,

perfectly,

More seldom do we

tion of consonants.

masculine and feminine rhymes.
in a very early period

(e.g.

in

Still

find

our modern

they occur and that

Egil Skallagrimsson), and

sometimes we even find that the four or eight verses of a
strophe have the same rhyme.*
These are the most

common

metres, but their different

elements were combined and varied in

many

ways.

Snorre's

Hattatal in the Younger Edda presents no less than one hun-

dred and two different kinds of verses.

Of course the varia-

tions are frequently very insignificant, but
find a stanza that

is

a perfect

work

we

occasionally

of art, and furnishes proofs

of the richness of the language.!

The old skalds, therefore, had difficulties enough to overcome in respect to the form of their poetry, and this especially since they were not permitted to transgress the established laws.
The poetic rules must be observed with the
*

An example

of a DrGttkvasol

iframani skein bruna.

Brims of

ljtisum himni

Hrist&v AOrvi glaesirar

JSaukf xaxin a mik lau£a
En sa geisli syslir
SffiEin gullmens Frioar
.ffvarma tungls oy kringa.
Hlinar othurft mina.

The

italics

tThis

is

show

alliteration, perfect

and half rhymes.

a good example:

Haki Kraki
hamdi framdi
geiruni eirum
gotna flotna

That is to say: Hake hamdi geirum gotna— Hake conquered the men with
weapons; Krake framdi eirum flotna Krake strengthened the men with peace.

—
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utmost minuteness. To the rules of metre, alliteration and
rhyme, was added the elaborate apparatus of figurative para-

The Edda-songs are

phrases.
style,

as a rule noble

and simple in

but even here, especially in the youngest of them,

those artificial tendencies begin to

are so conspicuous and

common

show themselves, which

in the compositions of the

skalds, that they, considered as a whole, constitute one of the

most remarkable phenomena in the history of literature.
The fundamental principle of this abnormity is found in all
poetry.
The poets of all lands and ages have striven to
ornament and elevate their style by the use of figurative
expressions but the old Norse skalds carried the use of figures of speech to the extreme. Nothing is called by its right
name, and the result is an obscurity and a distortion of lan;

guage which,
ble,

make the skaldic
who possess the key

as a rule,

except to those

verses unintelligito the metaphors.

Indeed, the best Old Norse scholars would be unable to interpret

many

of the passages in the skaldic lays, if

we

did not

fortunately have the Skdldskaparmdl of the Younger

Edda

which gives us the key to many of these enigmas. The simplest metaphors used are those which, without being genuine paraphrases, express the thought in words that do not
occur in common prose, or at least not in the sense in which
they are used in poetry. Thus we find in the skaldic lays on
the one hand a number of obsolete words, and, on the other,
words used in their original sense, just as is the practice
Frequently a quality or effect is
of poets in our time.
substituted for the

name

used instead of gold,

of an object, as

etc.

when

splendor

In this early skaldic poetry

is

we

many ideas and phrases taken from the realm of
mythology and legends of heroes, as when a spear is called
Gungner after Odin's spear, or a horse Grane after the horse
find

of Sigurd, the slayer of Pafner.

and,
and'

of

course,

also,

war with which

But

such as are
this

interwoven, occur especially

these figures of speech,

borrowed from battle

whole poetry

among

is

so

extensively

the so-called Kenningar

.

OLD
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(metaphors) which must have at least two, but

more members.

Thus we

may have

find for instance that gold is called

myth in which Freyja is said
wept golden tears when she was deserted by her husband Od) that the gallows are called Hagbard's steed (referring to the legend according to which the young Norwegian
hero, the lover of the Danish princess, was hung); that a
Freyjas's tears (referring to the

to have

;

warrior

is

called the wielder of the sword; a sword, the fire

of the shield; a shield, the war-roof; so that, instead of war-

we may

The
more difficult from the fact that
when two things have the same name, then a metaphor that
Thus the
stands for the one can represent the other as well.
word lind means both a ship and a shield, and conserior,

say, the wielder of the fire of the war-roof.

interpretation becomes

still

may

quently every metaphor used for a shield
a ship, and vice versa.

How

trated by a skald who, instead of the
flake),

used the word tree

(tr&).

from the following analysis
(cloud)

;

(sea)

be carried

is illus-

word

flake (fioki

—snow-

His right to do so appears

Instead of floki one

instead of sky, hrafn (raven)

hestr (steed)
saer

:

;

;

instead of hestr,

instead of

viSr (wood)

teinn (twig)

;

;

sasr,

marr (mare)

viSir

(ocean)

may

say sky

instead of hrafn,

;

;

instead of marr,
instead of

;

instead of viSr, bein (bone)

and instead of

be applied to

may

far this

;

vitiir,

instead of bein,

teinn, tre\*

*In order to convey a more distinct idea of how these metaphors appeared in
we refer our readers to the example of a Dr6ttkvsefji,
which wc gave on page 36. The stanza is taken from the Icelandic skald Gnnlaug
Ormstunga (the serpent-tongued). We here append a literal translation, with
notes on the metaphors " The moon of the eye-brows 1 of the white-clad goddess
of the onion soup 2 shone beaming on me as that of a falcon from the clear heaven
of the eye-brows, 3 but the beaming splendor from the moon of the eyelids* of the
goddess of the gold ring 5 causes since then the unhappiness of me and of the godthe verses of the skalds,

:

dess of the ring.' 16

The moon of the eye-brows, the eye. 2 The goddess of the onion soup, i.e.,
who prepares the onion soup is a "poetical" (!) metaphor for woman.
4 The moon of the
3 The heaven of the eye-brows, the forehead.
eye-lids, the eye.
5 The goddess of the gold ring, and 6 the goddess of the ring, are expressions for
woman.
In prose this would then mean: "The eye of the white-clad woman shone
beaming as that of a falcon on me from her forehead, but the beaming splendor of
her eye causes mine and the woman's unhappiness.
J

the one
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One might suppose that the examples we have given are
either exceptional, or at least very striking ones, but this is

On the contrary they illustrate the rules from
which even the greatest, the really gifted poets, were unable
to free themselves, though they did, now and then, break the
fetters and express themselves in the simple and natural style
of the ancients.
In their most inspired moments they evinced
not the case.

much

and invention of their
The examples quoted rather fall short of repre-

talent and taste in the choice

metaphors.

senting the whole artificial character of the skaldic poetry,

nor does even a

literal translation like the

one

we have given

in the foot note do the subject full justice; for if a transla-

tion should perfectly reflect the original, the rhythm, the allitIt
eration and the assonance would have to be reproduced.
should also be added that, as a compensation for the manifold

the skalds had a well-nigh unlimited
arrangement of the words in each half of the
The words might be given in almost any order the
stanza.
poet saw fit, so that a metaphor already obscure on account
of its many members might be broken asunder and the separate members scattered here and there between words belonging to other metaphors.
Thus it is evident that it
was no easy matter to understand these verses, and in spite
difficulties of versification,

liberty in the

of the fact that the figures consisted to a great extent of

often repeated, standard and familiar phrases, there can be

no doubt that the

listeners, as a rule, received

but a very

and if they
really desired to comprehend it, they would have to make a
careful study of it. Still while these rugged phrases sounded
superficial impression of the contents of the lay,

in their ears only as the roar of a waterfall, the listeners did

not lose much; for what has once been said of one of these
it is almost without a parallel in bold metaphors,

songs, that

but that this array of words has no great significance, can
safely be said of

them

as a class, although

it is

true, as stated

above, that a lay can here and there be found, which

is

full
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of poetic sentiment and in which the thought is not wholly
smothered by a superabundance of artificial figures of speech.*
The skaldic poetry, which, as already stated, extends back
into the mythic or at least into prehistoric time, preserved

above described until the close of the four-

the character

teenth century, although the genuine drapa or song of praise

with

mythic or heroic contents terminated a century
the side of this poetry there gradually grew up

its

earlier.

By

—

poems on religious themes
drapas on Christ, the Virgin
Mary and the Saints
and these eventually monopolized the
Still these religious poems also preserved the complifield.
cated form of the old versifications even long after the
drapas praising kings and heroes had ceased to be heard.
About the middle of the fifteenth century a simpler form
of poetry first makes its appearance, namely, the so-called
rima (Icelandic pi. rimur) a kind of ballad which continued to
flourish in Iceland and the Faroe Islands until the beginning
The ballads
of the seventeenth century, and even later.
are especially intended to be sung, and thus we find them
used as tunes for dancing. In regard to form they have

—

much

in

common with

the popular ballads of mediaeval Scan-

Their contents are based partly on the religious

dinavia.

on faiiy tales, and. partly on history; in the
were frequently paraphrases of the sagas. The

stories, partly

last case they

oldest specimen of a

Eima preserved

(the Olafsrima) dates

from about the middle of the fourteenth century and treats
of St. Olaf.

We

know

the names of several hundred skalds, and a

very large number of their lays are preserved either complete
or in fragments.
as

As genuine

historical persons

we do

not,

above indicated, find them before the time of the Norwe-

gian king

Hakald Paikhaik

in the end of the ninth

the beginning of the tenth century.

This king,

and in

who was

*E. Kr. Eask; Die Verslehre der Islander, Verdeutscht von G. Chr. F.
Mohnike, Berlin, 1830. Fr. Chr. Dietrich: Ueber LjoShatter (Haupts Zeitschrift
f. deutsches Alterth. Ill), J. Olafsen: Om Nordens gamle Digtekunst, Copengan, 1788. Buhs: Ueber die Ursprnng des isl. Poeeie, Berlin, 1873.
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himself a skald, gathered round him the most famous poets
of his time, and in his great deeds they found ample materi-

The most celebrated among them are
Thjodolf of Hvin and Thorbjorn Hornklofe. From the
former we have, besides an important historical-genealogical
poem, the so-called " Tnglingatal," which furnished the basis
of the Tnglingasaga in Snorre's Heimskringla, also fragments
of a mythic drapa called " HaustlOng," which treats of the
als for their songs.

god Thor. In him we find the preference for obscure metaphors, and also that complicated and heavy versification
already fully developed.

From

the

latter,

Thorbjorn,

we

have a few important fragments and some songs on Harald
These
Fairhair's achievements, and on the life at his court.
songs give evidence of genuine poetic talent; one of them is
especially noteworthy on account of its poetical arrangement

and

for breathing a spirit not unlike that of the

the Elder Edda.

Finnson, called

Of

still

poems

in

greater importance was Etvind

Skaldapillir (obscurer

of skalds), unques-

who
King Hakon, the foster son of King
England. The poet celebrated Hakon's mem-

tionably one of the most excellent Norwegian skalds,
lived in the time of

Athelstane, of

ory in his lay called Hakonarjmal, one of the finest songs
handed down from the past. In it he describes the last
battle of the valiant king, his death and reception in Valhal,
It is composed in
in glowing yet simple and noble passages.
the simple form of the old poetry, in which both the Fornyrftalag* and LjoSahattrf alternate in harmony with the
thought with splendid effect. In the same simple and elevated
style is composed the somewhat older Eiriksmal, which at the
request of queen Gunhild was chanted at the funeral of
her husband, Erik Bloodaxe, and which Eyvind seems to have
taken as a model for his lay on Hakon. X
Fomyrdalag, a bind of old metre, also called kviou-hattr.
kind of metre used in the Havamal.
u skaldspoiler," that is as
t Gudbrand Vigfusson explains Skaldapillir to mean
a nickname equivalent to poetaster or plagiarist. He thinks this nickname was
*

t Ljooahattr, the
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All the skalds hitherto mentioned were Norwegians; but

henceforth the poetic calling was transferred to the Icelanders,

Norwegian

From

who

also sang in the halls of the

this

time the Norwegians produced only short unimportant

lays,

and even some of their kings

kings.

like St. Olaf

the Severe occupied themselves with writing

and Harald
songs.

little

One of the most celebrated Icelandic poets was Egil SkallaHe came from a family that, on account of the
geimsson.
troubles with Harald Fairhair, had found

it

necessary to emi-

grate to Iceland, where they soon became very eminent.

was himself the most prominent Icelander of
magnificent type, not

less of

He was

rior.

One

life

of the

a great poet, and, in truth, a mighty war-

of the best Icelandic sagas treats of him,

gives a most interesting picture of his restless life at

and abroad, now

a

the intellectual vigor than of

the indomitable spirit which characterized the
viking.

Egil

his time,

and

home

from shore to shore on viking-expeand princes, and taking part in their
wars and feuds, now enthroned as a king on his gard, never
recognizing any other law than his own sweet will. Besides
a number of songs, we have from Egil three long poems, or
By one of them
at least important fragments of them.
"Hofudlausn" (The Redemption of the Head), a splendid,
exceedingly pompous drapa, composed in honor of Erik Bloodaxe, he saved his life, when circumstances had brought him
into the power of this marked enemy of his whom he had
deeply insulted. The second is a drapa composed in honor of
Both poems are
his friend Arinbjorn (Arinbjarnardrapa).
very characteristic, and especially the former was widely
sailing

ditions, or visiting kings

.

celebrated.

But

the best evidence of his great talent as a

poem

" Sonar-

torrek" (The Loss of the Son), which he produced,

when in
son, who

poet he furnished by his magnificent, strange
his old age

he

lost his

youngest and most beloved

given to Eyvind Finuson because two of his chief poems were modelled after other
works of contemporary fioets, the Haleygjatal after the Ynglirjgatal and the Hakonarmal after the Eiriksmal. Translator.
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drowned in the Borgarfjord. Bowed down by grief, the father
was about to put an end to his life by hunger, but his daughter
persuaded him to give up this purpose, representing to him
that no lay would be composed to commemorate his son unless
it was done by the father himself.
Thus Egil was induced to
compose his famous poem, which glows through and through
with fierceness and ungovernable defiance, but is at the same
The
Jjime _tuned to the tenderest tones of genuine poetry.
sorrow of this poet does not resemble the sorrow of other
There is no trace of weakness, but it contains a defiant

people.

expression of wrath and indignation that his proud race

approaching

is

and a bitter regret that he is not
able to revenge himself on the gods as he would have done on
men, had they caused him this loss. It is not so much paternal love as

extinction,

its

it

is

family pride that finds expression in this

poem, and intimately connected therewith, and forming as it
were the background to the whole poem, we see Egil's consciousness of his strength
his

own

personality.

words on Odin,

whom

The

and

his determination to vindicate

latter

is

especially apparent in his

he looks upon as the real cause of his

Toward this god he assumes the attitude of one
freeman toward another. Heretofore their mutual relations
have been friendly; henceforth they are hostile; but when he
remembers that Odin, how much so ever he has taken from
him, still has bestowed on him a choice gift, that of poetry,
the most magnificent of all human blessings, " and a mind
with which I am able quietly to turn a false friend into an
open enemy," he is reconciled; he resolves to live, and proudly
affliction.

takes the high seat again.

Among

the Icelandic poets

should also be

Kokmak and Gunlaug Oemstunga

mentioned

(Serpent-tongue, so called

We have the lives of both
which a large number of their poems are
preserved, especially of Kormak's love songs, a kind of poetry

on account of

his stinging satire).

told in sagas, in

which has a very strange look when presented in the rigid
versification of the skalds, and loaded down with the meta-
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H Alfred, nicknamed Vandb^bdaskald (the troublesome poet), who sang at the court of
the Norwegian ruler Jarl Hakon and of King Olaf Trygvason (toward the end of the tenth century), is of particular
interest on account of the struggle between heathendom and
Christianity, which continues through his whole life, and is
reflected in many of his poems.
At the request of Olaf he
was baptized, and his acceptance of the Christian religion
seems to have been a serious matter with him, and yet he
phoric garments of that age.

memory to the old heathen gods in
whose faith he was really happy and content. His last poem
is, however, the genuine Christian prayer of a dying man, and
frequently returns in his

Uppreistardrapa " (Poem of Eesurrection), which

his "

is

now

became widely celebrated.
Of St. Olaf 's skalds, Sighvat Thobdarson deserves special
mention. The king preferred him to all others, and in consequence the poet was attached to him with a tender love and
devotion, which are frequently expressed in a dignified manner in his poems. His poems are also written in the usual
wholly

lost,

style of the skalds, still they are less loaded

down with

arti-

and hence
they contain more genuine poetic sentiment. There is nothing strikingly original to be found in his poetry, but he possessed a decided talent for grasping the poetic thought in an
act or scene, and for expressing it in a vivid and descriptive
manner, though he did not always succeed in rising above a
His technical skill was so great,
certain common, dull style.
metaphors than the most of the skaldic

ficial

that

it is

verse

said of

more

him

fifteen years,
battles.

stad,

that he could express his thoughts in

readily than in prose, and

a very considerable

lays,

number

of poems.

and took part in nearly

we have from

He

his

muse

served King Olaf

all his

expeditions and

In Olaf 's last decisive struggle, the battle of Stikle-

in the year

1030, where the king found his

death,

Sighvat was, however, not present, as he was then on a

grimage

to

Rome.

Among

pil-

the finest and most original of

Sighvat's lays belong the songs in which he gives utterance to
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his grief at the

death of the beloved king, and expresses his

There

regret that he was not permitted to die at his side.
in these songs a tenderness which

is

seldom found

in.

is

the

many similar ones by other skalds. After his return from
Eome he entered the service of Magnus, the son of St. Olaf,
whose chief counsellor he became, and

to this epoch of his
career belong the celebrated " BersOglisvisur " (songs of free

speech),

which he composed when the king began to be tyranand in which he in powerful strains

nical toward the peasants,

brings the complaints of the people to the ears of the king.

Another of the many Icelandic skalds who gathered around
St. Olaf was Thormod Kolbexjnakskaid, so called because he
composed a laudatory poem on Thorbjorg Kolbrun (the lady
with the black eye-brows). He was also one of those who
were particularly intimate with the king, but unlike Sighvat,
he was a man of firm and unyielding temperament. He was
present at the battles of Stiklestad, where the king had appointed a place for him and a few other skalds near his
standard, in order that they might have a good opportunity
of watching the progress of the battle, and afterward
describe the events faithfully in their songs.
fell

We

in the battle.

But Thormod

have no long poems from him, but

One

only a few short lays produced on various occasions.

of

the most beautiful and spirited ones he sang on the evening
before the battle,

when each one

of the king's skalds com-

posed a song for the encouragement of the army.

The wild

enthusiasm for the battle finds a peculiarly strong expression
in

Thormod's

verses,

and the clashing of the swords

is

heard

throughout the song in spite of the rigid form to which he
was limited. Abator Jarlaskald (Earl-skald) was so called
because he had lived with the jarls on the Orkneys, before he

came to Norway, where he entered the service .of Magnus the
The numerous
Good and Harald the Stern (HardraSi).
poems by him which have been preserved give evidence of
considerable talent, and are especially remarkable for easy
style, for a more sparing and judicious use of metaphors, for
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rare euphony, and for their truly poetic sentiment.

Einar

Skulason, who belonged to the followers of King Eystein,
made himself particularly famous by his great religious
.

poem, "Geisli" (The Sunbeam) or Olafsdrapa, which he composed in honor of St. Olaf, and declaimed in the Christ Church
at Nidaros (Throndhjem).
It celebrated the merits of the
king and the saints in behalf of Christianity, and especially
The saga very
the miracles worked by Olaf after his death.

characteristically tells " that the church during the declama-

tion of the

poem was filled with the most exquisite fragrance,
poem had received the approval of the

a token that the
saint."

It is the oldest religious

served in perfect condition.
celebrated historian Snorre

drapa which has been prewe must mention the

Finally

Sttjrlason,

who

besides

other

and his
his brother), Olaf Hvitaskald, and Sttjela
Thordarson. Sturla is the last poet who is known to have
composed drapas in honor of Norwegian kings.
That drapas celebrating kings and princes ceased to be
produced was a natural result of the change of the times.
A more peaceful political and social life had taken the place
of continual warfare, and consequently there was no more
use for the rigid forms in which the productions of the skalds
were moulded. Poetry therefore sought another field, that
To be sure religious poems
of religion, for its materials.
had already been written in the preceding epoch by some of
the skalds.
Such a poem is extant, namely, the S61arlj6S
(Song of the Sun), which is written in the LjoShattr style,
and is largely based on the heathen myths. It belongs
unmistakably to the oldest Christian age, and Halfred Vandraedaskald's drapa on the resurrection is perhaps still older.
But yet the epoch of the religious drapa cannot properly be
said to begin before the close of the heroic age.
The most
celebrated of the religious poems is the Lilja (The Lily) by
the monk Eystein, a kind of Messiad, written in an original
metre which henceforth was called the Lily metre.
It

poems composed
nephews (sons of

the

above-mentioned

Hattatal,
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belongs to the second half of the fourteenth century, and
contains

many

passages of great beauty.*

With Eystein

the

harp of the skald ceased to reverberate, and Lilja forms a really
dignified finale.
A more brilliant close of the skaldic epoch
could scarcely be desired.

It

true that echoes of the

is

were heard even in the

skaldic harp

fifteenth century, as, for

instance, Lopt G-uttormson's "Hattalykill" (Key to Metres),
an erotic poem, which in form is an imitation of Snorre
Sturlason's Hattatal (Enumeration of Metres), but they were
mere echoes, and the fact remains that Eystein's Lilja marks
the close of the skaldic epoch and the beginning of the Bima
(ballad).

In the production of sagas f the popular spirit of the
North, reared for

itself a literary

monument

of no less im-

portance than are the Eddas and the skaldic lays.
too,

had

indicated

its

principal

how

home

in

Iceland.

We

circumstances naturally brought

The

saga,

have already
it

about that

valuable historical materials were collected there, which not

only concerned events in Iceland, but also on account of the

many

threads by which the Icelanders felt themselves tied to
Norway, embraced the most remarkable events of this country as well as the memory of what had happened in other
lands with which the Icelanders had had intercourse. Like
the poetry, these materials were handed down from generation to generation by word of mouth, and when at length
the conditions for a real literary activity were at hand a most
remarkable literature was produced out of these traditions.
The first book of which we have any knowledge was, according to the unanimous testimony of all authorities, the history of Iceland, written by Aee Thorgilsson about the year
1120, that

is

to say

about 250 years after the settlement of

The greatest bloom of saga writing is during the
half of the thirteenth century, and about the close of

Iceland.
first

that century the saga-epoch ended.
*The original, with an introduction and metrical translation by Eirikr
Magnuason, appeared a few years ago in England.— Tb.
t The word saga (Icl. pi., Sogur) means a saying, telling.
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The production of sagas thus extends through two centuand it hardly needs to be stated that with the progress of

ries,

time there took place corresponding changes in the style of
the saga and in the

manner

of utilizing the materials.

For

no matter how deeply the verbal tradition might have impressed itself on the popular memory, the written form
could not help gradually improving with the growing experience and continued practice in writing.

when we compare one

And

so

we

find

of the oldest documents with a saga

from the golden period of Icelandic literature, that there
has been great progress made in the use of the language and
The
in the grouping and arrangement of the materials.
literature begins with annals or chronicles similar to the
contemporary historical records of other countries, but it
does not take long before

it

produce genuine works of

however, preserved through

ment

has developed sufficient skill to

art.

Certain peculiarities were,

all the periods of the develop-

of the saga, excepting, of course, the mythic-heroic stories

and the mediaeval romances, where the saga

Among

wholly wanting.
ing:

spirit

is

almost

these peculiarities are the follow-

a vividness and directness in the telling although the

events described generally belong to a distant past; a perfectly objective

who

and unimpassioned manner, leaving the author,
even mentioned, wholly in the back-

as a rule is not

ground, and letting the events speak for themselves; a mi-

nute presentation of chronological and genealogical data, a

moment

matter of great

to the Icelanders,

informed in regard to the blood
various families
ties

and of

all

;

and

who were

ties existing

well

between the

finally a frequent quotation of authori-

other evidences that might tend to strengthen

the trustworthiness of the narrative.

We

Are
surnamed frofti, on account of his
great learning. The Younger Edda indicates him as the person, who with Thorodd Runemaster, adapted the Roman
(Anglo-Saxon) alphabet to the wants and comprehension of
just mentioned the father of Icelandic history,

Thorgilsson, like Saemund
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his

He was

countrymen.

born in the year 1067 and belonged

from Eagnar Lodbrok in
Denmark, and from the royal race of Ynglings in Upsala,
to a family that boasted a descent

Sweden.

Prom

he lived

his seventh to his twenty-first year

with the noted chieftain Hall of Hawkdale, where he found

an opportunity of being fully informed of what had happened
in old days in Iceland, while he at the same time heard much
about the condition and history of Norway. Thus he acquired
a rich treasure of historical knowledge, which he afterward
made use of in his books, and which has made his name so
famous. Are was also a priest and a chief (GoSi) and died
in the year 1148*.
Of his works we possess only his " Icelendingab6k " (The Book of the Icelanders), a brief, somewhat
dry account of the first settlement of Iceland, and a history
of the island

down

ample and
is,

to the time of bishop Gissur,

It is of great

the year 1118.

who

died in

importance on account of the

which

reliable genealogical data

contains.

it

It

however, in fact only an abstract or a revision of a greater

Islendingab6k also written by him, and which in turn served
as the basis for the production of the

erature, treats of the discovery

In

its

Landnamab6k (Land

This work, unique in the whole

taking book).

present form

ent times, and

it is

tells of

such fulness and

the

field of lit-

and settlement of Iceland.

work of various writers

at differ-

the settlers and their families with

detail, that

1,400 places are named.f

no

less

than 3,000 persons and

Are's greater Islendingab6k also

contains a history of the kings of

Norway, Denmark and
Kings) which later

England, the Konungab6k (Book of

writers frequently cite as authority, especially on account of
its

The particulars in rework are not known, but Keyser is doubtless

excellent chronological materials.

gard to

this

*P. E. Miiller: Ueber den Ursprung, die Bliithe und den Untergang der
Geschichtsschreibung, iibers. von G. Mohnike. Th. MObius Ueber die
altere islandische Saga, Leipzig, 1852. K. Maurer
Ueber Ari Tborgilsson nnd
sein Islanderbuch (Pfeiffier's GermaniaXV). E. Cbr. Worlauff: De Ario Multiisland.

:

:

scio, Hafnise, 1808.

+

The Landnamab6k has frequently been published. The
Copenhagen in 1843.

tion appeared in

last

and best edi-
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take into consideration his

Islendingab6k and the probable character of his

form) we are forced to the conwork on the kings of Norway was a brief
one, and that its chief purpose was to present a chronological table of events, in order that it in the same manner as his

Landnamab6k

(in its original

clusion that this

(lesser) Islendingab6k for the Icelandic sagas

might serve

as

a guide to a critical study of the history of the Norwegian

To

same original greater Islendingab6k belonged
work, namely, the " Kristnisaga," on
the introduction of Christianity in Iceland, and on later historical events in that island down to the year 1121.
But
this work is now extant in a form quite different from the
original, the matter pertaining to church history, which
in Are's work was mixed up with facts of general or secular
history, having been separated, remodelled and having received various additions that are not from Are.*
A somewhat older contemporary of Are, the priest Ssemund Sigfusson (born 1056, died 1133), the same person who without
a scrap of evidence has been called the author and compiler
of the Elder Edda, contributed much toward giving a firm
foundation to history by fixing the chronology of each reign
of the rulers of Norway from Harald Pairhair to Magnus the
Good (850-1047), and in the sagas he is frequently mentioned
as authority in this respect. Saemund does not appear to have
written any great work himself, at least there is none extant.
Through his great grandson, Jon Loptsson, his learning
was handed down to Snorre Sturleson, and the bulk of what
this greatest of all old sagamen has preserved for us doubtless comes by way of Jon Loptsson from Saemund.
Worthy of mention here is also Biskttpa S6gur (Sagas
of the Bishops), a series of narratives of the lives and works
of the first Icelandic bishops, to which are added various colkings."

the

also a third historical

lections of legends.
I. Copenhagen, 1843.
Kristnisaga cum
O. Brenner: TJeber die Kristni-Saga, Miinchen,

* Islendingab6k in Islendinga s6gur

interpretatione Lat. Hafniae, 1773.
1878.
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The chronological foundation having thus been

laid, so

that the materials at hand might be arranged in a systematic

manner, the

began to be put in writing on a more
The Icelandic sagas proper, that is to say,

latter

extensive scale.

the narratives which have the description of Icelandic affairs
for their object, extend

from the time of the

settlement

first

of the island to about the year 1030, a period which, on

account of struggles arising from the further colonization of
Iceland and from the introduction and establishment of the

new

faith,

necessarily

awakened the greatest

interest

and

What

hap-

furnished the richest materials for tradition.

pened after that period receives but slight attention in the
Only the Sttjrlunga Saga tells the most memorable

sagas.

events from the
lic,

wherefore

Saga."

The

first
it

is

settlement to the downfall of the repubusually called the " great Islendinga

rest of the Icelandic sagas find their materials

in other lands,

and confine themselves,

so far as Iceland
.

is

concerned, to meagre chronicles or annals.

To the most

striking and interesting productions that are

to be found in literature belong the Icelandic family sagas.

A

saga of this kind

is

generally the story of the

single Icelandic gentleman, but

it

life

invariably sketches

relation to his kin, going back to the first settler

from

of a

him

in

whom

he sprang, and especially giving a full account of all his relatives who have lived during the epoch embraced in. the saga.

The term family saga

is

therefore eminently appropriate.

These sagas also contain many valuable contributions to the
history of Iceland and of other countries with which the
Icelanders had a

more or

less lively intercourse,

and, as a

matter of course, to that of Norway; but their chief value
lies in their high literary form and in the materials they
furnish

for

an earnest,

a

history of the

clear,

culture

of their

dramatic, straightforward

time.

In

manner they

give us a multitude of richly colored pictures of mediaeval
life

and customs, and of striking and grandly endowed

natures, which are frequently described with a surprisingly
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profound psychological insight and with an unerring appreciation of the distinctive traits of a person's character

and of

the most important facts in every scene and event.

It is

to

difficult

draw the

line

between

fact

and

fiction;

for,

though there can be no doubt that all these descriptions
are based on actual occurrences (and this must be said of
them not only as a whole and in general, bnt also of a great
majority of the details) still it is evident that some fiction
;

has been blended with the

facts.

This appears not so

much

from the aptly interwoven verses or epistles as from the
masterly and artistic manner in which the materials are
arranged, while the creative talent of the artist

is

present

either consciously or unconsciously, especially in the repro-

duction of the dialogues, which in
peculiar

charm

many instances

to the descriptions akin to that

in the works of great poets,

is

which we find

not equally prominent in

Those in which this poetic charm

the sagas.

are worthy

This arbitrary element, which lends a

of a dramatic poet.

is

all

most easily

Not of a
all respects the best ones.
them do we know with certainty in what man-

discovered are in
single one of

whom it received its present form; not a single
one appears as the work of this or that " author," and this

ner or by

is

in one sense as

it

should be, since a large part of the

work must unquestionably be ascribed

to tradition which
Frequent efforts have been made to
trace the most important sagas to well-known Icelanders like
Are and Saemund, but wholly without reason, since the form

preceded the writing.

in

which we now have them cannot be ascribed to distinct

individuals.

Generally speaking, no chronological disposition can be

made

of the Icelandic saga.

The evidences of age that may

be gathered from the style, the language,
tain that

it is

etc.,

are so uncer-

not possible to draw conclusions from them

in regard to the different kinds of writing.

meration which we

are

now about

to

make

In the enuof the most

important ones we have nothing else to guide us as to the
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order in which

We

we

them

give

give

them than external circumstances.

in groups, according

from one

describe, passing

to the

locality they

along the

district to the other

Icelandic coast.

Beginning in the South of Iceland or on the south coast
at once meet with the foremost and most interesting of all,
the Njal's Saga, which abounds in characters drawn with

we

and in entertaining descriptions of life and
these we will mention: the shrewd Njal
skilled in law and his magnanimous wife Bergthora their sons,
of whom Skarphedin especially is a most original character,
excellently drawn Njal's friend, the noble Gunnar, of Lithend
and the latter's cold, hard-hearted wife Hallgerd. This saga
contains interesting descriptions of feuds, lawsuits, revenge
for bloodshed, etc., and is very important to any one studying the history of civilization, on account of the key which it
The events described by Njal's Saga
gives to Icelandic law.
took place between 960 and 1016. This saga is told in beautiful and noble language, and what is true of so many other
sagas can be said with peculiar emphasis of this one, that the
admirable style bears evidence of an artistic and skilful hand.
To Saemund has been attributed the original authorship, but
masterly

skill,

customs.

Among

;

;

there

is little

In the

probability in this supposition.

West

of Iceland

we

find Egil's Saga,

which

of the above-mentioned skald Egil Skallagrimsson.

the period from 860 to 1000, and
the foremost of the family sagas.

and

style,

is

especially interesting

is

like the Njala

It is clear

tells

It covers

one of

and vivid in

on account of

its

descrip-

and Harald PairIceland, and of Egil's

tion of the conflict between Egil's family
hair,

which led

to the emigration to

and skald. It contains many of Egil's
some of which are among the best produced in the

restless life as viking

songs,

skaldic age.

In certain respects the saga of the skald Gttn-

laug Okmstunga (Serpent-tongue) is a continuation of Egil's
Gunlaug
It is a short but very charming love story.
Saga.
and another skald, by name Hrafn, are rival lovers of Helga
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fall in

the holm-

gang or judicial combat. Helga's true love for Gunlaug, his
recklessness, which makes him forget the appointed time at
which he was to fetch his bride, and Hrafn's treason are set
forth in bold and vivid colors.
Similar in theme to the Gunlaug's Saga is that of BjOrn Hitd^elakappi (the hero of Hitdale)

belonging to the southwest of Iceland (1000-1025).

This, too, tells of rivalry in love, hatred,
so full of dramatic life

and interest

and song, but

as the former.

it is

not

It is the

third and last in the series of sagas of the Moor-men, that
to say, of Egil Skallagrimsson

Iceland was upon the whole the

and
soil

his family.

is

The west of

upon which saga writing

developed most luxuriously, but our limits do not permit us
to

do more than mention some of the most important ones.

A

graphic description of the events between 880 and 1030

is

found in the Eyrbyggja Saga, a work which is also interesting on account of the numerous notices it preserves of the

and manners of the heathen times and on account
it tells from heathen superstition.
The
Viga-Sttb's Saga ok HeiSarviga (the Saga of Viga-Styr and
of the Battle of the Heath) is only a fragment, the original beginning having been lost and afterward written down from
memory. Its events begin in 990 and end in 1015, and it tells
the exploits of Viga-Styr, of Snorre's foray in Borgorfjord and
of the slaying in Norway of Hall Gudmundson which led to
the battle on the Heath (the Heath connecting the north and.
west of Iceland). This saga has a fine plot, and its antique
style marks it as one of the oldest saga specimens to be found.
The Laxd^la Saga likewise describes events from 886 to
1030. It is one of the longest sagas, and is remarkable for
its skilful delineation of character (Kjartan and G-udrun),
and in general for its vivid and attractive style. The G-isla
Saga Suessostae (Saga of Gisle Sursson) is a splendid story
of an outlawed skald (950-980).
Havaedar Saga Isfibdings,
the Saga of Havard of Icefirth (997-1002) tells how the old
skald Havard avenged the death of his son.
The Postbr^edka
institutions

of the ghost stories
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Saga, Saga of the Foster-brothers (1010-1030)

mod Kolbrunarskald and Thorgeir

Havarsson.

tells of

Thor-

Finally,

we

must mention H.s;nsathoeis Saga, the story of Hen-Thore
(about 960) and the saga of H5ed Gbimkalsson' and Geib
(950-990).

In the Noeth of Iceland we find Koemak's Saga (930984) of the above-mentioned skald of that name.
is

the chief topic, wherefore

it

contains a

number

His love
of love-

Fine descriptions of Icelandic customs are found in
Halfeed Vande^edaskald's Saga (988-1008) and in Vatzd^la
songs.

Saga, the story of the Waterdale
cially

Men

(870-1000), which espe-

throw light upon the conditions

ition to Christianity.

as shaped

by the trans-

Geettis Saga, the story of Grette the

Strong (872-1033), is a saga adorned with mythic exaggerations

and

fables,

but

still

abounding in

interest, excellently told,

and

giving the history of the outlaw Grette the Strong, celebrated

and strength and regarded by the Icelanders
Viga-Glum's Saga (920-1000) distinguished for its graphic and attractive descriptions, and
Ljosvetntnga Saga, the story of the Lightwater Men (9901050), in the latter of which the chieftain Gudmund the
Mighty is the hero, also belong to the north of Iceland.
Of the sagas relating to the East of Iceland the Vapnfiedinga Saga (970-990) telling of the feuds between the
men of Hof in Weapenfirth (whence the name of the saga)
and the men of Crosswick, and the Heafnkel's Saga Feeysgoda (about 950), the ,saga of the Hrafnkel, Priest of
Frey, are the most important. The latter especially gives a
characteristic picture of social conditions together with interfor his courage

as a national

hero.

esting sketches of the worship of the heathen gods, of the

administration of law and of political institutions of Iceland.*
*Sturlunga Saga edited with Prolegomena, Appendices, Tables, Indices and
Maps, by Gudbrand Vigfusson, I-II, Oxford, 1878. Njala I (Text), Copenhagen,
Sagan af Agli Skallagrimssyni, Reykjavik, 1856.
18T5. II, Copenhagen, 1879.
Egils Saga cum interpretatione latina, Hafnise, 1809. E. Jessen, Glaubwurdigkeit
der Egils-Saga und anderer Islander Sagas. (Hist. Zeitschr. XIV 1872.) Gunn-
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fact that

Icelandic

began in an early day to be concerned with the
history of Norway.
Are Thorgilsson made ^Norwegian history one of his chief studies, the results of which he put in
writing, and after him others carried the work in this direction forward on a grand scale.
The results are embodied in
various sagas of Norwegian kings, some giving an account of
traditions

only one, others of several kings.

Olaf Trygvason and

Olaf being the most prominent characters

among

St.

the rulers

of Norway, receive special attention from the saga-writers,
is no lack of works giving the history of other Norwegian kings, and efforts were soon made to present continu-

but there

ous sketches of the lives of several kings as the preparation
for a

genuine history of Norway.

By far

the greater

number

of these sagas were produced in Iceland, though, as a matter
of course, the materials on which they are based

came mostly

from Norway, or in other words were communicated by Norwegians. It is also known that Norwegians took part in the
composition of sagas, though it cannot be determined how
much of the work was done by them.

Among

the

first efforts to

treat the history of

Norway
work

connectedly, excepting, of course, the above-mentioned

cum interpretatione latina, Hafniae, 1775. Gunnlaugs Saga ormstungu ved Ole Rygh, Christiania, 1862. It is also published in the
Islendinga SOgur, II, Copenhagen, 1847.
Eyrbyggja Saga cum versione latina,
Hafniae, 1787. Eyrbyggja Saga, edited by Gudbrand Vigfusson, Leipzig, 1864.
Laxdaela Saga cum interpretatione latina, Hafnice, 1826. Kormaks Saga cum interpretatione latina, Hafniae, 1832. In TTobdiske Oldskeifter, edited by Det
nordiske Literatursamfund, the following sagas are found in the original, and
with Danish translations Sagan af Hrafnkeli FreysgoSa, Copenhagen, 1847. Sagan af Birni Hitdselakappa, Copenhagen, 1847. Vapnnrdinga Saga, Copenhagen,
1858. Tvser sogur af Gisla Stirssyni, Copenhagen, 1849. Eostbraedra Saga, Copenlaugs Saga ormstungu ok Hrafns

:

hagen, 1852. Grettis Saga, Copenhagen, 1853. HavarSar Saga Isfiroing, Copenhagen, 1860. In the Islendinga Sogue, I-II, Copenhagen, 1829-30 are found the
following: Ljosvetninga Saga and Vigaglums Saga. In the Islendinga Sogue,
1843-47, are found HarfSar Saga Grimkelssonar ok Geirs Sagan
ok Heifjarvigum; Haensathoris Saga, and Sagan af Hrafni ok Gunnlangi ormstungu. In the Foensogur, edited by G. Vigfusson and Th. Mobius,
Leipzig, 1860, are found: Vatnsdaela Saga, HallfreSar Saga and Floamanna Saga.
Iu Abhdlg. der kgl. bayr. Akademie der Wissenschaften for 1871 is found an article by Dr. Konrad Maurer, entitled TJeber die Hamsathoris Saga.
I-II,

Copenhagen,

:

;

af Viga Styr

:
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by Are Thorgilsson, are a chronicle based on oral tradition
and written in the Latin tongue* by the Norwegian monk
"
Thjodbek about the year 1179, and a " Historia Norvagia
also apparently written by a Norwegian in the twelfth century.
Mention should also be made in this connection of
AgbIp (i.e. abridgement or epitome) af Noeegs KontjngasSgitm, a short and upon the whole imperfect history of the Norwegian kings from Halfdan, the Swarthy, to Sigard Jossalafar, which probably was written in Iceland toward the end
Par superior to that work is the
of the twelfth century.
Fageskinna (the magnificent parchment). To be sure the
sources from which it is compiled are used with but little
criticism, but the style is clear and dramatic, and the language though terse, is vivid and fluent. In this work is
found a number of skaldic poems, for instance the Eiriksmal
on Erik Bloodyaxe.
But the crown of Icelandic historiography is Snoeee Stueleson's Heimsk^ingla, which towers above all other Icelandic
histories like a splendid tree above the low brushwood.
Snorre was born in the year 1178 and belonged to one of the
most celebrated families of Iceland. In his fourth year he
became domiciled at Odde in the abode of Jon Loptsson,
great-grandson of Saemund, where he had the very best
opportunities, for acquiring a thorough education.
His foster
father, himself one of the most learned men of his time,
took pains to transmit to him the great fund of historical
knowledge which he had inherited from his grandfather. By
a wealthy marriage and by means of various prudent enterprises Snorre acquired great riches, and became one of the
most influential men of the country. He possessed sixteen
farms and was able to appear at the Thing with a following
But his power and insolence made
of eight hundred men.
These attempts to make Latin the literary language of Norway stand alone.
was made in Iceland, where the monks, Odd Snorrason (died 1200)
and Gunlaug Leifsson (died 1218), in the Thingeyra Cloister produced works on
The originals are lost and the works
Olaf Trygvason in the Latin language.
are known only through Icelandic translations and adaptations.
*

A similar one
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him many enemies, and he was constantly engaged
-

in

liti-

gation with other prominent men, mostly his

own

In the year 1218 Snorre came for the

time to Nor-

first

kinsfolk.

way, where the young Hakon Hakonson was then reigning
under the protection of Jarl Skule. Snorre was received
with great distinction, Gomposed
year a serious

ishe

poem Hattatal

was made a

in honor

The next
trouble arose between the Norwegians and

of the king and jarl, and

courtier.

the Icelanders, and Skule even contemplated an expedition to
Iceland in order to avenge an outrage which one of the chiefs
there had inflicted on some Norwegian merchants.
it is

true, succeeded in persuading the jarl to

project,

tion of

Snorre,

abandon

his

but he had to pledge himself to work for the realizaa plan long cherished by the

Norwegian king, of

Iceland to the throne of Norway, a promise

subjugating

which Snorre does

not,

his return to Iceland

however, seem to have kept.

After

he increased his fortune and influence,

but on the other hand he became more and more entangled
in hostilities,

and

his enemies,

Sturla Sighvatson,

Hakon and

made use

headed by his own nephew,
of

the

feud between King

Jarl Skule to turn the former againt Snorre,

whose position was thus greatly imperilled. He therefore beNorway to seek help from the jarl. Then he
returned to Iceland, where his nephew in the meantime had
fallen in a struggle with Snorre's son-in-law, Gissur.
But
in Gissur he found a no less dangerous enemy than his
nephew had been, and at the behest of king Hakon Gissur
murdered his father-in-law, September 22, 1241.
Despite this restless life, which constitutes but a single,
though a prominent episode in this stormy time by which
took himself to

Iceland was visited before the

fall of

the republic, and which

weakened and shattered

all social and political
and made the country a sure prey of the Norwegian
king, we say despite this restless life, Snorre found time to
develop a literary activity which marks the zenith of the

necessarily
ties

production of historical sagas.

His sagas of the kings of
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—

Norway, the Heimskringla, so called from the first two
words of one of the manuscripts (kringla heimsins, the earth's
circle)

— begins

Ynglings,

with the saga of the royal family of the

who were descended from

Upsala, and then

tells

the gods and ruled at

the history of Norway,' carrying

it

forward to the year 1177. The short Ynglinga Saga, based
on the old " Ynglingatal," the poem composed by the skald
Thjodolf of Hvin,

is

throughout mythic and heroic, and

peculiarly interesting

as

an

effort

to present

the

is

ancient

gods as historical persons; but in the saga of Halfdan the

Swarthy the

light of history dawns,

broad daylight of

facts.

and we soon enter the

Snorre's sources were, besides the

and songs that still existed in his. time, a whole
Without doubt he consulted all the
historical works which we have already mentioned and many
others which have not been preserved, and his activity
was not confined simply to copying and compiling from his
predecessors, but he reproduced them with a care and criticism which his forerunners in the saga field had not fully
learned to apply. He makes extensive use of the songs of
the skalds of former ages and of his own time, and adds in
his descriptions a number of new facts that were unknown
traditions

cycle of written sagas.

to the earlier writers.

All these things together, in connection

language and style and the unity and comprehensiveness that distinguish his work, not only raise him
with his
above

all

classic

other saga writers, but

make him

a truly great his-

torian.

work with the year 1117 must
King
Swerre, who ascended the throne of Norway in 1184, was
already written by one of Swerre's contemporaries, the AbThat Snorre

closes

his

doubtless be accounted for by the fact that the Saga of

'

Karl Jonsson

Thingeyra monastery in the north
visited Norway and produced his
saga under the supervision and with the cooperation of the
king himself. Already before this attempts had been made
Thus the " Hryggjarat writing contemporary history.
bot

of Iceland.

of the

Karl Jonsson
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stykki," by the Icelander Eirik Oddsson, treats of his eontemporary kings Harald Gille, Magnus the Blind, and Sigurd
the Severe.
The book is not now extant, but was in its time

consulted by later authors.

Probably

it is

the so-called " Morkinskinna" (Rottenskin)

also preserved in

which describes
Good (1035) to 1157, and which,
although in its present form coming from a later hand, is
apparently originally the work of Snorre. Among documents, which served as Snorre's sources, must also be mentioned the so-called legendary saga of St. Olaf, which tells
especially of Olaf's miracles and is in this respect based on
older miracle books and collections of legends relating to this
the period from

Magnus

,

the

king.

The continuation

of the Heimskringla,

which various

authors have contributed, embraces in addition to Swerre's

down to Magnus Laga(Law-mender). Of the saga of this king, which, like
that of Hakon Hakonson, was written by one of Snorre's
relatives, Sttjrla Thordsson, we now possess only a fragsaga the history of the later kings

bseter

ment, which forms the

last link in the

long chain of histor-

works produced by Icelanders and Norwegians in the
middle ages. Worthy of mention are also the so-called great
or historical saga of St. Olaf and the great Olaf Trygvason's Saga, which was written in the fourteenth century and
ical

is

a compilation of

all earlier

sources into a history of this

king.*

om Kongesagaens Premvaext I„ Christiania,
UndersOgelse af Danmarks og Gorges Sagnhistorie
(on the sources of Saxo and Snorre), Copenhagen, 1833. G, Storm: Snorre SturTh. Mobius: Ueber die Heimslasons Historieskrivning, Copenhagen, 1873.
kringla (in Zeitschrift fur dentsche Philologie V, 1874). Rosselet: De Snorrone
Sturlsei, Berlin, 1853. Heimskringla cller Xorges Kongesagaer af Snorre Sturlason, edited by C. R. linger, Christiania, 1868. P. Wachter: Snorre Stnrlasons
Weltkreis (Heimskringla), ttbersetzt und erlautert, Leipzig, 1835-36. Konunga
Sogur, Sagaer om Sverre og haus Efterfolgere, edited by C. R. Unger, Christiania,
1873. Fagrskinna, edited by P. A. Munch and C. R. Unger, Christiania, 1847.
Morkinskinna, edited by C. R. Unger, Christiania, 1867. Fornmanna Sogur eptir
gOmlum handritum ritgefnar a'5 tilhlutum hins Konungsiiga Norrsena Fornfraffa
Mags I-IX, Copenhagen, 1825-37, with Latin translations: Scripta historicalslandorum de rebus gestis veterum Borealium I-XII, Copenhagen, 1828-46.
*A. Gjessing: Undersogelse

1873.

P. E. Mttller: Kritisk
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A
is

the

collection of sagas

Flateyarbok

which also deserves special mention

(the book of Flat Isle), so called because

was found on the small island Flatey in Broadforth. The
book is written toward the end of the fourteenth century by
two Icelandic priests, and contains in strange confusion and
it

wholly without criticism a large number of sagas (Olaf Tryg-

Hakon Hakonpoems (Einar Skulason's " G-eisli," Einar
Gilsson's " Olafsrima," etc.) and of shorter stories; but it is
important, because much is found there which otherwise
would have been lost. The Flatey-book is not, however, the
only old Icelandic manuscript in which a variety of matters
are collected, but none other confuses things on so vast a scale.
The Flatey-book naturally leads us to discuss the sagas
which speak of other countries than Iceland and Norway, as
it contains
sagas of the Fareys and the Orkneys.
The
F.<ereyinga Saga gives an account of the introduction of
Christianity on the Fareys and of various events connected
therewith which group themselves around the poetically
sketched popular hero, Sigmund Brestesson. It is an interesting and graphically told saga, which, however, has more
poetic than historical value.
The Orkneyinga Saga resembles in its style the sagas of the kings, and gives the history
of the jarls of the Orkneys from the close of the ninth century to 1222. It contains many songs, and seems on the
vason's Saga, St. Olaf 's Saga, Swerre's Saga,
son's Saga, etc.), of

whole to be founded on short stories of an older date.

Or

Greenland and Vinland (a part of the eastern coast of
North America, the present Massachusetts and Ehode Island,
which was discovered by the Icelanders at the close of the
tenth century) accounts are found in the sagas of Erik the

Red, in Thorfin Karlsefne's Saga, and in the Grjenlendingaall of which contain, important contributions to the
knowledge of the discoveries and of the life of the settlers in
For the history of Denmark the Jomsvikinga
Greenland.
Saga and especially the Knytlinga Saga are of importance.
The former tells in a most lucid manner of the Jomsvikings

th£ttr,
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and of their defeat in the battle with jarl Hakon, and of
Gorm the Old, and Harald Bluetooth, while the latter contains the history of Denmark from Gorm the Old. down to
Knud VI, and furnishes a very full and interesting account of
Knud the Saint. Sweden is mentioned only incidentally in
some of the sagas, as for instance in that of Egil Skallagrimsson and in a few of the shorter stories of which the historical value is

very insignificant.

Contributions to the history

of Eussia are found in Etmund's Saga, which, though full of

embellishments,

helps to illustrate and explain the ac-

stilly

count of Nestor.*

The

historical taste

ture was gradually

which produced

Many

lost.

this extensive litera-

causes, both external

and

internal, united in bringing this magnificent intellectual activity to a standstill.

greater the

made

number

was a matter of course, that the

It

of sagas that were put in writing and

many, the more did the interest
was the most
important condition for the gathering and preservation of
The decline of oral tradition can also
the saga materials.
thus

accessible to the

in the oral tradition diminish, and the latter

be partly accounted for by the fact that the social conditions
in Iceland gradually

assumed a new character and conse-

quently the saga materials, which were formerly liable to

now gathered around a few centres and
no longer awakened the same general interest as before.
The original institutions under which the Icelandic freeman
develop anywhere,

considered himself the equal of every other freeman in the

had gradually' developed into the government of a few,
inasmuch as a comparatively large power was centred in
the hands of a few chiefs and while formerly the law itself,
the greater or lesser knowledge of it, and the ability to apland,

;

ply

it,

in connection with public opinion, as a rule decided

all disputes, it
the,

largest

now depended

army with which

chiefly
to

* :Flateyarb6k, Cnristianla, I-III, 1860-68.

by Columbus, Chicago,

1883.

on who could furnish

annihilate

his

opponent.

Anderson, America not discovered
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The bloody

feuds which were carried on toward the fall

of the republic between

the

mighty men of Iceland, and
and

of which the Sturlunga saga furnishes a most graphic

interesting picture, could not help giving all the conditions

new

was
The age of magnificently
endowed heroes was past, violence and treachery now determined the course of events only the few who had power and
influence took any interest in public affairs, and the few
events of importance could easily be recorded by the annalists.
As a matter of course this decline of historical interof life an entirely

character, and that one which

not favorable to saga-writing.

;

est in reference to the affairs of Iceland, also greatly

ished

the taste

for foreign

history.

dimin-

In short, when the

writing of Icelandic sagas ceased, that magnificent literary
industry which the Icelanders had devoted to chronicling the

Norway

might reasonably
Norway was the
very thing needed to bring the sagas of the Norwegian kings
to unfold their fairest blossoms, but quite on the contrary,
no sooner were the Icelanders united with Norway than this
branch of their literary activity ceased entirely. The intercourse between Iceland and Norway was not interrupted, but
their mutual relations assumed wholly new forms.
The Icelanders no longer visited the Norwegian kings in the capacity
of skalds or for the purpose of becoming their courtiers, and
thus the conditions for saga writing disappeared and the
Norwegians who came to Iceland, being mostly ignorant merchants and seamen, could not take the place of the sagamen.
Besides, the island was devastated in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries by epidemics such as the black plague, by
events of

also

came

to a close.

It

be supposed that the union of Iceland with

famine,

etc.

All these circumstances combined were surely sufficient
to explain

Icelanders

why the literary productions ceased and why those
who still had taste for intellectual employment

mainly confined themselves

to

copying and preserving what

they had inherited from the past.

But

in addition to these
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another which largely con-

tributed to undermine the historical talent of which the sagas
give such a striking evidence, namely, the increasing influ-

ence which the romances introduced from abroad exercised

on the whole North and also on Iceland. Of " lygisagas,"
that is fictitious accounts of northern events, mention is made
in an early day, but toward the close of the old Norse liter-

ary period foreign works found admittance and made their
influence felt on the development of

northern literature.

This influence manifests itself partly in the domain of his-

inasmuch

tory,

as it

produced a tendency to adorn the events

with poetical embellishments, and partly in the domain of

where the mythic and heroic traditions which were
in writing were exaggerated and embellished according to the well known style of the French and German
romances of chivalry, so that the original frequently very
ancient elements became more or less indiscernible. Wholly
new fictions were also written in this style so widely different from that of the earlier literature.
poetry,

now put

"We will

first

briefly consider the mythic-heroic sagas,

since they deal with life in the north
are, excepting the embellishments,

and

relate stories

which

very old and founded on

the traditions out of which the whole literary development

These sagas are chiefly transprosings of old poems, of
which fragments of more or less length are at the same time
introduced.
In one of the most important sagas of this
grew.

kind, the Volsttnga Saga, the transproser's embellishments are

very easily separated from the ancient traditions, since several of the old poems, on which the saga is based, are preserved in the Elder Edda.

saga

is

The whole middle portion of the

a transprosing of the poems which relate to the Vol-

sungs, and the opening chapters are also clearly based on

now lost, while the last chapunmistakably a later addition to the original cycle
of poems.
The Volsunga Saga is of great importance on account of the connected narration of all the parts of the Volvery ancient songs, which are
ters are

sung

story.
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When we

compare the poems that have come down

to our

time with the Volsunga Saga we find that the relation between

song and story, wherever the transproser's method can be detected, is of such a nature that in all probability the leading

features of the traditions have as a rule been preserved in

and original form. Occasionally, it is true, a romantic chord is struck which cannot be traced back to the
songs, and which cannot be made to harmonize with the an-

their pure

cient traditions, but reminds us of the age of chivalry with

tendency to tell supernatural adventures and paint the
most grotesque pictures with the most glowing colors. Not
unfrequently the original plot has been distorted by the transproser for the reason that he has not correctly understood the
poem. But viewed as a whole the transprosing is faithfully
done, and the impression we get from those parts of which
we possess only the prosaic paraphrase is uniformly the same
as that which we get from those passages of which the origThe saga is in fact throughout,
inal poems are preserved.
by virtue of its natural simplicity, an exceedingly fascinating
reproduction substantially of the songs with which we are familiar, and frequently it approaches the form of the verse so
closely that we catch glimpses of the latter with its alliterations.
The Volsunga saga is particularly interesting from the fact
that it illustrates how the original and ancient nucleus of the
its

saga in the course of time has received various additions, other

become united withHhe Volsung legends.
this is the expansion which the
Sigurd traditions have received by becoming united with the
traditions relating to the viking king Eagnar Lodbrok, the
latter's wife Aslaug being represented as a daughter of Sitraditions having

A

remarkable example of

gurd and Brynhild. This is a striking illustration of the tendency quite common among the ancients to connect the most
prominent families with kings and heroes of the heroic age.
That the organic unity of the story could not but suffer by
this

blending of one episode with another for the purpose of

bringing the Volsung race down to historical times, must be
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admitted, though there is throughout the later additions a
manifest effort to preserve the fundamental thought that characterizes the oldest and original parts of the story.

The Vilkina Saga or the Saga of Dietrich of Been
(Verona) has preserved much less of the original character.
It is connected with the Volsunga Saga, and like the Niebe,lungenlied and the other poems, and songs relative to this
epic, forms an important supplement to
inasmuch as it belongs to the same group of traditions,
but it is not based on old northern poems. It is probably a
collection of oral traditions and songs from Germany compiled and translated in Bergen, Norway, about the year
1250. Of great value is the Hervarab Saga (saga of Her-

Middle High German
it,

which for the greater part is based on very ancient
number of which have come down to us in fragments that are in many respects very remarkable. It contains
a number of traditions in regard to the sword Tyrfing, forged
by dwarfs. It reflects the old heathen time with remarkable fidelity, and is full of poetry of the finest flavor, where-

vor),

songs, a large

fore it has frequently been reproduced

but the close of this thrilling saga
like

account of Swedish kings.

is

by the

later poets;

only a dry chronicle-

The short but beautiful

Fridthjof's Saga has furnished the materials for one of the

most excellent poetical productions of modern Scandinavian
literature, but it bears no strong impress of antiquity, and
is really a striking illustration of how homely materials
may be utilized, when the national taste has been influenced
by contemporary foreign

literature.

Nor can

the poems

contained in this saga be regarded as very old, "and

it

seems indeed most probable that they are of the same age

and by the same author as the saga. The saga of King Half
and his Heroes is on the other hand full of fragments of
genuine old poems which are of great interest. An important work for the study of Danish traditions is Hrolf Krake's
Saga. It is based on old Danish traditions and poems, which,
however, by their fabulous character and by their very style
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prove themselves to have been composed in a comparatively
late period

;

and yet

author to make any

this circumstance has

not induced the

an external

effort to give the traditions

appearance of trustworthiness by connecting them with well

known

Hrolf Krake's saga

historical persons.

is

manifestly

based on various groups of songs corresponding to the several

Each of these groups has

stories in the saga.

to

a certain

extent constituted an independent whole, but on a more careful examination they will also be found to

form links of one

long poem, in which the celebrated Hleidra king, the ideal
of a royal hero until the viking age raised other heroes on

the throne,

is

appear,

still

the centre, and to whose glory all the songs

However independent

contribute.

the separate stories

the poetic unity of the whole group

is

far

may
more

marked than it is in the Volsunga traditions as we find
them in the Volsunga saga. Of great importance, especially
for the study of Danish traditions, is also Ragnar Lodbrok's
Saga, which in spite of

its

interesting on account of
less

its

romantic and fabulous dress

The same may be

viking age.

is

graphic description of the restsaid of a

fragment on

some old kings (S5gubrot) which tells of Ivar Vidfadme and
of the Bra valla Battle (the death of Harald Hildetooth) and
other things, and

is

possibly a fragment of the

Saga, mentioned by Snorre, but not

A remarkable

now

Skjoldunga

extant.

blending of history and myths

is

the Nor-

nagests Saga, which pretends to belong to the age of Olaf

Trygvason and seeks in a truly masterly manner

to

make

historical characters of Sigurd, the Slayer of Father, Starkad

and

others.

to establish a

traditions

A

characteristic example, illustrating the effort

more or

and the

less

immediate connection between the

historic time,

is

furnished by the Story of

Sorle, which presents to us the remarkable and truly Norse

heathen tale of the endless

conflict

between Hedin and Hogne,

a conflict which, produced by an incantation,

is finally ended
Some of the sagas
by one of Olaf Trygvason's warriors.
were doubtless originally based on facts, but the telling and
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changed them into pure myths. This is, for
Orvarodd (Arrow-Odd) and in a

retelling have

instance, true of the saga of

more marked degree of the sagas of Ketil Hseng, of Grim

still

Lodinkinn, and others, which are connected with the saga of

Orvarodd and of others which

all deal

with Norwegian affairs.*

In reference to Iceland, this love for the mythical

prominent in several of the family sagas,

as, for

is

example, in

the Grettis Saga, where, however, fact decidedly predominates

over

while the reverse

fiction,

tales, as in the

Norwegian
of

the case in the Kjalnesinga

is

Finally this tendency develops completely into folk-

saga.

Hromund
In this

saga of

Bdrd

fictions of this

Snsefellass

kind

may

and

others.

Among

be mentioned the sagas

Greipsson, of Gautrek and Herraud, and of Bose.

field,

in

which obscure and confused recollections

of antiquity naturally, yet lingered for some time, there was
still life,

after literature had ceased to be produced,

and

all

the northern lands, but especially Norway, are rich in folklore tales in

which are found reminiscences of the olden time.
folk-lore extends in the North as elsewhere

The creation of

into the remotest antiquity, into a time

when

there

not a

is

single trace of the literary productions described in this work.

When

middle ages, which surely for a

the literature of the

Fornaldae Sogue, edited by C. C. Rafn, I-III, Copenhagen, 1829-30, contains among others the following mythic-heroic sagas:
Vol. I: Saga af Hr61fi konungi kraka ok kOppnm nans; VOlsunga Saga; Saga
af Ragnari konungi loSbr6k ok sonum hans
Soguthattr af Norna-Gesti SOgubrot af nokkrum fornkonungum
SOrla Thattr; Hervarar Saga ok Heiorek's
*

The

collection called

;

;

;

konungs. Vol. II: Saga af Halfi ok Half srekknm FriBthjof's Saga ensfraskna;
Saga Ketils hsengs; Saga Grims looinkinna; Orvar-Odds Saga; Saga af Hromundi Greipssyni. Vol. Ill Saga Gautreks konungs Saga HerrauSs ok B6sa.
R. B. Anderson's Viking Tales of the Noeth, Chicago, 1882, contains an
English translation of Frifjthjof's Saga and of the Saga of Thorstein Vikingsson.
The collection NorrOne Skrifter af sagn-historisk Indhold, edited by
Sophus Bugge, Christiania 1864-73, contains: Saga af Halfi ok Half srekkum
SOguthattr af Norna-Gesti, VOlsunga Saga; Hervarar Saga ok HeiSreks. Saga
ThiSreks konungs af Bern, edited by C. R. linger, Christiania 1853. Nordische
Heldenromane, translated into German by F. H. v. d. Hagan, I-V, Breslau 1814—
Volsunga Saga; Ragnar LodbrokB Saga;
28, contains Dietrichs von Bern Saga
and Nornagests Saga. Of the Dietrichs von Bern Saga there is a second edition,
entitled: Wilkina und Niflunga Saga, I-II, Breslau, 1855. G. T. Dippold: Geibels Brunhild, Boston, 1883. G. T. Dippold: The Great Epics of Media?val Ger;

;

:

;

many, Boston,

1

1882

.

Auber Forestier Echoes from Mistland, Chicago.
:
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long time well-nigh monopolized the oral tradition, began to

which never had been
for some time and to a
certain extent united with the mythic and legendary prodthough less extensively— with foructs of antiquity, and
eign elements, and still continues to flourish among the comdecline, the telling of folk-lore tales,

entirely interrupted, revived,

became

—

mon

people.*

In regard to literature, the propagation of which on
soil contributed so much to the decline of genuine
and poetical taste, and thus to the undermining of
the peculiarly Norse literary development, we may be very
brief.
It consisted of romances and romantic poems full of
strange adventures and sentimental love-stories, which were
imported from Germany, Prance and England, and were

northern

historical

written partly in Latin, partly in the vernaculars of those

The bulk of them were French, and

countries.

either origi-

nally written in this language or translated from the Breton,

which was spoken by the aboriginal Celtic population of
Prance and England, and which long continued to flourish in
popular* literature among the inhabitants of Wales and Bretagne, whither the Celts gradually were forced to retire. Prom
the thirteenth century translations and adaptations of such

romances were zealously read in the higher circles in the
North, and they became more and more popular until they

Of many of these
Norwegian kings or
princes secured their translation, and to what extent this
work of translation was carried may be inferred from the
at last displaced all other light reading.

books

it

fact that

is

known with

certainty that

an Icelandic scholar, who wrote a history of

litera-

ture about the end of the last century, was able to give the
* J6n Arason Islenzkar ThoSsOgur ok ^Efintyri, I-II, Leipsic, 1863-64. AsbjOrnsen og Moe: Norske Folke-Eventyr, fourth edition, Copenhagen, 1868. P.
C. Asbjornsen, Norske Huldre-Eventyr og Folkesagn, third edition, Christiania,
P. C. Asbjornsen: jSJorske Folke-Eventyr, Ny Samling, second edition,
1870.
Copenhagen, 1876. Thiele: Danmark's Folkesagn, I III, Copenhagen, 1843-60.
S. Grundtvig: Danske Folke-Eventyr, I-II, Copenhagen, 1876-78. A. A. Afzelius
Svenska Folkets Sagohafder, I-n, Stockholm, 1839-40. Q. O. Hylten-Cavallius
and G. Stevens: Svenska Folke-Sagor och ^Efventyr, I, Stockholm, 1844-49.
:

—
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more than one hundred translated romances of this
the most noteworthy ones may be mentioned
the Trojamanna sagas and the Breta sagas (sagas of the
Bretons), and also Gunlaug Leifsson's poem, Merlinus spa,
a talented imitation of the forms of the most ancient poetry.
The first of these sagas is a romantic description of the Trojan war, a very popular theme during the middle ages, and
the Breta sagas is an adaptation of one of the fabulous
chronicles (Geoffrey of Monmouth's Historia Britonum), of
which the middle ages produced so large a number. A free
titles of

kind.

Among

transprosing of the Latin poem, Alexandreis (from the year
1200),
ntjs

is

Saga

the
is

Alexander Magnus Saga, and the Karlamag-

a prose translation of one of the French Chan-

sons de geste.

The Strengleikar or Lj6oab6k (stringed

instrument or song-book)

is

a translation of the old Breton

popular poem, " Lais," into prose.

Of genuine romantic
works we may mention Tristram and Isodd's Saga, Flore's
Saga, and Blankiflur's Saga.*
A branch of literature in which the foreign influence
also was felt in a marked degree are the legendary sagas,
Some of them are of Norwegian origin, as for instance the
story of Albanus and Sunniva and of the Saints in Selja, but
their number is insignificant as compared with the multitude
Many of these have already been published,
of translations.
as the Mariu Saga (Virgin Mary), the Postula S6gur (sagas
of the Apostles), that of

Edward

most important one of them

is

The
Barlaams and Josa-

the Confessor, etc.f
the

fat's Saga, originally written in Greek by Johannes

scenus in the eighth century.
lated

It is

Dama-

a religious poem, trans-

from the Latin into Icelandic prose by King Hakon

* The most of these romances are found in "Annaler for nordisk Oldkyndighed og Historie," (Copenhagen). Alexander's Saga, edited by C. R. Unger, Ohristiania, 1848. Strengleikar, edited by R. Keiser and C. R. Unger, Christiania, 1850.
E.Kolbing: Ueber islandische Bearbeitung fremder Stoffe (Pfeiffers Germania
XVII). Kolbing: Zur alteren romantischen Literatur im Norden (Germania XX).
G. Storm Sagnkredsene om Karl den Store og Didrick af Bern, Christiania, 1874.
t Unger published " Heilagra Manna Saga" in 1877, and Thorwald Bjarnarson
"Leifarforna Eristinna Frasoa Islenzkra" in 1878.
:
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In addition to these religious stories there

Sverrsson.

number

is

a

Norwegian homilies or
theological sermons, partly of a moral or dogmatic and partly
of a legendary character.
Some of them are original, while
others are translations. The most prominent theological work
is the Lucidarius, translated from the Latin, a presentation
considerable

of Icelandic and

of the principal Christian doctrines in the form of a dialogue.

Stjokn,

The first attempt at a Bible translation, the so-called
is from the fourteenth century, and is a free retell-

ing of the historical books of the Old Testament, with

many

additions from Josephus, the church fathers, etc.*

One branch
inhabitants

of

literature,

of

highly appreciated

North and

the

probably put

in

by the
writing

earlier than any other, a branch wonderfully developed
by oral tradition even before writing came into general
use, was that which embraced laws and judicial proceedAll northern law-books handed down from anings.

tiquity are of the greatest importance in the study of the

history of civilization and in the study of philology, and

they furnish the most satisfactory evidence of the keen sense
of justice developed

among

the inhabitants of the several

northern countries in harmony with their social conditions.

The mediaeval Danish and Swedish laws

will be discussed in

connection with the literatures of these countries, and

we

Norwegian and Icelandic laws,
respect to language and substance most

shall here speak only of the

these being both in

immediately related to the olden time.

The code of laws
strange

for Iceland during the republic bears the

name Geagas (gray

goose

— wild goose).

It is

based

on the laws and institutions which the Icelander Ulpljot,
after

the

island

had become thoroughly

settled

and the

need of a common law for the whole land was fully appreciated, brought with him from Norway, whither he had gone
to study the institutions of
*

Norway

at the feet of Thorleif the

Barlaams Saga ok Josaphast, edited by R. Keyser and

tiania, 1853-62.

C. R. Unger, Chris-
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When

Wise, and frame a code of laws for Iceland.
the

first

in

928

Althing for the whole island met at Thingvellir,

accepted Ulfljot's code as the law of the land.

it

In the year

was revised by a committee of men learned in the
first time put in writing, and thus it is probable that Iceland was the first northern country to receive a
written law. In its present form the "G-raygoose" is made
up of parts belonging to different epochs, but all pointing to
an older source, so that, taken as a whole, it must be regarded
1117

it

law, and for the

the fruit of the labor of many generations.
Characteristic of the " G-raygoose " in a higher degree than
as one work,

of any other old Norse law-book
tical

common

sense on which

legal regulations

it

is
is

the remarkable and prac-

The

based throughout.

are unusually clear and comprehensive;

special cases are provided for with the greatest sagacity; in
short, it

is

in all respects an able record of a system

which

proceeded from the people and was developed by the people.
Justly has

it

been said of this splendid work, that although

Eoman law had no influence on its legal provisions,
Roman spirit may in many instances be traced, and

the

still

a

that

the technical accuracy of

opment of

its

judicial

tions, give evidence of a
is

its

law-terms, the thorough devel-

and legal forms, and
higher degree of

its fine

civil

distinc-

culture than

usually conceded to the olden North.

After Iceland had been subjugated to

Norway

it

received

King Hakon Hakonson, who
began its compilation on the basis of the old law-book, Hakonaeb6k, but which, on account of the severe punishments
it provided, also was styled JarnsiSa (Ironside).
This work
a code which

is

called

after

was, however, never completed for reason of the Icelanders'
it.
Hakon's successor, Magnus,
began the compilation anew, and founded his laws

great dissatisfaction with
therefore,

The code thus completed was adopted
1280 and was called J6nsb6k after Jon Einars-

on other principles.
in the year

son,

who had

the greater share in

its

compilation.

It is in

part, particularly in respect to agrarian laws, still the

of Iceland.

law
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Christianity,

which was introduced in Iceland in the year

1000, did not for a long time have any important influence
on the secular legislation. Ecclesiastical laws were soon
enacted.

The

first

general ecclesiastical law for Iceland,

Kristinrettr hinn gamli (the old Christian law), was enacted in the year 1123 and remained in force until the
beginning of the fourteenth century, when it was replaced

by a new code, Kristinrettr hinn nyi.*
Norway was originally divided into four judicial districts, and each had in an early day its own code, which after
the respective districts was called Frostathingslog, Gulathingslog, Eidsivathingslog and Borgarthingslog (log mean-

The first two are ascribed to Hakon the Good
(934-660), and the EidsivathingslOg is even attributed to
Halfdan the Swarthy (820-860), while the Borgarthsingsing law).

much more recent. The changes in these
made necessary by the introduction of Christianity,
were introduced by Olaf the Saint, who appended a special
The GulathingslOg
ecclesiastical code to each one of them.

lOg seems to be
laws,

and ErostathingslSg are preserved tolerably complete, though
we have them only in revisions from a much later date, while
the BorgarthingslOg and EidsivathingslOg are extant only in
fragments, especially of the ecclesiastical appendices. During
Magnus Hakonson (1263-1280), the so-

the reign of King

Law-mender

called

(Lagabsetir), these

district

codes were

replaced by one for the whole land, and this continued in
1604.

force until

Of the remaining law-works from the

* K. Maurer Ueberblick iiber die Gescbichte der nordgermanishen Rechtsquellen (HolzendorfEs Encyclopadie der Rechtswissenshaft, I). V. Finsen:
de islandske Love i Frihedstiden (AarbOger for nordisk Oldkyndighed og Hi:

Om

K. Maurer: Gragas (Ersch und Griiber's Encyclopadie, LXXVII).
K. Maurer: Ueber das Alter einiger islandischer Rechtsbiicher (Germania XV).
Gragas Islffindernes Lovbog i Fristatens Tid, edited by V. Finsen, I-II, Copenstorie, 1873).

.

hagen, 1852. Gragas, efter det Arnsemagneeanske Hdsk., Nr. 334 fol. (Stafjarholsb6k), edited by V. Finsen, Copenhagen, 1879. Hinforna 10gb6k Islendinga
sem nefnist Jarnsioa etJr Hakonarb6k. Codex juris Islandoruin antiquus, qui
nominatur Jarnsida seu liber Haconis, Hafnise, 1849. J6nsb6k, last edition,
Akureyri, 1858. Kristinrettr inn gamli, Hafnise, 1775. Kxistinrdttr inn nyi, Hafnise, 1777.
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the eldee code of municipal

which belongs
documents we have, the younger code of
municipal laws, given by Magnus Hakonson, and the ecclesiastical law, framed by Archbishop Jon Eaudi (1268This last named law was taken as a model for the
1283).
laws, of which

possess fragments, one of

to the oldest legal

younger

ecclesiastical code of Iceland,

Throndhjem wanted

late of

it

and the powerful pre-

introduced into

replace the special church-laws in the same

general

civil

code had replaced the district codes, a desire

which was not
of the

all Norway to
manner as the

fulfilled.

many legal works

Nor must we forget to mention one
Magnus Hakonson, his HirdskeA,

of

or laws for the king's courtiers (hird), which was framed on

the basis of old accepted customs.

A

work that

erature

is

holds a peculiar place in Norway's old

the remarkable and unique book called

Skuggsja. (the King's Mirror), which belongs to the
of the thirteenth century.
in learning

was

In

it

lit-

Konungs
first

half

who
down his

a noble, talented man,

fully abreast with his age, has laid

and especially his views on government
and morals, in the form of a dialogue between father and
son.
The book, which is written in an attractive and pleasing style, also contains rules for the acquirement of good
manners. Thus it is a sort of precursor of the modern
"good manner" works, and, on account of the picture it
gives of olden mariners and fashions, it is of the greatest
philosophy of

life,

interest.*
Norges gamle Love indtil 1387, 1-III, edited by R. Keyser and P. A. Munch,
K. Maurer: GulathingslOg (Ersch und Gruber's Encyclopadie, I, Section XCVII). K. Maurer: Die Entstehungszeit der alteren FrostathingslSg, Munich, 1875. Speculum regale; Konungs Skuggsja; Kongespeflet,
edited by R. Keyser, P. A. Munch, and C. R. U-nger, Christiania, 1848.
*

Christiania, 1846-49.

CHAPTER

II.

MODERN ICELANDIC LITERATURE.
Revival of literature in Iceland. Favorable and unfavorable conditions. Influence of the Reformation. Translation of the Bible.
Psalmists. Collections of sermons. Participation of the Icelanders
in the Age of Learning in the North. Arngrim Jonsson. The study
of antiquities. Linguistic investigations. Aids to the study of
manuscripts. Torf^us. Arne Magnusson. Vidalin. Finn Magnusson.
Patriotic movement. Jon Sigurdsson. Revival of Poetry. Rhymes.

Modern

poets.

TOWAED the close of the fourteenth

century the literary

development in Iceland and in Norway, of which we
have essayed to give some account in the preceding chapter,
ceased almost wholly;

mark

when Norway became united with Den-

the ancient Icelandic

Norwegian book-speech died out
its place, and from this

in the former country, Danish took

time Norway also became joined to Denmark in literature.

emanated from the common university
Copenhagen and bore an exclusively Danish impress. The
national movements that were agitated in Norway during
her union with Denmark were of but little importance. Not
before the end of the eighteenth century did the national
sentiment prevail in the literature, and when Norway had
gotten her own university (1811), and especially when she
had separated from Denmark in the year 1814, she also gradually became more independent in literary respects.
In Iceland alone the ancient " d5nsk tunga " survived,
Intellectual culture

in

and there it has continued to be spoken even to this day, the
language having suffered but few and unimportant changes,

and these chiefly limited to pronunciation. After the literary
activity had almost wholly ceased for some time, there sprang
up a new literature, which in its main features gradually
approached the general current of European thought, but
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an immediate continuation of

the old peculiarly Norse development, or was at least closely
related to
literature

The conditions under which this new Icelandic
grew up were, indeed, anything but favorable.

it.

Again and again the

island

was

visited

by epidemics, volcanic

eruptions, famine and other plagues, which devastated the

country to a well nigh inconceivable extent.

Most terribly

did the Black Death rage here, which in the years 1402-1404

two thirds of the inhabitants, who before this scourge
came upon them numbered 120,000 to 130,000, a loss from
which the island has never since been able to recover. Even
at the present the population of Iceland is not more than
The severe climate made and still makes life there
70,000.
a hard struggle for existence. To this was added the oppression on the part of the Danish government, which legiskilled

lated injudiciously for Iceland, especially in regard to her

commerce, and this unwise legislation was continued down
While it thus was no easy matter
to the most recent times.
for the Icelanders to secure the necessities of
less

life,

neverthe-

the intellectual products of this rocky island have con-

tinued to maintain a high rank since the seventeenth century.

The Icelanders are an exceptionally intelligent people. There
not an individual among them who is not able to read,
and in proportion to the size of the country or rather to the
number of inhabitants, the modern Icelandic literature must
be regarded as extraordinarily rich. They preserve, above
all, a deep interest in the memories of the past.
Sagas are
is

for the Icelanders the most delectable reading, and the
most of them are familiar even with the details of the most
important sagas and of their complicated genealogies.
The literary productiveness from the close of the fourteenth
still

until toward the end of the sixteenth century

was very slight,
but then there sprang up a new and comparatively very
vigorous life to which the introduction of printing (1530)
by Iceland's

last Catholic bishop,

Jon Arason, mainly con-

tributed.

was the purpose of

this strong-willed

It

man

to
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weapon against the Eeformation, but here
everywhere else it became the most potent agency for promoting its cause, and with the Eeformation intellectual life

use the press as a
as

began anew to blossom. Yet not before Jon Arason's death
(1552) was the chief obstacle to the introduction of the Eeformation in Iceland removed.
The first Icelandic translation of the New Testament was
made by Odd Gtjdiskalksson. On journeys in Germany and
Denmark he had become acquainted with Luther and his
doctrine, and surrounded by the greatest difficulties he took
upon himself the task which needed most to be performed in
order to remove the old errors, viz., the translation of the
word of God into the mother tongue. His translation was
printed in Denmark, in 1540, but the whole Bible did not

become

accessible

to

the Icelandic people before the year

Gudbrand Thorlaksson had finished
complete translation of Luther's German version of the
1584, after Bishop

his
sa-

cred Scriptures.

There arose at length in the seventeenth century two men
whose lives and works had a radical influence on the religious
development and opinions of the Icelanders. One of them
was the preacher and psalmist Hallgrim Pjetttrsson (1614Though he is neither as voluminous nor inclined to
1674).
soar on as lofty a poetic pinion as his great contemporary
psalmists in Denmark and Sweden, still his works are of great
value since they give the clearest revelations

we have

a northern tongue of the spirit of the Eeformation.

in

This

is

particularly true of his fifty psalms which have the passion
story for their theme, and which have in so remarkable a

degree

won

the hearts of the Icelandic people that they have

become one of the first necessities of every household. Thirty
editions of this work have appeared.
With fervent emotion
the poet grasps in each part of the passion story

its

to the life of every Christian in relation to God,

and

significance
his psalms

are clothed in clear and stately language with phrases and
figures here

and there of startling originality and beauty.

No
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important was the preacher Jon Thoekelsson Vidalin

rank very high and are much
book of sermons), especially, can be found everywhere both among the rich and
among the poor. In profound comprehension of the Bible,
and in a faculty of reproducing its passages in such a manner thai they illustrate and explain one another and thus
(died 1720),

whose works

read by the people.

His

still

postil (family

touch the heart, in force of language and boldness of thought,

and in deep insight into the conditions and wants of the
soul, these sermons of Vidalin are surpassed by few
religious works.
Pjetursson and Vidalin were followed by a
long line of talented psalmists and preachers. The former
made valuable contributions to the Icelandic psalm book,
which is a splendid collection of Christian hymns, while the
various religious views of the successive epochs are fully and
uniquely recorded in a series of postils. Among more modern
works of this kind we may mention the postil of Arne Helgason (1777-1870) which contains a noble and moderate interpretation of rationalism, and a collection of sermons by

human

the present bishop, Pjetursson.*

The

close of the sixteenth

and the whole of the seventeenth

century embraces the Learned Epoch of the North, during

which the Icelanders took a noble part in the intellectual
activity of Scandinavia and surely furnished their quota to
the

army

Their industry in thoroughly investi-

of scholars.

gating and in producing scholarly works on the Old Norse and
Icelandic literature

is

preeminently praiseworthy.

they had ceased to produce

it,

Though

their interest for the old saga

They preserved and multiplied the
documents by copying them. Still, much of value was
not accomplished before toward the end of the sixteenth century, when the Reformation quickened the intellectual activities and gave the impulse to new and vigorous productions
literature never nagged.

old

* Hallgrim Pjetursson:

Diarium Christianum,

first

Psaltermm passionale, Holar, first edition, 1660.
1660.
J6n Vidalin: Consciones pas-

edition, Holar,

sionales, Holar, first edition, 1720.

daga Predikanir, Videy,

1822.

Postille, Holar, 1718.

Petur Petursson

:

Ami

Helgason: Helgi-

Predikanir, Reykjavik, 1856.
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on the

basis of the

monuments

now produced was

of the past.

But the

litera-

from
was not popular but
bore the impress of the learned period. The first eminent
writer in this new field was the Dean Arngrim Jonsson
ture

of a wholly different character

that of the Middle Ages, inasmuch as

it

(1568-1648), the progenitor of the celebrated Vidalins, one

prominent families of modern Iceland. The difmanner and attitude with which the old
memories were now approached and that which characterizes
the bloom epoch of popular literature, appears conspicuously
in the circumstance that Arngrim was called "hinn lserdi"
(the learned) by his contemporaries, while on the other hand
Ssemund and Are were surnamed " hinn fr6Si " (the wise).
Arngrim is justly styled "the restorer of Icelandic literature,"
and he gained great honor by collecting manuscripts and facts
of the most

ference between the

The results of his inmarked in some respects a

in regard to the antiquity of Iceland.

vestigations published in Latin

new

era in the study of northern antiquities.

lated old documents

(e.g.

He

also trans-

the Jomsvikinga Saga) into Latin

or epitomized them, and laid upon the whole an excellent

foundation for other scholars and investigators to build upon.

The

interest for the old literature thus

awakened

in Ice-

land spread rapidly over the other countries of the North,

and the study of antiquities, which again resulted in a thorough study of Iceland's ancient history and language, and
for which all means had hitherto been wanting, was now
pursued by a whole school of learned men in the North.
There was also a great rivalry between Denmark and Sweden, in which latter country the zeal was so great that people
would lie in wait to intercept Icelanders who were on their
way to Denmark with manuscripts, etc. Thus it came to
pass that Jon Rugman, who in 1658 was on his way from
Iceland to Copenhagen, was intercepted by the Swedes and
brought to Upsala, where he received an appointment. Afterward he secured several Icelandic manuscripts for the
Upsala university.
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antiquities was, of course, prose-

cuted in the northern lands by the aid of constant communiHere, too, Arngrim had pointed out
cation with Iceland.
the way, for he carried on a lively correspondence with the
Danish antiquary, Ole Worm, sent him the manuscript of
the

Younger Edda, and contributed materially

various

in

man

other ways to promote the studies of this eminent
this field.

in

His example was followed by other Icelanders.

Thus the translator

of the Icelandic Bible, Bishop

Thoklak

Sktjlason (1597-1656), communicated to Ole Worm the earBishop
liest investigations in regard to Icelandic poetry.

Brynjulf SvEiNssotf (1605-1675) was
munication with Ole Worm and other
as the discoverer of

that of the

comfamous

also in constant
scholars,

and

is

important manuscripts, particularly of

Eldeb Edda.

While these studies were being pursued, a few efforts
were made to take up again and continue in the Icelandic
tongue the writing of history which had been so long neglected. Such an effort was made by the peasant, BjOrn Jonsson of Skardsa, who wrote the annals of the time from 1400
to 1646, which, from the home of the author, are called the
Skardsa-annals. In this connectionit is proper to mention that
the learned investigations gave the impulse to the reawakening, in the seventeenth century, of popular, traditional

erature, independent of the strictly historical

the present time oral traditions circulate,

accepted with the greatest

caution,

lit-

Even at
which must be
field.

pretended

since their

claim to genuineness and trustworthiness will, on a careful

examination, be found unfounded.
of

modern manuscripts of

The same

is

sagas, poems, laws,

largely true
etc.,

since

such manuscripts have been made, even in very recent times,
partly for the purpose of deception, partly without any sinister

motive, they being simply the result of the strange

cooperation of an extravagant fancy and a tendency to pro-

duce poetry.

An

important work, one which must be done

if

the study
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of the literary remains of Iceland's antiquity was? not to

remain limited

to the scholars of that island,

was a supply of

linguistic aids, and in the furnishing of these the Icelanders
also,

and as a matter of course especially those who lived

Denmark, took an active and praiseworthy part. Thus
Kunolf Jonsson published the first Icelandic grammar in
in

and Magnus Olafssojj, from Lauf6ss (1573-1636),
compiled an Icelandic dictionary, published by Ole Worm in
1651,

1650, in which the Icelandic words were printed in runes,

they being at that time regarded as the original manuscript
in the North.
Another Icelandic dictionary, of
which GtTDMTTND Andeesen (died 1654) is the author, appeared in 1683. Gudmund was also the first scholar who
wrote on the poems of the Elder Edda. His work on the

alphabet

High Song, accompanied by a
was published in Denmark in the same
volume as the first edition of the Younger Edda.*
The Danish government took great pains to make the
Icelandic manuscripts more widely accessible to the world of
scholars, and from the time of King Frederik III (16481670) it appointed royal antiquaries who were charged with
Naturally enough, Icelanders were chiefly called
this duty.
to fill this office.
Of these antiquaries there is, however,
only one who was of any great importance, Thoemod Tokfason (TobfjEus), 1636-1719, and by him the whole subject of archaeology was raised to the highest point of excelIn 1660 he was appointed " interlence and scholarship.
pres regius" in the royal service, in which capacity he translated under the very eyes of Frederik several sagas and
other manuscripts into Danish. Then he was sent to Iceland
to make a search for parchments, of which he brought with
Vala's Prophecy and Odin's

Latin

translation,

*Arngrim Jonsson: Brevis commentarius de Islandia, Hafniae, 1609; Crymogasa sive rerum Isl. libri tres Hamb. 1630; Specimen Islandiae historicum, Amstelodami, 1643. BjOrn J6nsson: Annates, prentader aS Hrappsey, 1774. Runolf
Jonsson Recentissima antiquissimse linguae septentrionalis incunabula, Oxonice,
Specimen Lexici^runici, collectnm a Magno Olavio, edidit
1668 (Hafniffi, 1651)
Olaus Wormius, Hafniss, 1650. Gudm. Andrese Lexicon Ielandicum, edidit P.
Resenius, Hafnise, 1683.
:

;

:
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him a considerable number back to Denmark. After that he
was appointed " antiquarius regius," an office which he had
to resign

because he had committed manslaughter in

defence.

He went

to

self-

Norway, where in 1682 he was made

the royal historiographer of this country.

In this position

and important literary activity,
from which came a series of works on northern antiquities,
written in Latin, and, when viewed in the light of their
he developed

his

great

time, of inestimable value.

tory of

Norway

His chief work

a large his-

is

in four folio volumes, which, in connection

with his " Icelandic hypothesis" (a succession of Danish kings
compiled from Icelandic sources and varying from the one
established

by Saxo, the Grammarian), made a great

stir in

the learned world and laid the foundation of his great fame.

His other works also (contributions to the history of the
Fareys, the Orkneys, Vinland, Greenland, etc.) secured

him

His works are remarkable for their

deserved recognition.

great learning, and, although they are perceptibly lacking
in criticism,

— Torfseus

distinguishing between

was, upon the whole, incapable of
myth and history, still they are not

—

only superior in value to

duced in

this field,

all

other works that his age pro-

but they are even at the present time

of importance to the historian, and Holberg did not with-

reason characterize the history of Norway, which is
written in elegant Latin, as " one of the most noteworthy

out

and excellent historical works that have ever seen the light
of the world." *

A

younger contemporary and countryman of Torfaeus,
his name famous less
by his writings for he has scarcely written anything in book
form, although he left behind him a great number of memoranda, which not only bear evidence of his incredible industry and comprehensive knowledge of the old literature, but

Abne Magnusson (1663-1730), made

—

*Thormpdus

Torfseiis:

De

rebus gestis Fsereyensium, HafniEe,il695

;

Hietoria

Orcadum, Hafnise, 1697; Series dynastorum et regum Daniaa, Hafnias, 1702; Historia Vinlandise, Haf niac, 1705 GiSnlandia antiqna, Hafnise, 1706 Hisf oria remm
Norvegicarum I-IV, Hafniae, 1711.
;

;
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many ways have been

quarian scholars

of help to later anti-

— than by the remarkable zeal with which he

collected manuscript chronicles, correspondences,

and other

original documents for elucidating the history of the North.

For accomplishing this he had the most excellent opportuhe was sent to Iceland as member of a commission
whose duty it was to make a new register of the lands in
reference to taxation, and he employed his sojourn of nearly
ten years there hunting up old documents with an indefatigableness which is unparalleled. He was armed with a royal
letter commanding the Icelanders to deliver to him whatever
they might possess in the form of old manuscripts. He did
nity, as

not content himself with simply publishing this royal order,

but he travelled himself from farm to farm gathering in each
place all that could be discovered in the shape of valuable records, and it was found that in spite of the large number which
had been sent to Denmark and Sweden in the seventeenth century there still remained a vast aftermath. Thusjie carried
off to Copenhagen a collection of manuscript which was
unique in the North. Unfortunately the greater part of it
perished in the flames of the disastrous fire in Copenhagen, in
the year 1728. What was rescued and what he afterward was
able to collect, he left by will to the University of Copenhagen,
and when we look at this " Aknamagnean Collection"
which still is the largest ever made by one man in its present condition and consider that it is but a third part of what
there was before the fire, then we are able to form some idea
His property he also
of the loss which science here suffered.
donated to the university in the form of a legacy to be employed in the publication of the contents of the library, and

—

—

as a result of this beneficence several

important antiquarian

volumes have made their appearance.*
Another distinguished contemporary of TorfEeus was Pal
* Biografiske eftevretninger om Arne Magnusen, ved Jon Olaf sen med Indledning, AnmiErkinnger og Tillseg af E. C. Weriauff (Nordisk Tidsskrift for Old-

kyndighed

III, 1

Hefte, Copenhagen, 1835).
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Jonsson Vidalin (1667-1727), the grandson cf the above-

mentioned Arngrim Jonsson, eminent both as linguist and
poet, and especially renowned on account of critical, linguistic and archaeological inquiries into ancient jurisprudence.
His great work in this field, for which he prepared more
than a hundred essays, and which was in all respects his
chief undertaking, remained unfinished on account of his too
early death.

Throughout the eighteenth century the enthusiasm for
continued, and with it the linguistic and historical studies whose chief representatives in the learned
epoch we have mentioned. During the last century a large
number of books on antiquities, language and history, were
written, but many of them have never appeared in print.
All of them, both those published and the unpublished ones,
furnish the most gratifying evidence of the great care with
which all relics of the past were preserved, and of the
zeal and untiring industry with which the scholars labored
to make them available, though of course many works that
in the time of their production were worthy of unstinted
praise have now lost much of their value.
The Icelanders
antiquities

have also taken a laudable part in the

efforts of

the nine-

teenth century to advance the science of northern philology

and

antiquities, which, after the national

beginning of the century had permeated

movement
all

at the

the Scandina-

vian .North, has continued to be studied with ever increasing
zeal to this

ber of

day in every northern land.

men who have

Of the great num-

distinguished themselves by compre-

hensive learning and by the publication of valuable works in

we can only mention some

of the most eminent.
Eggert Olafsson's (1726-1767) works were
lost in the shipwreck which he suffered in Broad Firth, and
in which he himself lost his life but that part which remains
this field

The bulk

of

;

is

sufficient to establish

his reputation as one

of the most
eminent antiquaries and also as one of the ablest linguists
and jurists of his nation. His brother JoiTOlafsson (1731-
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1811), was also an antiquary, and Las become famous chiefly
on account of his exhaustive work on the old Norse poetry,
which is still one of the best authorities in this field. Bishop
Finn Jonsson (1704-1789) produced in a large work writ-

ten in Latin a splendid ecclesiastical history of Iceland. Jon
Erichsen (1728-1787) developed a marked activity not only
as an independent author of archaeological works, but also as
editor' of similar works by older writers. BjOrn Haldorsson

(1724—1798) compiled' an Icelandic-Latin lexicon, which was
published after his death by the Danish linguist Easmus Eask
in the year 1814,

and which was the most important

graphical aid to the study of old Norse until
replaced by

Konrad

it

lexico-

recently was

Gislason's great Danish-Icelandic dic-

tionary (1851) and

by the Old Norse dictionary by Erik
The latter is supplemented in reference to

Jonsson (1863).
the difficult language of the poetry by Sveinbjorn Egilsson's
magnificent old Norse-Latin dictionary, the "Lexicon poeticum
antiques linguae septentrionalis" (1860).

Icelandic scholars Finn

Among

the eminent

Magnusson (1781-1847), one

of the

most thorough and profound students of northern antiquities,
occupies the front rank. In almost every branch of northern
antiquities he has produced works of great importance and
value,which partly are to be found in countless essays published

and which partly appeared in stout, sepais embodied in his work
on northern mythology, which he discussed in connection
with the mythologies of other peoples (comparative mytholIn many of the details this work furnishes most valuogy).
able interpretations, though his theory that Norse mythology
is nothing but symbolic expressions of the forces and phenomena of nature, among which symbols the astronomical
in various journals,

rate volumes.

His greatest learning

element predominates, must, when rigidly applied, be considered a failure.
in twelve

large

Jon Espolin's (1769-1836) annals, which
quartos (Copenhagen

1821-1855) contain

the history of Iceland from 1261 to 1832, furnish excellent

proof of the zeal of inquiry and of the deep interest in the
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events of the past, which are so characteristic of the Ice-

landers from the oldest time to this very day.

The author,

judge in Skage Firth, gathered in his isolated home,
with untiring industry, all obtainable reports of events and
a district

persons from the above period and recorded them in narra-

work
would ever be printed. Then the Icelandic Liteeaet Society was organized in 1816, and a few years later this
society undertook the publication of Espolin's voluminous
work, which otherwise doubtless would have had the same
fate as so many other works written in former times in that
far off island, and which, though being the fruit of many
years' persistent and thorough study, never have seen the
tive form, without the slightest prospect that his great

light of the world.

We

we
summary

fear that

survey or

already have wearied our readers by this
of

what the Icelanders of modern times

have contributed to the knowledge of the history, antiquities

and language of their own country and of the whole Scandilist of scholars who have Labored
efficiently in this field would have to be very much amplified
before it could lay any claim to being even tolerably exhausThis whole school of writers with its profound and
tive.
comprehensive study of all the ancient documents has its root
in a remarkably intense patriotism which has burned in the
bosoms of the Icelanders with no less steady flame in the evil
days than in the good, and which has manifested itself in
many other ways in their literature, and that not alone in
navian North, and yet the

high-sounding phrases, but in

efficient

work

for the

weal of

their country.*

The patriotism of the Icelanders has now and then been
roused to extraordinary heights, and has especially manifested
itself in

loud complaints of their relations with Denmark.

On account

of

an almost

total ignorance

Danish government in regard to the
*

Much is

also tlone in Iceland in the

tical materials.

way

on the part of the

affairs

of collecting

of Iceland,

and publishing

its

statis-
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administration of the island has frequently been very oppressive.

Among

the great Icelandic patriots,

who

especially,

or at least largely, have striven to serve their country

by

named Eggert Olafssoit holds
His chief work is a description of Ice-

their literary labors, the above

a conspicuous place.

land, written by him and Bjarne Palsson. the result of a
journey undertaken by them in 1751-1757 throughout the

island for the purpose of investigating its physical and economic condition. By the publication of a number of works
on practical and economic questions, Olaf Stephenssou (17331812) and his son (Magnus Stephensson (1762-1833), and
particularly the latter, who was one of the most eminent

representatives of the period of enlightenment in Iceland,

labored zealously and efficiently for the introduction of

many

important reforms in the administration and in the economic
conditions

who

is

of the

country.

Josr

Sigurdsson (1811-1879),

deservedly famous on account of his extensive labors

in the field of Icelandic history

and

antiquities,

became the

standard bearer of the movement that finally resulted in
the law of January

2,

1871, which led to the satisfactory

settlement of Iceland's political relations to Denmark.

The art of Poetry which played
mediaeval Iceland, also awoke to

new

so conspicuous a part in
life after its

long slum-

The exuberantly growing Latin poetry of the learned
period we will not discuss, but confine ourselves to the remark
that the Icelanders here also held their own as compared with
other peoples, and several scholars could be mentioned who
ber.

ranked high for

skill in

The production

writing Latin verses.

of poetry in the vernacular was never

wholly interrupted, but after the ancient literature had
it continued in that peculiar form of ballads
Eima, of which we made mention in connection

ceased to bloom
called the

with the old skaldic lays. Prom the fifteenth to the beginning of the eighteenth century we meet with the singular phethat a large number of Icelandic skalds busied
themselves with a sort of reproduction of the sagas, a " trans-

nomenon
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versing " of them, or changing them from prose to verse, and

embodying

their contents in so-called rimas

(rhymes or bal-

This was done even before the fifteenth century, but

lads).

in the above epoch

"We

may

description

developed into great prominence.

it

take this opportunity of giving a more accurate
of these

The rimas were pro-

transversings.

duced according to a set of fixed rules.
There is first a
prelude containing a general expression of erotic sentiments.

Then
its

follows the story in a series of cantos, of which each has

own

metre.

This

is

always strophie, and the strophe gen-

erally has four lines of

which each couple are

alliterated,

while the lines are connected by final rhymes in every conceivable way.

heavy and

The

full of

style in the most of the rimas is very
metaphors either borrowed from the skaldic

poetry or an imitation of

But few specimens

it.

of rimas

have been printed, but in written copies or produced with
monotonous melodies, they have given pleasure to many successive generations,

though the

taste for

them now seems

to

have passed away.*

Both the domestic family sagas {e.g., Njala) and the romantic ones which were in part imported from foreign lands
(the

Karlamagnus Saga and

A natural

manner.

ment
terials

is

were transversed in

others)

this

result of this peculiar literary develop-

the interesting fact that occasionally the poetic ma-

have passed through

all

the three phases possible

under the. circumstances described that is, they have first
been used in ancient lays, then the lays have been transprosed
into sagas, and finally the sagas have again been transversed
;

into rimas.

The composition of rimas was followed by a long line of
The Icelandic language during these many hundred years has been
twisted and forced into the greatest variety of metrical
purely lyrical poets extending down to the present.

* How exuberantly this style of poetry must have flourished may be concluded
from the fact that an industrious collector and copyist of old Icelandic books in
Reykjavik made a collection of more than twelve stout, closely written quarto
volumes of rimas.
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phrases,

and has thus become exceedingly

It has

flexible.

a

great abundance of grammatical forms, and, consequently,
gives the poet great liberty in the arrangement of his words

furthermore, there

is

such a wealth of rhymes, and partic-

ularly of alliterations in the language, that they come as
it

were spontaneously even to an inexperienced writer of

verses.

In connection with this universal taste and talent for
verse-making we find an equally widespread respect for, and
gratitude toward, those who in a wider and profounder sense
deserve the

name

of poets,

who not only have the gift of
who also know how

uniting words in rhyme and metre, but
to express the

thoughts and feelings of the race and to paint

in true and graphic colors pictures of popular

life.

In few countries in the whole world is the talent for
poetry in the true sense of the word so universal as in Iceland,

and nowhere

his people as here.

else is the true poet so highly

The

honored by

gift of poetry is in Iceland in reality

a patent of nobility which

recognized wherever the poet

is

comes both among the rich and among the poor, and by the
common peasant not less than by the scholar. In these peculiarly favorable circumstances

we must

certainly look for the

chief explanation of the fact that this small nation during centuries of
poets,

want and

many

of

suffering has been able to produce a line of

whom

really have claim to a

prominent

tion in the poetic galleries of the civilized world.

ion will be approved by every one

who

posi-

This opin-

does not shrink from

conquering the obstacles which he will meet with in a tongue

known, and in the very peculiar character of
is so new and strange to all
who are not born Icelanders, and which in some respects is a

which

is

but

little

that poetry, a character which

result of the never perfectly interrupted connection with the

strongly marked culture of the poetry of antiquity.

These

obstacles are in fact so great, that the translation of

modern

Icelandic poems into a

modern tongue,

so as to preserve not

only the spirit but also the peculiar phrases and the charac-
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form in which they are written, must be regarded as
It is a no more

exceedingly difficult or even as impossible.

easy task than the translation of the ancient and mediaeval
Icelandic poetry.

preserved very

In the matter of form the Icelanders have

many of the peculiarities

of the ancient poetry,

and thus they still consider alliteration necessary to good
poetry.
But modern forms of versification have also found
their way to Iceland, and so we find here a strange union of
the old and the new, the old alliteration blended with the
modern rhymes in the same poem.
The number of Icelandic poets who have justly been held in
high esteem by their people is so extraordinarily large that
we cannot here give even approximately a full list of them. A
catalogue of modern Icelandic poets would embrace everybody
who in any way has been conspicuous in Iceland. On the one
hand it is true that Iceland has not a single poet who has
made poetry the chief avocation of his life, but on the other
hand all the literary men of that island have also been poets.
The psalmist Hallgrim Pjetursson (1614-1674) and the lyric
poet Stefan Olafsson (1620-1688) must be considered the
fathers of modern Icelandic poetry.
Of the former, one of the
greatest psalmists that ever lived, and that not only in Iceland,
we have already given some account in our description of religious literature.
Of Olafsson's numerous poems many are
remarkable for their sparkling wit and rugged humor, while
in others idyllic sentiments predominate.
The above-mentioned Eggert Olafsson (1726-1767), who distinguished himself in so many other literary fields, was also a poet of decided merit, and in the eighteenth century he may be said to
have had only one rival for the first place as Icelandic poet,
and that was Jon Thorlaksson (1744-1819), whose original
poems are marvellous for their freshness and keen wit, and

who

also gave the Icelanders a masterly translation of Miland of Klopstock's " Messias." The

ton's " Paradise Lost,"

greatest Icelandic poet of the present century, and perhaps
in the

whole

field of

modern Icelandic poetry is Bjarne Thor-
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arenson (1786-1841), who in many of his poems displays
a startling brilliancy, while he is at the same time exceedingly profound, touching, and tender.
The fact must not be forgotten that the strongly marked,
original, Icelandic poetry has not in any way lessened the
people's taste for the poetry produced in other forms and in
other lands.
Besides the chief works of Milton and Klopstock, already mentioned, there are also fine Icelandic trans-

lations

of Homer's " Iliad " and " Odyssey," of a series of

Shakespeare's dramas, of TegneYs Fridthjof's Saga, and of
other works.

In other branches of poetry than that of lyrics but

little

of note has been produced in Iceland, excepting, of course,

Epic poetry is represented only by the novel,
"Piltur ok Stulka" (the Boy and the Girl), a fresh and
translations.

charming book in the

style

of Auerbach's and Bjornson's

peasant stories, giving an interesting picture of modern
in Iceland, and a romance, "

life

MaSur ok Kona" (Man and

Wife), both by Josr Thordarson.

That the conditions in

Iceland are about as unfavorable for the development of dra-

matic literature as

it is possible, is

that the whole island has not
that only 2,000 live in
less,

its

evident

when we

more than 70,000

metropolis, Eeykjavik.

several remarkable efforts have been

consider

people,

and

Neverthe-

made during the

present century in the field of the drama, especially by Sigtjbd
Pjettjrsson,
satire

who produced

a

few comedies

(e.g.,

" Narfi," a

on the Danish party in Iceland), and recently by

Mathias Jochumsson and Endride Einarsson, who have
written beautiful and original dramas on the basis of Icelandic

popular

tales.*

*Stephan Olafsson: LjoSmaeli, Copenhagen, 1823. Milton's Paradisar missir,
sira Jon Thorlaksson, islenzkadi, Copenhagen, 1828. Kloppstokks Messias
a fslenzku eptir sira Jon Thorlaksson, Copenhagen, 1834-38. Kvse&i Bjarna
ThOrarensens, Copenhagen, 1847. Snot, nokkur kvaoi eptir ymiss skald, edited
by G. Magnnsson and J. P. Thoroddsen, Copenhagen, 1850. JOn Thordarson:
MaSur og Kona, Copenhagen, 1876. TorfPiltur og Stulka, Eeykjavik, 1850.
hildur Holm's Bbynjolfuk Steinsson (Reykjavik, 1882) is the only historical
novel ever written In Icelandic and the first novel produced by an Icelandic woman-
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CHAPTER

I.

THE MIDDLE AGE.
The conditions under which the literature op the middle age began.
Influence or the clergy.

Latin literature. Theological writings.
Archbishop Absalon. Svend Aageson. Saxo
Grammaticus and his great work. Works in the Danish language.
Provincial laws. Popular ballads; their origin, character and
forms. Different kinds of ballads. Suppression of the Latin by
the Danish language. Translations of theological works. Religious poems. Ascendancy of German influence.
Suneson's Hexaemeron.

THE conditions under which

literature began in Denmark
and every general remark on this subject, applies essentially to Sweden also
and by which its character and quality
were for some time determined, differed widely from the
conditions under which the Norwegian-Icelandic
scaldic
poetry and saga writings had been developed.
Both in Nor-

—

way and

in Iceland,

there existed, as
necessity

and indeed especially in the

we have

made the

latter country,

many circumstances which of
when once it had attained the

seen,

literature,

marked national stamp,
and remain intimately connected with the heathendom of the
past, in which it was so deeply rooted; while in both the
other northern countries it acquired a far more cosmopolitan
character, and became more closely identified with Christian
culture.
Christianity had been introduced from Germany.
During a long time it had been preached by foreign, partly
German and partly Anglo-Saxon clergymen, and even after
the inhabitants had accepted the new doctrine, and begun to
choose its future apostles from among themselves a fact which
did not, however, prevent a number of foreign monks from
immigrating throughout the middle age, nor even whole
monastic colonies from being introduced from abroad
even
stage of self-consciousness, assume a

—

—

after the establishment of the

new

faith, the clergy, as the
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sole representatives of culture, still

continued to form a caste

separate and distinct from all other social orders, with which

they were frequently engaged in violent and bitter contro-

was also the case in the countries from which
had been brought. The inevitable result of this
state of things was that the clergy not only lacked sympathy
with, but also the requisite knowledge of the ancient records,
the preservation of which was indispensable for the production of a national and popular literature.
As a matter of
course, the language of the Roman church, the Latin, became
versy, as, indeed,

Christianity

the learned clergy's sole

medium

of communication, but it

was also employed in matters of general and national interest,
and thus it absolutely obstructed the road to any free and
natural intellectual development.

In other words, while in

the Icelandic literature, the popular element had vindicated
its

own

rights, the conditions in the rest of the

North were*

of such a kind that they could give birth only to a learned

by and for the use of scholars,
and thus the influences which had their origin in the people,
and which had been transmitted from the heathen time, were
completely interrupted by Christianity, and could only at a

literature, a literature created

much

later period find their way back into the literature.
The spiritual culture, and that means, then, the intellectual culture of Denmark, in general, throughout the

entire middle age had not only been originally introduced

from abroad, but

it

continued to be closely connected with

the centres of learning in foreign countries.

All clergymen

who desired to acquire a higher culture at first visited the
German universities of Cologne and Heidelberg, and later
the renowned universities of Paris, Bologna, Padua,
until the close of the middle age,

when

etc.,

spiritual interests

had considerably declined, and men again contented themselves
with visiting the neighboring German universities. During
the golden period of Denmark, the age of the Waldemars,
from the middle of the twelfth to the middle of the thirteenth century, the country enjoyed a high degree of power,
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prestige and prosperity, and the national culture unfolded
its fairest mediaeval flowers, and during this period the
Danish youths were particularly fond of going to Paris to
The university of that city was at that time the most
study.

comprehensive and in
tic institution

the most excellent scholasYouths from all lands gathered

all respects

in Europe.

From the North and especially
from Denmark there came many a young man eager to
there in large numbers.

secure the highest degree of scholastic culture that the age
afforded.

Not unfrequently they would

abroad and then return

attain high honors

to their native

highest places in the church.

country to

fill

the

This was the case with the

renowned archbishops Absalon and Anders Suneson, of

whom

the latter was for a long time a professor, perhaps even the
rector of the University of Paris, a position which on several

Prom

occasions was filled by Danes.

the fourteenth century

we know

the names of at least four rectors of the University
That the number of Danes
of Paris, who were " de Dacia."

in Paris

was comparatively large and conspicuous may be
among them from

inferred from various circumstances, and

the fact that about the middle of the twelfth century there
was founded the " Collegium Danicum," the first of its kind,

and

it

continued to exist for more than two hundred years.

Theology and

its

kindred subjects, particularly philoso-

phy and canonical law, were well nigh the only studies pursued.
It was the age of mysticism and scholasticism, and at
the universities the scholastic researches, to which the Italian

Anselm and the Frenchman Abalard, the two most eminent
ecclesiastical teachers of the

middle age, had given the im-

pulse, engrossed the attention of all students.

As a matter

of course these studies could be of no great benefit either to

the heart or the mind.

church as

They accepted the doctrine

infallible, established

which there was no room

once for

for doubt,

all,

of the

one in regard to

and they only exerted

themselves to secure a sort of external harmony between
free thought with Aristotle as the basis

and their accepted
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system of dogmatical formulas.
gations were

While the

scholastic investi-

pursuing these formulas down to the most

subtle deductions, they can only be regarded as mental exercises, in which definitions and distinctions were of primary,
and the living and essential contents of merely secondary
importance. The instruction imparted in the convents and
cathedral schools in Denmark was of course of the same kind
and quality, as far as it was not limited to the Latin and to

the poorest elementary training needed for the service of the
It is hardly necessary to add that the Latin language was cultivated in a manner corresponding to the general intellectual life of the clergy.
During the best period
of the church, learning was held in high honor and the study
of the Eoman authors was pursued with great zeal, and both
in the convents and by private individuals there were made

church.

valuable collections of books.

middle age there occurred in

But

in a later period of the

this as in all other

matters a

sad collapse.*
It is a most characteristic fact in regard
which the church and all that is connected with

Denmark from

to the part
it

played in

the beginning of the middle age, that the

work of any importance, of which we are certain that
was written in Denmark, contains the apotheosis of a man
whose whole life had been devoted to the advancement of
oldest

it

clerical

interests.

It

is

a biography of

Knud

the

Saint

(Historia ortus, vitae et passionis S. Canuti, regis Daniae),

written by the English

from the

monk

iElnoth,

close of the eleventh to the

who

lived in

Denmark

beginning of the twelfth

He was preacher to St. Alban's church in Odense,
which the afterward canonized King Knud was murdered

century.
in

by rebellious peasants.f
It

was natural that the conventual literature should by

preference occupy itself with subjects belonging to the re*F. Hammerich:

En

Skolastiker og en Bibeltheolog

gen, 1865.
t Scriptores

rerum Danicarum medii

Eevi, III.

i

Norden.

Copenha-
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churchmen are named
poems were also

of learned theological works;

as authors

written in honor of saints, legends were produced,

etc., all

of course in Latin, although there are traces to be found

which seem

to indicate that

some of them

were writ-

at least

ten in the national vernacular in order that they might find a

Psalms, hymns, and other similar

larger circle of readers.

productions were of course mostly written in Latin, since the
divine service was performed in that language exclusively.

The most considerable work produced by the

scholastic

learning of that period was Anders Sctneson's poem, the
"

HexaSmeron."

This notable man, the successor of Absalon

on the archiepiscopal seat of Lund (1201-22) stood at the

head of the learning of

his time,

and during

prolonged

his

stay in Paris, England and Italy, he acquired a very high

reputation, which, as has already been mentioned, secured

him the eminent

position in the University of Paris.

This

poem which
contemporaries.
The

reputation was further enhanced by his great

was universally extolled by

poem

contains 8,093

all

his

hexameters, which, from

a

point of view, are in nowise masterly, nor does the

metrical

work

as a

whole betray any very great poetic talent. In the preface
the author states that the poem is chiefly intended for the instruction of the youth in the Latin language without expos-

ing the pupils to the corrupting influences that beset them

when they peruse

" those sirens," the

heathen poets. Through
poem they were rather to be beChristian religion.
As the title indi-

the instrumentality of this

guiled into loving the
cates, the

days; yet

number

work
it

describes the creation of the world in six

does not confine itself to this, but also contains a

of allegories and of scholastic

points of ecclesiastical doctrine.

comments on various

Moreover,

it

furnishes

lib-

from the author's theological system, and affords
upon the whole substantial evidence of Suneson's great learneral abstracts

ing and dialectic acumen.*
* F.

Hammerich.
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Still, even when Latin language and culture flourished
most luxuriantly, there was fortunately not an entire lack of
historical taste in Denmark.
Several Danish kings of the

middle age took the deepest interest in the history of their
country, and were themselves well versed in

it.

Thus Svend

Estridson, for instance, was able to contribute to

Bremen many

Adam

of

of the facts incorporated by the latter in his

Bremen bishopric concerning Danish affairs,
which had happened before his time, and King Valdemar I
also studied the past and its monuments with the deepest
chronicle of the

interest.

But the

chief credit for diffusing a taste for na-

and for securing to it at least some exquisite
fruit belongs to Archbishop Absalon (1128-1201), the great
servant of that great king. This man, equally eminent as a
prelate and as a warrior, made his powerful influence felt in
the establishment and propagation of foreign science in Denmark, but he was none the less impressed with the necessity
Thus at his orders
of preserving the ancient monuments.
the monks in Sor5 compiled annals of the most remarkable
This chronicle writing, which also was
events in Denmark.
enjoined on other convents, was however chiefly limited to
dry annals, a few biographies, stories of convents, etc., but
tional history

matters of historical value they did not furnish.
also indebted to Absalon's zealous efforts for the

We

are

two most

important works that were produced in Denmark in the middle age, namely the chronicles of Svend Aageson and of Saxo,
the latter of which

is

a work of the highest value, and would

be an ornament to the literature of any country.
these men wrote at the direct request of Absalon.

Both of

Svend Aageson belonged to one of the richest and noblest
from Palnatoke.
Archbishop Eskild in
Lund (1137-1178) was his father's brother. But little is
known concerning him, beyond* the fact that he was a clergyman, and probably a " canonicus " in Lund. His book, " Comfamilies descended

fendiosa histoeia REGiTM Daniae,"

is

the

first

attempt at a

connected presentation of the history of Denmark, and em-
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braces

the

time from King Skjold to

indicated by

its title, it is

very

brief,
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Knud VI

;

but, as

and merely dwells now

and then on a few more important episodes, such as Vermund
and Uffe, Thyra Danebod and others. Concerning Valdemar
the Great and Knud VI, who reigned during Svend Aageson's
lifetime, his information

is

strikingly scanty, and 'he himself

alleges as a reason for this, that Saxo

was then engaged on

an elaborate history of his own century; and he, moreover,

knew

that the latter was fully equal to a task of this
Svend Aageson availed himself of the Icelanders and
their poetry as sources, but he also, and doubtless chiefly, relied on native authorities, " aged men whom he consulted."*
Saxo, surnamed Longus, that is descended from a family
Lange, also called Grammaticus, on account of his elegant
Latin style, is described as the " contubernalis " of Svend
Aageson, probably because both these clergymen had taken
part in some military expedition; a circumstance of common
occurrence in those days.
Svend Aageson himself relates
that he took part with Archbishop Absalon in an expedition
against the Vends, and Saxo's description of the military events
of his time is so vivid and graphic, that in many instances the
reader is almost forced to assume that he describes as an eyewitness, and that like his father and grandfather, who had
done military service under Valdemar the Great, Saxo also had
taken a personal part in those campaigns. According to an
old tradition, he is said to have been a dean (praepositus) in
Eoskilde, and to lie buried in the cathedral of that city.
We
know with certainty only that he was the private secretary of
Archbishop Absalon, that he stood in a very close relation to
the latter and had been encouraged by him to undertake his
great work. He survived his master and dedicated his work
to his successor, Anders Suneson.
The year of Saxo's death
is not certain, but it can hardly have been before 1208.
Saxo's Chronicle of Denmark, " Gesta Danorum," or

well

kind.

" Historia

Danica,"

is

the

* Scriptores

greatest

intellectual

rerum Danicarum

I.

effort

of
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Denmark

in the middle ages.

sooner become generally

It is a

known than

an equally general admiration.

it

It is a

work which had no
became the object of
masterpiece in

style,

both on account of the exceptional elegance and tasteful use
of the Latin language according to the standard of the times,

the circumstance which gave the author the honorable sur-

name G-rammaticus, and

also

on account of the fascinating,

graphic manner in which the facts are related.

Svend Aagewhose work is in all respects far inferior, cheerfully
acknowledges Saxo as his master in style and the Zealand
chronicle, which belongs to the second half of the thirteenth
century, praises the singular beauty and elegance of Saxo's
diction.
But as the culture and love of learning gradually
died out in the convents and cathedral chapters, the faculty
son,

;

of appreciating Saxo's style was by degrees

lost,

and about

the

middle of the fifteenth century, or perhaps

the

monk Thomas Gheysmer undertook

fact meritorious task of replacing his

earlier,

the timely, and in

work, which had well-

nigh ceased to be read, with a compendium more suited to the

by adding a continuation. He
task, that " Saxo was in
many places too discursive, and had said much rather for the
sake of adornment than in behalf of truth," and furthermore, that " his style is obscure on account of its verbosity."
and that " his inserting fragments of poetry was out of keeping with modern times;" remarks which furnish abundant
evidence of the intellectual decline which had taken place in
Fortunately, however, the
the course of a few centuries.
work of Saxo did not perish, though it cost the canon Christiern Pederson much trouble in his day to secure a single copy,
according to which the first edition was printed in Paris in
There scarcely ever existed many written copies of
1514.
this work, which so greatly surpassed the productions of its
own time and of the centuries immediately following, and at
present we have only a few parchment leaves of it.
The
Paris edition was soon followed by two others, and as soon as
times, and of completing it
alleges as a reason for

assuming this
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extolled

accessible to the
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world of

letters, it

Erasmus of
Not long

excellence of the style.

Rotterdam goes the farthest in

his

became

scholars with one

learned Latin

encomiums.

after the publication of the book, he says of

Saxo:

"He

has written the history of his country in a style both splen-

and sublime. I praise his vivid, ardent spirit, his diction,
which never betrays nagging or exhaustion, no less than
the wondrous richness of his style, his wealth of sound prinOne constantly
ciples and remarkable variety of imagery.
did

wonders whence a Dane in that age derived
flow of grandly vigorous eloquence."

well deserved

all

he not only surpasses
age,

which

them

is

all

that copious

in the art of historical narration,

other Danish writers of the middle

in fact not saying

much, but he also surpasses
rank among the

to such a degree that he takes high

Latin writers of Europe.

In the numerous translations of

old poetry which are found in his

uncommonly
it

all

in truth Saxo has

the praise that has been bestowed on him.

point of style and

In

And

work he proved himself an

On

gifted and able Latin poet.

cannot be denied that in his

free,

the other hand,

verbose and elegant para-

away from the
and character of the original, that the latter is wholly
lost.
But the problem could hardly be solved in any other
way, and he performed his task with great ability and excelThe fact is, however, that had he rendered the old
lent taste.
poems in a strictly literal prose translation, or had he written
his work in the national vernacular, it would have become a
priceless treasure, the like of which few other nations would
phrases of the old songs, he strayed so far
spirit

be able to boast.

Still,

such as

it

is, it

is

fairly entitled to

That it was written in Latin
the conditions that have been described, and

the rank of a first-class work.

was owing to
which couid not well

Saxo's history of

have' been otherwise.

Denmark

consists of

two

parts,

which

derive their contents from sources essentially different, and

which consequently are essentially different in character.
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The

.former,

which

is

purely legendary history, comprises the

nine of the sixteen books of the work.

first

which

mainly

is

historical, history,

In the latter,

pure and authentic, ap-

pears with the beginning of the twelfth book.

In both the

preceding ones, and especially in the tenth, legend and history
wrestle with each other for the supremacy.

The

entire

work doubtless

which had

tion,

precisely as

chronicle there

that

is

on oral tradi-

by Saxo, and which he

he had heard it, for in the whole
no trace of criticism proper. In reference
own time, and that immediately preceding his birth,

repeated

to his

rests exclusively

been gathered

is

the period treated in the last five books of his work,

were so abundant that he was able to be very
and of course the more so as he gradually approached his own time. Archbishop Absalon, in his eagerness to further the work which he had himself suggested,
doubtless took pains to have Saxo provided in the most com-

his materials

elaborate,

manner with materials.
The tenth and eleventh books are the weakest part of the
work, and here the traditions seem to have been particularly
scanty and unsatisfactory.
On the other hand, the first nine
plete

books are of invaluable importance on account of the pictures

they

furnish

of

Denmark's legendary

Saxo's

age.

sources are here in all probability old songs, of which a great

number

doubtless

Latin verses

all

still

seem

lived on the lips of the people.

to be translations of

fragments of such songs.

Among

His
Danish songs or of

these there are a

number

which can hardly have been known in Iceland, since no
traces of them are found in that country. In many instances
there is, moreover, a notable difference between the Icelandic traditions and Saxo's rendering of old Danish legends,
a fact which doubtless proves that this kind of poetry and
legendary lore lived an independent life in Denmark.
Saxo

exaggeration when, after
Danes not only composed poems on
the deeds of their heroes but also risted (cut) these poems
is

guilty of a poetical

stating that the ancient
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have himself investigated

as well as all the old written records,

have scrupulously translated them verse by verse.

to

His own elegant and flowing verses are in

spirit

and

style

widely different from the originals which he had before him,

and on

we are not left to a general impression, but
we are able to trace his method. Thus
instance, translated the poem Bjarkamal, of which

this point

in certain passages

he has, for

a few fragments in the original old Norse text are extant, into

Latin hexameters, but smooth and graceful as these are they

weak and redundant

are decidedly

compared with the

as

original.

But Saxo must

men as

also

undoubtedly have had Icelandic saga-

authorities for the legendary part of his work.

In his

preface he himself directly asserts this fact, and his book,

however much
landic sagas,

with the

it

may

still

latter.

On

general style from the Ice-

the other hand, there

evidence to show that
before him.

differ in its

affords evidence that

lie

Saxo was familiar
is

not the slightest

ever had a written Icelandic saga

His method in relating the myths and heroic

legends, which constitute the contents of the

first

nine books,

evidently consisted in collecting the existing materials, in

arranging and reconstructing them in the manner that best
suited his vivid and creative fancy, and finally in reproducing

them

in as epic

and graphic a

style as possible.

In this

part of the work he betrays no effort to separate fact and
fiction;

on the contrary, there

is

good reason for the assump-

tion that in translating the legendary lore into Latin he has,
in

many

instances, consciously or unconsciously adorned the

might make a better apWhile between the first and

original materials in order that they

pearance in their foreign dress.
second parts there

is

the difference, that the former deals more

or less exclusively with mythical

stories,,

with well authenticated historical

and the latter mainly

facts,

still

these heter-

ogeneous elements are reduced to a sort of unity, by being
subjected to a strictly uniform treatment by the author.
He
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is

neither annalist nor collector of legends as are most of the

other historians of the middle ages, but he selects his favorite

leading character and groups around

He

him

all his materials.

and deeds of his hero in a singularlyvigorous and picturesque manner, and presents with rare
force and skill the most prominent traits of character and
depicts the life

the leading events.

In this

way he

succeeds in giving us a general picture of

the development of the Danish people from the remote antiquity

down

his poetic

own time

to his

And

mind.

precisely as

it

presented itself to

for this reason his history of

Denmark,

which it consists, became,
taken as a whole, a thoroughly harmonious one. It is an
inspiring and fascinating book for all time.*
The other historical works written in Latin in the midThey consist simdle age, are scarcely worthy of mention.
despite the various elements

of

ply of a few biographies, conventual stories, chronicles or
annals, the most important and best of which belong to the

second half of the twelfth and to the thirteenth centuries.

The most valuable of them all is the so-called " Chronicles of
Zealand," which closes with the year 1282. From this period
the contents of these productions, considered from a literary
point of view, grow more and more meagre, but in spite of
their intrinsic poverty, they are of great importance as they

are the sole sources of Danish history during the middle age.

The only attempt
is

at writing a connected history of

Denmark
Thomas

the above-mentioned digest of Saxo's chronicle by

Gheysmer, together with his continuation of the same.f

While theology and historiography constituted the chief
some attention was also
paid to medicine, natural science and other researches. Great
results were, however, not attained, and the number of scientific works from that time, either preserved or known to
literary occupation in the convents,

have existed,

is

very limited.

and best edition is that of P. E. Miiller and
hagen, 1839. (Saxonis Grammatici Historia Danica, I-n.)
+ Scriptores rerum Danicarnm.
*

The

last

J.

Velschow, Copen-
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vernacular are the ProIn them we find
the separation of the Danish language from the Old Norse in
rapid progress, and the process of separation is at this period
already so far advanced that it must be presumed to have
There appear three popular
begun at a much earlier date
dialects, those of Scania, Zealand, and Jutland.
The vocabulary is still the same as in the Old Norse, but the old inflectional endings have for the most part disappeared, and the
vowels have undergone various changes. In the centuries

The

vincial

oldest books written in the

Laws from

the thirteenth century.

:

immediately following, shortly before the Reformation, there

was developed on the basis of the Zealand dialect a uniform
Danish literary language, in which the old stamp was gradually lost.
The language became by degrees softer, the multitude of inflectional and derivative endings, which are so
fully developed in the Old Norse, were so far as practicable
abandoned, and the vocabulary of the language began to admit German elements.

In reference to

grammar

the lan-

guage occupied during the great spiritual activity of the
Reformation period, which produced a vast Danish literature,
essentially the position it does at the present time.

The

old

Danish laws are of no

less

importance

to philol-

ogy than they are to the history of culture. They are partly
secular, partly ecclesiastical, and so far as the form in which
they exist is concerned, there is no essential difference between

them

as regards the time of their origin, for they all belong

to the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries, and none of the man-

uscripts are older than 1250.

But

in reality the secular laws

can be traced far back into antiquity, while the ecclesiastical
are a product of the institutions introduced together with
Christianity.

Of the

oldest codes

special purpose, as for instance

which were framed for a

Knud

the Great's " Veder-

lagsret" and Palnatoke's laws for the Jomsviking fraternity,

only a few fragments have been preserved, while Saxo and
Svend Aagesen give us a few extracts from them translated,
of course, into Latin.
The secular laws are based on legal
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customs followed from time out of mind and preserved by

That they might be the more

oral tradition.

remem-

easily

bered they were expressed in short, pithy sentences, which

were frequently given in the form of alliterated poetry.
The number of these legal provisions naturally increased
with the lapse of years, so that it became necessary to sift
and arrange them. This task was performed at royal command by men skilled in the law, and in this manner each
district obtained its own code based on the traditional provisions that had been in force in smaller judicial districts which
gradually grew into larger circuits. There still exists a large
number of manuscripts of these codes from various periods
of antiquity.

The most important Danish provincial codes are the
Scanian Law, both the Zealand Laws, and the Jutland Law
(Jydske Lov).
The first is from Valdemar the Great (1157—
82), and among the manuscripts of it is found the only runic
The first Zealand law is also the
same king, and the second is named after a king
Erik, but it is not known which one of the Danish kings who
bore this name in the thirteenth century is meant. The Jutland law, which was promulgated by king .Valdemar the
Victorious in, 1241, and in the passing of which Bishop
Gunner took part, is the most carefully prepared of all the
provincial laws, and accordingly it yields the greatest harmanuscript in existence.

work

of the

vest to the student of the history of culture, giving, as

it

most faithful picture of the social conditions of the
country, and of the circumstances amid which people lived in
does, a

that age.
it

The king

is

even said to have intended to make

the general law of the whole kingdom.

was

in force in

Denmark

in 1683,

when

it

The Jutland law
was superseded by

the Danish law of Christian V, while in Slesvig

many

respects retained

recent times.

Of the

its

validity even

down

it

has in

most
promul-

to the

ecclesiastical laws, the Scanian,

gated by Archbishop Eskild, and the Zealand ecclesiastical
law, given by Archbishop Absalon, are the most important.
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Both of them belong to the second half of the twelfth cenand are in the main identical as to contents. Besides
there are various Danish municipal laws and other special
tury,

codes,

which, however, were originally written partly, in

come down

Latin, and have

An

comparatively small.

from a much

to us in translations

later period, so that their value as linguistic

monuments

important exception

is

is

the Flens-

burg municipal law of 1284, of which there is a manuscript
of well-nigh equally ancient date.
There are also various
statutes of guilds and associations, which are of linguistic
and historical value.*
Besides these collections of laws there are but few Danish
books from the middle age, and not many of these have any
general value, excepting, of course, what light they throw on
"
the history of Danish language and culture. The " canonicus
Hbneik Harpestreng (died 1244) of Eoskilde, ordinary physician to Erik Plogpenning, wrote a small number of medical
works, probably in Latin, and of these we have a few translations into Danish,

century.

Of

made

in the beginning of the fourteenth
works written in Danish, the Erik's
worthy of mention. All that it contains

historical

Chronicle alone

is

in regard to antiquity
to later times

is

is

pure

fiction,

and the part relating

nothing but dry annals.

It exists

both in

Danish and in Latin, and the Danish text, which goes to the
year 1313, seems to have served as the basis of the Latin
version.f

But while the vernacular,

as

we have now

a sickly existence in the written literature,
youthful, vigorous

life

on the

seen, lived but
it

enjoyed a

lips of the people in the

pop-

ular ballads which were scattered throughout the north of

Europe; hence
poetry in

its

it

is

triple

eminently proper to consider here this
connection with Denmark,

Norway and

Sweden.
* The last edition of the Danish provincial laws is by P. G. Thorsen, in four
volnmes, 1853-53. An important and comprehensive collection of old Danish
laws is: Samlingaf gamle danske Love, I-V, Copenhagen, 1821-1837.
t Henrik Harpestrengs Lffigebok udgivet af C. Molbech, 1826.
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The popular ballads of the North may

in one sense be

regarded as a continuation of the Old Norse popular poetry,
with which

we

are acquainted from the mythic and heroic

Even their form points to this old poetry.
Notwithstanding the great differences, which can easily be
pointed out, and according to which one would, at a first
songs of the Edda.

glance, be inclined to regard the metric form

and the rhymes

generally used during the middle age as essentially different

from those employed in the Edda songs and
tally different principles;

still

younger

fully to establish the fact that the

A

uct of the older poetical form.
the ballad

which the
rhyme.

is

as based

to-

is

really a prod-

characteristic feature of

the strophe, consisting of two or four lines, in

final

rhyme has taken

the place of the alliterative

This and the refrain are the essential facts upon

which the theory

is

based that the Edda lays and the middle-

age ballads are not child and parent.

But both things
They

occur in the old poetry, though only sporadically.

however, be distinctly pointed out, and thus'it
to

on

a closer investigation seems

is

also

can,

not possible

maintain that these elements in the popular ballad are

something entirely new, something that did not exist before.

We

are compelled to acknowledge that they were developed

out of preexisting principles, and that in this evolution the
character predominating in the ballads gave their
development an altogether peculiar direction. Already in
lyrical

the skaldic poetry

we encounter

these elements, although

developed in a very different and far

Prom

less

pregnant manner.

a rhythmical point of view both the leading forms

which occur in the ballad, the strophe of two and that of
four lines with regular accent but irregular syllabic measure, are manifestly built on the

same fundamental plan

as

the strophe of the fornyrrialag and Ljdo'ahattr.

Jf we consider the poetical
forced to admit

The

its

style of the ballad

we

are also

near kinship to the poetry of antiquity.

entire treatment of the ballad, in spite of the romantic

stamp which

is

peculiar to

it,

and which accords with

its
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much

higher degree of lyric character,

and important respects analogous

Ill

is

in

many

essential

to that of the old poetry.

Precisely as in the latter, the action in the ballad

oped in bold and mighty strokes, and there
effort to

make

it

as strong

and

is

is

devel-

manifestly an

For

effective as possible.

this

reason only the most important facts are presented, and
these are given in short, striking sentences which

strong light on the

characters

and situations

throw a

described.

Whatever does not concern the main action or does not
toward awakening the sentiment which

essontially contribute

the poet wishes to produce

is

either wholly omitted or merely

Hence the rapidity with which the theme is
developed both in the ballad and in the ancient songs, and
alluded

to.

hence also the great array of stereotyped phrases for the

same thought and the same situation, which the ballad has
produced and still continues to employ.
The language in which we possess the ballads is, upon the
whole, younger than the songs themselves, since the latter had
long been preserved by oral tradition before they were put in
writing.
None of the collections extant date back beyond
the sixteenth century, and but very few of them belong to
this period. Not before the seventeenth century was there any
extensive work done in recording the old songs, which, up to
this time, had lived only on the lips of the people.
The
natural inference
substance and

is

that these songs, both as regards form,

language, had undergone various

changes.

Of a great number of them we have several widely different
versions, so that it is exceedingly difficult to form even an approximately correct idea of the original aspect of the ballad.

But however corrupted they may

be,

they

tained enough of beauty to charm any one
poetry.

Even

still

who

have

re-

has taste for

their language, despite the barbaric style in

which they were put in writing by the noble ladies of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, remains full of interest,
it has preserved so many old words and forms which
we could not otherwise have known. They frequently, it is

because
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true,

appear in a very disguised form, since neither the

reciter

nor the scribe understood their purport, so that only a

far advanced linguistic science has been able to interpret them.

In this respect, and in spite of the levelling influence of

m

tradition, the ballads have

of

what they owe

By

many ways

preserved traces

to antiquity.

two princiThe mythic and heroic, including songs of

their contents, the ballads are divided into

pal groups:

1.

magic and versified wonder-stories. 2. Songs of chivalry,
which may be added various other categories of songs,

to

chiefly relating to the adventures of knights.

In the first of these groups we include all those songs
which are more or less definitely connected with the ancient
mythic and heroic poetry. Some of them are mere transformations of old songs with which we are familiar in their
original form, and this applies, for instance, to the ballads,
" Tor on Havsgaard " and " Young Sveidal."
The former is
based on the exquisite old lay about the god Thor, when disguised as Preyja, with Loke as his handmaid, he recovers his

hammer from Jotunheim (ThrymskviSa).*

In the ballad

we

are able to trace the plot worked out in the old lay, step by

and hence the

which was popular throughout the
its present form at a time when
the myth still lived in the memory of the people, though it
was no longer an object of faith; that is to say, soon after the
step,

lay,

North, must have received

The memory of the god Thor,
many ways in the North. In a most

introduction of Christianity.
particularly, continued in

suggestive

manner

it

was applied

to Christian

legendary

heroes like Olaf the Saint, and even at the present time
survives in popular legends.
i

Thus

it is

it

quite natural that

the ballad which represents in the purest and clearest

manner

the transformation of an old mythic lay, should by preference

be connected with that divinity.

Thor

is

In the ballad the myth has

and rendered

as a merry
no more the god of Asgard, but the nobleman,

of course been conceived

*

See Anderson' s Norse Mythology, pp. 328-336.

story.
"

Tor
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of Havsgaard," Freyja becomes the "

Maid of FrOjeborg,"
The humor of the original poem has been preserved in
" Young Sveithe ballad in a fresh and charming manner.
dal " is a very interesting paraphrase of an ancient poem, of
which a few fragments have been preserved in the two Edda
songs, " Gr6ugaldr " and " FjSlsvinnsmal.
In the form in
which these songs are preserved in the Edda, and which they
accordingly must have assumed before they were committed
to writing in that country, they appear as two distinct poems
which are in no way related to each other; but the ballad
furnishes conclusive evidence of their original unity, and also
contributes in many ways to a better understanding of these
obscure lays on which it is based. The obscure ballad, Svend
etc.

Vonved, which we possess only in a very imperfect form, also
in its general structure and in many of its

points, both

details, to the

as
lar

mythical poetry as

was the case in the other

poem

source.

We are not able,
some particu-

of antiquity as its foundation, but in all proba-

bility it is based

been

its

ballads, to point to

on some heathen religious poem which has

lost.

Of the heroic poetry of antiquity we

also find several

or less distinct traces in the popular ballads.

more

The whole

group of songs which are designated by the term " Heldenlieder " (heroic lays) * in German, constitute one class, in
which the heroic ideas inherited from the past are blended
with the cosmic views of the middle age.
oftentimes grotesque, imagination which

we

That powerful,
constantly meet

with in many of the ballads and which may properly be compared with that which we find in many of the popular tales

and legends of the North, also has its root in the heathen age.
But the popular ballads are also related to the poetry of antiquity in respect to contents, and we discover in them many of
the myths and mythic groups which served as the basis of the
*The term

*'

Heldenlieder n

" Kaempeviser," for
of giants.

"Kcempe "

is

also

not quite identical with the Danish word
giant, and many of the ballads treat

means a
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ancient lays.

This

which

story,

is

is

particularly the case with the Niblung

scattered thoughout the

North and Norway,

and has furnished the materials for several of the finest
songs in the Elder Edda, for the Volsunga Saga, for the
Vilkina Saga, for the Niebelungen Lied, which is based on
lost German popular songs; and finally, for the four Danish
ballads on Sivard Snaresvend, as Sigurd the Volsung here is
called.
The same applies to the heroic tradition about King
Dietrich of Bern (Theodoric of Verona) and his warriors, a
story which

is

known throughout Gothdom, and which

subject of seven Danish ballads.

based on

German

is

the

These Dietrich ballads are

songs that were early imported into the

North, while some few of the Sivard ballads give the north-

ern version of the story, and, indeed, partly in

its

original

form and partly with the changes caused by the lapse of time.
Among the ballads presenting purely Norse themes, special
mention must be made of the one about Aage and Else about
;

the knight who, after his death, returns to his bride, called

from

his

grave by the intensity of her

we recognize

grief.

In this ballad

the close of the second lay of Helge Hundings-

bane, in a Christian and romantic dress,

it is

true,

and applied

to entirely different persons, but the ideas in the ballad are

unquestionably the same as those in the Edda poem. The celebrated song, famous throughout the North, of the faithful
love of

Harbard and Signe

— a love which brought death

to

on the gallows, while she
she has herself set on
which
perishes in the burning chamber
which doubtless had
world-old
story
of
a
rendering
fire
is a
been the theme of many a song in antiquity. Finally, we
have a number of ballads relating to traditions with which
both of them, for be must expiate

it

—

we

are not acquainted, but which, according to their entire

character, belong to the olden time.

the weird ballad of the

revenge

is

Sword

This

is

certainly true of

of the Avenger.

In

it

blood

painted in most powerful colors, and the cruelty

of the sword

is

to such

a degree personified, that the latter
manner, until the master of

continues to rage in the wildest
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<

make an end

in order to

to the-bloodshed.

In addition to the mythic and heroic ballads there
large group of songs, the original elements of which
also

be sought in pre-Christian times.

is

a

must

They are songs

of

magic and of mibacles, in which we do not find any direct
reminiscences of ancient poetry, but rather

all

that demonol-

ogy which, under the influence of Christianity, was created
on the basis of the heathen religion. The transition from
heathendom to Christianity was by no means a sudden and
abrupt one. Many traits of the old religion found their way,

more or less modified form, into the new faith, and it
was particularly difficult to get rid of all those beings with
which the myth had peopled nature, though the priests put
in a

forth every effort to accomplish this end.

These beings con-

tinued their lives in legends and songs, though under essentially

the development of new
handed down from the heathen
In the Christian faith nature appeared fallen and

modified

conditions;

myths continued on the
times.

corrupted.

nay,

basis

Accordingly the beings connected with nature

must share her

and be conceived as evil powers, hostile
souls, no matter how good and
beneficent the heathen faith might have represented them.
The groups and the individual divinities were in the main
fate

to the salvation of

human

accepted as the myth-creating fancy had produced them, but

they were

all

relegated to the realm of the devil as beings

must under all circumstances shun,
and that would cause his perdition if he had any dealings
with them. The gods whose memory had been preserved
became wild, damned spirits, the friendly and luminous
forms of the elves became wanton, faithless beings, celebrating their nightly dances and stealing the senses of any
knight who might chance to be a spectator. They make him
that a good Christian

oblivious to everything, and he forfeits his

own

soul.

But

the ingenious dwarfs which, in the olden' time had been conceived as beings of an inferior order, but

still

upon the
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whole as the friends of men, were in the middle age to some
extent classified with the giants, the foes of mankind, and

were turned into wizards and mountainGod nor to men,
though some of them, for instance the gnomes, the nisses,
the underground spirits and the like, were regarded in a
somewhat more favorable light. All these ideas, which are
most intimately connected with the faith of the heathen age,
like the latter they
spirits,

we

who

as a rule are friendly neither to

rediscover in a large

number

of the ballads.

It will

be

mention "Elveskud," the ballad concerning Olaf
the Knight, who through his encounter with the elf-maid
forfeits his life the ballad which tells of BOsmer the Knight
sufficient to

;

in Alfheim,

made

who

enticed into the mountain, where he

is

to forget all that

was dear

to

him

;

is

the ballads of the

merman Bosmer;

of Germand Gladensvend (both of which
remind us of the grand conceptions the ancients had of the
giants), and of Agnete and the merman, etc.
In all these ballads, and as a rule in all the popular poe-

try of the middle age,

we

find in addition to these echoes

from antiquity a new element which was entirely foreign
the ancient time, namely a dreamy romanticism, which

to
is

characteristic of the cosmic conception prevailing throughout

the middle age.

In the ballad-world imagination

almost supreme, and lends a peculiar color to
ideas.

Hence

it

was that

this

all

poetry acquired so great

importance, and was, so to speak, regenerated,

beginning of

this

reigns

forms and

when

in the

century romantic poetry became predomi-

nant, and borrowed

material to so great, an extent from
In the North people are generally
familiar with this popular poetry, not only from the original

the

its

popular poetry.

ballads themselves, but

perhaps especially from the poems
which Oelenschlaeger and other northern poets of modern
times have produced in imitation of them.
The same points of contact between the middle age and
the heathen time appear even in a more marked degree in the
numerous ballads which tell of metamorphoses and of incan-
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These, too, are based on superstitions handed down
from heathendom, and they simply assumed a somewhat
Closely allied to these
different form during the middle age.
are the songs of the supernatural, terrible power of the
tations.

The

runes.

belief in ghosts

many Danish
Else," etc.,
"

is

drows " and

ballads,
also

as

and apparitions, which occurs in
"Svend Dyring," "Aage and

in

founded on very ancient representations of
which had been transmitted

" hill-dwellers " *

almost without change from time immemorial.

Thus we see at every point where it could be expected a
remarkably well preserved connection between the views
concerning the supernatural in the poetry of antiquity and
in the middle-age ballad.

But

it is still

existing in a field
to

more surprising to find this same relation
where we would hardly look for it, that is

say in the ballads of Christian miracles or legendary

which have for their themes episodes from the life of
Thus King Olaf the Saint and his
fight with the evil spirits (the trolls) is blended with the god
Thor and his fight with the giants, and the king even inhersongs,

Christ and of the saints.

its

An

the red-beard of Asa-Thor.

Icelandic

describes Christ sitting at the fountain of Urd,

poem

SolarljoS

in

the

Elder Edda,

with

its

skaldic

lay

and the old
remarkable

struggle between the asa-faith and Christianity,

is

closely

connected with the Norwegian ballad DraumkvaeSi, in which

we can

in a few passages trace the very words of the original

poem.
the

life

In Danish ballads too mythical ideas are applied to
of Jesus, as, for example, the episode of the blind

Hoder, who pierces Balder with his arrow.

Many

of the saints

who

are celebrated in the legendary

ballads are in reality the old heathen gods in a Christian
dress,

and the whole outline of these songs

is

frequently

These are names of beings that have formerly lived on earth, but now haunt
caves and sepulchral mounds. The u drows, according to the conception of the
1

'

ancients, cannot leave their homes, but they are malicious and harm those who
The "hill-people 11 can under certain circumstances visit the
visit their abodes.

upper world.
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more heathen than

Christian.

Especially striking

the popularity which St. J5rgen (St. George) enjoyed

is

also

among

There can be no doubt that this
was due to a union of Christian ideas with imperishable
memories of heathendom. St. George acquired a special
prominence, for while his fight with the dragon symbolized
the struggle between Christianity and the devil, it at the
same time commemorated Thor's fight with the midgardserpent and the combat between Sigurd and Fafner.
Although we have included all these songs under the
general head of mythical ballads, still this term does not
apply absolutely to all the poems embraced in this category,
the nations of the North.

but we trust it indicates with sufficient clearness the fact we
wished to establish. Eegardless of their real poetical value,
these ballads are of the deepest interest on account of the

unique and instructive light they throw on the manner in
which the heathen and Christian ideas confronted each other
in the middle age.

These ballads illustrate

how many

of the

myths were preserved in a more or less modified form,
and how during the amalgamation of the different elements
a very strange and romantic view of nature was developed.
The second group, which embraces the historical ballads and
old

those closely allied to them, acquires

its chief importance
abundance of vivid and highly colored pictures of
middle-age life and view of things in general, which are presented to us precisely as they must have looked to the people
of that time.
These ballads portray to us no less graphically
how certain important events were conceived and transformed by the masses. While the mythic ballads are chiefly
transformations or adaptations of the poems of a more
remote period, or while they, at all events, are so completely
based on traditions from the heathen time that they belong,
so to speak, to both ages, the historical ballads and those
belonging to the same general group, contain the poetry,

from

its

thoughts and views of

life

of the middle-age proper.

When

the history of the age was to be told the vernacular was
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They are not

the middle-age

contemporary

in the

bal-

of course historical sources in the sense

may

that the details which they furnish

be relied on; they

are primarily poems in which the facts are modified and

adapted with admirable

skill to the poetical idea

work out. Moreover, the
which handed down these poems
far more
poet wished to

—

which the

oral

tradition

interesting on

account of their poetical than on account of their historical

—

from generation to generation, could not fail to
have an altogether unfavorable influence on the preservacontents

tion of the historical details.

of great historical value,

Nevertheless these ballads are

first as

which may have

pictures,

been sketched not very much Jater than the events they describe occurred, that

general outlines were

is

to

still

say, while

the events in their

vividly present to the

mind of the

poet; and, secondly, as an expression of the popular opinion

of the event and of the persons connected with

it.

Thus we

have in the ballads not only a number of exquisite poems,

but also pictures drawn from the

life

of the middle age,

the latter are of great value to history, although

many

instances

it

and

can in

pointed out that their description of

be

events does not tally with the results yielded by other strictly historical sources.

we have
which the plot is

Besides the ballads relating to historical persons,

numerous
chiefly

so-called ballads op chivalry, in

pure

Many

fiction.

They introduce us

of

them

possess great beauty.

into the different walks of life in the

middle age and furnish very interesting pictures of the
daily activities of

men

at that time.

We

see the castles

bowers for ladies and for maidens, the
orchard and the game-park, the towers above the gates, from
with their

halls, their

which the watchmen sound their horns before the drawis lowered when strangers arrive on horseback.
We

bridge

see the

busy

life

within their portals

:

how

the ladies and the

waiting- women ply the loom or study their prayer-books;
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how the knights and their
how accompanied by their

friends

sit

over their wine-goblets

servants and hounds they set out

on their hunting expeditions, or arm themselves for a war
either to defend the realm or to take revenge on an

enemy.

In short, we are able, on the basis of these ballads, to draw
vivid and faithful pictures of the
aspects, pictures for

life

of chivalry in all its

which these ballads alone can furnish

the materials, and thus they are of inestimable value to the

And, finally, in their
and varied contents they reveal to us the customs and
usages, the mode of thought and manner of action of the
middle age in an endless variety of grotesque stories.
Great prominence is given to love in these ballads. Many
a touching episode is given of inviolable faith and of hard
struggles against a pitiless fate preventing the union of
lovers, as for instance in the celebrated song of Axel and
student of the history of civilization.
rich

Valborg.

Still love,

as revealed in these ballads, is rarely

of the sentimental kind; on the contrary

it

is

usually pas-

and shuns no means of securing the coveted
prize.
Upon the whole we are in many ways reminded that
we are contemplating a remote age teeming with untamed
passions and regarding right and honor with eyes totally different from ours.
Abduction of women, deeds of violence,
savage and cruel revenge on successful rivals, etc., are by no
means rare occurrences, but on the other hand there are
numerous examples of noble, lofty feelings. In some ballads
of chivalry the development of the plot is made so subordisionately sensual

nate that the lyric element predominates.

mere

Still these

are

exceptions, for as a rule these too, like the other varie-

ties of this

group, are epic in their contents though highly

lyric in form.

Deserving of mention are also the not very

numerous humorous poems which must

also be included in

the category of ballads of chivalry, since they borrow their

materials from the
ical

life

of the knights,

and

finally the satir-

songs in which especially godless monks are held up to

ridicule.

The

latter date, of course,

from the

close of the
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middle age, when the clergy had already become very much
degenerated, and form the transition to the satires of the age
of the reformation.

The popular
as

poetry, which

we have now

sketched,

is

not,

above stated, especially a product of Denmark, though

have centred our attention on this country, but

it

we

belongs

group of Teutonic nationalities. A poetry of
same kind is found not only in all the Northern
countries, but also in Germany, England, and Scotland, while
the Icelandic and Faroese rimas must also be embraced in
the same category. Many ballads have been transplanted
from the country in which they originated into another and
there become naturalized, a fact peculiarly true of the three
northern countries, in which during the age of the greatest
bloom of this poetry there was a strong reciprocal influence,
to the entire

precisely the

now often almost impossible to determine to
which country a given ballad originally belonged. It is, of
course, most easy to determine the locality of the historical
ballads, but these, too, were frequently scattered over the
so that it is

whole North.
This phenomenon

in a large measure, explained by the
were invariably intended to be sung,
a rule are an accompaniment to the dance, just as this
is,

fact that these ballads

,and as
is

still

practised

in

the

Fareys.

The melodies composed

simultaneously with the words which are characterized by a

charming

from one country
and only such changes would be made in the text as
were made necessary by the slight differences of language,
and thenceforth the imported songs would go hand in hand
simplicity, easily carried the songs

to another,

with the native ones.
Like the poetry of antiquity the most splendid remnants
of which have been preserved in the Elder Edda, the northern

poetry of the middle age must be characterized popular.

term being ambiguous requires a more exact

definition.

know the authors of the ballads, all
come down to us anonymously; but they owe
do not

This

We

of which have
their origin to
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real

and exceptionally gifted poets.

Of any direct share on

the part of the people in the authorship of these ballads

we

can only speak in a relative sense, inasmuch as they in their
transmission by oral tradition suffered various more or less
radical changes, being

shortened; of

all

now

which

remodelled,

now enlarged, and now
now extant give suf-

facts the copies

These changes were certainly in the most

ficient proof.

in-

stances rather corruptions than improvements, so that the

remains that have come down to us of this poetry are both
and that not merely the rough, purely
in extent and form
must be considered simply as fragexternal or linguistic form

—

—

ments and ruins of this poetry. When we, therefore, speak
of them as popular ballads it is not because the people have
a share in corrupting them, but because their authors were
popular poets in the true sense, imbued with the spirit of the

endowed with a talent for expressing the feelings
and sentiments of the masses in such a manner that the peoThis was the first and
ple at once accepted them as their own.
most necessary condition for the development of a tradition
which should be able to transmit the ballads from race to
people, and

But

race.

it

was not necessary that the popular poets should

spring directly from the

when we

evident that

higher

common

people.

On

the contrary,

consider the whole character of this poetry,
it

circles.

it

is

owed its origin to men who moved in the
The burgher never appears in the ballads,

and when the peasant occasionally puts in his appearance,
it is only the poor wretched boor, whose lot was a sad one,
one not apt to supply the conditions for the production of
sort.
The entire scenery, all the images

poetry of this

revealed to us in the ballads, are borrowed from the

life

of

the knights; they display the nobles in all their splendor and
magnificence, and to this social order they must accordingly

Whether there were in the North as
other lands minstrels who wandered from castle to castle

owe

their origin.

remained

at the court of a single master,

origin of the ballads

is

in

or

and whether the

to be ascribed to those or even to
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may

the nobles themselves, so that the poetry-

be said to have sprung from the very flower of the na-

tion, are

The
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questions that cannot be satisfactorily answered.

latter hypothesis

seems the most plausible; at

the castles were the true homes of the ballads.

all

events

For a long

time they were also limited exclusively to these until they in
the beginning of the fifteenth century gradually went out of
fashion,

and were crowded out by romances of chivalry,

poetry, and popular tales.

erotic

In this manner they made their

way

to the lower strata of the population, where they also,
on account of their popular character, became the property
of the people, since they expressed feelings and sentiments
in a manner intelligible and pleasing to all, sentiments that
felt and appreciated by the great and the lowly, by
nobleman and peasant alike. By the common people they
were faithfully preserved until the second half of the sixteenth
century, when an interest for them again revived among the
nobility, and when it especially became the custom of the
noble women to collect and put in writing old songs from the
lips of the people.
The printed collection of ballads, of which

could be

that of Vedel of 1592

is

the oldest, constituted for centuries

a favorite reading, and at the same time oral tradition has

continued even

down

to the present.

Many a

ballad that has

never been taken down in writing has thus been preserved

awakened in modern times for the monuments of the past made it a matter of duty to collect every-

until the interest

thing of this kind that could be found.

Certain localities of

the North are particularly rich in old ballads, and the

merum Harde

in northwestern Jutland

is

Ham-

a striking example

In this desolate heath-region, where the popular
assumed a peculiar character created by the " Bindestuer " (rooms in which people get together for the purpose
of this.
life

of knitting; they are

now

fast disappearing), the conditions

were most favorable for the preservation of the old ballads
and legends. In the long winter evenings old and young
would assemble at the larger farms, each provided with his
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woollen stocking, and there the old traditions were related

by persons who excelled in knowledge of them. Here therefore the harvest of ballads handed down from generation to
In Thelemark, in
generation was particularly abundant.

Norway, there

also to be

is

found a large store of popular

songs.

we have the hiswould not be safe
to assume that a song, describing an event, was composed
immediately after the event, and that it then received its
present form; but still the composition must have taken
place before the persons and circumstances described had
faded from the memory of the poet.
If we keep this prinIn reference to the age of the ballads

torical ballads as

mind,

ciple in

our only safe guide.

we

It

will arrive at the result

that the golden

period of the historical ballads, the age of which extends

from the beginning of the twelfth century to the Keformamust have been the latter half of the twelfth and the
whole of the thirteenth century; for from this period, confining ourselves to Denmark alone, we have of purely Danish
ballads about thirty to each century, while from the remaining three hundred years there is not that number of ballads.
tion,

This result
the greatest

and in

is

perfectly natural, for the period which produced

number

all respects

Its stirring

of ballads was also the richest in events

the best period of the Danish middle age.

times and

its

high degree of culture necessarily

gave this period the conditions for the production of
of poetry.

this

kind

In the ballads of Marshal Stig with their tragic

descriptions of the guilt of the king (Erik (Hipping) and of

which

his marshal, ae well as of the calamities

upon the whole
energy

it

its

it

brought
Pull of

climax.

bursts forth again in the ballad about Niels Ebbe-

and then

sen,

land, this poetry reaches

it

gradually vanishes, though

then sends forth a vigorous bud, as
in the beautiful allegorical

it did,

poem about

it

still

now and

for the last time,

Christian II and the

nobility.

Thus, while

we can

not place the

first historical

ballads
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earlier than the twelfth century, still the popular poetry,

considered as a whole, must be

much

older.

The mythic

bal-

and the songs kindred to them, which, as we have seen,
are in many ways connected with the ancient poetry, and
which in part are mere corruptions of older songs, must of
needs belong to a time when the poetry and the ideas on
lads

which they are based were

still

fresh in the

memory

of the

younger form
can hardly be placed later than the eleventh century, and at
about this time occurred the change of the ideas handed
down from antiquity into the new form, until the time became ripe for a pdetry in every respect independent, that is

people.

The

transition from the older to the

to say, for the historical ballads.

That

this

is

correct can also be inferred from the circum-

half of the twelfth century there was

stance that in the

first

a large influx of

German

ballads into

Denmark;

for it

is

scarcely probable that the transformation of old songs into

heroic ballads was contemporaneous with the introduction of

Nor

assume that the transEvery circumstance
favors the theory by which we refer the beginning of ballad
literature to the eleventh century, and this may be done
the more safely since we have immutable and incontrovertable proof that the peculiar form of the heroic ballad existed
in the time of Knud the Great (1014-1035).
For in an old
foreign poetry.

is it

possible to

formation took place after that period.

English conventual chronicle from the eleventh century
read that

when

we

the king with his queen and followers once

happened to be rowing in a boat toward the convent of Ely
he gave vent to his joy in a ballad, which he composed on the
spur of the moment, and in which he requested his followers to join him in singing. A few lines of this ballad
have been preserved, and they leave no room for doubt that
it is the heroic ballad fully developed, and it is not to be
confounded with the skaldic lay. King Knud's ballad was
sung in the English tongue. It is, however, very difficult to
determine where the new form was first developed, whether
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Germany

in England,

long before

it

or the North, but

it

cannot have been

was universally adopted.*

The popular

ballads furnish a strong and cheering proof

of the poetical activity in

Denmark throughout

the middle

The grand age of the Waldemars, the golden age of
Denmark, and then the deep humiliation, when the country,
thoroughly subjugated by German princes, was brought to
the verge of ruin, all this is powerfully and distinctly mirage.

rored in the ballads, which in the most touching strains express the joy

and sorrow of the people.

But

this

natural

poetry welling forth from the inmost recesses of the people's
soul

is,

in connection with the chronicles of Saxo

Aagesen,

all

and Svend

the middle age literature of any importance of

which Denmark can boast.f
Of secular poetry of art there are no traces whatever except what was borrowed from foreign literatures.
Toward
the close of the middle age and in the beginning of the
reformation period a number of romances and tales of chivalry from the circle of stories of Charlemagne, King Artus
and his knights, etc., made their way, in versified and prose
translations and adaptations, into Denmark from the rest of
Europe, where they had already long been read with great
delight.

In

they were
*

Denmark they shared

first

The Norwegian

the fate of the ballads;

received in the higher circles, where they
Professor, Storm, in his work, " Sagnkredsene

om Karl den

Store og Didrik af Bern," Christiania, 1874, has with great ability advocated a
totally different theory from the one here presented concerning the age of the

manner of their origin. We ponfine ourselves here simply to
noting that he endeavors to prove that the metre of the Scandinavian ballads was
modelled after that employed in the court -poetry of Germany, and that this can
not be older than from the fourteenth or possibly from, the end of the thirteenth
ballads and the

century.
t The chief collection of Danish ballads is "Danmark's gamle Folkeviser,"
udgivne af Sv. Grundtvig, Copenhagen, 1853. A very comprehensive, but very
uncritical collection was published by Abrahamson, Nyerup and Rahbek: "Ud11
" Norske Folkeviser," samlede og
valgte danske Viser fra Middelalderen
;

udgivne af M. B. Landstad, Christiania, 1833; "Gamle norske Folkeviser," samlede og udgivne af Sofus Buggc, Christiania, 1838; "Altdiinische Heldenlieder,
Balladen und Miirchen," iihersetzt von W. Grimm, Heidelberg, 1811; Talvj:
" Versuch einer geschtl. Charakteristic der Volklieder germ. Nationen," Leipaic,
1840.
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soon gained such a foothold that they banished the ballads.
This could scarcely have happened had there not been a

marked decline

in poetic taste

inal form, still in the

that

is,

for

;

form

in

many

whatever merit

may have

the imported productions

of

possessed in their orig-

which they reached the North,
had un-

in second or third-hand translations, they

questionably lost

much

of their poetic spirit.

When

the art

of printing

was introduced, they spread rapidly into wider

and

finally reached the lowest classes of the people.

circles

Many of them, and among

these the chronicle of the

Emperor

Charlemagne and the story of Griseldis, have continued to
this day as books for the people.
Of the rhymed compositions of this class are the Euphemia
songs, which owe their name to the fact that the Norwegian
queen Euphemia, the wife of Hakon Magnusson-.' introduced
them in Norway ab.out the year 1300. Prom the Norwegian
they were probably translated into Swedish,/and we know
with certainty that they were translated fro/ni Swedish into
Danish.
Two of the poems, Iwein the lion-knight and Duke
Frederick of Normandy, with their glowing descriptions of
the life of chivalry, with their deeds of heroism and adventures of love, belong to the circle of Artus legends, while a
is the celebrated love romance of Flores and BlanseThey came originally from Prance, but probably reached
the North in German versions.
The Norse Euphemia
rhymes are doubtless not translations, but rather versified
adaptations of works originally written in prose.
Not one
among them can be regarded as original, at least none such
has yet been found.
The same is probably true of three
poems in the Danish language. These are: the dwarf- king

third
flor.

who

connected with the legend circle of
Persenober and Konstantionobis, an adaptation of the French romance of Patronopseus and finally

Lavrin,

is

here

Dietrich of Bern;

;

the chaste queen.

The

queen who, during
endure the importunities

last treats of a

the absence of her husband, has to

of a faithless courtier, and on the king's return

is

slandered
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by the

courtier.

but the latter

is

The king thereupon repudiates

his queen,

—a

plot often

rescued by a strange knight

used in both rhymed and unrhymed songs and romances.

The only prose story of any magnitude in the Danish language from this time is the history of Charlemagne. The
manuscript written in 1480 is probably a retelling from
memory (and in a very much abridged form) of the Norwegian Karlamagnussaga," while the latter is itself an adaptation of the numerous poems belonging to the Charlemagne
circle of legends as they were developed in the course of the
middle age, continually getting further and further away
from the historical background. The history of Charlemagne was printed in 1501 by Gotfred von G-hemen, and
together with Mores and Blanseflor was one of the first
books printed in Denmark. For a long time the book was a
favorite with readers, to which fact the circumstance doubtli

less

contributed that the work, despite

was regarded

Among

its

fabulous contents,

as authentic history.*

rhymed poems of purely Danish origin from
is the Danish
Ehtme Chronicle, which describes the career of the Danish
kings from Humble to Christian I.
Each king is introduced
to relate his own story, and tells not only of his life but also
of his death and burial.
It has no historical value.
It follows Saxo's chronicle as far as that goes, and after that
the

the close of the middle age the most important

depends wholly on dry conventual annals.
correspondingly meagre, and yet the work

marked by a peculiar and rather

ges

opinions are greatly divided.

of the

work

in

modern

German manuscript

translation

Neils

(died

* C. J.

1869-1877.

Brandt

1481).
:

On

the

Romantisk Digtning

of

first

Chroneditor

on a remark in a Lowthe

work

other
f ra

some passaand

Ehyme

Molbech, the

times, relying

attributes the compilation of the

contents are

in

attractive directness

In regard to the origin of the

originality.
icle

Its
is

Ehyme Chronicle
monk of SorO,

to the

hand,

the

celebrated

Middelalderen, I-IIT, Copenhagen,
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Grundtvig has expressed the opinion that the Chronicle is
work of the monks in Sort) convent, who, as above

the joint

were requested by Archbishop Absalon to write a
" Every monk," says Grundtvig, " who
chronicle.
could rhyme did his best for the king or kings whose turn it
was to be rhymed," and in support of this opinion he points
to the striking difference between the different parts of the
work in respect to intellectual effort and historical knowledge.
This supposition is overruled by the circumstance
that in style and language the work unmistakably belongs
stated,

national

to the
field

close of the

middle age.

A

third authority in this

of inquiry, the historian of literature, Professor Peter-

sen, leaves the question of the origin of the

undecided for the reason that

icle

on that point

is

Ehyme Chron-

all reliable

wanting, and the work

information

itself furnishes

no

The good and the bad are thoroughly interminand the whole is too monotonous to be allowed to

safe clue.

gled,

serve as a faithful mirror of the changes of popular life
through a long period of time. This opinion is doubtless the
correct one.*

About the time of the reformation, the national vernacuupon the whole, to assert itself with more success,

lar begins,

and at

this

time

it is

ligious literature,

supreme.

especially

employed in the

where, hitherto, the Latin

Heretofore,

men had taken

field of re-

has reigned

pride in being able to

express themselves elegantly and fluently in the Latin tongue,

but

it

gradually became corrupted, and the monks, whose

taste for scientific investigations

was rapidly declining, did

their share towards accomplishing its utter ruin.

But

in the

Latin was banished, the vernacular made
progress, not only in the conventual Latin, which continued

same degree

as the

an increasing number of Danish
and the church
From the middle of the fifteenth century, Danish

to incorporate into itself

words and phrases, but
service.

also in the literature

*The Ehyme Chronicle was edited by C. Mohlbech, Copenhagen, 1825. A
photolithograph of the first edition (of 1495) was published in Copenhagen in 1873.
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was

from

heard

also

the

legends

pulpit,

and

prayer-

books were translated, and in several convents attempts were

made

An

at translating the Bible.

time of Christian

I

embraces the

old fragment

first

from the

eight books of the old

Testament, according to the Vulgata, and there are translations of the psalms of

David dating from the same time.

known work found

in every European country,
the half theological popular book called " Lucidarius," ap-

Also the well

peared in the Danish language.*
In this period occur the

first efforts

in religious poetry in

the Danish tongue, the forerunners of the psalms

reformation period.

Mary

The hymns

in

are a peculiar product of these

of the

honor of the Virgin
efforts.

In their re-

ligious-erotic sentimentality they give the impression of being

hymns for edification. The rhymed
poems of Michael, priest of St. Alban's church in Odense, are
the only ones whose value rises above being merely of use to
Priest Michael
the historians of civilization and literature.
wrote them in 1496, at the request of Queen Christine, the
After his death in 1515, they were pubwife of King Johan.
lished, and they consist of three songs, one of the rosary of
the Virgin Mary, one of the creation, and one of human life.
The first and longest is a free, and in its form, perfectly independent poetical extract from a Latin work of the Dominican
monk, Alanus de Eupe (Alain de Roch), who lived in the
fifteenth century, and who was very zealous in spreading the
worship of the Virgin Mary, by means of the rosary and of
Both the other poems are
the prayers therewith connected.
But all his works
also free adaptations of Latin originals.
are marked by a deep, tender, not only religious, but also
love songs rather than

poetical sentiment

—by a

in the choice of words,

taste strikingly delicate for his time

and by a generally good

style.

In

all

these particulars he not only surpasses his contemporaries,

but

it

was long before there appeared another Danish poet
In conseboast the same command of language.

who could

*

Lucidarius udgivet af C.

J.

Brandt, Copenhagen, 1849.
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quence of the Reformation, the rhymed poems of Michael

were put aside as being too intimately connected with Catholicism; but a few fragments of " Virgin Mary's Rosary " were
retained and were inserted, partly changed and partly withEven at the
out alteration, in the Lutheran psalm-book.
present time several of them are found in the evangelical
The poem on human
psalm-books of the Danish church.
life was in 1571 again brought to light by Anders Vedel and
edited by him.*

The collection of proverbs by Peder Laale is a work in
which poetry and prose, Latin and Danish, are mingled together in strange fashion. Of the author nothing definite
said, but we may assume him to have been a learned
clergyman who occupied himself with the instruction of the
His work at least seems to show this, for it was
youth.

can be

manifestly not compiled for the purpose of preserving the
proverbs, but rather of serving as a text-book in learning the

The Latin verses are the chief thing, and the provApparently the original compilation of the work was made in
Latin.

erbs are simply introduced in elucidation of the former.

the fifteenth century, but
later additions.

civilization,

only

being as

the oldest collection of the kind in the Danish language,

and because
a

has doubtless received various

but also to the history of

linguistically,
it is

it

It is of course of great interest, not

much

contains

it

earlier date.

many
But

pithy proverbs which belong to

its

value as a school-book cannot

its leonine verses is far from
and the whole character of the book, and particularly the many French words with which it teems, clearly
betray the fact that Prance must have been the original home

be rated high, for the Latin of

being

classical,

of the book.

Still, it

has been extensively used #s a school

was edited by " the scholars of the Copenhagen University,'' and two years later a fresh edition was
When Christiern Pedersen edited the book in
called for.
Paris, in 1515, he complained of the barbaric Latin in which

text-book.

In 1506

it

Hr Michael's Rimvaerker udgivne

af C. Molbech, Copenhagen, 1849.
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was written, and in the school ordinance of Christian II it
enumerated among the books to be burned. No one took
notice of the proverbs which it contained, and a whole century elapsed before Peder Laale was again rescued from oblivion,* and it was then done in honor of the old pithy proverbs, which the book contained.
The Danish literature of the middle age offers no pleasing
it

is

At the very outset the national
element was excluded, and was tolerated only in the popular
ballads, while the entire literature proper was not only writ-

picture for our consideration.

ten in Latin, but

also, in respect to contents,

entered a

field

where the people were unable to follow, and the result was
that it became exclusively the property of the learned class.
This was, however, the condition of things not only in Denmark, but also in all the rest of Europe. But while strenuous efforts were made in other lands to throw off the Latin
yoke in order to give more room to the national and popular
element, such efforts were almost wholly wanting in Denmark, and when the vernacular at length began to claim
some of the place that belonged to it, the reason for this was
not that any strong national impulse stirred the people, but
representatives of the foreign culture were
no longer equal to the performance of their task. The Danish clergy won no laurels as guardians of the spiritual culchiefly that the

ture of the middle age.

Only in the

first

centuries after the

introduction and establishment of Christianity was the con-

duct of the clergy such as to exempt them from this blame,

and during the most flourishing period of Denmark their
relation to European culture in general is deserving of great
praise, but it was not long before genuine culture (so far as
there was any real culture in those days) degenerated into
the semblance of culture, and even the latter gradually disappeared.
The convents had at first been the seats of diligent and successful intellectual activity, though they produced no very marked results; but they gradually became
* Peder Laales Ordsprog, udgivne af R. Nyerup, Copenhagen, 1828.
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the gathering places of indolent and ignorant

aim

sole

it

was

to

make themselves

monks wnose

as comfortable as they

could with the least possible trouble and to monopolize the
direction of affairs.

Though a few

exceptions might be cited,

the learned profession, taken as a whole, kept sinking

still

deeper and deeper from the position
twelfth and thirteenth centuries, as
the period of the Reformation.

The

it

had occupied in the

we gradually approach
schools

became perfectly

demoralized, and but few efficient teachers could be found.

Morten Borup (1446-1526)

menAarhus academy and distinguished himself in many ways.* Many of the prominent
men of the reformation period were indebted to him for their
tion.

He was

therefore deserves special

rector of the

education.

The former earnest desire for higher culture also diminmore and more. The ardor, which had impelled so
many Danes to visit the celebrated foreign university, was
damped. There were but few who had any ambition to
acquire fame by their learning, and these few endeavored to
obtain their knowledge with as little effort and sacrifice as
possible.
They contented themselves with visiting the German universities, and men of real learnrng were exceedingly
rare exceptions. The establishment of a university in Copenhagen on the 1st of June, 1479, did not produce any marked
change in this respect. The want of a Danish university
had long been felt, and Erik of Pomerania had already in
1419 secured the pope's consent to found one, but had been
compelled to abandon the project.
The university of Cologne was taken as a model for the Copenhagen university,
and from the former came the first faculty of teachers and
ished

the

first class

of students.

Meanwhile this institution did not at first accomplish
what was expected from it. The chief reason was that the
age no longer favored the catholic principles on which the
*

He

wrote Latin verse, and his charming song to Spring

:

"In

vernalis

poris ortu lretabnndo" is particularly noteworthy on account of its

with the

Dallads.

tem-

sympathy
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institution

was based.

Its

curriculum was made out accord-

ing to the old scholastic system, and could not therefore have

any attraction
to

German

for the

Danish youths, who continued to resort
King Johan found it necessary

universities, so that

an ordinance forbidding anybody

to publish

to visit

a foreign

university before he had attended the University of Copen-

hagen at

The

least three years.

latter institution did not

therefore from the very outset have any great measure of

and when the stirring times of the Reformation bewake disorder and uncertainty in all
ecclesiastical matters, the university languished, and in the

success,

gan, bringing in their

.

last years of the reign of

have

Fredrik

I it

can hardly be said to

existed.

Many

circumstances cooperated in smothering the incipi-

ent germs of an intellectual development which might have

been of great importance

to

the whole people.

turbances and misfortunes which

during the

last

Denmark had

The
to

dis-

endure

two centuries of the middle age were particu-

larly detrimental to her prosperity.

Among

these are the

country among foreign conquerors,
pestilence, the dissensions between the spiritual and civil
The wterst of all was perhaps the increasing
powers, etc.
parcelling out of the

influence of

Germany on Danish

affairs.

The

latter

was an

inevitable result of the whole historical situation, but that

influence necessarily obstructed the development of an inde-

and the creation of Danish literature on a national basis. The German language and German
customs monopolized everything, and contributed much to
the destruction of national sentiment and self-reliance among
The Hanseatic cities had by degrees monopothe people.

pendent intellectual

life

commerce of the whole North; German craftsmen
had immigrated in vast numbers; the Danish kings were of
German extraction; the whole culture of the country, so far
as it was not already Latin, became Germanized, or, in other

lized the

foreign influence prevailed everywhere. The nawhich raised the country to an ephemeral
ascendancy
tional

words,
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greatness during the reign of Valdemar [II (called Atter-

dag) and Queen Morgarethe, had but
life

of the day

and none at

little

influence on the

on the national literature.
Immediately after the death of the great queen the
national element again collapsed. The times were not favor-

popular

all

able for the realization of her bold idea, the consolidation of

the three northern kingdoms, and instead of being a blessing

Calmar union became a source of strife and discord
the nations of the North.
The chasm between them
grew wider and wider, and in the same proportion they became defenceless against their foreign foes. At the close of
the middle age German ruled supreme in the church, in the
schools, in the state and in society, and it was destined to
the

among

retain

its

hold for a long time to come.

CHAPTER

II.

THE AGE OP THE REFORMATION.
Introduction op the Reformation and the literary activity it produced. Christian Pederson, the pounder op Danish literature.
Translations op the Bible. Peder Place. Hans Tausen and his conflict with the Catholic clergy. Paul Eliesen. Religious, satirical
and dramatic productions.

Lutheran Eeformation, which was
THE
rated
national
by the

solemnly inaugu-

assembly in Copenhagen, in 1536,

aroused the people, at least for a time, from the intellectual
it had been drowsing for many centuries.
The whole people was deeply affected by the problems involved in this religious movement, and the intellectual emancipation secured in religious questions was also made available in otber directions.
The reformatory movement gave
rise to a multitude of writings, which, though primarily con-

lethargy in which

cerned with the establishment of the ecclesiastical reform,
still,

on account of the widespread popularity they gained,

also roused

many minds

to reflection,

made them capable

of

higher culture, and produced in them a desire for intellectual

The

which had been introbeen exclusively employed for the purpose of multiplying Latin books, grammars,
and other scholastic works, but henceforth it also rendered
important service in the publication of Danish works, and
thus it became a powerful instrument for the diffusion of the
improvement.

art of printing,

duced in Denmark, in 1482, had at

new

spirit

among

first

the people.

The Eeformation came

to

Denmark from Germany.

Yet

even before Luther's doctrine had become known in Denmark, tbere existed in the minds of many individuals an undefined consciousness of the hollow and false condition into

which Catholicism had sunk, and there was a desire to break
136
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As an
we may regard the attempts made
middle age to make the Scriptures

the chains with which the Church fettered the people.

evidence of this tendency
already at the close of the

through translations into the vernacular.
were at hand; there was only
need of an impulse from abroad, and when Luther at last
raised his mighty voice, there at once spread in ever widenaccessible to the laity

The conditions

for a revolution

ing circles a realization of the existing wrongs.

The kings

immediately became interested in the movement, and, above
all,

Christian

II,

who

clearly appreciated

how

closely religion

was identified with the popular element. By the reforms
which he tried to introduce in the public school system, he
manifested his deep sympathy for the masses, and evinced a
desire to raise the lower classes such as none of his predecessors, and but few of his successors, ever could boast.
But
his efforts met with no success, because they were too much
in conflict with the egotism and prejudices of the ruling class.
Both his ordinances for the improvement of the schools and
his other laws were rescinded by his successor, Frederik I,
who declared them to be " noxious and opposed to good
morals." So when the great fermentation had subsided,
when the new doctrines had become firmly established, and
when all other matters had been arranged accordingly, the
Latin again came to the front, and the national influences
still at work had not sufficient strength to repress it.
And
yet the period between the close of the middle age and the
learned age which followed the Reformation, deserves to be
called a popular period, since the work done in it was for
the people, and since the people were not only recipients, but

Many of the most
prominent representatives of the age sprang directly from
also took part in the reforms accomplished.

the ranks of the

Among

those

common people.
who by their literary

activity contributed

to the cause of the Beformation Christian

tionably ranks

first,

and he

is

Pedersen unques-

rightly styled " the father of

Danish literature," since he was really the

first

important
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author in Denmark who was Danish both in spirit and language.

middle

Born
class,

in 1480, of parents probably belonging to the

he became a canon in

Lund and afterward

studied in Paris, where he took the master's degree.

In Paris

he edited Peder Laale's collection of proverbs, and in 1514
Saxo's Danish chronicle, through which edition the latter was

probably rescued from oblivion, for
to secure a single

it cost

manuscript copy.

him much trouble

His labors for the cause

of his country's history were not confined to the editing of
this invaluable

work, but he was also engaged on a transla-

tion or Danish adaptation of

A

of Saxo's chronicle.

been preserved, and

it

it, and even on a continuation
few fragments of the latter have

would seem

to the death of Christian

I.

to

have been carried down

Before the Reformation he pro-

duced in the Danish language a few religious works,
intended for the use of laymen, prominent
his " Jertegns postille," a collection of

—

chiefly

among which

sermons

is

— probably

on the gospels and epistles of all the
Sundays and sacred days, and each sermon contained meditaWhen he aftertions on some miracle (Jertegn) or other.
ward became a Protestant, he took it much to heart that he
possibly had done much harm by this very postil and the
papal errors which it helped to spread, for, as he says himself, "the fables and miracles, which it tells of, are things
which men have themselves invented and imagined." In order
to make such amends as he was able for this transgression, he
now translated a Lutheran homily.
On his return to Denmark he became secretary to King
Christian II.
In this position he ever remained faithfully
devoted to his prince, and when the latter, in 1523, was compelled to leave his country, Christian Pedersen accompanied
him into exile. He lived in Holland several years, and the
works he published in this country show that already at
this time he had renounced Catholicism and become a conHe remained until his death one
vert to the new doctrine.
of the most ardent and valiant champions of the Eeformabased on Latin models
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of the

the

New
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his translation

Testament, published in 1529, " for the use of
people."

It

is

in every respect superior to an-

other translation which had appeared

more than

five

years

previously, and which had been attributed to the burgomaster of

MalmS

(Sweden), Hans Mikkelsen,

faithful adherent of Christian II.

This

first

who was

also a

attempt to place

New

Testament in the hands of the laymen is not, howof a single individual, though Mikkelsen may
have done the major part of it. It was rather the joint work
of the men who accompanied the king into exile, and it is
even possible that the king himself may have done a part of
the

ever, the

it.

It is

work

not an unqualified success, and there remained a

great need of a

new

translation.

The language was upon

the whole bad, and Christian Pedersen himself

testifies

that

why he had undertaken a new translation was the fact that many complained that they could not
understand the Danish of the earlier one.
While Hans
one of the chief reasons

Mikkelsen's version failed to satisfy either the followers of
the

new

doctrine or the Catholics, Christian Pedersen's be-

came deservedly very popular on account of its clear, forcible
style, and on account of the general ability with which he
had performed his difficult task. As in the case of Hans Mikkelsen, so Christian Pedersen's translation was also made
from the Latin, but with this provision, that both have followed " the best and most renowned clerks," and made use
of both Erasmus of Rotterdam, and of Luther; still it must
be affirmed that especially Pedersen used these authorities
with great independence and judgment. The first one to
translate fragments of the Bible into Danish

nal tongue was

Hans Jansen.

from the

origi-

Christian Pedersen's trans-

Psalms of David is also superior to that made
by Franz Vormoedsen, who had formerly been a Carmelite
monk, but had become one of the chief leaders in the re-

lation of the

formatory movement.
standard of the age,

Pedersen's work,
is

remarkable for

when judged by
its

the

exactness, vigor
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and euphony.
retained

it

It at

once

won

tion frequently of their

the favor of the public and

The pithy words of the

for a long time.

own

accord, as

it

were,

and rhymes, and the frequent recurrence of
part to

it

fell

transla-

in verses

alliterations im-

a peculiar poetic flavor.

In order to make additional contributions to the spreading and establishment of the
edited several

new

doctrine, Chr. Pedersen

minor works, of which there in 1531 appeared

no less than seven, chiefly adaptations of Luther's works.
There is no room for doubt that the vigorous, telling words

made

that he addressed to the multitude

Precisely

a deep impression.

kind of works were needed to break the

this

ground, works that did not go into the discussion of subtle

dogmatic problems, but which addressed themselves with

warmth and strength
which

is

which this author
The one of these works
a free and admirably local-

to the heart, a gift

possessed in an eminent degree.

most interesting to us

is

ized adaptation of a book by Luther on

be kept in school.

On account

of

its

how

children should

vivid description of the

deplorable condition of the Danish schools at that time, Pe-

more than ordinary value to the historian
among all these minor works this book,
which had one simple, practical object for its aim, and pointed
out the need of reform, is probably the one which in reality
dersen's work,

of civilization.

of

is

Still,

attained least practical usefulness.
of religious fermentation,

It

appeared in the midst

when men's minds were

at the

highest pitch of excitement, and the regulations which after
the reformation were issued for the improvement

of the

emanated directly from the government, so that it is
safe to say that the excellent little book in question could not
Of his
possibly have had much influence on the matter.
other works we shall only mention the translations made,
during his sojourn in Paris, of two popular works,, Charlemagne and Olger the Dane, both of which were in that age
schools

.

regarded as perfectly authentic historical documents.

The

rest of his

remarkably industrious

life

devoted to the
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cause of religion and of the people, Chr. Pedersen spent in

Denmark whither he had returned

Notwithstand-

in 1531.

ing his open adherence to the banished king he was permit-

and to the
reformation, to reside in his native country and " to eke out
ted, in consideration of his services to literature

his living, as best

med

he could, with printing"

—

''

naere og bjaerge

During the Count's war * he was secretary to JOrgen Kok, the brave burgomaster of Malm5.
During the government of Christian III (1533-1559) he
continued his literary activity, and the translation of the
Bible, published in 1550, noted for its pure and terse language, and popularly known as Christian Ill's Bible, is in
He died in 1554.
the main Pedersen's work.
Christian Pedersen has been called the father of Danish
literature, and he well deserves this name, for he was, in fact,
sig

Prenteri."

the founder of Danish literature in the true sense of this word.

He was

not only the

first

who engaged

extensively in liter-

on account of the wide circulation
and great popularity of his works, exerted in many ways a
decided influence on the subsequent literature of Denmark.
ary pursuits, but he

also,

One of the

chief problems to be solved was the creation of a
Danish literary language, and the services he here rendered
cannot be overestimated. He was himself perfectly conscious
of this task and of its importance, and he succeeded in writing Danish with a purity that had not been known before his
time.
In this manner he paved the way for his successors,
and it is not Pedersen's fault that he did not get a more numerous following than he did. Meanwhile a few did follow

the example set by him, and the

way he had

pointed out was

'never utterly lost sight of by the later generations.
course of time the current of events found

it

again,

In

and

there was evolved a literary activity which has continued

down

to the present day.

His language

is

always lucid and

* The Count's war (Greven's Feide) is the usual name in Denmark of the war
between the adherents of the deposed king, Christian II, under the leadership of
Count Christopher of Oldenburg, and the party of Duke Frederik of Holstein,
afterwards King Frederik I.
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fluent, his style is

remarkably vigorous and graphic, and he
This

frequently evinces the skill of the master.

is

particu-

larly true of his above-mentioned translation of the Bible,

published in 1550.

From

a linguistic standpoint

out exception, the most remarkable
of the Eeformation.

it is,

monument from

with-

the age

At the same time Pedersen's works are

conspicuous for their marked popular and national character.

This also applies to his work while he was

He was

a Catholic.

still

already then striving to promote the education of the

layman, and after he had embraced the Lutheran religion he
it was one
win the masses, but,

continued in this line of work, not simply because
of the chief objects of the Eeformation to

rather, he really had the well-being of the people at heart.

He

did not, therefore, confine himself to religious writings

for the

advancement of the

ecclesiastical reform,

wrote about other things, and in these,
strike a

too,

but he also

knew how

he

to

key that was familiar to the people. His adaptations

of old chronicles continued, long after his death, to be the
favorite reading of the masses.

In contrast with the tend-

ency prevalent in his time of waging war against every
tellectual inheritance the people possessed

from the

cherished the old legends and ballads and other
of the intellectual life of the people, and

him

injustice not to

mention the

it

past,

in-

he

monuments

would be doing

fact that he clearly

compre-

hended the kinship of the northern nations, a fact repeatedly
set forth in unmistakable language in his writings.
Christian Pedersen was not one of the leaders in the great
He was
struggle between the old and the new doctrine.
abroad at the time when the contest was raging most fiercely,

and even

if

he had been at home

it is

scarcely probable that

he would have taken any prominent part.

As a

rule he pre-

ferred to keep aloof from the events of the busy world.

As

he says of himself, " he had always been fond of a quiet life,
and in the turbulent times he had sought retirement among
his friends

ter for

and

which

relations."

His works reveal to us a characmust have possessed the

quiet, literary labor
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does he on the whole assume the un-

compromising attitude of

his fellow-protestants,

and unlike

the latter, he did not wholly break with the past.

On

contrary, he protected all of the old that seemed to

him

ful or

worthy of preservation, and at the same time he availed

himself chiefly of the

new elements

of culture. In this respect

Luther's work was of the greatest importance to him.
first

the
use-

place the powerful words of the

In the

German reformer helped

him

to become clear in reference to those very ideas with
which he had long been struggling without any satisfactory
result, and they freed him from many prejudices which still

clung to the times, and which prevented his independent

Already the works he had pubbecame a Lutheran contain distinct reformatory elements, and they clearly reveal the leading thought
in his whole literary career, which was, that no one can be
saved without the gospel and the holy faith. This was not
only in direct opposition to the axiom of the Catholic church
concerning the saving power of good works, but it also with
equal emphasis urged that the word of God must be made
accessible to the common man.
In the " Jertegnpostille,"
mentioned above, he asserts that " no one must believe the
gospels to be more sacred in one tongue than in another,
but everybody should be able to read them in his own lanintellectual development.

lished before he

guage."

By emphasizing

the importance of faith and the right of

the layman to read the Scriptures he had grasped Luther's

fundamental idea before Luther had yet expressed it. To
he clung to the last, and all his numerous religious
writings are full of it.
He was not gifted with Luther's
gigantic spirit, but he worked with fidelity and untiring zeal,
this idea

and the influence of
spreading and

his literary activity for the

advancement,

establishment of the work of the Eeformation can hardly be overestimated.
His Danish works,
final

which have recently appeared in a complete edition, will forever retain their value, for he was a prominent and very
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marked

character, and he has justly been regarded as the

revelation of the historical genius of his times in

Denmark.*

In the same manner as Christian Pedersen, the brothers,

Peder and Niels Palladius, also labored for the religious and
moral education of the people. They both died in 1560. By
editing a number of little books they sought to advance the
cause of general education and morality, and thus they completed the

work of reform begun by Pedersen.

Peder (born

1503) was the more distinguished of the two brothers, who

were the sons of plain citizens. He studied in Wittenberg,
and by Bogenhagen he was warmly recommended to Chris-

man

tian III as a

the Reformation.

peculiarly fitted to carry out the

work

In his thirty-fifth year he became the

of

first

evangelical bishop of Zealand, and at the same time professor
of theology in the University of Copenhagen, and in these
positions he

him.

worked indefatigably for the cause intrusted to
the numerous works which owe their origin

Among

"
to his professional activity, as a clergyman, his " Visitatsbog
is

particularly deserving of mention.

It is a

work

of great

importance to a thorough knowledge of the customs and

and is unquestionably one of the most
remarkable works in the old Danish literature. It is a col-

ideas of that epoch,

lection of addresses
visits

through

which were delivered on his professional
and which he afterward revised

his bishopric,

and enlarged with reference

Prom

to his

subsequent experiences.

their very nature these addresses could not help deal-

ing with a large

number

of topics, which taken collectively

furnish an invaluable picture of the times for the student of
the development of civilization.

He had

a rare gift of select-

ing effective starting points in his addresses from the social
circumstances of his listeners, of leading them from their

and thus of unfoldthem the doctrines of faith on the basis of things with
which they were familiar. In this book, simple and straight-

daily surroundings into spiritual realms,

ing for

* Christian

Copenhagen,

Pedersen, danske Skrifter, lidgivne af Brandt og Fenger I-V,

1850-56.
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is revealed to us a great and commandEvery page of it glows with a warm, vigorous and homely eloquence. That of this author's works,
which in literary value comes the nearest to -his " Visitatsbog," is a collection of sermons called " The Bark of St. Peter,"
a series of very striking meditations on the development of
It is, in fact,
religion and on the various religious systems.
a system of dogmatics and a church history in nuce, and in it
he lets pass no opportunity of attacking the papal church.
In his writings, which were intended more directly for the use
of the common people, he again and again boldly scourges

forward as

it is,

there

ing personality.

the besetting sins of the age, avarice, swearing, blasphemy,
etc.,

while several of his other works are written simply for

edification.*

But the man who

He

bjs

word and deed contributed most

Denmark was Hans

the reformation of

to

Tattsen (1494—1561.)

the real representative of the Danish ecclesiastical

is

reform, but he accomplished

less

with his pen than with the

living word, and he carried out his mission with zeal

and

courage, not allowing himself to be intimidated by threats

He

or reproaches.

island of Punen,

home

sprang from poor Danish parents on the

and in

his twelfth

year he ran away from

for the purpose of going to school.

intellectual faculties he soon gained

thus accomplished his desire.

Odense

school,

and

at all events his

it

name

He

Possessing unusual

numerous

friends,

and

received his education in the

seems that he also studied in Aarhus,
is found among the pupils of the above

mentioned distinguished teacher, Martin Bbrup.
the school he became a

monk

On

leaving

in the convent of Antvortskov,

and afterward he went to Eostock, where doubtwere developed the germs of the change which took place

in Zealand,
less

in his religious views.

Prom

Kostock, where he had taken

the different academic degrees and
structor), he

went

become a "docent" (inwhere during one year he
the university, and thence he repaired

to Copenhagen,

delivered lectures at

* Peeler Plade's Visitatsbog

udgiven af Svend Grand tvig, Copenhagen,

1872.
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Wittenberg.

He went

to this

To

wishes of his superiors.

satisfy

city against the

them he

express

first visited

the

orthodox Catholic universities of Cologne and Louvain, but
the writings of Luther attracted

him with

irresistible

power

Wittenberg, the head-quarters of the Eeformation.

Here,
according to his epitaph, " he listened for more than a year
to

with incredible eagerness
pletely converted to the
his

to

Luther himself" and was com-

new

doctrine.

After his return to

own country he openly undertook

the task of reforma-

tion in the very spirit of Luther.

We

cannot here enter into

a detailed account of all the hardships he had to endure and
the struggles through which he secured final victory to the

cause of the Eeformation in Denmark, and

we must

confine

ourselves to mentioning that as the leader of the Protestants

he made his confession of faith in their behalf at the " Her-

redag " (assembly of nobles and prelates) in Copenhagen in
1530, and replied to twenty-seven articles of faith by which
the adherents of papacy sought to combat him.

He

also par-

ticipated in the translation of the Bible into Danish,

and the

books of Moses were translated by him from the

Hebrew

five

text (1535).

Besides, he published several religious works,

and among them a postil. This collection of sermons, which
from cover to cover affords proof of the eminent position
Hans Tausen must have occupied as a preacher, a fact which
may also be inferred from the great results he achieved, gives
us an interesting view of the state of the church generally
during the reformation period. The author claims to have
in view, when he prepared the book, not only the needs
of the laity, but also " the good and the advantage of those

had

persons who stand in need of plain and simple instruction.
* * * If they have the will, they may glean and learn so much

from these sermons
the whole week, they

that, after teaching themselves

may afterward

during

teach their parishioners

on Sunday." As long as the struggle for ecclesiastical reform
continued, he was fully occupied with the duties of his clerical office; but when the new doctrine had been established,
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and when the Copenhagen University had again been opened
(in 1537), he resumed his teaching and lectured on the Hebrew language until 1541, when he was made Bishop of Kibe.
Here he continued his literary activity and also translated
the whole Bible from the original text, a work which has not
been published and which with other of his productions is

now

lost.

Besides the persons already

and
I

establish the

course,

many

their age, but

named who

strove to promote

Reformation by their writings, there were, of

others

who

who were

of no small significance to

sink into comparative insignificance

when

compared with those great characters. Among their adversaries there was only one prominent individual, Povel Helgesen (Paulus Elise). He was born about the year 1480 at Varberg, in the present Swedish province, Halland.
His father
was a Dane and his mother a Swede. For some time he was
a monk in the Carmelite convent of HelsingSr, but later in
the reign of Christian II he became a lector in the University
of Copenhagen.
He is known by the nickname " Vendekaabe" (Versipellis, turn-coat), because he at first enthusiastically favored the ecclesiastic reform, but

assumed an attitude of
the

first to

hostility

when

it.

it

came, he

He was

one of
.

oppose the objectionable sale of indulgences, even

anticipating Luther himself, with
respects.

toward

It is also said of

him

whom
that

he agreed in

many

when Magister Martin

Eeinhard at the summons of Christian II came from Wittenberg to Copenhagen to preach the new doctrine, he served
the latter,

who was ignorant

of the Danish language, in the

capacity of interpreter of his sermons to the people;

there

are no conclusive proofs of this.

At

all

but

events

it

seemed at one time as if this man, whose learning and eloquence had deservedly given him a wide reputation, and who

was regarded as one of the ornaments of the Danish univerwould become one of the leading spirits of the Reformation.
But it was not long before Helgesen relinquished the
cause which he had so ardently supported in the beginning.
sity,
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He

declared that Luther in his attack on the Roman church
went much further than he could follow him. As the fundamental principles of the Reformation developed, it became

manifest that it aimed at nothing less than a complete overthrow of the existing church, and to this Povel Helgesen
could not lend his support.
He was in favor of a reformation on the basis of the old church by simply removing the
abuses which in course of time had crept in, but he was unwilling to give up the fundamental standpoint of the Catholic church.
He therefore abandoned that course of progress
which he had previously entered upon, and became, generally
speaking, an ardent and violent champion of Catholicism, and
this in spite of the many abuses which were repulsive to him.
Although he deeply sympathized with the Reformation in
many respects, still he thought it was essentially a dangerous
undertaking on account of its revolutionary character, and
that it consequently ought to be arrested as soon as possible.
With voice and pen Helgesen endeavored to stem the ever
advancing tide, and on the invitation of the Catholic bishops
he travelled through the country, seeking with his sermons
to bring the people into the right way, but in vain.
He

simply made himself the object of hatred .and scorn, for at
this stage of the struggle his course could only be looked

upon

as an apostacy induced

history, however,

which

is

by base motives.

independent of

all

Judged by

party-passions,

Povel Helgesen stands a highly gifted man, who throughout
his

whole

life

acted purely from honest convictions.

It

may

be said of Povel Helgesen that, notwithstanding his great

he was not abreast with his times and did not comprehend what his age needed, though his course was clear
and logical enough from his standpoint, and he certainly was
talents,

consistent in the violent warfare in which he engaged in

behalf of his principles.

In his

many

published works

we

him an equally honest and impartial warrior. The most
of them deal with religious controversies, and some of them
In conare addressed personally to some of the reformers.

find
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troversy he was full of fiery passion, and his pen poured forth
venom and gall upon his enemies but his position was one
;

eminently calculated to embitter his feelings, for he fought
all, opposing Catholics as well as Prothe discovered serious faults in both parties. He

single-handed against
estants, as

by no means ceased to expose those abuses in the Catholic
church which at an earlier time had offended him, and he
continued to denounce the avarice, pride and immorality of
the upper class of the clergy, and the result was that the
Catholics looked on

him with

suspicion, while in the eyes

of the Lutherans he was merely a contemptible renegade.

In the general opinion of the people he was and remained
a " Vendekaabe," and so in spite of the great talents he possessed he achieved but little in the

way

of

stemming the

tide

of contemporary events.

Paul Helgesen, who

also took part in the ecclesiastical

controversy that" was raging in Sweden,
addressing a letter to Gustav Vasa

— for

instance,

— did not confine

by

his liter-

ary activity to religious works, and there is no doubt that
It conthe so-called Skiby Chronicle was produced by him.
tinued

down

to 1534,

and

portance from that time.

is

On

the only historical

account of

its

work of im-

peculiar blending

of the objective enumeration of events in the

form of annals

with a passionately subjective criticism of persons and things,
it furnishes an exceedingly interesting mirror in which are
age, and at the same time the
moods of the author contemplating the political and

reflected the history of the

different

ecclesiastical events.*

The influence of the Reformation on the development of
was not particularly great, though it may

poetical literature

have been the cause of an increase in the production of poetry

By the leaders of the Reformation
and by a few others a number of hymns were written partly
on the basis of the psalm literature begun near the close of
in the Danish tongue.

* Povel Eliesens danske Skrifter udgivne af C. E. Secher,
Chronicon Skibyense in Scriptoree rerum Danicarum, II.

I,

Copenhagen,

1855.
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A still greater number were translated
from German, but in all of them the poetical element is utterly smothered by moral and dogmatic rules and statements.
A spirit of
Little or no attention was given to the form.
exaltation was fashionable among the evangelical people of
that time, and whoever happened to be in an exalted state
the Catholic time.

of

mind sang

as best he could.

Whether

hymns

his

pleased

the congregation, and whether they were to be preserved and
printed, depended on altogether different circumstances than

those of a more or less artistic form.
to

It

understand how the greater part of

is,

all

indeed, difficult

hymns were

these

preserved from age to age, for neither in their external form

nor in their contents can they be said to

differ

much from

ordinary prose.*

Of greater interest are the

political

poems, particularly

the biting satiees on the papacy and on Catholicism and

One of the best ones
sen's allegorical song on truth and falsehood.
how the former is everywhere banished by the
the monks who are determined to starve truth
institutions in general.

it is

kept imprisoned until freedom

ised to

it.

This poem

is

is,

after

all,

is

its

Hans Tau-

It represents
latter,

and by

to death,
at last

how

prom-

vastly superior to Tausen's other

and when we consider the pithy, pregnant language in which it is written and the fidelity with
which the main thought is sustained to the end, it will be
found to be without a peer in Denmark's satirical literature
of this period.
It has evidently been composed in a moment
when the religious and ethical enthusiasm turned the warrior
into a true poet,
perhaps during some lull following the
great storms in which the cause he fought for had suffered
the most imminent peril, probably about the year 1533, when
by "special grace" he had been sentenced by the bishops
to resign forever his office of preacher, and when he had re-

poetical performances,

—

venged himself by undertaking the defence of one of those
PsalmebGger fra Reformationstiden udgivne af Chr. Brunn, Copenhagen,
Den danske Psalmedigtning af Brandt og Helvig, HI, Copenhagen, 1846The latter is the chief work on the songs of Denmark.
*

1865-66.
47.
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same bishops against the infuriated mob that threatened the
prelate's life. The prose satire, "Ain klegliche Botschaft dem
Bapst zukommen," written in 1528, by the Swiss, Niklas
Manuel, one of the most witty and striking polemical works
of that age, is with a great deal of humor reproduced in Danish verse, and so exquisitely is it localized for the benefit of
the Danish reader that, did we not know the original, we
should

There

hardly take
is

"A

origin:

dialogue between Peder the smith and Adser the

work which

the peasant," a

errors as have for

church."

be a translation or adaptation.

to

it

another work which seems to be of a purely Danish

The

many

latter

is

raises its voice

"against

all

such

years been practiced in the Pope's
decidedly one of the best literary

productions from the time of the Reformation.

There

is

also

a Danish versification of a legend, which, during the Middle
Ages, was widely circulated throughout Europe, though

it

probably originally came from Denmark, about the devil who

becomes a servant in a convent, and encourages the monks in
and all of them are at length

their godless conduct, so that each

on the point of being precipitated into
discover

whom

poem about

probably at the

It

cannot be definitely ascertained

" Brother

cesses perpetrated

by the monks; that

beginning of the sixteenth century.
is

based on a

Low German

is

humor and graphic

version, but

maintain

itself as

style.

to say, about the

The Danish adaptation
it

with great freedom and greatly surpasses
its

they finally

when
Rus" came to Denmark, but it was
time when people became aware of the ex-

verted and repent.
this

hell, until

they have admitted into their midst, are con-

has been rendered
its

Accordingly

it

model both in
continued to

a favorite book of the people long after

it

had lost its real sting, simply on account of the pleasant and
amusing manner in which the legend was treated.*
The poetry we have from the reformation period, besides
Vieer f ra Ref ormationstiden udigvne af Chr. Bruun, Copenhagen, 1864. Peder
in J. F. Fenger's " Kirkehistoriske Samlinger, II, Copenhagen, 1853-56. " Broder Rus " was edited by Chr. Bruun, in Copenhagen, 1868.
*

Smed og Adser Bonde may be found
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the psalms and satires is of slight importance, when we of
course except the linguistic and historical interest which atof special mention
the animal
German,
however the translation from the Low
fable, Eeineke Fuchs, by the Copenhagen counsellor, Herman
Vejgere.
This "elegant and amusing book about the fox
appeared in 1555, and is a very successful adaptation of the
original.
It long remained a favorite and had to be repub-

taches to

all

Worthy

old productions.

is

lished several times.*

The allegory of the " Dance of Death," so popular in
Europe during the middle ages, also came to Denmark, and
from the manner in which the Catholics are represented in
it, its introduction there must have occurred after the beginning of the Reformation, but before
ment, in other words about 1530.

The

first efforts in

Denmark

its

complete establish-

in the field of dramatic com-

position also belong to the reformation period.

them

All of

belong to the so-called school-comedies, which maintained
their position until after the beginning of the eighteenth

century, and which

during

this

long epoch constituted the

only dramatic productions in Denmark.
it

best to say at once all that

though in

so

we go

doing

we have

far

We

therefore think

to say* on this topic,

beyond the limits of

this

names from the

fact

chapter.

The school-comedies derive

their

that they were particularly connected with the schools and

There they were produced,
most cases translated from Latin or German
or adapted from foreign originals.
The most of these pieces
partly also with the university.

that

is

to say in

went by the name of

" moralities,"

by which term the people

of this age understood spiritual plays, which were intended

by dramatic representation to illustrate some moral princiThen there
ple and to appeal to the feelings of the listener.
were mysteries or representations of scenes from sacred history.
On the other hand " Fasnachtspiele " (carnival plays),
*

Herman Vejgere

.

En

Rsefuebog, Copenhagen, 1555, and

many times

since.
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so popular- in Germany, were seldom seen in
Denmark, and only one comedy of this kind has been preserved.
Of greater dramatic works, such as were played in

which were

other countries for the benefit of the people, there

is

not the

Denmark.
The school-comedies on account of the epic and allegorical
element so prominent in them, are essentially different from
the later dramatic literature.
There is no effort to preserve
slightest trace in

unity of action, of time, or of place, nor do they concern
themselves about any motive for the action.

They were

partly intended for edification, this applying to representations of Bible stories

;

partly for instruction, this applying to

the moral allegories, which furnished examples to be shunned
or imitated; and partly, finally, for the
spectators.

amusement

of the

In the last class the low comical element pre-

So frequently are the didactic and amusing elements united that the designation " amusing and useful
comedies," would apply to the majority of them.
The first Danish plays of this kind, of which we have any
dominated.)

Hansen's Comedies,

record, are the three so-called Christian

The

preserved in a manuscript from 1531.

burlesque, very amusing carnival drama,
v

is,

faithless wife, a

as it seems, bor-

rowed from the German, though no German original is to be
found. It is the only comedy of this kind extant in Denmark. The "Judgment of Paris" is a short, allegorical,
mythological " morality," of very slight value, and the
"Dorothea comedy" is the translation of a Latin "Saints'
play" written by the knight Chilian of Wellerstadt in the
beginning of the sixteenth century, The epilogue is, howThese works have been attributed to
ever, original Danish.
the above named Christian Pedersen, who was at one time
1

rector of the Odinse Latin school
ficient.

All that

is

certain

is

;

but the proofs are insuf-

that he

was the author of the

epilogue to the " Saints' play."

A

mystery-play from the period of the Reformation

drama on the national

saint,

Knud

Lavard,

"

is

the

Ludus de
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sancto

Kanuto duce." In

in Danish verse and

is

spite of its Latin title it

is

written

probably an adaptation of the Latin

legend in regard to the

life

of

Duke Knud, who played

a

principal part in the church festivals celebrated in the Cath-

time in commemoration of that saint. In this "mystery"
prominence is, however, given to Knud as a saint than to

olic

less

This is the only attempt in the old
Danish literature at writing a national drama, and it is consequently of very great interest, though it has no important
his historical character.

intrinsic merits.

The

first

author of dramas after the period of the Refor-

mation was Hans Sthen, who in the latter half of the sixteenth century wrote his moral allegorical play, " Kortvending" (the change of fortune), the basis of which

is manifestly
taken from the above-mentioned allegory, " The Dance of

Peder Hegelttnd (1542-1614), rector in Ribe,
wrote a " comicotragedia," called " Susanna," chiefly based
Death."

on a Latin original.

Prom Hieronymus Ranch

without comparison the most interesting of
playwrights,

we have

(1539-1607),
all

these old

"Kong Salomons Hylding"

the dramas

crowning of King Salomon) "Samsons Pa3ngsel" (Salomon's Prison); " Karrig Niding" (Miser and Nithing). Both
the first are very remarkable on account of the lyric passages
they contain. This is particularly noticeable in " Samsons
(the

;

Danish
and contents,
some being moral, others merry, and a few of them are simply exquisite, full of freshness and life and thoroughly popular in style. The author's renowned " Fuglevise" (bird-song),
the only poem we know him to have written outside of his
plays, is an allegorical comparison between different kinds of
men and birds, and it, too, is graphic and humorous. Hieronymus Justesen's best work is, however, of a totally different
It is " Karrig Niding," a popular burlesque which
kind.
long enjoyed great popularity, and which contains many
passages marked by a fresh, though somewhat bold, humor,
Fsengsel;"
opera.

it

has, not improperly, been styled the first

The songs interwoven vary

in style
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and in which the author's faculty of giving
individual traits reaches

its

climax.

Upon
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his characters

the whole this

contemporary of Shakespeare was unquestionably a poetic
and especially a dramatic talent, who under favorable circumstances would have accomplished important results, and
even that which he did produce in the heavy style of the age

may

still

be read with pleasure by all

who

possess sufficient

culture to appreciate an utterly obsolete form of art.

He

was not a genius who was able to reject the traditional form
and create a new one, but he managed to get more from the
old materials than any one else had succeeded in producing
from them before him, and in certain directions he even
added something new. Of other old comedies still extant we
shall here only mention the play " De Mundo et Paupere,"
because there occur in it certain passages that have some
resemblance to passages in Holberg.*
De

danske Skuespil, Copenhagen, 1874 Ludus de sancto Kanuto
"Kortvending" in Danske Samlinger, I, Copenhagen,
1866. and Hieronymus Jnatesen Ranchs danske Skuespil og Fuglevise, Copenhahagen, 1876-1877, are all edited and annotated by S. Birket Smith. Hegelund's
"Susanna," Copenhagen, 1578.
*

tre asldste

duce, Copenhagen, 1868;

;

CHAPTER

III.

THE PERIOD OP LEARNING

(1560-1700).

Characteristics of the -ag,e. The vernacular gives way to the Latin.
Supreme influence of the orthodox theology. Niels Hemmingsen.
JesperBrochmand. Works for edification. Superstition. Ttge Brahe.
Ole Romer. Kaspar and Thomas Bartholin and Ole Borch, polyhistors. Niels Stensen. Birgitte Thott. Leonora Ulfeldt. Anders
Vedel. Huitfeldt. Ltskander. The beginning of antiquarian research. Ole Worm. The service of the Icelanders *to the studt
of Old Norse. Danish philology. Peder Syv. Poetical attempts.

Reformation did not accomplish
much
THE
vancement
popular enlightenment
as

erature as had at

first

for the ad-

and popular

of

been expected from

real struggle continued

it

it.

lit-

So long as the

was found expedient to abandon
them

the appliances of learning, or at least not to employ

where they came in conflict with the needs of the common
But as soon as the struggle had subsided, and when
the new doctrine had become rooted, the old practices were
gradually resumed. The honor of learning could not be
gained through Danish, but only through the Latin, and this
was the case throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
The Danish was not extensively employed except in
a very few branches of literature. It was used only when
the people were directly concerned, as for instance in the
case of devotional books, of which a large number were
written in Danish. The only one of the sciences accessible
to the laity was history, a few historical works being produced in the Danish language.
The age of the Reformation was accordingly followed by
an age of learning, preeminently theological learning, and
the university, which had been completely broken up by the
great fermentation attending the struggle between Protestantism and Catholicism, and had now been opened again
people.
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III,

acquired a decided influence on the entire

course of events.

Just as the Danish university had origin-

by Christian
ally

been founded after a German pattern, so

its

reorganiza-

and reconstruction into a Protestant university were
like the new disposition of the affairs of the church, with
which it became intimately connected, carried out wholly in
a German spirit. The real model of the Copenhagen University was the Wittenberg institution, for Luther's friend, Bugenhagen, who had been summoned to Denmark by Christian
tion

III for the purpose of superintending the reconstruction of

the church and the university, had been a professor in Wittenberg.

It

was now thought

to be of the greatest import-

ance to protect the doctrine against corruption of every kind,

and accordingly the professors of theology were armed with
the power of exercising censure, and this power, which was
originally supposed to apply only to religious works,

was

gradually extended, and made to embrace other departments
of literature, and thus necessarily became a great obstacle to

the literary development of the country.

The Latin soon

gained the upper hand both in the university and in the

men who had the preservation of
Danish at heart were unable to free themselves from the
tyranny of the Latinists. It must be admitted that learning
was now pursued with an ardor and success never before
other schools, and even the

spiritless pedantry soon became associated
and literature developed in a direction which could
not but prove fatal to that cultivation of the national tongue
which had been inaugurated under so favorable auspices in
the time of the Keformation by the publication of works for
the people.
Just as the priests in the middle age had been

attained, but a

with

it,

the sole representatives of intellectual action, so the learned
class

now

also gradually isolated themselves

from the

rest of

the people and buried themselves in studies, which too frequent-

were empty and barren and utterly without any bearing
The whole period is therefore, in spite
life and reality.
of the array of splendid names of which it can boast, essen-

ly

on
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Throughout this whole
were pursued to an extent and
with an ardor and industry worthy of the highest praise and

tially

a period of positive regression.

period

scientific

studies

commanding our admiration, but the attitude of the scholar
in relation to his intellectual work was altogether different in
At the close
the first and in the second half of this period.
of the sixteenth century and during the early part of the

seventeenth,

the

scholar

devoted

himself

researches,

to

because he really desired to solve the riddles which he did

not understand, but during the greater part of the seventeenth century the chief aim was simply to become learned,

much knowledge as possible without
any concern about the mutual relation of facts and without
regard to the value of learning for the mind and heart.
There was no true learning, and thus it was possible that
side by side with a most energetic production of new materials thefe was a great deal of day-dreaming and fruitless occupation with a mass of trifling details, and so it came to pass

to gather together as

that the learning of the polyhistor thrived as

it

never has

before or since.

The reformation

of the church unquestionably had for a

The
become petrified into a barren form
disappeared.
Everybody could now consult the Bible for
himself, and an earnest effort to appropriate its contents was
manifest.
But it soon appeared that the time for a genuine
appreciation of truth had not yet come, and that the road
now entered upon could not but lead to intellectual slavery.
What the great humanists of the Reformation period had
stated, namely, that there was danger that the increasing
influence of theology would produce a second age of barbarism, was but too true, though the age did not by any means
confine itself to theology, but following the impulse given by
the humanists, it entered every department of science. Theology, however, intruded itself everywhere, and put its stamp
on the whole century. It was not long before it lost that

time a beneficial influence on theological learning.
scholasticism which had
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freshness by which

it had been characterized during the years
and fermentation, and the more theology was developed, the more it relapsed into subtleties fully on the level
with the scholastic methods of an earlier day. In this field the
censure was particularly able to exert its influence so detrimental to all healthy intellectual growth, and from the theological domain it also invaded the field of secular knowledge,
becoming increasingly oppressive with the lapse of years.
The dread of being denounced as a heretic compelled -all
scientific research to move in one definite approved groove,
and woe unto him who dared to depart from it.
Niels Hemmingsen (1513-1600), Denmark's greatest theologian in the sixteenth century, had bitter experiences in this
respect even in his time.
He was the son of poor peasants
on the island of Lolland, and, having lost his father, he was
as a mere boy adopted by his paternal uncle, who was a village smith, and there he was to learn his uncle's trade.
Meanwhile his love of books was so great that he overcame
all obstacles and succeeded in getting into school.
When he
was prepared to enter the university, the Copenhagen University had become utterly broken up.
He therefore continued his studies three years longer in Lund, where the
rector happened to be one of the most celebrated humanists
of Denmark, and under his direction he enjoyed exceptional
opportunities of getting a thorough knowledge of Greek, and
thence he went to Wittenberg in 1537, where he attended the
university for five years and took the master's degree.
By
his industry and talents he won in a high degree the favor
of Melancthon and on his recommendation he was made professor of Greek and afterward of theology at the University
of Copenhagen.
He published numerous theological works,
mostly in the Latin language, and only one of his larger
works, a volume on Christian dogmatics, " The Way of

of strife

was written in Danish. As a theological scholar who
early received the cognomen, " The Teacher of Denmark,"
Life,"

and who gathered around him a school of grateful

disciples,
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he enjoyed a high reputation far beyond the boundaries of

own country, and by his many works intended for the
Danish clergy, works written in a popular style, he con-

his

tributed

much

to the elevation of the clerical profession.

views differed, however, essentially from the
lished orthodoxy in

many important

points.

His

officially estab-

In regard to

the Lord's supper, for instance, he had embraced and advocated Melancthon's opinions which were never in

with Calvin's nor with Luther's views.

The

harmony

friends of Cal-

vin claimed him as their own, while the strictly orthodox

Lutherans tried to make him an object of suspicion. The
II, received warnings against him from Germany, and the result was that Hemmingsen was compelled

king, Frederick

to

renounce his

he

still

" heretical " doctrines.

It

being urged that

continued to spread his supposed dangerous doctrines

by word of mouth, the old man was without any legal procedure discharged from his position as professor and priest
which he had filled with marked ability for a long series of
years.
He spent the remaining years of his life in Roskilde,
deeply engaged in study and literary work.
So long as
king Frederik II lived he published nothing, but no sooner
was the king dead, than there appeared in rapid succession
from his pen a series of polemical writings, in all of which,
despite his advanced years, he showed himself to be in possession of his whole intellectual vigor.
A proof of the high
reputation which he enjoyed is also found in the fact, that
even after his dismissal he was regularly consulted in ecclesiastical matters, and that his writings continued to enjoy great
popularity. The Pope placed his works on the list of dangerous books. Even in his lifetime many of his works were published in foreign countries, while the Danish bishops recom-

mended
<

his books as very profitable reading for the clergy.*

*Nieolaus Hemmingii: Pastor, sive pastoris optimus Vivendi agendique
modus, Copenhagen, 1562. Postilla Evangeliorum, Copenhagen, 1561. Commentarius in omnes Epistolas apostolorum, Leipsic, 1572. Syntagma institutionum
Christianarum, Copenhagen, 1574. Livsens Vei, Copenhagen, 1570. Niels Hemmingsen, by J. MOUer, in " Historisk Kalendar," H, Copenhagen, 1815.
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But the independent development of thought
ligious field, the

in the re-

development for which the Reformation had

furnished the germs, was nevertheless essentially obstructed

most eminent champion. Every
was forbidden, and henceforth the exclusive
task of theology was to maintain and develop the established
system and to see that religious thought was "kept permanently and rigorously within the limits assigned to it. A
genuine type of this whole tendency, and at the same time
its foremost representative, is Jesper Beochmand, Bishop of
Zealand (1585-1652), the most learned theologian of Den-

by

this suppression of its

free utterance

mark
all

in the seventeenth century.

By

his activity as a wri-

university professor and as clergyman, he was above

ter,

others the

stamp which

man who
it

impressed upon Danish theology the

long afterward bore, by guiding

it

into the

Lutheran orthodoxy in opposition to the more
independent direction which Hemmingsen represented. He
sprang from a prominent burgher family, and the circumstance that as a boy, scarcely sixteen years old, he was appointed instructor in the school in which he had received his
own education is a proof of the confidence which his talents
After having been a tutor (HOrer) for two years, he
inspired.
went abroad, studied for three years in the University of
Leyden, devoting himself particularly to Greek, history, and
philosophy, remained another couple of years in Holland,
and then after serving two years as rector in the school
where he had been educated as a boy, he was, in his twentygroove of

strict

fifth year,

hagen.

ward

appointed professor in the University of Copen-

He was

at first

made

professor of pedagogics, after-

of Greek, and, finally, in 1615, of theology.

logical professor his

commanding and energetic

As

theo-

individuality

developed that great authority and exercised that decisive
influence on his epoch, and his autocracy
established,

became even more
when, in 1639, he became Bishop of Zealand, an

which he held together with his professorship in theology until his death in 1652. His literary activity belongs to
office
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the time between the year in which he became professor of

theology and that in which he was raised to the episcopal

His dogmatical works written in Latin also enjoyed

dignity.

great reputation abroad, while his most important Danish book,
a family postil, was widely read long after his death, and was
translated into several foreign languages.
school of theology

is

The Wittenberg
numerous

exclusively represented in his

works, which, judged by themselves, are both learned and
important, and embrace subjects from every department of

During

theology.

his stay abroad,

where he devoted himself

exclusively to the study of the humanities, he seems to have

remained an entire stranger to the more liberal tendencies,
which were at that time cropping out in theology, and which,
particularly in Holland, received the support of the mighty
intellect of

made him

Hugo

Grotius.

At the time when circumstances

the theological leader in Denmark, the Lutheran

orthodoxy had already gained the supremacy and he became

one of

its

any new

most scrupulous adherents: Thus he did not found
but by his superior faculties and vast learning

school,

he distinguished himself in

many

directions within the limits

of his individuality and circumstances, and his chief work,
" Universee Theologise Systema," on which his reputation is

based in the whole Lutheran church, must be regarded as a
particularly excellent

work

of

its

are the subtlety with which each

His strong points

kind.

dogma

is

discussed in all

its

bearings, and the dialectic acumen, with which he meets real

and imaginary objections on the part of his adversaries.*
The devotional works constitute an important part of
the religious literature of this period, not, indeed, so

much

on account of their quality as on account of their great quantity.

These books, like the very elaborate funeral sermons

then in vogue, consisted chiefly in Bible passages strung

to-

gether in the most astonishing and tasteless manner.

By

Jesper Brochmand Syatema universe Theologise. Copenhagen, 1633. HnsSabathens HelliggjGrelse, Copenhagen, 1635-38. Brochmand's Life, by J.
Moller, in " Historisk Kalendar," III, Copenhagen, 1817.
*

poatil,

:
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the side of them existed a whole literature of stories about
devils

and witches. In these the superstition of the age is
and they furnish a striking illustration of the low

reflected,

condition of intellectual culture at a time

when

erudite the-

ology monopolized the pulpit and the educational institutions.*

Besides, there prevailed during this period a decided taste

for poltmatht, which, in

most

branches of knowledge.

When

cases, led to superficiality in all

the period of learning, there-

fore, in spite of these noxious tendencies, in spite of all the

pedantry and of the growing restraining influence of the
censure,

still

produced a number of distinguished

men

in the

various departments of knowledge, then these scholars surely
all the more credit.
One of the most marked individuals of the period was
Ttge Bbahe (born 1546), who belonged to one of the oldest
noble families of Denmark. Prom his early youth he oc-

deserve

cupied himself with astronomy, and already in his sixteenth

year he began to make observations, which he carefully recorded.

In 1572 he discovered a

discovery in his
scientific

first

new

and reported his
But by his
marriage to a girl of
star,

work, " De Stella Nova."

works, and especially by his

humble parentage, he aroused the ill-will of his noble family
to such an extent that he preferred to leave Denmark in
1575.
King Frederik II, however, induced him to return,
made him a present of the little island Hveen, in Oresund,
and gave him liberal help in the building of two grand observatories, Uranienborg and Stjerneborg.
Prom here his
fame soon spread throughout Europe, and the little island in
the sound became the trysting-place of savants from all lands
even kings and princes did not think it beneath their dignity
to make pilgrimages to the Isle of Hveen.
But when in
* The most important devotional works of this age are those of Jens Dineseu
Jersln, especially his "Vera Via Vitae," Copenhagen, 1633, and "Troens Kamp

og Seir," Copenhagen, 1635. Jens Dinesen Jersin, by S. M. Gjellerup, Copenhagen, 1868-70. The most remarkable work of superstition is Johan Brundsmand's KjOge Huskors. Copenhagen, 1674.
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1588 his royal patron died, his rivals and enemies at court
began to denigrate and revile him in every possible manner;
so that he at length, weary of their unceasing persecutions,
He was at first reresolved to leave his country forever.
ceived by the Vice-regent of Holstein, the learned Count
Heinrich Eantzau, who placed at his disposal the castle of

Wandsbeck.

Here he published

in

1598 a description of

his

observatories and instruments with illustrations, under the
title

"Astronomise Instauratae Mechanica," and this superb

wort he dedicated
latter invited him

to the
to

German Emperor, Kudolph II. The
to Prague and promised him solid

come

support for the continuation of his studies.

Tyge Brahe

ac-

cepted the invitation, but was soon disappointed in his ex-

who was continually in financial
was unable to keep the splendid promises he had
made to him, and Brahe was obliged to work under rather
discouraging conditions. In addition to this Tyge Brahe had
in Keppler found an assistant, who soon discovered the errors
on which Brahe's whole system was based. The latter did not
long survive its master, who died in 1601, though in the eyes

pectations, for the emperor,
straits,

of the

men

of that age

it

possessed this advantage over the

was in harmony with the Bible,
And still Tyge
Brahe made his name immortal through his services to astronomy, since he, in spite of his errors and his astrological day-

Copernican system, that

it

while the latter conflicted with the Scriptures.

dreams, made positive contributions to the progress of science. For thirty years he had made regular and careful observations in regard to the

had recorded and used

movements of the

planets.

as the basis of calculations,

These he

and

it

was

only on the foundation of these vast preliminary labors,

which in accuracy surpassed all that practical astronomy had
previously achieved, that Keppler was able to produce his
As has been well said: " Tyge
celebrated theories and laws.
Brahe made the observations, Keppler discovered the law,
and Newton conceived the nature of the law." That stupidity and reckless hatred, which had driven Denmark's greatest
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scholar into exile, also vented itself on the world-renowned

A few years after
Tyge Brahe had abandoned the Isle of Hveen, there remained
scarcely a vestige of the proud Uranienborg observatory.*
Tyge Brake's ablest pupil was the peasant born Christian
Longberg (Longomontanus), who in his fifteenth year deserted the plow to become a student. During the last twelve
years of Tyge Brahe's life he was his constant assistant, and
accompanied him in his voluntary exile; but after Tyge's
death he returned to Denmark, where he obtained a professorship and died in 1647. As a scholar he gained a considerable
reputation through his publication of astronomical works, and
house which he had built for his science.

this applies

even in a higher degree to Ole

This eminent

1710).

astronomy and

man

to kindred sciences,

Longomontanus they had
grooves.

He

Ebmer (1644-

again gave a mighty impulse to

when

after the death of

for a time relapsed into their old

early devoted himself to mathematics, and dur-

ing a ten years' sojourn in France (1671-1681) he gained for
himself a European celebrity by his various mechanical inventions

ant

and

scientific discoveries

among which

the most import-

which
marks a new era in scientific research. On his return to Denmark he became professor of astronomy and he continued to
his dying day to labor for the advancement of this science
by making observations and in other ways, and he enriched it
by many new and important discoveries.
The numerous
instruments which he devised and which he partly made himself, gave him the name of " The Danish Archimedes." Long
is

his calculation of the velocity of light (1675),

after his death the observatory

still

possessed fifty- four of his

The most of his observations were destroyed
by the Copenhagen conflagration in 1728.
In the field of medicine and natural science Denmark had
in this period several distinguished men.
Ole Worm, who
instruments.

rendered special services to the study of Norse antiquities and
* Tycho Brahe,
Brahe, Copenhagen,

"De Nova
1871.

Stella,"

J. L. Heiherg:

Copenhagen,

"Hveen

11

1573.
F. R. Friis:
(Prosaiske Skrifter).

Tyge
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will be referred to again in that connection, also en-

Kaspar Bartholin

joyed a high reputation as a physician.

(1585-1629), the progenitor of a whole family of scholars,
published a series of excellent anatomical, medical and physical works,

main

which

also received great recognition abroad.

His

activity as a scientific author begins with the year 1611,

when he became

professor in the university, and ends with the

year 1623, when he, after an unexpected recovery from a

dangerous malady, in accordance with a vow which he made
during his

illness,

devoted himself to theology and became a

His son Thomas
Bartholin (1616-80) gained a European reputation as an
anatomist. Already when he made his great journey through
Europe, to the most celebrated universities, during the years
1637-46, his name was so well and favorably known that he
was elected prorector and university " syndicus " in Padua,
and the Messina academy offered him a professorship. He
did not accept the position for the reason that he was unwilltheological professor the following year.

ing to leave his

own country

for ever.

He made

his greatest

reputation by his discovery of the lymphatic system,

—a

dis-

covery which was, however, made about simultaneously by
the Swedish scholar Olof Eudbek.

Bartholin

left

nume-

rous works full of important observations in almost every

branch of medical science. From 1673 until his death he
edited the " Acta medica et philosophica," a collection in five
volumes, and he made himself numerous contributions to

it.

In the " Cista medica " and in various other works he contributed

much

of medicine

valuable information in regard to the history

in

Denmark.

Although he was exceedingly
still found time to occupy

industrious in this field of study he

himself with other branches, such as theology and national

and to write on these subjects dissertations, the
which was generally acknowledged. Thus Bartholin was affected by the mania of polymathy, which in his
time had begun to become prevalent, but he must be rehistory,

ability of

garded as a polyhistor in the best sense of the word, for he
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combined a knowledge of several branches of knowledge with
a complete mastery of one as his specialty. Among his pupils
were many able men, among whom was also his own son,

Kaspab Bartholin (1655-1738), a most excellent physician
and anatomist."
A still more distinguished disciple of Bartholin was Ole
Bokch (1626-1690). Like his teacher he was also a polyhisbut in a much wider sense, for he distinguished himself

tor,

and
and in all of these branches he wrote works of
acknowledged merit. But chemistry and Latin were his specialties.
In Latin he wrote poems, which, in their day, were

as philosopher, chemist, anatomist, botanist, physician,
philologist,

received with great favor.f

Niels Stensen (1638-1686) was also one of Bartholin's
scholars and probably the most distinguished one of

There

is

no doubt that in

this period

them

all.

he ranks " second only to

Tyge Brahe." Having for several years studied medicine
and anatomy in Copenhagen he went to Leyden to complete
his studies.
Here he made several very important anatomical discoveries, and when he afterwards came to Paris his
skilful directions attracted such

wide attention that already

in his thirtieth year he was regarded as the

first

anatomist of

and at the instigation of the latter he was misled into religious musings to
which he, at times, would almost wholly abandon himself.
During his stay in Florence, where he had been appointed
professor of anatomy at the Academy del Cimento, he went
over to Catholicism. Still, he once more gathered his strength
for hard work in the field of science, and in so doing he laid
the foundation of an entirely new branch of study, viz: of
geognosy. During his stay in Italy he studied the mountain
Europe.

In Paris he

formations,

fell

made examinations

of these investigations
*

Thomas

in with Bossuet

Bartholin:

is

of- fossils, etc.,

embodied in

Acta medica

his "

et philosopbica,

Cista medica, Copenhagen, 1662.
Oluf Boreh, literary and biographical sketch by E.
-j-

and the result

De

solido intra

Copenhagen,

F

1673-1680.

Koch, Copenhagen,
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solidum naturaliter oontento dise/tationis prodromus," a work
which at once attracted wide attention. The ideas presented
were, however, vastly beyond the comprehension of his contemporaries, and they were not accordingly sufficiently ap-

Not before a century

preciated.

later

were

his ideas again

taken up and the study of geognosy continued on the foundation he had laid.
As indicated by the title " Prodromus,"
the

work was intended simply

as a

elaborate work, which was never

author had nearly finished

it.

forerunner of a more

published, although

The reason was,

the

doubtless,

and theological meditations became so
else.
In 1670 he
returned to Denmark on the invitation of Frederik III, but
as the king died shortly afterward Stensen went back to
Florence.
The minister of state G-riffenfeldt succeeded in
inducing him to come once more for a brief period to Denmark, and from 1672 to 1674 he conducted the anatomical
department of the Copenhagen University; then he was again
drawn back to Italy, where in 1675, he was consecrated as a

that his

religious

absorbing that he found time for nothing

Catholic priest.

Henceforth he devoted himself exclusively to

the service of the church and became wholly lost to science.

In 1677 the pope appointed him bishop in partibus, and soon
afterward apostolic vicar for northern Germany and Denmark. In this capacity he died in Schwerin in 1686.*
This brief notice of the most prominent scholars of this
period

may suffice

to

show that although there was, generally

speaking, a certain sluggishness in the intellectual
age, there

were

still

life

of that

produced, even in the strictly scientific

works that were of no small importance. It is only to be
more and more abandoned the
people and became the exclusive possession of the learned.
It was reserved for a later time to make accessible to the
field,

regretted that the literature

people the results with which science had been enriched during this period and the importance of popularizing knowledge
*Nicolaus Steno: De Solido etc., Florence, 1669. J. Wichfeld: Erindringer
Steensen, in " Historisk Tidsskrif t,' Vol. IV, 3rd Series. (Copenhagen).

om Niels

'
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before the eighteenth

Until then only the clergy and the nobility took any
in

intellectual work.

The

nobility

did

earnest,

praiseworthy work in the pursuit of culture, and assisted with

marked liberality the students of science. There were many
noblemen of fine culture, and among them were to be found
men of profound learning. Thus in addition to Tyge Brahe,
Holgek Rosenkranz (1574^1642) deserves to be mentioned as
an excellent theologian, well versed in Greek and Hebrew.
After acquiring a vast amount of knowledge at the most celebrated German universities, he, belonging to one of the most
distinguished families of the country, was naturally called into
practical life, but his love of science was so strong that he
finally resigned his place in the council of the realm and
devoted himself exclusively to study. His religious views did
not wholly accord with the orthodoxy then prevalent, and to
avoid the censure of the theologians he published the most of
his works abroad,
Both his books and his extensive correspondence with scholars in Denmark and in foreign lands
gave him the highest reputation for learning. Meanwhile
he did not completely avoid a conflict with the strict Lutheran theologians, and be was at onetime in imminent danger.
He continued to carry on a violent controversy with his
adversaries until his death, and the fact that he was not prosecuted, was chiefly owing to the regard entertained for his
noble rank. Noble ladies also occupied themselves successfully with literature and science, and Birgitte Thott
(1610-1662), produced a translation of Seneca, which was
very excellent for the time.*
The most remarkable authoress of that time was the unfortunate wife of Korfitz Ulfeldt,
Leonora Christina (1621-1698), a daughter of Christian IV,
whose book " Jammersminde " is a simple and touching description of her long and severe sufferings in prison.
It is
one of the most charming and striking books in the whole
field of Danish literature, and bears throughout the stamp of
*L. Ann. Senecse Skrifter, fordanskede af Birgitte Thott, SorO,

1658.
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a sublime and generous spirit, richly endowed and devel-

oped and ripened to a rare degree of nobleness by
school.

It is

life's

severe

unquestionably the best prose work from the

seventeenth century.*

Though
but

little

the scientific efforts of the period of learning paid

attention to the national element,

still

the latter

was not wholly disregarded.
On the contrary, there flowed
through this entire period a national and to some extent
a popular current; which, though it was not strong enough to
give the times a direction different from that after which the
period is named, still it is of great interest as a continuation
or result of the great popular

movement

mation, and on account of the influence

created by the Eefor-

it

may be

said to have

had in general on the relation between the literature and the
people.

Among

the

we must not

men who

rendered special service to this cause,

forget to mention

Anders SOeensen Vedel

(1542-1616), a son of a merchant in Veile (Vedel) from which

town he received

his

surname.

elled for a few years abroad as

In his earlier years he trav-

Tyge Brahe's

tutor,

became

magister in Wittenberg, and after his return to Denmark,

From his earliest youth he
II.
had applied himself with diligence to the study of national
history, and receiving encouragement from many friends, he
undertook the important task of translating Saxo Grammaticus, and his version of this celebrated work was published
In this manner this book at length became accessiin 1575.
ble to the whole people.
It was exquisitely translated into a
remarkably pure and noble language, a fact which is of all
the more .credit to Vedel, when we consider that he was,
properly speaking, the first to break the ground for the hisVedel's translation of Saxo, on account of its
torical style.
court preacher to Prederik

comparatively excellent, Danish, occupies in fact a foremost
rank in the literature of its time, and it will forever remain
* Leonora Christina Ulfeldt's Jammersminde, edited by T. Birket Smith,
Copenhagen, 1869.

*
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one of Denmark's most remarkable and important linguistic
monuments.
Vedel was now requested to continue Saxo's chronicle and
to bring it down to bis own time, in order that there might
be a complete history of Denmark, and as the most conspicu-

men in the realm joined in the request, Vedel, after
much doubt and hesitation, undertook this difficult and

ous

comprehensive task, and fully conscious of
tance,
it

he henceforth devoted

all his

its

energies to

great imporit.

And

brought him scarcely anything but disappointments.

a matter of course the

work could only progress

yet

As

slowly, as

there were no historical collections or other chronicles to
consult.

Moreover, Vedel was far too conscientious and thor-

ough to be

satisfied

with any superficial performance, or to

work as quickly as it was desired by
some distinguished individuals who seemed to think that the
whole work could be written in a few years. Doubts were
also expressed as to the real value of a work written in
seek to complete his

Danish, and, consequently, unintelligible to foreign scholars.

And

so it finally came to pass that Vedel fell into disfavor,
and in 1594 he received royal instructions to deliver all the
materials, collected by him with great care and trouble,
partly on extensive journeys, which he for many years had
made throughout the country, together with the portions
already completed, to Niels Kras, who was professor of Greek,
and in that very year had been appointed royal historiographer.
It was supposed that the latter from all these materials, and from what might further be collected, would be

able within six years at the latest to compile a history of

Denmark from King Frode down to his own time, and that,
Latin language. On account of this change Krag

too, in the

neglected his duty as professor in the university, and yet he

was not able

to

do more than describe the

years of the reign of Christian III.
collections

were dispersed.

a short dissertation on "

first

seventeen

After his death Vedel's

All that has been preserved are

how Danish

history should be writ-
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ten," in

which he develops the plan of

his proposed work,

and

One of
these fragments, " King Svend Haraldsson Forkbeard," was
published about a hundred years after Vedel's death.
a few fragments of digested materials for the work.

Vedel also rendered important services
his publication of the oldest collection

to literature

by

of popular ballads

from the Middle Ages. It contains one hundred ballads explained and annotated, and appeared in 1591. He also left
behind him, in manuscript, another smaller collection called
" Tragica," which was not published before 1657.
It was not,
of course, Vedel's purpose to subject these ballads to any real
criticism

;

he merely collected what he found and endeavored

in the most attractive form possible, and to this
end he made such changes and additions as seemed to him
These works are, nevertheless, of the greatest imnecessary.

to clothe

it

portance, for the people's taste for the old poetry was thus

kept

alive,

and without these

collections a large

number

of

the ballads would have perished.*

The Norwegian preacher Petek ClaussOn (1545-1614)
rendered great services to the history of Norway by his
translation of the old sagas of the kings.

work

marked by

Like Vedel's his

excellent style.
This also applies to his
other writings, as for instance his " Norriges og omliggende
is

"

Oers Beskrivelse
lands

— in which

its

— a description of Norway and adjacent

is

is-

found historical material of value. His lan-

guage is remarkably pure and his style is even and artless.f
The execution of the work begun by Vedel was undertaken
by the chancellor of the realm, Arild Huitfeld (1549-1609).
Prom 1595 to 1604 he edited in ten volumes a chronicle of
the Danish kingdom together with a chronicle of the bishops,
and he calls it himself a preparation for a more ornate and
Saxo Grammaticus, translated into Danish, Copenhagen,
100 udvalgte danske Viser, Eibe, 1591. Tragica, CopenVedel's biography by C. F. Wegener is found in the last edition of his

*A. Sorensen Vedel

.

1575 (last edition, 1851).

hagen, 1657.

translation of Saxo.
t

Peder ClanssOn

works were published by Dr. G. Storm in
His translation of Snorre Sturleson's Heimskringla

Friis' collected

Christiania in 1877-1879.

appeared in Copenhagen

in 1633.
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This work is of great
perfect history to be written in Latin.
importance as a collection pf original documents, and it contains a multitude of acts, letters

and similar valuable

contri-

butions to the history of Denmark, which otherwise would

have perished, but

it is

as far as possible

from being what

Vedel had intended, a popular description of the events of his
native country in the ages past.
The materials are almost
wholly in crude form and the style

we

is

very faulty.

admit, upon the whole even and clear, but

colorless

and

it

is

It

is,

dry and

in all respects inferior to Vedel's simple

and

attractive style.

A

detailed chronicle of the time of Prederik II

was com-

by Peter Besen (1625-1688), on the basis of a manuscript left by Huitfeldt.
Danish historiography in the national tongue during the
period of learning is in the main limited to these works, and
of the men mentioned Vedel alone is of any real importance
Aside from these works, the
to the national literature.
chronicling of the events of the national history was attended
Frederik
to in an official way by the royal historiographers.
II had created this office in 1553, and it was expressly stipulated that everything proceeding from the same should be
written in the Latin language. The first of these royally
appointed historians was Hans Svaning (1508-1584), who
compiled a history of the reigns of kings Johan and Christian
Klaus Ltskandek (1558-1623) deserves special mention.
II.
His work " Scriptores Danici " is the first attempt at a history of Danish literature, or rather, at a dictionary of authors,
a work which even at the present time is of importance for a
knowledge of the literature of the sixteenth century. In
a book written in Danish " Danske Kongers Slsegtbog," a
kind of genealogy of the Danish kings, intended to serve as
piled

an introduction

to a great historical

work

in the national

tongue, he proved himself the possessor of a remarkable talent
for style,

which

if

properly applied might have been produc-

tive of great results.

But he was

so

wholly lacking in

critical
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sense that he carried the genealogical tree of the Danish

Adam, always giving the length of their reigns,
moreover with perfect faith in.the correctness of the
dates which he pretends to have copied from " old documents."
He was inspired with deep interest in his own native tongue,
kings up to

and

this

and in it he made some efforts not wholly unsuccessful as a
poet, and thus he may justly be numbered among the truly
national authors of the age of learning.*

we must

Among

the histo-

mention Stefan Stefanius (1599-1650),
chiefly on account of his edition of Svend AagesOn's and
Saxo's works, the latter of which he enriched with a wealth
rians

also

.

of learned notes.

Toward the close of the sixteenth century there was
awakened a hitherto unknown interest in the Antiquities of
the North. It was probably owing to the circumstance that
men had begun at this time to devote themselves extensively,
to the study of history, and so the taste for this kind of inquiry was cultivated. In this connection scholars were naturally led to the study of Old Norse language and literature,
and this again had a beneficial influence on the Danish,
which, up to this time, had been kept a stranger to literature.
Vedel had already in his time, both through his historical
studies and through his love of Danish, been induced to study
the Old Norse tongue, and for this purpose he projected various plans. He also began antiquarian studies in reference
to an introduction for the great history of Denmark which
he was preparing, made copies of runic alphabets, etc. Still,
all this was merely the feeble beginning of a genuine antiquaThe first man who achieved something worthy of
rian study.
note in this respect was the above named physician and natHe made a number of coluralist, Ole Worm (1588-1654).
lections, among which were to be found many archaeological
* Arild Huitf eldt Danmarks Rigea krOnike, I—X, Copenhagen, 1595-1604. P.
Resen, KingFrederik II KrOnike, Copenhagen, 1680. Joh. Svaningins: Christiernus n, Francof, 1658. Lyskander: Synopsis historiarum danicarum, Copenhagen, 1622. H. F. ROrdam: Lyskanders Levned eamt hans Bog om danske
Skribenter (Scriptores Danici), Copenhagen, 1868.
:
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objects, and be wrote important works on runic inscriptions
and other monuments, by all of which he awakened a general
interest in an important source of history, which had hither-

to

His chief work in this

been almost wholly neglected.

direction, the "

Monumenta Danica,"

contains a survey of
Danish runic monuments, together with an interpretation of

In spite of

the inscriptions, historical elucidations, etc.

weak
it

points and faults,

it

number

furnishes descriptions and illustrations of a

Though

antiquities which have since perished.
tions are

by no means remarkable

have more or

less value.

He

also

for exactness, they still

is

properly speaking the

antiquarian work in the Danish literature.*

antiquarians in the learned period there
said

is

but

when we have mentioned Otto Sperling

who was

the

first to

of

the illustra-

wrote a dissertation on the

golden horn found in 1639, and this
first

its

will always be of value because

Of other
little to

be

the younger,

point out of what vast importance the

study of Icelandic would in time become for the study of

northern history.

The study of northern antiquities was essentially advanced by the Icelanders, who with great zeal sought out and
investigated the old literary treasures preserved in that island.

Without their assistance nothing of importance could have
this field either in Denmark or in Sweden.
All the great impulses came from the Icelanders, and
from their midst were generally selected the " royal translators " and " royal antiquaries," whose works were the basis
been accomplished in

of later researches.

During the learned period but few occupied themselves
with the study of the Danish language, and the work they
did

was rather

recognition.

defective,

This

is

but

still

Stv (1631-1702), who, on account
*

Olaus Wonnius

:

worthy of
Peder
thorough knowledge

their efforts are

particularly true of the preacher
of his

Danicorum monumentorum

libri sex,

(Additamenta, 1651), De cornu anreo, Copenhagen, 1641.
viroruni ad earn epistolse, I-II, Copenhagen, 1751.

Copenhagen,

Olai Wonnii et

1643.

doctomm
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of Danish, received the

Danicae."

He

title

of " philologus

regius linguae

published various works on the Danish lan-

work especially, " Betaenkninger om det Cim(Kemarks on the Cimbrian language), is
marked by great freshness and enthusiasm. Its main purpose is to inquire into what ought to be done in one way and
guage.
briske

His

first

Sprog

"

another to promote the culture of Danish in order that

may

be restored to

its

place of honor, but at the

it

same time

the author also discusses purely philological problems. Already

work Syv proves himself one of the best informed and
most profound scholars in this field, and he continued to the
day of his death to work with indefatigable zeal for the
advancement of Danish.
His " Danske Sprogkunst," published in 1685, is especially interesting as the first Danish
grammar written in Danish. In 1668 a " Grammatica Danica," written in Latin, had been published by the well known
theological writer Erik Pontoppidan, a rather interesting
work and particularly valuable on account of its digression
One of Peder Syv's remarks
on comparative philology.
in this

which recurs again and again in his writings is most characHe seems
teristic of the "learned age" in which he lived.
almost to beg pardon for taking the liberty of writing in
Danish and he now and then finds it necessary " to reproduce
the whole sentence in Latin in order that it may be better
Peder Syv also edited Vedel's collection of
understood."
ballads
with many additions, and a vast collection of
popular
proverbs, which has justly been called the " treasury of Danish proverbs," and this it has in fact been even down to our
It contains all that could be found of genuine old
times.
Danish proverbs, saws, adages, etc., gathered from the lips of
the people and from a number of printed and written sources.
A history of literature by him, entitled " den danske Boglade" (The Danish Library) and containing many instructive notices of the old Danish literature, exists only in manuHe was also engaged on a compilation of a Danish
script.
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beyond merely preparatory work

it.*

This also applies to the lexicographical work which was
undertaken on a grand scale by the privy councillor Mathias
He
Moth (1647-1719), first secretary to Christian V.

many years and much profound criticism to the work
and had the cooperation of all scholars who took an interest
in the work and had the ability to contribute to its progress.
The exceptionally rich collections which he left in manuscript
were used in the compilation of the very complete dictionary
of the Danish language published by the royal society of
sciences, but the materials of Moth's collection were by no
devoted

means exhausted.
They still contain much that is of value,
and the linguists of to-day may gather from them many facts
with which to elucidate the vocabulary and history of the
Danish language.!
Poetry was by no means neglected during the learned
period.
On the contrary, there were many poets both in
Danish and in Latin, but with few exceptions they were nothing but rhymesters and they dealt largely with religious

Among the few genuine poets of this age we may
mention the following:
Hans Sthen (1544-1603?) whose drama " Kortvending"
has already been mentioned, composed religious songs, which

themes.

frequently betray a genuine poetical sentiment and in which
there are numerous passages that remind us of the popular

We

also have from him a didactic poem " Lyk"
kens Hjul
(the wheel of fortune), the contents of which

ballads.

resemble his drama.

Anders Aebebo (1587-1637), a man
talents,

first

published a few

occasional

of genuine poetic
historical

poems,

Peder Syv: Nogle Betaenkninger om det Cimbriske Sprog, Copenhagen, 1663.
Danske or&sprog, I-II, Copenhagen, 1082-1688. Den danske Sprogkunat eller
Grammatica, Copenhagen, 1685. Et hundred udvalgte danske Viser, foro'get med
det andet hundred, Copenhagen, 1695. Fr. W. Horn Peder Syv, Copenhagen, 1878.
EricusPontoppidanus: Grammatica Danica, Copenhagen, 1668.
tC. Molbech: Historisk .tfdsigt over de danske Ordbogs-Arbieder i det syttende og attende Aarhundrede, Copenhagen, 1827. (In Ny dansk Meagazin, IV.)
*
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which were received with great favor. Scarcely thirty years
he became bishop of Throndhjem, but only a few years
later he was deposed from his office " on account of his frivolous conduct.'' The young bishop was fond of a gay life, and,
old,

an enemy of the rigid rules prescribed for the clergy, he did
not shrink " from beating time to the dance on the

when he was present on

festive occasions, or

drum

even from

taking part in the dance with the others or singing his

own

songs to the tunes of the popular ballads without scrupulously weighing his

own words ;" and

as

he at the same time

did not lack enemies, his position soon became untenable,

although he can scarcely be charged with really improper
conduct.

After some time he was, however, again permitted

and he died as a preacher in Vordingborg in Zealand, honored and beloved by his parishioners.
Soon after his deposition his translation of the psalms of
David was published. It soon became very popular and long
to enter the priesthood,

His great and lasting
renown he gained by his celebrated poem " Hexaemeron," on
account of which he was styled " the father of Danish poetry."
It is a free imitation of the French poem by Bartas on

continued to be a favorite volume.

the creation of the world, but

many

parts of

it

are wholly

There are many passages of genuine poetic beauty,
and the author frequently falls unconsciously into the style of
the popular ballad, of which he was a perfect master. But
Arrebo's greatest merit and that by which he really made
original.

himself worthy of his surname,

is

his effort to introduce into

Danish poetry the renaissance which had spread from Italy
throughout Europe. Already in his translation of the psalms
of David he had made an irresolute attempt at a metrical
reform, and in his " Hexaemeron " he entirely abandoned the
old method, which contented itself with a definite

number

of

and adopted the system set forth by Marten Opitz in
" Prosodia Germanica," according to which the metre

syllables,

his

The first part
depends on the number of accented syllables.
of the " HexaSmeron " is written in hexameters with rhymes
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This necessitates

verse.

a fixed ceesural pause and thus one of the chief characteristics
of the metre,

its

flexibility

and

ease,

was

lost.

But

in the

following parts Arrebo rids himself of these self imposed

diffi-

abandons the hexameter and chooses the Alexandrine, which Opitz had recommended as the heroic metre, yet
in a form very different from the French metre of the same
name, but precisely as it had been preserved in Germany and
as it henceforth was used for a long time in Danish epics and
culties,

dramas.*

The greatest of all Danish poets in the period of learning
was Thomas Kingo, born 1634 in the village of Slangerup, in
Zealand, where his father, who was of Scotch descent, eked
out a miserable living as a weaver. He became pastor in his
native village, where in 1674 he published the first part of his
devotional songs (" Aandelige Sjungekor.")

When

the sec-

ond part appeared in 1681, he was bishop in Fuhnen, where
he died in 1703. Some of his hymns are set to tunes borrowed from secular ballads, some of which may have been
Scotch popular airs, or they may have been composed by
Kingo himself, who was very musical, in which case they may
contain reminiscences of impressions made on him by tunes
which he heard in the home of his childhood. All his
hymns, forty-one in number, are inspired by a deep, intense
faith, and by a warm poetical enthusiasm, and hence, wherever the religious sentiment and predisposition is present,
they never fail to produce the proper edifying effect, and
they touch the hearts of the highly cultured, no less than
those of the

common

people.

On

their first appearance they

were at once greeted with boundless appreciation and admiration, and many of them are still used in the service of the
Danish Church, and will continue to be so used as long as the
Danish tongue endures. Many of these hymns still remain
*H. P. ROrdam: Arrebos Levnet og Skrifter, Copenhagen, 1857. G- Eode:
Renaiseancens tldligste ef tervirkning paa dansk poetisk Literatur, Copenhagen,
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Denmark has had
There is no doubt that Kingo's example
has had great influence on the development of the psalm literaunsurpassed, notwithstanding the fact that

many fine

psalmists.

Kingo has also written a number of secuand contents. These were also
highly esteemed by his contemporaries, and they procured
him many influential patrons, but on the whole they are destitute of value, for they differ in no wise from the other
soulless and tasteless metric productions, with which that age
was flooded. Only when his poetry is permeated by his
strong and intense faith, does it have power fully to spread
its wings.
For his fame as one of Denmark's greatest poets
Kingo is indebted to his hymns alone. He gave a full and
ture in Denmark.

lar poems, varying in style

vigorous expression to
i

all that which in the earlier Danish
psalms had proved only a feeble, stammering utterance.
What had before existed merely in the bud, expanded in

Kingo

into a beautiful

and fragrant flower.

A feature, which

in a high degree contributes to the sonorousness of Kingo's

hymns,

is

his perfect

mastery of the

spirit of the

Of

a rare accomplishment in his time.

this

language,

he was perfectly

and he expressed it with elegance in connection
with his love for his native language. Complaints in regard
conscious,

were not unfrequent in the
but no one has shown more
effectually than Kingo demonstrated, that this neglect was
undeserved, or what grand results might be achieved with
to the neglect of the vernacular

latter half of the learned period,

that despised native tqngue,

when

it

chanced to

fall

into the

right hands.

Dokthb Engelbrechtsdotteb (1635-1716), the wife of a
Norwegian clergyman, composed many religious and devotional songs, which gained the favor of her contemporaries
name of the " eleventh muse " was

to such an extent that the

bestowed on her.

(Sappho was, according to the ideas of
She was also popular as a

that age, regarded as the tenth.)
*

Thomas Kingo's Psalmer og aandelige Sange, edited by P. A. Fenger, CopenThomas Kingo, af A. C. L. Heiberg, Odense, 1852.

hagen, 1827.
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writer of songs for special occasions, such as birthdays, weddings, etc.

Her poetry

is

not, however, of

any very high

order.

The Norwegian preacher, Peder Dass (1647-1708),
Kingo, of Scotch descent, ranks

much higher

like

as a poet.

His

secular songs surpass in poetic sentiment, in strength and
freshness, the religious
his reputation as a poet

poems which he composed, but still
mainly based on the latter. In his

is

secular songs there also occasionally bursts forth a deep, ear-

nest religious feeling, and although they are not all to be

rated at the same value, and while some of

above ordinary prose,

still

them

scarcely rise

they glow with such

warmth

of

sentiment, and are characterized by a style so graphic, and a

humor

and bewitching, that it is not surprising to
Dass has remained to this day the favorite poet of

so bold

find that

common mass

Norway, and indeed justly, since all that
marked by a truly national and popular
stamp. Prominent among his religious poems are his paraphrase of Luther's little catechism and a volume of biblical
poetry, and the best known of his secular songs is " Nordthe

he has written

'

in

is

lands Trompet,'' a description of the north of Norway. *

But

little

more

Denmark during

is

to be

said

of the secular poetry in

the period of learning.

course, a certain interest to the

manner

in

There attaches, of
which the renais-

sance introduced by Arrebo was gradually spread.

His Hex-

ae'meron was not printed before twenty years after his death,

but long before that a long extract of

it had been produced
by Hans MikkeLsen Eavn, in his " Eythmologia Danica,"
and this at once found many imitators. It is only to be re-

gretted that Arrebo's influence did not reach so far as to

impart a national color to the new school, for the national
element was thrust completely into the background, and the
verses presented nothing but hollow forms.
sen's translation of the romance, " Astr6e,"
* Pettur Dass' samlede
1873-77.

Skrifter, edited

Soeen Tebkelby d'Urfi, con-

by A. E. Erichson, I-ni.

Christiania,
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tributed to the rapid spread of the renaissance, as did also
a selection of songs contained therein, and which he published, together

the

with other songs translated by him, under
Sjungekor," (Astraa songchoir).

"Astraa

of

title

These songs, written to pleasing melodies, at once became
widely circulated, and thus the people soon became accus-

tomed

to the

Among
style

was

new

those
also

whose poetical

forms.*

who made themselves

masters'of the

new

the

above-mentioned linguist, Pedek Stv,

gifts

were not of a mean order.

He

has not

unjustly been called the oldest Danish epigrammatist, and the
first

original Danish bucolic poet.

who enjoyed

But

the

man

of that age

Anders
Bording (1619-77).
He possessed great skill in versification, and though he now and then indulges in rather capricious freaks, still his poetic talent was not of any very high
order.
Among other things he published Denmark's first
political gazette, " Den danske Mercurius," which appeared
once a month, from 1666-77, and was written in rhyme.
We must also mention Jakob Worm, 1642-93, Kingo's stepson,

the greatest reputation as a poet was

who wrote such

bold satires that they caused

him

to be

sentenced to death, but this sentence was afterwards com-

muted

to

banishment for

life,

and, finally, Laurids Kok,

Thyra DaneDannevirke fortification), in which the
style of the popular ballad is very successfully imitated, and
which is still one of the most favorite songs of the Danish
people.
In the so-called "Kjsempebog" (hero-book), by an
the author of the Dannevirke song (a song on

bod,

who

unknown

built the

writer, there also occur

many

reminiscences of the

old ballads.f

*Hans Mikkelsen Ravn

(Corvinn-s) Rhytmologia Danica, Copenhagen,
Soren Terkelsen: Astrsea, oversat, Gliikstadt, 1643-48. Astreae Sjungekor
I-IH, Lykstadt,.1648, Copenhagen, 1653-54.
tPeder Syv's poems in Betsenkninger om det cimbriske Sprog, Copenhagen,
Anders Bordings poetlske Skrifter, edited by Von Rostgaard, Copenhagen,
1663.
Den danske Kffimpebog, edited by Fr. Barfod, Copenhagen, 1860.
1733.
1649.

CHAPTER

IV.

HOLBBRG AND HIS TIME

(1700-1750).

holberg's youth. his studies and joubnets. first appointment a8
professor. Historical works. Publication op Pedeb Paars. Opening op the Danish theatre. Holberg's comedies. Interruption op
his poetical activity. Travels abroad. Greater historical works.
Continued dramatic composition. Niels Klim. Last works. Bequests to the SorO Academy. Holberg's importance and influence
considered. Christian Falster. Jorgen Sorterup. Ambrosius Stub.
Hans Brorson. Frederik Eilschow. Erik Pontopptdan. Hans Gram.
Jakob Langebek. Peter Suhm.

FROM

our description given in the preceding chapters

of the beginnings of

Danish-Norwegian literature

it

appears that vigorous efforts to establish a literature had

made in various directions and important rehad been attained, but the really decisive impulse was
given to the literary activities of these countries when Ludvig
Holbekg appeared. He not only cleared the ground and
winnowed away a vast amount of rubbish which had hindered the development of intellectual life, but what was of
chief importance, the barriers were thrown down which had
for centuries separated the people from the learned class,
and which the Reformation, with its fresh breath sweeping
through the northern lands, had not been able to remove, but
which yielded to Holberg's powerful attacks, never to rise
again.
It is true that all that was to be achieved in this
direction could not possibly be done by one single man. There
was need of the coBperation of a whole generation, but the
first mighty impulse was given by Holberg.
Ludvig Holbekg was born in Bergen, Norway, December 3, 1684. His father had risen from a common soldier
to the rank of Lieutenant Colonel, and Ludvig, who was
the youngest of twelve children, was according to the cusalready been

sults
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of the time already from his childhood intended for

torn

But the boy evinced such decided

the army.

military

life

distaste for

that his parents yielded to his desires and sent

him to the Bergen Latin school. In 1702 he entered the
Copenhagen University, but being destitute of means he was
unable to continue his studies there, and was soon obliged to
return to Norway, where he became private tutor in the
house of a country parson. Later he was again able tp return to Copenhagen for the purpose of passing his theological
examinations, whereupon he once more accepted a tutorship
The latter had travelled
in the house of a Bergen clergyman.
abroad and kept a diary of his journeys. The perusal of this
diary aroused in Holberg an irresistible desire of seeing the
world, and with a very small purse of

Holland.

He

money he

set out for

did not, however, remain long in this country.

His hope of earning his living by teaching failed him, and he
found that the Dutch did not rate learning as high as he had
expected.

The most learned professor ranked even lower

common skipper, and the result was that he did not
much from his journey. To Bergen he would not re-

than a
profit

turn for fear of being laughed at by his fellow-citizens on
account of his unsuccessful expedition. So he now lived for
a short time in Christianssand as a teacher of languages, and
he found no

difficulty in teaching foreign tongues, for his

linguistic talents soon

King of Pontus, who,
languages."

made him

as

renowned

as history tells

" as Mithridates,

us, spoke twenty-two

But, as soon as he had accumulated some

money, he again longed to leave Norway, which he was desHere
tined never again to see, and now he went to England.
he remained for some years, chiefly in Oxford, where he was
a constant visitor in the libraries and devoted himself to the
study of history.

On

return from" England he began to deliver private
By this means he was, however,
lectures in Copenhagen.
unable to make his living, for his lectures brought him nothing,

his

though he did not lack

listeners.

He was

therefore
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,

again compelled to accept a position as private tutor, and

gave him an opportunity of making a short journey
Germany. Finally in 1710 he was admitted to Borch's
college for poor students and graduates, and thereby he
was enabled to devote himself henceforth exclusively to his
studies, and to utilize the materials which he had so diligently
collected.
In 1711 he made his d6but as an author, when he
this
to

published a brief history of the world, entitled " Introduction

Danish work of

til

de europseiske Rigers Historie," the

its

kind, and soon afterward he presented to Frederik IV, in

manuscript, the history of Christian

first

IV and Frederic

III.

These and a few other smaller historical works opened the
university to him, where in 1714 he was made professor
extraordinarius, but

still

without pay.

He

soon, however,

him to undertake a journey
years (1714-1716), and now he also visited Paris

received a stipend which enabled
of several

and Rome.

On

his return

he published his " Jus Naturse et

G-entium," which was based on the works of the great masters
in this field, G-rotius, Pufendorf,

and Thomasius, and in 1718

he was appointed regular professor of metaphysics

in

the

Copenhagen University.
On this occasion he delivered an
inaugural address which more resembled a funeral sermon
than a panegyric on that science, as Holberg was no great
admirer of abstract philosophy.
Later he became professor
of Latin and rhetoric, and finally in 1730, of history and
geography, his favorite studies.
Until Holberg obtained his

first permanent appointment
had occupied himself almost exclustudies, but about this time his intel-

as university professor he

sively with historical

lectual

work turned

into a completely different channel.

As

a student he had written verses, but he had soon abandoned the

and for many years he did not produce a line. Poetry
was so distasteful to him, that, as he himself relates, he was
unable to listen to any poem, however elegantly it might be
written, without yawning.
After his return from his long
journey he entered the field of satire in certain polemical
art
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writings against the historian and jurist Andreas HOyer, and
aroused in him the desire of finding out whether he pos-

this

sessed the gift of speaking " the language of the Gods."

The

result of the first attempt, a satire in the style of Juvenal,

encouraged him to continue, and

now

followed with short

intervals that series of masterpieces in comical poetry, which

more than any other of his numerous literary productions
have made his name famous.
there appeared in 1719-1720, pseudonymous (he

First

Hans Mikkelsen, brewer in Kallundborg, a
name which he afterwards retained in his comedies and other
humorous compositions), the great comical heroic poem about
called himself

the grocer Peder Paars of Kallundborg, who, on his journey

Aars (Aarhuus), where he was going to visit his betrothed,
shipwrecked on the island of Anholt in the Kattegat,
and thus has to pass through many strange adventures and
to

is

The poem was originally intended as a parody
on ancient and modern heroic poems, particularly on the
epics of Homer and Virgil, which on account of their variety
experiences.

of illustrations and phantastic figures naturally seemed very
ridiculous to the sober and decidedly prosy intellect of the

eighteenth century, while the conventional epic style appeared
bombastic and pedantic in the eyes of the men of that period.
Holberg, who had lost all taste for serious poetry, also shared
this view.

From

his

standpoint he begins his

poem with

great humor, but he soon strikes a different key, and with

much higher aims
field.

Already in

of fully
rollicking

him he enters a far more fertile
poem we find a complete gallery

before
this

developed comical types which

humor and

are

treated with

in which the follies of his time are

attacked.

The several cantos of the epic appeared in rapid succession
and created an extraordinary sensation, though but few were
able to appreciate their real significance as an impersonal and

Many became angry, felt themselves hurt,
and interpreted the ridicule which had been aimed at a class
general satire.
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which they chanced to belong,

as directed against themand the matter might easily have resulted
in serious consequence to Holberg himself.
A certain Fred-

to

selves personally,

erik Rostgaard, a landed proprietor on the island of Anholt,

happened to be among those most incensed, though he was,
according to the standard of the time, a

ture and a profound student of

was particularly offended

man

of great cul-

Frederik

art.

Eostgaard

at Holberg's description of the in-

whom he had said that they lived a
and maintained themselves honestly by shipwrecks, just as so many of the dwellers on the seaboard had
done in the good times of yore. Rostgaard complained in
person to King Frederik IV on the appearance of the first
canto, and insisted that the poem should be burnt by the
hangman, as a libellous and indecent book, and that the
habitants of Anholt, of
Christian

life

—

author should be punished according to the

law as a frivolous

satirist

"who had

country of Anholt, including
false,

priest

its

full rigor of the

scandalized the poor

and

bailiff,

with a

unchristian description, thus disgracing their ancestors,

fellow citizens and

descendants."

Still

the

matter ended

more satisfactorily than it promised in the beginning. The
King caused the book to be read to him, and found that it
was " a harmless, amusing work," and the state council
acquitted the author by a message, in which it was stated,
however, that it would have been better if the book had
never been written.
In 1722 Holberg began the composition of his plays, that
part of his poetical work, in which his talents shone to the
Plays were at that time but little
Denmark. The school comedies which had had
their bloom in the sixteenth century, gradually went out of
fashion, and besides, they were not intended for the people at
large, especially as the most of them were written in Latin.
At the court they kept French and Italian dramatic companies, and the people had to put up with the conventional
greatest advantage.

known

in

state plays of the

German

actors,

with the rape of Helen, the
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Troy, and the representation of the whole Odyssey,
which Holberg has parodied in the most exquisite manner in his comedy, "Ulysses of Ithacia" (sic!).
siege of
all of

Prom
fifty

the latter half of the seventeenth century, about

years before Holberg's plays were produced,

we

possess

"

Grevens og Friherrens
Komedie " (the comedy of the count and the baron), which
apparently was written by the nobleman, Mogens Skeel
(1650-94). This comedy ridiculed, with a considerable

an interesting dramatic

satire,

humor, the new fangled, chiefly German, court
which had risen in the time of Christian V, and it is
remarkable as the first effort at introducing the new school
of drama, which had been created abroad, but it also remained the only effort before Holberg.*
In 1720 Etienne Capion, a member of a French theatrical
degree

of

nobility,

company which had been giving representations

at the court,

obtained the privilege of building a theatre, where in the

beginning French and German plays alternated.

Two

years

was granted to the French actor Rene Montaigu " to arrange and act comedies in the Danish language."
He therefore associated himself with Capion, and on the 23d
of September, 1722, the Danish theatre was opened with a
later permission

translation

of

Molieve's

original plays, they

now

" i'Avare."

In order

to

secure

addressed themselves to the author

of Peder Paars, and

he was at once ready for the task.
Already the same year he furnished five plays, and in the
course of a few years he had written more than twenty.
Still the theatre was not a financial success, and the greatest

was necessary to sustain it. When afterward, in 1728,
Copenhagen was visited by a great conflagration, and when
the puritanic king, Christian VI, a few years subsequently
ascended the throne, the taste for the theatre died away, and
effort

thus there was for the present an end to Holberg's writing of
comedies.
*

1874.

Grevens

og-

Friherrens Komedie, edited by

S.

Birket Smith, Copenhagen,
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In Holberg's Comedies the germs, which are already to
be found in Peder Paars, are further developed.
as in this

Precisely

poem, we encounter in the comedies a multitude

of typical characters taken from the daily life of that pe-

and painted with such fresh and vivid colors that
Oelenschlaeger justly remarks, that " if Copenhagen had been
riod

buried beneath the ground and only Holberg's comedies had

remained, we should nevertheless have

known

the

life

that

stirred within its walls, not only in its broad outlines, but
also in

many

of

its

feld,

We here make the
Herman von Bremen-

minutest details."

acquaintance of the political tinker,

whose head has been turned by

politics to

that he on this account neglects his work.

such a degree

We

further find

Jean de Prance, or Hans Pransen as he was called before he
went to Paris, and who afterward is filled with conceits of all
sorts then the boasting, blustering soldier Jakob von Thybo,
the peasant lad, Rasmus Berg, or Erasmus Montanus, whom a
stay at the University of Copenhagen has turned into a conceited fool, and many other characters from the life of the
metropolis. The " Barselstue " (the lying-in room) introduces
us to a whole gallery of exquisite female characters, in which
the everlastingly feminine element has been comically illus 1
trated and diversified in a truly masterly manner.
The
pitiable lot of the Danish peasantry, kept down in the basest
servitude, has been described in a plastic manner in his " Jeppe paa Berget." We here have a peasant endowed by nature
with excellent parts, who, under the terrible oppression resting on his class, has become the very incarnation of wretchedness, and makes in many respects a tragical impression, since,
in spite of the irresistible and sparkling humor of the play,
;

we

are not able for a

moment

to lose sight of the contrast

between that which this peasant under different circumstances
might have been and the deep debasement in which we now
behold him. This comedy gives one of the most striking pictures of life that

any literature can

ter plays of general interest "

boast.

Among

Den StundeslOso "

his char-

(the restless
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Den Vaegelsindede" (the fickle woman), and among
other plays " Henrik and Pernille" and " Maskeraden " are
man) and

"

especially to be mentioned.
It

is,

however, no easy matter to classify Holberg's comThe most of them have in common not

edies in groups.

only a leading character (a person affected with some strik-

human weakness

ing
istic

or some individual peculiarly character-

of the age), but also the secondary figures,, which, though

constantly recurring, are diversified with great skill and hu-

mor

cunning servant, the simple
and all are drawn with remarkable distinctness. Every comedy teems with genuine
wit,, and with exquisite, though sometimes rather broad humor. His exuberant humor was combined with a most profound psychological insight, and his plays abound in traits that
evince a rare knowledge of human nature.
His prolonged
stay abroad necessarily opened the eyes of a man endowed
with a gift of keen observation to all that was ridiculous and
small in the social life of Denmark.
Abroad he also became
acquainted with the new dramatic form, and when once the
impulse from without had been given, the great dramatist
had it entirely in his power to paint the men of his time as
they lived and moved, and to paint them in such a manner
as to give the dramas immortal value, since, in addition to
the particular color belonging to the time and the circumstances, they also embody the common and permanent human
(the dignified parent, the

domestic, the lovers,

element.

etc., etc.),

Like his predecessor, Moliere, he does not hesitate

to take his materials

wherever he can find them, and thus he

has borrowed for his plays not only from Moliere and from
the Italians, but also from Plautus and Terence.
tive talent never forsakes him, however,

His crea-

and what he bor-

rows, he always understands, like the true artist, to use in

such a manner that

through

And

this

it

blends with his

very blending acquires

its

own

materials,

and

true lustre.

yet the poetical point of view was to Holberg a sub-

ordinate one.

The most important aim of which he was
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conscious was " a good and useful moral," and as a

He

end he created his play.

this

would be

fruitless

their faces,

and

so

to fling people's

he

''

faults

and

mixed nonsense into

follies

On

the one hand

He

when he

many misunderstandings
it

it

into

effect.

frequently in so doing gave offence, and then, as

contend with.

to

his plays," as

he himself asserts, in order to secure a better
published Peder Paars, he had

means

well understood that

to

gave great offence that a

university professor should occupy himself with " tomfooleries " of this kind, and on the other hand many felt hurt

and believed themselves personally held up to public ridicule,
Holberg repeatedly was compelled to defend himself
in writing against false interpretations, and to enlighten the

so that

public in regard to the real purport of his plays.
that he, in spite of all opposition, continued his

did not go astray in his vast creative activity,

The fact
work and

the strongest

is

proof that he was profoundly convinced of the importance
of his task.

When

during the reign of Christian VI the puritanism

of the court was spread throughout the land and invaded
all social relations,

Holberg suspended

his activity as

wright and went to Paris to enjoy a holiday.

On

his

a play-

return

Copenhagen he resumed his long interrupted historical
studies and published a " Danmarks Historie " in three volumes, a thorough, exhaustive, and graphic work, and the
to

first

popular history of

Denmark ever

written.

This was

followed by a general ecclesiastical history from the intro-

duction of Christianity to the Eeformation, an excellent work,

which for the first time made this great subject accessible to
and it was, moreover, written in a thoroughly vivid and

all,

fascinating style.

His history of the Jews
chiefly in

is

of less importance, consisting

a compilation from other writers.

In his com-

parative sketches of heroes and heroines he followed Plutarch's method, constantly

women.

He

comparing two celebrated men or

sketches their lives in a general introduction
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and then

between them. Here, too,
Holberg has written, the moral point of view
of paramount importance.
This moral issue is treated
institutes a comparison

as in all that
is

independently in several of his last works,

as, for instance,

and in many of his " Epistler."
In the latter work, which dates from the last years of Holberg's life, his versatility and learning are displayed for the
last time in all their strength and vigor, and he treats the
in his " moralske Tanker,''

greatest variety of topics with the sober earnestness of a
philosopher, and at the

same time with the cheerfulness of a

humorist.

The same moralizing tendency is the basis of his "• Niels
Klim's Underground Journey," a satirical romance, excellent also from a poetical standpoint.
Holberg does not here,
as in his comedies and in his Peder Paars, limit himself to
Danish affairs, but he pours out his satire upon all Europe,
and for this reason the book, which was published in Leipsic
But it was soon translated
in 1741, was written in Latin.
The book tells how
into the most of the tongues of Europe.
the sexton Mels Klim in Bergen through an accident was
conducted to the lower world, and how he there became acquainted with a number of different kingdoms and nations.
The description of the latter gives Holberg an opportunity
of expressing in a striking and humorous manner his
thoughts upon the state of things in this upper world. The
book created an extraordinary sensation, and on account of
its broad views on religious subjects it gave great offence to
the clergy.

But

tion or hinder its

this did not in the least

wholesome

check

its circula-

influence, for it contributed in

a marked degree to the suppression of that reliance on authority which Holberg had always fought, though nowhere

with more vigor than in this work.

Among

Holberg's works must also be mentioned his auto-

biography, which

is

of importance to the history of literature

and culture. It consists of three letters written in Latin, of
which the first appeared in 1727 and the last in 1743. The
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emancipation of

woman

found in him a

warm
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advocate, and

in his writings he frequently touches on this subject.
His humorous poem " Zille Hausdatters Porsvar for KvindekjOrn-

net" deals exclusively with this subject. In his poem " Metamorphoses eeller Forvandlinger " he gives a kind of parallel
to, or rather a parody on Ovid's well known composition, but
the

work

When

is

of rather inferior literary value.

the theatre on the accession of Frederik

V

was

reopened in 1747, Holberg was again requested to write for
it,
and he accordingly furnished several new plays, such
" Plutus," " Abracadabra,"

as

creative energy was

now on

no wise be compared with

By

the

"

Eepubliken,"

wane and

etc.,

but his

these plays can in

his earlier comedies.

Holberg had gradually accumulated a considerable fortune, which was all the more easy
his vast literary activity

him as he continued to live single and with so great economy that he has been accused of avarice. But in this respect
for

he has been misjudged, for he subjected himself to every manner of privations from a most generous motive, desiring to

accumulate a large capital for the erection of an institution
of great importance to his country.
He first thought of
founding a learned society for the advancement of the Danish
language, but finding that several such institutions were
being established without his help, he abandoned this idea.
He finally resolved to bequeath all his wealth to the Soro
academy.
The latter had been built by Christian IV for the

purpose of counteracting the custom among the nobles of
sending their sons abroad to be educated.
But after a short

academy had been closed in 1665. After the
it was reopened and soon gained
Throughout the entire latter half of the
a great reputation.
eighteenth century many of Denmark's most distinguished
existence the

receipt of Holberg's bequest

scholars found at this place their sphere of activity.

Holberg, who in 1747 had been made a noble, died January 29, 1754, and was buried in the Sor8 church.
His
influence on the literature and on the whole intellectual life
,

13
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of

Denmark cannot

be overestimated.

ous popular scientific works
laity

made

His

many and

vari-

a deep impression on the

on account of their clearness and perspicuity and
and attractive style. They found the widest cir-

their vivid

among all classes, and contributed much to render
which had hitherto been the exclusive property of the
learned, accessible to the common man, and to arouse his
interest in it. But Holberg achieved still more by his poetry.
It is true he had no appreciation of the ideal and it was long
culation
science,

before he was able to relish Homer, old heroic poems, or the

saw all things in the convex mirror of the comBut be was so great and his eye for the distorted
and ridiculous was so keen that the prejudices and follies that

sagas, for he
ical

muse.

had accumulated in the lapse of centuries were completely
extirpated by Holberg, and the path was cleared for a more
solid and positive development. Holberg's works were greatly
benefited by the circumstance that their author was in possession of a general culture and was able to avail himself of
all that had been done in his time in all the rest of Europe.
Many of his characters are based on foreign models. Thus
Peder Paars bears a certain resemblance to Boileau's " Lutrin," Niels Klim to Swift's Gulliver, and in Holberg's plays
But what he
there are many reminiscences of Moli6re.
appropriated from foreigners, he digested so thoroughly that
through him it appeared in a wholly new and original form.
All of Holberg's creations carry in their face the unmistakable stamp of his

own

the Danish element

individuality.'

is

In his works, moreover,

constantly brought to the front and

kept pure and unalloyed.

It has rightly

been said of him

that all -the foreign materials which were touched by his hand

were so completely Danicised that his works may claim far
more originality than those of the most of his predecessors
who usually blindly followed some foreign model.
All that which Holberg had acquired by his hard and
indefatigable studies was destined to be a blessing to his
countrvmen. The old barriers were broken down, the mem-
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horizon was enlarged and thousands of healthy germs

began their development.

But the germs had sprung from

the people themselves, and being fertilized by contact with

made to blossom and bear fruit
and Latin was forever dethroned. Through
his many sided and stimulating activity as a popular writer
Holberg laid a solid foundation on which a truly popular
literature would be built.
Meanwhile some time was needed
The fermentation
before the fruits of his work could ripen.
which he had provoked must subside before the new elements
could become established.
But it was he who paved the way,
and for this reason and regardless of the immortal intrinsic
value of his poetical works he must be considered as the
founder of modern Danish literature. Herewith is connected
foreign elements they were

in the vernacular,

the characteristic circumstance that he stands alone, that he

founded no school, and that he had no followers, at least none
any considerable mark. He had a definite task before him,

of

diate

continuation

account of

its

of his

—

an immework was impossible simply on

that of preparing the soil for the fulness of time,

negative character.*

Christian Falster (1690-1752), also distinguished as a
linguist,

is

the one

among Holberg's contemporaries who
He is the author of a num-

ranks nearest to him as poet.

* Ludwig Holberg, Peder Paars, edited by F. L. Liebenberg, Copenhagen, 1879.
Den] danske Skueplads, edited by F. L. Liebenberg, Copenhagen, 1876. Danmarks Riges Historie (1-Hr, 1732-1736), edited by J. Levin, Copenhagen. 1866.
Almindelig Kirkehistoric (1738), edited by F. L. Liebenberg, I-II, Copenhagen,
1867-1868. BerOmmelige Meends og Heltes sammenlignende Historier (1739),
edited by F. L. Liebenberg, Copenhagen, 1864-1865. Heltinders eller navnkundige Darners sammenlignende Historier (1745), edited by G. Rode, Copenhagen,
1861. Moralske Tanker (1744), edited by G. Rode, Copenhagen, 1860. Epistler
I-V (1748-1754), edited by Chr. Brnnn, Copenhagen, 1865-1876. Kicolai Klimii
iter subterraneum, Halfnise et Lipsire, 1741. Epistolse tres ad virum perillustrem
in opuscula Latina, I-II, 1737-1743. C. W. Smith Om Holberg's Levnet og populate Skrifter, Copenhagen, 1858. R. Prutz: Ludwig Holberg, sein Leben und
seine Schriftin, Stuttgart und Augsburg, 1857.
E. K. Werlauff: Historiske
Antegnelser til Holbergs atten forste Lystspil, Copenhagen, 1858. K. L. Rahbek:
Lystspildigter
og
hans
Lystspil, I-III, Copenhagen, 1815-1817.
Om Holberg som
O. Skavlan: Holberg som Komedieforfatter, Kristiania, 1872. J. Paludan: Om
Holbergs Niels Klim, Copenhagen, 1878. E. Holm: Holbergs statsretslige og
politiske Synsmaade, Copenhagen, 1879.
:
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ber

of

very enjoyable

and striking

stooped to personal attacks.
the same theme
ster's

style is

stances his

is

From

satires

frequently treated by both poets, but Fal-

an entirely independent one, and in many

in-

Among

his

poem was written

Latin works the most

before Holberg's.

remarkable was his "Amcenitates

philologise," a collection of dissertations,
scientific,

which never

the very nature of things

some of which are

while others discuss the various questions of the

day in the same manner as did Holberg in his " Epistler
and " Moralske Tanker." In these works he proves himself
a man by no means inferior to Holberg in point of maturity
and intellectual vigor. Though thoroughly original as a
writer and thinker, he occasionally reminds us of Holberg

by independent views and by the ideas he sets forth; like
Holberg he defends the importance of the Danish tongue
and advocates its right to be employed in literature. His
translation of Ovid's " Tristia " is also worthy of mention on
account of its beautiful language, and because it preserves
the original elegiac tone of :he poem.*
JOrgen Sorterup (1662-1723) occupies a peculiar position in this period as the last representative of the national

tendency, which was discussed under the head of the period

His satires are of but little value, broad and
though his verses flow easily enough. On the other
hand his heroic songs in honor of Frederik IV are really
remarkable, for in them the style and character of the popular ballad has been skilfully preserved; but they, too, frequently show a lack of taste and genuine poetic feeling.f
A capital rhyme-smith, who " could not live without
rhyming," was To-ger Reenberg (1656-1742), who during his
lifetime and for a long time afterward was regarded as a
great poet, though but few of his productions would at
of learning.
coarse,

present bear the test of criticism.

Some

*Chr. Falster: Amcenitates Philologiae, Amstelod.,
by Chr. Thaarnp, Copenhagen, 1840.

1729-32.

Bters Satirer, edited
t

J5rgen Sorterup;

Ny Heltesange,

Copenhagen,

of his drinking

1715.

Christian Fal-
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still

be read with

pleasure.*

An

exceptionally gifted lyric poet, a rare

phenomenon

He

indeed in this period, was Ambeosius Stub (1705-58).

was the son of a poor

Fuhnen, graduated at
the gymnasium in his twentieth year, but never advanced
any further, probably from lack of means to continue his
studies.
His youth and the greater part of his manhood he
seems to have spent at various country-manors, partly as secretary (Skriverkarl) and partly as tutor.
His last years he
village tailor in

spent at Eibe teaching the children of respected citizens, and
died in this city in the greatest poverty, having all his

life

struggled with want and adversity, a fact which did not fail

some traces

to leave

in his poetry,

though the latter upon

the whole bears the stamp of a fresh, cheerful, sanguine disposition that

was not

easily

damped

or discouraged.

his lifetime he found but little appreciation

He

During

beyond the

circle

a striking illustration of
the complete lack of poetic ta^te which characterized his
of his nearest acquaintances.

time.

In

all his

is

poems there beats a warm and noble

heart, and, in spite of their

stiff,

obsolete language,

poetic

many

of

them are still genuine pearls. It must not be forgotten that
Stub was almost the first Danish lyrical poet outside the field
of purely religious poetry, and that as such he had many
difficulties to overcome both as regards form and language,
and we are therefore astonished when we see what progress
he made with, as it were, a single bold stroke. A small collection of his poems was printed for the first time in 1771,
long after his death, and this little volume contained all that
remained of his poetical industry, which must have been
very fruitful, but the little book was received with great
favor and became very popular. He composed both spiritual
and secular songs, and while the former are marked by. a
warm, noble and pious sentiment, the latter overflow with
*

TOger Reenbergs Poetiske

Skriftet, I-II,

Copenhagen

1769.
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rollicking mirth

and fun.*

To

this poet,

who had

received

the talent of song as a gift from heaven, Christian Frederik

Wadskj^r (1712-79) forms a complete contrast. After producing a countless number of tasteless, soulless rhymes, saturated with classical learning, he became professor of rhetoric in the

University of Copenhagen, and at the same time

Danish poetical compositions that were produced
by the press. But his was the kind of " poetry " that was
demanded by the taste of that age.f
The strong puritanic tendency of the age was peculiarly
censor of

all

favorable for the composition of religious songs, but the

poems produced were mostly of a very inferior quality. The
songs of Hans Adolph Brorson, a truly remarkable poet
(1694-1764), constitute a solitary exception. They give evidence of genuine poetical talents, and are characterized by
deep feeling, at times they even rise to the solemn, sublime

Through

whole life Brorson had
which contributed materially to his natural disposition for melancholy musings,
and which his deep piety and firm faith alone enabled him
to bear.
This sadness is distinctly stamped on the uniformly
heights of Kingo.
to struggle

with severe

his

afflictions,

deep elegiac character of his psalms.
to the puritanic

school,

and

this

He

belongs decidedly

circumstance imparts a

somewhat polemic character to his psalms, but as a rule,
warm, humane feeling pervades them. The sentiment bursts
forth so fresh and vivid, and in a key so deep, that it touches
our inmost

soul.

the front rank

Brorson to

among

the

this

very day justly occupies

poets of the Danish church, a

place he at once attained in the estimation of the public,

and which, moreover, received a public recognition in the fact
that it was on account of his psalms that he was promoted
He died as bishop in Kibe4
to a high position in the church.
.

During the Holberg period the modern novel literature

* Ambrosias Stubs samlede Digte, edited by Pr. Barfod, Copenhagen, 1879
(5th edition).

Samling af udvalgte Vers, Copenhagen, 1743.
Psalmer og Aandelige Sange, edited by P. A. Arlaud,

t Chr. Fr. Wadskjaer:
% H. A. Brorsons
Copenhagen, 1867
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The

taste for old

popular books gradually passed away, and they were supplanted by French and English books

for entertainment.

First appeared SOren Terkelsen's translation of the novel

which was mentioned in the preceding chapter, and
which remained for some time almost alone. Then followed
Astrsea,

Telgmaque (1727), Eobinson (1744-45), Richardson's
Pamela (1743-46), to which there was afterwards added a multitude of similar books containing stupid and affected stories.
Much greater importance was attained by the periodical
literature, which also was introduced from abroad about
this time.
The first Danish journal of any account was
" den danske Spectator " (1734—45), a moralizing and critical
weekly paper of the same character as the English periodical of the same name.
This journal was followed by others,
and toward the close of the century the periodical press
played a very influential part in Denmark.
Frederik Christian Eilschow (1725-50) was a man who,
like Holberg, maintained that knowledge ought not to be
kept away from the people, but rather made as accessible and
popular as possible. He proposed to expound philosophy in
a series of Danish books, and his chief aim was to popularize
the philosophical and religious views of Leibnitz and Wolff,
but an early death prevented the execution of his plan, and
he was only able to make a beginning by the publication of
such works as " Philosophiske Breve " and " ForsSg til en
F<§nelon's

Fruentimmerphilosophie."

Still his influence

ment of Danish

was very

terse

literature

on the develop-

great, for in a pure,

language he introduced a science, hitherto utterly unin Danish literature.
Thus he forms, as it were, the

known

connecting link between Holberg, one of whose most ardent
admirers he was, and the following period, when the popular
enlightenment, to which he was enthusiastically devoted, be-

came the watchword
* F. C.

Eilschou: Philosophiske Breve over adBkilligve nyttige og vigtige
Forsog til en Fruentimmerphilosophie, I, Copenhagen,

Ting, Copenhagen, 1748.
1749.

of the age.*
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Jens HOjsgaard (1698-1773) rendered important ser*
by his researches in the field of Danish language.

vices

Although he was not familiar with the Old Norse, still
his fine faculty of observation and unerring linguistic sense, he attained a marvelous insight into the laws of
through

He wrote the first complete Danish syntax,
and contributed important articles on phonology, but his
works failed to be properly appreciated by his contempothe language.

raries.
Not before the present century were they finally
rescued from oblivion by the distinguished linguist, Easmus
Eask.*

Ekik Pontoppidan (1698-1764) was a

and versaand
and theological works in Danish, German, and

writer,

tile

scientific

Latin.

"

who

fertile

published both historical and

Den danske

statistical,

Atlas,'' a large statistical,

topographical

work, and his explanation of Luther's catechism, the latter of
which has long been used as a text-book in parochial schools,

among

are

his best

known

works.

church, written in German,

is

still

His history of the Danish
of importance on account

of the extensive study of original materials on which
based.

Worthy

of mention

is

also "

it

is

Menoza," a theological

novel with a purpose, which appeared in three volumes in

an Asiatic prince, who roamed about in
who found but few
worthy of that name. The book is dull and heavy, but still
it is not without value to the historian of civilization and
1742-43.

Its

hero

is

the world in search of Christians, but

culture.f

While Holberg, through

his

historical

writings,

and

through his literary activity in general, was chiefly intent
on promoting popular enlightenment, much was done
during this period in the field of critical and historical reParticularly was the beginning made in the laying
search.
of a solid foundation for a systematic study of history by
Jens Hdysgaard Accentueret og raisonneret Gramroatica, Copenhagen,
Methodisk ForsOg til en f uldstaendig dansk Syntax, Copenhagen, 1752.
+ Erik Pontoppidan: Den danske Atlas, I-VII, Copenhagen, 1763-81. Menoza,
I-III, Copenhagen, 1743-43.
*

1747.

:
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amount of original materials. The
Abne Magnusson (1663-1730), gained the
Under the head of
greatest distinction in this respect.
" Modern Icelandic Literature," we gave a full account of
the collection of a vast

learned Icelander,

him.

Hans Guam (1685-1748)
critical

distinguished himself by a solid

treatment of history.

He was

the son of a priest,

and his father instructed him so thoroughly that when he,
only eighteen years old, was sent to the university, he astonished the professors with his knowledge of the ancient languages, especially of Greek. In 1714 he was appointed professor in this language,

and he soon acquired such renown

for

scholarship throughout Europe that he was consulted by the

most distinguished scholars of the day. It was not long,
however, before he entered the field of northern history, where
he found his most congenial work. Christian VI made him
royal librarian and appointed
later he

was made privy

him royal historiographer, and

archivist, or in other words, he ob-

tained a rare opportunity for entering deeply into the study of

documents and sources to an extent which no man
had enjoyed before him, and he availed himself thoroughly
It is true he did not write any large indeof this privilege.
historical

pendent works, but he furnished the editions of older authors,
which he edited with a multitude of most excellent notes.
His works are at times so complete that they not only in
point of quality, but even in bulk, actually constitute the

For the Eoyal Danish Society of Sciences,
which he had founded, he contributed a great number of excellent dissertations, in which he endeavors, with remarkable
acumen, to root out old errors, and thus to lay a solid foun-

principal matter.

dation for future historians to build upon.

Gram was

one

of the most remarkable and interesting personalities of his

when we

consider that he was able to emanwork as an author from the shackles
of the old-time pedantry and secure a greater intellectual

age, particularly
cipate himself

freedom.

and

his

In his whole character he, in

fact,

belonged to the
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old learned period,

and yet in

to a great extent his

more

difficult for

own

him

his historical

work he employed

native tongue, although

to write

it

Danish than Latin.

was far
Like so

many of his contemporaries he was at first for some time
wrapped up in prejudices and foolish pedantry to a point
that made him blind to Holberg's great merits, and he was a
violent opponent of the great dramatist; but later he acknowledged his mistake and became one of Holberg's staunchest friends.

Gram's pupil, Jakob Langebek (1710-75),

also rendered

conspicuous services to the development of historical studies.

Gram

Like

he was the son of a priest, and from his early

childhood he evinced a remarkable talent for history, com-

bined with a considerable taste for languages, as appears
from his undertaking on his own hook the study of Icelandic
as soon as he

became a student at the university.

After hav-

ing passed his examinations in theology, he was admitted to

Gram's house, where his linguistic and historical studies asIn 1745 he founded the
still wider proportions.
Eoyal Society of History and Danish Language, the purpose
of which, as in the case of the Society of Sciences, was in part
to publish the papers ol the members in " Danske Magazin."

sumed

This

is

an exceedingly valuable

collection, for the first series

volumes) of which Langebek himself furnished nearly all
But his most important work is his great
the contributions.
collection of Danish historical documents from the Middle
(six

Ages, " Scriptores rerum Danicarum medii aevi," though he
was not himself able to complete the publication of this

Like Gram, Langebek has written no large connected
work, but in his various publications, like the one above men-

work.

and most critical
and he has thus done what was most needed in his

tioned, he has given the results of a vast

research,

time in the

field of

national history *

* Hans Gram's critical works are chiefly to be found in the publications of
Jakob Langebek published
Det Kongelig Danske "Videnskabernes Selskiib, I-V.
the first three volumes of his Scriptores, etc., 1772-74, and contributed numerous
articles to

Danske Magazin, I-VI,

1745-52.
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we must mention two eminent
who, although they belong to a somewhat later
period, still may very properly be treated in connection with
Gram and Langebek. Pedee Pkedeeik Suhm (1728-98) beBefore closing this chapter

historians,

longed to an old noble family, and was at

first

destined for

the court or for a judicial career, but his early developed
taste for scientific pursuits, particularly for history, the favor-

study of his childhood, was victorious, and having as a very
young man married a wealthy lady, his circumstances were
ite

exceptionally favorable for the realization of the plan of his
life,

as

the plan that had the most

charm

for him,

and which

a child he had given expression to by saying that he

wanted

to

become an author

like Holberg.

not become that, but he was a

man

He

surely did

of indefatigable applica-

tion and profound learning, and he is very justly surnamed
" the first friend of the sciences in Denmark," for he not only

work himself, but he also gave liberal
and substantial aid to men of science and to scientific undertakings.
His chief work is his great history of Denmark,
which, though it only extends to the year 1400, still contains
fourteen volumes. Notwithstanding all the excellences of the
work, there is a lack of system in the treatment. The author
handles his materials with a certain clumsiness; but still it
is a work to which there are but few parallels.
On account of
did excellent literary

the vast

amount

of original material

it

contains

it is

of in-

estimable value, and must always remain one of the most

important works for historical reference.
written a great

number

tude of other works, short, moral,
essays, idyls, stories, dialogues,

when he was

Suhm

has also

of dissertations and edited a multi-

etc,.,

critical,

work

and economical

in which he sought

The most
which made a certain sensation, not only because they were new, but also on account
of their sentimental style, which was anything but genuine
Norse, but they happened to satisfy the taste of that period.
recreation

tired of historical studies.

remarkable are his old Norse

Suhm was

tales,

assisted in his labors

by the Norwegian scholar,
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Gerhard SchOning (1722-80).

Both had agreed

partnership the history of the North,

mark

for himself, while

Suhm

to write in

reserving Den-

SchOning undertook Norway.

But

neither was SchOning able to finish his great task, and he

The history, howwhich was conceived on a grand scale, gives abundant
evidence of the author's learning, and it will always remain a work of great importance. Nor did SchOning complete the edition of Heimskringla, with which he had been
placed in charge by the government.
Most interesting and
instructive is the description which he made of the nature,
ancient monuments, and economical conditions of Norway,
which he studied on a three years' journey undertaken at the
expense of his government.*
did not get farther than the year 1000.
ever,

*P. F. Suhm: Historie af Danmark, I-XI, Copenhagen, 1782-1813. Om de
nordiske Folks asldste Oprindelse, Copenhagen, 1T70. Historie om dc f ra Norden
udvandrede Folk, I-II, 1773-73. G. SchOning: Norges Riges Historie, I-HI, SorB,
1771-81.

CHAPTER

V.

THE AGE OF ENLIGHTENMENT.

(1750-1800.)

The struggle between orthodoxy and rationalism. Victory of the
latter and its consequences. reaction against foreign influence.
Sneedorf, Pram, Rahbek, Heiberg, Bruun. Society for the advancement OF SCIENCES. KLOPSTOCK AND HIS INFLUENCE ON DANISH LITERAture, stenersen. tullin. ewald, his works and his importance.
Wessel and his poems. The Danish and Norwegian society of literature. Baggesen.

struggle which
the
THEcentury
was carried on
in

latter half of the eighteenth

throughout Europe between
and the old orthodoxy, and which finally led to
a compromise between the contending parties under the designation of rationalism, also left distinct traces in the Danish
religious and philosophical literature of that period.
Religion had gotten in a bad way, for after the Reformation every
free movement had been suppressed, and, as a consequence,
all faith had gradually dwindled into empty formalities or

free thought

degenerated into a rigorous pietism.

Hence, when free

thought, which was essentially hostile to Christianity, in-

vaded Denmark,

it

necessarily caused

great fermentation.

After so long a servitude the spirits of

men

seized with

eagerness the new, dazzling, though hollow, tenets of the foreign philosophers, and the literature was soon filled with

mockery and blasphemy

an extent and in a manner so
he was himself tolerably
liberal in his religious views, and although he had contributed his share toward bringing about this movement, could
not have dreamed that only a few decades after his death
to

frivolous that Holberg, although

such liberal ideas should gain admittance

among a people
he had found wrapped in profound slumber when he
began his work. One of the most prominent freethinkers

whom

was Otto Hobrebov (1769-1823), editor of the journal
" Jesus og Fornuften," while the most eminent representa205
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were Christian
Bastholm 1740-1819) and Ttge Rothe (1731-95), both of
whom wrote a number of Christian philosophical works intended for the people. The most zealous champion of orthodoxy was Bishop Nicolai Edinger Balle (1744-1816), who,
through his sermons and writings, particularly through his
weekly paper, "Bibelen forsvarer sig selv" (the Bible defends

tives of rationalism or rational Christianity

itself),

attempted with vigorous strokes to repel the attacks

that were directed against Christianity.*

In this struggle between the old and the new, between
strict

orthodoxy and the

latter soon gained the

all

pervading rational analysis, the

upper hand.

People refused to accept

blindly and without criticism the established dogmas, and

were determined

to

understand everything clearly.

general striving for enlightenment put

its

This

stamp on the

whole period and gave this epoch in Danish literature its
name. All matters were considered from a utilitarian standpoint.
There was a sober, rational activity in every branch
This
of literature, and there was no exception to the rule.
whole movement had in the main entered Denmark from
abroad.
Foreign scholars and poets, chiefly German and
French, were invited in large numbers, or they came of their

own

accord, to

doctrine.

Denmark

to bless the country with the

new

These foreigners, particularly the Germans, were

favored in every possible

manner by

the court-circles at the

expense of the Danes, and they soon developed an insolence
to a degree that aroused the general indignation of the peo-

ple

and ended

in bitter hate

and a

fierce strife against the

foreign influence, especially against the Germans.
indeed, fortunate for
this turn,

German

It was,

literature that matters took

and that the national element thus became able

to

assert its rights.
*Otto Horrebov: Jesus og Fornuften, I-in, Copenhagen, 1797-99. Chi. Bastholm: Den naturlige Religion saaledes som den Andes i de hedenske Philosophers Skrifter, Copenhagen, 1784. Philosophi for Ulserde, Copenhagen, 1787. T.
Rothe: Christcndommens Virkning paa Folkenes Tilstand i Europa, I-II, Copenhagen, 1774-75. N. E. Balle Bibelen forsvarer sig selv, I-III, Copenhagen,
:

1797-1810.
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The foreign cosmopolitan ideal in Danish literature was
promoted in an independent manner by a small circle of
men, who were engaged as teachers in the Sorb* academy for

They took the French as models, but sought at the
same time, as far as possible, to preserve the national peculiarities. Among them were Jens Kraft and Andreas Schytte,
who rendered conspicuous services by the publication of popular philosophical works, and preeminently Jens Sneedorf
(1724—64), who, on account of his splendid style, gained the
reputation of being Denmark's most classical writer. From
1761-63 he published the popular and very widely circulated
weekly journal called " Den patriotiske Tilskuer.''*
nobles.

In general

it

may

be

said

that periodical literature

made marked progress about this time, and became one of
"
the most efficient means of diffusing that " general culture
which

all desired,

and which

so

many

offered for sale; but

only a few of these journals were of any real value.

The

most able and influential ones were " Minerva " and " den
danske Tilskuer." The former began in 1785, and was
founded by Pram and Eahbek; the latter was founded in 1791
and edited by Eahbek alone. Both continued through a long
series of years

— the

best

evidence that they satisfied

the

Both publishers were exceptionally
well fitted for their task; they were untiring in their efforts
in gathering interesting and reliable news, and in furnishing
their readers with interesting and instructive matter. Among
general expectations.

the varied contents of these periodicals, which faithfully re-

many things that
be read with interest, irrespective of the great value

corded the events of the time, there are

may

still

of these collections for the history of culture.

Kristen Henriksen Pram (1756-1821) combined vast
knowledge with indefatigible activity, and his productiveness
in several departments was simply extraordinary.
He also
essayed poetry, but without achieving anything noteworthy
* J.

Sneedorf s collected works I-IX, Copenhagen,

1775-77.
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He

in this line.

gained his real importance as a writer for

the promotion of popular enlightenment.*

Kund Ltne Eahbek (1760-1830) was one

of the most ferliterature
can
hoast.
His
Danish
which
the
tile writers of
works were for a long time widely read and keenly appreStill, his intellectual gifts were not of a sufficiently
ciated.

high order to enable him to appropriate the new ideas that
came with the dawn of the nineteenth century, or in general
to

keep pace with the march of time. Nevertheless, he posenough to acknowledge the claims of the

sessed intelligence

new
was
and

era and to abstain from warring with
aesthetics.

critical

it.

His specialty

In addition to his numerous original poetical

works he published many translations of similar

productions from foreign languages, and superintended the
editing of several poets of ancient and more recent times.

He

interested himself in various ways in behalf of the theatre,
and from 1809 to 1830 he was its manager. He also wrote
dramas, which were not, however, successful. Rahbek was a
most charming man personally, and had therefore hosts of
His house, the so-called " Bakkehus" (House on the
friends.
Copenhagen, where his gifted, wife, Kamma
hill), near
(Karen Margarethe), who was a celebrated letter-writer,
presided as a most amiable hostess, was for a long time the
trysting-place of all who were in any manner distinguished

and talent.f

for wit

In Easmus Ntebup (1759-1829) Danish literary history
found an able and untiring worker. When a poor student
he had the good fortune of making the acquaintance of the his-

Suhm, who secured him an appointment in the public
wbich he was actively engaged until his death.

torian,

libraries, in

Among

his works in the field of history of literature special
mention should be made of his " Bidrag til den danske Digtekunsts Historie " (six volumes), which he published with
/

*Chr. Pram and K. L. Rahbek: Minerva, a monthly journal, Copenhagen,
1785-89.

From

1790 to 1793

Pram

edited italone.

t K. L. Rahbek: Edited Minerva alone
skner, Copenhagen, 1791-1808, and 1815-1822.

from

1794 to 1809.

Den Danske

Til-
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Hiddelalderen
age), in five vol-

umes, which he published together with Rahbek and Abrahamson. Several historical and antiquarian works by this

He

gifted author are also of great value.

inestimable

service

to

also

rendered an

northern antiquarian research by

museum was founded chiefly at his instiThe above mentioned Hans Werner Frederik
Abrahamson (1744-1812), a Slesvig by birth, although he
had received a German education, became a most ardent ad-

the fact that the
gation.*

vocate of the Danish language, which, at the military acad-

emy, had been completely superseded by the German, as
to his sorrow, and he distinguished himself

Abrahamson found
as a

warm and

sincere patriot.

By numerous

dissertations

in various periodicals he endeavored to diffuse a

knowledge

of the history and literature of the North.

As we are now considering the general intellectual movements in the literature at the close of the last century, it may
not be out of place to mention two men, who, though poets,
still were of chief importance as the representatives of the
national agitation and of the liberal ideas that were daily
These men are Peter Andreas Heiberg
gaining ground.
and Malte Konrad Briton. They both stood on the ground
of the French revolution and they took a prominent part in
that opposition against the existing institutions, which continued with

increasing

recklessness,

especially

after

the

emancipation of the press effected by Struense in 1770.
Heiberg (1758-1841) early made his name known by his
satirical songs,

and

his comedies especially secured

him great

influence on public opinion.

These operettas and comedies
obtained an extraordinary success and were even compared
with Holberg's comedies, though they are in reality by no

means equal

to

them

;

but

still

many

of

them are very

cred-

* Of Nyernp's very numerous works in addition to those above named the following deserve mention : Historisk, statistisk Skildring af Tilstanden i Danmark
og Norge i seldre og nyero Tider, I-IV, Copenhagen, 1803-06. Alminidelig Morskabslsesning i Danmark og Norge rigjennem Aarhundreder, Copenhagen, 1816.
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itable performances, especially as delineations of character.

In these dramatic works, as also in his satirical novel " Rigsdalersedlens Hsendelser" (the adventures of the bank-note), and
in

many

of his songs and other lesser works, Heiberg unspar-

ingly attacks

The government

all existing institutions.

him, not only on account of his

and Germanism, but

sallies against the nobility

also against injustice.

In the year 1799

there appeared a new press law, to which he

He was

per-

inexorably, while the masses loved and honored

him

secuted

fell

a victim.

accused of several offences against this law and sen-

tenced to

exile.

In spite of the popular indignation thus
in 1800 Heiberg

had
where he obtained
an appointment in the ministry of foreign affairs, and where
he remained until his death.*
Moltb Bkuttn (1775-1826) was as combative and reckless
The best known of his
as Heiberg, and far more violent.
scathing pamphlets is his " Aristokraternes Katekismus
aroused, the sentence
to leave

(1796).

Denmark.

It

was executed, and

He went

to France,

brought him a lawsuit, but he escaped to Sweden.

An

ode which he at this time wrote on the occasion of Bernstorfs death appeased the government; the suit was with-

drawn and he returned
his writings again

by

to

Denmark.

gave offence

But a few years later
and only

to the authorities,

France did he escape a severe sentence that
He remained in France until his death,
engaged in geographical work, by which he gained a

flight to

threatened him.
chiefly

world-wide fame.f
This age produced a large number of poets, whose works
are not, however, as a rule, of very great value. To encourage obscure talents, Holberg had in his time offered prizes for
meritorious poems, and several others had followed his examArtificial

ple.

means

of this kind soon, however,

superfluous, for poets soon

became

sprang up in such great numbers

*P. A. Heibergs Samlede Skuespil, edited by Eahbek, I-IV, Copenhagen,
Rigsdalersedlens Hsendelser I-II, Copenhagen, 1787-89. Erindringer,

1806-19.

Christiana, 1830.

tF. Birkedal-Barfod: Malte Konrad Bruun, Copenhagen,

1871.
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was annoyed by them. Still this
was even further developed by the foundation,
in 1759, of the "society for the advancement of the sciences
of the beautiful and the useful."
This society, to the founding of which the above mentioned author of popular and
philosophical works, Tyge Rothe, had given the impulse, had
for its object the establishment of rewards which were to
encourage young poets and guide the public taste. The society consisted almost exclusively of persons who were well-nigh
destitute of any real appreciation of poetry, but who were
engaged in various kinds of pursuits.
They accepted the
standard of the age, and were thoroughly satisfied when,
that even Holberg himself

prize system

instead of genuine poetry, they received pretty thoughts,

The

expressed in intelligible, smooth and metrical verses.

only truly competent

member

of the society was Klopstock,

who, in 1751, had been called to Denmark by Frederik V,
and remained in the country until 1770, when he went to

Hamburg, where he stayed
ported during

all this

until his death in 1803, but sup-

He

time by the Danish Government.

enjoyed a high reputation in the leading literary circles of

Germany, and exercised a powerful influence on the development of the poetical taste in Denmark. He unquestionably did
some good, and it may be said that the greatest poet of the
epoch, Johannes E wald, through him received his main stimulus,
though the gifted youth soon surpassed his master and successfully emancipated himself from Klopstock's weak points.
But few of Klopstock's numerous followers succeeded in doing
this.
In their dull poems they faithfully reproduced the
affected

manner

of the

German

phrases and hollow pathos.

poet, with its high-sounding

Klopstock's influence on Danish

poetry was, therefore, on the whole not a favorable one nor
could it be so, for his essentially German spirit was unable to
;

make due allowance for the national Danish element. Among
the small number of poems in Klopstock's style that are something more than mere soulless imitations, we must call attention to a few odes by the Norwegian, Pedee Stenerseh- (1723-
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1776).

His best work, the didactic poem " Junkerskilden,"

betrays, however, unmistakable traces

of

the influence of

English poetry.*

The Norwegian, Chbistian Bbaunmaitn Ttjllin (1728-65),
was

also a

genuine poetical genius, who, unlike the imitators

of Klopstock, chose as his models English poets, particularly

who describe natural scenery. He had already gained
some reputation by his rather tame cantatas, when, in 1758,
This
he composed the idyllic wedding poem " Maidagen."
poem was received with great favor, and, in spite of its subtle
reflections, which seem to us wearisome and heavy, it is a
poem characterized by a warmth of feeling and natural freshness that were extremely rare during this period. When the
those

society above

mentioned in 1759 offered a prize for the best
its origin and results," Tullin,

poem describing "navigation;
who was engaged in private
Christiania,

still

business in his native town,

found time to compete and he

won

the prize.

In his poem he sought, as far as possible, to impart some
poetical interest to this matter-of-fact theme;

judges failed to be altogether

and yet the

with his performance;

satisfied

but found that the poet in his production had been guided
too much by his own " fancy " than he had sought to answer
adequately the questions propounded.

A

similar reproach

was also expressed in regard to the manner in which Tullin
had treated another prize theme proposed by the society " on
the excellence of the creation in reference to the order and
arrangement of all created things." And yet this was the
most grandly conceived and most beautifully executed of all
Tullin's works.f

In the year 1764 the " Society for the advancement of the
beautiful and the useful" published an allegorical narrative
in prose called "

Lykkens Tempel."

It

was the

first

work given

H. Hallback: Striden emellan det nationella och fremmande i Danmarks
Hoi berg, Lund, 1873.
En Kristianiapoet
t Trillins Samtlige Skrifter, I-m, Copenhagen, 1770-73.
fraforrigg Aarhundrede (Tullin) in H. Jaeger: Litteraturhistoriske Pennetegninger, Copenhagen, 1878.
*

vitterhet efter
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by Johannes Ewald.

He was
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the son of a rig-

orously puritanic priest, and was born in Copenhagen on the

18th of November, 1743.

In his eleventh year, immediately

after the death of his father, he
old,

was sent

to Slesvig,

where an

pedantic rector was charged with the difficult task of

educating

the

merry, vivacious boy, in whose soul were

already dawning the many-hued images of poetry.
yet a mere boy his imagination was so vivid that
utterly overpowered

him and

carried

him away.

it

While
at times

Thus when

only thirteen years old he once ran away from the house of
his tutor with the intention of going to Holland.

Prom

there

he was going to Batavia, trusting that a favorable destiny

would cause him
deserted island.

When

to be shipwrecked

He had just

and

cast

him on some

been reading Robinson Crusoe.

war broke out he was seized with an
becoming a soldier, and life in Slesvig,
with its scholastic drudgery, became unendurable to him. In
order to be released from this thraldom and to be allowed to
enter the military academy, he wrote a letter to his mother
the seven years'

irresistible desire of

relating a dream that he fancied he had had, in which an angel
had appeared to him with a sword in one hand and a pen in
the other, and the angel had asked him which of the two he preferred; and then, when as a dutiful son he had seized hold of
the pen, the angel had frowned on him.
But this expedient
availed him nothing, and in his fifteenth year he became a
student at Copenhagen. Here occurred an event which sud-

denly gave a

new turn

to his

of a beautiful young girl, by

He made the acquaintance
name Arense Hulegaard, a rela-

life.

tive of his step-father, and his youthful heart was at once
kindled with an ardent love which only became extinct with
his death.
Realizing that if he continued the study of theol-

ogy, which he

had begun, at

would elapse
awoke in him
his old dreams of military renown and fortune.
Without
communicating his plans to anyone, and without taking
formal leave, the sixteen-year-old youth left his home to
least ten years

before he could obtain his beloved, there again
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become a Prussian hussar. As a hussar he intended to enter
upon a career which was soon to raise him to greatness and
send him home to his Arense. But things turned out quite
Instead of becoming a
otherwise than he had imagined.
" Kammerhussar," as had been promised him, he was compelled to accept the position of a common infantry soldier, and
he fared no better when he deserted the Prussians and went
After a year and a half of dangers and
to the Austrians.
privations, through which he contracted the physical weakness
that caused

him

so

much

suffering in after

deserted and returned to Copenhagen.

passed his

theological

another man.

Two

life,

examination, but Arense

Henceforth Ewald abandoned

earthly happiness, and in this frame of

he again

years later he

all

married

hope of

mind he wrote the

prose narrative " Lykkens Tempel," which was published by
the "society for the advancement of the beautiful and the
it had been sent back to the author several times
and correction.
The same year in which this story was published the society offered a prize for an ode on the attributes of divinity.
Ewald competed, but instead of the required ode he handed
It was sent back to
in a lyrical drama, the "Adamiade."
him with the remark that it certainly showed a " faint glimmering of genius," and he was asked to mend and improve

useful," after
for revision

it,

whereupon Ewald declared that

first

" if he could not be the

poet in the realm, he did not care to be the second," and

therewith he undertook to recast and work over his poem until
all had to confess that since the days of King Skjold his
';

While he was engaged on the
became apparent to him that what
he most of all lacked was thorough knowledge, and so he
resolved not to write a line for two years, but devote all his
time to study and reading. Of the poets he studied, Corneille
and Klopstock had the greatest charm for him, and the latter
especially exercised a powerful influence on the development
of his poetical talent, an influence, however, from which he
equal had not been seen."
revision of this poem,

it

later gradually emancipated himself.
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His two years set apart for study had not yet expired

when

his

mother persuaded him

to participate in a competi-

poem on the death of
Ewald
yielded
to
her entreaties and
(1766).
wrote the most beautiful lyric poem that had ever been composed in Denmark, and thus laid the foundation of his great
fame as a lyric poet. In the year 1769 the Adamiade aption for the prize offered for the best

Prederik

V

peared in a revised edition with the

title

changed to " Adam

and Eve, a biblical drama in five acts." 'The work shows to
what a degree Ewald had become Klopstock's disciple, while
there are also found traces of Corneille's influence.
In spite
of this Ewald' s own deep, poetical nature also reveals itself
in many passages, and though the poet is not perfect master
of the dramatic form, which by the way was not at all suited
to the subject, and though his style is somewhat artificial and
bombastic,

still

the

made

work

is

of great interest as the first seri-

Danish literature in solving a great
poetical problem in a grand style. The poet now made Klopous attempt

in

stock's acquaintance,

who strengthened

his

purpose of taking

the theme for his next book from Danish legendary history,

and he chose the story of Eolf Krage as told by Saxo. In
1770 there appeared a tragedy written in prose, entitled Kolf
Krage, which notwithstanding its manifest faults contains
passages of great beauty, and which is well worthy of our
attention, since

national

it

movement

imparted the

first

impulse to a

fertile

in the field of art.

After a few satirical dramas and a

number

of excellent

poems there appeared in 1773 the tragedy, " Balder's
Death," the materials for which had also been borrowed from
Saxo, and which is distinguished for the beauty of its style
and language. It was the first drama in Denmark written
in iambic pentameters, and there is a ring in the verses,
particularly in the interludes, such as had never before been
heard in the Danish language. Ewald composed this tragedy
in the little village of Eungsted, which has a romantic situation on the Sound, and which he has glorified in one of his
lyrical

.
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most beautiful poems,

"

Eungsted's Lyksaligheder " (The

bliss

Thither he withdrew, abandoned by relations

of Rungsted).

and friends. An inexorable fate continued to pursue the unhappy poet. His health had gradually become utterly broken
down, and he was almost constantly racked by excruciating
pains.
There were but few who understood him, and the
work which occupied him was by most people regarded as a
breadless profession, and he was looked upon as a worthless
fellow. Everybody turned away from him, and to escape absolute starvation he was obliged to degrade his poetical gifts
by the composition of paid poems for certain occasions, and
finally it was even proposed to send him to the poor-house.
But in spite of all this he managed to keep up his spirits,
and many of his most exquisite works date from this very
At last even fate seemed
period of illness and indigence.
weary of persecuting him, and the government gave him a
salary which enabled him to live an independent life in Copenhagen, where the number of his friends and admirers
rapidly increased. Here he wrote in 1779 his last great work
" Fiskerne" (the fishermen), a dramatized picture of the life

of the people on the coast,

among whom he had dwelt

so

In this book, unquestionably Ewald's best work, are

long.

found the songs

"Kong

Kristian stod ved hOien

Mast" (King

Christian stood by the lofty mast),* which has ever since

been the favorite national song of the Danes, and " Liden
Gunvor " (Little Gunvor), in which the spirit and tone of the
popular ballad has been reproduced in a masterly manner.

The sunshine which burst through the clouds on the

poet's

return to the capital as a result of brighter and happier conditions of life did not last long. His health

was and remained

ruined, and his illness soon so completely overpowered him
" Fisthat he frequently was unable to wield even a pen.

was the result of the last blazing up of his gigantic
which only the most intense suffering could compel to
utter the faintest complaint, and this exquisite poem was

kerne

''

spirit,

* Translated into English

by Longfellow.
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make

poetical

composition of any kind utterly impossible. Ewald died after
a painful illness on

years

March

1781, scarcely thirty-eight

17,

old.

Ewald

is

one of the greatest lyric poets of the North, per-

haps even the very greatest.

Many

of his songs belong to

the most beautiful productions of northern literature, and the

heights of sublimity to which his greater poems climb have

seldom been attained by any poet.

His language is pure,
and noble, and in his verses particularly he shows an
unsurpassed mastery of form. In his best prose work, " Johannes Ewalds Levnet og Meninger," he has given us an
excellent autobiography, which he, unfortunately, did not
clear,

complete.*

The second great poet which this period produced is the
Norwegian, Johan Herman Wessel (born 1742). In sketching Ewald's poetical activity it was necessary to call attention
to the German influence, to which he was for a long time subject, but from which he, fortunately, was at length able to
free himself.

ment which
little
sel's

Ewald came

less in

contact with the French ele-

at that time invaded

French influence

is

Danish literature, and but

to be traced in his writings.

Wes-

great merit consists in having fearlessly attacked the

excrescences and soulless imitations of the French element in

Denmark, and he

effectually checked

them by making them

thoroughly ridiculous.

The Danish Theatre had been reopened not long before
Holberg's death, but was eking out a miserable existence.
Holberg had had no successors who were able to nourish the
popular taste for good Danish plays, or who could have satisfied the taste had it been present.
Mainly through the ex-

ample of the court, there soon developed such a preference
for French tragedies and Italian operas, that all other things
were thrown into the background. After the theatre had for
* Joh. Ewalds Samtlige Skrifter, edited by P. L. Liebenberg,
hagen, 1850-55. Hammerich: Ewalds Levnet, Copenhagen, 1861.

I-vm, Copen-
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some time been compelled to put up with translations of such
pieces as Voltaire's " Zaire," " Merope," etc., the Norwegian,
Nils Beedal, came forward in 1771 with
fblgen

i

his opera, "

Thron-

Sidon," written as text to Italian music in the high-

The opera was produced in the
Eoyal Theatre, and was received with an applause so great that

flown style of that period.

the author was forthwith appointed director of the theatre.

Shortly afterward the young and talented

critic,

Rosenstand

Goiske, wrote in his dramatic journal a very hitter review

when Bredal replied with a farce in one
den dramatishe Journal," the theatre was liter-

of this opera, and
act called "
ally

turned into a fighting arena between the friends of the

director and those of the critic, which conflict was the occasion of Ewald's satirical drama, " De brutale Klappere " (the

The next year the Norwegian Johan
and gifted poet, wrote in the
conventional French style a tragedy, " Zarine,'' which was
produced at the Eoyal Theatre, and was received with boundbrutal applauders).

Nokdal Brun, an

able writer

less applause.

Now

appeared Wessel's great parody, the tragedy called
uden StrOmper " (Love without stockings),

" Kjaerlighed

written throughout in the style of the pseudo classical tragedies, in

Alexandrines, with here and there an air inserted.

From beginning
ridiculous

regard

to

end there was a scrupulous and most
the prescribed " unities."
Wessel

for

availed himself of the conventional, stereotyped apparatus of

the above mentioned dramas, that

is

to say of the

hero and

heroine, the rival of the former and the betrothed.

The

action likewise consists chiefly in the conflict between virtue

and love;

in short, the

whole play

is

a faithful copy of his

models, and a parody has seldom been more skilfully planned
or executed with more precision.

The contents of the play

Grete, the female lover, has in a
received a terrible warning that she " will never be

are briefly the following:

dream

married unless the wedding takes place that very

day.'

7

But

her bridegroom, the tailor-apprentice Johan von Ehrenpreis,
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unable to lead her to the altar on

this
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day because he lacks

stockings and he cannot present himself on an occasion so sol-

emn

in ordinary boots.

But Grete

is

determined to have the

wedding, and so her friend Mette suggests to Johan the idea
that he steal a pair of stockings from his rival, Mads, whose
prospects for obtaining Grete himself have been noticeably

improved by Johan's lack of stockings. After a terrible inward struggle between love and virtue, love conquers, and
Johan becomes a thief. Grete has evil forebodings, but Johan indignantly refuses to countenance them as unworthy of
both her and himself, and everything promises well when
Mads and his friend Jesper discover the theft and charge
Johan with it in the presence of his bride Johan is unwilling to outlive the disgrace and stabs himself, and Grete follows his example. Then Mads kills himself from grief at
the loss of his beloved, and his friend Jesper follows him
faithfully.
Finally Mette, too, follows suit and kills herself
simply because she does not care to be the only survivor, and
thus the play terminates as tragically as could well be desired.

The

effect of

the

drama depends on the

contrast between

the ludicrous action of the most insignificant persons and the

grand plot planned according to all the rules of art, on the
one hand, and on the other a pretentious diction which struts
about in high buskins, and which, at every moment, forgets
its own assumed part, while the natural utterances of these
persons with their coarse phrases and insipid figures of speech
obtrude themselves even in the midst of their grandest

The poet has accomplished his difficult task in a
most satisfactory manner and filled his play to the brim with
fun and humor, and while he never exaggerates, he betrays
no anxiety lest he should give too loose reins to his sallies
speeches.

The

chief literary-historical value of Wessel's parody con-

sists in his
is

attack on the affected French taste, and this value

not lessened by the circumstance that he probably borrowed

his idea

from an older English play, " The Rehearsal," which
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was written in 1672 by the duke of Buckingham, and which
ridiculed the pseudo-classical style of the dramatic literature,

Danish parody

for the

vastly superior.

is

imperishable value by

its

was primarily written
favorite Danish plays,

It obtains its high,

universal character, and though

it

for the purpose of ridiculing certain

same time aimed at the
and is, on
the whole, a standing protest against all affectation and bomit

is

at the

essentially false tendency of art in Wessel's time,

bast in art.

Wessel's tragical parody did not at once produce the effect

intended by the poet, for the public did not thoroughly com-

prehend the significance of the

satire,

which ran through the

The cheerful and vivid style did not fail to
please, but people were perplexed in regard to the purpose
of the drama, and did not know whether to laugh or to cry,
a fact which gives us a fair idea of the overstrained character of the plays which were at that time offered to the public
and which were listened to with all seeming gravity. The
whole play.

affected
its

mannerism, with

own on

its

sham, plaintive pathos,

held

still

the stage for some time, though Wessel by his

striking parody gave the impulse to

its final

banishment.

Wessel was not a very prolific writer, and his complete
works fill only one moderately sized volume. In addition to

drama mentioned, he wrote two other plays, which, howhave no value whatever. But we have from his pen a
few pithy, lyrical poems, among which the " ode to sleep" is
Still more important are some of
a gem of the first order.
his humorous narrations in verse, published in the weekly
the

ever,

paper, "Votre Serviteur, Otiosis," which he edited for a short
time.

Some

of these remain unequalled in Danish literature

both in form and comical
Wessel's
"

Norwegian

name

is

effect.

inseparably united with the so-called

Society,"

whose most prominent member he

was.

This society, which had been founded in 1772, was at

first

intended simply as an organization for bringing together

the Norwegians

who

resided in Copenhagen, and

who were
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already beginning to feel more or less dissatisfied with their

But the society, which contained sevmembers, gradually assumed a literary character.
It undertook to criticise literary productions and to publish
prize essays and poems.
In this society particular homage
was paid to French taste, and the German school was violently opposed.
The Norwegian society's shafts were espeDanish surroundings.
eral gifted

cially

aimed at the worthless imitators of Klopstock, nor did

they spare Ewald, whose admirers and friends in turn or-

"The Danish Literary Society" and elected Ewald
The struggle between these two
an honorary member.
schools exercised a wholesome influence on the masses by
awakening among them an interest in literature and by
ganized

helping them to appreciate the literary productions of the
'

The Norwegian society particularly did a great deal
of good by its sound criticism and pure taste.
In this circle
Wessel spent the greater part of his time, and outside of it
he was but little known. Constantly embarrassed by poverty
and not thoroughly appreciated by his contemporaries, he
sought consolation in the wine-bottle and died prematurely
in 1785, barely 43 years old.*
Several of the members of the Norwegian society made
more or less successful attempts at poetry. In this connection it is worthy of notice that we find developed already at
this time that national feeling which is so conspicuous in
modern Norwegian literature, and the poets of the Norwegian society invariably sought their materials in Norway,
in its natural scenery, in its popular life and traditions, etc.
In their works they even occasionally made use of the popuAmong the Norwegian poets of this
lar dialects of Norway.
day.

period the following are to be mentioned:

Johan Nobdal Brun (1745-1816).
Besides "Zarine"
referred to above, he wrote another tragedy, " Einer Tambarskjelver," in
*

which we

find an episode

Johan Herman Weasels Digte, edited by

Copenhagen,

1878.

J.

from old Norwegian

Levin (with a biography), 2d ed.
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history; but he did far better

charming

patriotic songs,

work

in his

hymns and

in his

such as "Boer jeg paa det hOie

Fjeld"* (Dwell I on the lofty mount), and " For Norge, Kjaempers Fodeland"* (To Norway, mother of the brave), etc.

By

grand and commanding individuality Johan Nordal Brun
played an important part in the intellectual life of his time.
In a national sense he was one of the most fearless advocates
of independence and emancipation from the foreign influences
that monopolized everything, and in his religious work he
was an ardent and powerful champion of Christianity against
his

His " Hellige Taler'' (sermons) are character-

rationalism.

by freshness and vigor, but

also by a sublime
and perfectly entrancing eloquence. To the day of his death
the people came in vast numbers to listen to him. In 1803 he
was appointed bishop in Bergen, and few men have left behind
them a more fondly cherished name. The brothers Clatts
Fbimann (1746-1829) and Pebeb Haebo Fbimann (17521839) became very popular by their national songs, full of
graphic descriptions of the natural scenery of Norway. The
former also distinguished himself as a popular poet, and the
poetical collections " Almuens Sanger" (the people's bard),
published in 1790, and "Densyngende SOmand" (the singing
The latsailor), published in 1793, became great favorites.
ter made in his romance, "Axel ThordsOn og skjSn Valborg,"
published in 1775, an attempt at reproducing a theme from

ized not only

the old heroic lays
stituted for the

cal declamation;

the

first to

;

but he failed for the reason that he sub-

charming
but

style of the ballad a

still his

broad rhetori-

works show that the author was

discover the true sources of Scandinavian poetry.

Klaus Fasting (1746-91) became distinguished by his epigrams, and Johan Wibe (1748-82) by his songs. The elegiac poet, Jonas Rein (1760-1821), and the merry bard of joy,
Jens Zetlitz (1761-1821), enjoyed much celebrity, though
their productions have no longer any special value.f
*

Found

in the

Norway Music Album, by Auber

Forestier and

Anderson, Boston.
t

Welhaven Ewald og de norske
:

digtere,

Kopenhagen, 1868

Rasmus

B.
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Among

Norwegian poets who did not belong to the
Edward Storm (1749-94) was the great"
His songs, " Hr Zinklar " and " Thorvald Vidforle

Norwegian
est.
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the

society,

deserve attention on account of their perfect imitation of the

His fables and his songs com-

style of the heroic ballads.

posed in a Norwegian peasant dialect are very fine.*

Of Danish poets, in addition to those already named, the following deserve mention: The brothers Pedee Magnus (174396) and Pedee KofoedTeojel (1754-84) distinguished themJohan Clemens Tode (1736Denmark in 1757 and
acquired a thorough knowledge of Danish, in which tongue
he afterward became a prolific writer, especially of medical
works and poems. He was most successful in merry songs
and in farces. The physician Rasmus Feankenau (1767-1814)
also wrote hymns and songs that were received with much
favor.
Pram, mentioned above, was also a fertile poet, and
selves as composers of satires.

1806) was born in Germany, came to

his

productions

poetical

contemporaries.

versally admired, though
it

was the

first

stood

in

His epic poem,
it

is

production of

now
its

high

among

repute

" Stserkodder,"

his

was uni-

of interest solely because

kind in Denmark.

Nor

can much present value be attributed to the poetical produc-

Rahbek, though his sentimental tales and domestic
works were highly appreciated in their day. On the other
hand, his drinking songs, a kind of poetry that was much in
vogue in the clubs and social circles of the period, have not
lost their peculiar freshness and charm.
In the field of the drama there were in addition to those
already described and to P. A. Heiberg, of whose bitter farces
we have already spoken, the following: Thomas Thaarup
tions of

(1749-1821), especially known as the author of the little
dramatic idyls " HSstgildet " (the harvest feast) and " Peders

Bryllup " (Peter's wedding), which found

many

readers on

account of their simple homely style and their sympathetic
and sweet songs.
The latter especially was very popular.
* E.

Storms Digte

;

edited

by Boye, Copenhagen,

1832.
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Ole Johan SamsSe (1759-1796) was an eminent poet, whose
drama " Dyveke " and northern tales rank far

historical

above the average performances of that time, bat death
claimed him

before he had attained his full development.

Christian Levin Sander (1756-1819) wrote plays of which
the patriotic tragedy " Niels Ebbesen " was the most, import-

and met with great favor in its day. Charlotte Dorothea
Biehl wrote a number of sentimental plays and tales, the
ant,

On

the other

so well in a translation of the

works of

value of which cannot be regarded as very high.

hand she succeeded

Don Quixote, that there has
Her
new edition of the latter.

Cervantes, particularly of his

even recently been issued a
letters,

which have been preserved and published in our day

contain interesting contributions to our knoweldge of the hislife of prominent individThe Norwegian Enevold Ealsen (17551808) and the Dane Oluf Christian Olufsen (1764-1827)
Among the works
are to be named as authors of plays.
of the former we may mention " Dragedukhen " (the child

tory of the social culture and of the
uals of that period.

bringing good luck)

;

among

"
those of the latter " Gulddaasen

(the golden box); both pieces long enjoyed great popularity.*

Wessel's last poem was a letter in rhymes in which he
welcomed Jens Baggesen to Parnassos, when the latter in
1785 had published his first great work in verse, "Komiske
Fortsellinger."
And there was no one more eminently entitled to the inheritance that had been kept by Wessel than
this very Baggesen, who was so skilful in clothing his spark-'
Baggesen
ling wit in the most airy and elegant language.
was born in 1764 in the little town of KorsOr in Zealand.
* Todes samlede Skrif ter, I-VTH, Copenhagen, 1793-1805. Prams udvalgte digteriske Arbeider, edited by Eahbek, I-VI, Copenhagen, 1824-1829. Eahbek: Prosaiske ForsOg, I-VIII, Copenhagen, 1785-1806; Poetiske ForsOg, III, Copenhagen,
1798-1803 ; Samlede Skuespil I-III, Copenhagen, 1809-1813 ; Erindringer af mit Liv.

Th. Thaarups efterladte poetiske Skrif ter,
Copenhagen, 1824-1829.
by Eahbek, Copenhagen, 1822. SamsBes efterladte digteriske Skrifter I-n,
edited by Eahbek, Copenhagen, 1796. Sander Niels Ebbesen af Norreriis, Copenhagen, 1798. Falsen Dragedukken, Copenhagen, 1797. Olnf sen Gulddaasen,
Copenhagen, 1793. Pr. Bajer: Nordens politiske Digtning, 1789-1804; CopenI-V,

edited

:

:

hagen, 1878.

:
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His parents were poor and his early education had been much

But

neglected.
of friends

who

his excellent talents attracted the attention

interested themselves in his behalf and gave

Even his first poems were
and evinced a very rare comThis gave him access to the most refined

him an opportunity to
marked by great beauty

mand

of language.

circles,

where

study.

of form

his great personal amiability soon

He

general favorite.

duke of Augustenburg

made him a

gained the good will of the art-loving
to such a degree that

the latter at

young poet to Germany, Switzerland and Prance, during which journey he made the acquaintance of the most celebrated poets and philosophers, such
as Voss, Klopstock, Wieland, Schiller, Herder, Jacobi and
He also studied Kant's philosophy, which filled him
others.
with so great enthusiasm that he assumed the name TmmanThe varied impresuel in honor of the great philosopher.
sions made on his receptive and susceptible mind by all the
new things he saw, Baggesen embodied in his greatest

own expense

his

sent the

prose work, " Labyrinthen eller Digtervandringer " (2 vols.

1792-1793) a work distinguished for its vivid and graphic
When he returned
its sparkling humor.

descriptions and for

Denmark

the narrow conditions of his country no longer

satisfied his

enlarged intellectual horizon, and he already

to

then entertained the thought of becoming a

He

did not remain long in

German

poet.

Denmark, but soon went abroad

again and journeyed from place to place, continually occupied

with

great

He was

plans

which

never,

however, were realized.

Prom 1800 to 1811
he resided almost without interruption in Paris. In 1811 he
was appointed professor of the Danish language at the University of Kiel, but already in 1813 he abandoned this posialways planning, never at

rest.

to Copenhagen. Here he at once began his
war with Oehlenschl3ger, which was to cause
him so much trouble and to estrange from him almost all his
friends.
Then he once more left Denmark never to see

tion

and returned

great literary

it

again.

He

died in 1826 in

Hamburg on

his return

from
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a journey abroad, without reaching his native land,

he had wished to breathe his

where

last.

Besides the works of Baggesen already described, we
must make mention of his numerous lyrical poems and his
numerous rhymed letters, all of which are marked by a
refined and graceful style and a charming rhythm.
The
form of this kind of poetical composition had already been
introduced by Wessel in his comical tales, but by Baggesen
it was developed to perfection, and here his wonderful com-

mand

of language shone in

its

Particu-

greatest splendor.
"

Gjengengeren
t
og han selv, eller Baggesen over Baggesen" (The ghost and
himself, or Baggesen on Baggesen), which dates from the
larly interesting

is

his witty sesthetical satire

time when his mind was in

its

greatest fermentation (1807).

In this production the poet makes an attempt to break with
the olden time and to rise to the heights of the

new

era,

which was dawning victorious on all sides, and the legitimate
claims of which Baggesen was thoroughly able to appreciate.
But his poem provoked decided opposition on account of its
violent attack on persons and principles that enjoyed general
recognition, and to which Baggesen had himself formerly paid
his homage, and his prophecies concerning the new epoch
which he was going to found were not fulfilled. Among his
prose works we must not omit to mention his graceful translation of Holberg's Niels Klim.
Baggesen has been called " the poet of the graces," a sur-

name which he

well deserves, for all his writings are

with a rare grace and beauty of form.

marrow,

it

lacks a definite concise view.

flowing with longing and

desire,

But

marked

his poetry lacks

It is full to over-

but that

is

all.

On

the

moves with a grace and confidence never
equalled by any of his predecessors in the most varied poetical
moods, from the most sublime pathos to the most wanton
other hand he

humor.

This in connection with an entirely exceptional

intellectual tendency, gives

Danish literature.

He

him

a very distinct position in

does not belong to the old time, for

THE AGE OF ENLIGHTENMENT.
lie

beyond its narrow circle of
modern time, for he merely
that which was to come, without being

was continually striving

Nor does he belong

ideas.
felt

a foreboding of

able to take a share

larger

number
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in

to get

to the

it.

Few

poets

have contained a

of contrasts or been less able to control them,

notwithstanding the great versatility of mind, which was
ever at his service.

But perhaps the

latter

was the very

cause of the former phenomenon.*
*J. Baggesens Danske Vaerker, 2nd ed„ I-X1I, Copenhagen, 1845-1847. A.
Baggesen Jens Baggesens Biographie, I-IV, Copenhagen, 1843-1856. Kr. Arentzen Baggesen og Oehlenschlseger, I-Vm, Copenhagen, 1870-1878.
:
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Molbech, Carit Etlar, Goldschmidt, H. F. Ewald. Poets of the present. Science in Denmark in the nineteenth century.
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WITH Baggesen we have
But

already advanced far into the

present century.

before taking leave of the eigh-

we must

take a brief glance at the state of

teenth century

things prevailing at

its close

how such

in order to see

a

man

was needed to infuse new life into the whole nation. It is true
there was a vigorous and talented activity in many directions,
but the fruits of the work done were small in proportion to
Both the greatest poets which the
the strength expended.
age had produced died uncomprehended and by no means
sufficiently appreciated, while inferior talent occupied promi-

nent places. Characteristic of the poetical taste of the time is
the circumstance that preference was accorded by the public
to drinking songs. They were regarded as the main requisite

and accordingly

for social intercourse,

reached at

this

time

its

golden age.

this

kind of poetry

In

many

things

and fermentation.. Opposite tendthe supremacy; orthodoxy contended

there was, of course, strife
encies

struggled

for

with rationalism, enthusiasm for foreign productions with
the national sentiment just awaking, and yet there was a
striking smallness and insignificance in all matters pertaining to the world of thought.

There

existed, to be sure,

some
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life, but the most important thing,
was wanting. The eighty years' peace had in this
respect exerted an unfavorable influence; interest for all
great things had relaxed, and the minds of men were wrapped up in little things. But with the beginning of the new
century there was a complete change. The great misfortunes
by which the country was visited and the glorious battle
with the English fleet on the 2nd of April, 1801, from which
the weak Danish ships came out unconquered, roused the
people from their slumber; grand thoughts were conceived
and were diffused by their originators among the whole
people, who from that moment rapidly qualified themselves
to receive and appreciate them; in short, the prolific intellectual development, which still continues without abatement,

conditions for intellectual
life itself,

began.

Its

foremost representative

is

Oehlenschliiger.

Adam Gottlob Oehlenschlageb was born

in Copenhagen,

November 14, 1779. His father belonged to a family, the
members of which had for many generations been organists
and schoolmasters, and was a German both in language and
feeling.
citizen,

after

His mother was the daughter of a plain Copenhagen

and had also received a German education.

Adam's

birth, his father,

who was an

The year

organist at the

church belonging to the small palace of Prederiksburg, was
appointed a deputy superintendent of the palace (Slotsforvalterfuldmsegtig), with free rooms for himself and family out
there.

Here the future poet grew in happy though modest

circumstances, which could not

fail to

have a favorable

influ-

The palace was
as a rule occupied only during the summer, and then it
teemed with gentlemen in gorgeous uniforms, and with
pretty, handsomely dressed women.
During the remainder
of the year the boy, his sister and their playmates had as it
ence on his vivacious and susceptible mind.

were the whole palace, with its halls adorned with pictures,
and with its park and gardens at their exclusive disposal
as their play-ground. The place was quiet and isolated, and yet
it was the source of a multitude of impressions that stamped
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He read everything that he could lay his hands on, folk-lore, tales, novels,
themselves indelibly on the lad's imagination.
plays, indiscriminately, yet while his fancy

was thus incessantly

receiving nourishment from the most various sources, but

was done to develop the other faculties of his mind
an accidental circumstance brought him to the poet
Edward Storm. The latter was inspector of a school, in which
he procured the boy free tuition. When he had left school it
was decided that he should become a merchant, but before
this was brought about, his long-cherished desire to devote
very

little

until

himself to study ripened into maturity.

But

for one reason

and another he did not make much progress in his studies.
Instead of occupying himself with the ancient classics he
read novels and descriptions of travel, and instead of the
essays which he was required to write, he composed tales and
dramas which he played with his friends. This suggested to
him the thought of becoming an actor. His lively, imaginative nature had long been drawing him to the stage, and he
believed that this was the right road by which to attain his
object.

made his dibut, but he soon found
made a mistake, and left the theatre in order to

Accordingly, he

that he had

take up his studies again. In this resolve he was strengthened
by the brothers, Hans Christian and Anders Sandoe Oersted,
who, notwithstanding their youth, had already distinguished
themselves by the publication of valuable scientific works,
and with whom he happened to be on very friendly terms.
In his twenty -first year he entered the Copenhagen University, where he at first devoted himself very assiduously to the

study of jurisprudence, but he soon turned again to occupa-

which had more attraction for him. He had already
begun to take a deep interest in northern antiquities, and
wrote a prize essay on the question whether Norse mythology
tions

furnished suitable materials for sculpture, a standpoint which

he advocated with

much warmth.

the Copenhagen roadstead

The naval engagement

on April

2,

in

1801, the cannon-

thunder of which made a powerful impression on the young
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generation, also kindled Oehlenschlager's enthusiasm, and in

a

little

first

drama which he wrote on

this occasion,

we hear

for the

time notes, whose pure and deep harmony was full of

promise in regard to the author's future success.

He was

also already at that time writing extensively for several liter-

ary journals.

He

cultivated his

mind by daily intercourse with

the most prominent persons of the younger generation, and

was, in fact, one of the literary representatives of the period,

though but few had any foreboding of the extraordinary powers that lay hidden and only waited for a favorable opportunity to be released.
He had himself a strong, though undefined, consciousness that he was destined to fulfil a high
mission, but not until he had made the acquaintance of Steffens did it become clear to him wherein this mission consisted, and in what manner it was to be accomplished.
Henkik Steffens was born in Norway, 1773, but educated in Denmark.
From childhood nature had exercised a
peculiarly strong influence on him, and as soon as he entered
the university, he began to devote himself with great zeal to
the study of natural sciences.
On a journey to Germany he
became a pupil of the naturalist and philosopher Schelling,
and in 1802 he returned to Denmark for the purpose of
preaching the gospel of the new school, and of being the
apostle of its philosophy and romanticism.
Being a man of
commanding talents and great strength of character, and
being, moreover, enthusiastically devoted to his mission, he
made an extraordinary impression on the youth by the new
doctrines which he was propagating.
The barren ideals of
the age of enlightenment in which people had rested in sluggish satisfaction, cleared

man

away

of the thunderbolt," and

every

side,

before the strokes of " the

new wide avenues opened on

though they were illuminated only by the faint

man who was
away the mist. He remained only one year and
Denmark, and it is more than doubtful whether it

glare of the twilight, for Steffens was not the
able to clear

a half in

would have been of any advantage either

to himself or to
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others if he had prolonged his stay.
But during that short
time he succeeded in enlarging the intellectual horizon of the

when he returned to Germany, where he
remained as a university professor until his death in 1845,
he had really accomplished an important work in Denmark.
His work was of great benefit to the whole Danish people
through the powerful influence which he exercised on the most
nation, and thus,

gifted

young men

of the time, such as the brothers Oersted,

Mynster, Grundtvig, Schack von Staffeldt, Blicher, and others.

But

on Oehlenschager proved

his influence

to be the

most

decided and enduring.

When

came

Steffens

begun the printing

to

Copenhagen, Oehlensehlager had
made a contract with

of a Norse tale and had

a publisher in regard to the publication of a volume of poems.

They were doubtless similar

in character to those already

issued by the author, and which had

made

the impression on

had been written by an old man. Oehlensehlager at once felt himself powerfully drawn toward the
enthusiastic philosopher, and Steffens' robust thoughts, whjch
placed poetry, religion and nature in an altogether new and
different light and which did justice to the human spirit in
all its relations, found a fertile soil in the heart of the young
Steffens that they

After a conversation of sixteen hours with Steffens the
transformation was complete, and the " old man was changed
poet.

''

into a youth full of romantic poetry.

That northern tale and
morning following

those poems were laid aside, and on the

that memorable night he at once took the

first step

in his

and composed a poem on the splendid and very
ancient golden horns, which had just then been stolen from
In a most fascinating manthe royal cabinet of antiquities.

new

career,

ner the poet represented the horns as a choice gift of the
gods, which they, however,
failed to appreciate

them

antiquity, but only valued

of gold they contained.
else struck the

had taken back, because man had

as the precious relics of a venerable

them

in proportion to the

amount

Oehlensehlager has probably nowhere

romantic key so purely and so deeply as in

this
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had never

as

before been heard in Denmark, and Steffens was at once

compelled to acknowledge that the author was a genuine and
truly great poet.

What

Oehlenschlager

now

achieved

is

really astonishing.

In the course of a few months he completed a volume of
poems, the most of which bear evidence of the intellectual

change which had taken place in him. The volume contains
a great number of romances and the lyrical drama " St. Hans
Aftenspil" (The Play of St. John's Eve). The latter is one
of the most marked of the author's works; full of romantic
passages and at the same time a bold challenge, overflowing

with the proud consciousness of certain victory, against the
narrow views of poetry and of life on the part of the old school
of letters.

These poems made the greatest sensation and

many were

highly enraged at Oehlenschlager, but, like an

impetuous, irresistible torrent, they carried the whole young
generation with them.

All resistance was useless

and with

;

this single daring stroke the poet gained the foremost place in

Danish national literature.
volumes, "Poetiske

new
num-

In 1805 there appeared two

Skrifter,'' which, in addition to a

ber of poems and cycles of poems (like " Langelandsreisen

and " Jesu

Christi gjentagne Liv i den aarlige Natur"*), also
contains the deeply significant and symbolical " Vaulunders

the materials of which were borrowed from the
ancient times of the North, and " Aladdin eller den forunder-

Saga,"

lige Lampe,'' in

which the legend of

A

Thousand and One

Nights has been dramatized with a master's hand, and which
is

one of the greatest masterpieces, not only in Scandinavian,

but also in European literature.
In 1805 Oehlenschlager made a journey abroad. He first
visited Steffens, in Halle, and thereupon he travelled from

Germany, Prance, Italy and Switzerland,
everywhere visiting the representatives of literature Goethe,
place to place in

—

Tieck,

Madame
*

de Stael, and others.

The

life of

During

this

Christ annually repeated in nature.

time Oeh-
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lenschlager wrote some of his most exquisite works.

In Halle
he completed " Hakon Jarl," the most excellent of all his
plays.

In this tragedy the poet wished to extol Christianity

heathendom, though the main interest of

as contrasted with

the play attaches to the representative of the latter, who, in
spite of his savage nature,

great dramatic
counterpart of "

Hakon

a grand character,

is

His

skill.

drawn with

tragedy, " Palnatoke,"

is

the

Jarl," in so far as the former repre-

sents one of the noblest characters from the heathen time,
as a background. Between
he wrote " Balder hin Gode " in the

with the shady side of Catholicism
these two tragedies

antique

style,

with the compositions of Sophocles fresh in his

mind.

Prom northern

antiquities Oehlenschlager passed over to

the romantic middle age, borrowing from

its ballad literature
In Rome
the materials for his tragedy " Axel og Valborg."
he wrote the artistic tragedy " Corregio '' in the German lan-

guage, as he was anxious to be acknowledged as a naturalized

German

author.

theaters

Although

and was

received

his

drama was played

in several

with great applause,

still

he

The reason
for this failure must, indeed, largely be sought in his marked
northern spirit and feeling, which found no intelligent
response in Germany, but want of appreciation among the
Germans is mainly attributable to the fact that the whole
pantheon of northern gods and heroes, from which Oehlenschlager borrowed the materials for his most charming works,
neither then nor later accomplished his aim.

was at the time when he wrote' them, almost entirely unin Germany, and thus the Germans lacked the most

known

important conditions for a thorough understanding of his
To this must be added that Oehlenschlager
compositions.
himself did a great deal to hinder a correct estimate of him as
a poet in Germany.
lated into

Instead of causing his works to be trans-

German by

persons thoroughly familiar with the

language, he abandoned himself to the illusion that he had
mastered German sufficiently to become a German poet in
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But the language of
German, or

the works that he either originally wrote in

which he translated into that tongue
it

is

is

not strange that they are but

of such a quality that
little,

read outside of

and that they even here were not
thought to be of much account. Good translations of his
best works have, however, since then enabled the Germans to
form a correct estimate of Oehlenschlager, but these translapurely literary

tions

came half a century too

tion, for the
is

circles,

now a

late to give

him

his true posi-

romantic period, to which he entirely belonged,

thing of the past.

Though he was thus unsuccessful in reaping any great
laurels in Germany he secured all the greater recognition in
his own country, and when he returned home in 1809 he was
greeted as Denmark's greatest bard.
seat
lion,

All the works he had

home from abroad had produced an extraordinary

sensa-

both on account of their genuine poetic character and on

account of OehlenschlSger's enthusiastic advocacy

of

the

The people began to
own national peculiarities, and the

significance of northern antiquities.

grow conscious
era was in
During the

new

of their

full progress.
first

years

schlager published a large

after

his

number

return

of works,

home Oehlenmany of which

are inferior to his principal works; and now there broke out
between him, or rather between his adherents and Baggesen a
violent feud that was destined to make a great stir in Danish
literature for

many years. At

best of terms and

first

both the poets were on the

when Baggesen

left

Denmark

in

1800,

never to return there again as he believed, he bequeathed to
Oehlenschlager "his Danish lyre."
But during his stay

abroad Oehlenschlager had frequent occasions to be displeased
with Baggesen, while the latter, as the senior poet and enjoying an established reputation in literature, would assume a
patronizing attitude toward the gifted beginner, whose supe-

and reluctantly obliged to
Baggesen gave a striking and characteristic illustra-

riority he was, however, secretly

admit.
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from " A Thousand and One Nights," comparing himself
with Noureddin, the inquiring spirit who hazards the work
of his whole life in order to obtain the magic lamp, in contrast with Oehlenschlager as Aladdin, the youth favored by
fortune, who, without the slightest effort, simply by a whim
tion

of fate, obtains possession of the treasure at the very

when

the other was on the point of securing

both afterward met in Paris

all

it.

moment

But when

jealousy was quickly forgot-

ten and the olden friendship was again established.

not last long,

This did
however, for when Oehlenschlager, on his

return to Denmark, published a series of very mediocre
works, which were received with great admiration and
enthusiasm on the part of his friends, Baggesen seized the
opportunity for submitting Oehlenschlager's tragedies to a
very searching criticism, though it made at the time but little

When

impression.

Oehlenschlager thus wrote very hur-

some very weak opera texts, such as " Ludlams Hule,"
and " BQverborgen," to which Weyse and Kuhlau composed
their beautiful music, Baggesen assumed in his critical
reviews an attitude so hostile and reckless, and a spirit so
ungenerous, that in spite of the sound judgment with which
he defended the cause of correct taste, and in spite of the
riedly

many

excellent ideas his articles contained, they

produce the desired
ness toward his

effect,

failed

on account of the author's

more fortunate

to

bitter-

rival.

In the year 1818 Oehlenschlager published a description
of a journey under the title "

En Keise foralt i Breve til mit
Hjem," a very feeble work, which Baggesen at once attacked
in the most merciless manner.
Baggesen tried in vain to
bring the students over to his side, and the only effect of his
efforts was that twelve of Oehlenschlager's young worshippers
(Hauch, Poul Moller, P. Hjort, etc., the so-called "Tylvt" =
dozen) challenged Baggesen to a public disputation in Latin
on account of his attacks on the great poet. Grundtvig alone
remained faithful to Baggesen, and he at last embraced his
cause completely but not before he had, in' a blunt and can;
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to the

danger-

ous course on which he had entered, and he particularly

complained " that

all religious

earnest seemed

more and more

have been banished from his poems, and that he seemed to
be playing fast and loose with all things spiritual." Oehlento

schlager himself scarcely took any part in the controversy.

Prom time to time he would
verse,

vent his displeasure in prose and

but he very rarely published anything of the

sort.

On

the other hand he never ceased, during the whole feud, to

Among these there were
poems which abundantly show that although he might occasionally write " invita Minerva," still he remained in his happy moods the poet of " Hakon Jarl " and of "Aladdin." During
publish one work after the other.

time he published his cycle of romances, " Helge," one of
most exquisite works; also " Hroars Saga;" the tragedy,
" Hagbarth og Signe," and several others.
In 1818 appeared
his charming dramatic idyl, " Den lille Hyrdedreng " (the
little shepherd boy), which made so favorable an impression
on Baggesen that he thought " the old Adam Ohelenschlager"
this

his

had returned, and he forthwith ceased to trouble him. But
the young friends of the poet were not appeased they continued to persecute Baggesen until the latter left the country
;

in 1820.

Baggesen's polemics were full of bitterness and littleness;
a fact greatly to be deplored, for in

was unquestionably
schlager

—

his

many

leading points he

After his return home Oehlen-

right.

literary position being secured

—occasionally

produced works altogether unworthy of his poetical genius.
There was, therefore, real danger that Oehlenschlager might

go entirely astray; the more

so since his poor productions

continued to be received with the same tumultuous joy as his

good ones. Against this Baggesen wished to enter his protest, and although the bitter feelings engendered by his losing
place on the Danish Parnassos

the

first

his

manner

of attack,

still

position to Oehlenschlager

it

may have

influenced

cannot be gainsaid that his op-

was made

chiefly in the

name

of
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taste and sound reason. What Baggesen only dimly felt
was afterward distinctly and forcibly stated by J. L. Heiberg,
who continued Baggesen's critical work against Oehlenschlager, and who not only brought out in their true light the

good

characteristic excellences of the poet, but also pointed out

and thorough manner.
Of Oehlenschlager's numerous works we have still to mention the following: The great cycle of epic poems, " Nordens
Guder " (The Gods of the North), one of his most excellent

his faults in a fair

works.

It

appeared complete in 1819, while the

" Thors Reise til Jotunheim,"
1807 in his " Nordiske Digte.'

first part,

had already been published in
The tragedy " Yrsa " belongs
"
Hroars Saga " and " Helge." Moreto the group containing
over the masterly written " Orvarodds Saga," .the great
epic compositions " Rolf Krage " (1829), his last great work,
"Regnar Lodbrok " (1848), and the tragedies, "Erik and
-

Abel," " Dronning Margrete," and " Dina."

As a writer of comedies Oehlenschl&ger does not rank
The comedies he produced, especially his " Prejas
"
(Freyja's Altar), which he revised many times, show
Alter
while
he possessed the wit and humor, his nature was
that
very high.

too direct and he lacked the reflection which
in the

comedy

if

it

is

to

fulfil

reflecting faithful pictures of

its

is

indispensable

main purpose, that

of

life.

Of the vast number of Oehlenschlager's lyric poems
and romances there are many that must be counted among
Of his prose works there is
the best productions of the poet.
a long novel, " Oen i Sydhavet " (the island in the South Sea),
which contains many fine episodes, but which, on the whole,
His
is rather fatiguing on account of its great length.
" Levnet," an autobiography which reaches to his thirtieth
year, was afterwards continued and enlarged by him under
the

title

of " Erindringer " (recollections).

and entertaining work, but

it

suffers

It is a strange

from a superabundance

of details.

Prom

the

year 1810 Oehlenschlager was professor of
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aesthetics in the University of

Copenhagen, and

delivered a series of lectures on

Ewald and

not gifted with eminent critical talents,

as

Schiller.

still

his

such he

Though

words are

not without value, since his pure poetical instinct supplies

what he lacked

in other respects.

Here we may

also

call

attention to the introductions which he wrote for his earlier

They

poetical works.

consist in

admirably conceived

which he defends the new

tations, in

sesthetieal

disser-

principles

with great ardor and clearness.
Oehlenschlager was not only a very
.

very versatile poet.
in

There

is

prolific, but also a
no kind of poetical composition

which he has not produced something.

But the

particular

kind of poetical composition in which his genius developed
the most

luxuriant bloom

was the romances, or in other

words, that form of poetry in which epic Mends with lyric.

His tragedies

few of

— they do not

his heroes

all

deserve this name, since but

produce any truly tragical impressions

rather dramatized romances than dramas proper.

— are

The scenes

do not organically group themselves around a fundamental
idea that

developed by necessity, but they resolve them-

is

which epic and lyriThey abound
of a weird imagination and warm feeling,

selves into loosely ^connected pictures in
cal

elements hold alternately the supremacy.

in passages full

and for

this reason they carried

Though they have but
will always

little

everything before them.

intrinsic dramatic power, they

remain an ornament to Danish

literature.

Aside from the immediate poetic merit which must be
attributed to Oehlenschlager's best works, they have a great

and imperishable value
their national character.

Danish literature, on account of
Holberg availed himself of foreign

for

elements, and established between the literature of his

own

country and that of Europe a connection which proved advantageous in many respects. No one thought at that time of
reverting
the

first

to

the

Ewald made
Then the
a comprehension of antiquity, and Oeh-

people's

historical

past.

step in this direction, but he stood alone.

times became ripe for
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lenschlSger unlocked

its

treasures for his people. " In Ewald's

'Rolf Krage,' the northern Saga for the

first

me the
And in

her grave-mound and disclosed to
departed," Oehlenschlager has said.

time opened

shades
his

of the

own works

these spirits of the past were for the first time conjured

up

in

such a manner that the whole people could see and recognize

Of how great importance this was to the poetic literDenmark and for the whole intellectual life of the
North will be seen from a very superficial comparison
between the form which romanticism assumed in the North,
and that which it had in Germany, a country which for centuries had been in a most intimate intellectual union with
Denmark, and from which the romantic school had been
introduced in Denmark.
For while the German romantic
them.

ature of

school

completely loses

middle ages and in

itself

idle,

in the incense-smoke of the

fantastical

musings, or abandons

reactionary obscurantism, Oehlenschlager on the

itself to a

contrary turns himself with his robust, vigorous and thor-

oughly northern nature

And

quity.

which preserves
enables

For

to the equally strong, bracing anti-

thus his poetry gets a firm basis and support,
it

from the aberrations

of romanticism,

and

to lay the foundation of a rich poetic development.

it

this reason

Oehlenschlager

is

not only what

understand by a great poet, but he
the founder of the entire national

is

we

generally

also in a great

life

of

measure

Denmark

in this

century.

Many
manner

objections have been raised in recent years to the

in which Oehlenschlager conceived and represented

the ancient

life

same time

in the North, nor can

many

it

be denied that his

But at the
must not be forgotten that the ever increasing
the past, through which northern archaeology" was

pictures are, in

respects, very unreal.

it

interest in

called into

life, or,

in other words, that very science which

has been the cause of a more thorough criticism of Oehlenschlager's works, is itself the result of that movement to the

advancement of which

he,

through

his poetry,

was the main
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works appeared there was as yet no
but the enthusiasm was

enthusiasm for northern antiquities

;

created by his works.

Like Baggesen, Oehlenschlager also had the strange
sion that he could be a

German,

illu-

as well as a Danish, poet.

When he began his literary career he deeply felt how much
he owed to the great poets of Germany, and he also realized
that the Germans were a people closely related to the Danes.
He

made an attempt to belong to both, but his
were unsuccessful, and when he approached the end of
his life he saw that he had not, as he had intended, directed
the eyes of his countrymen to the south, but that he turned
them to the north, and that he had awakened in the northern
therefore

efforts

nations a vivid realization of their racial affinity, a fact ob-

In the summer of 1829
Tegner crowned " the northern king of song " in the Lund
cathedral.
This was a recognition of the auspicious fact
" that the time of discord was at an end," and to this none
had contributed more than Oehlenschlager. On the 20th of
January, 1850, this " Adam of the skalds " closed the life that
had been so important, not only for Denmark, but also for the
scured by centuries of discord.

entire North.*

Almost simultaneous with the publication of Oehlenschlaepoch-making collection of poems, there also appeared
the first poems of Adolph Wilhelm Schack von Stappeldt
(1769-1826).
He was of German extraction, but acquired
such a command of the Danish language that he was able to
use it with the same facility as his mother tongue. His works
evince extraordinary poetic talent, though they suffer from
a too great tendency to speculation and frequently move in
He wrote exclusively lyrical
a sphere of pure abstractions.
ger's first

*

Oehlenschlager' s Poetiske Skrifter, edited by ¥. L. Liebenberg,

I-5XXU,

Copenhagen, 1857-62. Erindringer, I- IV, Copenhagen, 1850-51. C. L. N. Mynster:
Mindeblade om Oehlenschlager og hans Kreds, Copenhagen, 1879. Kr. Arentzen
Adam Oehlenschlager, Copenhagen, 1879. Kr. Arentzen: Baggesen og Oehlenschlager, I-Vm, Copenhagen, 1870-78. Ersch nnd Gruber Allg, Encykl. I, Section
XXI X. Fr. Horn: Umrisse zur Geschichte und Krltik der schonen Literatur
Deutschlands, 1799-1818, Berlin,

1819.
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poems and romances, and many of them give
deep emotion and genuine poetic sentiment, and
by great beauty of form. The spiritual kinship
tween his and OehlenschlSger's first poems is also

evidence of
are

marked

existing be-

a character-

was unquestionably influenced by his
great contemporary, but the similarity between the two surety
has a deeper reason, which must be sought in the romanticism and in the natural philosophy, which at that time were
so much developed and by which both poets had been influenced, though in different degrees.
Oehlenschlager soon
found, as we know, his work in the field of northern antiquities, and in it his poetry developed in a perfectly characteristic and independent manner, and thus he was
able to
found his own northern kingdom in the realm of romanticism,
istic

Staffeldt

fact.

while Staffeldt continued in the path he once had entered
is accordingly more German than north-

upon, and his poetry

ern in

its

character.*

In Nicolai Feedebik Sevekin Grundtvig we have a nature widely different from Oehlenschlager, and yet he exer-

many

an equally important influence on the
Denmark. He was born September 8,
1783, and was descended from a family who had given the
country a whole line of excellent preachers. At the university he was a fellow student of Oehlenschlager, and devoted
himself to the study of theology. The battle of Copenhagen
made a deep impression on him, too, and he was also greatly
influenced by the lectures of his cousin Steffens, but inasmuch
cised in

respects

intellectual life of

as

Grundtvig clung tenaciously to the views of the olden time,

he did not accept
tures

fell

seeds,

all

of Steffens' tenets.

nated and were destined to bear abundant
says Grundtvig

aware of the

From

Steffens' lec-

however, into his soul, which later germi-

of himself, "

fruit.

" Steffens,"

was the first man to make me
means something. I did

fact that history really

* Schack Staff eldts samlede Digte, I-II, edited by F.iL.'Liebenberg, Copenr
hagen, 1843. Samlinger till Schack Staffeldts Levnet, edited by F, L. Liebenberg,
I-IV, Copenhagen, 1846-51.
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not believe a word of what he said.

I even laughed at it all,
and yet the idea of a chain of events with Christ as the middle link had found its way into my soul."

Already in

his

youth G-rundtvig had become known by the

publication of historical, religious and poetical works, particularly by his brief and spirited " Nordens Mythologi."
In
the years 1809-11 he published in two volumes
poetical work: " Optrin af Kaempelivets Undergang

a large
i

Norden

(Scenes from the close of the heroic age in the North).

work contains

dom and

episodes partly from the time

Christianity were

still

This

when heathen-

contending for the supremacy

(Gorm den Gamle, Palnatoke,Vagn Aagesbn), and partly from

Kamp; Volsunger
og Niflunger), descriptions written in a genuine northern
spirit and full of dramatic power and poetic beauty. G-rundtthe mythic-heroic time (Asers og Norners

uncommonly fertile composer of songs. Among
which have an essentially historical character, the
most prominent are " Eoskilde Eim" and " Koskilde Saga."
His numerous sacred songs are equal to Kingo's psalms, and
vig was an

his poems,

many

of his national songs belong to the

best

and most

popular which the Danish people possess.

was no
The
religious transformation which he underwent, and which
brought him into the most violent conflict with the spiritless
and antiquated views of Christianity that were in vogue in
his day, revealed itself for the first time in his maiden sermon, delivered in 1810, on the text: " Hvi er Herrens Ord
forsvundet fra haus Hus?" (Why has the word of God departed from His house?) By this sermon he provoked the
hostility of the whole -clergy of the capital and received the
sentence of expulsion from the consistory.
Some time after
he obtained, though with great difficulty, permission to act as
G-rundtvig's activity in the service of the church

less extensive

or important than his

work

as a poet.

own father in the country. After many years
he again resumed the warfare which he had begun

assistant to his
(in 1825)

against the infidelity and rationalism of the age, and wrote
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an extremely violent reply (" Kirkens Gjenmsele ") to a work
by Professor H. N. Clausen, on Catholicism and Protestantism.
The result was a prosecution for damages that his work was
supposed to have caused. He had to pay a fine, and his works
were submitted to the censorship of the press. This sentence
was for his whole life, but it was rescinded in 1838. He
then resigned his clerical office, but in 1832 he was again
permitted to preach, and in 1839 he became pastor of the
charity hospital of Vartov, in Copenhagen, a position which
he held until his death in 1872. At the fiftieth anniversary
of his

life as

a pastor he received the title of bishop.

Grundtvig had early turned his attention to the antiquities
of the north, and as he was a man who did with a will anything
that his hands found to do, so he also pushed his researches
in this department with great energy and perseverance. The
abridged mythology mentioned above was thoroughly recast
by him and republished in 1832 with the title changed to
" Nordens Sindbilledsprog " (the symbolic language of the
North). In this strangely interesting book the old myths are
subjected to a most original historical-philosophical interpretation,

which cannot of course be harmonized with the cur-

rent conception of mythology, but which, nevertheless,
strikingly

and

is

skilfully used as the basis of the author's pe-

culiar historic-poetic view of matters and things in general.

Of
large

his historical

manual

of

works we ought especially to mention

general history.

He

translated

his

Saxo's

Denmark and Snorre Sturleson's Heimskringla
and was the first to call public attention to Anglo
Saxon literature. He was the author of a free translation of
the Anglo Saxon poem, " Beowulf."
Grundtvig's literary productiveness was well nigh unpreChronicle of
into Danish,

cedented.

In addition to a vast number of articles in many
more than one hundred vol-

different periodicals, he wrote

umes.

No branch

of literature

was foreign

furnished valuable contributions in
fields

all

to him,

and he

the more important

touching the intellectual development of Denmark.
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his literary activitj^

is

only

possible in connection with a full

and

Danish culture in

was one of its most
must here confine our-

significant

explicit history of

this century, for he

and potent

We

factors.

selves to the task of stating briefly the essentials of his fun-

damental principles which gave to his whole literary activity
peculiar and important stamp.
Of G-rundtvig, in whose works the poetical element is
everywhere conspicuous, it has been forcibly said that he was
its

a skald in the old-fashioned sense of the word, and indeed in
this sense, that

while, with the

he considered the art as a means to an end;

modern

poet, poetry is the

end

itself.

G-rundt-

vig never divested himself of his skaldship, no matter whether

he was fighting for his

faith, for his people, or

was at work

in the service of the church; no matter whether he wrote in

poetry or prose; but he never wrote poetry for

He merely gave

its

own

sake.

utterance in song to the great thoughts

which filled him, and for their sake alone did he write poems
and make researches.
The most of Grundtvig's poems are marked by rare power
and tenderness.
The reader always feels that they have
welled forth from a strong and profoundly poetical soul.
They teem with a great wealth of original and striking pictures, and the verses are remarkable for their full-toned harmony, while the author possesses in a high degree the gift of
ferreting out the old forgotten treasures of the language and

of discovering new, rich veins
fications.

But by the

among

shows an almost incredible lack of
of his

poems that are entirely

especially to his sacred songs

found
tion.

ance.

it is

its

accumulated

side of these excellences
taste.

faultless in

— and

strati-

he frequently

There are but few
form this applies

when

—

a perfect one

is

the result of chance rather than of artistic reflec-

For

to G-rundtvig the form was of but slight importHis compositions bear throughout the stamp of being

improvisations, and this gives them a freshness and originality,

while they evince but

little

method and

artistic elabora-
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The same

tion.

His words

applies to his prose works.

usually come with power and

warmth from

the heart, and

usually, also, touch the heart; but they rarely

make

the im-

pression of having been put into the purifying crucible of
reflection.

Few

writers have accordingly been to a greater

degree the object of parody, though the latter was not directed
so much against the genial master himself as against the

swarm

of imitators

most scrupulously

who

his

flocked

weaker

sides

around him and imitated
without possessing the fac-

ulty of causing these weaknesses to be overlooked and offset

by grand excellences.
Grundtvig concentrated his efforts on treating Christianity, the idea of a union of the North, and the cause of the
people as the chief problems of the times, and on pushing
these problems- one step nearer to their solution.

This effort

was crowned with success, and his influence was felt
throughout the whole North. This appears most clearly and
A
forcibly in the attitude he assumed toward Christianity.
of his

large

religious party, "

"the

joyful

The G-rundtvigians " do homage

Christianity,"

to

preached by Grundtvig, who,

instead of the Bible, regarded " the oral works of Christ in

the institution of baptism and of the Lord's Supper, and the
oral confession of faith by the whole Christian community,
particularly in connection with baptism, as the only really
valid, express and living testimony, by which the Christian
faith

and the spirit of Christ can be communicated and propThe Grundtvigian watchword "the living word"

agated."

— in the

field of religion; "

the Lord's

own word "

as against

—

the apostolic and post-apostolic writings characterizes the
fundamental idea of Grundtvig's views, and indeed not only in
his religious

works where personal

" faith " is strongly

empha-

" doctrine," but also in all other fields
sized in opposition to

of activity, particularly in the historical, where he with less
makes Christ the central figure in the

science than poetry

world's development.

No

one has contributed more with tongue and pen toward
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awaking a vigorous popular

life

so-called

" people's

The pracwas the establishment

than Grundtvig.

tical result of his efforts in this respect

of the
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high

schools,''

based on purely

northern and Christian elements of culture, schools which
have been erected by Grundtvig and his followers throughout Denmark, and also in
schools, of a peculiarly

Norway and Sweden.

oped according to Grundtvig's idea, and
spirit

and

founder,

in truth the course

they

may

If these

northern character, are to-be develif

marked out

eventually

they pursue in

for

produce

them by

highly

their

beneficial

by the diffusion of national and Christian culture, and
by awaking the people to a consciousness of their duties as
citizens, but there is great danger that they may fail to
accomplish their mission in the fact that the method of
results

instruction

is

wholly without constraint.

and plan require the living word
clusively in teaching.

Their very nature

to be

used almost ex-

These schools presented themselves

to Grundtvig's poetic vision; they

were not only to be a

protest against the sterile methods of the Latin schools, hostile

in his opinion to

th'e

true interests of the people, but also

the sure road to the realization of his dreams in regard to a
revival of a civil and Christian spirit

among

'the

common

The future will show whether the course chosen
by Grundtvig was the right one.
Grundtvig's influence is by no means limited to the very
numerous circle of his followers, who have identified themselves with his fundamental thoughts and views of life, but it
extends much further, and we may boldly assert that the
entire people, Grundtvig's most bitter adversaries included,
have been consciously or unconsciously more or less under its
He was one of those powerful natures who are bound
spell.
to leave their deep impress upon their own time, however
people

much

the latter

may

struggle against

it.

His great activity

was in many respects very one-sided, and he accordingly
met with a very violent opposition, but still he conquered it.
The revival of religious life in Denmark is mainly due to him,
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whatsoever forms
he

may have

it

who strengthened

assumed, and

it

was

essentially

the national feeling and the cause of the

people.
He aroused an agitation in which certain unwholesome elements have been engendered through misunderstanding and selfishness, and these may for a time cast a shadow
on much of the good done by Grundtvig, but on the other
hand, his great and varied activity, though always concentrated on one point, in the service of enlightenment, has
already borne abundant fruit, and its consequences will con-

tinue to be

felt for

ages to come.*

We

have seen that Oehlenschlager in a certain sense belonged to the romantic school. Grundtvig had nothing whatever to do with it, but there was another poet who was
thoroughly identified with romanticism, and on

whom

Oehl-

works exercised a marked influence, and that
poet was Beenhakd Severin Ingemann (born 1789). His
father was a preacher, and in his parent's house he was imbued with the simple piety which characterizes all his poems.
ensehlSger's

In his

among

first

of poems (published in 1811), which
other things contains the Oriental legend, " Parizade,"

first collection

is an elegiac, dreamy style, reminding one of Schiller
and of the romantic school. This, together with a graceful
rhythm, pleased the public, and by his later works he continued to grow in popular favor. In 1812 appeared a second
volume of poems containing " Gangergriifen" (Hippogriff), a
Persian legend, and the dramatic poem, " Mithridat," and
one year later " Procne," a collection in which is found the

there

•N.F. S. Grundtvig: Digte, a selection by S. Grundtvig, Copenhagen, 1869.
Kirkelig og folkelig Digtning, Copenhagen, 1870. Optrin af Nordens Kasmpeliv,
Salmer og aandelige Sange, I-IV, Copenhagen, 1873-1875.
Copenhagen, 1861.
Roskilde-Rim, Copenhagen, 1814. Roskilde-Saga, 1814. Kvsedlinger, Copenhagen,
Nordens Mythologi, Copenhagen, 1808. Nordens Mythologi eller Sindhil1815.
ledsprog, Copenhagen, 1839. Haandbog i Verdenshistorien, I-III (1833-34) Copenhagen, 1862-1869. Kirkespeil eller Udsigt over den christne Menigheds Levnedslob, Copenhagen, 1871. Bragesnak over greeske og nordiske Myter og Oldsagn
Mands Minde, 1788-1838, Copenhagen, 1877. Smaa(1844), Copenhagen, 1876.
skrifter om den historiske Hoiskole, Copenhagen, 1872. Ersch und Gruber Allg.
Encykl, I, Section XXIX. Dr. Julius Kaftan Grundtvig, der Prof et des Nordens,
:

Basel, 1877.
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novel, "
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Warners poetiske Vandringer,'' which

shows us the poet at the climax of idealism. With the
legendary poem " De sorte Riddere" (the Black Knights), in

which in a symbolic and fantastic form he gives expression
to

a hyperidealistic

closes the first

conception

of

epoch of his literary

the

life,

world,

mainly a

Ingemann

lyric period.

In the following years he wrote chiefly dramas, in which the

element is, however, still sufiiciently prominent. The
most important one of these is unquestionably the dramatized
legend, " Keinald Underbarnet" (Reinald the Wonderchild),
while " Masaniello " and " Blanca " (1815) reaped the greatest
lyrical

success.

While Ingemann was thus steadily growing in popular
began to attack his productions for a want
This
of flavor and marrow, and for an abstract mannerism.
was done most effectually by Heiberg in his witty, satirical
drama, " JulespOg og NytaarslOier " (Christmas sport and
New Year's fun). Out of this arose a violent literary feud
in which Ingemann did not himself take part, but left it to
Grundtvig to fight the matter out with Heiberg. In addition
to these dramatic works he also published a number of lyrical
and epic-lyrical poems, " Helias and Beatrice," " De underjordiske " (The underground people), etc.
In 1818, Ingemann entered on a long journey abroad,
which was in many respects favorable to his development,
and particularly contributed toward rousing him out of that
ethereal frame of mind in which he up to this time had writfavor, the critics

ten his works, although the immediate result of his journey,
a collection of

Lyre),

still

poems

called "Eeiselyren"

(The Traveller's

contains several traces of his former style.

Before

was published, he had begun editing a long series of legends and tales, of which the first volume appeared in 1819,
and this was followed at various intervals by several others.
Though Ingemann was not yet completely emancipated from

it

Hoffman's influence, we

still

find already in this

book more

naturalness and freshness, and a more objective treatment
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than in his earlier works.

In his choice of subjects he also

manifested a desire of gaining a more solid basis,

comedy, " Magnetismen
his "

Kampen

i

for Valhal," in

which the plot

the ancient history of the North.

rather unsuccessful.

first

in the

Barberstuen," and even more so in

But

all

is

taken from

these efforts were

His taste for the mystic and fantastic

being closely allied to his romanticism, he was naturally

drawn

to the

a writer

we

Middle Ages, and already in his second epoch as
him borrowing the materials for his poem,

find

" Det Ode Slot " (The Deserted Castle), from the times of
Valdemar the Great. Erom 1822, in which year he became
Lector at the Soroe Academy, began that period of his poetical
career, in which he completed his best works and those which
are of most importance to the literature of Denmark. First
appeared the poem, " Valdemar den Store og hans Maend,"
then followed the four historical novels, " Valdemar Seir,"
" Erik Menveds Barndom," " Kong Erik og de EredlSse," and
" Prinds Otto af Danmark," and this cycle was closed with
In these works, based on
the poem, " Dronning Margrete."
the popular ballads of the Middle Ages, Ingemann took
Walter Scott as his model, and though his novels are by no
means equal to those of the renowned Scottish author, and
though they are in many ways incorrect in personal characterization and historical coloring, still they are exceedingly
attractive on account of their vivid and graphic descriptions
They have
of the most glorious epoch of Danish history.
had a very stimulating influence on the Danish people, and
by them more than by any other of his works Ingemann came
The cycle of romances,
to be regarded as a national poet.
" Holger Danske,"

is

and is one of
Several poems from

novels,

also

closely

allied

to

these historical

most original and attractive works.
have been adopted as popular songs

his
it

by the common people.
In later times Ingemann wrote several tales in which the

from real life. The best among them is the
admirably written story " LandsbybOrnene " (the children of

plots are taken
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the village), the materials for which are gathered from mod-

ern

life

(1852).

A

date from this time.

few of Ingemann's dramatic works also
But at the same time with these works

he also continued to produce lyric poems, and he occasionally

wrote very
of

his

fine things in this line.

religious

songs, which

This

is

particularly true

distinguished for their

are

sweetness, melody and love of nature.

Many

of them, espe-

morning and evening hymns, are exceptionally
inspiring and attractive and very popular.
Ingemann may,
without hesitation, be ranked with Kingo and Grundtvig as a
writer of sacred poetry, though the style and character of the
hymns of the former are quite different from those of the
latter.
During the last years of his life he was deeply engaged in religious speculations, the results of which he
embodied in poetical compositions, such as " Tankebreve fra
en Afd8d" (letters containing the thoughts of one departed).
cially the

Like

all his

works, so these, too, are the expression of a kind,

life.
He. died in 1862 in Soroe, where he had
worked faithfully for forty years.*
Johannes Carstex Hatjch was born in Norway in 1790,
and the impressions which his highly susceptible mind
received in his childhood from the austere and grand nature of
his native country, never left him throughout the remainder
of his life, a circumstance which doubtless contributed much
toward giving his poetry a strange and vague color. In the
year 1803 he came to Copenhagen, where, four years later
(1807), he witnessed the bombarding of the city by the English, and in spite of his tender youth he actually took part in
the battle against the enemy.
After he had entered the university he felt himself powerfully attracted on the one hand
by the natural sciences and by Schelling's philosophy, and on
the other hand by poetry, particularly OehlenschlSger's best
works, and by those of the German romantic school, which

ideal

view of

*B. S. Ingemanns Samlede Skrifter, I-XLI, Copenhagen, 1843-65. A. G.
Rudelbach: Ueber das Leben nnd die Werke des danischen Dichters. B. S. Ingemann in " Blatter far literar., Cnterhaltung, 1838 No. 219-20.
:
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made

a deep impression on his mind.

He began

to write

poetry, and espoused with great ardor the cause of Oehlen-

schlager in the latter's feud with Baggesen.

His

first

which,

great work, " Contrasterne," two dramatic poems,

among

other things, contained sallies against the ex-

aggerations of the romanticists, appeared in 1816, and was
followed, in 1817, by the lyric

was himself

drama "Eosaura." But Hauch

with these works, and came to the
conclusion that poetry was not his vocation; whereupon, he,
dissatisfied

with redoubled ardor, returned to the study of the sciences,
particularly of zoology.

began in 1821,

After taking the degree of Doctor, he

journey abroad for the

at public expense, a

purpose of study, during which he visited Germany, Prance

and

Italy.

In the last

named country he met with

the severe

outcome of a disease, and
on this account he was overwhelmed with despair, and it
seemed to him that his life's happiness had been forfeited.
Then his old love for poetry awoke again with renewed energy, and amid the impressions made on him by the ancient and
mediaeval monuments of Rome, he wrote his great tragedy,
"Tiberius," and the drama "Gregory VII." On this journey
he also wrote the dramatized fairy tale, " Hamadryaden,"
and the tragedy " Bajazeth," and then, after six years absence,
he returned to Denmark. Here his works were received with
great applause, and personally he gained every recognition.
He was appointed Lector at the Soroe Academy, and there he
misfortune of losing one

leg, the

developed a prolific literary activity.
novels, "'Vilhelm
tioned.

It is a fascinating

Christian
history,

II,

and

contains
is

Among

this

his historical

especially to be

men-

autobiography from the time of

many beautiful

pictures of contemporary

replete with poetic sentiment.

nent works of

"En

Zabern" deserves

class are

"Guldmageren"

polsk Familie," "Robert Pulton," etc.

Other promi(the

adept),

In the "Saga

om

Thorvald Vidforle" and in the admirably written and highly
poetical "Fortaelling om Haldor," he imitated the style of the
old Norse sagas.

His later dramatic works were written for
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The
the stage and there they were more or less successful.
most noteworthy among them are: "SSstrene paa Kinnekullen," a dramatized fairy tale; "Tycho Brahes Ungdom";

"Svend G-rathe " and "Marsk Stig" (Marshall Stig). An
abundance of excellent lyrical romances and poems, in which
were unfolded the finest blossoms of his poetry, continued at
the same time with his other works to flow from Hauch's
indefatigable pen. Two large cycles of romances, " Valdemar
Atterdag" and "Valdemar Seir,'' date from the author's last
but are, nevertheless, imbued with a wonderful freshness and life.
The leading feature of Hauch's works is a deep moral
earnestness, and all his productions are characterized by a
Being a genuine romanticist, the
noble, ideal aspiration.
dark powers of existence constantly seem to flit before his vis-

years

;

In nearly

ion.

all his

poems they break forth
from which, according

tions of a higher world,

the origin of the lower terrestrial world

is

as the revelato his views,

to be derived.

This did not, however, obscure his keen, penetrating eye in
regard to the real world; and he has particularly evinced
great mastership in the psychological delineation of character.

His style suffered in his earliest works from a certain want of
clearness.

It

seemed

to find utterance.

mighty thoughts were unable
off,

espe-

poems, to which he gave a well-rounded, elegant

cially in his

form.

as if his

This obscurity gradually wore

His prose, however, never became entirely free from

a tendency to discursiveness, which, doubtless, was caused by
the fact that

Hauch was

making very elaborhim to fill them
Nor did Hauch win the favor of the
in the habit of

ate preparations for his tales,

with too many

details.

and

this led

public until after the great value of his poetical works, so
rich in thought

and fancy, had

ated by the

But that he was one of the most noble
that Denmark ever produced is now generally

for a long time

been appreci-

critics.

and gifted poets
admitted.

After the death of Oehlenschlager

Hauch became

his sue-
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Copenhagen University
and in this capacity he wrote a number of dissertations,
which give evidence of a thorough and comprehensive study
In his books, " Minder fra min Barndom og
of that science.
rain Ungdom " (Eecollections from my childhood and youth),
cessor as professor of aesthetics in the

"

and

Erindringer fra min fOrste Udenlandsreise " (Eecol-

from my first journey abroad), he has given us
fragments of an autobiography -which is interesting, both
on account of the sincerity and knowledge of self revealed,
lections

and on account of the story

He

told.

died in

Rome

in

1871.*

Christian Hvid Bbedahl (1784—1860) was a very peculiar,
romantic, poetical nature.
old

when he published

Scener."

by

five

He was

his first

already thirty-five years

volume entitled " dramatiske

This was followed, in the course of fourteen years,

other volumes with similar contents.

gests the peculiarity of his

works

as

The

title

to their form.

sug-

The

loosely connected scenes are intended to produce an indepen-

and accordingly contain each a complete act. No
on really dramatic combinations of the materials, and this accounts for the fact that these works, which
abound in noble and sublime thoughts on life, and are remarkable for their elegance of diction, received but little notice from
He never loses his complete comthe poet's contemporaries.
mand of language, and whether he indulges in the deepest
pathos or vents his feelings in the most withering scorn, he
always succeeds in finding the most suitable phrases, and thus
dent

effect,

stress is laid

he reminds us, in

many

respects, of Shakespeare.

dahl has written in addition to

way be compared with

this, his chief

the latter.

Bre-

Greatly disappointed at not

finding the merited public appreciation, and
dissatisfied

What

work, can in no

upon the whole

with the world, he retired in 1824 to a small farm,

* C. Hauchs samlede Ramaner og Fort&llinger, Copenhagen, 1873-74. Dramatiske Vserker, I-III, 2d ed., Copenhagen, 1858-59. Lyriske Digte (1842), Copenhagen, 1854. Lyriske Digte og Romancer (1861), Copenhagen, 1862. Valdemar
Seir, et romantisk Eventyr, Copenhagen, 1862. Nye Digtninger, Copenhagen, 1869.
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in very

moderate

circumstances until his death.*

Nature and popular life found an excellent painter in
Steen Steestsen Blicher (1782-1848). As a preacher in
one of the most desolate heath-regions of Jutland he had the
best opportunity for studying the peculiarities of this region,

monotony,

so interesting in spite of all its

Endowed with

habitants.

as well as of its in-

a keen eye and splendid faculties

how

of observation, he understood

to

impart a charm to the

and describe them with great vivacity
and a rare dramatic power for his readers. In the beginning
most insignificant

trifles

had taken another direction. He transpoems and philanthropic
and agricultural dissertations, but without any great success in
any of these efforts. Then there appeared in 1824 the story,
"En Landsbydegns Dagbog" (A village sexton's diary), and
this was soon followed by a famous series of tales, in which
his literary activity

lated Ossian (1807), wrote plays and

he in so masterly and graphic a manner has described the
life

of the Jutland villagers, in whose midst he

was

living,

that he forthwith became the favorite author of the Danish
people.

For a few

stories Blicher selected his materials

social relations different

was not very
ary activity had been
mitted to abandon it

these he

from

'his

successful.

A

any

other..

in

definite sphere of liter-

allotted to him,
for

from

own surroundings, but

and he was not perfelt at home, and

He

could revel to his heart's content on the heaths and sand-

downs of Jutland among their weather-beaten and frugal inhabitants. He was familiar with the roaring surf of the North
Sea along the west coast of Jutland, with the ancient manors
and the hunt through the fields, and with brushwood and boggy
depressions and his descriptions of this region are so faithful to nature and are filled with an aroma so subtle and
;

poetical, that Blicher stands unrivalled in this field of
position.

The most remarkable

* C. Bredahla dramatiscke Scener,
Copenhagen, 1855.

of all his

works

I-III, -2d ed., edited

by

is

com-

unques-

F. L. Liebenberg,
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tionably "

E Bindstouw "

(the knitting-room, that

is

to say a

house where the inhabitants gather to knit stockings and

tell

and poems in the Jutland dialect. They consist in pictures from real life, partly
pathetic and partly brimful of sparkling humor, and notwithstanding their simplicity and naturalness, they are drawn
with a skill that has probably never been equalled by any
work of the same kind. As a lyrical poet he has also produced excellent things, and several of his poems have become
genuine popular songs.
stories), a collection of short stories

aim was to awaken the popular mind, and for
he labored in proportion to his strength with marked
success during the third and fourth decades of this century.
Blicher's

this

But he contributed most toward the elevation of Danish popular life by his throughly national and popular stories, which
everybody knows, and which continue

to be read over and
Danes whether they be rich or poor.*
Poul Martin MOller (1794-1838) was one of Oehlenschlager's most ardent admirers, and took a very active part
in the literary campaign that was fought on the one side by
Oehlenscklager's friends and on the other by Baggesen and
Grundtvig.
Against Baggesen he wrote the poem, " Om
Jenses Lidenhed" (On Jens' littleness, i.e., Jens Baggesen's),
a scathing parody on the latter's well known poem, " Da jeg
var lille " (When I was little), and against G-rundtvig he
composed the exquisite " Himmelbrev," in which he parodies

over again by

in a masterly

all

manner

the peculiar style of his adversary.

In his poems, which are not very numerous, but which are

marked by an original and choice style, we frequently find a
sound and thoroughly humoristic view of life. His poem,
" Glsede over Danmark" (Joy over Denmark), is particularly
fine, and was written by him on the Pacific Ocean during a voyage to China. His student songs and his unfinished story, " En
Students Eventyr," also abound in rare buoyancy and fresh
* Blichers Noveller i et Udvalg ved P. Hansen, I-III, Copenhagen, 1871. Dlgte,
edited by P. Hansen, 1870.
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His translation of the

published in 1825, was the
of

Homer.

first six

first
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books of the Odyssey,

attempt at a Danish version

In 1826, he was appointed professor of philosophy

in the university at Christiania,

and a few years later he

re-

turned to Denmark to fill a similar position in the Copenhagen University. While connected with these universities
he wrote several excellent philosophical treatises*
Christian Winther (1796-1876) was Poul Moller's stepbrother,

and he was

also intellectually related to him.

He had

already become conspicuous by student songs and by contributions to periodicals, all of which were brimful of exube-

rant animal

spirits,

when

collection of poems, a

with signal favor.

in 1828 he published his first large
volume which was at once received

among

It contains

other things fine de-

which compositions he gave the
very appropriate name " Wood-cuts." In course of time
scriptions of popular

there followed

life,

a large

to

number

of lyrical

poems and

ro-

mances, through which he acquired a large circle of friends

and admirers. Some of his tales did not become very popuon account of their dismal contents, while others, as for
instance, " Eistestenen " (the furrowed stone), " Et Aftenbesog" (an evening visit), and " De to Peblinge " (the two
schoolboys), must be ranked as excellent and most delicately
sketched genre pictures.
Both in his prose and in his verse
Winther is a perfect master of style.
In 1855 appeared his chief work, the cycle of romances
called " Hjortens Flugt " (the flight of the stag).
The poet
lar

transports himself to the time of the Danish middle age, and

giving loose reins to his glowing imagination presents to our
eyes in ever-changing panoramas a series of most charming

and highly colored

pictures.

All of Christian Winther's poetical productions are

marked

by great naturalness in the very best sense of the word. To
his cheerful temperament all life is " a merry feast" to which
* P.

hagen,

M. MOUers efterladte Skrifter

1873.

17

i

et

Udvalg ved Chr. Winther, Copen-
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late, who still feels himself young. He sings
of " the broad leaves on the slender stem of the vine, that is

no guest comes too

;

shaded by clusters of golden grapes " but above

all he sings
of the glowing, intoxicating love, of " all the rapturous joy

that can bloom between

man and woman,

"

and of nature,

the beauty of which he had the enthusiastic yet also the
cal eye of the lover.

strikes a

When

for

criti-

he sings of these things his song

mellow and sonorous note, and stands unrivalled

in

Danish literature.
Winther is a genuine national poet both as regards form
and substance, for he always seeks his materials on his native
soil.
He has also sketched a few pictures from the South
t

which he visited in the vigor of his manhood, and though he
had a keen eye with which to discern the beauties of southern
nature,

still

he did not succeed so well here as when he ex-

tolled the beauties of his

own

country.

In descriptions of

Nothing escapes his glance, and he
faithfully reproduces every detail in most charming pictures.
And yet he is far from striving after realistic correctness in
his representations or plunging into details to such a degree
nature he

a master.

is

as to destroy the unity of the composition.

nature

may

His pictures of

be compared with those of a skilful landscape

painter, in whose pictures all the details are pervaded by the

conception of the whole, while they at the same time contrib-

In Winther
no general, conventional descriptions; there is nothing
indefinite or confused, but all the nuances, of which he presents an abundance, receive their pregnant and perfectly
This is the reason why, in perusing
appropriate expression.
Winther's descriptions of nature, we feel as it were wrapped
in poetical fragrance, for by entering so deeply into the details
he makes us understand the spell with which nature unconWinther is particularly the interpreter of
sciously binds us.

ute to giving bold relief to the total impression.

we

find

the Zealand nature just as Blicher interpreted for us the Jut-

Winther was especially fond of that which is
and harmonious in nature and in human life, while Blich-

land scenery.
soft
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and ears were more impressed with the grand and
two
regions of which they sang a,re varied in their natural aspects.*
Hans Christian Andebsen (1805-75) was the son of poor
parents, who could not afford to give their eager and talented
boy a suitable education. In his fourteenth year he left his
native town, Odense, and went to Copenhagen, where he hoped
to realize the dream of greatness and honor which from early
childhood he had continued to cherish. At first he tried his
fortune as an actor, but proved a complete failure.
In the
meantime he had the good fortune of falling in with people
who took an interest in him, and thus he was able to enter the
university in the year 1828. At that time he had already
written several very pretty poems, among which " Det dOende
Barn " (the dying child), and from this time his genius developed rapidly and revealed its great powers in a number of
compositions.
His first more ambitious work " Fodreise fra
Holmens Kanal til Sstpynten af Amager" (a journey on foot
from the Holmen Canal to the eastern point of Amager) a
humorous fantasia in Hoffmann's style, and a collection of
poems, appeared in 1829, and in the same } ear his first draer's eyes

striking traits; their views of life are as different as the

r

matic work, the vaudeville " Kjarlighed paa Nicolai Taarn"
(Love on the Nieolai Tower), was produced on the stage.

Then followed in quick succession romances (among them
the best he ever wrote, such as " Improvisatoren'' and " Kun
en Spillemand") and dramas, and in 1835 was published the

volume of his fairy tales
by which, together with his
first

— those

poetical compositions

" Billed- bog

uden

Billeder''

(Picture book without pictures) and his " Historier," his old
dreams of fame and fortune were to be abundantly realized,
for they were at once translated into almost all the languages of the world, and carried Andersen's name to every
land on the globe. Not only the children for whom his fairytales

were primarily written, but

also

grown

people,

and that

too even in a higher degree, could enjoy these tales, which
* Chr.

WintherK samlede Digtninger, I-XI, Copenhagen,

1860-72.
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seemed so easy and natural, but which in
result of the

consummate

skill of the

reality

The

artist.

were the
fairy tales

are unquestionably the flower of Andersen's poetical compositions,,

and in

this

field

he cert'ainly has no peer.

No

other poet can be compared with him in this style of liter-

He

ature.

is

always the same Andersen, whether he invents
it from popular traditions or old

the story himself or borrows

ballads, as for instance, in the splendid tale, "

Den

uartige

Dreng" (The naughty boy"), the materials of which are taken
from Anacreon. Even in his last collections, which were
published in his old age, we still find the same grace and
freshness which had been admired in his earliest works of
this kind.

edies

'''

A

unique kind of literature are

Mer end Perler og Guld" and

his fairy

com-

" Ole LukOie," which

were played in Copenhagen with extraordinary success, and
which are very amusing on account of the rapid succession
of attractive situations that pass before the spectators.
the other hand he

made decided

On

failures in several of his

dramatic works, as for instance in "Ahasuerus," and "Agnete
og Havmanden," in which he lost all control of his imaginaIn many of his other works he has also shown a strik-

tion.

ing lack of self-criticism, and

of artistic

command

of his

Some

of his descriptions of travel are very interesting, as for instance, " En Digters Bazar," " I Sverrig," etc.

materials.

He

has given us an attractive and faithful autobiography
in his "Mit Livs Eventyr " (The story of my life).*

Johan Ludvig Heiberg (1791-1860), a son of Peder Anwho was mentioned in the preceding chapter,
though he most decidedly must be characterized as a romanticist and was on his first appearance strongly influenced by
dreas Heiberg,

Oehlenschlager,

still

is

in

the poets already described.

many

respects a sharp contrast to

For while the

abandoned themselves freely

latter

to their poetical

on the whole
inspirations,

without criticising their own works, Heiberg was in the
highest sense reflective, and he severely criticised
*H.

C.

all his

Andersens eamlede skrifter I— XXXII, Copenhagen,

1854-76.

poet-
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first great work,
two romantic dramas, "Don Juan" and " Pottemager Walter" (Potter Walter).
The refined and noble diction in these pieces did not fail
to attract wide attention.
Three years later followed " Dristig vovet, halv er vundet " (Boldly ventured is half the victory), a study from Calderon, of whom Heiberg was so exceed-

ical productions.

In 1814 he published his

" Marionettheatret," which contained the

ingly fond that he chose
the degree of doctor

a romantic

;

him

as the subject of his thesis for

and in the same year he

bent had already in 1815 vented

dramatic

also published

work on the myth about Psyche.

satire, "

itself in the

His

critical

above mentioned

Julespbg og NytaarslOier," in which he

rebuked, in a most scathing manner, the vagaries of the ro-

mantic school, especially Ingemann's
the public

who were

idealistic

dramas and

wild with enthusiasm over them.

This

between himself and Grundtvig, who assumed the
defence of Ingemann, but was completely vanquished by Heiberg's sharp work: " Ny A B C Bog til Are, Nytte og FornSielse for den unge Grundtvig" (New primer in honor of
and for the use and amusement of the youth Grundtvig).
led to a feud

After a journey abroad during which he visited his father,

who

still lived in Paris, he became Lector of Danish language
and literature in Kiel, but after a few years he returned to
Copenhagen, where the vaudevilles he published made great

The peculiarity of this kind of plays
introduced on the Danish stage by Heiberg consists, as is well
known, in the manner in which the words and music are
stir in aesthetical circles.

blended into one, but

still so that the music is the subordinate
element, serving chiefly to give a lyric character to the drama.

The models of these light, lively little plays were really taken
from the French stage, but in Heiberg's hands the vaudeville
was essentially changed and became an entirely new dramatic species, which Heiberg well knew how to use as a

means

for arousing that taste for local comical 'element which
peculiar to the very nature of the Danish people.
The
best among the vaudevilles are: "Kong Salomon og Jbrgen

is
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Hattemager,"

" Aprilsnarrene,"

" Recensenten

og Dyret,"
which were received with storms
of applause on account of the genuine humor in the dialogue
and in the couplets, of the charming melodies admirably
adapted to the words, and of the really comical characters

and

" de Uadskillelige," all of

that occur in the plays.

This great enthusiasm for the plays
came, however, only from the public at large, which had
been entirely captivated, for pretended critics did not fail to

new style of drama, but'
Heiberg utterly vanquished thsm in his excellent dissertation,
Vaudevillen som dramatisk Kunstart."
direct violent attacks against this

''

plays, " ElverhOi," is the most reHere, as well as in " Syvsoverdag," the style of

Of Heiberg's greater
markable.

the popular ballad has been applied in a masterly

manner

the purpose of increasing the romantic coloring.

for

In the

fairy comedy, "Alferne," Tieck's fairy tale, " Die Elfin," has

been dramatized with great art and skill. The Aristophanic
comedy, " En Sjsel efter Doden " (a soul after death), is a
strikingly witty satire on narrowmindedness, with bold indirect sallies against various

prominent individuals and the

prevailing tendencies in the literature of the period.
addition to

many

the charming cycle

In

poems and romances, he also wrote
of romances called " De Nygifte."

lyric

Of all Heiberg's poetical compositions his vaudevilles have
had the most influence on the development of Danish literature, and by them he gained his aim, which was to awaken in
the people a taste for a local comedy, and thus he created the

modern comedy was able
But notwithstanding the high value

conditions by which the

to thrive in

Denmark.

of his poet-

ical

productions Heiberg unquestionably ranks

a writer on aesthetics.

Erom 1827 he

the weekly paper "

fiyvende Post

Den

still

edited for
"

higher as

many

years

and
and by the former especially he
guided with marked ability, though not without a certain
Heione-sidedness, the aesthetic development of the people.
berg was the first to proclaim the Hegelian philosophy in
later the " Intelligensblade,"

(the flying mail),
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Denmark, both

in purely philosophical essays

tion with

aesthetic

his

and short papers,

against Oehlenschlseger, Grundtvig,
less

still,

taken as a

His polemical writings

whole, constitute a scientific system.

no

and in connec-

which, though scattered

criticisms,

in a multitude of articles
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Hauch and

others are

thorough and instructive than they are elegant and

grew out of his dispute with
Oehlenschlseger in regard to the latter's tragedy " Vaeringerne
witty, particularly those which

i

On

Miklegaard" (The Varagians in Constantinople).

ac-

count of this thorough investigation of important assthetical
questions, they have a value extending far beyond the limits

own time.
Toward the close

of their

assiduously to

the

of his

Heiberg devoted himself

life,

study of natural sciences, particularly

of astronomy, for which he had always

and the

fruit of this study

was a

had great fondness,

series of interesting essays.

In his various relations to the theatre as dramatist, as manager (1849-1856), and as censor, Heiberg exercised an important influence on

its

development, but the dogmatic obstinacy

with which he adhered to his in

many

respects one-sided

aes-

from being altogether
taste and long experience

thetic theories prevented this influence

a favorable one, notwithstanding his

with the stage.

In the numerous

conflicts in

which he was

entangled, right was by no means always on his side.*

While the poets who were mentioned before Heiberg
excepting G-rundtvig,

who

—

stands alone in Danish literature

— by their very nature belong

to the OehlenschlUger school,

though each one of them with great originality developed
his peculiar shade of the common fundamental color, the following are to be grouped around Heiberg. This spiritual
kinship was the closest between the latter and Henrik Hertz

new comedy in Denmark.
work from his pen was " Amors Genistreger "
(1830), a beautiful, charming comedy in verse.
The versifi(1798-1870), the founder of the

The

first

greater

*J. L. Heibergs
Skrifter, I-XI,

poetiske

Skrifter, I-XI,

Copenhagen, 1861-1862.

Copenhagen,

1862.

Proeaaske
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cation

is

not only masterly, but

it

defies

imitation.

This

kind of poetical composition, hovering between the pathetic

and the work-a-day element, afforded an excellent arena for
sportive grace, and was the field in which Hertz, by the
very bent of his genius, must have felt himself most at home.
At the same time Hertz also published his celebrated " Gjeneller poetiske Epistler fra Paradis "

(A Ghost's
from Paradise), a series of rhymed epistles
in which he has taken Baggesen as his model in respect to
form, but the work is written with such skill and elegance
that the disciple may in this case be said to have surpassed
his master.
The purpose of these letters was to influence the
aesthetic tendency of the age, and especially to support
Heiberg in his literary controversies with Hauch, Ingemann
gangerbreve

letters, or epistles

and

others.

In his numerous subsequent poetical works, Hertz made
a practical application of the aesthetic theories which he had

down in his rhymed epistles. The drama was his specialand he has produced very excellent things in every branch
of theatrical composition. Following in the wake of Heiberg,
he wrote admirable vaudevilles, such as " Debatten i Politivennen " (the debate in the Police Friend, a local paper), and
" De Fattiges Dyrehave " (a park for the poor).
He also
wrote comedies, for which the plot was taken from life, such
as " Sparekassen " (the savings bank), " BesOget i KjSbenhavn' (the visit to Copenhagen); plays in which the plots
were borrowed from various countries and various ages, such
as "Ninon," "Tonietta," "De Deporterede," and others; and
laid
ty,

1

romantic plays, "Kong Be'ne's Datter " and"Svend
Dyrings Hus," in the latter of which he not only put on the
stage a subject borrowed from the popular ballad, but also
adapted the form to that which it originally had in the mediaeval compositions in other words, he produced from the lyric
finally also

;

metre of the heroic ballad an exceedingly effective dramatic
metre. In the most of his plays, with the exception, perhaps,
of his vaudevilles, which, on the whole, are inferior to Hei-
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Hertz evinces perfect command of the technical methods
failing vein of humor which pro-

drama and a never

ducer a most excellent effect, especially in those of his dramas
which deal with national subjects.
In them he presents a
crowded gallery of admirably drawn typical characters, which
not unfrequently remind us of Holberg's comedies.

Hertz has also written a number of excellent poems, remarkable for their perfect form and interesting contents, a few
" Stemminger og
stories, and two contemporary sketches
:

and "Johannes Johnsen."*
Fkederik Paludan-Muller (1809-76) entered the University of Copenhagen in 1828, together with so large a number of
gifted young men (Andersen, etc.), that 1828 has been humorously styled the year of the four great and the twelve small
poets.
The joke was, upon the whole, sustained by the facts,
for the annals of the Copenhagen University can boast of no
Tilstande''

other year which, like that of 1828, furnished so splendid a

galaxy of really poetical talents. But there was a mistake made

inasmuch as Paludanwas assigned a place among the twelve lesser ones;
for it was not long before he surpassed all the others.
His
poetical works are so rich in thought and have so much
intrinsic value, that he must unhesitatingly be regarded as
one of the most prominent poets that Denmark has ever produced.
The first works that he published, his poetic patriotic
romances, and his witty, graceful play, " Kjaerligheden ved
Hoffet" (love at the court), awakened great expectations in
regard to the young author's future productions.
Then followed two poems, " Danserinden " and " Amor og Psyche," by
which the expectations were raised to a still higher degree.
Both these works are peculiarly characteristic of the poet's
muse, since both of them revealed clearly and for the first
time the two main tendencies of the author's writings. The
first of these works is a lyrical epic, in which the religious
in the classification of these aspirants,

Mtiller

*H. Hertz: Dramatiske Vaerker, I-XVTTI, Copenhagen,
Copenhagen, 1851-63.

1854-73.

Digte, I-IV,
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and ethical element preponderates, while there is also a strong
tendency to be satirical, and the plot is taken from real life. In
the second the theme

is borrowed from an ancient myth; but
both present the author's peculiar view of life, and in both
the author makes long digressions to discuss realistic details.

In both these works the author shows his strength as a lyric

which is particularly prominent in his "Amor og
Psyche," while in " Danserinden " the most sublime pathos

poet, a fact

alternates with the most scathing satire.

represent

now

the one and

now

All his later works

the other of these two main

tendencies; but the interest widens and deepens, and there
an increasing beauty of form.

The

own

satirical

is

tendency of his muse, directed against his
its climax in "Adam Homo."
It is the

time, reached

fully developed blossom of that

The half

"Danserinden."

bud which

is

to be found in

derisive, half plaintive satire of

is, in " Adam Homo," developed into
The poet has seen the world in the meantime,
and has learned to know humanity what humanity is, as a

his early

performances

biting irony.

—

rule.

What

he has seen has

resentment, and in this
is

filled his

mood he

soul with disgust and

created his great poem, which

one of the most remarkable that any literature can boast.
looks out upon the sea of humanity around him and

The poet

from the multitude he

an individual, a very ordinary
his hero, whose intellectual
powers are of no mean order, and who might have become
something good and useful, from mere human weakness perselects

mortal, and then he shows

how

mits the intellectual capital with which Heaven has endowed

him

and the hero ends as a miserable snob,
however, by any means prevent him from

to be squandered,

which does

not,

attaining a high social position in the world.
to this individual,

As a contrast

whose career the poet sketches from the

cradle to the grave, the author has also introduced a female

character of the highest purity and intellectual beauty, refined

and charming, and still no less human and real than the
Prom an sesthetical standpoint some important

hero himself.
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grand poetical com-

position, the justice of which objections cannot well be dis-

Thus the whole plan of the poem, the development
puted.
of " Adam Homo " presented to the reader as a man naturally
endowed with good parts and gradually dwindling down into
a contemptible wretch, cannot but make a painful and
accordingly unsesthetic impression, which gives way to one of
unalloyed comicalness only when the hero, after dismissing
all his ideals,

with a narrow-minded vulgarity becomes satisThis is, in fact, the weak point of

with empty glamour.

fied

The moral indignation with which the poet was
made him forget in a higher degree than is generally

the poem.
filled

advisable, the important requisite of every poetical work,

namely, that

it

should give pleasure and intellectual recrea-

In compensation for

tion.

human weakness

in all

striking and genuine in

this

he has drawn a picture of

its littleness,

many

with a truthfulness so

of the details, that no one can

many
human

read this remarkable work without being compelled, in

ways, to recognize himself.

Paludan-Miiller knows the

soul so well, and he has succeeded so admirably in creating a

man

typical
" I

of our time, that no sincere reader

thank Thee,

Lord, that I

one of us can say that.
brings

it

am

is

The poet brandishes

down without mercy.

able to say:

not like that sinner."

His "

his rod

Adam Homo "

Not
and

becomes

privy councillor, receives decorations from potentates, and be-

comes director of a charitable institution for fallen women,
while the poor girl whom he has seduced goes to ruin. The
poet mercilessly throws aside the screen behind which the

hero would fain conceal his moral hideousness, even from his

own

and gives us a most painful picture of humanity,
generally to be found in real life.
His love, his
enthusiasm for what is good and true, put the scourge into
self,

such as

it is

his hand,

and the faithfulness with which he constantly keeps

his ideal in bold relief, gives a terrible effect to his blows.

Rarely has any poem welled forth from such depths of sincere
pain and grief as "

Adam Homo."
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In this poem the religious-ethical element is by far more
prominent than in " Danserinden," in which it appeared for
Later the poet frequently employed it again
the first time.
and it forms the basis of several of his best works, such as
" Abels D5d" (Abel's Death), " Benedikt fra Nursia," " ParThe last named
adiset," " Ahasverus," and " Kalaenus."
work is profoundly conceived and executed in a grander style
The poet here represents
than the most of his other works.
the Greek intellectual life with its exclusive love of beauty,
and contrasts it with the speculative Indian mysticism, with
the latter's hazy yet far more ambitious ideals, and then

he impersonates both these essentially different and utterly
irreconcilable views of

life,

the Greek by the world-conquer-

ing Alexander, and the Indian by the sage Kalaenus,
solely in quest of God.

The

who

is

latter enthusiastically meets the

Greek hero as the divinity whom he has so long been expectbut by degrees he perceives that he has been taking
appearances for reality, and he expiates his error by immolating himself on an altar to the God whom he has offended.
The .sage is really a sublime figure, and Alexander is also

ing,

represented in a

With matchless

manner no

art

and

skill

less

magnificent or charming.

the poet has succeeded in draw-

and striking pictures from both the worlds
which have come into conflict, and as both the principal
figures are right from his stand-point, the effect is necessarily
a very tragical one. A strikingly brilliant halo of beauty
had been thrown around the heroic figure of Alexander and
ing truthful

around the life of which it is the centre.
Of Paludan-Miiller's works, that owe their origin to
the other main tendency of his poetry, and which deal with
ancient mythology, the best in addition to his " Amor and
Psyche " are "Venus,'' " Tithon " and " Dryadens Bryllup"
(the

wedding of the dryad).

All his

works in

this

field

are clothed in the dramatic form; the only exception being
the small lyric epic " Adonis," which was written a short

time before the author's death.

Though

this class of

Paludan-
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works are not equal in depth and

other productions,
of their refined

still

solidity to

his

they are very attractive on account

and pregnant

diction,

and on account of the

sublime lyric vein pervading them.

We

also

have a number of poems and poetical

from

tales

the pen of Paludan-Mtiller (" Zuleimas Flugt," " Slaven,"
" Vestalinden," etc.), the latter of which are distinguished

more by the purity and elegance of their form, than by
anything very striking in their contents. They remind one
of"
similar compositions by Byron, with whom PaludanMUller had much in common.
All the above mentioned works by Paludan-Miiller are

written in verse.
well understood

He had a rare facility of versification and
how to adapt the poetical form in a most

manner to the various requirements of the contents.
behind him only two prose works and these date from

pleasing

He

left

his riper years.

The one

an allegorical fairy

is

tale "

Ung-

domskilden," (the well of youth), and the other a very

dis-

cursive social novel, " Ivar Lykkes Historie," which forms a
contrast to

Adam Homo, inasmuch

as in Ivar

resents the better aspect of his age, while in

Lykke he

rep-

Adam Homo we

have only the ugly features.*

The most important female writer of this period is ThomCheistine Gyllembotjrg - Ehkensvard (1773-1856).
When still very young she was married to Peder Andreas
Heiberg, and Johan Ludvig was their son. When her husband was banished, she contracted a new marriage with the
Swedish Baron Gyllembourg-Ebrensvard, who, as a participator in the conspiracy against G-ustaf III, had been exiled from
Sweden, and resided in Denmark. In daily intercourse with
the most intellectual men of the time, she acquired much
culture and an unusually refined aesthetic taste, and being in
asine

possession of a remarkable poetical talent, a fact abundantly

shown by her writings,

it is

rather strange that she did not

*Fr. Palndan-Miillers poetiske Skrifter, I-VHI, Copenhagen, 1878-1879.
Historie, I-in, Copenhagen, 1866-1873.

Lykkes

War
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literary ddbut before she was fifty-three years old.
novel " Familien Polonius," which half for sport
the
It was
and anonymously she permitted to be printed in the journal

make her

edited by her son, " Flyvende Post," but her

work met with

such signal success that the author was encouraged to continue to write. She at the same time continued to write

anonymously and assumed the nom de plume, " Forf. af en
Hverdagshistorie " (the author of an e very-day story), from
the title of one of her most successful works. The subjects of
her numerous novels have been taken almost exclusively from
everyday

life,

of society, she

through a long

the various

doings of which,

in

classes

all

had had excellent opportunities to observe
life

rich in personal experiences.

intellectual culture, her natural amiability, her

Her

refined

harmonious

and humane view of life, which in many respects probably
bears the stamp of the close of the eighteenth century, the

—

time when she attained her intellectual maturity, all impart
If to this we add
to these pictures of life a strange charm.

her masterly style and careful and striking delineation of
character, we easily understand why her works attained such

wide popularity.
Hverdagshistorie

"

To her

best

belong

also

tales

"

in

DrOm

addition

to

"En

og Virkelighed

(dream and reality), "To Tidsaldre " (two generations), and
" Extremerne."
The author attempted several times to put
her materials in a dramatic dress, but did not succeed.*
Nicolai de Saint Atjbain- (1798-1865), known as author
only by the pseudonym Carl Bernhard, was a nephew of

Baroness Gyllembourg and thus a cousin of Heiberg. He, too,
made his first modest attempt in the " Flyvende Post," and
succeeding beyond
self

all expectation,

he henceforth devoted him-

with great ardor to literary work.

He

did not possess the

great talents which belonged to his aunt, and his work does

not come up to her standard of excellence.

Still,

we always

find in his tales a skilfully selected plot, developed in

ed.),

*Fru Gyllembourg: Samlede Skrifter
I-Xn, Copenhagen, 1860-18(17.

af Forf.

til

an easy

en " Hverdagshistorie" (2nd
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elegant manner, and carried forward through interesting
situations to a satisfactory conclusion.

This, together with

and tasteful style, makes his works a very attracOf his many novels, in which
tive and charming reading.
the plot is taken from modern daily life, his " Lykkens Yndling" (Fortune's favorite) and " To Venner" (two friends)
had the greatest success, and of his historical novels the most
remarkable are " Gamle Minder " (Old recollections) from
the times of Struense and Queen Carolina Mathilde; " Kr<5niker fra Erik af Pomerens Tid" (Chronicles from the time of
Erik of Pomerania), and " KrOniker fra Christian den Andens Tid " (Chronicles from the time of Christian II).*
From this sketch of modern Danish poetical literature it
appears that it attained an uncommonly rich development
after OehlenschlSger had appeared and spoken the emancipating word which broke the magic bonds that had fettered
the intellectual powers of the nation.
And yet we have given
only the most important names. The intellectual life was
thriving to an almost incredible degree, and almost every day
brought forth a new poet. Many of them lived to be sure
only an ephemeral life in the literature, but in addition to
those already mentioned, there were still many who became
known and deserve recognition from the fact that they ex^
pressed from their own point of view certain sides of the
his lively

aesthetic culture of the period.

portant ones

We

shall

name

the most im-

among them.

Emil Aarestrup (1800-56) was a remarkable lyrical
whose glowing erotic poems betray an intellectual
kinship now with Chr. Winther, and now with Heine, yet
talent,

his productions

always bear the unmistakable stamp of the pe-

One of the main features
marked sensuality and in this he
goes further than any other poet of his time and a vigorous
bold humor'that is sprinkled through his verses.
To this he
culiar individuality of the author.
of his poetry

is

—

a strongly

—

* Carl Bernharda samlede Noveller
1856-67.

og

Fortaelllnger,

I-XIV, Copenhagen,
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adds a rare talent for producing a very effective picture in a

few words, and in general for handling the language in a
masterly manner.

It is

were surfeited with the

a striking proof of

how

the times

which the close
of the first half of the present century poured forth, that the
volumes of poems published in 1838 by Aarestrup hardly
He was discovered as it were after his
received any notice.
death, and not until then did he receive the recognition due
eesthetic productions

to him.

Ludvig BOdtcher (1793-1874) was also a peculiarly
His talent was not very comprehensive,
but what he sang had a full, pure tone, and his songs were
always clothed in a beautiful form. As a very young man he
repeatedly published poems, and this he continued to do from
gifted lyric poet.

time to time to the close of his
intellectual

freshness

life,

and enjoying

always preserving his
life.

Though

poems are contained in one small volume,

may

be said to contain only gems.

chiefly erotic.

enjoyment of
ling.

One
life,

of their

though he

main

is

is

his

BSdtcher's poems are

itself in a

beautiful and good in

all

the latter

traits is a quiet, gentle

at times exuberant

His love of existence reveals

for all that

still

life,

refined taste for the beauties of nature.

and spark-

tender feeling

and in a remarkably
He had lived many

years in Italy, and reminiscences of his sojourn there are

found in his poems.

The themes of some of

his finest

poems

are taken from Italy.

Cakl Bagger (1807-46) did

not,

on account of unfortunate

circumstances, attain the full development of his fine talents,

whose originality and freshness are most brilliantly revealed
in several exquisite poems of his youth, though they are not
always free from a certain rhetorical bombast. His chief
work, " Min Broders Levned " (My brother's life), a novel
written after a French pattern, is in part autobiographical.
On this account the book acquires a greater interest than its
merits would otherwise give

it.

Hans Peter Holst (born 1811)

first

attracted the gen-
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poem written

in 1839,

of Frederik VI, soon after the death of the king,

and which he expressed

in a simple

and impressive manner

Much popularity was also
attained by his cycle of romances, " Den lille Hornblseser"
(The little trumpeter), which in a plain and direct manner
the sorrows of the whole people.

war of 1848-50. In addition to a
poems and sympathetic pictures from the south, he
written a series of tales in verse, "Fra min Ungdom"

presents episodes from the

number
has also

(Prom

of

my

Youth).

Among

less

important names the following are yet to be

mentioned: Thomas Overskott (1798-1873),
reputation as a writer of plays.

— which they are however,
— that they are based on the national dramatic founda-

with the plays of Herz
equal

who gained much
this in common

They have

to

not,

tion laid by Heiberg in his vaudevilles.

"Den danske Skueplads; dens

His great work,

Historie fra de fOrste Spor af

danske Skuespil indtil vor Tid" (The Danish Theater and
history from the earliest traces of Danish plays

down

to

its

our

Caspar Johannes Bote
mainly known as the author of dramas,
among which are "Juta'' and "William Shakespeare," but he
also wrote very charming, both secular and sacred, songs.
Just Mathias Thiele (1795-1874) wrote a detailed and valuable life of Thorwaldsen and edited important collections of
Danish popular legends. Two works in which he gives an
time),

is

a production of great value.

(1791-1853)

account of his

is

own

life,

"Erindringer fra Bakhehuset,'' that

Eahbek's dwelling, and "Af mit Livs AarbOgeT," contain
important contributions to the history of the culture of his
is,

time.

His dramatic and lyric works are, however, of but
Of the many works of the talented poet Pranz

slight value.

Johannes Hansen (1810-52) the novel "Let Sind og Letsind"
(A light mind and lightmindedness) is the most successful.
During the fourth decade of the century Hans Peter Koefoed Hansen (born 1813) wrote under the pseudonym Jean
Pierre several theological and philosophical dissertations and
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the tales, "Liv og

DSd"

(Life

and death) and KjOd og Aand"

(Flesh and Spirit), which are strongly influenced by the reli-

gious and philosophical agitations of the age and betray a
certain spiritual affinity to Kjerkegaard.

After a silence of

many

years he again appeared in 1875 with a long novel
"Livslaenker" (Fetters of Life). Peter Ludvig Moller (181465) published talented works of criticism and a few volumes
of lyric poems, which have some value, though they

thought and
poetry.

show more

than any richly flowing vein of
Paul Chievitz (1817-54) was a conspicuous comical
sesthetic taste

which sometimes, however, was rather crude in regard
He also wrote both novels and dramas, and his best
and most widely known work is the novel " Fra Gaden" (From
talent,

to form.

the street).*

Toward
began

the middle of the century this plethora of poets

to decrease.

Poetry, which

up

to that

time had played

a very prominent part, began to recede somewhat into the

The

freedom gradually absorbed all
and though people still liked to hear the
old well known voices, still the unmistakable change in the
background.

powers and

spirit of

interests,

number of
Parmo Karl

tendencies of the age revealed the fact that the

new

poets

was considerably diminished.

In

Ploug (born 1813) editor of the daily paper " Faedrelandet,"
we meet with a very characteristic combination of the poet and
the new practical ideas which had such great influence on the
younger generation. From his youth he was a strenuous
advocate of Scandinavianism and of liberal progressive ideas,
and for these he fought both in his songs and in the paper
which he edited. He began his literary career as a writer of
songs for the students, for

whom

he wrote a number of witty

Emil Aarestrups samlede Digte, Copenhagen, 1877. Ludvig Bodtcher: Digte
aetdre og nyere, Copenhagen, 1878. Carl Bagger Samlede Vterker, I-II, Copenhagen, 1867. H. P. Hoist: TJdvalgte Digte, Copenhagen, 1874. Denlille Hornbteser
(1849), 5th ed., Copenhagen, 1873. Ude og Hjemme (1843), 3d ed., 1872. Pra min
*

:

Ungdom,

1873.
Overskons udvalgte Komedier, I-II, Copenhagen, 1877. Den
danske Skneplads i dens Historje, I-V, Copenhagen, 1854-64. C. J. Boye: Udvalgte poetlske Skrlfter,;i-IV, Copenhagen, 1850-51. J. M. Thiele: Thorwaldsen
og hans Vserker, I-IV, Copenhagen, 1842-57.
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and graceful poems. They were originally intended simply
for the narrow circle of his comrades, but on account of their
peculiar power and freshness they soon found their way to the
people.
In several dramatic works (" Attelaner ") overflowing with wanton humor, he poured forth a most telling satire on the political and literary conditions of his time.
It was
not long before he became the bard of the whole people, and
for many years his mighty voice was heard on every great
national event whether of joy or sorrow. Many of his best
poems are associated with certain definite occasions, and the
most of them are the poetical expression of the vital ideas of
the times, but they all, whether relating to a certain occasion
or not, are marked by a peculiarly powerful style, and contain
the finest poetical sentiments.*

Jens Christian Hostrttp (born 1818), like Ploug, proceeded from the circle of university students for

whom

Soon he also
wrote comedies, amusing operettas, which at first were
played with great success at the Students' Union, but which
also reached the public at large, and by his comedy " Gjenboerne " he at once became the favorite of all classes. This
piece was soon followed by a series of others, some of them
short, merry vaudevilles, " Intrigerne," and " SoldaterlOier,"
and other operas, " En Spurv i Tranedans," " Mester og Leerling," " Eventyr paa Eodreisen," and all are brimful of
bright, harmless fun, while some of them do not lack a
he wrote songs brimful of youthful buoyancy.

serious background.

In the text are inserted excellent songs

sung to most charming airs, so that his plays are of the most
amusing and popular to be found on the Danish stage. They
continue to be represented with great applause in all the
leading theaters in the country.

In addition to these dra-

matical works, Hostrup has written
beautiful

songs

his patriotic

and

hymns

graceful

lyric

number of merry,
among which

poems,

are marked by a rare sublimity of style.

Plongs samlede Digte, Copenhagen,
enhagen, 1869.
* C.

a

1862.

Nyere Sange og Digte, Cop-
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1855 he became a preacher. Since that time he has but
seldom been heard from and then always in simple lyric
poems, yet these always contain the same freshness of thought
In*

and forms, and the same genial warmth of feeling and senti-

ment

as his earlier productions.*

Christian Richabdt (born 1831) has written a

poems that show strong and deep

excellent

form of

his verses is frequently

exceedingly elegant.

When

number of
The

feeling.

very original, but always

he abandons the lyrical

field,

as

in his fairy tale " Tornerose,"

and the biblical
poem of Judith, he assumes a task beyond his strength,
though he has given many proofs of his poetical powers
for instance

in these works.

His recently published lyrical drama " Drot
Erik Slipping and Marshal Stig) is

og Marsk," (King

—

—

—

In this drama he had a fine opportunity of
displaying his great talents, and he has succeeded in impart-

an exception.

ing to the varying

mood

a splendid and characteristic expres-

sion.!

Hans Wilhelm Kaalttnd (born 1818) published in 1858
a collection of poems under the title " Et Poraar " (a spring),
which was very well received.
but what

it

poems are

excellent,

It is

not very comprehensive,

grace and harmony.

His
and so are his animal fables, for which
he seems to be endowed with exceptionally fine talents, while
he at the same time knows how to paint scenes from human
life in a no less attractive form.
Before the above volume of
poems appeared, he had repeatedly tried his hand in various
contains

is

full of

kinds of poetical composition, but without success.
"

Kong Halfdan den

His epic

Staerke," as well as his dramatic

work

" Valkyrien Grbndul," betrayed
It

is

all

an utter lack of self-criticism.
the more surprising that Kaalund is the author

of the excellent play " Pulvia," recently published, the plot of

which

is

laid

in the

times of the early Christians.

In a

samlede Skrif ter, I-IV, Copenhagen, 1865.
tC. Riohardt: Smaadigte, Copenhagen, 1861. Nyere Digte, Copenhagen, 1864.
Texter og Toner, Copenhagen, 1868. Billeder og Sange, Copenhagen, 1874. Halv* C. Hostrupe

hundrede Digte, Copenhagen,

1878.

Drot og Marsk, Copenhagen,

1878.
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he has here given us a graphic picture of the struggle between Christianity and the heathen
series of effective scenes

The drama is largely lyric in its character, and this
•fact makes it less adapted for the stage. Since the above mentioned volume of poems he has from time to time published
faith.

single poems,

which are in every way equal

to the

former

ones.*

Erik Booh (born 1822)

is

a very peculiar genius

command

acquired a remarkable

" feuilletons," in lectures,

and in light

stories.

who
style

of the chit-chat

has
in

His numerous

poems, of which some are very popular, always contain something racy, though they are usually very ordinary as to contents.

He

is

also

master in the art of localizing foreign

hand receive an entirely new
Of the plays which he has himself written, "Fas-

vaudevilles, which under his

stamp.

telavnsgildet " a most exquisite comedy,

Christian

Knud Frederik Molbech

is

the best.f

(born 1821) has col-

two volumes,
poems and romances,
(among them " Billeder af Jesu Liv"), also contain a few
dramatic compositions and among them " Dante." All these
works show great mastership of form, but do not betray any
The more surprising it is that Molbech
rare poetical gifts.
has recently produced the drama, "Ambrosius," which is a
most charming work both on account of its characters, which
are drawn with a steady hand, and on account of the beautiThe main figure
ful and poetic style in which it is written.
By this drama Molin the play is the poet Ambrosius Stub.
bech's genius seems to have broken entirely new ground.
His faithful and elegant translation of Dante's Divina Comedia is an excellent work, and together with the translations

lected his youthful, poetic compositions into

which, in addition to a

number

of lyric

*H. W. Kaaland: Et Foraar, Copenhagen,
1877.

1858.

En Efterraar,

Copenhagen,

Fulvia, Copenhagen, 1875.

tErikBOgh: Dramatiske Arbeider, I-VII, Copenhagen, 1858-1870. Digte, I
paa Vers og blandede Digte) Copenhagen, 1879. Syv Forelsesninger,

(Fortaellinger

,

Copenhagen, 1877 (5th ed.). Jonas Tvaarmoses
Udvalgte Fortselliger, I-II, Copenhagen, 1876.

.firgrelser, I-II,

Copenhagen,

1875.
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by Foerson (1777-1817), of Homer and Euby Wilster (1797-1840), and of Shakespeare and a
part of Byron by Lembcke (born 1815), it is the best of what
has hitherto been translated from the foreign classics into
of Shakespeare

ripides

Danish.*
Christian Arentzen (born 1823) is to be mentioned less
on account of his poetical productions than on account of his
really valuable work on Baggesen and Oehlenschlager.
Among the prose writers of recent times, the two pseudo-

nyms, P. P. and Carit Etlar, have addressed themselves to
the public at large, and must be regarded as popular writers
in the best sense of that word.
The former, Theodor Wilhelm Btjmohr (born 1807), has published a number of novels,

mostly treating of popular heroes, such as Tordenskjold,
Niels Juel and others, and presenting faithful, vivid pictures

These books have had a very wide circulation,
and have contributed much to awakening among the people
of the same.

The

a taste for national history.

latter,

Johan Carl Chris-

tian BrosbOll (born 1820), describes in his numerous tales
episodes from Danish history, or scenes from the popular life
of Jutland, with which he

is

almost as familiar as Blicher,

and thus he may in one sense be regarded as his successor.
He has a lively, sometimes even an unbridled, imagination,
and a fresh and fluent style which makes his works both
attractive and amusing.
His most successful works are a
series of descriptions from the middle of the seventeenth century, when Denmark was threatened with the Swedish yoke.
Among these are " Dronningens Vagtmester " and " GjOngehOvdingen" (the chief of the Gjonges), a small clan in northern Scania.
life

with

He

has also written several sketches of modern

its social conflicts,

but in these he has not been suc-

cessful, t
* C. K. P. Molbech Digte lyriske og dramatiske, I-II, Copenhagen, 1863.
Ambrosius, Copenhagen, 1877.
t P. P. (Theodor W. Rumohr) Fsedrelandshistoriske Malerier, I-Xrv, Copenhagen, 1850-65. Carit Etlar (J. C. C. BrosbOll): Skrifter, I-XXTV, Copenhagen,
Skrifter, ny Samling, I-V, Copenhagen, 1878-79.
1859-68.
:

:
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An
(a

author of great merit

Jew by

birth,

born 1819).

is
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Meter Aaron Goldschmidt

Already in

his early

youth he

became conspicuous and feared as the editor of the satirical
weekly paper, " Corsaren " (1840-46), by his witty and incisive articles which, as the champion of liberal ideas, he
directed against the waning absolutism of the time, and
whereby he frequently came into collision with the authorities.
In the periodicals which he afterward edited, " Nord
og Syd " and " Ude og Hjemme," he was less polemical, but
in his articles, all written with sparkling humor and refined
elegance, he remained faithful to the cause of freedom and nationality. In so doing he occupied an entirely individual standpoint, which often involved him in violent conflicts with the
leaders of the national liberal party. As the author of novels
and tales, Goldschmidt has achieved even more than by his
great journalistic activity. He has no superior in his command of language, and his style is pure and elegant in an
unusual degree. At the same time the author's deep psychological insight and his gift of seizing the most interesting
details and of rendering them in a striking, graceful manner
lends to his work a rare charm.
His great talent is shown
advantage when he treats of Jewish affairs. In this
he has created real masterpieces, such as " En JQde,''

to best
line
"

"

Kavnen,"

Maser," and others.

nature and popular

life,

In his descriptions

of

found as episodes in his larger

works, for instance in his novel, "Hjemlos" (Homeless), or

charming by means of
keen observation and poetical interpretation of the facts.
On the other hand he lacks genuine dramatic talent, though
his works in this field are not wholly without interest, for
in independent tales, he has the art of
his

his

deep

psychological

he sketches.

titled " Livserindringer

is

seen

in

the

characters

og Eesultater." These results give
and existence, gained by his philosophand mythological studies carried on for a long series

his views
ical

insight

In 1877 he published an autobiography, en-

of life
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He

of years.

has

made a

special study of

Egyptian my-

thology.*

Herman Frederik Ewald (born 1821) published his
Waldemar Krones Ungdomshistorie," in 1859.

book, "

a well executed picture of

modern

life,

first

It is

and was followed by

several similar stories, Johannes Falk," " Pamilien Nordby,"
" Hvad Ellen vilde," in all of which the author gave abun-

dant proof of his skill as a character painter. In later times
he has devoted himself to the historical novel, and produced

many

among which we may
Svenskerne paa Kronborg,'' " Den skotske Kvinde

creditable works in this field,

mention

"

paa Tjele,"

What

etc.

gives these books a particularly high

Ewald

studies with great care the epoch
which his story belongs, and then faithfully utilizes the
results gained, and thus his novels are important as pictures

value

is

the fact that

to

containing the history of culture.f

Thomas Lange (born 1829) has a rare talent for describing
its wild and grand aspects, and for

nature, especially in

bringing nature and

man

into such a relation to each other

that they seem mutually to call for and explain each other.

His greatest work

is

"

Aaen og Havet"

(the river

and the

sea).

"Wilhelm BergsGe (born 1835) was originally a naturalist,
but on account of the weakness of his eyes he was compelled
He employed his involuntary leisure
to abandon this study.
in the composition of novels, and being in possession of a
lively fancy

and powerful descriptive

Meyer A. Goldscmidt: En Jdde, Copenhagen,

faculties, his stories

1845.
Hjemlos, Copenhagen,
og Skildringer, Copenhagen, 1863-65. Arvingen, Copenhagen,
Smaa Fortsellinger, Copenhagen, 1869. Kjaerlighedshistorier fra mange
1867.
Lande, Copenhagen, 1868. Livserindringer og Resultater, I-n, Copenhagen, 1877.
Forteellinger og Virkelighedsbilleder, I-II. Copenhagen, 1877.
t H. F. Ewald: Valdemar Krones Ungdomshistorie, Copenhagen, 1860. FamHvad Ellen
ilien Nordby, Copenhagen, 1862. Johannes Falk, Copenhagen, 1865.
Svenskerne paa Kronborg, Copenhagen, 1867.
Den
vilde, Copenhagen, 1869.
skotske Kvinde paa Tjele, Copenhagen, 1871. Knud Gyldenstjerne, Copenhagen,
Niels Brahe, Copenhagen, 1877.
1875.
Eventyrets Land, Copenhagen, 1868.
Aaen og Havet,
t Thomas Lange
Copenhagen, 1870. Nyt Liv, Copenhagen, 1879.

*

1857.

Fortsellinger

:
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His most popular works

are: "Pra Piazza del Populo," "Pra den gamle Pabrik," and
" Bruden fra ROrvig." His poems, which in form are without

blemish, are inferior to his tales in intrinsic value.*

The
chapter,

authors'

many

who have

whom

of

hitherto been mentioned in this

are

still

living

and

at the zenith of

their productive power, form, notwithstanding their dissimi-

owing their
and represent-

larity as regards details, essentially one group,

origin to the romantic tendency in literature,

ing an ideal view of

life

and

art.

The

realistic

element

is

surely not altogether lacking in the Danish aesthetic litera-

ture of the

first

half of the nineteenth century, though

it is

not conspicuous in the beginning of that literary epoch, and
several poets, Paludan-Mtiller, Blicher and others,

draw very

which they possessed the gift of painting both vividly and faithfully. But behind these pictures
decidedly on real

life,

almost always concealed a marked ideal
and the former are used, directly or indirectly, only for the purpose of satire, to pave the way, so to
The climax of the ideal tendency in
speak, for the ideal.
Danish literature was reached during the first four decades
of reality there

conception of

is

life,

of this century; during the following decades

it

gradually

decreased, and during the last decade scarcely a single representative of the ideal tendency has been added.

exception of the few writers

who had

With the

already conquered for

themselves a position in literature and continued their activ-

and excepting the young poet, Ernst von dee Recke, who
works had shown eminent dramatic
talents, all the rest that was produced in this latter period
was extremely weak and sapless, in fact, an epigoni-literature,
of which the bulk was ladies' novels.
In recent times the
ity,

in a series of dramatic

aesthetic literature has

again been awakened to a

new

* Vilhelm BergsOe :

life,

but

Fra Piazza del Populo, Copenhagen, 1867. Fra den gamle
Fabrik, Copenhagen, 1869.
Bruden fra ROrvig, Copenhagen, 1872. I Ny og Nas
(Poems), Copenhagen, 1867.

Hjemve (Poems), Copenhagen,

1873.
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productions have an essentially different character from

its

the idealism of the preceding period, being very intimately

connected with that powerful realistic tide which, during the
last decades, has

civilized world.

almost flooded the general literature of the
It

endeavors, in a

much higher degree than

ever before, to approach reality and to describe
its

own

sake or with a view of preparing the

it,

either for

way

to tenden-

and views which are diametrically opposed to the old,
views of life. This movement came to Denmark as
a result of the social and religious agitations with which it is
everywhere intimately connected.
In Denmark, Georg
Brandes (born 1842) was the first to champion the modern
radical ideas, whose claims he advocated with great enthusiasm and talent, though he can hardly be acquitted from the
reproach of a blind one-sidedness and a passion which have
provoked much bitterness and discord. By his historical and
critical works on literature, in which he has chiefly adopted
Taine as his model, he has contributed vastly to drawing the
attention of the Danish people to the literary movements in
Europe and making the Danes feel the need of spiritual intercourse with the outside world and so to emerge from the intellectual stagnation which had fallen on Denmark.
This
realistic tide would, of course, sooner or later have reached
Denmark, even if Brandes had not been, and yet the fact that
realism has already acquired so great prominence in Denmark
must, in a great measure, be ascribed to him, though the
events and movements in the world generally during the last
decades may also have had their share in bringing about this

cies

idealistic

result

One

of the most eminent representatives of the

new

tend-

Holgeb Drachmann. Already his earliest poems, in
which he appeared as a champion of radicalism in literature,
made a great sensation, and the friends of this tendency
greeted the new phenomenon with an enthusiasm hardly warranted by the intrinsic value of the poems. They were folency

is

lowed by other works in prose and in verse, published in
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rapid succession and in great numbers, all of which give evi-

dence of a

imagination and of a rare gift of drawing

fertile

pictures from

His productions are deeply impressed with

life.

the stamp of reality, while they are at the same time highly
colored by the author's keen eye for observing every element

Such

of poetry.
sea,

which he

is

is

especially the case

when he

particularly fond of doing.

poet has ever equalled

Drachmann

in

No

describes the

other Danish

painting the ever-

changing aspects of the sea. He may be said to have conquered this domain of poetry. His priginal profession is
painting, and his speciality is marine views, and this has unquestionably been of great service to him in his poetry.

never before

been painted with so great poetic

life

made by Drachmann from
and

sailors.

And

— when we except Blicher — has Danish popular
the

life

effect as in the sketches

of the Danish fishermen

His talent produces the most splendid results in

which he frequently reaches a high degree
command of language, and in his shorter

his lyric poems, in

of perfection in his

" Ungt Blod. " His
"
Derovre
fra
series of sketches
Graandsen," of which several
stories,

';

Paa SOmands Tro og Love " and

editions appeared in rapid succession, has

become exceedingly

In these the poet eloquently and graphically de-

popular.

scribes the heroic

endurance of the Danish soldiers and the

depressed condition of the neighboring population during the
siege of Diippel.

plet"

In his long

and " Tannhauser"

we

stories,

find

such as "

many

En Overeom-

exquisite passages,

but Drachmann lacks the ability to manage properly works
undertaken on a great scale. In his former works he has

shown a marked

predilection for the realistic school, but recently, in a phantastic composition, " Prindsessen og det halve
Kongerige " (the princess and half the kingdom), he has turned

decidedly to

whether

the

this is a

The future will show
mere caprice or whether the poet means

romantic school.

to continue in this field.

Sophus

Schandoeph originally belonged essentially to
symptoms

the old school, but in his published poems appear
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of inward struggle, which finally led to a rupture with the
old principles.

tendency, as
story "

is

.

He

has

now completely embraced

the

new

seen by his recent prose works, especially the

Uden Midtpunkt " (without

centre).

In this work he

exposes, with a keen faculty of observation and with great
satirical

humor, the weaknesses of the times, particularly

as

they are to be found in Denmark.

The pseudonym

" author of Jason with the golden fleece,"

as he styles himself after his first book, has

of portraying the wrongs of his

he has had marked success in his

assumed the task
and in this work
" Nutidsbilleder," which are

own

time,

written with spirit and ability.

One of the most important works of the new school, one
which the leading principles are prominently set forth, is
Jacobsen's " Pru Marie Grubbe," which is a series of loosely
connected sketches from the seventeenth' century. They consist in historical pictures drawn from life, written with a rare
command of language, and distinguished by their truthfulness in regard to the historical details and by a subtle psyThe book is exceedingly entertaining,
chological insight.
though it contains little or nothing of what has hitherto been
in

regarded as poetry.*
In this chapter we have thus far occupied ourselves exclusively with the

modern

sesthetieal literature,

which in the

beginning of this century assumed unprecedented propor-

Meanwhile there was no less activity in the other
domains of thought, and in no previous epoch has there been
achieved so much in all directions as during the last fifty
A detailed account of all this grand activity would
years.
tions.

*E. vonder Eecke: Kong Liuvigild og hans SOnner, Tragedy, Copenhagen,
Archilocos, dramatisk Skizze, Copenhagen, 1878. G. Brandes .aSsthetiske
Kritiker og Portraiter, Copenhagen, 1870. Den
Studier, Copenhagen, 1868.
franske ^E3sthetik i vore Dage, Copenhagen, 1870. HovedstrOmninger i det nittende
Aarhundredes Literatur, I-IV, Copenhagen, 1872-75. SOren Kierkegaard, Copenhagen, 1877. Danske Digtere, Copenhagen, 1877. Esaias Tegner, Copenhagen,
1878. Benjamin Disraeli, Copenhagen, 1878. H. Drachmann: Digte, Copenhagen,
1872.
Daempede Melodier, poems, Copenhagen, 1875. En Overkomplet, Copenhagen, 1876. Tannhauser, Copenhagen, 1877. TJngt Blod, Copenhagen, 1877. Der1878.
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will, therefore,

content ourselves with brief notices of the most eminent
writers in each department of research.

Jacob Peter Mtnstek (1775-1850) was one of Denmark's
greatest theologians.

He, too, like so

many

other

young

men, had been powerfully impressed and strongly influenced
by Steffens' teachings. By his great eloquence he was the
first to champion a more sound development of the religious
life, which in the beginning of this century was still fettered
by the chains of rationalism. He was not a controversialist like
G-rundtvig, but still his influence on the character and tendency of the religious agitations was of great importance, for
profound knowledge of human nature

his vast learning, his

commanding

an extraordinary weight
and addresses he labored with
indefatigable zeal for the advancement of religious life,

and

his

to his words.

filling in the

By

intellect lent

his writings

meantime various high

positions in the church.

Among his pubIn 1834 he was made bishop of Zealand.
lished works his brilliant " Betragtninger over de christelige
Troeslserdomme " (Meditations on the tenets of the Christian
faith) deserves particularly to be mentioned.

Henbik Nikolai Clausen (1793-1877)

is

an important

representative of the critical tendency within the domain of
theology.
By his first great work " Katholicismens og Pro-

testantismens Kirkeforfatning," he drew upon himself the

above mentioned violent attacks from the pen of Grundtvig.
all of which are marked by great clearness
and keen analysis, are chiefly devoted to historical criticism.
Of no slight importance to the history of his time is his

His later works,

ovre fra Grsendsen, Copenhagen, 187?, Sange ved Havet, Copenhagen, 187?. Paa
Somands Tro og Love, Copenhagen, 1878. Prindsessen og det halve Kongerige,
Copenhagen, 1878. Ranker og Roser, poems, Copenhagen, 1879. Poul og Virginie
nnder nordlig Bredde, Copenhagen, 1879. S. Schandorph: Nogle Digte, Copenhagen, 1875. Fra Provlndsen, Copenhagen, 1877. Uden Midlpunkt, Copenhagen,
1878. Tinge Dage. Fortselling paa Vers, Copenhagen, 1879. Pern Fortaellinger,
Copenhagen, 1879. Jason med det gyldne Skind, Copenhagen, 1875. Nutidsbilleder, Copenhagen, 1878. Fra Studiebogen, Copenhagen, 1879. J". P. Jokobsen:
Fru Marie Grnhbe, Copenhagen, 1876.
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" Optegnelser

om mit Levneds

randa from the history of

my

og min Tids Historie " (Memo-

and of

life

my

time).

It fur-

nishes valuable information not only concerning the political
in which the author took a prominent part, but also

life

in regard to the religious

Denmark.

and

His works contain

movement

ecclesiastical

many

valuable facts

for

in

a

thorough understanding of the intellectual movements of
his time.

Hans Lassen Martensen (born

1808), bishop of Zealand,

has attained a celebrity extending far beyond the limits of

Denmark by
Dogmatik

his

very important works "

" and "

Den

christelige

Ethik.''

Den

christelige

His work on

ethics contains not only a wealth jof great theological learn-

ing in a form intelligible even to the layman, but also
the results of mature reflections concerning
of

life

all

the relations

viewed from a Christian standpoint.*

In the works of these three authors there
philosophical

element, but

still

is

a

marked

they are decidedly theolo-

But ScVren Aabt Kjerkegaard (1813-1855), the greatDenmark ever produced, must be looked upon as
the connecting link between theology and philosophy. Eeligion was almost exclusively the object of his researches, yet it
was not the dogmatic details, but the fundamental principles
of Christianity, on which he wrote, and which he conceived
The religious view
in a most striking and original manner.
which he advocates in his numerous works, form a decided
gians.

est thinker

contrast to that presented in the religious works of other
authors.

According to

strictly logical

methods he

sets forth

the absolutely ideal claims of Christianity, and in this respect

he

is

a most remarkable parallel to Peuerbach.

the tenets of the latter lead the reader

away from

But while
Christian-

* J. P. Mynster Kleine theologische Schrif ten, Copenhagen, 1825. Betragtninger over de christelige TroslBerdomme, I-II, Copenhagen, 1833. H. N. Clansen
Katholicismens og Protestantismens Kirkeforfatning, Copenhagen, 1825. Optegnelser om mit Levneds og min Tids Historie, Copenhagen, 1877. H. L. Martensen
Den christelige Dogmatik, Copenhagen, 1849. Den christelige Ethik, I-HI, Copenhagen, 1871-1878.
:
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Kjerkegaard most emphatically leads him to

ing to him Christianity
considered

it is

is

an absurdity, which

religious consciousness.
tion,

and to

a paradox, that

faith

it is

To

is

the reason

is

it.

Accord-

to say, objectively

of value only to the
it is

a source of vexa-

an object of passion.

Life in faith

is,

therefore, according to Kjerkegaard, exclusively a union be-

tween God and " individuals " (one of his characteristic expresOf life in the Christian community he has not only no
appreciation, but he even assumes an almost hostile attitude

sions).

to it.
When bishop Martensen, after Mynster's death, called
the latter " a witness of truth " Kjerkegaard's attacks on the

" official "

Christianity assumed

a more and more violent

According to Kjerkegaard,

character.

was glaringly opposed
demanded, and which

official

Christianity

to that " imitation of Christ,''

which he
had nothing in common with the former, for the existing Christendom is a
union of Christianity and the world, whereby the former is
expelled, while real Christianity means a renunciation of
the world."
In his pamphlet " Oieblikket " (the Moment),
the last of his very numerous works, the violence of his
in his estimation

attacks on the official Christianity reaches

its climax.
His
began with the philosophical dissertation
"Om Begrebet Ironi" (On the idea of irony), then followed
two works "Enten Eller " (Either Or), and " Stadier paa
Livets Vei " (Stations on the path of life), in which the ses-

literary activity

—

—

and

ethical points of view are contrasted with the
In several works published under various signatures he developed his own peculiar conception of Christianity
thetical

Christian.

in

its

velse

The most remarkable of these are
Afsluttende, uvidenskabelig Efterskrift," " Ind5-

various relations.

probably
i

''

Kristendom," and " Til SelvprSvelse."

All his works

are distinguished for their refined and brilliant dialectics combined with passionate enthusiasm for the maintainance of
Christianity as the " gospel of suffering."
His style is noble,
full of poetic sentiment,

always perfectly

clear.

and very eloquent, though

it is

not

His writings exercised a powerful
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influence

upon

his contemporaries

and sowed in many souls

the seeds of true religion.*

Fredeeik Christian Sibbern (1785-1872) was from 1813
until a few years before his death professor of philosophy at

the University of Copenhagen, and exercised in the capacity
of instructor a great influence on the successive generations

He

of students.

accomplished more as a teacher than as an

author, though his numerous philosophical works were not

without influence on his contemporaries.
tant of his works are: a dissertation

and the Utopian romance,

"Om

The most imporPoesie og Kunst,"

" Meddelelser af Indholdet af et

Skrift fra Aaret 2135 (the contents of a manuscript from the

year 2135), in which he gives us in a succinct manner his
religious

and

social ideas.

In his philosophy he was essentially

influenced by Sehelling, and he never rose to the production

of an
feeling
"

Udaf

independent system.

In Sibbern imagination and

His poetical compositions,

overbalanced reflection.
Gabrielis Breve

til

og fra

Hjemmet " and

Breve af Gabrielis," are of a more

" Efterladte

solid character

than his

philosophical works.

Easmus Nielsen (born 1809), professor of philosophy,
following in Kjerkegaard's footsteps, began in 1849 a struggle against theology as a science, a struggle which he has

continued to the present time, maintaining that faith and
science,

though legitimate contrasts, are absolutely irrecon-

cilable.

One

of his peculiarities

is

his effort to obtain a

thorough knowledge of the sciences in order to bring them
into a definite relation to his philosophical system.

Instead

of losing himself in abstract metaphysical speculations, he

turns to the experimental sciences in order to get the means
* S. Kjerkegaard: Om Begrebet Irani, Copenhagen, 1841. Enten— Eller, Copenhagen, 1843, Stadier paa Livets Vei, Copenhagen, 1845. Afsluttende, nvidenskabelig Ef terskrif t,',Copenhagen, 1846. IndOvelseiChristendommen, Copenhagen,
Til SelvprOvelse, Copenhagen, 1851.
A
1850.
Oieblikket, Copenhagen, 1855.
Barthold: Noten zu Soren Kjerkegaards Lebensgeschichte, Halle, 1876. Lessing
nnd die objective Wahrheit aus Soren Kjerkegaards Schriften zusammengestellt,
Die Bedeutung der sesthetischen Schriften SSren Kjerkegaards,
Halle, 1877.

Halle, 1879.
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His chief

for testing the results of philosophical deductions.
"

Grundideernes Logik (of which two volumes have
been published) and " Natur og Aand," in which he develops

works are

his views of philosophy

number

great
tific

and nature.

He

has also written a

of books and dissertations, partly purely scien-

and partly popular in form.

In

all

his writings

as

also in his professional lectures he is exceedingly eloquent.

A decided

opponent of

Nielsen'13 conception of the relig-

was Hans BrOchner (1820-76), professor of

ious principle

philosophy in the University of Copenhagen.

not take the side of the theologians, but he

Still

may

he did

rather be

upon
upon Christianity

said to have exercised a subtle negative criticism not

theological views of Christianity, but also
itself.

He

has

made very valuable
among which are

tory of philosophy,
" Philosophiens

Historie

i

historiske

contributions to the hishis "

Benedikt Spinoza,"
Udvikling," and " Philosophiens

Grundrids."*

In the domain of natural sciences we must, above all,
mention Hans Christian Oersted (1771-1851) the discoverer

many valuable works
His views concerning the philosophy of nature
he has developed in a brilliant and attractive work, "Aanden
i Naturen" (The soul in Nature).
The following are also
of electro-magnetism and the author of

on physics.

to be mentioned:

(1789-1852)

;

the botanist, Joachim Frederik:

the geologist and chemist,

Schouw
Johan Georg Porch-

hammer (1794-1864), and the zoologist, Japetus Steenstrup
(born 1813), who also has distinguished himself in archaeology
to

which he has been led by
* C. F.

Sibbern

:

his palaeontological studies.!

Om Poesie og Kunst, I-III, Copenhagen, 1853-69.

af Indholdet af et Skrift f ra Aaret 2135,

Copenhagen,

1858-72.

Meddelelser

Efterladte Breve

af Gabrielis, Copenhagen, 1826. Udaf Gabrielis Breve, Copenhagen, 1850. R.
Nielsen: Grnndideernes Logik, I-II, Copenhagen, 1864-66. Natur og Aand, Copenhagen, 1873. H. BrOchner Benedikt Spinoza, Copenhagen, 1856. Bidrag til
Opfattelsen af Philosophiens historiske Udvikling, Copenhagen, 1869. Philosophiens Historie-i Grundrids, HI, Copenhagen, 1873-74.
t H. C. Oersteds samlede og efterladte Skrifter, I-IX, Copenhagen, 1850-52.
J.F. Schonw: Naturskildringer, Copenhagen, 1839. J. J. Steenstrup OmEorplantning og Udvikling, gjennem vexlende Generationsraekker, Copenhagen, 1842.
UndersOgelser over Hermaphroditismens Tilvasrelse i Naturen, Copenhagen, 1846.
:

:
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The study of

antiquities acquired

from the beginning of

the present century a grand development, partly from the

was strengthened, and partly in
consequence of the enthusiasm which Oehlenschlager's writfact that the national feeling

Among

ings had aroused for the ancient times of the North.

the

men whose

activity contributed

most

to

advance this

science the following are especially to be mentioned:

Erasmus Muller (1776-1834), a compiler and
quarian works.

In his " Sagabibliothek " he gives a

exposition of the whole saga literature.

Peteb

editor of anti-

He made

critical

a careful

examination of the chronicles of Saxo and Snorre, and edited
edition of Saxo.
The works of the Icelander Finn
Magnusson (1781-1846) present the mythology and early
history of the North with great learning.
He also edited
the Elder Edda in the original text and in a Danish translaNiels Mathias Petersen (1781-1862) did much extion.
cellent work in the field of linguistics and the history of
a fine

and

his "

Det Danske, norske og svenske Sprogs
til den danske Literaturs Historie " are
works of great merit. He also made faithful and elegant
translations of different sagas, and among his historical writings we would call special attention to his " Danmarks Historie i Hedenold."' Christian Thomsen (1788-1865) advanced
in a very effective and practical manner the study of archaeology, and the care which he bestowed on the great collection
of antiquities which he superintended can hardly be overestimated.
As a writer he was not remarkable, and still it
should be remembered that it was his little work, " Ledetraad
til nordisk Oldkyndighed," which laid the foundation of a
Jens Worsaae,
systematic study of northern antiquities.
(born 1821) by his numerous and excellent archaeological
and historical works has contributed much to the eminence
which antiquarian studies have attained in a comparaAmong his historical works the most
tively short time.
remarkable is " De Danskes Erobring af England og Norliterature,

Historie " and " Bidrag
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mandiet" (The conquest of England and Normandy by the
Danes).*

we have to mention Erik
who in numerous works,
Werlauff
(1781-1871),
Christian
In the department of history

particularly in

his

" Historiske

Antegnelser

til

Holbergs

Lystspil," has given us important contributions to the history

of Danish culture,

and Christian Molbech (1783-1837), who

developed a literary activity of rare wealth.

The

first

real

Denmark (Holberg excepted) was Karl Ferdinand Allen (1811-1872), who combined a comprehensive

historian of

historical

knowledge with an excellent talent

for its exposi-

His great work, which unfortunately was not completed,
" De tre nordiske Rigers Historie under Hans, Christjern II,
Frederik I, Gustav Vasa og Grevefeiden, 1497-1537," is a

tion.

The works

masterpiece.

of

Prederik Schjern (born 1816),

though not very voluminous, are equally excellent, both as to
A large work by him " Europas Polkestyle and contents.
stammer," has not been completed. The works of Caspar
Peter Paltjdan-Muller, " Grevens Peide," and " De forste
Konger af den oldenborgske Slaegt," have considerable historical value.f

The study

of languages has been pursued with

marked

success in connection with the archaeological researches.

In

*P. E. MMler: Sagabibliothek, I-m, Copenhagen, 1817-1820. Kritisk TJndersOgelse af Daniaarks og Norges Sagahistorie, Copenhagen, 1833. Finn MagnusBon EddalaBren ogdens Oprindelse 1-IV, 'Copenhagen, 1824-26. Runamo og Runerne, Copenhagen, 1841. N. M. Petersen: Det danske, norske og svenske Sprogs
Historie, I-IT, Copenhagen, 1829-30. Danmark's Historie i Hedenold, 1-IU, Copenhagen, 1854-55. Nordisk Mythologi, Copenhagen, 1862. Bidrag til den danske
Literaturs Historie, I-VI, Copenhagen, 1853-61.
Bidrag til den oldnordiske Literature Historie, Copenhagen, 1866. J. J. A.Worsaae, Danmarks Oldtid, Copenhagen,
1843, Rumano og Braavalleslaget, Copenhagen, 1844. Blekingske Mindesraserker,
Copenhagen, 1846. Minder om de Danske og Nordmamdene i England, Skotland og Irland, Copenhagen, 1851. Den danske Erobring af England og Normandiet, Copenhagen, 1863.
t K. P. Allen Haandbog i Faedrelandets Historie, Copenhagen, 1840. De tre
nordiske Eigers Historie, 1497-1536, I-V, Copenhagen, 1864-1872. Fr. Schjern:
Europas Folkestammer I, Copenhagen, 1851. Historiske Studier, 1-IL Copenhagen, 1856-1857. Nyere historiske Stndier, I-n, Copenhagen, 1875-1879. C. P.
Paludan-Mtlller Grevens Feide, I-II, Copenhagen, 1853-1854. De fOrste Konger af
den oldenborgske Slaegt, Copenhagen, 1874.
:

:

:
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field the above mentioned Christian Molbech distinguished himself by his great lexicographical works, " Dansk

this

Ordbog," " Dansk Dialektlexikon,"

mentioned N. M. Petersen

as the

etc.

We

author of

But the most distinguished
Easmus Christian Bask (1787-1831).

linguistic works.
field is

essay on
landic

have already

many

valuable

scholar in this

By

his prize

the Old Norse or Icelandic language, by his Ice-

grammar and

other works, he laid the foundation of a

comprehensive and systematic study of

this

old language.

His extraordinary linguistic talent is also demonstrated by
the fact that he is one of the founders of modern comparative
philology.*

In classical philology

Johan Nicolai Madvig (born

1804) has attained a world-wide reputation.
*R. Rask: Samlede Afhandlinger,

I-III,

Copenhagen, 1834-1838.

CHAPTER

VII.

NORWEGIAN LITERATURE SINCE

1814.

Unfavorable conditions for the foundation of an independent Norwegian LITERATURE, AND EFFORTS TO IMPROVE THESE CONDITIONS. WERGELAND AND WELHAVEN, THEIR RESPECTIVE POSITIONS, THEIR FEUDS AND
THEIR SIGNIFICANCE. MUNCH, AsBJORNSEN, MOE, BjORNSON, IBSEN, LlE
AND OTHERS. CONTRIBUTIONS IN THE VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS OF SCIENCE.

A FTER Norway, in 1814, had been separated from Den-£j- mark and had obtained her own constitution, there
sprang up a feeling of freedom and independence, and thus also
a youthful desire of achieving great deeds without knowing
exactly what to do.
This sentiment of liberty assumed, however, such

domain

a preponderance that

it

strongly affected

the

and particularly that of poetry.

The
national element in its purely abstract generality came so
decidedly to the front that almost every other interest had to
" The rocks of Norway," particularly the Dovre
yield to it.
mountains, " the cataracts of Norway," particularly the Sarpforce, " the lion of Norway," the "free, independent peasant,"
were for some the hackneyed phrases of the bombastic,
rhetorical poetry, which was continually employed in glorifying Norway and its inhabitants.
Such were the chords that
were struck by the greater number, while a few others without being able to rise to any essential independence continued in the beaten track of the previous Danish-Norwegian
literature.
Now and then some writer, as for example
Maubitz Chkistophee Hansen (1794-1842), in his rather
bright stories, would try to approach the national element,
of literature

but much progress in this direction was impossible, since the
on which to found a national literature, that is an
intimate knowledge of the popular life, was lacking.
About

basis

the

year 1830, however, the Norwegian nation began

to
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work

out of this transitional condition and to become

itself

conscious of the fact that there are higher aims and better

ways by which
exaggerated

to glorify one's country than

praise

even on

its

advantages.

by bestowing

About

this

time Wergeland and Welhaven appeared as the representatives of the two important tendencies, from the collision

new literature was to proceed.*
Henrik Webgeland was born in 1808. His father Nieolai
Wergeland was a member of the constitutional convention,
which assembled at Eidsvold, and he made an extraordinary
of which the

sensation by his elequence which frequently soared to giddy

and by his unbridled, reckless enthusiasm for freedom.
His intense patriotism found expression in various works,

heights,

among which may be mentioned
politiske Forbrydelser irood

his

pamphlet " Danmarks

Norge," which, as indicated by

showed no mercy to Denmark. In the year 1817
Wergeland became pastor at Eidsvold and here " on
the sacred soil of Norwegian freedom " the lad Henrik grew
up resembling his father in many respects and adopting his
ideals, which were freedom, Norwegian sentiment, and reason.
His special study was theology, but before he had comthe

title,

Nicolai

pleted his theological course, he wrote a few satirical farces
under the signature " Siful Sifadda," a pseudonym which he

afterward used when, as was frequently the case, he wished
to vent his
also

wrath in

this

kind of poetical compositions.

He

published several exceedingly bombastic lyric poems,

chiefly

unrhymed

dramatic poem,

odes.

In the year 1830 appeared his

" Skabelsen,

lyric,

Mennesket og Messias " (the

Creation, Man and Messiah), a work of extraordinary length,
though the author had produced it in about six months. It
was a very obscure expression of the ideas that were fermenting in his mind, and at the same time it was a sort of
glorification of the deism of the eighteenth century.
It
teemed with inelegant matter, but on the other hand it also
*H. Jaeger: Literaturhietoriske Pennetegninger, Copenhagen,
Hausens Noveller og FortEellinger, I-VIII, Christiania, 1855-1858.

1878.

M. C.
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and pictures of striking beauty,

thus giving abundant evidence both of Wergeland's eminent

and of his lack of intellectual maturity. He afterward revised this work, which he regarded as his masterpiece, but even in its altered form it is upon the whole
chaotic and unattractive.
The most prominent features of
talents

the

first

period of his literary activity are, generally speak-

ing, a heaven-storming enthusiasm

of the laws of poetry.

His mind

from whose dense mist

flashes of

dart forth.

is

and a complete disregard
a seething, eddying chaos

grand ideas ever and anon

The great work above mentioned, accordingly

found but few readers, nor did his other productions make
any great impression, though they were hailed with great
enthusiasm by a certain circle as the first point of a distinctly

Norwegian

period a

man

literature.

Still

of great influence,

he was even in his
both

first

on account of his

marked personality and on account of his literary activity.
Wergeland carried his love of freedom and country to the
extreme and partook with his whole soul in the national
movement, which without being able to produce any practical
results, blindly waged war against all existing institutioiis,
against the

bureaucracy and, in short, against everything

that pretended to be of Danish origin.

the

common

He was a

friend of

people and promoted their welfare to the best of

He watched jealously over the independence of
Norway, and by his agitations he brought about that the
17th of May, the anniversary of the adoption of the Norwegian constitution, was raised to a national holiday of the
Norwegian nation, in other words, he was the leader of the
ultra-Norwegian party. Thus when the contest broke out
between himself and Welhaven, the war was not limited
to the domain of aesthetics, but it was based mainly on the
wide difference between the contending parties in regard
to all social relations and in regard to the principles which
the development of culture in Norway ought to follow.
The
ultra- Norwegian party adopted the absolutely national prinhis ability.
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ciple,

while

its

opponents, the so-called " Intelligence " main-

tained that art and culture should be developed on the basis
of the old association,

long union between

which had been formed during the

Norway and Denmark, and by which

Norway had become connected with
throughout Europe.
party was Welhaven.

civilization

the great

movements of

The leader

of the latter

Johan Sebastian Cammermeteb Welhaven was born

in

His refined aesthetic nature had been early developed,

1807.

and when the war broke out between him and Wergeland he
had already reached a high point of intellectual culture, and

way a match to his opponent. The
was inaugurated by a preliminary literary skirmish,
which was at the outset limited to the university students,
but it gradually assumed an increasingly bitter character,
both parties growing more and more exasperated. Welhaven
published a pamphlet " Om Henrik Wergelands Digtekunst og
Poesie " in which he mercilessly exposed the weak sides of
his -adversary's poetry.
Thereby the minds became still more
excited.
The " Intelligence " party withdrew from the students' union, founded a paper of their own, and thus the
movement began to assume wider dimensions. In 1834
appeared Welhaven's celebrated poem " Norges Dsemring," a
thus he was in every
fight

series of sonnets, distinguished for their

beauty of

style.

In

them the poet scourges without mercy the one-sided, narrqwminded patriotism of his time and exposes in striking and
unmistakable words the hollowness and shortcomings of the
Wergeland party. Welhaven points out with emphasis that
he

is

not only going to espouse the cause of good taste, which

his adversary has outraged,

but that he

cuss problems of great interest.

culture

He

is

also about to dis-

urges that a Norwegian

and literature cannot be created out of nothing;

that to promote their development

it is

absolutely necessary

which have hitherto been common to both Norway and Denmark, and thus to keep in
rapport with the general literature of Europe. When a solid
to continue the associations
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the necessary mate-

would surely not be wanting, for they
are found in abundance, both in the antiquities and in the
popular life of Norway. This poem made the greatest possiparty very naturally
ble sensation.
The " Intelligence
rials for a literature

''

found in

it

a clear incontrovertible expression of the princi-

which in their opinion ought to be the basis of a worthy
intellectual development. But Wergeland's party were highly
incensed and could scarcely find sufficiently strong terms
in which to denounce this " document of treason." There
ples

broke out a violent literary feud in which Welhaven, how-

no part. But his forcible words, welling forth
from a deep inner conviction, continued to have a decided
influence on the intellectual progress of the young Norway,
and they contributed much to the revival of the people's selfconsciousness and to impelling the Norwegians to employ
their intellectual powers instead of being satisfied with
empty phrases.
The contest with Welhaven was not the only one in which
Wergeland had to engage, though his other conflicts were not
of equal importance to the people of Norway and to literaever, took

His excitable, reckless character involved him in a num-

ture.

ber of lawsuits which finally cost

Thus

him

the loss of house and

Nor were scandalous

scenes in public places wanting.

at the representation of

Wergeland's drama, "The Camp-

home.
bells,''

there took place in the theatre a regular tussle (the

famous Campbell fight) between the friends and adversaries of
Wergeland in his own presence. His whole personality was of
a kind that makes it easy to understand why even many intelligent

men

(in spite of his

noble character, always intent on

the ideal) misunderstood and hated him.

Such was the case

in the Jewish question, in which he applied the general principles of

freedom in favor of an oppressed, persecuted race

that was prohibited from settling in Norway.

Wergeland

espoused their cause with voice and pen, especially in his two
interesting

compositions,

"J<5den" and

" JSdinden."

He
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was

more blamed

Out
anonymously undertook
the editorship of a few numbers of a very low journal called
still

for another philanthropic freak.

of compassion for a poor printer he
" Statsborgeren," until a

when he was

new

editor could

be found; but

discovered and a general outburst of indigna-

tion followed, he added fuel to the flames by resolving to

retain the paper and turn
sition,

it

into a decent organ of the oppo-

a resolution which he, however, failed to realize.

relations to

King Carl Johan were

His

also a fruitful source of

and gross misunderstanding, though he here, too, was
pure and innocent as in the other instances described.
Wergeland was sincerely devoted to the king, and did not
ill-will

as

therefore hesitate to accept the support which was granted
to

him by

his majesty,

but on the other hand he was not

afraid of speaking the truth boldly to the king's face,

when

the latter, in Wergeland's estimation, was unfaithful to his
trust as guardian and defender of

Wergeland had a peculiar knack
a light that it was exceedingly

Norwegian

liberty.

But

for putting all his acts in such
difficult

not to misinterpret

them.
All these conflicts did not, however, hinder

veloping a vast literary activity.

him from

de-

Farces, plays, epic and

poems followed in quick succession, and his work steadimproved in character and style. Many of the poems,
dating from his ripe age, have a beauty and clearness which
it would be vain to look for in his earlier works, while the
deep, intense feeling and the gorgeous imagery, which charlyric
ily

acterize the earlier poems, are also found in his later ones,

Among his most exJan van Huysums Blomsterstykke,"
" J5den" and " Den engelske Lods."
Among his lyric poems
When he died in
there is also to be found many a gem.
Wergeland
had been
generally
acknowledged
that
it
was
1845,
and that

in a

purer and nobler form.

cellent productions are "

a great man, endowed with a rare poetical talent, nay, that

he might have become the greatest man that the North ever
produced had it not been his lot to be engaged on all sides
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in the most violent controversies with his contemporaries,

which, of course, prevented him from attaining his full de-

velopment.*

Welhaven maintained throughout

his long career as

an

author and university professor the principles which he had
advocated in his conflicts with Wergeland.

ment was philosophy, but he

His special depart-

also delivered lectures

history of literature, which were well attended.

on the

He wrote

several essays on subjects from the Danish-Norwegian literature, notably

the

first

on Ewald and the Norwegian poets, and this was

conspicuous attempt to throw light on this important

subject.

The number of his poems

is

not very large.

They are

and they are to such a degree finished in style
and rich in contents, that they have never been surpassed in
Norway. His poetry is mostly of a symbolic character, whethmostly

lyrics,

er he plunges into the contemplation of nature, which he
particularly fond of doing, or selects a
basis of his

poem.

Human

life

is

myth

is

or legend as the

almost always reflected in

way he had himand took his materials from ancient and
modern time and from popular traditions, and in so doing he
gave a mighty impulse to Norwegian literature. He died
his poetry.

In his romances he followed the

self pointed out,

in 1873.t

Andreas Munch (born 1811) may in many respects be
regarded as a spiritual kinsman of Welhaven, though he is
not as original as the latter.

His poetry is a very graceful and
pure though somewhat faint echo of Oehlenschlager's, and this

is

particularly true of his dramatical works, " Lord William
Salomon de Caus," " En Aften paa Giske," etc., all

Eussell," "

of which suffer from the same defects as Oehlenschlager's

dramas without even distantly approaching them in poetical
His tales are more characteristic, the many-hued
materials for which he frequently borrows from Norway's
power.

Wergelands samlede Skrif ter, edited hy H. Lassen, T-TY, Christiania, 1852H. Lassen: Henrik Wergeland og nans Samtid, Christiania, 1866. H. Schwanenfliigel Henrik Wergeland, Copenhagen, 1877.
t J. S. Welhavens samlede skrifter, Copenhagen, 1867-68.
* H.

57.

:
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mediaeval history, as for instance in " Pigen fra Norge." As a
lyrical poet he has also

done good work. "He

is

tender and

melodious, and generally understands the art of giving his

The best of his poetverses an elegant and attractive form.
ical works is his " Sorg og TrOst " (Sorrow and Consolation),
a collection written on the occasion of the death of his be-

loved wife, and which was received with the highest favor,

not only in Norway, but also in both the other Scandinavian
countries.

His cycle of romances, " Kongedatterns Brude-

fart" (The bridal tour of the princess),
fine

also

is

an exceedingly

work.*

The energetic

efforts

which began

to

be manifested about

the year 1830 in the study of the characteristic peculiarities
of the

Norwegian people served

an important aid

as

to the

development on the basis of natural elements in
the sense in which Welhaven and his friends had suggested.
The knowledge of the life and habits of thought, of the naintellectual

ture of the country,

What was known

etc.,

had hitherto been very

most ordinary things, and was not

sufficient to serve as the

basis of a truly national literature

roots in the life of the nation,

the people.

superficial.

did not extend beyond the limits of the

and

which was

to

have

its

to reflect the character of

A beginning was now made

in the

way

of collect-

ing the materials and in publishing them in a systematic form.

Not only was a new and brighter

light shed on a multitude of

things through the researches of historians and scientists, but
entirely new fields, which had hitherto remained neglected,
were made the object of comprehensive inquiries that yielded
rich harvests.

In this direction much was done by Peter Christian
AsbjOrnsen (born 1812) who, partly alone and partly in connection with the bishop, J5rgen Moe (1813-1880), collected
old popular tales which were admirably adapted for the poet* A.
1861.

1861.

Munch: Samlede

Digte,

Trondhjem,

1858.

Nyeste Digte, Christiania,

Kongedatterens Brudefart, Christiania,
Sorg og TrOst, Christiania, 1852.
Salomon de Caus, Christiania, 1855. En Aften paa Giske, Christiania, 1855.

Lord William Russell, Christiania,

1857.

Hertug Skule, Copenhagen,

1854.
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Literature thus acquired an abundance of
and the peculiarities of the Norwegian charBoth these men
acter were brought out into bold relief.
were exceptionally fitted for the task of collecting and recasting these poetical productions of the popular mind of
Norway, for they both possessed in a remarkable degree the
art of coaxing from the common man his jealously guarded
treasures of popular poetry.
No less admirable was their
talent for retelling what they obtained in such a manner
that nothing was lost of the original either in substance or
This they were able to do because they were thorin style.
oughly familiar with the life and habits of the peasants, and
in addition to this they were endowed with no mean poetical
talent which they employed with consummate skill, for they
checked it whenever there was any danger that it might be
detrimental to the pure original form of the popular tales,
or to the peculiar stamp which the people had given them.
In the " Norske Huldreseventyr og Polkesagn," which AsbjfcVrnsen has edited, giving the names of the persons by whom
the tales have been told, he has inserted descriptions in which
ical literature.

fresh materials,

are found a series of striking pictures of the natural scenery

and of the popular

life

of

Norway.

Moe has written a numamong which the ear-

ber of graceful and attractive poems,
are especially charming.

lier ones

beauties

of nature, while

in

his

In them he extols the
later poems,

which are

strongly pervaded by a religious element, he also frequently

turns to nature to borrow from her symbolic expressions for

upon the loftiest themes. In
numerous exquisite passages.*

his thoughts
also find

Many

his later

works we

other writers have furnished excellent descriptions

and sketches of popular life, which are no less
remarkable for their simple and attractive style than for
their charming realism. Among the most important of these,
of nature

Asbjornsen: Norske Huldre-Eventyr og Folkesagn, I-II, ChristiJ. Moe: Samlede Skriftcr, I-II, Christiania, 1877. Asbjornsen og
Moe: Norske Folke-Eventyr, Christiania, 1841.
* P. Chr.

ania, 1845-48.
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which by the way may be regarded as the forerunners of that
national poetry which has reached
stories, are

Hans Henbik

its climax in BjOrnson's
Schulze's " Fra Lofoten og SolOr,"

En

Fjeldbygd," and Bebnhaed Heere's

Nicolai Ostgaabd's "

small, yet spirited work, "

En

Jaegers Erindringer."

Haeold

Meltzee has produced most humorous and strikingly truthful sketches of the life of the lower classes in Christiania.

Magnus Bbostbup Landstad (1802-1880), and the excellent
linguist Sophtts Elsetts Bugge (born 1833) have made
valuable collections of popular ballads, of which the Thele-

mark region seems
These
national

to yield the

efforts to
life

most abundant harvest.*

penetrate

and to preserve

it

the

to

in

the so-called " Maalstraev," that

its
is,

very heart of

the

primitive purity, led to

an attempt to found a

written language on the basis of the various popular dialects,
"

Landsmaalet

" (the

country vernacular), and to substitute

for the Danish- Norwegian language.

It had its origin in
Norwegian tendency of the Wergeland party,
and aided by the work of excellent philologists, especially by
that of the distinguished Ivar Aasen (born 1813), it has
brought to light a vast amount of linguistic treasures, which
otherwise would have remained wholly neglected.
Herein
it

that exclusive

lies

the great significance of these efforts, while their real aim,

the creation of a

new language out

of the dialects, is, as a
The " Maalstrsever "

matter of course, an unattainable one.

has produced a few poets, among whom Aasmund
Olafsson Vinje (1818-1870) is the most remarkable. From
him we have a number of beautiful lyric poems, and an epic
school

" Storegut," written in the " Landsmaal."

Another author

of considerable merit, though far less original than Vinje,
*H. Schulze: Fra Lofoten og SolOr, Christiania, 1866. N. R. Ostgaard: En
Fjeldbygd, Christiania, 1862. B. Herre: En Jeegers Erindringer, Christiania, 1864.
H. Meltzer: Smaabilleder af Folkelivet, I-II, Christiania, 1862. M. B. Landstad:
Norske Folkeviser, Christiania, 1853. S. Bugge Gamle norske Folkeviser, Chris:

tiania, 1858.
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number

of stories,

dramas and lyric poems.*
The two greatest poets that Norway has produced, and at
the same time the two greatest poets now living in all
Scandinavia are BjQrnson and Ibsen. Bjobnstjerne Bjoknson (born 1832) suddenly became very popular by his first
novel " Synnove Solbakken," for it was no less distinguished
for its clear insight into the knowledge of the peasant life in
Norway than for its remarkably charming and poetical style.
This fresh and graceful tale was followed by a number of
similar poetical descriptions from the life of the Norwegian
peasants " Arne," " En glad G-ut," " Fiskerjenten," " Brudeslaatten "

and several short stories, all of which possess the
same excellences as the book with which this highly gifted
author began his literary career, though none of them are
equal to SynnOve Solbakken in artistic finish. Already in
" The Fishermaiden," Bjornson began to describe the life
of the middle classes, and his " Magnhild " he moves wholly
in the latter sphere, in which he is far less skilful.
In

—

peasant stories notwithstanding his condensed style,
which reminds us of the old sagas his delineations are
remarkably suggestive and characteristic.
his

—

As a dramatist Bjornson does not rank as high as he does
though he has also achieved excellent results in
this field.
For his dramas he takes his materials partly from
the sagas, as in " Sigurd Slembe," and in " Mellem Slagene,"
partly from modern history, as in " Maria Stuart," and
partly from modern life, as in " De Nygifte," "En Fallit "
and " Leonarda." In the later years politics, which have
prominently engaged his attention, have also colored his
as a novelist,

dramatic compositions.
"

In his plays " Bedaktoren " and

Kongen," he has given vent

to his political

and

social ideas,

*A. O. Vinje: Digtsamling, Christiania, 1864. Storegut, Christiania, 1866.
Norske Digte, Bergen, 186T. Praa Bygdom, Bergen, 1867. "Den
Bergtekne" (The Spell bound Fiddler) has been translated into English by AuberPorestier, and published by S. 0. Griggs & Co., Chicago.
C. Janson,
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a fact which has by no means been advantageous to the
poetical value

of these works, though

passages of great beauty.*
speaking,

by a

marked by

they contain

many

Bjornson's dramas are, generally

excellent delineations of character

and

brilliant diction, while they are frequently lacking in

In a purely artistic sense the
the elaboration of the plot.
drama " Mellem Slagene," a slight, but very effective picture
of life in the middle ages, from the stirring times of

Sverre,

a

is

number

" Arnljot

probably the best of

all.

King

BjOrnson has written

of lyric poems of rare beauty, and his epic cycle
Gelline " though somewhat discursive, is a most

exquisite work.f

While Bjornson's poetical development, properly speakhad already reached its climax when his first works
appeared, and while none of his later great works have surpassed his first ones in excellence, the merit of the works

ing,

of

He

Henrik Ibsen (born 1828) has constantly been
is

above

all

increasing.

a dramatist, though he has written

many

His first works were historlyric poems of exquisite beauty.
ical romantic dramas, which must be looked upon as preliminary studies, though many of them contain passages that are
prophetic of the great poetical talent which he was destined
To this portion of his
to display in so splendid' a manner.

works belong the dramas " Gildet paa Solhoug " (The banquet at Solhoug), in which the influence of Hertz' play
" Svend Dyring's Hus," is very perceptible, " Pru Inger til
Ostraat," and " Haermaendene paa Helgeland " (The warriors
* All of Bjornson's stories have recently appeared in seven volumes, in Boston
(Houghton, Mifflin & Co.), in an English translation by R. B. Anderson. From a
biographical sketch of BjOrnson prefaced to Synnove Solbakken in this series, it
will be seen that the translator is materially at variance with Winkel Horn in his
estimate of BjOrnson's literary merits, particularly in regard to the dramas.
tB. BjOrnson: Eorta5llinger, I-II, Copenhagen, 1872. Magnbild, Copennagen, 1877. Kaptain Mansana, Copenhagen, 1879. Dramas Halte-Hulda, Bergen, 1868. Mellem Slagene, Copenhagen, 1862. Maria Stuart i Skotland, Copenhagen, 1864. De Nygifte, Copenhagen, 1865. Sigurd Josalfar, Copenhagen, 1872.
En Fallit, Copenhagen, 1875. RedaktOren, Copenhagen, 1875. Kongen, Copenhagen, 1877. Leonarda, Copenhagen, 1879. Det ny System, Copenhagen, 1879.
Poems: Digte og Sange, Copenhagen, 1870. Arnljot Gelline, Copenhagen, 1870.
:
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of Helgeland), a dramatic treatment of the

myth

and Brynhild, transferred

with a remark-

to historical times,

of Sigurd

In this style of composition

ably correct historical coloring.

he reached the climax in the excellent historical drama
"

Kbngsemnerne " (The Pretenders),

first

in

in

time developed his whole power.

King Hakon, who

relies

on

which the poet for the
Here the author has

his right

and constantly holds
Norwegian peo-

fast to his " royal idea " of consolidating the

and in Duke Shule, who

ple,

two

pictures

finish,

that

are

is

lacking in self reliance,

drawn

executed with great psychological

and that in their reciprocal contrast produce a striking

The

poetical effect.

exquisitely

drawn secondary

figures con-

tribute their share to the perfection of the grand historical

picture which

is

here presented to our view.

Before this play was published he had already entered
a

new

of

drama " Kjserlighedens Komedie " (Comedy
namely that of the satirical and philosophical

field in his

Love),

drama, to which his genius seems particularly fitted, and
in which he, with scathing derision, yet with deep earnestness discusses the social questions of the day.
Both his most
important works " Brand " and " Peer G-ynt," which are

equally remarkable for their wealth of thought and for their

masterly

style, belong to this negative tendency in his work.
These three comprehensive dramatical works are written in
the most perfect ringing and characteristic verses, while " De

Unges Forbund " and " Samfundets StOtter," and
later works, are written in prose.

all

his

In both the last named

upon his own times
and country, putting hollowness and falsehood in the pillory
with an amount of indignation, which by its very vehemence
somewhat injures the poetical effect, though it is never
devoid of humor. In the historical play, " Keiser og GalliIseer," Ibsen has once more returned to his earlier tendency
and produced a work which in many of its passages shows
that his dramatic powers have in no wise waned.
This may
plays the poet pours his vials of satire

safely be asserted in spite of all the objections that have been
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made from

different points of

view against

this

profound and

comprehensive drama.*
In the

elegant literature the following authors

field of

and authoresses are yet to be mentioned: Jacobine Camilla
Collet, Henrik Wergeland's sister (born 1813), is a writer
whose stories and sketches, especially her interesting novel
from real life, " Amtmandens DOttre," abound in original
spirited thoughts, and are characterized by an elegant style,
though a conspicuous tendency to criticise would seem to mar
In her book, " I de lange
the poetic beauty of her works.
"
(During
the
long
nights),
she
describes in a frank and
Nsetter
pleasing

manner her childhood

in the house of her parents,

and then she gives various episodes from her later life, which
explain how her intellectual development came to assume a
direction which made her the most zealous and energetic
champion of woman's emancipation in the whole North. In
her works, but particularly in " Erindringer og Bekjen-

all

and Confessions), and in " Fra de
(Prom
the camp of the mute), are found
Stummes
grand arguments in favor of woman's social rights, though
delser"

(Recollections

Leir

"

they at times indicate a total ignorance of the actually exist-

ing state of things.f

Jonas Lie (born 1833) has produced in the form of novels
several sketches of nature and popular life from the north of
Norway, among which are "Den Fremsynte," " Tremasteren

His style is
Fremtiden," and " Lodsen og hans Hustru."
somewhat heavy, but the sketches taken separately are so fresh

and

vivid,

tain,

and

filled

moreover, so

* H. Ibsen

:

Christiania, 1856.

with so much poetical fragrance, and con-

many

Catilina,

(2nd

Fru Inger

til

fine psychological observations, that

ed.),

Copenhagen,

1875,

Gildet paa

Ostraat, 2nd ed., Copenhagen, 1874.

Solhoug f
HEerrnaen-

Komedie, Christiania,
Brand, Cop1867.
De Unges Forbund, Copenhagen,
Since then, Dukkehjemmet, Gjengangere, and En Folkefiende.
1877.
tJ. C. Collet: Amtmandens Dottre, Christiania, 1855. Fortsellinger, Chris-

dene paa Helgeland, Christiania,

1858.

KOngsemnerne, Christiania, 1864.
enhagen, 1866. Peer Gynt, Copenhagen,
1867.

tiania, 1861.
tiania.

I

Kjserlighedens

Digte, Copenhagen, 1871.

de lange Natter, Christiania, 1863.

Fra de Stummes Leir, Christiania,

1877.

Sidste Blade, 1-5 (3 vols.) , Chris-
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Instead

of describing the sailor's life as in the most of his former

works, he has, in " Thomas Ross," confined himself to city
life,

and from a technical standpoint of view,

On

a decided progress.

position, " Faustina Strozzi,"

be regarded as

with

successful.

less

this story

makes

the contrary, his lyric, dramatic comits

scene laid in Italy, must

In his chief works, Lie not

unfrequently reminds us of Bjornson's style.* The same
applies to Anna Magdalena Thoresen (born 1819), who,

though born

in

Denmark,

limits herself in her tales almost

exclusively to descriptions from nature and popular

life

in

Of her works, which betray a certain mannerism,
but still contain no small amount of poetic beauty, the most
prominent are: " Signes Historie," " Solen i Siljedalen," and

Norway.

" Billeder fra Vestkysten."

Mabie Colban, whose

tales (especially "

Jeg Lever ") reveal

a rare talent for character-painting and graphic descriptions,
is

a marked exception from the general tendency in Nor-

wegian

literature,

which

the national popular

life,

is

especially fond of dealing with

while this lady endeavors to bring

the national literature into

harmony with

foreign, particu-

French elements.f
The rich poetic life which has unfolded itself with increasing vigor in Norway during the last decades is still in
full bloom.
New talents are continually being added which
justify the highest expectations, and there is a luxuriance in
the art of poetry to which a parallel can scarcely be found
larly

Den Fremsynte, Copenhagen, 1870. Fortsellinger og Skildringer
Copenhagen, 1872. Tremasteren Fremtiden, Copenhagen, 1872 Lodsen
og hans Hustru, [Copenhagen, 1874. Thomas Ross, Copenhagen, 1878. Adam
Schrader, Copenhagen, 1879, Faustina Strozzi, Copenhagen, 1875. Grabows Kat,
Copenhagen, 1880. Rutland, Copenhagen, 1881. Gaa Paa, Copenhagen, 1882.
Lodsen og hans Hustru and Tremasteren Fremtiden are translated into English by
* J. Lie

:

fra Norge,

Mrs. 'Bull, and published by

tMagdalena Thoresen:

S.

C. Griggs

&

Co., Chicago.

Copenhagen, 1863. Signes Historie,
Copenhagen, 1868. Billeder fra VestkyNyere Fortsellinger, Copenhagen, 1873. Livasten af Norge, Copenhagen, 1872.
billeder, Copenhagen, 1877.
Herluf Nordal; Copenhagen, 1879. Marie Colban
Tre Noveller, Cristiania. Tre nye Noveller, Copenhagen, 1875. Jeg Lever, Copenhagen, 1877. En Gammel Jomfru, Copenhagen, 1879.
Copenhagen,

1864.

Solen

i

Fortsellinger,

Siljedalen,
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any other country.

But Norway has

also achieved great

A

most distinguished naturalist was
Christopher Hansteen (1784—1873), whose investigations
concerning the earth's magnetism have carried his name far
beyond the borders of his own country. He also did much
for the advancement of the mathematical sciences.
Sjurd
Aamtjndsen Sexe (born 1805), Michael Sars (1805-69),
Mathias Numsen Blttt (1789-1862), have all achieved
splendid results in various departments of natural science.
Of important writers on philosophy Norway can only boast
Niels Treschow (1751-1833), and Marcus Monrad (born
things in other

fields.

1816), of whom the latter belongs to Hegel's school, and
whose numerous works in various branches of philosophy
have by their clear and logical method given considerable

impulse to accurate thought.

The most prominent

theolo-

gians of the old school are Steneh Johan Stenersen (1789-

Wilhelm Andreas Wexels (1797-1866), while
modern tendency is represented by Carl Poul Caspari
(born 1814). Caspari was born in Anhalt Dessau, is of Jew1838), and

the

ish extraction,

and was baptized in 1838.

In 1848 he was

appointed professor in Christiania, and has since acquired a

European reputation by

his brilliant

and scholarly literary

works.

Eilert Sundt (1817-1875) occupies a peculiar position
Norwegian literature. The results of his researches in
regard tp a great number of social and economical questions
in regard to the " Fante Polk " (a kind of Norwegian gypsies), in regard to the habits and position of the working
classes, in regard to public morality, etc., etc,
he has emin

—

bodied in a series of works, which are chiefly statistic in their
character, but the statistics are used in

taining manner.

He was

an unusually enter-

one of the most zealous members

of the society for popular education, and edited for many
years the Norwegian periodical " Polkevennen," published
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by the Society for the advancement of popular education, and
in this journal he wrote many valuable articles.*
But of all the branches of science none has been cultivated with greater ardor and success than that of history,

and Petee Andreas Munch (1810-1863), and Rudolph Keymuch toward laying a

ser (1803-1864), have especially done

by their numerous
Both published
Munch's work, though extending only

solid foundation for the study of history,

works, which abound in valuable materials.
a history of Norway.
to the

Calmar Union, comprises eight stout volumes.

Keyser

wrote a history of Norwegian literature in the middle

also

ages,

and a special essay on the origin and descent of the

Norwegians, in which he was the

Norwegian theory peculiar

first to

give utterance to

Keyser-Munch

histori-

cal school in regard to the early settlement of the

North.

the

to the

This theory, which met with considerable opposition in vari-

now be
regarded as exploded, was advocated with great partiality,
but it led to researches which have contributed much to the
ous quarters and also in Norway, and which must

A

elucidation of important questions.

very valuable work

by Rudolph Keyser is also his " Den norske Kirkes Historie
under Katholicismen." Both these historians have, moreover, written very profound and scholarly dissertations on
various subjects relating to the history and culture of antiquity.
After them Johan Ernst Sars (born 1835) is the
most distinguished historian of Norway. He is particularly
noted for his careful researches into obscure points in Norwegian history. His works in general, and especially his
* C.

nia, 1819.

Hansteen

Untersuchnngen

:

fiber

den Magnetismns der Erde, ChristiaS. A. Sexe: Om Snebraen Folge-

Reiseerindringer, Christiania, 1859.

fon, Christiania, 1864.

Maerker efter en Istid

M. Sars: Oin de

i

Omegnen

af Hardangerfjorden,

Norge forekommende fossile Dyrelevninger
M. N. Blytt: Norges Flora, Christiania,
1861.
N. Treschow Om Gud, Idee og Sandseverdenen samt de fOrstes Aabenbarelse i de sidste, I-III, Christiania, 1831-1832. M. J. Monrad Tolv ForelaesninChristiania, 1866.

i

f ra Kvartserperioden, Christiania, 1865.
:

:

ger over det SkjOnne, Christiania, 1859. St. J. Stenersen
Historie, I-II, 1823. E. Sundt
Beretning om Fantefolket

Den

Kristne Kirkes
Norge, Christiania,
1850-1865. Om Bygningskikken paa Landet, Christiania, 1862. Om Giftermaal i
Norge, Christiania, 1855. Om Dadeligheden i Norge, Christiania, 1855.
:

:

i
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" Udsigt over Norges Historie " are marked by a profound
and thorough knowledge of his subject, and by a rare ele-

gance of

style.*

Munch and Keyser have

also done much in the way of
Norwegian and Icelandic works, especially such
are of immediate importance to Norwegian history, and in

editing old
as

this

branch of their activity they have found an able succesCarl Eichaed Unger (born 1817). Purely linguistic

sor in

investigations were also ardently pursued by

Munch, and

his

work in this direction has been continued by Johan Fritzner (born 1812), who has published an excellent Old Norse
dictionary, and by Sophus Bugge.
The latter has by his
investigations of the runic monuments of the North, and
by

his

Elder Edda, furnished with

critical editions of the

a learned apparatus of notes and commentaries, greatly aided
a correct appreciation of both.f

In the above review we have

been able to give only

names from the history of modern Norstill what we have said may suffice to

the most important

wegian literature;
show how vigorous the activity is in every direction. Many
valuable works have already been produced and these give
promise of an abundant harvest in the future. Like every
other

intellectual

movement

this

literary renaissance

struggled forth into existence through

and

The

strife.

conflicts

have not yet ended, but there

every reason to hope that sound energies,
a healthy popular

life,

too

much fermentation
is

promote
will ultimately gain the upper hand.
fitted to

* P. A. Munch Det norske Folks Historie, I-V1II, Christiania, 1852-1863.
Samlede Afhandlinger, I-IV, Christiania, 1873-1876. K. Keyser: Norges Historie,
Den norske Kirkes Historie under Katholicismen,
I-II, Christiania, 1866-1867.
:

I-II, Christiania, 1856-1858.

Efterladte Afhandlinger, I-II, Christiania, 1866-1867.

Samlede Afhandlinger, Christiania,

1868.

J. E. Sars:

Udsigt over den norske

Historie, Christiania, 1873-1877.
t Fritzner

:

-

Ordbog over det gamle norske Sprog, Christiania,

1867.
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Hammarskold

Svenska Vitterheten, edited by A. Sonden, Stockholm, 1833.
P. Wieselgren Sveriges skflna Literatur, I-V, Upsala, 1833-48.
P. D. A. Atterbom Svenska siare och skalder, I-VI, Orebro, 1863-63.
L.

:

:

:

Supplement, 1864.
B. E.

Malmstrom:

Grunddragen af svenska vitterhetens

historia,

I-V, Orebro, 1866-68.
G. Ljunggren:
I-III,

Svenska vitterhetens hafder
Lund, 1873-78,

efter Gustaf, III. d5d,

Ofversigt af svenska spr&kets oeh literaturens historie,

G. Olaeson:

Stockholm, 1877.
K. V. Bremer: Kurs i svenska literaturens
L. Dietrichson

:

Indledning

i

historie, Helsingfors, 1874.

Studiet af Sveriges literatur

i

vort Aar-

hundrede, Copenhagen, 1870.

A. Fryxell: Bidrag til Sveriges literaturhistoria, 1-9 Heft, 1860-62.
Orvar Odd (0. P. Sturzen-Becker) Grupper och personnager fran
:

i

gar, 1861.

Marrianne de' Bhrenstrom
X. Marmier: Histoire de

:

Notices sur la litterature en Suede, 1826.

la

litterature en

Danemark

et

en Suede,

Paris, 1839.

W. and M. Howitt The
:

literature

and romance

of

Northern Europe,

London, 1852.

I-II,

P. Hansen: Nordiske Digtere

i

vort Aarhundrede, en skandinavisk

Anthologi, Copenhagen, 1879.
G. Leinburg:

Skandinavische Bibliothek, 1847-50; Haussehatz der

Schwedischen Poesie, 1860.
E. Lobedanz: Album nord-germanischer Dichtung,

II,

Leipzig, 1868.

namnknnnige svenska man, I-XXII, 1835Svenskt biografiskt lexikon, ny foljd I-VI, 1858-68.

Biografiskt lexikon 6fver
56.

H. Hofberg Svenskt biografiskt handlexikon,
Svenska Akademiens Handlingar.
:
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I-II, Stockholm, 1876.

INTRODUCTORY.

r

I

"iHE

-*-

inscriptions, are

vincial laws,

century.

in

Sweden

in

which date from the

as in

Denmark

the pro-

latter half of the thirteenth

In them we already begin to discern clearly a

divergence from the

which

monuments, excepting the runic

oldest linguistic

its

the numerous

purity

common
is

original

northern

tongue,

only to be found in the oldest of

runic inscriptions.

In this divergence the

Danish and Swedish form a rather decided contrast to the

Norwegian and the

Icelandic, while the difference

between

Swedish and Danish was not very marked at the outset.
In the period before the Keformation the Swedish language

had not yet begun
ing

intercourse

traces

of

the

The

to develop independently.

with the Hanseatic

Low German, and

between Sweden and Denmark

cities

the

also

increas-

numerous

left

intimate

relations

much

contributed

to

prevent an independent linguistic development, so that the
language, as we find
the

it

in the literature

period of the union

more Danish

or

Sweden had

severed

(about 1520),

from the
is

in

Danish-German than Swedish.
her

connection with

close of

reality

But

far

after

Denmark and

Norway, and when the Reformation had stimulated the
people to secure a greater intellectual independence, then

an appreciation of the peculiar claims of the language

to

be set free from the foreign yoke also grew stronger, and
in spite of the influences which the literature

was subject

316
to,

INTRODUCTORY.
first

which

from Germany and afterward from France, and

naturally

affected

Swedish

language,

the

dle of the seventeenth century

the character which separates

acquired

that harder

owes

the

to

fact

it

it

entered

About the mid-

upon an essentially independent career.

had .thoroughly assumed

from the Danish, and had

and more sonorous ring, which

that

phonetically and

in

it

inflection

it

But the con-

adhered more closely to the original tongue.

tinued intercourse with foreign countries caused the Swedish to be weighed

down with an

ever increasing mass of

foreign words, until a decided change for the better took
place

about the middle of the eighteenth century

by the aid of a number of clever writers
rated into a genuine northern tongue.

has continued to develop

its

and has become celebrated no
its

simplicity.

own
less

it

when

was regene-

Since that time

peculiar
for its

it

characteristics

power than

for

CHAPTER

I.

THE MIDDLE AGE (UNTIL

1520).

Religious works. Popular
Romances of chivalry.

Beginnings of Swedish literature.

Rhymed

THE

chronicles.

Sweden during the middle age

literature of

is

songs.

upon

the whole as poor as the Danish during the same time,

which

naturally accounted for by the fact that the condi-

is

tions for its development

countries.

were

The clergy were

essentially the

session of all intellectual culture,

and

this could

to theology the foremost place in literature.

became the centre of

this culture,

the bounds to which

it

students

who

same in both

for a long time in exclusive pos-

not but give

The convents

which could not transcend
had been carried by the ecclesiastic

visited foreign universities.

The students could

not bring home more than they acquired, and thus from lack
of suitable conditions this culture gradually, instead of be-

coming rooted and
its

established,

became impoverished and

lost

Nor did there take place any noticeimprovement, when Sweden in 1477 obtained her own

hold on the people.

able

university in Upsala, for this institution accomplished but

during the

first decades of its existence.
There was
no progress, since the elements which might have
served as the foundation of a national Swedish literature
were disregarded, while the foreign elements were neglected
and fell into decay. The clergy manifested an increasing distaste for the sciences, the monks grew more and more ignorant, and the study of the ancient classics at length entirely
ceased. Legends monopolized everything, and thus the noble
Eoman tongue degenerated into monkish Latin. Still, the
conditions were not as unfavorable in Sweden as in Denmark, for in Sweden the clergy had not isolated themselves

little

for a time
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from the remaining population, and thus the
was not wholly abandoned to ignorance. The result

so absolutely
laity

was that even in

this period the

Swedish language played a

certain part in literature.

The number
age

is

not large.

rum," by

rhymed

Erictts

Olai (died 1486), compiled chiefly from

chronicles.

departments
is

of historical works dating from the middle
The oldest is the " Chronica regni Gotho-

is

The number of works in other scientific
Worthy of notice, however,

equally small.

the encyclopsedia, written in the Swedish language about

the beginning of the sixteenth century by the bishop,

Mansson

Peder

(died 1534), of which there are extant several sec-

tions (about medicine, mining, etc.),

and which seems

to

have

been compiled from foreign tongues.

The celebrated book, " Urn Styrilsi kununga ok HOfdinga,"
(On the reign of kings and princes), occupies a very prominent place, and is justly regarded as the most valuable
literary production from the Swedish middle age, and is a
genuine ornament to Swedish literature. The authenticity
of this very remarkable document which forms a parallel to
the Norwegian " King's Mirror," has long been contested,
but it has now been fully established that the oldest extant
manuscript is from the fifteenth century, and it may even
have been written in the first half of the fourteenth century.
It presents a robust, fresh view of life, and is full of sound
maxims, expressed in short, pregnant moral and political precepts, and may in this particular without hesitation be compared with Havamal and the proverbs of Solomon. It is,
moreover, written in clear, vivid and comparatively pure
Swedish. The author was evidently not a clergyman, for he
is by no means friendly to the worldly power of the church.

The various guesses
all

in regard to the identity of the author are

void of foundation.*

The

old provincial

laws are of invaluable importance

to

the history of the Swedish language and of social culture.
*

Um Styrilsi Kununga ok HOf dinga,

edited by R. Geete, Stockholm, 1878.
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In the form in which we

now have them, and

which they

in

1

were in force when a general law was adopted in Sweden in
1442, they date from the thirteenth and fourteenth century.
In reality they are, however, much older, and like the ancient
laws of the other northern nations they are founded on rules

and legal customs, which were preserved by oral

tradition.

In addition to these provincial laws there exist several other

Swedish codes,
city-law,

The

as,

for instance, " BjarkSretten," the ol'dest

and Magnus Eriksson's code from the year 1347.*
revelations of St. Bibgitta (1304-72), canonized in

1391, are a very singular literary production, which was for
the

time put in writing in Swedish after her death by

first

Peter Olai and afterwards translated by him into Latin.
possess a few fragments of it in the original

still

We

Swedish

woman became famous throughout

the North
and for the numerous Birgittine sisterhoods
founded all over Europe, but especially in the North. She
exercised a great influence on the Church, having already in

This

form.

for her ascetic life

her early childhood been favored with supposed revelations,
in which Jesus, Mary, the saints,

and even the devil were
The more she devoted herself to
mystical musings, the more frequent and intense they became. These revelations are the theme of the above-mentioned work, which chiefly presents conversations with Jesus,
and with saints who appeared to Birgitta. Here and there

wont

to

appear to her.

are passages of a certain poetic charm, but the bulk of the

work is
The

discursive

and without connection.

attempt at a translation of the Bible, which,
however, embraced only the five books of Moses, was made
first

by the canon Mattias (died 1350), and before the Reformation there appeared several similar works.
*

H.

S. Collin

ling af Sweriges

and

J.

C

These reproduc-

Schlyter: Corpus juris Sueo-Gotorum antiqui, SamI-XIII, 1827-77. K. Maurer: Udsigt over de nord-

Gamle Lagar,

gercnaniske Retskilders Historie, Kristiania, 1878.
t Heliga Birgittas Uppenbarelser, edited by G. E. Klemming, I-IV, Stockholm, 1857-62. ¥t. Hammerich Den hellige Birgitta og Kirken i Norden, Copenhagen, 1863.
:
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were rather paraphrases from the Vulgate than genuine
still they were of a certain importance to

tions

translations, but

the development of the Swedish language, as was also the
case with the collection of sermons, books for edification

and

other similar works, which were partly written in Swedish and
partly translated from foreign tongues (as for instance
bert's

biography of Ansgar).

hymn was composed by

The

first

Eim-

Swedish religious

Ericus Olai.

The popular ballads are one

of the

most important

branches of the Swedish poetical literature of the middle

As

age.

in

Denmark and Norway these ballads have their
common to the entire North, and

origin in the ancient poetry
to

it

they are intimately related, both in form and contents.

This subject was discussed in connection with the ballad

ature of

Denmark and Norway, and we may

dismiss the matter by referring the reader to

therefore

liter-

now

what we there

said.*

Already in the fourteenth century the learned began
and until far into
the seventeenth century this form was frequently employed
to imitate the style of the popular ballad,

The bishop

in historical composition.

of LinkOping, Niko-

laus Hermanni (died 1391), the first one who became known
as a* poet of this kind, composed a song in honor of the
Elisif, and the bishop of Strengnfe, Tomas (died 1443),
from whose pen we have the beautiful poems on freedom and
on faithfulness, wrote the celebrated poem in honor of the

nun

national hero, Engelbrekt.

Upon

the whole there

Among

is

but

little

poetry of interest from

many rhymed

composed
but little
poetic value, the oldest one, the so-called "ErikskrBnike " is
worthy of attention for its excellent Swedish and charmthis period.

the

in the ordinary style of the time,

and

chronicles,

as a rule of

* Svenska Medeltidens Bibel-arbeten, edited by G. E. Klemming, I-II, StockSvenska Folkvisor, samlede och utgifne af E. G. Geijer och
holm. 1848-1853.
A. A. Afzelius, I-III, Stockholm, 1879. Svenska Fomsanger, utgifne af A. J. ArSveriges historiska och politiska vieor,
widsson, I-III, Stockholm, 1834-42.
utgifne af G. O. Hylten-Cavallius och G. Stephens, 1853.
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supposed to have been written or

main contents
The style
of the chronicle seems to suggest that the author was an eyewitness to the events described, and this gives it some historat least finished about the year 1320,

and

relate to the son of the Swedish king

Duke

ical value.

its

Erik.

This also applies to the majority of the other

poetical productions of the same kind, particularly to the
" KarlskrSnike " and to the " SturekrOnike," which treat

Sweden during the reigns of Karl Knutsson
might also mention a few bishop-chronicles
written in verse, and a number of didactic poems and legends,
which do not, however, contain any matter of interest. In
addition to the above mentioned Eufemia songs, there are
of the history of

and Sture.

We

romances of chivalry composed in verse,
to have been
translated from Latin prose about the close of the fourteenth
century.
The first poem in dramatic form, which Sweden
can boast, is a translation from the Latin, entitled "De uno
peccatore, qui promeruit gratiam.*
also several other

such as the "

Konung Alexander," thought

* Svenska Medeltidens Rim-KrOniker, edited by G. E. Klemming, I-III, Stockholm, 1865-67. Elores og Blantzeflor, edited by G. E. Klemming, Stockholm,
1844. Herr Iwan Lejon-Riddaren, edited by LifEman and Stephens, Stockholm,
1849. Hertig Eredrik af Normandie, edited by J. A. Ahlstrand, Stockholm, 1853.
Konung Alexander, edited by G. E. Klemming, Stockholm, 1863.
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II.

PERIOD OF THE REFORMATION

(1520-1640).

Introduction of the reformation. Translations of the Bible. Historical works. Mesmerism. Dramatical -works. Religious literature.

introduction
the Eeformation proceeded
THE
Sweden than in Denmark. The
slowly
of

in

far

first

more

impulse

was given by Olatjs Petri, who for three years had been
a pupil of Luther and Melanchthon, and who after his return
in 1519, supported by his brother Latjrentitjs Petri and by
Latjrentius Andreje, began the work of reformation.
The
latter, who held a prominent office in the church, made
the king, Gustav Yasa, acquainted with the new doctrine, and
he at once was deeply affected by it, but he also appreciated
what great advantages it afforded for the firm establishment
of the royal ppwer.
The people did not, however, yet feel
the need of any reformation of the church, and when the
new order of things was adopted at the riksdag at Vesteras in
1527, it met with considerable opposition not only from the
Catholic clergy, but also from the lower strata of the population, while the upper classes of society assumed a somewhat
indifferent attitude to it.
When, in the reign of king Johan
(1568-92), great efforts were made to restore the old faith,
many deserted the Lutheran doctrine. The latter, nevertheless, gradually increased in strength, and when after the
death of Johan it was expected that his son and successor, the
Polish king Sigismund, was going to crush out Protestantism, the Swedish people made haste to assemble in Upsala in
1593 and solemnly adopt the Augsburg confession before the
new king had landed in Sweden. Sigismund, whether he
liked it or not, was compelled to accept the decision of the
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national assembly, and the Lutheran religion was henceforth
firmly established in Sweden.

The

intellectual

life

that

had been awakened by the
new faith was followed by

struggle between the old and the

a literary activity that soon partly abandoned the religious
field in

which the movement had been inaugurated, and took

up other

subjects of

more

or less general interest.

Printing

had been introduced in Sweden in the latter half of the
fifteenth century, and the first book printed in this country
was a Latin work about Katarina, a daughter of St. Bergitta
(Vita sive legenda
lished in 1474.

not established
the

first

cum

miraculis Catharinse), which was pub-

But a thoroughly equipped printing press was
in Stockholm before the year 1491, and in 1495

book printed in Swedish appeared, the translation of
devil.
In 1520 there

a Latin work on the temptations of the

were already three printing offices, and thus the reformers
were in no want of means for spreading among the people
attacks on the Catholic church.

The bulk of the

literature produced during the period of

reformation consisted, as a matter of course, in theological
works. They were partly dogmatical, or books for edification,

and partly polemical, and

as it

was important

to

awaken a

popular interest in this kind of reading, they were for the
most part written in Swedish, while the learned literature

and was written in Latin.
was of
great importance, for especially by their translations of the
Bible they laid a solid foundation for the development of a
consisted chiefly'in disputations

The work

of the three reformers mentioned above

written language. This is particularly true of Laurentius
Petei (1499-1573), who superintended the translation of the
whole Bible and did the most of the work himself.
This
version was published in Upsala in 1540-41, while the New
Testament had already appeared in a Swedish translation by

Laweentitts

was

this field

Andrew (1482-1552)

in 1526. Laurentius Petri
author of a series of theological works, but in
he was greatly surpassed by his brother Olatts Petri

also the
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" Liten

(1497-1552).

The

became widely

circulated,

Postilla " written by the latter
and by many of his literary productions he laid the foundation of the form of worship still in
use in the Swedish church.*

By

the side of the theological literature history occupied

prominent position during this period. Though the historians were wanting in scientific skill, still it was already
at that time evident that the Swedes in an eminent degree
deserved to be called a historical nation, which keenly appreciates the great deeds of the fathers, and which is upon the
whole thoroughly in sympathy with the recollections of the
a

This fact has contributed much toward giving a pecustamp to Swedish literature. The unpleasant relations
between Sweden and Denmark during the whole period of the
union, and the rupture which afterward took place, aided
past.

liar

materially

in

arousing a national sentiment

among

the

Swedes, which, especially during the reign of the great kings
of the seventeenth century,
position

when Sweden occupied

among the European

and asserted

itself in a

nations,

a high

was greatly developed

most striking manner in the national

literature.

The first attempt at historical criticism was made by
Olaus Petri, the reformer mentioned above,, who, like his
brother Laurentius, wrote a Swedish chronicle.

This

criti-

cism was mainly directed against the tendency which had
already manifested itself in the
quity of Sweden and

its

way

of exaggerating the anti-

ancient importance, and which

rather to be ascribed to an unbridled fancy and want of
cal

is

criti-

methods than to any wilful perversion of historical truth.

In a later period we shall find prominent representatives of

which owed its origin to an intense patriotism,
Swedish character, and which on this
very account was well nigh incorrigible. The most remarkthis tendency,

a leading

trait in the

able instance of this phantastic historiography in this period
*U. v. Trail: Skrift.er och Handlingar
formations-Hist. Upsala, 1790.

til

npplysning

i

Sv.

Kyrko-och Re-
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was the archbishop Johannes Magnus (1488-1544), whose
patriotic enthusiasm led him in his " Historia de omnibus
Gothorum Sveorumque regibus" to carry the genealogy of
the kings even as far back as to the deluge.*

Chronicles of Gustav Vasa were written by Peder Svart
(died 1562),

by Erik GOeansson Tegel (about 1580-1636) un-

der the superintendence and by the encouragement of King

Karl IX, and by ^Egidius Girs (about 1580-1639), the

whom

also

wrote chronicles of Erik

King Gustavus Adolphus wrote

last of

XIV and Johann

III.

Swedish a
history of his father Karl IX, and the chancellor Axel Oxenstjerna (1583-1654) began a history of Gustavus Adolphus,
which did not, however, extend beyond the introduction.!

The

versatile

special mention.

in pure, beautiful

and fertile writer, Messenius, deserves a
Johan Messenius, whose chief department

was history, was the son of a miller near Vadstena, and was
born in 1579. When sixteen years old he was carried off by

who wished to make a Catholic apostle of him,
and accordingly gave him a careful education in the Jesuit
college in Braunsberg.
After a number of years he returned
to Sweden with the title of " Poeta csesareus," which he had
received from the Emperor for his Latin poems, and his
the Jesuits,

learning soon gained him the favor of Karl IX.

He was

ap-

pointed professor of jurisprudence in Upsala, where he soon

became popular with

his students,

but being haughty and

quarrelsome, he spent his time in incessant wranglings with
his colleagues.
After a very stormy scene, when his adherents assailed the consistorium, he
to another position.

It

was

for

a time transferred

afterward appeared that he was en-

gaged in a treasonable conspiracy, and was working for the
restoration of Catholicism.
He was sentenced to death, but
*01ai Petri Chronica in Scriptores rer. Svecicarum medii sevi, I. Johannes
Magni, Historia de omnibus Gothorum Sveorumque regibus, Eomae, 1554.
tP. Svart (Niger) Gustav. I, Cbr. edited by Klemming, 1870. Gustav I Historia, Stockholm, 1662. Girs: Konung Gustaffs och Konung Erichs den XTV
chrOnikor, Stockholm, 1670. Konung Johans III chrflnika, Stockholm, 1745.
:
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was comimprisonment for life. Here with his wife, who
shared her husband's fate, he was treated with great severity.
He was allowed to have books and writing materials, and during the twenty years he spent in prison, before death claimed
in consideration of his great learning the sentence

muted

him

to

in 1637, he developed a startling literary activity.
is the " Scondia Illustrata," a history of

His chief work

Sweden, written partly in verse and partly in prose. The
work was intended to consist of twenty parts, of which, however, the first to the thirteenth

and the

fifteenth

made

their

Messenius believed that he was chosen by Prov-

appearance.

idence to do this work, and that he partly for this purpose

had to

suffer his severe

imprisonment.

He

proceeded with

great thoroughness, and though the subject, particularly that

part of

it

which

relates to ancient

very uncritical manner,
this direction,

and

is

still it

is

Sweden,

the

first

is

treated in a

important step in

even at present a valuable source of

Swedish history of the sixteenth century. He entertained
the hope that as a reward for his great work he would regain his freedom, but he died before the petition which he
sent in had been considered.

Besides the " Scondia Illustrata,"

Messenius produced several other historical works, among

which are a bishop's chronicle, and the chronicle of St. BirThey are written in Swedish, and a portion of them
is in rhymed verses.
Further on we shall have occasion to
mention another side of his literary industry.*
With the exception mentioned in the preceding chapter,
the writing of dramas began in Sweden in the sixteenth cenFor this kind of literature there was a peculiar eletury.
ment at hand, namely the " dance-plays," which had been
very popular with the people from time out of mind, and
which had been far more widely used in Sweden than in Denmark and Norway. On the basis of these plays Sweden might

gitta.

•

have developed a peculiar dramatic literature for the stage,
* Joh.

holm,

1700.

Messenius: Scondia

Illustrata,

I-XIV, edited by Peringskjold, Stock-
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so there

was

here, as in the rest of the North, produced instead the school-

comedy.

Its original

purpose was to train the students of

the colleges and of the university in the classical languages,

and at the same time to promote morality by introducing
examples of good conduct. Later Swedish was substituted
for the ancient languages, while the original pedagogical ten-

dency was preserved. The first author of a school-comedy
was Olaus Petri, who wrote a " Tobiae comedia," and like
all the subsequent plays of this kind it was produced in

rhymed

verses.

For some time these dramas took their

plots

exclusively from the Bible, adhering with servile accuracy to

the scriptural text without seeking to secure any dramatic

development.

To

this

sweeping statement we must make a

single exception, the "Holofernis och Judiths commaedia,"

which in excellence surpasses all the others.
In the beginning of the seventeenth century these dramatized biblical tales were succeeded by secular plays, which
took their plots from the old classical literature, but which in
other respects ranked no higher than their predecessors.
The
best one

among them is the oldest one entitled, "En lustigh
nampn Tisbe " (a merry comedy by the name
written by Magnus Olai Asteeopherus (died 1647),

comoedia vidh
Thisbe),

which was played for the

first time in 1610.
To the better
ones of this class belongs also " Troijenborgh," by Nicolatts

Holgeei Catonius, which treats of the fate of Troy, and is
written with a comparatively high degree of dramatic skill.
The " Judas Eedivivus," by Jacobus Petbi Bondeletius, is
worthy of notice on account of its scenes from popular life,
and for other pictures of the times to which it belongs.
Messenius now founded an entirely new school, in which
be soon found imitators. He selected subjects from Swedish

He intended to write
comedies and tragedies on the history of Sweden. In
these he proposed to represent his country's history from the
history as the basis of his dramas.
fifty

introduction of Christianity to the Eeformation, just as had
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been done in reference

to the history of

England by

his great

contemporary, Shakespeare. But he completed only six of
these dramas: " Disa," " Svanhuita," " Signill," " BlanckaMareta," " Christmannacomoedia," and " Gustaf

I's

comoedia,

They were received with great favor
by his contemporaries, though they by no means show any
great dramatic power.
The most interesting part of these
the last two in prison.

plays,

which simply

tell

history in the form of dialogue, are

the songs and scenes from popular

life,

the songs being writ-

Among

ten in imitation of the popular ballad.

the succes-

Andreas Pbttz (1590-1655) is the most
In his national dramas, "Olof Skott-Konung

sors of Messenius,

remarkable.

and

'

;

En

lustigh comoedia

om Kong

find a certain satirical element,

Gustaf then fOrsta," we

and they are

also interesting

on account of the pictures they contain of popular
Besides

these

life.*

secular dramas there were also comedies

with allegorical characters, corresponding to the mediaeval
" moralities."

In the course of the seventeenth century the

more and more, as did also
when Queen Christina introduced at the court the " ballads " (a medley of
opera and ballet), which were presented with a wealth of
scenery and according to French taste.
The so-called " Processions " and " Vardskap," that is, a kind of processions and
masquerades with verses and dialogues interspersed, were
also gradually taking the place of the drama proper.
school

comedies

disappeared

the other similar compositions, especially

Upon

the

whole the poetical literature of the period

of the Beformation was not of

much

account.

As a matter

of course the religious element played the principal part, for
it

was above

all

necessary to get the

new

doctrine firmly

which end the school-comedies were especially
contribute.
Most of the other poetry consisted in

established, to

expected to

spiritual songs, the majority of which

were translated from

* G E. Ingelius: Om medeltidens skadespel, 1861.
G. Ljunggren: Svenska
dramat intill slutet af sjuttonde arhundredet, 1864. G. E. Klemming: Sveriges
Bibliografl,
dramatiska literatur till 1863,
Stockholm, 1879.
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Both the brothers Petri composed a number of
and Olaus wrote one about " Christi pina
och uppstandelse " (The passion and resurrection of Christ).
The only secular productions in the line of poetry were a few

German.

religious poems,

rhymed

chronicles and historical

poems without any

artistic

value whatever.

Purely scientific study, which in the fifteenth century
eked out a poor existence, was revived again, when the religious fermentation had somewhat subsided. Sweden's " learned
period " began and developed essentially in the same

manner

by investigating and accumulating a
mass of details without the power of systematizing them.
The intellectual insipidity and pedantry with which the work
was undertaken prevented the creation of a genuine scientific taste, so that Sweden in this field must be said to have
as in

Denmark, that

is,

At the same time the pursuit
amount of good, inasmuch as
it laid the foundation of the extensive knowledge of the polyhistors, which characterized the following period.
Science
played a rather inferior part.

of learning resulted in a certain

had, however, no influence on the literature of this period,

and the number of learned writers was very small.

Bure

or BuEEtrs (1568-1652)

is

Johan
His

a solitary exception.

embraced all sciences and in the most of them he has
written works which give evidence of vast learning, though
they are more or less tainted by the superstition and mysticism of the age. His most meritorious efforts had for their
studies

object the introduction of the study of northern antiquities,
especially of the runes.

His works in this direction, as well

as his establishment of a rational system of the laws of the

national vernacular, have now but little value, but in their
day they were of great importance. It was he, moreover,
who first discovered and published the above-mentioned
excellent work,'"

Um

styrilsi

Kununga ok Hofdinga."

scarcely be called an illusion to maintain that

main cause
ceeding

of the national

age,

for

both

It

can

he was the

and humane character of the suc-

the

men who

in

the

seventeenth
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century raised Sweden to her climax, Gustavus Adolphus
and Stjernjhelm, had been his pupils, and both of them admit
that they had been greatly influenced by his teachings.*
* J. Bureus:

Runa Kanslones Laroepan, Upsala 1599. Specimen primarise
Monumenta Vett. Saeonum et Gothorum,

linguae Scanzianas, Stockholm, 1636,
s. 1.

et. al.

CHAPTER

III.

THE STJERNHJELM PERIOD

(1640-1740).

Sweden's golden age, founded and advanced by great kings. Stjern
hjelm as polyhistor and poet. his influence and his successors.
Dahlstjerna. Poets of minor importance. Characteristics of Swe
Kudbek. Werwing. Widekindi.
dish historiography. Verelius.
PUFENDORF. PeRINGSKJOLD AND OTHERS. THE OTHER SCIENTIFIC BRANCHES

THE seventeenth century was
A

in all respects the great age

which scarcely
any other country can boast, extended the boundaries of the
country by successful wars, and promoted the development of
Sweden's natural resources with great wisdom. It is true the
country could not maintain itself in the eminence to which
it had been raised, for its resources had been too severely
taxed by the long and frequent wars, and they were not sufficient to make Sweden one of the great European powers
permanently. But the proud consciousness of power, that all
these great deeds had aroused among the people, gave the
impulse to a greater activity in every direction, and thus
of Sweden.

In the intellectual

also in literature.

in

many

line of kings, the like of

respects only the seed that

field it

was, however,

was planted, and the

ripening of the fruit was reserved for a later time.

All the

Swedish Kings of the seventeenth century, but especially
Gustav Adolph and Karl XII, took a deep and lively interest

The former founded

in the arts and sciences.
colleges,

and at a great

infused a

new

schools

sacrifice of his private

and

fortune he

into the Upsala University, which had
during the agitations of the Eeformation

life

fallen into decay

now rose again to great importance. The
regency during the minority of Karl XI founded in 1668
period, but which

the University of Lund, and the king himself established several

scientific

institutions.

At the
331

instigation

of

Queen
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Christina a

number

country, such
others.

sciences

ranks.

as

of foreign scholars were invited to the

Cartesius,

Hugo

Grotius, Loccenius 'and

The nobility also distinguished themselves in the
and counted many eminent and learned men in their
In brief the intellectual industry corresponded well
which Sweden occupied in other respects dur-

to the position

ing this century.

Geokg Stjernhjelm, the father

was the

of Swedish poetry,

central figure of the intellectual life during this epoch.

He

was born in 1598, and was the son of a poor miner in Dalarne.
At an early age he distinguished himself by his talents and
application, and after completing his education during a
protracted sojourn abroad G-ustav Adolph appointed him a lecturer in the Vesteras college, where he had received his elementary training. But his extensive knowledge soon opened
to him a wider field of activity in various eminent positions.
Gustav Adolph raised him to the peerage, on which occasion
he abandoned the name G5ran Lilje, which he had inherited
from the noble family of his great grandmother, and he now
assumed the name which he rendered so famous. For some
time he was the court poet of Queen Christina, and as such enjoyed great favor, but he fell into disgrace on the well-founded
suspicion that he belonged to the opposition.

This did not,

however, diminish his great reputation among the people, by

whom

he was regarded as Sweden's

first poet, as

one of her

great scholars, and as the leader in intellectual circles, but

still

he died poor in the year 1672.
Stjernhjelm was a splendid example of the
of his time.

As

humane culture

linguist, historian, scientist, jurist,

mathe-

matician and philosopher he was equally distinguished, and in
several of these branches he broke entirely

he attained the highest rank as a poet.

new ground. But
In the history of

Swedish poetry he occupies the same place as Martin Opitz in

Germany, being the

first

to apply the

new

principles

growing

These he adapted to the character of
the Swedish language and people, and thus he laid the foundaout of the renaissance.
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tion of a really artistic poetic literature. " It must be admitted, " says Atterbom, " that his works evince, to a higher

degree than he was himself conscious, un-Swedish, especially
German, associations, hut at the same time they show a view
of

life,

a vigor of intellect, a style and character, in which the

antique and Swedish elements are blended in

harmony and

beauty. "

He possessed abundantly all the conditions required
for the solution of the problem of the age, which consisted in
creating for Sweden a poetry on the basis of the culture which
the humanistic
its

movement had produced, and which had taken

principal nourishment from the old classical literature.

For he was not only himself thoroughly imbued with this culture, but he was also the true poet, intimately familiar with
In his
the popular life and natural scenery of his country.
poems he knew how to strike a chord, which by its national
and homely ring was intelligible to all, and which at once
secured him a generous recognition. His language is marked
by great purity, and his poems reveal the perfect master of
style.
They may seem discursive and insipid to us, but still
they are pervaded by a peculiarly fresh breath of life, and it is
not difficult to understand why they enjoyed the unqualified
admiration of the poet's own generation, and were for a long
time regarded as unsurpassed models of perfection.

This

particularly applies to his epic-didactic poem, written in hexameters, " Hercules, " in which " Lady Pleasure " and " Lady

Virtue " vie with each other in enticing the hero to their

side.

no lack of allusions to the noblemen of Queen Christina's court, and this fact must have furnished an added
charm for the readers of that period. Another poem also
There

is

written in hexameters,
(Recollections of

" Brollopsbesvars

ihugkommelse
more in harmony
the first of those humor-

wedding vexations),

with the taste of our own time.

It is

is

which are peculiar to the literature of
Sweden and which constitute one of its chief ornaments. For

ous, lyric compositions,

the court festivals of Queen Christina he wrote several ballets
and " processions," of which " then fangne Cupido " is the most
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Stjernhjelm employed several poetic metres that
successful.
had hitherto been unknown in Sweden, but which soon became generally adopted, as for instance the Alexandrines.*
The results of Stjernhjelm's poetical activity may be
summed up by stating that the language, which up to that
time had been hard and unmanageable, by his pen received a
form more adapted to poetry, and received certain impulses
that led to a

still

richer development; that

new forms

of

were introduced and that poetry in general received a definite direction. It scarcely needs to be mentioned
versification

that Stjernhjelm adopted foreign models, for his great classical learning naturally led

that time

him

into this course,

common throughout Europe, but

made him

his

which was at
marked origi-

more independent than were the most
Among his successors none were his
They were for the, most part imitators and insipid
equals.
rhymesters, though it must be admitted that they aided in
giving the language more scope and harmony. The most
notable among his followers were Samuel Columbits (164279) who on account of his odes was surnamed the " Swedish
Flaccus," and Peter Lagerl&f (died 1699), whose erotic song,

nality

far

of his contemporaries.

,

" Elisandra," continued for a long time to be the object of

admiration and imitation.

By

the side of this tendency of which Stjernhjelm and

were the representatives, and which was based on
up another, which may
be called the romantic school, and which assumed the role of
combating the formality of the other. The latter took its
models from Italy, and was also greatly influenced by the
Lohenstein school of Germany. One of the most distinguished
representatives of this tendency was G-ustav Bosenhane
(1619-84), who, however, scarcely rose above mere formality.
His chief merit consisted in a skilful adaptation of foreign
poetry to the Swedish language, as an example of which we
his pupils

the classical literature, there sprang

*Stjernhjelni's poetical works were edited by P. HanselH in Samledc vitterhetsarbeten af sveska Forfattare fran Stjernhjelm tillDalin. TJpaala, 1856.
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his " Venerid," a

poem
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hundred sonnets.

in one

In his other poems he also made somewhat successful

efforts

Swedish tongue into the more artistic forms
of foreign languages, especially in " Thet svenska spraketz
klagemal att thet, som sigh borde, ikke Shret blifver " (The

to force the stiff

complaint of the Swedish language that
the honor

it

deserves),

which

is

it

does not receive

remarkable for

preciation of the native vernacular.

But

his

its

warm

poems do

apnot,

upon the whole, show much poetical genius.
Gunno EtrKELirrs Dahlstjerna (1661—1709) was on the
other hand a genuine poet, who, doubtless, would have
achieved something of success, had not the Italian Marinists

and the second Silesian school
on him, and seduced him into
from which his natural feeling
only now and then is able to

work

is

his

exercised a noxious influence

an
in

affected,
its

bombastic

warmth and

style,

simplicity

emancipate itself. His chief
poem, " Kungaskald," written in octave rhymes

with Alexandrines, a metre used for the first time in Sweden
by Dahlstjerna. The poem is pervaded by a warm patriotic
sentiment and a proud enthusiasm over the greatness to
which Sweden had risen, and abounds in beautiful passages.
This composition is, however, upon the whole surpassed by
his " G-Otha KSmpevisa om Konungen och Hr. Peder " (The
Swedish heroic song about the king, Charles XII, and Sir
Peter, the Czar), which long lived on the lips of the people,
and faithfully reproduced the spirit and style of the popular
ballad.
Christopher Lejoncroua (about 1650-1710), the
author of several erotic and elegiac poems, is said to have
died from grief on account of the defeat at Pultowa. His most
important work is the " Correspondence between Harbor and
Signill."
Carl G-ripenhjelm (died 1694) became known by
his erotic songs and dirges, and Torsten Etjdbn (1661-1729)
is celebrated for his songs breathing joy and happiness.*
These poets were partly imitators of Stjernhjelm, and
* The works of Samuel Columbus, Peter LSgerlof, Gustav Eosenhane, Gunno Eurelius Dahlstjerna, Carl Gripenhjelm and Torsten Ruden, are all edited by

P. Hanselli, in Upsala.
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were partly influenced by the Marinists and their followers in
Germany. But there were also a few who occupied more
independent positions. Lasse Ltjcidoe, surnamed the Unfortunate (about 1640-1674), was a man of great talent and
vast knowledge, particularly of languages.
Already as a
youth he wrote poems in seven different languages. But he
early fell into bad ways and led a sad life in Stockholm,

eking out a living by composing wedding songs and funeral
hymns, until he at length happened to be killed in a pot-

house quarrel.
after

his

Many

of his poems, which were published
title, " Helicons Blomster," are

death with the

coarse and insipid, while

some of

deep and truly poetic feeling.

his religious songs evince a

His poems generally breathe

that sadness which

is characteristic of Swedish poetry, and
which in Bellmann, the greatest of Swedish poets, appears
combined with the humorous element, which is also one of

the

main

ment-

is

characteristics of this poetry.
especially represented in Israel

The humorous eleHolmsteSm (1660-

1708), a merry, cheerful singer, who has often been called
Bellmann's predecessor, and who in some of his light, jovial

songs struck chords that remind us of Bellmann's sparkling

humor. But neither Holmstr5m nor Lueidor can really be
compared with Bellmann.
Sweden's first satirist was Samuel Teiewald (1688-1743),
who, from choice and with great success, vented his scathing,
though not very poetical humor against the insipid festive songs
which were then in vogue. His model was Boileau, who was
very popular in Sweden, and people found Triewald's imitations
they surnamed him the " Swedish Boileau."
The Finlander, Jacob Feese (1691-1729), deserves special

so clever that

mention.

He was

a

man

of genuine poetical talent, and one

of the few during this period whose poetry has something

more than mere
little

historical value.

In his works

is

or nothing of that artificial and highly strained

found

man-

nerism, which prevailed in the poetry of that period, while
in respect to form he

is

second to none.

His natural, simple
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and elegiac songs received but

little
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attention from his

contemporaries, other qualities being then demanded of the

and he was accordingly soon forgotten. But he has
from his oblivion, and valued according
to his merits.
His religious poems rank the highest, being
equally attractive for their elegant form, and for the warm

poet,

since been rescued

and genuine sentiment which pervades them.
Besides these there were also a number of others who
were considered by their contemporaries as genuine poets,
and whose works were received with great favor, while they
were in fact mere rhymesters. Among them are Johan Ktjnitts
(1679-1713), and the learned lady, Sofia Elizabeth
Brenner (1659-1730), the latter of whom also wrote verses
in foreign languages.
Others again had more or less poetic
talent, but, like the former, were unable to produce other
than mere amateur work. According to the opinion shared
by all the poets, almost without exception, poetry was only
a pleasant pastime, a fact openly expressed by Andreas
Arvidi (died 1673) in a book which he wrote on the art of
The poetical literature of this period has been strikpoetry.
ingly though somewhat severely characterized in the following words: " Stjernhjelm sang with his eyes fixed on the
poets of Greece and Borne; his successors sang with their

eyes fixed on him, but as they lacked his genius, the majority

of

them sank into servile imitation or fell into insipid rhymThe religious poetry of the period is an exception,

ing."

especially the

hymns, in the composition of which the bishop,

Haqttin Spegel (1645-1714), distinguished himself.
excellent psalms,

churches,

They are
which

is

we

find

many

of which are

far superior to his long religious poems, among
found " Gud's Werck och Hvila " (God's work and

rest), a free translation of
*

In his

sung in the Swedish
deep feeling and genuine poetic sentiment.
still

The works

Arreboe's " HexaSmeron."*

of LaBse Lucidor, Israel

HolmstrOm, Samuel Triewald, Jacob

Frese, Joh. Ktmins and Sofia Elizabeth Brenner, are all edited by P. Hanselli,
in Upsala. Haquin Spegel: G-ud's Werck och Hvila, Stockholm, 1685; Andelige

Psalmer, Stockholm, 1688.
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In this period the drama

student and court
ited,

circles, to

and to appeal

to

made an
which

it

effort to abandon the
had hitherto been lim-

The moralizing

the masses.

school-

comedies disappeared about the middle of the seventeenth

modern dramatic
The French dramatists were studied and translated,
and imitations were soon produced. At court allegorical ballets, a kind of operettas in rhymed verses, with dancing and
century, and were replaced by plays in the
style.

music, were chiefly represented, while at the university the

About the year
became a famous physician, erected a theatre in the Upsala castle, where
he caused dramas to be played by an amateur company of
students.
These dramas were partly translated and partly
written by Hjarne himself or by other poets of the time. In
1686, a similar company first appeared in Upsala, and then proceeded to Stockholm, where they gave public entertainments
preference was accorded to the tragedies.
1660,

Ubban HjAene (1641-1724), who

later

Isak BOek (died 1701), the most prominent
for several years.
member of this " Swedish theatre," as the company was called,

wrote several plays, among which

is

found

" Darii Sorge-

spel" (the tragedy of Darius), for which he borrowed the
materials from Curtius.
interrupted, and

it

national theatre.

In 1690, these entertainments were
was long before Sweden obtained another
Meanwhile it had to put up with the per-

formances of foreign theatrical companies.
The patriotic element, which had not thoroughly succeeded in asserting

itself in the poetry, since

the imitation of

foreign models was continually on the increase, found the
freest play in the historiography of this period, if we,

upon the

whole, have a right to use this word in reference to the phan-

which the so-called historians produced. The
of the Swedish arms had kindled the
national pride, and while the writers dreamed of a grand
tastic vagaries

splendid

successes

future in store for the fatherland, so they also indulged in

kinds of musings concerning its antiquity. Not satisfied
with cherishing the hope that Sweden was going to be the
all
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power

the world, they also imagined that

in

it

had

already been so in the past, and they persisted in persuading

themselves of this imaginary

fact.

In the previous epochs

Magnus had written a work which contained no history, but all fiction.
Now, on the other hand,
brilliant air-castles were built on a very weak foundation of
already, Johannes

facts, yet so skilfully that

nobody, and least of

authors

all the

themselves, ever dreamed of doubting their reality.

men

of comprehensive learning

and of keen

they abundantly proved themselves in

Even

intellects, as

other branches of

knowledge, allowed themselves in their historical works to
be carried away by the most absurd fancies. Thus the royal
antiquary, Olof Vebelius (1618-82),

who

distinguished him-

by his excellent translations of the Swedish sagas, and
whose antiquarian works were called by his contemporaries
self

" the Ariadne-thread through the ancient monuments of
the country," boldly maintained that " whosoever dared to

Rome had set forth
from Sweden should be punished as a criminal, and that any
one who was heard to underrate the venerable age of the
Swedish nation should have his head broken with runic
doubt that the Groths who conquered

stones."*

This fabulous historiography was carried to its climax by
Olof Rudbeck the Elder (1630-1702). His special department was medicine, and he also studied anatomy with great
zeal.
Anatomy had been almost wholly neglected at the
Upsala University, but by Rudbek it was developed into great
prominence. At the age of twenty-two he discovered the

system of lymphatic vessels so important in the science of
this involved him in a violent controversy with

anatomy, and

the equally renowned Danish anatomist and scholar,

Bartholin,

who

also

Thomas

claimed the honor of this discovery.

They probably both made the discovery at the same time.
Rudbek was a polyhistor in the true sense of the word, and
*

Olof Verelius:

Epitomar, Hist. Suio-Goth.

extra Patriam gestaram ]ibri

Scandicam, Upsala,

1676.

LT,

Holmise, 1710.

libri

IV

et

Gothorum Rerum

Manuductio ad RunngrapUiam
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at the university

and botany,

lie

lectured not only on medicine, anatomy,

which branches he became

to the latter of

as

fondly devoted as he had been to anatomy, after his enthusi-

asm

had waned, but also on physics, mechanics,
and he also gave instruction in music. In
addition to this comprehensive activity as a teacher, he was
Thus he built
also engaged in many practical undertakings.
for the latter

mathematics,

etc.,

an anatomical hall for the university; laid out a botanical
garden, and made 11,000 wood-cuts for an illustrated botanical work, which he had begun and which he called " Campi
Elysii," or " G-lysisvald," attempting

name

to

translate the Latin

into the terminology of Norse mythology.

work was never completed,

destroyed Upsala in 1702, his
cious collections,

own

became a prey

house, with

to the flames.

to illustrate the usefulness of this extraordinary

tion that, during the

fire,

This great

for in that conflagration
all

which

its

pre-

may serve
man to menIt

he quietly continued to direct the

work of extinguishing the flames so as to save the university
though he had been
whereby the library was rescued
informed that his own house was burning.
Rudbeck gained the greatest reputation among his contemporaries by his historical work " Atland eller Manhem,"
also called " Atlantika," a history of Sweden in antiquity.

—

—

Until his fortieth year he had not occupied himself with his-

and was led into them for the

torical studies,

Verelius,

who

torical work.

got

him

to prepare a

map

of

first

Sweden

time by

for a his-

In doing this he discovered, as he thought, to

his great surprise, that the

names and

localities in

Sweden

bore a striking similarity to those of the mythic land Atlantis,

had located his ideal republic. Rudbeck
and with great learning and no less
subtlety, but at the same time with the wildest freaks of the
imagination, he went to spinning out this yarn in the firm
conviction that he was writing an authentic history and not
an archaeological romance. He assumed that Sweden must
be meant by Plato's Atlantis, that Paradise had been situated
in which
seized

on

Plato

this thread,
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Magog had here
Names and other

flood Japhet's son

founded the ancient Gothic

kingdom.

descriptions in Plato coincide, if one only assumes that the

pronunciation has been slightly altered.

Budbeck, Heliogabalus

is

From

(heilage Baldur).

Thus, according to
equivalent to " the holy Balder

this country,

which became known

Greeks through the Phenicians,

to the

the world were colonized, and

in

all

Sweden

other lands of
all

culture had

originated.*

Eudbeck's great work, one of the most remarkable ever
written,

made an extraordinary

sensation not only in Swe-

den, but also in all Europe, though in the four volumes,

which he completed, he did not carry his history further than
to Abraham.
Many were deceived by the exposition which
in

way

its

is

a masterly one, and the Swedes were beam-

ing with delight over the world-old and honorable history,
that had so unexpectedly fallen to the share of their father-

Men

land.

like Leibnitz,

Pufendorf and others warned the

astray by these day-dreams, but
were drowned in the general patriotic exultation.
In Sweden any person who dared to doubt was looked upon
as a national traitor, and thus a long time elapsed ere this
splendid edifice, which so greatly flattered the national
vanity, at length tumbled down.

public against being led
their voices

By

the side of these fanciful descriptions of Sweden's

ancient greatness this period also produced several historical

works, which were written with more sober judgment,
and which have served as the basis of later researches. Thus
Jonas Webwing (died 1697) wrote a history of Sigismund
and Carl IX, and the historiographer of the realm, Johan
Widekindi (1618-78), a history of Gustav Adolph. Pufendorf
(1632-99) produced his celebrated " Indledning til Svenska
Historien " and the history of Charles XII. The researches of
Johan Peringskjold (1654-1720) are excellent sources
for

later historians.
•Olof

Rudbeck

:

His translations of Icelandic

Atlantica eller

Manhem,

— among

I-IV, TJpsala, 1675-1702.
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—

them

are works of great
Johan Hadokph published several antiquarian documents and rhymed chronicles. The first Swedish church
history in the native tongue was written by Haqtjin Spegel
already mentioned as author of religious poems and his was
of Snorre Sturlason's Heimskringla

merit.

—

—

followed

mania

by several similar works.

Characteristic

of the

of this period for combining very learned deductions

with the wildest day-dreams

is

the church history of

Bang

was not brought down to the time of Christ
even, and in which the author insists that Adam was bishop
in the little Swedish town Kiilkstad.*
During this period we also find the first works that made
the Swedish language the object of scientific treatment.
Nils Tjalmann wrote the first Swedish grammar (1696), and
the works of the poet Johan Svedbeeg, a compendious grammar and a dictionary, are all the more important, since they
established the orthography by substituting the spelling now
(1675), which

in use for the older one.f

The

literary productions in all other scientific branches

consisted chiefly in Latin dissertations, but several important

exceptions are to be mentioned.

Urban Hjarne (1641-1724)

was one of the most many-sided scholars of his age. After
having dabbled in his youth with dramatic compositions,
he made medicine his main branch. As a member of a commission that had been appointed to inquire into witchcraft,
he was the first to attempt a rational solution of an evil
which had cost the life of so many persons. He was also the
first

to

point out the importance of the Swedish mineral

waters, and the science of mining, so important to Sweden,
* J.

Werwing: Konung Sigisraunds och Konung Carl IX

Historier, I-II, StockJob. Widekindi: Gustaf Adolf s Historia, Stockholm, 1691. Pufendorf:
xxvi
expeditione
ab
Gustavi Adolphi regis
Commentarioram de reb. suecicis libri
in Germaniam ad abdicationem usque Christinae, 1686. De rebus a Carolo Gustavo
Libri,
Niirnberg,
Haquin
VII,
1696.
Spegel Then Svenrege gestis commentarii
ska Kyrkohistoria, I-II, LinkOping, 1707-08.
tJesper (not Johan) Svedberg; Schibboleth, eller svenska sprakets rycht och
Grammatica Svecana, Stockholm, 1722. En fullrichtighet, Stockholm, 1716.
komlig sveusk ordabok exists in manuscript.

holm,

1746.

:
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was by him reduced to an intelligent system. On all these
and on many other subjects he wrote valuable works, both in
Latin and in Swedish. Johan StjernhOOk' (1596-1675) set
forth with great perspicuity the principles of ancient Northern laws, in his celebrated book on the legal institutions

Anders Celsius

of Sweden's ancient population.

(died 1744)

gained a European reputation especially by his discoveries
and observations in physics. His scholarly dissertations on
these subjects are written partly in Swedish, but principally

The most eminent theologian was Johax Ter-

in Latin.
sebtjs

(died

1678),

whose chief merit consists in having

endeavored with great energy to introduce a more liberal
tendency in the Swedish church in place of the stereotyped
orthodoxy which obstructed every free aspiration.
grees the principles of

modern philosophy were

By

de-

established, to

which result the circumstance greatly contributed that Car-,
founder of that philosophy, lived a long time in
Sweden, teaching and getting many followers in the country.
Anders Bydelius (1671-1738) was Sweden's first great phiHis chief work, " NOdiga FSrunfts-Oefningar att
losopher.
13ra kenna thet sundas vagar och thet osundas felsteg"
tesius, the real

(necessary rational exercises for learning the ways of what

sound and the errors of what

is

unsound),

is

is

based on the

is independent in many
and must be considered one of the most learned and
prominent works of this period. He exercised a notable
influence on the literary tendency of the following period
from the fact that many of its most distinguished representatives had been his pupils.
Emanuel Swedenborg (1688-1772) was one of the most
marked and widely known characters of this period. After
having gained considerable reputation by theoretical and
practical works on mathematics, mechanics, and mining, he

principles of the Cartesian school, but
respects,

*JoK Stjernh68k: De jure Sneonnm et Gothorum vetusto, Holmra, 1672.
Anders Celsius Nova Methodus distantiam Solis a terra determinandi, 1730. Bref
om Jordens Figur, 1736. Anders Eydelius Nadiga Fornuftsoefningar, I-V, 1718.
:

:
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began to indulge in religious musings to which he had been
Mysticism at length got
inclined from his early boyhood.
complete control qf him he became a seer, and in his numerous works he developed his wonderful theosophical system,
which soon after his death was greatly ridiculed and disputed,
;

but which even at the present time has
*

Emanuel Swedenborg

:

Arcana

Coelestia

many

followers.*

I-VHI, London,

1749-56.

CHAPTER
THE DALIN AGE

IV.
(1740-80).

The invasion of French elements. Dalin and his importance Madame
NoRDENFLYCHT AND HER INFLUENCE. CRETTTZ. GYLLENBORG. MuRK.
Wallenberg. Linne. Lagerbring.

THE foreign
had come

chiefly

H5pken.

Tessin.

Lhre.

which in the preceding period had

influence,

the

asserted itself in

Botin.

poetical

from Germany.

of Sweden,

literature

But already

in the second

half of the seventeenth century French taste began to be
introduced, and in Sweden, as in the rest of Europe, the
extensive French literature was spread in a
effectually

obstructed

tendency reached

its

all

manner that

independent development.

climax

when Louise

This

Ulrika, the sister

of Frederik the Great, and as great a lover of French as

her

brother,

became Queen of Sweden.

Some

attention

was, indeed, paid to English literature, but this could not
it was itself strongly influThus it came to pass that the Swedish
period was nothing but an imitation of French

counterbalance the French, as

enced by the
poetry of this

latter.

models, with a painfully strict observation of the formality
of the pusedo-classical school.

People were unable to raise

themselves to the importance of poetry as a free

art.

To

the poets as well as to the public, poetry was partly merely

a pleasant pastime and

common
treated

partly a means of promoting the

good, inasmuch as matters of practical utility were
in

verse.

In other words, a rhetorical,

rhymed

prose took the place of poetry, and an exaggerated

was

laid

poets

on the form.

This also had

its

who succeeded Stjernhjelm had gradually

ciation of the purity of the

of versification.

stress

advantage, for the
lost appre-

language and of the true art
In this respect the Dalin period marks a
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decided progress, and

is

a transition to the golden age of

Swedish poetry.

Olof von Dalist (1708-63) was the most prominent figure
of this period, which was the " age of enlightenment " in Swe-

He began his comprehensive and influential activity
with the publication of the periodical, " Den svenska Argus"

den.

(1733-34), which, like the English " Spectator," discussed the

The bright and vivid style of the perimarked moral tendency were received with so

questions of the day.
odical

and

its

great public favor that the estates of the realm decreed a
national reward to the author,

anonymously.

who

hitherto had appeared

After Dalin had made himself known, he was

made court poet to the queen, a circumstance which by no
means proved favorable to the further development of his
talent, for he was henceforth limited to a definite direction,
and was compelled more frequently than was desirable to
fritter his powers away in the composition of incidental festive poems.

Darin's chief merit consists in skilful treatment

combined with a

delicate and striking wit; but
poems never make the impression of having sprung from
high aspiration. It has justly been said of him that " his
genius possessed more suppleness than strength, and that he
was rather an elegant imitator than a creative poetical
talent."
His serious poems are very dry, and this is particularly true of his festive poems and of his allegorical epic
poem, " Svenska Priheten," which was so highly appreciated
by his contemporaries. The latter certainly contains a few
beautiful passages, but it may, on the whole, be more aptly
characterized as a poetical pamphlet in rhetorical verses.
His tragedy, " Brynhilda," is of but little value as a drama,
while the comedy, " Den Afundsjuke," an imitation of Holberg,
He is at his best whenever he departs most
is very enjoyable.
widely from that very tendency to the absolute supremacy of
which he contributed so much, and when he either gives loose
reins to his native, sound and somewhat satirical wit, as in his
humorous prose allegory, " Sagan om Hasten" (the story of the

of the form,
his
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when, as in the case of many of his songs, he adopts
These by far surpass

the simple style of the popular ballad.
all his other.productions,

which

his historical

years of his

when

life,

by which he became famous, and on

importance

is

During the

based.

last

the political revolutions had for a time

banished him from the court, he worked assiduously on his
"

Svea rikes Historia," which he had begun

at

an early age,

but which he did not carry further than to the reign of Carl

The

IX.

style

is

attractive, but

it

shows a want of investi-

gation of original sources, and a lack of criticism.*

This was the period of the foundation of societies of scholars

and

poets,

and Sweden established several of them,

copying French models.

Of these the

mien," or society of the fine

arts,

" Vitterhets-Akade-

founded in 1753 by Queen

Louise Ulrika under the auspices of Dalin, has attained the

On

greatest celebrity.
exist,

the death of the

Queen

it

ceased to

but was reorganized on an enlarged plan by G-ustav III

in 1786,

and called

"

Kongliga Vitterhets-Historie

quitets-Akademien," and as such

it still exists.

—och Anti-

Other

socie-

were the " Utile Dulci," with its sub-branches
" Apollinis Sacra " in Upsala and " Aurora " in Abo, and the
" Tankebygger-Ordenen " (the order of thought builders).
ties of poets

Among

the founders of the last is Fktt Hedvig Chaelotta
Nobdenflycht (1718-63), whose name ranked high in the
literature of that period.
She had received a very thorough
education, but her sound common sense and her clear mind
kept her aloof from pedantry.
Her sentimentality, her

romantic longing, her correct idea of the true nature of poetry
a very marked character in the Swedish literature

make her

of her time, which was so completely
classicism.

elegiac

This

particularly

applies

imbued with pseudoto

the

poems "Den sOrjande Turturdufvan

ing turtle dove), which she composed

when

collection

" (the

of

mourn-

in her twenty

* Olof von Dalins samlade Vitterhets arbeten, I-VI, 1767.
A selection of his
works was published by E. W. Lindblad in 1872. Svea rikes Historia. I-IV.

Stockholm, 1746-62.
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These poems and the
which in poetic solitude

fourth year she had lost her husband.
report of the romantic

mourn
name widely known.

she continued to

manner

in

the loss of her husband, soon

made

She met the most eminent writers
of elegant literature in her day, and wrote with great industry.
In her later works the original freshness and tenderness

her

poems gradually disappeared, and at length to
and that of her admirers she adopted the
prevailing artificial style and thus received the surname " the
Swedish Urania."
From 1744-50 she edited the poetic
annual " Quinligt Tankespel af en Herdinna i Norden " (The
plays of thought of a shepherdess in the North).
Of her
other works we may mention " Tankar om Skaldekonstens
Nytta " (thoughts on the utility of poetry) and " Det frelste
of her earlier

her

own

satisfaction

Svea " (the saved Sweden).

In literature she forms together

with Dalin a characteristic transition from the Stjernhjelm
to the succeeding

Gustavian period.

But while Dalin was

intent on seeking a form for Swedish poetry which should

combine certain older and homely elements, such

as

they had

appeared in Frese, Lucidor and the other lyric poets, with the

new and

foreign elements,

Fru Nordenflycht belonged

beginning of her literary activity decidedly

in the

to the former,

and later to the latter of these tendencies. By her own
example, and through the circle of authors by whom she was
surrounded and with whom she maintained an intellectual
communion, she contributed much toward giving the French
element the supremacy in the development of Swedish litera-;
ture.*

To this circle belonged the counts Oreutz and Gyllenborg,
" the dioskuri of the sky of Swedish poetry."
The Finlander
GOthe

Historisk of versigt af de vittra samfunden

i Sverige fore svenska
Stockholm, 1875. The literary society, " TankebyggerOrdenen," of which Fru Nordenflycht was the centre, published in 1773 a collection of poems called '-Vara forsuk," of which a second edition appeared in 1759.
Fru Nordenflycht: Tankar om Skaldekonstens
called " Vitterhetsarbeten."
nytta, 1744. Den sorjande Turturdufvan, 1743. Det frelste Svea, 1747. Quinligt
Tankespel, 1745-50. Andliga skaldeqvsiden, 1758

* G.

Akademiens

:

Stiftelse,
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GusTAV Philip Creutz (1731-85) gained his reputation
chiefly by the poem " Atis oeh Camilla," the best poetical
production of

this

period.

In this

excellent

idyl

there

prevails a pure, gentle sentiment, combined with a wonder-

and in form the poem is exceedingly
His shorter poems also " Sommarquade" (summer song),
fully graphic fancy,

fine.
etc.,

Gustav Frederik
Gyllenborg (1731-1808) confined himself more closely to the
accepted rules of poetry, and hence his compositions are cold
and dry; only in unguarded moments his talent now and
are the fruits of genuine poetic talent.

then unconsciously breaks through the

rigid

form.

On

account of the didactic element of which he was especially
fond, he exercised a

marked

influence on the literature of his

epoch, but he was himself unable to keep pace with its
progress.
His great heroic poem " Taget Ofver Bait," an

imitation of Voltaire's Henriade, describing

march

X

the celebrated

from Jutland to Zealand, is
so rigid and so full of allegories that even on its first appearance it was received with considerable indifference. His
fables and lyric poems are better, though they are all injured
by a moralizing tendency, and the same may be said of his
didactic poem "Arstiderna " (the seasons).
His efforts in the
dramatic field were not successful, nor could success be
expected from the manner in which his talent had been
of Charles

across the ice

developed.*

Olof Bergklint (1733-1805) had, through his acquaintance with the poetry then flourishing in Germany, gained a

more

correct

and sought

to

knowledge of the nature of the poetic art,
promote it in Sweden by the foundation of the

society " Vitterlek " (belles lettres).

His poems give evi-

dence of a correct taste, but the latter

manner

weak and

is

manifested in a

any decided influence on literature.
Deserving of mention are the ode
" Ofver motgang " (on adversity) and the elegy " Den
too

* Creutz

indistinct to give it

och Gyllenborgs Vitterhetsarbeten, Stockholm,

singfore, 1862.

1795.

Creutz Hel-
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Anders Odel (1718-73) has very

blinde.''

skilfully imitated

the style of the popular ballad in his song about Malcolm
Sinclair.

MOrk

In Jacob Henrik
period her

this

Sweden had developed

(1714-63) Sweden obtained in

The whole

novelist.

first

in such a

way

literary life

of

that although he was a

contemporary of Richardson, Fielding and Smollet, still this
author took his models from France. Both his great novels,
" Adalrik och GQthilda " and " Thecla," which were exceedingly popular in their day, are discursive, have a tendency to

teach moral lessons, and are upon the whole unsuitable for
the taste of our time, but they contain

many

really fine pas-

must be rememepoch.
The choice

sages and are so perfect in style that they

among

bered

the best prose works of this

of subject in these novels

also a

is

matter of interest, for they

have nothing in common with the topics which absorbed the
attention of literary men in that time and they may be considered as a sort of precursors of the romantic school.

"Adalrik och G-cHhilda " is a national heroic novel, while
" Thecla," which is by far the better one of the two, is based
on a mediaeval legend, and is completely on romantic ground.
Jacob Wallenberg (1746-68) is a decided contrast to the
His novel " Min Son pa
half pietistic and didactic MOrk.
Galejen "

(my son on

the galley), the description of a sea voy-

age which the author had made to the East Indies as a chaplain in the navy,

of

its

abounds in rollicking humor, and on account
it still remains

graphic descriptions and grand outlines

a favorite book in Sweden.

drama
style,

" Susanna," which

is

On

the other hand

his

great

written wholly in the French

has been utterly forgotten.*

In the

men who

field of

science this period produced

many

great

not only by their researches promoted the interests

of science, but

who

also

by their activity were of vast import-

*01of Bergklints vittra arbeten, edited by P. A. Sonden, Stockholm, 1837.
Jacob Henrik Mork Adalrik och Gothilda, 1742-45. Thecla eller den beprof vade
tronee dygd, 1749-58. Jacob Wallenbergs samlede vitterhets arbeten, edited by
:

Hanselli, Upsala, 1855.
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ance to the Swedish nation. The greatest of all is Kabl von
Linne (1707-78), who already in his twenty-fourth year
established the celebrated sexual system, whereby the chaos
of the botanical world was reduced to order, and a fruitful
The results of his
scientific study of it was made possible.
investigations, which made his name famous throughout
Europe and gave him the title of " the king of botanists,"
were chiefly recorded in Latin. But a number of short dissertations, among which are several addresses delivered
before the Academy of Sciences, of which he was one of the
founders in 1739 and its first president, are all written in
Swedish and show that he was a thorough master of his
native tongue, though his style is rather natural and spontaneous than acquired by study. His works show a versatility
and an interest in all that is worth knowing, a clearness and
splendor of style, which make the perusal of them a great
enjoyment. One of the most excellent of his dissertations is
"

Om

mSrkvardigheter uti insekterna " (on peculiarities of

The

insects).

Karl de Geek (died 1778) acquired
work written in French on insects.
Olof Beegmaun (1735-84) distinguished himzoologist

a great reputation by a

The

physicist

self

by

his " Fysisk beskrifning c-fver jordklotet''

(physical

description of the globe), which

languages.

was translated into several
W'ilhelm Scheele (1742-86) was a very eminent

chemist.*

Among

Sven Lagerbeing (1707-87)

is

distinguished for thoroughness and research, though he

is

the

historians,

not equal to Dalin in point of

style.

His great work, " Svea

Rikes Historia," though carried down only to the year 1457,
is still

a valuable

ish history

down

work of reference, and his survey of Swed1772 was translated into French, and was

to

V. Linnets Svenska Arbeten, edited by A. Aehrling, 1878. Systema
Flora suesica, 1745. Philosophia botanica, 1741. Species plantarum, 1755. Carl v. Linnet Lefnadsminnen tecknade af honom sjelf, edited by A.
Ahnfelt, Stockholm, 1877. Compare J. W. Cams Geschichte der Zoologie, Munchen, 1872. Carl de Geer Memoirs pour servir a l'histoire des insectes, 1752-78.
Carl Vilhelm Scheeles sammtlicbe physicalische und chemisette Werke, Berlin,
Opuscula physica et chemica. I-II, Leipzig, 1788-89.
* Carl

natures, 1735.
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for a long time the

out Europe.

An

main source of Swedish history through-

equally conscientious investigator, and at

the same time the master of an excellent style, was Anders
af Botin (1724-90), who, in his " Utkast till svenska folkets

which was not completed, also paid considerable
Olof Celsius (171694), a relative of the great scientist, Celsius, wrote in a noble
and attractive style a history of Gustav I and Erich XIV,
and also the beginning of an ecclesiastical history. Anders
Johan von HOpken (1712-89) was called " the Swedish Tacihistoria,"

attention to Sweden's internal history.

on account of his condensed, pithy style. Among his
works are a few memoirs, particularly one that was written in commemoration of Karl G-ustav Tessin (1695-1770), a
man who rendered great services to the arts and sciences.
Tessin, to whom Sweden is largely indebted for her many
excellent collections of art, was himself an eminent writer,
and produced many works of note. As tutor to Prince Gustav (subsequently Gustav III), he wrote his celebrated " En
gammal mans bref till en ung Prins "* (Letters from an old
man to a young prince).f
The Swedish language was made the subject of a thorough and scientific treatment, and to the excellent linguists
of this period belongs the credit that the French influence,
which was so powerful both in art and literature, was unable
The Swedish tongue continued to
to affect the language.
progress in purity and beauty. The greatest of" these linguists, Johan Ihre (1707-80), published a number of works
on Swedish, Old Norse, Maeso-Gothic, etc., and an excellent
" Glossarium Sviogothicum," which still retains its value
undiminished. Sven Hof (1703-86) made a scientific study
of the Swedish dialects.
The above-named Botin wrote a celebrated essay on " Svenska Spraket i tal och skrift;" and
tus,"

best

* The translator of this book (R. B. A.) possesses a manuscript copy
gammal mans bref till en ung Prins " in Tessin's own handwriting.

of u En

t Sven Lagerbring: Svea Rikes Historia, I-TV, 1769-83. Anders af Botin:
Utkast till svenska folkets historia. I-IV, 1757-64. Olof Celsius: Gustav I, HisKonung Erich XIV, Historia, 1774.
toria, I-II, 1746-53.
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Abraham Sahlstedt (1716-76) compiled a Swedish
(1773), and wrote a Swedish

dictionary

grammar.*

* Johan Ihre
Glosearium Sveogothicum, I-n, 1769. Anders af Botin Svenksa spraket i tal och skrift, 1775. Abraham Sahlstedt Svenek ordbok, 1757. ForaOk til] en svensk Grammatica, 1757.
:

:

:

CHAPTEK

V.

THE &USTAVIAN PERIOD

(1780-1809).

The influence op King Gustav III on Swedish literature. Foundation'
The two main tendencies in Swedish literature.
of the Academy.
Kellgren. Leopold. Oxenstjerna. Adlereeth. Bellman, Kallmann, Kexel and others. Lidner. Thorild. Anna Lenngren.

development
THE
described
the

of Swedish

poetry

the

in

preceding chapter attained

in

during the reign of Gustav

Under the

III.

direction

climax

its

restrictions of

the rigorously observed aesthetieal rules, the language, applied chiefly to
flexibility,
its

and

empty forms, acquired a rare suppleness and
it

magnificence.

only needed great poets to unfold

The poets were not long

it

in all

in coming.

The

grandly gifted king, whose great ambition it was to shine
prominently in the world of thought, gathered around him
such a galaxy of brilliant talents that his epoch was compared with the age of Augustus. In this circle he was
himself one of the leading spirits, and hence

it

was unavoid-

able that the king, whose taste had been developed in the

French

school,

and who was absolutely devoted to

its

tenets,

should by his example exercise a decided influence on the
character of the literature which was produced under his
leadership and patronage.

The

light, flippant style

and the

manner, which essentially characterize the
French literature of the eighteenth century, gradually mo-

frivolous, playful

nopolized the literary

field, as

did also the negative, revolu-

tionary tendency which likewise hailed from France.
at the same time elements of a

asserted their influence.

But

totally different character

In consequence of the political revo-

lution (coup d'etat) of 1772, by which the power was wrested

from the nobility and placed in the hands of the king, an act
864
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which aroused the greatest expectations, there was inaugurated amid great exaltation a new era, in which the national
element became more powerful than ever before, and created
for itself new and peculiar forms.
The struggle between
these

two currents

ment which had

— on one

side the climax of that develop-

started with the beginning of Swedish liter-

movement, which in other

ature,

and on the other

places

had produced the new romantic school

tavian period

its

side the

— gives the Gus-

great significance.

Although Gustav III in no way sought

to

hinder the

progress of the national element, which developed itself inde-

pendently of French models, but' on the contrary was fully
its importance and encouraged its representaand champions, still his sympathies were decidedly on
the other side; in the public institutions which he founded
for the advancement of literature, the French element was
favored as much as possible.
Such was particularly the case
with the Swedish Academy, which he founded in 1786, using
the French Academy as his model.
Its main purpose was to
encourage and support poetry, eloquence, history, and the
study of the Swedish language, in which branches it has not,

conscious of
tives

however, achieved much, since from the very outset to the
present,

it

has been purely a question of etiquette

become one of the
the days of

ment

its

" eighteen"

founder

of French taste.

it

who should

members of the academy.

contributed

much

In

to the establish-

In the king's inaugural address we

discover the characteristic importance which he attached to

the newly founded academy, for he declared that the institution was intended to serve " the most noble pastime," and the

advancement of eloquence and poetry.

Poetry, a pastime!

that was indeed the prevailing opinion of the eighteenth cen-

tury

!

In 1782 the king founded the national theatre, and
encouraged French taste with all his might. He

here.too, he

wrote several dramas himself, for which he borrowed the materials from Swedish history, and among them are " Gustav
Vasa," " Gustav Adolph och Ebbe Brahe," and " Siri Brahe
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The king usually wrote his comwhereupon the poet Kellgren was ordered
to reproduce them in verse, and after that music was arranged for them, and they were played as operas.*
The poets of the Gustavian period form two groups
according to the prevalence, respectively, of the French and
the national element. The first group consisted of the " Gustavians " proper, among whom must be remembered Creutz
and Gyllenborg (mentioned in the preceding chapter), in spite
Gyllenborg was made a member
of their more rigid form.
of the academy. Johan Henrik Kellgren (1751-95) is the
most eminent member of this group. He was not only one
of the most remarkable poets of his age, but he was also
regarded as authority in sesthetical matters and enjoyed
high reputation as a critic. At the outset of his career
och Johan Gyllenstjerna."
positions in prose,

he professed the philosophical views which prevailed in his
time, the philosophical system promulgated

interpreted by Voltaire.

and sparkling criticism was directed
in form.

by Locke and

His scathing, though always light
chiefly

against errors

This satisfied the intellectual capacity of the age,

which could not comprehend criticisms of a higher order
The periodical " Stockholmsposten," edited by him and his
friend Lenngren,- was accordingly very popular and was
regarded as the highest court of appeal in
tions.

all aBsthetical

ques-

His great poetical talent was not utterly smothered

by the narrow-breasted French system of aesthetic principles
which he was for a long time wedded, but it frequently
severed the French fetters of formality, and especially in the

to

last years of his life,

when

there probably arose in his

mind

doubts concerning the correctness of the principles which

he had so zealously defended; his poems were frequently
Kellgren was prewritten in a noble and sublime style.
eminently a lyric poet, and to the king's dramas, which
he transversed (changed into verse), he also gave the lyric
form.

The most of
*

his

poems are either

satirical or erotic.

Gustav III Skrifter I-VI, Stockholm, 1806-12.
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The former have a
concerned.

pithy humor, the latter are full of

all

are master- works as far as the form

When

he abandons himself to his poetical

deep feeling, and
is

fine,
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inspiration his lyrics are the best to be found in Swedish
literature.
would particularly mention " Nya Skapel-

We

sen " (the
tina,"

and

creation), " Sigvart och

new

satirical poems,. "

and the

" Ljusets fjender " (the

written a fine
1789." *

patriotic

Hilma," " Till Kris-

Mina L&jen

"

enemies of light).

song,

"

Cantaten den

(my

sports),

He

has also

I

Jannar,

Karl Gustav af Leopold (1756-1829) belonged

to Kell-

became
became the soul of the academy,
when, after having been closed by the regency, it was reopened
gren's group, and after the death of the latter he

its

leading spirit.

in 1796.

When

He

also

in the beginning of the nineteenth century

new tendency in literature, Leopold as the
most eminent veteran of the G-ustavians, was made responsible for all the wrongs of which the old school was guilty in
the eyes of the new, nor can it be denied that all the faults
of the Gustavian party are to be found in Leopold's poems,

there appeared a

while there

is

no deep feeling nor any brilliant talent to offset
He gained his great reputation by his com-

these blemishes.

plete mastery of the form,

by the ease and fluency of his
by the sparkling wit at his command, but not less
by his great patriotism, his broad culture and vast knowledge.
To this we must add a common sense method of
reasoning, which well accorded with the taste of the age,
though to modern readers it will seem dry and meaningless.
His dramatic works are less attractive, but they were received
with the greatest favor by his contemporaries. This particuverses and

larly applies to his tragedies, written strictly in the traditional,

pseudo

classical style,

"Virginia," and " Oden eller

Asarnes

invandring," for the latter of which he was
rewarded by G-ustav III with a laurel wreath from Virgil's
* Kellgrena samlade Skrifter, edited by Q. Regne"r and C. Lengblom
Stockholm, 1796. Last edition, Orebro, 1860.

I-m,
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His didactic poems, odes, and poetical epistles are

grave.

less valuable,

while his satires, which owed their origin to

were on account of their startling
pungency hailed with great applause. Par more attractive are his fables, epigrams and poetical narratives.
His
sesthetical views he has set forth and defended in various
prose works.
He was for some time a contributor to Kellgren's journal, and in the last years of his life he edited a
periodical of his own.*
Kellgren and Leopold are the chief and at the same time
his literary controversies,

the only conspicuous representatives of the Gustavian tend-

In addition to these Oxenstjerna and Adlerbeth are

encj.

the

only ones worthy of mention,

both

rather to the preceding period with

ner than to the Gustavian, but who

been more or

less affected

of

still

whom

belong

dry, serious

its

may

man-

be said to have

by the new stream of

literature.

Johan Gabriel Oxenstjerna (1750-1818) received

the full

measure of recognition from his contemporaries by his great
poems " Dagens Stunder " and " SkjGrderna " (the hours of
the day, and the harvest, the latter a rather dry, prosy
didactic poem on agriculture), though they contain but little
They contain, however,
of interest to modern readers.
and well drawn pictures of nature. He also produced translations of Milton's " Paradise Lost," and of a portion of Tasso's " Gerusalemme liberata," which had a certain
attractive

Gudmund GOran Adlerbeth (1751-1818)
important as an independent poet, and only a few

value in their day.
is

even

less

works written in the Prench style, as for
instance the tragedy, " Ingjald Illrada," deserve to be menof his dramatic

tioned.

On

translator.

the other hand, he did

much

excellent

work

as a

His version of Eyvind Skaldaspiller's Hakonar-

mal was the first of the kind in Swedish, and contributed
His
vastly to drawing the attention to Old Norse poetry.
translations of Virgil, Horace, and Ovid are particularly
excellent, and his version of iEneas is a real master-piece.
*

Leopold's samlade Skpifter, last edition by C. R.

Nyblom I-II,

1873.
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he appended an exposition of the rules of Swedish

metre, adopting Voss as his model.*

Johan David Valerius (1776-1852) belonged in his
youth to the academical school, and wrote various things in
its style.
His numerous songs rank much higher, and among
them

are

found several

ing to the taste of that

drinking
age.

songs,

written accord-

In form they are above

and they frequently run in a very jovial vein, someThe Pinlander Michael Choraus (1774^1806) interests us chiefly
as PranzeVs and Euneberg's forerunner, inasmuch as he in a
certain way indicated the direction which the productions of
those poets would have to take. Among his works, which are
as a whole very sentimental, there are a few very fine
criticism

times betraying excessive rudeness and levity.f

elegies.t

These

are the most remarkable representatives of the

academical group in the Gustavian period.

Its

other

mem-

But the other group, that
on the whole far more interesting, for

bers are not worthy of mention.
is

the national one,

in

it

we

find

the

is

really

great

poets,

who

distinguished

themselves not only by skilful treatment of the forms, but

by excellence and wealth of thought, and thus are of real

also

value to the literature of their country.

In this circle of poets, whose chief theme was popular

Karl Michael Bellman
most original of
a parallel in

all

is

by

all

odds the greatest.

life,

This

all Swedish poets, a character almost without
Europe, was born in Stockholm February 4,

His father was an

and gave the gifted boy
came many men
of genius and culture, and among them Dalin who was the
hero of the day. His parents were very religious, maintaining daily devotions and singing devotional hymns.
The
1740.

a good education.

*

To

official

his father's house

Oxenstjernas arbeten, I-V, Stockholm, 1805-26.

G. G. Adlerbeths poetiska

arbeten, III, 1818.
+ J.

D. Valerius samlade vitterhetsarbeten, edited by B. von Beskow,

1S65.
t

M. Choraeus samlade skaldestycken,

1815-1826.
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impressions which he thus received in

his childhood were
and frequently asserted
themselves in his poems, especially in the beginning and
again toward the close of his poetical career.
Already
in his seventeenth year he published a translation of the
" Evangelical thoughts on death " by Schweidnitz. In the
following years he wrote several poems in Dalin's style,
mostly religious ones, and also a satire, " M&nen " (the
moon) which appeared in 1760 and gained him the approval
But suddenly his genius blossomed forth
of his master.

retained through

whole

his

in its peculiar originality.

life

He

cast aside the sesthetical sys-

tem which he had hitherto followed, and spread his wings for
a lyric flight which up to that time no one had anticipated.
During the years 1765-80 he wrote and composed the music
for those songs which have made his name immortal, the
most of " Fredmans Epistlar," " Predmans Sangar " and
" Bacchanaliska Ordens-Kapitlets Handlingar."

After studying at TJpsala he entered the

civil service, but
which he had no taste, and
abandoned himself to a reckless existence which often brought
him into the narrowest straits. When the attention of Gus-

neglected his

tav III was

official duties,

drawn

to

for

Bellman and

his genial productions, his

circumstances were somewhat mended.
tiality for

Prench

style, the

In spite of his par-

king sympathized deeply with
and was strongly drawn toward

descriptions of popular life,
the genial singer of the people, " The Anacreon of the North,"
as he used to call Bellman.

moned

to his presence,

He

often caused

and helped him

him

sumeconom-

to be

to tide over the

which continually oppressed him. Prom 1775,
Bellman held a well-paid office, but he drew himself only half
of the salary, leaving the other half to an assistant, who
performed the necessary duties of the office. He lived exclusively for his songs, and spent the most of his time in
ic difficulties

circles

where suitable subjects

that

to say,

is

suburbs.

among

for his songs could be found,

the lower classes of Stockholm and

its
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the testimony of his contemporaries im-

provisation played an important part in the creation of his

poems, but this must not be taken in an exclusive sense as

if

they were to be regarded as wholly the production of the mo-

ment. There is no doubt that Bellman, though verses flowed
from him spontaneously, gave much time and attention to the
form of his poems, for none of them bear the unmistakable
stamp of improvisation, and the latter was accordingly only
the first stage which his productions passed through.
Tradition has faithfully handed down how the poet at the merry
gatherings of friends would take the zither in hand and sing
now a song previously composed, now one inspired by the
circumstances of the hour.

There exists a graphic account of his last song, which
throws a vivid light on his remarkable talent. Atterbom
relates the incident in the following

that his last

manner: "

moment was approaching, he

When

he

felt

word to his
friends that he desired to spend an hour with them as in the
good old time. He slipped into the room almost like a shadow, but the old friendly smile was on his lips. He said that
he wanted to give them an opportunity of hearing Bellman'
sent

'

once more.

Mightier

now than

ever before the spirit of song
seized him, and he gathered the vanishing rays of his creative

genius into an improvised song of leave-taking.

Thus during
an uninterrupted stream
own happy fate and in honor of

the whole night, under the afflatus of

of inspiration, he sang of his
his liberal king,

cast

among

thanking Providence that his

so noble a people,

lot had been
and that he had been born in the

beautiful land of the North.

and good-bye

to each

Finally he expressed his thanks
one present in a special stanza and mel-

ody, therein describing the individual peculiarity of each one
of his friends and his peculiar relation to the poet.
At the
dawn of day his friends with many tears implored him to
cease

and

to spare his lungs,

but he replied:

'let

which were seriously

affected,

us die as we have lived, in music!'

•
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Then he emptied his glass and again struck up the
phe of his song."
After that night Bellman sang no more.
of his

The contents

poem, dictated a short time before

last

last stro-

his death,

which occurred February 11, 1795, are serious and religious,
and thus he ended as he had begun, with " evangelical
thought on death." During the last years of his life he wrote
but little. In 1780 he published a collection of poetical
meditations on the Sunday gospels, which, in a later edition,
received the

title,

"Zions HBgtid."

dens-Kapitlets Handlingar
in the collection " Bacchi
far inferior to his other

"

The " Bacchanaliska Or-

received a kind of continuation

Tempel " (1783), which, however, are
humorous works. Finally, one year

before his death he published a free translation of Gellert's
fables, in

poet.

which

it is

impossible to recognize the once great

His strength was clearly broken, though

it

seems at times

moment. The death of G-ustav III was a
severe blow to him, a loss which he felt the more as he henceforth had no one who could relieve him in his financial embarrassments. He sank into the deepest poverty, and was even
thrown into prison for debt. He was, however, accidentally
released by some people who, probably, were moved to this
act of charity by curiosity, being desirious to hear Bellman
The poet at first refused to comply with their request,
sing
but at length he consented and began in a faint voice one of
his most touching songs, in which his incurable disease is
to flash forth for a

graphically depicted, but gradually he seemed to recover the

The malady, however, of
which the poet sang had already taken hold of him with
old melodious ring of his voice.

irresistible

power.

The humorous pictures from popular

life

in which his

talent shone the brightest were not originally intended

wider

circles.

He wrote

his

songs

for

the

sole

of pleasing his friends, and he used to deliver

a

consummate mimic-dramatic

bold relief every characteristic

talent,
trait.

for

purpose

them with

which brought out into

Toward the end

of his

v
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had become widely known by means

they were collected and published.

In

work he was aided by Kellgren, who from the outset had
opposed his poetical tendency which was diametrically the
opposite of Kellgren's own, but he gradually became one of
Bellman's warmest admirers. The other academicians were

this

power of Bellman's genius,
and the Academy awarded a prize to the author of " Fredalso compelled to recognize the

mans

Epistlar."

After his death Bellman was almost wholly forgotten until

he was again dragged forth from obscurity by the romantic
school,

and now

his songs are

out the whole North.

The

known and
old

celebrated through-

prejudices

and misunder-

standings according to which Bellman was looked upon as the
cynic apostle of a fast

life,

have yielded to the more correct

opinion that as a humorist and author of sparkling dithy-

rambics he
depicts,

is

not himself in the midst of the world which he

but far above

it.

His " Epistles " are partly bur-

lesque and partly idyllic descriptions from popular

life,

the characters in them have been taken from reality.

and

Fred-

man

himself, who died in 1767, was " a well-known watchmaker without watches, workshop or store," and the others,
Ulla Winblad Mollberg, Mowitz, etc., were also well-known
pot-house characters in Stockholm.
But the descriptions
of these persons and of their wild Bacchanalian life consti-

tute only one side of Bellman's poetry; and were

we

to look

poems we should completely
misunderstand their real character, which owes its fascinating power to the deep, elegiac tone that bursts forth from the
midst of all his pictures and sparkles with passionate buoyancy; we would fail to appreciate the fact that Bellman
exclusively at this side of his

all earthly existence as perishable and incomplete
and that he continually longs for a higher existence, a longing that glimmers forth even from the merriest freaks of his

regards

imagination.
liarity of

In order to appreciate thoroughly this pecu-

Bellman, the great humorist, to

whom

life

appeared
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its many-hued concrete reality and in
we must not only read his poems, but we

simultaneously in
its

insignificance,

must

also hear

them sung;

it is

only through the melody, or

rather through the words and melody combined, that

we

are

what the poems mean to
convey.
No one else has like Bellman understood how to
blend both in an indissoluble unity. Whether he composes
the melody himself or, as is frequently the case, adapts his
words to some old song, he always attains the highest possible
result, a complete harmony between the words and the
able to get a complete impression of

melody, so that they materially illustrate and enrich each
other.*

There are a few other poets of this period who were on
him and were called " Bellman's cousins,"

friendly terms with

and they have,

at all events, the comical element in

common

with him, but they wholly lack the other feature of his
poetry, the earnest and essentially religious tone, which in
its

fusion with the comical-realistic vein

effective.

Two

these

of

poets

is

so striking

and

Kexel and Hallman were

particularly intimate with him, whence they, the three, were
Olof Kexel (1748-96) appeared as
called the " clover leaf."

an author already in his twentieth year and wrote chiefly
political

This caused him prosecutions which

pamphlets.

ended in heavy pecuniary

became

fines.

so embarrassed that in

leave the country.

But

In other respects his

1770 he found

after the coup

d'e'tat

it

affairs

necessary to

by G-ustav III he

returned to Sweden, where his political enemies could no
longer

harm him.

He

and gave the impulse
still

existing, called "

henceforth led a merry, reckless

to the

life

foundation of the jovial order

Par Bricole," which gathered together

the best talents of the time, and of which Bellman was

all

also

was a zealous member.

What Kexel wrote from this
own life and

time on was chiefly a faithful picture of his

Skrifter, edited by J. Gr. Carlen, I-V, Stockholm,
ny Samling, edited by C. Eichhorn, Stockholm,
G. Ljunggren: Bellman och Fredmans EpiBtlar, Lund. 1867.

*K. M. Bellmans samlade
1856-61.

1876-7".

Skrifter af Bellman,
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consequences, a fact sufficiently indicated by the

works.

his

In

"

1776-77 appeared

titles

of

Mina Tidsfordrif p&

Galdstufvan (my pastime in the debtor's prison); in 1780,
" Mina TidsfOrdrif pS, Hogvakten," (my pastime at the police
station);

and in 1784-86

TidsfOrdrif

pfl,

anecdotes,
his

own

others.

" Bacchi Handbibliothek, eller

short

stories,

nya

These works are collections of

G-aldstufvan."

witty episodes,

etc.,

from

partly

experiences and partly such as he had heard from

They are mostly of but

little

value, but they betray

humor and at the same time a great
His comedies rank much higher, and are even
wit and

deal of levity.

yet the best of

which Sweden can boast in this rather poorly represented
branch of her literature. Nor is he entirely original in this
work either, but he borrows his ideas and materials whereever he finds them, at the same time transforming the foreign
elements so skilfully that they acquire a perfectly national

Swedish

color.

The dialogue and the action are

bright,

and

the author's vivacity approaches at times the verge of real

humor.

His most successful comedies, which

sometimes

incline to be farcical, are " Kapten Puff eller Storprataren,"
and " Michel Wingler eller battra vara br5dl6s an r&dlOs."

In some of his works he attempted a serious
he was not, however, very successful.
to imitate

style, in

which

In his poems he tried

Bellman and even equalled him in form and in

sparkling humor, but he ranks far below

him

in depth of

thought and power of imagination.*

Kabl Israel Hallman (1732-1800)
dramatist.
tragedies in

which,

account
last

like
of,

He wrote mainly
French
KexeTs

style,

in

spite

were very

one of his comedies (which

fallet

is

chiefly

is

of,

or

perhaps

successful.

as a

on

In the

also his best one), " Till-

g8r tjufven " (Opportunity makes the

he has introduced couplets with airs from

man

known

on the operas and

then in vogue, or bold farces,

pieces,

their coarseness,

parodies

thief), in

which

Bellman, Hall-

has successfully freed himself from the burlesque, and
* O.

Kexels samlade

Skrifter, edited

by P. Hanselli,

1853.
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produced a genuine national comedy, which
"

Kapten Puff" belongs

Among

still like

to the repertoire of the

KexSl's

Swedish stage.*

Bellman's cousins are also numbered Johan Mag-

nus Lannekstjekna (1758-97) and Kael Envallson (1756They were both writers of comedies, but not partic1806).
ularly eminent, though their plays were national productions
of great importance for the

young Swedish

theatre.

Envall-

son developed an astounding fertility and produced more than
eighty comedies.

The

best

known among them

let eller

Kronofogdarne," which, though

tion

a French

of

it is

is

" SlatterS-

a free adapta-

become a truly national

comedy, has

drama.f

Very

from Bellman was Bengt Lidnek (1758talent unfortunately did not become
fully developed.
Already in his eighteenth year Lidner's
reputation for irregularities was so bad that he was expelled
from the University of Lund, where he was studying. He
went to Eostock, where he took the master's degree, but at
the same time he continued his irregular life, so that it was
decided to put him on board a ship bound for the East
Indies.
He deserted the ship at the Cape of Good Hope,
where he spent a year in the greatest misery. Thereupon he
returned to Sweden and published a small collection of
Gustav III, who with a
fables, some of which are very fine.
93), a

different

man whose eminent

truly royal generosity assisted
tried to help

embassy

him and

to Paris, the

sent

all

him

poor

men

of talent, also

as secretary of the

Swedish

embassador being the above mentioned

Count Creutz. But here, too, Lidner continued his bad habits
and Creutz, who for a long time had shown a great deal of
leniency toward him, was at last obliged to send him away.
Now the king, too, abandoned him and only now and then
sent him small pecuniary contributions, which Lidner soon
spent in dissipation.

He

finally

eked out a miserable

exist-

K. J. Hallmans sam-lade Skrifter, edited by P. Hanselli, 1853.
tJ. M. Lailnerstjernas Vitterhelsarbeten, edited by Hanselli and Eichhorn,
*

1861.
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ence by composing poems on particular occasions.

He kept

sinking deeper and deeper until he at last died, worn out

and body.
His first great work was the tragedy
Erik XIV,'' which, at the instigation of Creutz, he wrote in
Paris in the traditional style.
This style did not, however,

in soul
"

harmonize with the bent of

work was on the whole

many

fine passages.

his genius,

and consequently the

unsuccessful, though

His talent was for the

it

first

contained

time

dis-

played to advantage in his three chief works, the poems
"

Aret 1783," " Grefvinnan Spastaras d5d," and the lyric
" Medea," which appeared in rapid succession and
" Grefvinnan Spastaras
gained him general recognition.
"
dbd became particularly popular. It describes an episode
from the earthquake in Messina, 1783, and in it a mother's
love is depicted in its most charming aspect.
Among his
other works we may mention the poem " Tttersta domen
(the last judgment), and the oratorios (short dramas set to
music) " Jerusalems FQrstQring " and " Messias i Gethsemane." Lidner's excellence consists in his rich and vivid imagination, which imparts a magic splendor to his poetry and
makes its faults less apparent. Moreover his feelings were
strong and passionate, and his style was in the highest degree
original.
But the same faults that preyed on his life also
cleave to his poetical works, for they are sorely wanting in
dignity and moral earnestness.
He could not master his

drama

physical appetites, nor could he control his creative power,

and what he produced were not works of art; th'ey were
rather passionate outbursts of a grand but dilapidated intellect.
In miniature Lidner reminds us of Byron.*
While in Lidner an overstrained, unbridled feeling preponderates and prevents him from producing art in the true
sense of the word, so thought overshadows all in the works
of Thomas Thoeild (1759-1808), who, in a higher degree
than any of his contemporaries, paved the way for a new

era in the world of intelligence.
* B.

He

is

a type of that stir-

Lidners samlade Skrifter (eighth edition), Stockholm, 1878.
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ring age so full of reformatory and revolutionary tendencies.
In his early youth Thorild sympathized with Leopold, and
even assisted him in his controversy with Kellgren, but the

marked

between them soon asserted itself in a most
Leopold and Kellgren were reconciled, and
soon united themselves against the violent and reckless opponent of French taste. A warm literary feud was begun,
difference

decided manner.

which lasted several years, and continually assumed greater
proportions.
On both sides the war was carried on with zeal
and talent, both parties feeling that important principles were
at stake, and when Thorild finally gained the victory and by
his well-aimed blows gradually disabled the adherents of the
old school, this

was not

so

much owing

to

as contrasted with the

Rousseau had been
his opponents.

empty formality
filled

life

and

art,

of the other party.

had been that of

his master, as Voltaire

He was

polemical

his

superiority as to his profound appreciation of

with the ideas of Klopstock and

Ossian, and leaning on both these authors he

managed

to

introduce romanticism into Sweden.

Characteristic of the

position of literature in that period

was the circumstance
conflict.
Thorild had

which led

to the

outbreak of the great

sent his poem, " Passionerna" (the passions), to the society,
" Utile Dulci," where Kellgren reigned supreme, and did not
receive the first prize, but only an inferior one.

it

While the

commended

the talent displayed in the poem, it found
necessary to blame " the author's dangerous and needless

society

deviation from
Thorild's

the

old-established

poem was written

rules

of versification."

in hexameters.

In spite of his love of the art Thorild was no poet, and

but few of

his compositions

make any

The thinker continually comes
lutely intuitive,

creative

satisfactory impression.

to the front, while the abso-

artist

almost wholly disappears.

His thoughts are, however, generally

lofty,

and

his expres-

sions occasionally attain a genuine poetic flight, but as a rule

he loses himself in abstract reflections and pompous pathos.
On this account his own poems were of but little importance
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But

of all the greater

to the development of Swedish poetry.

importance were his polemical works, a part of which he published in 1791

utkast

till

under the

en lagstiftning

title: "
i

Kritik Ofver Kritiker

snillets verld."

Yet

med

this restless

and boiling over like a volcano, enthusiastic
was noble and good and full of bitter hate against
all that was low and common-place, did not confine himself to
the department of literature, but attempted to break new
ground in various other fields. He declared himself that " his
whole life was consecrated to the one supreme idea, that of
Being
revealing nature and reforming the whole world."
convinced that this was not practical in Sweden, he went to
purist, seething

for all that

England, in 1788, in order to make that country his basis
But he found
for making humanity noble and perfect.

no less difficult abroad than it had been at home to gather
round him a circle of " free men," and so he returned to
Sweden in 1790, where he published a series of political
works written in a very aggressive spirit. The government
of the regency during the minority of Gustav IV became
greatly concerned in regard to his diffusion of French revoit

lutionary ideas in one of these works, entitled "Arligheten

"

him from the country for four years.
Germany, where he undertook to reform
Through the publication of several German
philosophy.
works he became acquainted with Germany's foremost writers, but here, too, he was unable to solve the problem
which he had proposed to himself. On the expiration of two
years his sentence of banishment was revoked. He obtained
an appointment as professor and librarian in Greifswald,
where he spent the last fourteen years of his life, chiefly
(Honesty), and banished

He now went

to

occupied with scientific investigations.*

Anna Maria Lenngren (born Malmstedt, 1754-1817) is
one of the most interesting figures that adorn this motley
period of Swedish literature. Her father, who was a professor in Upsala, gave her an education which seemed to sug* J. Thorilds

eamlade Skrifter;

last edition

by

P. Hanselli, 1873.
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gest that

wished to make her a scholar, which did not,

lie

however, have any detrimental influence on her healthy un-

When twenty-six years old, she was
married to Lenngren, and her husband introduced her into a
circle of distinguished poets, at the head of which Lenngren
sophisticated mind.

In 1777 she published the satire, " Thekonseljen" a
later declared to be a failure, though it was

figured.

work which she

in reality of far greater value than the translations

adaptations which she
of Gustav III.

made

and

of French operas at the request

But she owes her prominent place

in Swedish
which were published from
time to time in the paper which Kellgren and her husband
edited, and which after her death were collected and issued
in a book called " SkaldefOrsOk." For a long time she endeavored to conceal her name, probably from an exaggerated fear
of being called a " blue stocking," and consequently, as Franz6n says, she hid "her lamp under her sewing table. For a
long time Kellgren was thought to be the author of her
poems, and when she finally cast aside her anonymousness,
she rose rapidly in favor with the public.
And this popularity was well deserved, for her satirical and idyllic poems are
splendid in style, and their materials, which are chiefly taken
from daily life, are treated in a truly poetical manner. They
are still highly appreciated in Sweden on account of their
fresh humor and for their fine psychological insight, as well
as for the purity and simplicity which they breathe.*
Another female poet, Ulkika Kaeolina VidsteOm (1767-1841)
literature to her shorter poems,

gained her popularity among her contemporaries chiefly by
her sentimental erotic songs.

During the Gustavian period and the epoch immediately
succeeding

it,

poetry monopolized

that comparatively

branches.

little

all interests to

such a degree

was achieved in the purely

Prose was not wholly neglected, but

scientific

was emThus
champion of the French
it

ployed almost exclusively in sesthetics and philosophy.
the poet Leopold entered the
* A.

lists as

M. Lenngrena samlade SkaldefOrsOk, ninth

ed.,

Stockholm,

1876.
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till

;

den franska,"

Karl Au-

etc.

gust EhrensvArd (1745-1800), the son of the renowned
constructor of Sveaborg and founder of the Swedish " SkerryFleet," occupies a very peculiar place in Swedish literature.

Like his father he belonged to the military profession, and
assisted the

From

former in the execution of his great works.

his father

he had also inherited his fine taste and rare

talent for the fine arts.

After a two years' journey in South-

ern Europe he found application for his profound views of
art

and

filosofi."

its

laws in "Resa

till

Italien,"

and "De

emphasizes the importance of antique

many

fria konsters

In both of these truly ingenious works he greatly
art.

They contain

short suggestions, which, by eminent thinkers of later

times, have been regarded as

new and important

discoveries.

His works, which have been frequently republished (the last
time in 1866), are very obscure on account of the exceedingly
condensed style, but his system has at various times been
developed by the best Swedish writers, particularly by Atterin his " Svenska siare och skalder," and by NyblSus.*

bom

The best prose writer of that time was unquestionably
Nils von Rosenstein (1752-1824), the tutor of Gustav III.
His aesthetieal and philosophical views, which he developed
in various works, and which his position as secretary of the
Swedish Academy enabled him to give a wide circulation, do
not differ from the views current in his day, for in aesthetics
he agreed with the rules established by the Academy, and in
philosophy he adopted Locke's system.
Meanwhile the philosophy of Kant had begun to be introduced into Sweden, and

was chiefly owing to the efforts of the Upsala professor,
Daniel Boethius (died 1810). Georg Adlersparre (17601835) edited an important organ for the dissemination of the
this

new views introduced

at the close of the eighteenth century,
first bore the title, " LSsning

namely, the periodical which at
* K. A. Ehrensvards

Slirifter, last edition

by C. Eichhorn,

1866.
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Landtman," and later
was published from 1795

"

Lasning i blandade airmen."
and all of the more important authors contributed to its columns, and thus aided
for
It

materially in preparing the

to 1801,

soil for

the

new

order of things.*

* N. v. Bosensteins samlade Skrif ter, edited by N. Tersmeden, I-III, 1838.
G. Adlersparre Lasning f Or Landtman, 1795-96, Lasning i blandade anmen, 1797:

1801.

CHAPTEE

VI.

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.
INTBODUCTION OF THE NEW ROMANTICISM IN SWEDEN.
Atteebom, Palmblad AND OTHEB8.
Gothic school. Geijeb. Ling. Tegner* Beskotv. Nicandee. Teg
NER's SUCCESSORS, LlNDEBLAD AND OTHEBS. XOVEL LITERATUBE. ALM
qtjist.
Mes. Bbemek. Mes. Flygare-Caelen. Gumalius. Crusen
stolpe. Rydbebg. Malmstrom. Bottiger and OTHEB poets. RtTNE
BERG AND HIS IMITATOBS. TOPELIUS. RECENT POETS. HISTORIOGRAPHY,

WaLLIN.

FBANZEN.

Phosphorists,

OTHEB

HammaeskOld,

SCIENCES.

Swedish literature of the beginning of this century,
INthetheFrench
academical school manifestly predominated,

though

it

had

lost its best talents.

The foundation on which

the foreign structure was built, was, however, in fact, completely undermined.

The national

tones,

heard, had not been unheeded by the people

which had been
;

on the contrary

they had given far more satisfaction and pleasure than the

Academy. Moreover, the correctness of
which it established had been seriously
questioned.
The successful efforts made in Denmark by
Ewald and Baggesen to establish a poetry on a genuine
national foundation had contributed much to increase the
But
desire in Sweden for an independent national poetry.
none of the opponents of the old school were well qualified to
become the leader of the new, and the positive conditions for
the latter were also wanting. As soon as these appeared the
The revolution of 1809, which was
old school was doomed.
followed by an almost unrestricted freedom of the press,
cleared the ground, and a more intimate acquaintance with
modern German literature, particularly with Schelling's philosophy and the new romanticism based thereon, gave the
The banner of the new ideas was first
decisive impulse.
raised by Lorenzo HammaeskOld, around whom there soon
rigid style of the

the

rules of taste
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gathered a circle of young enthusiastic poets. Prom the
periodical " Phosphoros," which they edited, they received

name

the

Phosphorists.

In their poetry they worshipped

romanticism in the form in which

many, with

it

had appeared in Ger-

vague longing, abstract reflections, its depreciation of reality, and its partiality for the misty middle age
and graceful southern form of versification. But side by
side with this hyperidealistic tendency there sprang up
another movement, which was in some respects akin to it,
but which had more of interest for real life, and which
was preeminently national. It received the name of the
Gothic school, because it strove to make Old Norse (Gothic)
mythology and poetry and in general the whole antiquity
of the North the basis of national culture and art.
Besides
the adherents of these two schools there were also some
talented poets, who were independent not only of both
schools, but also of the Academy.
The two most eminent
among these neutrals, Franz6n and Wallin, appeared before
the conflict between the old and the new schools had broken
its

out.

Franz Michael Fkanzen was born in 1772 at Uleaborg
became professor, at Abo, but after the conquest of Finland he went to Sweden, where he died as bishop
in HOrnesund in 1847.
Already at the close of the eighteenth century his poems and songs, that were published
in Kellgren's periodical, were read with pleasure by the public, and in 1797 he gained the prize offered by the Academy,
for an exquisite poem in honor of Creutz, which did not,
however, receive the unqualified approval of the Academy,
since the form had been treated with more freedom than
seemed desirable. Though Franz6n did not blindly follow
the precepts of the Academy, still he was unable to rise

in Finland, and

entirely above its influence.
in
in

some of
their

his longer

his

is

especially apparent
less didactic

The didactic element is particularly
poem on the destiny of man, but the idyllic

character.

prominent in

This fact

poems, which are more or
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was natural to him, predominates in his
" (Emili, or an evening in
i Lappland

" Emili, eller en afton

Of

Lapland).

his epic compositions "

Svante Stare," a tale in

verse in Walter Scott's style, is of importance, while his
" Columbus " and the fragments of the national epic, " Grustav

Adolph i Tyskland," are, in spite of the many beautiful episodes,
upon the whole failures. This also applies to his very discursive drama " Lappfiickan i Kungstradgarden " (The Lappmaid in the king's park.) His talent was limited to lyrics,
but there it was rich and original. He was endowed with a
keen eye for the idyllic in nature and in life; he loved to
dwell thereon, and

knew how

to clothe his thoughts in the

most graceful and elegant form.

His religious songs are also

1

exquisite."

Johan Olop Waixiit (1779-1839),

"

The David's harp of

the North," as Tegner called him, was born in very needy

circumstances, but by Herculean efforts of
raised himself to high positions

Sweden.

He was

a

man

and died

mind and

will be

as archbishop of

of great eloquence, giving his vigor-

most finished utterance, while his
The same qualities are
also found in his hymns, many of which are of unrivalled
beauty.
In the excellent Swedish psalm-book, which was
compiled under his direction, there are one hundred and
twenty hymns by Wallin, while a large number of the others
were translated or adapted by him. His last work of this
kind was the touching hymn " Dodens Engel " (the angel of
death).
Wallin's secular poems cannot be compared with his
religious songs, but still they too are marked, by great
warmth of feeling and an elegant style. They are partly
idyllic and partly humorous.
Humor seemed to be Wallin's
element whenever he abandoned the religious field. By his
ous, pithy thoughts the

delivery was

didactic

prize

poem

also

"

very

effective.

(the educator), he won a
His dithyrambic song, " George

Uppfostraren "

from the Academy.

*P. M. Franzdns Skaldestycken I-VII, Orebro, 1824-61.
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Washington," deserves special mention on account of
glowing enthusiasm.*
Lorenzo Hammerskold

who

(1785-1827),

as

its

already

was the first to proclaim in Sweden (1804) the new
ideas from Germany, was not of much account as a poet, but
he exercised all the greater influence by his comprehensive
activity as eesthetical critic.
In this work he was frequently
obstinate and one-sided, yielding nothing to his adversary,
and in this way he gained many enemies. But posterity has
seen the justice of many of his opinions by which he made
himself obnoxious to his contemporaries, and it is also a characteristic fact that when he wrote anonymously his words
were loudly applauded. By his criticisms he did not wish
stated

either to unfairly depreciate or to blindly

condemn

or

make

had heretofore been done, the works that were
submitted to his examination, but he maintained that criticism ought to serve the purpose of instruction, and in this
ridiculous, as

direction he has certainly rendered very great services.
also

He

wrote several solid works on the history of literature and

art.

The greatest of the Phosphorist
deus Attebbom, was born in 1790.

poets,

Peter Daniel Ama-

In his sixteenth year he

became a student at the university and two years later took
part in the founding of the literary society " Aurorabund,"
which became the chief seat of romanticism. In its organ
" Polyfem " he published in 1809 his first great work, a comWhen the
edy, which was very polemical in its character.
Aurorabund in 1810 assumed the editing of the " Phosphoros,'' Atterbom became a zealous associate editor, and
devoted his energies mainly to making violent attacks on the
His own principles were
principles of the old school.

announced

in his poems,

which appeared in the " Poetiska

Kalender," edited by him from 1812 to 1822.

In connection

with HammerskBld and three other Phosphorists he wrote
the satirical heroic
* J. O. Wallins

poem

"

Markalls sOmnlSsa natter " (Mar-

samlade Vitterhetsarbeten

I-II,

Stockholm,

18TO.
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by which they meant to produce the
moral ruin of the academician Wallmark, the press representative of his own party, but they were not successful.
Atterbom's style showed great talent and strong faith in the
kail's sleepless nights),

correctness of the cause he defended, but on the other hand,
it

evinced great insolence and bitterness, and sometimes

it

from rudeness. He accordingly provoked a
general feeling of displeasure, and this the more, since Atterbom's own works as well as those of the romanticists in
general were not above criticism. They were frequently

was not

free

bombastic and obscure; they gave their imagination loose

and its claims.
1819 Atterbom lived abroad for the benefit
of his health, and on his return he became prince Oscar's
instructor in German.
Later he was made professor of
philosophy in Upsala, a position afterward exchanged for the
reins and paid no attention to reality

Prom 1817

to

He

chair of aesthetics.
flicts

that were

still

put forth

forth

productions

its

His most remarkable

choicest flowers.

the dramatized fairy-tales " Lyksalighetens

are,

" (the isle of bliss),

and Fogel Bla

" (blue-bird), the latter

In their general character they remind us of

a fragment.

Prom

Tieck.

took no more part in literary con-

raging, and his poetical industry hence-

a dramatic stand-point tbey are very unsatis-

The delineation of character

factory.

and the action

is

obscure and incom-

by lyric
by no means
evident.
But these numerous lyric vagaries which are partly
fantastic descriptions painted with glowing colors, and partly

plete

is

episodes, the relation of

which

outbursts of passion, are,

when

drama

is

considered separately, very

Furthermore, the poem, in

from the most

bom

to the

interrupted

its continual change
and complex versification to the simple
of the popular ballad, is the work of the master. Atter-

beautiful.

style

incessantly

is

artistic

unquestionably one of Sweden's greatest lyric poets.

But in him,

too,

we

find the worst faults

peculiar to the romantic school.
altogether too

prominent

and weaknesses

Allegory and symbolism are

at the

sacrifice

of poetic

effect.

y
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The arbitrary and discursive imagery with which these airy
poems teem is on the whole tiresome and unenjoyable in
spite of the exquisite details which they contain, and in spite
of the great interest which such works as " Lyksalaghetens
"

may have when

considered as a striking example of a

peculiar cosmic conception.

His most original, and upon the

whole, most attractive work

is the poetical cycle " Blomm"
arna (the blossoms), though here the impression is disturbed

by obscurity of thought and by a tendency to overload the
style with symbols and figures.
His numerous short lyric
poems written in various metres, are, as a rule, excellent,
both in form and contents. The finest among them is the little
group " Minnesangarne i Sverige," in which he has
imitated in a masterly
of the popular ballad.

manner the

simple, hearty character
His " Vandringsminnen " (recollec-

which he describes the impressions from
Upon the whole Atterbom seemed more and more to emancipate himself from
the one-sidedness that marred his earlier works.
He never
succeeded, however, in freeing himself completely from
foreign influence, and only in his short poems does he reveal
tions of travel), in

his journeys, are also very excellent.

•

himself undisguised in his true character.

Atterbom exercised a no less important influence on Sweby his works on aesthetics and on the history
His " Svenska siare oeh
of literature than by his poetry.
skalder," which he unfortunately did not complete, is a
splendid collection of biographies and sketches of poets and
It
philosophers before and during the reign of G-ustav III.
should be mentioned that Atterbom in this work is no longer
so narrow and bitter in his opinions in regard to the men of
the past as he had been in his youth, and that he, upon the
whole, is just to the Gustavians. There had also been effected
a complete reconciliation between the old school and the new,
a union which was confirmed by Atterbom's admittance as a
dish literature

member
* P.

ter

i

of the Swedish

Academy

in 1839.

He

died in 1855.*

D. A. Atterboms samladeDigter, I- VI, Orebro, 1854-63.

obunden

Stil,

I-IV, Orebro, 1859-64.

Samlade Skrjf-
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Wilhelm Feedeeik Palmblad (1788-1852) was also a
among the Phosphorists, he too being one

zealous champion

of the founders of Aurorabund.
rity as controversialist,

He

gained his chief celeb-

for his other works, a

few

stories

and the novels " Pamilien Falkensvard" and "Aurora KOnigsmark," have no great value.
Among the Phosphorists the following are yet to be mentioned: Kael Fkedekik Dahlgben (1791-1844) was a somewhat gifted poet, whose idyls and descriptions of nature, are
original and graceful.
In his " Mollbergs Epistlar " and
other bacchanalian poems he took Bellman for his model.
His novel, " Nahum Prederik Bergstroms KrOnika " is one of
the best in Swedish literature. Johak BOejesson (1790-1866)
after having failed in his first youthful performance, a didactic

poem, "Skapelsen" (the creation), published in 1846 the

tragedy, " Erik XIV."

The latter was soon followed by several other dramatic works, " Solen sjunker" (the sun sets),
" Ur Karl XII's Ungdom" (Prom the youth of Charles XII),
" BrBdraskulden " (the brother's guilt), and " Erik XIV's son.'
All these plays, which are apparently imitations of Shake-

and which show here and there a spark of genius, have
and action, but contain many beautiful lyric
passages.
Julia Keistina Nybeeg (1785-1854) wrote under
speare,

but

little life

the pseudonym Et/pheosyne fine descriptions of nature, with

and teeming with romantic mysticism
Andees Abeaham GeafsteOm
(1790-1870) wrote some very beautiful poems, and Samuel
Johan Hedboen (1783-1849) some fine church songs.*
The two following poets were no real Phosphorists, but still

fine elegiac coloring,

and

idyllic

genre-pictures.

Eeik Johan STAGmeone of the strangest phenomena in Swed-

they belong essentially to this group.
lius (1793-1823)
ish poetry.
field is a

is

He was

chiefly lyric,

true picture of his

own

and what he wrote in

this

character as developed by

* K. P. Dahlgrens 6amlade arbeten, edited by A. J. Arvidsson, I-V, Stockholm, 1847-52. J. Borjessone valda Skrifter, edited by L. Dietrichson, I-II, Stockholm, 1874. A. GrafstrOms SkaldefOrsOk, Stockholm, 1832. S. J. Hedborn Minne och Poesi, LinkOping, 1835.
:
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lot.
At times
he soars free from trouble far above the earth, with eyes and

the severe sufferings and cares that were his

heart open to the harmony of creation

ing light of the ether he forgets

;

bathing in the glow-

all grief;

but at other times

goaded into rage by his tortures, he abandons himself to
images and thoughts so repulsive " that even the aesthetics of
Between these exthe horrible have no name for them."

—

— between heaven

and hell
he moves with genuine
and superiority, and he is a skilful master of
form, so that his poems are on the whole very valuable,
though many of them are obscure on account of the peculiar
mystic-pantheistic musings which they contain.
His first
great work was the epic poem, " Wladimir den store," which
is characterized by vivid descriptions.
His other similar
works, " Bleiida," "G-unl5g," and others were never completed.
Among his dramas we would particularly mention the religious tragedy, " Martyrerne," in which in a most thrilling
manner he has conceived and carried out the idea of life
as a punishment and a suffering.
In his drama, " Riddartartremes

poetic vigor

net " (the knight's tower), the diction

is

gorgeous, while the

The tragedy in
antique style, " Bacchantorna," and those in antique form
theme

is

not well adapted for the stage.

with Old Norse motives, "Visbur" and "Sigurd Ring,"
are more attractive, though the gnostic principles of the
poet are displayed in " Visbur " and " Sigurd Ring " in so

prominent a way as to injure the dramatic effect. Striking
scenes are found in the plays, " Gladjefiicken i Rom" (the
pleasure girl in Rome) and " KSrlek aften dbden " (Love after
death).
The most original of his works is the half philosophical and half religious cycle of poems, "Liljor i Saron"
(1820), in which he sets forth his views of the human soul
as a prisoner in the halls of the princes of the world, and
longing for the heavenly splendor, whence
of these sublime

ments of Swedish

poems belong
literature.

it

came.

Several

most beautiful ornaMany of his short poems are
to the
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very excellent, especially those in which he has imitated the
style of the

popular ballad.*

Vitalis (1794-1828), whose real

was the son of a poor laborer.

name was Erik

Too proud

SjOberg,

to accept charities

as he called them, he declined all offered assistance,
satisfied his thirst for

instance doing menial

knowledge by

work

his

own

and he

efforts, as

for

in the country during the vaca-

While thus tending the cattle his favorite poet, Virgil,
was always his faithful companion. His studies were frequently interrupted for want of means, and he was forced to
seek employment as family tutor.
But he conquered all obstacles and took the doctor's degree in philosophy.
This did
not materially improve his circumstances, and he continued
to struggle with poverty and want.
This, in connection with
a physical malady, which he had gotten in his infancy, developed in him that fondness for seclusion and meditation which
he had in common with Stagnelius. In other respects they
were totally different, for while Stagnelius abandoned himself to pantheistic mysticism, Vitalis was, at least toward the
close of his life, a believing Christian.
In his poems a deep
elegiac tone predominates, no doubt a result of his incessant
troubles and sufferings.
He was continually striving after
the ideal, and he hated all that was low and vulgar.
Against
the world which knew him not and whom he did not understand he frequently sent out shafts of bitter and scathing
satire, which, however, at times, as for instance in " Komiska
fantasier," rises to genuine humor. He evidently had a great
talent for humor, but in his lonely, retired life it did not
have a chance to develop. His attacks on the vagaries of the
Phosphoristic and Gothic schools were brimful of wit and
humor, which he produced in a most delightful manner. But
his attacks were no doubt also the result of immense self-conceit.
He meant to insinuate that he was himself above and
independent of all parties.
His serious poems reveal mostly
tions.

* E. J. Stagnelius

1867-68.

samlade Skrifter, edited

"by C.

Eichhorn,

I-II,

Stockholm,
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a deep philosophical world-grief, and a feeling of relief

is

but rarely found, though his gloomy disposition was some-

what softened in

his last years

the will of heaven.

by a religious resignation

to

His poems are rich in deep thought,

though he does not always clothe them in the fittest words.
His collected poems make but a small volume, as he had
sufficient strength

to destroy before his death

many

things

which could not stand the test of his own severe criticism.
Among what remains there is much that is beautiful and
valuable.

The

best ones of his

poems are certain melancholy

songs that were inspired by hopeless love.*

The Gothic school, the rise of which was connected with
awakened national sentiment, desired a regeneration on
the basis of the memories of the past and thus took substantially the same course as Oehlenschlager, by whom it was
greatly influenced.
Its chief standard-bearer was Erik Gustav Geijee, one of the most eminent men in the history of
Sweden's literature and culture, and a man who has in many
ways left his impress thereon. He was born in Wermland
the 12th of January, 1783.
The majestic natural scenery of
this province gave his spirit that earnest manly mould which
the

characterized his whole
tered the university.

In his seventeenth year he en-

life.

When

offered a prize for the best

three years later the

Academy

work in memory of Sten Sture, he

resolved to become one of the competitors.

In order to clear

himself from the reputation for fickleness, he finished his

work in great secrecy. He gained the prize, and was at the
same time admitted to the literary circles of that age. Still
it took a long time before he could decide to what branch of
intellectual work he should devote his powers.
Through his
comprehensive studies he gained the most varied impressions,
especially of a philosophical

and poetical nature,

so that his

profound and receptive soul became most violently agitated

and all creative power within him was extinguished. He
went to England for one year, and on his return in 1810, he
* Vitalis

samlade Skrifter, Stockholm,

1873.
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was appointed a docent * in history at Upsala. Prom that
time his mind became more composed and clear. The war
between the Phosphorists and the old school had broken out.
G-eijer was unable to side with the former, though he admired Atterbom, and encouraged him to work for a literary
reform.
But he was too little of a dreamer and too deeply

how important

sensible

it

was that the national element

should be recognized in art, to be able to join Atterbom's
G-eijer therefore took his own course, and with 'a few
congenial spirits he founded the " Gothic Union " (Gothiska

school.

fOrbundet).

By this name

they wished to revive the

memory

of the consanguinity of the ancient inhabitants of Sweden
with the Goths " Gother," and in "Iduna" (1811-24), the

organ of

poems on Old Norse
They are not numer-

this society, Geijer published his

themes, "

Manhem,"

" Vikingen," etc.

ous, but they are master-pieces as regards strength
plicity.

The northern

spirit is

and sim-

reproduced in a manner that

has not hitherto been surpassed.

While several of

his co-

temporaries tried to reach this end by a servile imitation of
the external form of the old poems, and thus touched only the
surface, Geijer on the contrary,

by the most simple means reHe wrote no long

produced the very marrow and essence.

poems, but for a number of his short ones he has himself ar-

ranged the music in such a manner that words and melody
are united in the most perfect harmony.
These songs are
still very popular everywhere in Sweden, and have become
genuine folk-songs.

Prom 1815

Geijer delivered historical lectures and this

practically closed his poetical career, though there ever after-

ward flowed an occasional poem from his pen.
In his
collected works we find essays on various subjects
on philos-

—

ophy, on the history of culture, on
gogies,

and in

all

best works are

we

find his clear,

politics,

manly

spirit.

But

his

unquestionably the two on history, " Svea

*In the Swedish universities a docent s chief duty
They are not expected to lecture.
1

their examinations.

and on pseda-

is to

coach students for
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Rikes

Hafder,"

former

and

" Svenska

Folkets

Historia."

The

a very lucid and

thorough presentation of the
saga-age, but unfortunately only the first volume was completed.
Of the history of the Swedish people there appeared
is

three volumes, bringing the history

Charles X.

It is a perfect

model of

down

to the time

of

careful, conscientious

research and clear style.
The FOrelasningar Ofver menniskans historie " were published in 1856, after his death, which

occurred in 1847, from notes that had been made for his
lectures.

It

is.

a philosophy of history, which with great

moving power in the
Of his other philosophical and
historical works we may yet mention " Feodalismen och
republikanismen," " Om var tids inne samhalls-forhallanden," and " Tecking af Sveriges tillstand och af de fornamsta
handlande personer under tiden fran Karl XII, dod till Gustav
III, antrade af regeringen," all of which are equally distinguished for elegance of style and solidity of contents. His
emphasis

sets forth the individual as the

development of the world.

essay " Thorild. Tillika en filosofisk eller ofilosofisk bekSnnelse," published in 1820,

is

very interesting, as

it

illustrates

his position in regard to the religious questions of his time.

The opinions he therein expressed in reference to the dogma
and that of the holy trinity caused him a
law suit, But he came out victorious as he justly deserved,
of redemption

for throughout his literary activity Geijer proved himself a

man

of truly religious character, though he did not approve

of a blind faith, based simply on authority.

Afzelius (1785-1871) became widely known by his trans-

Norse poetry, the Edda, etc., and by his great
work, " Svenska Polkets Sagohafder," and in this manner he
lations of Old

contributed his share to the development of the national ele-

ment

in the Swedish literature.

Geijer published with

him

the first collection of Swedish popular songs (1814-16), to

which by way of elucidation he added the excellent
Om den gamle nordiska Folkvisan."

disserta-

tion "

After having labored for thirty years in the university
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lie might get to be re
garded as " an authority," while he wished to continue his lifeas a " student."
Not only in his scientific works, but also by

Geijer left Upsala because he feared

his position

toward the

political

movements

proved that he valued truth above

all

of his time he

things.

For a long

time he was an ardent conservative, but when through his

came to be convinced of the justice of liberal ideas,
he had the courage " to desert himself," as he expressed it,

studies he

and became one of the most zealous advocates of popular
liberty. On account of the high consideration which G-eijer's

marked individuality enjoyed,
was of great importance to the people's position in

noble, intelligent and

Geijer

questions.
students.

also exercised a

this step

political

great influence on the

Seldom has a university professor been loved and
He died on the twenty- fourth of April,

respected as was he.

1847.*

Pek Hestrik Ling (1776-1839) represented the extreme
tendency of the Gothic school.

Prom

his earliest childhood

he had to fight against poverty and want, but his iron nature
did not succumb.

At the age

of seventeen he

was compelled
on the

to leave school in consequence of a thoughtless freak

part of the pupils, of which he assumed the entire responsi-

and he thereupon spent several years abroad, mostly
and served as he himself asserted, five different kings.
He had also spent some time in Denmark,
where he had attended Steffen's lectures. In 1806 he obtained an appointment in Lund as a teacher of fencing, and
from this time he began his enthusiastic efforts in behalf of the
regeneration of the nation, which he proposed to bring about,
partly by a perfected system of gymnastics based on his own
comprehensive knowledge of anatomy, and partly by the revival of the memory of the antiquity of the North with its healthy
and invigorating customs. In the former respect his activity
bility,

in military service,

*R. Hjarne: GOtiska forbundet och dees hufudnian I, Stockholm, 1878. E.
G. Geijers samlade skrifter I-VTII. Stockholm, 1873-75.
Supplement, Stockholm,

1876.
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was exceedingly

beneficial

and led to the establishment of the

system of "sanitary gymnastics;" but in the latter he made
no headway with all his ideas and plans. His greatest
service to Swedish literature

Tegn^r, with

whom

was probably

his influence

on

he was on very friendly terms in Lund.

As a poet Ling was decidedly a

lyric,

and as such he occa-

sionally achieved excellent things, for instance in his pastoral
poem, " Karleken (Love), and in the lyric epic, " Tirfing."

But

this did not satisfy

poet and dramatist.

men

,

him, he also wanted to be both epic

He

desired to present to his country-

the old world of gods and heroes, in other words, he

wanted to be both their Shakespeare and Homer. His first
work was the Epopoe " Gylfe," which he did not finish,s and
his last and chief work was the great' poem " Asarne," in
thirty songs.
But both of these as well as his numerous
northern dramas, " Agne,"

" Eylif den gOtiska, " Ingjald
though they contain many lyric
passages of great beauty, were on the whole total failures.
In him were united an almost endless discursiveness and

Illrada," " Engelbrekt," etc,

an inability

to produce living characters, with a vivid imagi-

nation and a glowing enthusiasm, which at times occasion-

was able to produce episodes of startling beauty.*
The greatest poet of the Gothic school was Esaias Tegnbr,

ally

who

at last silenced all literary controversies, since he united

which had been aimed at
and since in all his works he satisfied
not only the national element, but also the requirements
in his great poetical talent all that

by the
of art.

different schools,

In spite of his admiration of foreign masters, all his

works bear the stamp of unmistakable originality. Tegnbr
was born the 13th of November, 1782, in the province of

Varmland. He early lost his father, who was a priest,
but found patrons who assumed the care of his studies.
Already in his twentieth year he became doeent in aesthetics,

and ten years later he was appointed professor of Greek
Lund. Here he became celebrated as a gifted and efficient

in

* P.

H. Lings samlade skrifter, Stockholm, 1866.
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In 1824 he became bishop in VexiO,
his death in 1846.

which position he held until

Already in his early youth Tegn6r wrote verses, but they
were in the academic style, and did not reveal any particular
talent.
Then he wrote in 1808 the war song, " POr skanska
landtvarnet" (for the militia of Scania), and this song gained

him the hearts of all. In 1811 he won the prize of the
Academy by his grand poem, " Svea." In a vigorous and
commanding style he addresses the sluggish age, holding up
before his countrymen the customs of their fathers as a mir-

admonishing them in burning words to follow in the
and promising them with glowing enthusiasm a glorious future, if they heed his warning.
He begins the poem in the traditional Alexandrines, which
ror,

footsteps of their ancestors,

soon, however, have to yield to a freer

rhythm

with the tempestuous torrent of his thoughts.

in

harmony

This poem

had a very marked influence on the development of Swedish
literature, not only on account of its enthusiastic, imagina-

abandoned the rigid acad-

tive diction,

but also because

emic form.

His reputation as one of the greatest poets of

it

was firmly established, and it grew with every
He now joined the Gothic Union, but kept aloof
exaggerations, and did not hesitate to recognize the

his country

new poem.
from

its

men of Gustav Ill's time, as he did
with emphasis in one of his most famous poems, an address
in verse on the occasion of the semi-centennial celebration
excellent qualities of the

of the Academy.

On

the other hand, he took a very decided

stand against the Phosphorists, and he frequently took them
to task in his speeches

and poems, and ridiculed with wither-

ing sarcasm their exclusiveness and want of a definite purpose.
But he contributed most to the eradication of P4iosphoristic
hyperidealism by his greater poems, which were received with
great enthusiasm by the people.
In 1820 appeared the idyl " NattvSrdsbarnen "* (the Chil-

dren of the Lord's Supper), probably the best poem he ever
*

Translated into English by H. W. Longfellow.
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wrote, for nowhere else did his peculiar talent find a better

opportunity of blossoming in a natural and splendid manner
than in the three addresses of the old preacher, which constitute the main part
marked by a deep,

of the poem.

It is a masterly

earnest, religious sentiment,

production

and abound-

ing in graceful descriptions of natural scenery.

The enthusiasm

of the public increased when, in 1820,

the narrative poem, "Axel," appeared, which

is

somewhat

sentimental, but very rich in beautiful lyric episodes.

It is

prefaced with an exquisite dedicatory

The

public enthusiasm reached

its

poem

to Leopold.

climax, however, in 1825, on

the publication of " Frithjofs Saga," the

first cantos of which
had previously been printed in the " Iduna." This cycle of
romances, which in form is a gem of beauty, and the contents
of which are taken from an Old Norse saga of the same name,
became TegneVs most celebrated work, and is probably the
most famous Scandinavian production. It has been trans-

lated

into

nearly every European

greater, but unfinished works, "

tongue.*

Gerda " and

Besides his

"

Kronbruden,"
we may mention " Karl XII," " Epilog vid magisterpromotionen 1826," and " Sang till Solen " (Hymn to the sun) as

among

numerous short poems.
was afflicted with a
hereditary mental malady, and was obliged to remain for a
the best

In the

his

last years of his life Tegne'r

long time in a lunatic asylum.

When

ficiently recovered the use of his

he

mind

his official duties, but his bodily health

left it

he had suf-

resume
was broken, and he

to be able to

died on the 2d of November, 1846.

The most prominent feature

of Tegn^r's poetry

is

his

splendid rhetoric, and the exuberant gorgeousness of his imagery.

The eloquence he displayed from the

pulpit,

from

many special occasions, we meet
many of which are simply speeches

the professor's chair, and on

with again in his poems,
in verse.

This marked rhetorical character of his poems was

* There are twenty -one translations of TegneYs Fritbjofs saga into English.
and nineteen into German.
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it was at the
and the latter fact
contributed essentially to the great love with which the
Swedes clung to his works, for in them the peculiar traits of
the Swedish people have found their fullest and most beautiful expression.
But this side of TegneVs poetry undeniably conceals great dangers, and frequently he has failed to
avoid them, so that the splendid imagery and the rhetorical
display of words have preponderated, and thus weakened and

probably inherited from the old school, but

same time deeply rooted

in his nature,

distorted the poetic effect.
This is particularly the case in
" Frithjofs Saga," in which, as has been strikingly said, "the
lyric

element of the poem has been hung as a beautiful dra-

pery over very ordinary materials," and

mony with

not really in har-

is

But the splendor and beauty of the images are
so dazzling and enchanting that they irresistibly carry us
away, and they also generally contain a wealth of sublime
and poetical thoughts. It has been suggested that Tegn6r was
an

it.

and

eclectic,

so he was, not only in his attitude to the

poetical tendencies of Sweden, but also in his sympathies
with the master-pieces of foreign literature. His " Natt-

vardsbarnen

mann und

"

contains unmistakable traces of Goethe's " Her-

Dorothea."

Byron's narrative poems furnished

and " Prithjofs Saga " is written
under the influence of Oehlenschl3ger's "Helge." In this

him the model
there

is,

for "Axel,"

however, nothing to be blamed, for Tegn6r main-

tained his independence of these models.

His poems are
thoroughly Swedish, and bear the undisguised stamp of his
individuality.*

Bernhardt von Beskow (1796-1868) is one of the most
remarkable writers of the Gothic school. In his earliest
poems the national element was distinctly manifest, and
being the master of a graceful form, his

very popular.

In 1824 he

won

name soon became
Academy

the prize of the

with his poem, " Sveriges Anor," in which his style displays
* E. Tegnifrs
ter, I-III,

eamlade

Skrifter, I-II,

Stockholm, 18T3-74.

Stockholm, 1876.

Efterlemnade Skrif-
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its

But
and

most gaudy splendor and a wealth of gorgeous images.
his dramatical works, " Torkel Knutson," " Erik XIV,"
others were received with the greatest favor, as they well

Sweden has produced
The Swedish drama is wanting

deserved, since they are the best that
in this branch of literature.

in a vigorously sustained action,

Beskow

is

and from

this reproach

even

not free, though his plays are exceedingly interest-

As secretary of the Academy,
him the duty of writing necrologies of the
deceased members of the Academy, and thus we have from
his pen a great number of " Minnestekningar," which are

ing as historical pictures.
there devolved on

most elegant and masterly delineations of character.

His

biographies of Charles XII and Gustav III are also marked

by the same excellence of
his "

style,

though neither the

Minnesteckningar " bear the

test

latter nor

of strict historical

criticism.*

In

Karl August Nicander (1799-1839), though he

be-

longed to the national school, the romantic element of the
Phosphorists was prominent, and he particularly showed a

dreamy longing

for the South.

very great or

did not attain

it

like his friend Vitalis

His talent as a poet was not
its

complete development, for

he was involved in a constant struggle

with want and misery, and was finally snatched away by an
His first more ambitious work, the dramatic
ear^y death.

poem, " Eunesvardet," in which he depicts the conflict between
heathenism and Christianity, at once made him very popular,
a popularity which was increased by the " Hesperiden," a

poems and

and by "Minder fra Syden"
Upon the whole
poems, the materials of which have been taken
such as " Tassos d3d " and " Koning Enzio," are

collection of

tales,

(Eeminscences from a journey to Italy).
those of his

from Italy,
the most successful.

nen"

His last great work, " Lejonet

(the lion in the wilderness), an enthusiastic

i

Orke-

homage

to

BeBkow's dramatiska Studier, I-II, Stockholm, 1836-38. Minnesbilder,
Stockholm, 1860-66. Om Gustav III saeom koniring och menniska, Stockholm, 1860.
* B. v.
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is

not equal to his former

efforts.
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His strength

was at that time already broken.*
Assae Lindeblad (1800-48) is to be mentioned

as the

most

conspicuous representative of that legion of poets, who, filled
with admiration for Tegn6r and his style, followed blindly
in the footsteps of their great leader.

were mere amateurs.

A

The majority of them

few of them had

talent,

ried their devotion so far that they sacrificed their

but car-

own

inde-

This

pendence, and simply strove to imitate their master.

sort of Tegnerism could not fail to exert a noxious influence

on Swedish

The

literature.

faults

of Tegne>, which

his

great merits outshone, and which were to some extent
dignified by the eminent personality of the poet, found the

many

most ready imitators, and were even offered as virtues. Ehetbegan to make itself conspicuous at the expense of poetry.

oric

Fortunately a strong reaction soon set in against this humbug,
and talented poets made a decisive resistance. Before dis-

we must name a few others who
who cannot well be classified.
Christian Erik Fahlcrantz (1790i-1866) is chiefly known

cussing any of the latter,

belong to this epoch, but
as the author of "

Noaks Ark," which, though not completed,

ranks as Sweden's most celebrated humoristic poem.

It vig-

orously attacks the vagaries of the various schools, sparkles

with humor and stinging wit, and contains passages of great

His lyric

beauty.

" Ansgarius," in fourteen cantos,

epic,

gives evidence of a fertile imagination, and

warm, noble sentiment, but

it

a certain didactic dryness, and
materials.

Many

is

pervaded by a

suffers in several passages
is

from

overloaded with historical

of his shorter poems are distinguished by

grace of form and vigorous diction.

One

of the strangest

phenomena, a character who stands

utterly alone in the history of Swedish literature

Johan Ludwig

Almqtjtst.

He was born

master's degree in 1815, and then lived as an
* K. A. Nicanders
+ C. E.

is

Karl

in 1793, took the
official

in Stock-

samlade Digter, I-II, Stockholm, 1817.
Fahlcrantz samlade Skrifter, I-VII, Orebro, 1863-86.
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holm, whence, in 1823, together with a few friends, he set out
for the province

of Viirtnland, in order to realize in the

forests of this region his phantastic

natural

life

dreams of a return

to

according to the principles of the old Norsemen,

dreams which were born of the fundamental principles of the
But they soon found the reality rather rough,
G-othic school.
and Almquist returned to Stockholm, where, in 1827, he became the rector of one of the largest elementary schools.
He now began a very comprehensive literary activity, pub-

number

lished first a

of school-books in various branches of

study, and^then entering the field of higher literature.

soon

fell

He

into severe collision with other writers, and the re-

was long and bitter feuds, until Almquist, who in the
meantime had become a preacher, was accused of forgery and
strongly suspected of an attempt to commit murder by poisoning, sought safety in flight and emigrated to America.
After a few years he returned to Europe, and died in Bremen

sult

in 1866.
It

is

extremely

difficult

to

give

a general

outline of

Almquist's character as a writer, for his productions comprise the

most glaring contradictions and lack the founonly a clear and definitely marked individ-

dation which

uality affords.

He

once said of himself, that he

felt

with-

" inspiration

toward something heavenly and
earthly," which must be interpreted to mean that he alterWhile i*i some of his
nately pursued lofty and base objects.

in

him an

works, as for example in the stories "Kapellet " and " G-rim-

stahamns Nybygge," there is a purity and beauty which
might almost be called " celestial," there is in others of his
works so much that is "earthly," or rather demoniac, that it
does not seem possible that both have flowed from the same
As his character lacked an ethical basis he gave loose
pen.
reins to his wonderfully rich and powerful imagination

which was everywhere

at

home.

He

controlled his fancy

only so as not to violate sesthetical laws, not caring whether
the ethical laws were respected or not.

The claim of the
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romantic school that no restraints must be put on the imagiits last extremity, and in no other

nation was carried out to
poet

do we meet with a play of the fancy, so capricious,
and so grotesque at times as in Almquist. His

so arbitrary

own

utterance on this point

thus, because it pleases

me

is

very characteristic

to paint thus.''

:

" I paint

The most of

his

works are captivating in spite of the strange subjects chosen,
on account of the gorgeous images which he knows how to
conjure forth, on account of the masterly style, and on

But few of
works give undivided satisfaction, for in many of them he
ruthlessly and in a revolting manner tramples into the dust
all that is noble and best, and the circumstance that his
account of the wealth of new, original thoughts.

his

geniality always

throws a splendid

makes him a very dangerous

writer.

veil

over the

The two

above are, however, not of this vicious

sort.

stories

By

his

demon
named

attempt

at founding a colony in

Varmland, he showed his dissatisfaction with the existing state of things, and thus he also attacks
in his writings Christianity, marriage, etc., and these attacks
are the more offensive when it is found that in other works
he presents opposite views. For this reason the antipathy
against him was continually increasing, and when in 1839 he
had published his novel " Det gar an " (It will do), in which
he advocates free love as against marriage, the disgust broke
out in open attacks and as a consequence he lost his position.
He now threw himself with all his strength into the periodical press and in numerous articles he presented his revolutionary doctrines, and by the force of circumstances he was
drawn deeper and deeper into these troubles until he finally
was obliged to leave the country.
Almquist's principal work, " TOrnrosens bok, eller fria fantasier"

is

a rich collection of poems of the most varied kind.

Among those in epic form, " Arturs jagt " and " Schems-elMhar " belong to the best productions in all Swedish literature.
Among his dramas we must mention " Kemido Marinesco," in

which the son of Don Juan

is

represented as a

394
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person who, whenever he
to

make her

feels love for a

maiden and desires

his bride, discovers that she is a

daughter of

his father; "

Marjam," in which the apostles appear as lunatics, and " Isidor af Tadmor."
The best of his tales are "Araminta May," a masterly work in the form of letters; " Ska.llnora quarn " (The mill at Skallnora), the two before mentioned, which contain exquisite descriptions from popular
life, and which may be compared with Bjornson's peasant
stories; and " Kolumbine," in which is described how a fallen
woman purines herself through her love for a man. Among
his numerous romances we may name " Amalie Hillner,"
" Gabriele Mimanso," and " Tre fruar i Smaland."*
Since the time of M3rk novel literature had been almost
stagnant in Sweden, and the public had been satisfied with
translations from French and German.
But in the first half
of this century there appeared several writers of original

which the following were the most remarkable:
Frederik Cederborgh (1784-1835) furnished in the comical
novels. " Urso von Trasenberg" and " Ottar Trailing," humorous sketches from every-day life. The burlesque element is
too prominent and the stories lack plots, but still they became
very popular, and are still widely read. Of far greater importance were the. writings of the three renowned Swedish
female novelists.
Fredrika Bremer (1801-65) published in
1828 her first book, " Teckningar ur hvardagslifvet" (Sketches
from every-day life). It was at once favorably received on
account of the fine conception of characters and situations,
while the warm religious feeling and the light graceful style,
rendered still more attractive by a delicate vein of humor,
made it very popular, and the author soon found herself surrounded by a large circle of friends and admirers. Her works

novels, of

K. J. L. Almquists valda Skrifter, edited by A. M. Lysander, I-IV, Stockholm, 1874-75. SrUdda Skrifter, Stockholm, 1878. Amalia Hillner, I-H, Stockholm, 1840. Gabriele Mimanso, I-in, Stockholm, 1841-42. Tre fruar i Smaland,
och
I-III, JCjnkoping, 1842^43. A. Th. Lysander: K. J. L. Almquist, Karaktars
lefnadstecking, Stockholm, 1878. A. Ahnfelt: K. L. Almquist, hans lif och verksamhet, Stockholm, 1866.

—
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were spread far beyond the limits of Sweden, and were transmany foreign tongues. Her special field was to
describe every-day life, as she did in her first book, and those

lated into

of her works which have this for their exclusive purpose are
very excellent. In this class we may mention " Presidentens

dOttrar " and " Grannarne."

But in her later works there are
found things which decidedly weaken the poetic effect. In
her father's house she had suffered much because she was not
like the others,

and because she would

not.

accommodate her-

forms which society imperiously demanded of women.
Thus was ripened in her mind the idea of the rights of women to be on the same level with men, and in her later

self to the

novels she advocates the cause of

woman.

Beligious and

philanthropical questions were also discussed in her novels,

and this was likewise a detriment to them. When we except
her books of travel, " Hemmen i nya verlden " (Homes in
the iTew World) and " Lifvet i gamla verlden " (Life in the
Old Woi-ld)), most of her later works, " Syskonlif " " Hertha,"
etc.,

rank far below her earlier works in freshness and poetic

charm.*

While Fredrika Bremer describes the life of the middle
Sofia Maegabeta von Knobbing (1797-1848) finds

classes,

the materials for her stories

among

the higher classes of

She had a keen eye for their

follies and frivolities,
but she lacked that discrimination and that vein of satire,
which alone could have given her descriptions the highest

society.

and permanent value.

Her

novels are vivid and graceful,

but they lack naive simplicity and

frankness,

by which

Bredrika Bremer makes her sketches so charming.
her most remarkable works are " Kusinerna,"
" Standsparalleler "

Among
"Axel,"

and " Torparen och hans omgifning," in

the last of which she has abandoned her special sphere and
i

Cederborgb Valda ekrif ter, edited by C. E. A. HolmstrOm, Stockholm, 1856. P. K. Bremers samlade skrifter i Ureal, I-VI, Orebro, 1869-72.
* F.

:
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successfully entered the field of popular life.*

In this de-

partment Emilie Elygare-Carlen (born 1807) has made her
reputation.
She spent her childhood and early youth on the
rocky shores of Bohuslan, and in her best works, " Eosen pa
TistelOn," " Enslingen

p& JohannisskSret," and " Et KOpemanshus i SkargSrden," she has given us scenes and incidents
from the home of childhood. She has also written novels
which describe life in the higher circles of society. She does
not possess Miss Bremer's ideal view of life nor Sofia Knorbut she is superior to both in the
arrangement of her materials and in her varied and faithful
pictures of nature and popular life.f
Karl Anton "Wetterberg (born 1804) began in 1840
the publication of his stories and novels, which he has continued to the present, using the pseudonym Onkel Adam, and
borrowing his materials chiefly from every-day life and from
the lower classes of the population.
His works are pervaded
by a very humane sentiment and show a fine talent for observation, and his style, through which there breathes a gentle
humor, frequently attains the highest degree of perfection.
It is not strange, therefore, that his stories have found great
favor with the reading public, and that they have not yet lost
any of their old power to charm. The most important
among them are, " G-enremalningar," " Pastorsadjunten," and
ring's graceful vivacity,

"

Et Namn."

In his old age he has published a collection of

title of " Blad ur Katarina
Mansdotters minesbok " (Leaves from the journal of Katarina

very graceful lyrics under the

Mansdotter, the wife of Erik XIV).|

August Blanche (1811-68) has produced many excellent
way of novels and tales, and his short stories

things in the

contained in " Taflor och BerSttelser" and " Bilder ur verk* S.

holm,

M.

1836.

v.

Knorrings Kusinerna,

Stockholm, 1835. Axel, I-HI, StockTorparen och haus OmgifSaml, Stockholm, 1841. 2 Saml. G6the-

I-III.

Standaporalleler, I-III, Stockholm, 1838.

nlng, I-II, Stockholm, 1843.

Skizzer,

1

borg, 1846.

Flygare-Carlens samlade romaner, I-XXXI, Stockholm, 1869-75.
K. A. Wetterbergs samlade skrlf ter, I-X, Orebro, 1869-14.
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vice a vivid imagination

and keen
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He had

at his ser-

faculties for observation,

and he displays them to excellent advantage in his short,
cheerful description of Stockholm life, while his long novels
frequently lacking

are

in

development of the

the

Among

Blanche was a very successful dramatist.
" Magister Blackstadius "

we may mention

ska Rocken," which deal with the social

They abound

in

satisfy the strict

humor and amusing

and "

life

plot.

his plays

Om

politi-

of Stockholm.

situations,

but do not

laws of the drama.*

The
Swedish literature is rich in historical novels.
ground was first broken by Gttstaf Wilhelm Gumaxius
(born 1789), who, after the publication of a few small poems,
produced, in 1828, " Tord Bonde," a novel in the style of
Walter Scott. On account of the graphic historical pictures
it contained the book was received with favor, and justified
The latter were
the greatest expectations for the future.
not, however, satisfied, as the author did not complete his
story,

and wrote no more novels.

the epic poem, " Engelbrekt."

1871) based his novels, "

Den

daret," on comprehensive

In his old age he wrote

Pek Georg Sparre (1790siste friseglaren "

historical

studies,

and " Stanand they are

accordingly faithful and interesting pictures of their time.

In the widely read novel " Snapphanarne,'' by the

known pseudonym

still

un-

0. K., the historical materials serve merely

framework for the romantic descriptions. Hestrik Mellin
(born 1803) treads in his " Blomman pa Kinnekulle " and
" Sivard Kruses brSUop," the middle way, satisfying the
as a

claims of history and romance at the same time. Karl Samuel Fbederik von Zeipel (1793-1849), who, in his early
youth, produced some rather insignificant poems in a marked
Phosphoristic, romantic

spirit, subsequently wrote several
which the best are " Seton," a sketch
from the times of Gustav III, and " De Sammansvurna," descriptions from the times of Charles XII and Frederick I.

historical novels, of

* A.

Blanches samlade arbeten, 1-3

series, 15 vols.,

Stockholm, 1870-74.
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Karl Anders Kullberg (1813-57)

has given us a splendid

historical picture in his " G-ustav III och

hans hof," while
works are not of much account. The works of
Magnus Jacob Crttsenstolpe (1795-1865) are of vast importance, though the spirit of hatred that prevails in them
his other

deprives

them of a part of

King Carl Johan

their value.

availed himself of Crusenstolpe's journalistic talent for per-

sonal ends, and the latter seemed at

first to

be entirely at

But suddenly he changed his mind' and
attacked the government in the most violent and reckless manNeverner, for which he had to serve three years in prison.
the king's service.

theless,

he continued

to the

day of

the history of Carl Johan.

novels " Morianen

"'

(the

his death to "disfigure"

This was the purpose of the

Moor) and Carl Johan och Sven-

skarne," which are called historical works, but which, nevertheless,

when

considered as pictures of the times, are very

unreliable, the facts being frequently distorted and grouped

simply to satisfy a party

spirit.

The

style

is

always masterly,

but on account of the prejudices of the author it fails to produce the desired impression. Karl Frederik Bidderstad
(born 1807) has borrowed the materials for his interesting
novels partly from history (" Drabanten," " Fursten," etc.),

and partly from
"

Den

own time

his

("

Stockholms Mysterier,"

and has also written dramas and
His style is somewhat broad and his characters
lyric poetry.
are not always clearly drawn, but he has a fertile and vivid
imagination, and his works are full of life and warmth.
Here we must also mention the Pinlander, Zachris Topelius
(born 1818), whose series of novels, " Faltskarens berattelser"
svarta handen,"

(the Surgeon's stories),

etc.),

is

justly regarded as one of the finest

prose productions in the Swedish language.
sists in

a

number

of graphically

Sweden and Finland
turies, for

drawn

in the seventeenth

which the history of

The

series con-

pictures from

life

in

and eighteenth cen-

this exceptionally eventful

period furnishes a very fine background.

Both in Sweden

THE NINETEENTH CENTUBY.
and Finland the " Surgeon's
ing of

Stories " are the favorite read-

all classes.*
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times
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is

modern
Viktor Eydberg (born 1829), and particularly his

of the most prominent Swedish writers of

novels, " Den siste Atenaren," " Fribytaren pa OstersjSn,"
and " Singoalla," have received the highest praise and been

The first of these is a very important work,
which gives a graphic and striking picture of those dark and
restless times, when paganism and Christianity were still at
war with each other. Eydberg is the champion of liberal
widely read.

more especially in the religious
The author himself calls " The Last Athenian" a polemical book, and this epithet may also be applied to his other
sesthetical works, for in all of them he deliberately attacks
obscurantism and blind faith in authorities. But the poetic
ideas in every direction, but
field.

effect of his novels suffers in

no way either from

from

this or

the thorough historical study of the times which he describes.

A

result of his comprehensive historical investigations

is

the

Eomerska Dagar " (Roman Days), a series of splendidly executed pictures from the times of Imperial Eome. This volume, which stands unrivalled in point of style, is based on
the artistic monuments preserved from the old Eoman days.
His poems are not numerous, but their masterly form and
wealth of thought give them rank among the best poetry in
"

Swedish literature.f

Having thus traced the novel
to the latest times,

We

it

literature of

Sweden down

necessary to go back again a

is

little.

have seen that Tegn6r had a number of followers, nearly

* G. W. Gumalius Tord Bonde I, Upsala, 1828. P. Sparre
Historiska romaner, I-X, Stockholm, 1869-72. H. Mellin Svenska hiBtoriska noveller, I-III,
Stockholm, 1874-75. B. v. Zeipel Seton, I-IV, Stockholm, 1847. De sammansvurna, I-III, Stockholm, 1849. K. A. Kullberg: Gustaf III och hans hof, I-1I, Stockholm, 183&-39. M. J. Crnsenstolpe Morianen, I- VI, Stockholm, 1840^4. Karl
Johan och Svenskame, I-IV, Stockholm, 1845^46. K. F. Eidderstads samlade SkrifZ. Topelius: Faltskarens berattelser, I-VI, Stockholm,
ter, LinkGping, 1876.
:

:

:

:

:

1872-74.
t

V. Eydberg

:

Den

OstersjOen, Gene, 1877.

holm,

1877.

siste Atenaren, I-II, Stockholm, 1876.

Singoalla, GOtheborg, 1876.

Fribytaren, pa

Eomerska Dagar, Stock-
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all of

whom

imitated their master in a one-sided spiritless

and debased his poetic style into mere mannerism. At
the same time there was also a healthier tendency among a
small circle of poets who strove to combine TegneVs clearness
in thought and expression, with the deeper sentiments and the
natural symbolism of the Phosphorists, and in these efforts
the two tendencies would alternately prevail.
The most successful of these poets was Bernhard Elis Malmstr5m (1816His poems are not very numerous, but they abound in
65).
fine, noble sentiments, and are so excellent in form that they
have become great favorites among the people. Among his
short poems the romance, " Hvi suckar det sh tungt uti
Skogen?" which is well known throughout Sweden, is no
doubt the best. The narrative poem, " Fiskarflickan fran
TynnelsO " and the elegy, '-'Angelica," are also very fine.
Malmstr6m was professor of literature and aesthetics in the
Upsala University, and is widely known as the author of
fashion,

" Literaturhistoriska

Studier,"

while his

extensive

work,

"

Grunddragen af svenska vetterhets historia," is more or
less one-sided, though it contains many excellent details.
Cakl Wilhelm BOttiger (1807-79) was also a talented poet.
His soft elegiac verses are characterized by great excellence
of form, but they frequently

fall

into a rather sentimental

tone.

They found, however, great favor with the

found

many

imitators

who

lost

public,

and

themselves in the most in-

His monographs of celebrated, espewere highly appreciated, and they are
genuine models of their kind.* Of the poets belonging to
the school represented by Malmstr5m and BOttiger ,we may
mention Herman Satherberg (born 1812), Adolph Predekik
sipid exaggerations.

cially Swedish, poets

Lindblad (born 1808), Gudmund Silfverstolpe (1815-53),
Gustaf Lorenz Sommelitjs (1811-48), and Johan Ntbom
(born 1815).

The great number of

novels, with subjects

*B. E. MalmstrOms samlade Skriftcr, I-VIII, Orebro,
tigers samlade Skrifter, I-V, Stockholm, 1856-58.

borrowed from
1866-69.

C.

W. Bot-
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life, and the comedies by Blanche and others, espeby Johan Jolin (born 1818), contributed in a great
measure to counteract the narrow idealism. A humoristic
element was further added, which had essentially the same
effect.
It was first introduced by Pahlcrantz, whose " Noacks
Ark" appeared in 1825, and then in a still more effective
form by Johan Anders
adman (1777-1839). The latter
particularly excelled in improvisations, and at merry gatherings his verses flowed freely in praise of wine and love, but
he has also written both earnest and humorous poems of lasting merit. It must be admitted that he had a keen eye for
nature and a fine sense for the idyllic in life, though he was
mainly a humorist. In the latter capacity he was exceedingly witty and funny, and it is to be regretted that he has
so often marred his compositions by rude and cynic expres-

every-day

cially

W

sions.*

But Wilhelm von Brattn (1813-60) did the most effective
work in this direction, and he. appeared just at a time when
the public had been surfeited with sentimentalism.
He was
originally a military officer, but in his thirty-third year he

abandoned

this career in order to devote himself exclusively

to literature.

touch of

His poems and tales have as a rule a keen
but there are also found in them frequent

satire,

"QuinnoSgat" (a
woman's eye), and he sometimes climbs to the heights of genuine humor. The graceful freshness of his songs at once
gained him many friends, though some were offended at the
uncouth and homely phrases which he was unable to avoid.
Still his poetry was so quaint and charming that he has become one of the most popular poets of his time.
Oscar Patrick Sturzenbecker (1811-69), known by the
nom de plume Orvar Odd, was also a vigorous intellect, and
effusions of sentiment, as for instance in

did valuable service in literature to the cause of Scandinavian
His feuilleton-like sketches in " G-rupper och personunity.
*J. Jolins Skrifter, I-IV, Stockholm, 1872-77.
Skrifter, Stockholm, 1869.

J.

A.

Wadmana samlade
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i

ager fran igar" and

many

"La

Veranda," evince the

skill of

the

poems are very fresh and graphic*
As authors of songs we have still to mention Elias Sehlstedt
(1808-74) and Gunnar Wenneb^eeg (born 1817). The tetter's collection of excellent humorous songs is known throughout the North under the name, " Glunfcarne " (The Youths),
for which he also composed the melodies.f
The development, which had begun with the struggle
between the old and the new schools, closed with Euneberg,
who, after the decease of Tegner, ascended the poetical throne
of Sweden.
He was born in Finland, " the thousand laked
land," which had already before given Swedish literature
several prominent authors, and poets like Frese, Creutz, and
Franzen. In these predecessors of Euneberg we can already
trace a Finnish element in the idyllic-elegiac style, which
was peculiar to them, though it came out distinctly and powThe former
erfully for the first time in Euneberg's poetry.
were, notwithstanding this marked national stamp, essenmaster, and

tially

of his

Swedish poets, but the latter belongs at least as

to Finland as to

The Grand Duchy
to

of Finland, which until 1809 belonged

Sweden, and was then ceded

to Eussia, is chiefly inhabited

by Finlanders, a people related
nothing in

common with

to the

Magyars, and having

the Scandinavians or Eussians, and

only the seventh part of Finland's population

When

much

Sweden.

is

Swedish.

the country was conquered by the Swedes in the Mid-

dle Ages,

Swedish culture introduced in connection with

Christianity took such deep roots that the intellectual life in

Finland has from that time been mainly Swedish in its charThe university which Queen Christina founded in
acter.

Abo, in 1640, and which in 1828 was transferred to Helsingfors, was in all essentials Swedish, and the Swedish FinlandBut it was only on the
ers considered themselves Swedes.
* W. v. Brauns sanilede Skrifter, I-VI, Stockholm, 1875-76. O. P. Sturzenbeckers (Orvar Odd) valda Skrifter, Stockholm, 1878.
G. Went E. Sehlstedts samlade Sanger och visor, I-IV, Stockholm, 1873-78.
nerberg: Gluntarne, Stockholm, 1878.
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seaboard that Swedish culture struck roots.

In the interior

the Finnish tribes preserved their language

and customs, and

century there has been formed a strong national
movement, which has already resulted in a conspicuous and
The first imextensive literature in the Finnish tongue.
pulse to this movement was given by Poethan (1739-1804)
by his activity in behalf of the history and national poetry
of Finland.
Sis example was afterward followed by many
others.
Among them the highest honor is due to Elias LSirefeot (born 1802), for it is by his efforts mainly that so much
This remarkable
of Finland's poetry has been preserved.
and partly very old popular poetry, the so-called " Eunor," is
chiefly of a lyric character, with a quaint, sublime, and melancholy undertone, which harmonizes exquisitely with the
wild, stern nature of the country in which it originated, for,
as a Finnish song has it, " The Finnish harp is built of evil
This poetry still
days, and its strings are made of sorrow."
lives, or has at least lived until very recently, on the lips of
The most excellent of what has been preserved
the people.
is the Kalevala (the Finnish Edda), which contains the ancient mythological traditions in the form of lyric epic songs.*
Among this song-loving people Euneberg was born, and the
development of his mind took place just at the time when the
grand Kalevala literature was first published.
Johan Ltjdvig Ettnebebg was born February 5, 1804, in
Jakobstad, where his parents lived in poor circumstances.
A relative of his took an interest in him, and in 1822 Euneberg became a student, from which time he was compelled to
help himself. He had grown up under the influence of general European culture such as it was found among the Swedish Finlanders, and his favorite poet was Franz<§n, but later
in one

a sojourn of several years as tutor in the parish of Sarijarvi

proved of the greatest importance to his future development.
Here in the heart of Finland a number of new impressions
* Kalevala svensk Ofversattning af E. Collan, I-II, Helsingfors, 1864-68.
Finska Toner, Ofversattmng af E. Hertzberg, I, Stockholm, 1873. II, Helsingfors,

1874
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poured in upon him, and became indelibly stamped upon his
soul, to be afterwards reproduced in his poetical compositions.
In one of his best prose works he has given a masterly de-

and of the quaint popuwhere the people even at the present
day preserve the same simple ways they did centuries ago.
In 1830 he was appointed docent in Latin literature at the
Helsingfors University, and in this same year he published
scription of the grand, wild nature
lar life of this region,

It contains among
of some length, " Svartsjukans natter "

his first collection of poems, chiefly lyrics.

other things a

poem

(Nights of Jealousy), which, like several of his earlier poems,

from a certain pretentious pathos and a sort of didacborrowed from Tegn£r. His simple and charming
scenes from real life are far superior to the former, especially
those fine and graceful songs, entitled " Idyll och Epigram,"
which in tone and spirit are closely related to the Finnish
suffers

tic style

and Serbian popular

ballads, but without being

He thereupon

of them.

an imitation

published a collection of Serbian

popular songs in a Swedish translation, and also the epic-lyric

poem, " G-rafven i Perrho," which latter won the prize offered
by the Swedish Academy. This poem represents a Finnish
peasant family which has been surprised by the Kossack ene-

my, and

is

tortured to death.

The father curses

his son in

the belief that he has absented himself from cowardice, but
lives to see

still

brothers.

berg

is

the latter avenge both his father

In this no

less effective

and

his

than simple sketch, Eune-

and completely a Finnish
an ardent patriotism, and with a profound

for the first time wholly

poet, filled with

appreciation of the exceptive position of his people

who have

been steeled in a desperate struggle for existence. From this
time his master works follow in rapid succession. Among

were the idylls, " Elgskyttarne " (the Elk-hunters),
Hanna," and " Julqvallen " (Christmas evening), all three
in the broadest epic form in hexameters, reminding us of
the

first

"

Goethe's "

Hermann und

to that poem.

The

Dorothea," and in no way inferior

action in these idylls

is

very simple, but
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are perfect models of graphic

and faithful description, and at the same time they show the
psychological

finest

" Elgskyttarne,"
this

number

several

epic

one of the most excellent works of

is

Runeberg displayed

kind in existence.

not only in a
lyric

This particularly applies to

insight.

which

his lyric talent

of excellent lyric poems, but also in
compositions, among which are " Na-

deschda," a Russian subject treated with great grace and delicacy,
is

and

"

Kung

Fjalar," in which the world sung

by Ossian

reproduced in grand outlines, that are pervaded by the

idea of an inexorable tragical fate.

But Runeberg's

chief

work

"

is

Fanrik Stals sagner

" (the

Stories of Ensign Stal), of which the first part appeared in

1848, and the second part in 1860.

a national

work of

He

the greatest value.

here gave his people

In no other of his

productions has his spirit unfolded fairer blossoms or soared

romances
The situations are depicted so vividly, faithfully and graphically, and
the characters are drawn with such consummate skill, that
they stamp themselves indelibly on the memory. Every one
to loftier heights of pathos than in this collection of

describing scenes from the second Finnish war.

of these poems, each written in a metre of

its

own,

is

a mas-

and together they are the most beautiful heroic
drapa that was ever composed for or in honor of any nation.
The whole collection is pervaded by a deep and warm patriotic sentiment, which is so gloriously expressed in the song,
" Vart land, vart land, vart fosterland," which forms the
ter-piece,

None of his other works have
much toward making Runeberg the

introduction to the romances.
like this contributed so

national poet both of

common

Sweden and Finland,

struggle and the

tries in tones that

common

for he sings the

misfortune of both coun-

on the stranger make the impression of

rare beauty, while on those

who

to the events described, they

must

more intimately related
most
powerful effect. Of dramatical works Runeberg has composed only the play, " Kan ej," which, though delicately writare

of necessity produce a
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is somewhat insignificant, and the splendid tragedy,
Kungarne pa Salamis." The latter was published in 1863,
and was his last work. Having been made an invalid by an

ten,

"

apoplectic stroke, he continued to live in Borga, where, since

1837, he had been a lector at the gymnasium, and where he
died

May

6,

1877.

A poet with
berg's,

a talent so great and comprehensive as Runewhose poetry was based on a sound and harmonious

view of life, could not fail to exercise a powerful influence,
and the fact is, he produced, both in Finland and in Sweden,
a tendency toward realism, and simplicity of style has gradually superseded the overstrained,
first

by

half of this century.

number

"a

may

pompous language of the

In Finland he has been followed

of poets, who, in the best sense of the word,

be characterized as belonging to the Runeberg school.

Their chief excellence consists in their

efforts to

produce in a

manner, vivid and pathetic descriptions of
homely things and scenes. The most conspicuous representatives of this tendency are: Nervander (1805-48), chiefly a
lyric poet; Cygnatjs (born 1807), author of lyric and dramatic poems; Stenback (1811-70), a talented lyric poet; and
Zachris Topelitjs, whose exquisite historical novels have already been mentioned. The latter's elegant lyric poems are
clear, unaffected

exceedingly popular, and not less so his dramas, " Titians

Karlek " (Titian's first Love), " Prinsessan af Cypern,"
His juvenile readers deserve special mention, for the
etc.
prose and poetry they contain are very charming, and have
a very stimulating influence on the young. Finally, Julitts
fOrste

Vecksell (born 1838) deserves
works, which by the

tragedy, " Daniel Hjort,"

and

it

is

to be mentioned.

way are not very numerous,
is

Among

his

the national

unquestionably the most excellent,

one of the best dramas in Swedish literature.

his twenty-fifth year he was, unfortunately, afflicted

In

by an

incurable mental disease.*
* J. L. Runebergs samlade skrif ter, I-II, Stockholm, 1876. Efterlemlade
Runebergs Fiinrik Stals sagner,
ekrif ter, I -III, Stockholm, 1878-9. Cygnaus
:

Om
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During the last decades there has not been much poetry
marked value produced in Sweden, but the little that has

appeared shows a tendency to continue in the course indi-

The politiwhich in the forties became so prominent in every
European country, found a talented representative in Carl
Vilhelm Strandberg (1818-77), who wrote under the name
" Talis Qualis."
He took the champions of political poetry
cated by Runeberg, and to seek a realistic basis.
cal poetry

in

Germany,

Herwegh and Hoffmann von Pallersfirst songs may be regarded as
But he soon rose to complete indepen-

especially

leben as his models, and his
imitations of these.
dence, and his " Sanger

i

Pansar" are not only the best that

may be safely
ranked with any recent productions of the same kind. He
also wrote lyrical poems on other themes, and these are very
attractive not only on account of the author's bold imagiSweden has produced

in this direction, but

warm hearty sentiment
His translations of Byron's " Don Juan "

nation, but also on account of the

pervading them.

and of

his narrative

Among modern

poems are very good.*

we have yet to mention: The kings
Charles XV and Oscar II. The former has written two
volumes of poems, which chiefly treat of themes from northern
antiquities.

They

poets

indicate

much

talent and a refined taste.

This also applies to the poems of the present king,

which the best are " Ur svenska

among

minnen," which he
produced while a prince, and by which he won the prize offered by the Swedish Academy.
His translations of Herder's
Cid and Goethe's Tasso are very successful.f The renowned
architect, Frederik Vilhelm Scholander (born 1816), has
written, under the
Helsingfors, 1861.

nom

Nervanders

de

flottans

plume "Acharius," a number of

digter,

HI,

Helsingfors, 1869-75.

CygnSus:

Skaldestycken, I-V, Helsingfors, 1851-54. Senare samling, I, Helsingfors, 1870.
Z. Topelius: Sanger, I-m, Stockholm, 1870-72. Dramatiske dikter, I, Stockholm,
1861. Lasning for ham, I-IV, Stockholm, 1878. J. Vecksells samlade dikter,
Helsingfors, 1868. Daniel Hjort, Orebro, 1874.
* C. W. A. Strandhergs samlade vitterhets arbeten, I-II, Stockholm, 1877-78.
tKarl XV: En samling dikter af C. Stockholm, 1870. Oscar Frederik (Oscar
rt) samlade Skrifter, I-II, Stockholm, 1875-76.
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among which are " Luisella," and " Noveller berattade
pa ottave rime," have become great favorites on account of
their elegant form and charming contents.
Kael Rupert
poems,

Nyblom (born 1832) has published

a number of merry songs,
and under the pseudonym " Carlino," a series of interesting
"Bilder fran Italien." Eenst Daniel Bj5bck (1838-68)
created bjr his " JSTaturbilder," which were crowned by the
Academy, and by a few other poems, great and well founded
expectations, the realization of which was cut off by his
early death.*

Among

the Swedish lyric poets

still

living count

Kael

Johan Gttstaf Snoilsky is decidedly the first. He has not
written much, but every thing proceeding from his pen
is marked by a wealth of original thought and splendid
style.

He

has rendered G-oethe's ballads in Swedish in so

masterly a manner that nothing has been

author of a few very
Ulfasa,

etc.),

lost of their origi-

Trans Hedbeeg (born 1828)

nal depth and grace, f

fine

historical

is

the

plays (Brolloppet pa

but his stories and lyric poems are not equally

good.

During the present
enriched with

a

great

centui-y Swedish literature has been

number

of

excellent

translations

from foreign languages. We may add to those already
mentioned the translation of Shakespeare by Kael August
Hagbeko (1810-64); of Tasso and Ariosto by Kael Andebs
Ktjllbebg (born 1818); of Dante and Camoens by Nils
Lovibr (died
1833),

1858);

of Milton

by Emanuel Oman (born

etc.

The national movement

in

Swedish literature in the be-

ginning of this century could not fail to have a fruitful inNext after Geijer,
fluence on the national historiogeaphy.

Andees Magnus Strinnholm (1786-1862)

is

especially emi-

W. Scholander: Fjolners Saga, GOtheborg, 1867. Luisella, Stockholm,
Noveller berattade pa ottave rime," Stockholm, 1868. K. R.Nyblom: Bilder
fran Italien, Upsala, 1864. Vers och prosa, Upsala, 1870. Valda dikter, Upsala,
1876. B. D. BjOrck Valda dikter, Stockholm, 1869.
tR. J. G. Snoilsky: Dikter, Stockholmn, 1878
* F.

1867.
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early childhood he had lived in the most needy

circumstances, and he had frequently suffered almost absolute want.

Thus

after studying a

few years, he was com-

pelled to leave the University in order to eke out an existence
as a

journeyman
by reading

living

printer,

and

proofs, etc.

later he earned a precarious
Still

he had the strength of

character to devote himself to profound historical studies,

and

this

he did with such signal success, that his

first

pub-

work forthwith attracted great attention, and secured
him assistance from the government and from the Academy,
of which he afterward became a member.
His best works
are: " Svenska Polkets historia under Kpnungarne af VasaStten," of which only three volumes appeared; "Svenska
folkets historia fran aldsta till n2rvarande tider;" and
" Sveriges historia i sammandrag.''
Both these works are
lished

incomplete, the former closing with the year 1319, the latter

with Gustav Vasa.

Strinholm does not possess

method of discovering the

G-eijer's

finer threads of history

;

genial

but while

Geijer distinguishes himself by his grand summaries, and

is

with a few vigorous strokes, to shed the brightest light
on persons and events, we find in Strinholm a careful comable,

parison of all the facts bearing on the interpretation of a

phenomenon, and these are frequently arranged and
grouped with a skill and art that remind us of the epic
poet, and his language is remarkably clear, simple and
single

dignified.

Anders Pryxell (1795-1881) has written the Swedish
history for the people, and this he has done on a magnificent
plan, his " Berattelser
of forty-four volumes.

ur svenska historien," being a work
The narration is vivid and interest-

though not altogether reliable. Persons and events are
frequently presented from a somewhat one-sided standpoint.
Among the numerous works on various epochs in Swedish
ing,

we may mention: *Prederik Perdinand Carlson's
(born 1811) excellent " Sveriges historia under Konungarne
history

af Pfalziska huset," which

may

be regarded as a continuation
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of Geijer's history; and Karl Gustav MalmstrOm's (born
1822) " Sveriges politiska historia fran Karl XII's dOd till

1772."

K. T. Odhner has also written some very meritorious

works.

Archbishop Henrik Reuterdahl has produced an

down

interesting history of the Swedish church

to 1533,

and

the history of Swedish literature has been treated in a worthy

manner by

S.

Wiselgren,

Fryxell,

MalmSamuel Odmann

Atterbom,

strom, G. H. J. Ljttnggren, and others.

Hagkomster fran hembygden och skolan"), Lovisr ("Folki Skytts h2rad), Hylten-Cavallius (" Varend och Virdarne") have contributed valuable works to the knowledge
of life and customs among the lower classes of the people.
Antiquarian research has found able scholars in Dybeck,
Holmberg, Bror Emil Hildebrand, Oscar Montelius, and
("

lifvet

others.

Philosophical studies have long been pursued with great

Sweden. At the close of the last century Benjamin
Karl Henrik HOijer (1767-1812) sought to introduce into
zeal in

Sweden the Kant-Fichte principles, and his critical and phiworks contributed much to hasten the crisis out
of which the modern literary epoch emerged. He particularly

losophical

exercised a strong

influence on Geijer, in whose writings

the philosophical element

is very prominent.
Kristopher Jakob BostrOm (1797-1866) is, however, the
only Swede who has created an independent philosophical
Among his pupils Christian Theodor Claeson
system.

(1827-59) and Johan

most eminent.

The

Axel Nybaltts (born 1821)

latter belongs, like the

Viktor Rydberg, to the

new rational tendency,
many adherents in Sweden.

so-called

which, in recent times, has found

Among

are the

above-mentioned

the representatives of the other branches of science

we must

confine ourselves to simply mentioning the most

The following are known throughout the
J5ns Jakob Berzelius (1779-1848); the
The
chemist,
world:

eminent names.

botanist, Elias Fries (1794-1878); the botanist
tician,

Karl Adolph Agardh (1785-1859);

and

statis-

the geologist and
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and the anatomist,
Andebs Adolph Retzius (1796-1864).*
Sweden may look with pride on her achievements in the

antiquarian, Sven Nilsson (born 1787)

;

world of science and literature.
A. M. Stiinnholm Svenska lolkets historia under konungarne af Wasaatten,
Stockholm, 1819-23. Svenska folkets historia franaldsta till narvarande
tider, I-V, Stockholm, 1835-54. Sveriges historia i sammandrag, I-II, Stockholm,
1857-60. A. Fryxell Berattelser ur svenska historien, Stockholm, 1832, sqq.. F. F.
Carlson: Sveriges historia under konungarne af Pf alziska huset, I-V, Stockholm,
1855-79. K. G. Malmstrom: Sveriges politiska historia fran Karl XII dad till 1772,
I-VI, Stockholm, 1855-78. K. T. Odhner: Sveriges, Norges och Danmarks histoTia, Stockholm, 1876. H. Reuterdahl Svenska Kyrkans historia, I-IV, Lund, 183865.
B. K. H. HOijer: Afhandling om filosofiska konstruktionen, Stockholm, 1799.
K. J. BostrOm: Ammarkingar om helveteslaren, Upsala, 1864. Grundlinier till
filosofiska statslaren, Upsala, 1862.
C. T. Claesen: Skrifter, I-II, Stockholm,
1860.
J. A. Nyblaus: Den filosofiska forskningen i Sverige, Lund, 1873. E. Fries,:
Botaniska udflukter, I-II, Stockholm, 1852-53. K. A. Agardh (and C. E. Ljungherg): Forsok till en statsekonomisk statistik Ofver Sverige, I-IV, Stockholm,
1852-63. S. Nilsson Skandinavisk Fauna, I-IV, Lund, 1820-52
*

:.

I-III,

:

:

;
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By

THORVALD SOLBERG,
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PREFATORY NOTE
The

titles

here given are selected from a collection of biblio-

graphical references relating to the Scandinavian countries of which

about two thousand are in the English language.- The intention has
been to select the titles deemed most important and present them
with reasonable fullness. In the original MS. catalogue the exact
contents of nearly every work are carefully given. To have printed
these contents would have exceeded the space allotted to this bibliographical appendix.
Indications of review notices, and al) critical notes as to the relative value of the works catalogued have been omitted in order to
keep within the limits of an appendix. To save space the paginations are not given, but care has been taken to indicate, when pos-

maps and illustrations.
To avoid a seeming incompleteness

sible,

American books of
little or no value.

travel

a few of the most recent
have been included although they possess

Capital letters are used as seldom as possible, and the punctuation and spelling of the title-pages are adhered to as nearly as pos-

The abbreviations are mostly self-explanatory. The English
given names are abbreviated according to Mr. Charles A. Cutter's
sible.

as follows — Augustus A Benjamin B
Charles C David
Edward E Frederick F George G Henry H Isaac I John
J:, Louis L:, Mark M:, Nicholas N Otto O:, Peter P:, Richard R:,
Samuel S:, Thomas T:, Victor V:, William "W:, Charlotte 0.., Elizabeth E... Frances F.., Helen H.., Jane J.., Louisa L.., Mary M..,

method

D

:

:,

:,

:,

:,

:,

:,

:,

:,

:,

:,

Sarah S..
It having been thought desirable to give the titles of all English
translations of works of Scandinavian writers, the second part of this
bibliography has been devoted to this purpose.
T. S.
.
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PAKT

I.

WORKS RELATING TO THE SCANDINAVIAN
COUNTRIES.
Aakekman (R

:)

On

the state of the iron manufacture in

the beginning of 1876.

map.

1

4°.

Sweden

at

Stockholm, I. Hmggstrom,

1876.

(1)

Account (An) of a
See Smith (P.-)
.^Account (An) of

religious society in

Denmark

as

it

Norway, called

was

in 1692.

See

Saints.

1814.

Moleswokth

(Robert, viscount Molesworth).
to the

Travels through Sweden, Finland and Lapland,
North Cape, in the years 1798 and 1799. 2 v. 16 pi. 1

map.

4°.

Acekei

(Joseph).

London, for J. Mawman, 1802.
(2)
The Military history of Charles XII. King of
3 v.. 8°. London, printed for J. & P. Knapton [etc.],

Adlerfeld (Gustav).
Sweden.
1740.

(3)

Albekg
(H.)

See

(Albert, translator).

Old Norse

fairy tales.

Stephens

(Sir

G

:)

and Cavallius

[1881.]

Memoirs of Christina, queen of
In "Miscellanies concerning literature, and other
subjects by Mr. D'Alembert. Translated from the French."

Alembekt

(Jean Le

Rond

d').

Sweden.
12°

All

Glasgow, R.

the world over.

Almqvist

(G. F.)

TTrie,

1765, pp. 182-228.

1877.

See

See

Hoddek

Peaks (Edwin).

(4)

(Edwin,

editor).

Prisons and reformatories.

1872.

Alviella (Le comte Eugene Goblet d'). See Goblet dAlviella.
Ancient Scandinavia. [Anon.] 32 pp. In "Chambers's papers
for the people."

1851,

No.

Andersen

v.

7.

12°.

50.

Edinburgh,

W: &

M. Chambers,
(5)

Notes on the chronological collection of the Danish kings. Translated by Charles Shaw. IllusCopenhagen, Delbanco & co.; London, Williams &Nortrated. 4°.
(Carl).

gate, [1869.]

Rosenborg.

(6)
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Three sketches of life in Iceland, translated by M. Fenton. 12°.
London, B. Washbourne, 1877.
(7)
Andersen (Hans Christian). Pictures of Sweden. 12°. London,

B:

Bentley, 1851.

The same

New

12°.

The

(8)

Sweden

Pictures of travel in

:

Hurd & Houghton,

York,

true story of

my

[etc.]

Author's ed.

1871.

(8a)

Translated hy M.. Howitt.

life.

16°.

Munroe & co., 1847.
(8*)
The same Containing chapters additional to those published
in the Danish edition, bringing the narrative down to the Odense
Boston, J.

:

New

1 port. 12°

Author's ed.

festival of 1867.

York,

Hurd &

Houghton, 1871.
in 1852,

(8*a)

H

J :) An eight weeks' journal in Norway, &c.
with rough outlines. 33 pi. 12°. London, F. & J. Biv-

Anderson '(Sir C

:

:

ington, 1853.

Anderson (E
nati,

:

(9)

B. Clarke

Anderson

Six weeks in Norway.

L.)

& co.,

1

map.

16°.

Cincin-

1877.

(10)

(Joseph, translator).

Ien Fozlan (Ahmed).

See

De-

scription of the

ceremony attending the incremation of the dead

body of a Norse

chief.

Anderson (Rasmus

1873.

Norse mythology or, the religion of our
forefathers, containing all the myths of the Eddas, systematized
and interpreted. With an introduction, vocabulary and index.
12°.

Front.

B.)

;

Chicago, S.

C

Griggs

The Norway music album.
tine)

& co.,

1881.

See

1875.

(11)

Woodward

(A.

Auber-

and Anderson.

The Scandinavian languages

;

their historical, linguistic, liter-

ary and scientific value. Elucidated by quotations from eminent
American, English, German and French scholars. Notices of
these languages by H. W. Longfellow, George P. Marsh, Samuel
Laing, Eobert Buchanan, Schlegel, Mallet and others. Selected
and edited with a few notes. 8°. Madison, Democrat co. print,
1873.

(12)

Translator.

See

Edda Snorra Sturlusonar. The Younger

Edda. [1879.]
and Bjarnason (Jon),

editors.

Viking

tales of the North.

The

sagas of Thorstein, Viking's son, and Fridthjof the Bold. Translated from the Icelandic. Also, Tegner's Fridthjof's saga, translated into English
co.,

by

G

:

Stephens.

12°

Chicago, S. C. Griggs

1877.

Andrews

(Christopher Columbus).

&

(13)

Report from

Mr. Andrews,

minister resident of the United States at Stockholm, on pauper-
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London, J:

Levey, 1877.

S.

(14)

Report made to the department of state on the condition of the
classes in Sweden and Norway. 8°
Washington,
Government printing office, 1874.
(15
Report on the revenue from spirits and on the civil service in
Sweden. 8°. London, J: 8. Levey, Wit.
(16)
Reports on the commerce of the United States with Sweden
and Norway, and on fire insurance and building regulations in
Sweden. 8°. Stockholm, P. A. Norstedt d; soner, 1S16.
(17)
See also United States. Department of the interior.
Andrews (J:) The history of the revolutions of Denmark. With
an account of the present state of that kingdom and people. Appendix containing remarks on the laws and internal government
of Denmark. 2 v. 8°
London, printed for J. Nourse, 1774. (18)
Animadversions on the pretended account of Denmark. 1694. See
industrial

King(W:)
Anson (W. S. W.,
gods.

See

editor).

Wagner

(Dr.

W.) Asgard and the

1880.

Apgeorge (G: F., translator). See Oscar II. King of Sweden. A
memoir of Charles XII. 1879.
Arnason (Jod). "Icelandic legends. Translated by G: E. J. Powell
and Eirikur Magmisson.
ley,

17

tit.

pi. 12°.

London, R: Bent(19)

The same
2

Eng.

1864.

Second series. With notes and introductory essay.
London, Longmans, 1866.
(19a)

12°

pi.

Arnold
With

:

A

(E. Lester Linden).

a preface by

&

Searle

Edwin

summer holiday

Arnold.

12°.

in Scandinavia.
London, S. Low, Marston,

Bivington, 1877

Asbjornsen

(20)

from the Norse. By
G Webbe Dasent. With an introductory essay on the origin and
diffusion of popular tales. 2d ed., enlarged.
12°
Edinburgh,
Edmonston & Douglas, 1859.
(21)
The same. 12° New York, D. Appleton & co., 1859.
(21a)
Round the Yule log Norwegian folk and fairy tales. Translated by H. L. Brakstad.
With an introduction by Edmund W:
Gosse and with 100 illustrations by the first Norwegian artists.
(Peter Christian).

Popular

tales

:

:

;

8°.

London, S. Low, Marston, Searle

The same
C.

:

Armstrong

Polk and fairy

& son,

Tales from the
the Norse. By G
Rail, 1874.

& Rivington,
26

pi. sq. 12°

1881.

New

(22)

York, A.

18S3 [1882.]
(22a)
second series of popular tales, from
W. Dasent. Front, 12° London, Chapman &

fjeld.
-.

tales.

A

(23)
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Atkinson (G
cil;

Francklin).

:

sketched during a

Pictures from the north, in pen and penramble. 3 pi. 8°.
London, J:

summer

Ollivier, 1848.

(24)

Sweden and Denmark, pp. 160-251.
Atkinson (Joseph Beavington). An art tour to northern capitals of
Europe. 8°
London, Macmillan & co., 1873.
(25)
Authentic elucidation of the history of Counts Struensee and
Brandt, and of the revolution in Denmark in the year 1772.
Contains

:

Finland,

Printed by a personage principally interested. Translated from
German by B. H. Latrobe. [^4ho».] 12° London, for J.

the

Stockdale, 1789.

(26)

Baden

(Gustav Ludvig). The history of Norway, from the earliest
times, by G. L. Baden, and from the union of Calmar, by Baron
Holberg. Translated from the Danish, and continued to the
present time by A. Andersen Feldborg.

8°

London, printed for

J. Burnpus, 1817.

(27)

Baedeker (Karl). Norway and Sweden. Handbook for travellers.
With 15 maps and 3 plans. 12° London, Dulau & co., 1879. (28)
Bailey (Philip James). The international policy of the great powLondon, Saunders, Olley & co., 1861.
(29)
Germany and Scandinavia, pp. 63-97.
Baird (Robert). Visit to northern Europe or sketches descriptive,
historical, political and moral, of Denmark, Norway, Sweden and
Finland and the free cities of Hamburg and Lubeck, &c. 2 v.
12°.
New York, J. S. Taylor & co., 1841.
(30)
Baker (Oscar, translator). See Tegner (Esaias). The saga of
ers.

12°

Contains

:

;

1841.

Frithiof.

Baldwin
Pyle.

(James).
6 pi.

The

story of Siegfried.

New

12°.

Baring-Gottld (Sabine).
8°
1 map.
London, Smith, Slider

Barnard

Illustrated

by Howard

York, C. Scribner's sons, 1882
Iceland: its scenes and sagas.

&

co.,

1863.

(31)-

16 pi.
(32)

Sport in Norway, and where to
find it. Together with a short account of the vegetable productions of the country. To which is added, a list of the alpine flora
of the Dovre fjeld and of the Norwegian ferns, &c. 2 pi. 12°.
(Rev.

Mordaunt Roger).

London, Chapman

— Translator.

See

& Hall, 1864.
Keyser (Jacob

the old Northmen.

summer

1868.

(33)

Rudolf).

Paijkdll (Carl

The private life of
Wilhelm von). A

Schubeler (Frederik Christian).
Synopsis of the vegetable products of Norway. 1862. Thiele
(Just Matthias). The life of Thorvalclsen. 1865.
Barrow (J jr.) Excursions in the north of Europe, through parts of
in Iceland.

:

1868.
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Denmark, and Norway. A new ed.
map. 12° London, J: Murray, 1835.
(34)
Iceland, by way of Tronyem, in the " Flower of Yar-

Russia, Finland, Sweden,

Eng.

tit.

8 pi.

A visit to

1

row" yacht, in the summer of 1834. 9 pi. 12°
London, J:
Murray, 1835.
(35)
The same-: From the 2d London ed. In Waldie (Adam).
Select circulating library,

v. 7.

Philadelphia, A. Waldie,

4°.

1836, pp. 308-342.

Bartholomew
burg.

(J

(35a)

Denmark with

:)

— Iceland, Greenland

Schleswig-Holstein and Lauen-

and Copenhagen.

(Philips' series of

24 x 24 in., backed with cloth and fol'd in 16°
covers. London, G: Philip & son.
\n. d.]
(36)
(Scandinavia.) Sweden and Norway. (Philips' series of travelling maps.) 20 x 24 in., backed with cloth and fol'd in 16° covers.
London, G: Philip & son, [n. d.]
(37)
Beilby (Ralph, illustrator). See Consett (Matthew). A tour
travelling maps.)

through Sweden and Denmark.
Bell (Solomon, pseud.) Tales of
See

1831.

Belton

(

—

).

1789.

travels in the north of Europe.

Spelling (W Joseph).
Two summers in Norway.
:

don, Saunders

&

[Anon.]

2 v.

12°

Lon-

Otley, 1840.

(38)

Bernard

(Mountague).
The Schleswig-Holstein question considered in a lecture delivered March 9, 1864. 8°
Oxford and London, J: H: & J. Parker, 1864.
(39)
Bewick (T :, illustrator). See Consett (Matthew). A tour through

Sweden and Denmark. 1789.
Biddulfh (Michael Anthony Shrapnel).

way
Bigsby

See

Forester (T :)

Nor-

in 1848 and 1849.

Visions of the times of old or, the antiquarian
8°.
London, C. Wright; Edinburgh, Oliver &

(Robert).

enthusiast.

;

3 v.

Boyd, 1848.
Contains: King Askew;

(40)
the

"Dragon

of the shield:" a legendary nar
rative descriptive of the heroic age of the north, v. 3, pp. 61-188. King
Askew in Britain or, the Banish invasion of Mercia, v. 2, pp. 129-377.
or,

;

Bille (C. St. A. de). The Sleswig question between Denmark &
Germany. With a map. (Translated from the German.) 8°.
London, J. Bain, 1873.

(41)

Bjarnason (J6n). Viking tales of the North. 1877.
son (Rasmus B.) Bjarnason.
Bjornson (Bjornstjerne). Norway's constitutional
" Scribner's
4,

monthly."

v. 21.

Feb. 1881, pp. 603-611

8°

New

See

Ander-

struggle.

In

&

no.

York, Scribner

co.,
(

43 )
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Magnus Fredrik Ferdinand). On the moral
union of Sweden and Norway, in answer to
8°
Laing's statement. [Anon.]
London, J: Murray,

Bjornstjerna
and

state

Mr.

S.

(Grefve

political

1840.

(43)

Buch (Christian Leopold, freiherr von)
Travels through Norway and Lapland. 1813.
Blackley (Rev. W: Lewery, translator). See Tegner (Esaias).
Black

See

(J: translator).

Frithiof's saga.

Blackwell

1857.

See

A.)

(I.

Edda Snorra Sturlosonar. The

prose

Edda. 1847.— Mallet (Paul Henri). Northern antiquities. 1847.
Blackwood (Sir F: Temple Hamilton Temple, earl of Dufferin).
Letters from high latitudes; "being some account of a voyage in
the schooner yacht "Foam," 850 m. to Iceland, Jan Mayen, &
Spitzbergen, in 1856. 11 pi. 1 chart, 3 maps. 8°
London, J:
Murray, 1857.
(44)
The same: A yacht voyage [etc.] 12°. Boston, Ticknor &
Fields, 1859.

The same

(44a)

A yacht voyage

:

:

Letters from high latitudes,

New York, Lovell, Adam, Wesson &
Among the Goths and Vandals. 8°

Hlus. ed. 8°.

Blaikie(J:)

co.

[1873.]

(45)

The

(Karl).

ethic ideas of the Edda. In " The University
8°
series,
v. 1.
London, Burst & Blackett,

New

magazine."

no. 4, April, 1878, pp. 392-398

The Teutonic
95, n.

(44b)

London, Tinsley,

1870.

Blind

[etc.]

s. v.

May, 1878, pp. 520-536. (46)
In "Fraser's magazine." v.

no. 5,

London, Longmans, no.

8°.

15.

;

tree of existence.

85, n.

s.,

Jan. 1877, pp.

101-117.

(47)

Boisgelin de Kerdtj (Pierre Marie Louis de). Travels through
Denmark and Sweden, [etc.] With views from drawings taken
on the spot by Dr. C Parry. 2 v. 13 col'd pi. 4°
London, for
:

Wilkie

& Robinson,

Bonney(T:G:) The

1810.

coast of

(48)

Norway.

1872.

See

Walton (Elij ah)

and Bonnet.

Boot (W. H.
June.

Borg

(Selma).

Borring

illustrator).

J.,

See

Stone

Norway

(Olivia M.)

in

1882.

See

(Lauritz

Lays of Sweden and Finland.
Stephan).

Carl Christian Rafn.

Bowden (Rev. J

:)

The

8°

[1876.]

Notices on the life and writings of
Copenhagen, Thiele, 1864.
(49)

naturalist in

Norway;

or, notes

animals, birds, fishes, and plants, of that country.

account of the principal salmon rivers.
L. Reeve

& co.,

1869.

8 col'd pi.

on the wild

With some
12°.

London,
(49*)
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13°.

institutions.

London, Chapman & Hall, 1867.
(50)
Bowden (Robert). Black's guide to Norway. Edited by R. BowEdinburgh, A. & C: Slack, 1867.
den, lmap. 12°
(51)
) SportBowbks (G., illustrator). See Wheelwright (Horace

W

ing sketches. [186-.]
Boydell (J :) Boydell's picturesque scenery of

Norway with
;

the

principal towns from the Naze,

by the route of Christiania, to
the magnificent pass of the Swinesund from original drawings
made on the spot, and engraved by J: W: Edy. With remarks
and observations made in a tour through the country, and revised
and corrected by W: Tooke. 80 col'd pi. fol. London, Hurst,
;

Robinson & co., 1820.
Bgtyesen (Hj almar Hjorth).

Norwegian language.
8°

115.

(52)

Kristofer Janson and the reform of the

In

"

The North American review."

Boston, J. B. Osgood

&

co.,

401.

(53)

Norway and
8°.

v.

no. 237, Oct. 1872, pp. 379-

New

the Norsemen.

York, Scribner

&

In

co.,

" Scribner's

no.

3,

monthly."

v. 13.

Jan. 1877, pp. 291-305,

illustrated.

(54)

Brace (C: Loring). The Norse-folk; or, a visit to the homes of
Norway and Sweden. 4 pi. 12°- New York, C: Scribner, 1857. (55)
The same. 12°. London, B: Bentley, 1857.
(55a)
Bradbury (J:) Norway: its fjords, fjelds, and fosses: how to see
them

&

co.,

ed.

12°-

London, Simpkin,

1873.

Br^ekstad (H. L.,
Round the Yule

Bremer

New

guineas.

sixteen

for

Marshall

(56)

See Asbjornsen (Peter

translator).
log.

Christian).

[1882.]

An

easter offering.
Translated from the unpublished Swedish manuscript, by M.. Howitt. 16°
London, H:

(Predrika).

Colburn, 1850.

(57)

Contains: Life in the north.

[Journal of a visit to

Denmark

in 1849-50],

pp. 85-223.

W

The parsonage of Mora. Translated by
London, C/iapman & Hall, [1845.]
(58)
Life, letters, and posthumous works of Predrika Bremer, edited
by her sister,
Bremer [Mrs. Quiding.] Translated from the
Swedish by F Milow. The poetry translated by Emily Nonnen.
12°. New York, Hurd d- Houghton, 1868.
(59)
Bremner (Robert). Excursions in Denmark, Norway and Sweden
including notices of the state of public opinion in those countries, and anecdotes of their courts. 2 v. 2 port. 8°
London, H:
Life in Dalecarlia

Howitt.

:

16°.

C

:

Colburn, 1840.

(60)
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Breton (W: H:)

Skandinavian sketches; or a tour in Norway.
8°
London, J. Bohn, [1835.]
(61)
Bromley (W:) Several years travels through Portugal, Spain,
Italy, Germany, Prussia, Sweden, Denmark and the United
Provinces. [Anon.] 12°
London, A. Roper, 1702.
(62)
Brooke (Sir Arthur de Capell). Travels through Sweden, Norway,
and Finmark, to the North Cape, in the summer of 1820. 11
vign. on india pap. 22 pi. 4°. London, for Rodwell & Martin,

Eng.

17 pi. 1 map.

tit.

1823.

(63)

A

winter in Lapland and Sweden, with various observations
relating to Finmark and its inhabitants; made during a residence at Hammerfest, near the North Cape. 21 pi. 2 maps. 4°.
London, J: Murray, 1826.

Brougham

(64)

Baron Brougham and Vaux). The
times of H: lord Brougham, written by himself.
Edinburgh & London, W: Blackwood & sons, 1871.
(H:, 1st

Contains: Visit to

The same.

3 v.

Denmark and
12°

New

Scandinavia,

v. 1,

York, Harper

life

3 v.

and
8°.

(65)

pp. 113-222.

& brothers,187l.

(65a)

Denmark and Scandinavia, v. 1, pp. 88-160.
Brown (J :) The northern courts containing original memoirs of
the sovereigns of Sweden and Denmark, since 1766 including
Contains: Visit to

;

;

the extraordinary vicissitudes in the lives of the grand-children
of George the second.

2 v.

1 port.

8°.

London, printed for A.

& co.,

Edinburgh; and M. Fenner, London, 1818.
(66)
Brown (Marie A.) See Lays of Sweden and Finland. [1876.]
Brown (Robert). The religion and mythology of the Aryans of
northern Europe. In Victoria (The) institute or, philosophical
society of Great Britain. Journal of transactions, v. 14. 8°
London, 1881, pp. 301-359.
(67)
See Rink (Henrik Johannes). Danish Greenland. 1877.
Browne (J Ross). The land of Thor. Illustrated by the author.
12°
New York, Harper & brothers, 1867.
(68)
Brunnmark (Gustavus). An introduction to Swedish grammar,
adapted for the use of Englishmen, with exercises. Revised,
and with considerable additions, by J. P. "Wahlin. 12°. LonConstable

;

:

don, printed for Boosey

Bryce

(James).

zine." v. 29.

& sons,

1825.

Impressions of Iceland.
8°.

(69)

In

London, Smith, Elder,

The Cornhill maga<& eo., no. 173, May,
"

1874, pp. 553-570.

Bdch

(70)

(Christian Leopold, freiherr von).

Travels through

Norway

and Lapland, during the years 1806, 1807, and 1808. Translated
from the original German by J Black. With notes and illustrations, chiefly mineralogical, and some account of the author, by
:
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Robert Jameson. Illustrated with maps and physical sections.
4°
(71)
London, printed for II: Colburn, 1813.
Buchanan (Robert). Balder the beautiful. A song of divine death.
London, Stralian
In " The Contemporary review." v. 29. 8°

&

March

co.,

1877, pp. 691-710; April 1877, pp. 800-827;

1877, pp. 1004-1026.
12°
Master-spirits.

May,
(72)

London, H. S.

King

d- co., 1873.

(73)

Contains: Scandinavian studies, pp. 211-302.

The

Denmark.

old ballads of

"

In

The Fortnightly

review."

London, Chapman & Rail, 1865, pp. 685-696.
(74)
Bull (Mrs. Sara C.) Ole Bull. A memoir. "With Ole Bull's
" Violin notes," and Dr. A. B. Crosby's "Anatomy of the violinist."
2 port. 8°. Boston, Houghton, Mifflin & co., 1883. [i.e.
8°.

v. 1.

(74*)

1882.]

Bunbury

8°.

v. 65.

Elk hunting in Norway. In " Temple bar."
London, E: Bentley & son, no. 258, May 1882, pp. 115

(Clement).

-124.

(75)

with excursions in Norway and
Denmark. 2 v. 12° London, Hurst d- Blackett, 1853.
(76)
X summer in northern Europe, including sketches in Sweden,
Norway, Finland, the Aland islands, Gothland, &c. 2 v. 12°.

Bunbury (Selina).

London, Hurst

Bunsen

Life in

&

Sweden

;

Blackett, 1856.

(77)

(Robert Wilhelm Eberhard).

On

existing between the pseudo-volcanic

[Translated by Dr.

G E

ports and memoirs.

8°»

:

:

Day.]

In

the intimate connection

phenomena of

Graham

(T

:)

London, for the Cavendish

Iceland.

Chemical

re-

society, 1848,

pp. 323-370, 1 pi.
On the processes

(78)

which have taken place during the formation
of the volcanic rocks of Iceland.
In, " Scientific memoirs
Natural philosophy. Ed. by J: Tyndall and W: Francis." v. 1,

8°.

London, Taylor

den,

<£

Francis, 1853, part

1,

pp. 33-98.

(79)

Vade mecum or A B C guide to Norway, Sweand Denmark.
With Swedish and Danish vocabulary.

Burnett

(Athole).

Map and

ill.

12°

;

London, C. Smith

& son,

1880.

(80)

Burns (Rev. G: Stewart). Teutonic and Scandinavian religion. In
"The faiths of the World. A concise history of the great religious systems of the world.
12°
288.

Burton

[St. Giles' lectures.

Edinburgh and London,

W:

Blackwood

&

Second

series."]

sons, 1882, pp.

253(81)

Ultima Thule; or, a summer in Iceland.
With historical introduction, maps, and illustrations. 2 v. 6 pi.
2 maps. 8°
Edinburgh, W. P. Nimmo, 1875.
(82)
The volcanic eruptions of Iceland in 1874 and 1875. In Royal
(R: Francis).
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Society of Edinburgh.
Neill

Buxton

& co.,

(Wilmot).

over.

Proceedings,

v.

9.

12°.

maps.
(Edwin, editor).

Edinburgh,

1878, pp. 44-58, 2 col'd

See

Hodder

(83)

All the world

1877.

Campbell

Frost and fire, natural engines, tool-marks
(J Francis).
and chips with sketches taken at home and abroad by a traveller.
2 v. 1 pi. 2 maps 118 ills. 8° Edinburgh, Edmonston <& Douglas,

:

1865.

Contains: Observations relating to Norway,
1,

v. 1,

pp. 180-369.

(84)
Iceland, v.

pp. 413h143.

(J Robert). How to see Norway. 1 map. 2 pi. London,
Longmans, Green, cfr co., 1871.
(85)
Canning (C J Spencer G 3d Baron Garvagh). The pilgrim of
Scandinavia. Ills. 8°. London, S- Low, Marstond Searle, 1875. (86)
Cabl x. Gustaf. King of Sweden. A remonstrance of his sacred
ro}r al majesty of Sweden, unfolding the grounds and causes
whereby his said majesty was constrained to continue the war
brought on him by the king and kingdom of Denmark after the
peace was ratified at Roskild, but neither pursu'd nor duly obAnno. 1658. Sm. 4°
London, M. Wood
serv'd by the Danes.
(87)
for D. Pakeman, 1659.
Carlheim-Gyllenshiold (O.) A memorandum concerning the use
of intoxicating liquors in Sweden, the amount of crime produced
by them, and their effects on the health and prosperity of the people, in reply to inquiries made on behalf of the state board of
health of Massachusetts. 8°. Stockholm, P. A. Norstedt & soner,

Campbell

:

:

:

:,

1872.

(88)

Early kings of Norway. In "Fraser's magazine."
8°
London, Longmans, Green d- Co., no. 61,.I an.
v. 91, n. s. v. 11.
1875, pp. 1-26: no. 62, Feb. 1875, pp. 135-155: no. 63, March, 1875,

Cablyle (T :)

pp. 273-288.

(89)

The same.
Gay,
1606,

v. 124,

5th

March

v. 125,

5th

portraits of

s.

8°.

"Littell's living age."

Boston, Littell

20, pp. 755-764: no.

April

pp. 794-810:

1875, pp. 22-33.

(89a)

3,

694-704: no.

The early kings of Norway also an essay on the
John Knox. 1 port. 12°. London, Chapman dfr Hall,
:

:

(89b)

1875.

On

heroes, hero-worship and the heroic in history.

Chapman
ed.

&

Hall, 1870.

[T

:

8°

Carlyle's collected works.

The hero as divinity. Odin, paganism
148: Summary, pp. 291-292.

London,
Library
(90)

v. 12.]

Contains:
pp.

&

March 13, pp.
1607, March 27,

v. 9, 1875, no. 1605,

v. 10, no. 1608,

s.

The same

In

:

Scandinavian mythology,
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See Voltaire (Francois Marie Aroue't
Charles XII. 1859.

de).
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The

history of

(Sir J:)
A northern summer; or travels round the Baltic,
through Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Prussia, and part of Germany,

Carr

in the year 1804.

,

4°.

11 pi.

London, R. Phillips, 1805.

The same: 8°. Philadelphia, T: Clarice, 1805.
Caton (J: Dean). A summer in Norway; with notes on

(91)

(91a)

the indus-

customs and peculiarities of the people, the history
and institutions of the country, its climate, topography and pro1
ductions. Also, an account of the red-deer, reindeer and elk.
tries, habits,

port.
5 pi. 8°.
Chicago, Jansen, McClurg <& Co., 1875.
(92)
Catteau-Calleville (Jean Pierre Guillaume). A general view
of Sweden containing, besides a geographical description of the
:

country, an account of

its

constitution, religion, civil

and crimi-

nal laws, population, natural riches, external and internal com-

merce, finances, money, weights, and measures together with the
manners and customs of its inhabitants, the present state of the
arts and sciences in that kingdom, and the form of government
as established in 1772. Translated from the French. 8°. London,
:

for G. G. J.

<£ J.

Robinson, 1790.

Cavallids (H.) Old Norse
G :) and Cavallius.

(93)

fairy tales.

[1881.]

See

Stephens

(Sir

M. P.) A visit to Lapland, with notes on
In " The Fortnightly review." v. 26, n. s. v.
London, Chapman d- Sail, no. 157, n. s. no. 120, Dec. 1,

Chamberlain

(Joseph,

Swedish licensing.
20.

8°

1876, pp. 691-708.

The same,

extract:

(94)

Nature and

life in

8°

New

ular science monthly."

v. 10.

Lapland.

In

The Pop-

York, D. Appleton

no. 58, Feb. 1877, pp. 450-459.

Chambers

"

& co.,
(94a)

Personal observations on terraces, and other
proofs of changes in the relative level of sea and land, in Scandinavia. In "The Edinburgh new philosophical journal. Con8°
ducted by Robert Jameson."
v. 48.
Edinburgh, A. & C.
(Robert).

Black, no. 95, Jan. 1850, pp. 68-92, 1 pi. 1 map.
(95)
Tracings of Iceland and the Faroe Islands. In " Chambers's
journal of popular literature, science and arts." v. 4 [n. s.] 8°

&

W:
R. Chambers, 1855, no. 87, Sept. l L pp. 129-131
no. 88, Sept. 8, pp. 153-155: no. 89, Sept. 15, pp. 164-166: no.
no. 91, Sept. 29, pp. 199-201 no. 92, Oct.
90, Sept. 22, pp. 183-185
Edinburgh.

:

:

pp. 217-219: no. 93, Oct. 13, pp. 234-236: no. 94, Oct. 20, pp.
249-251; no. 95. Oct. 27, pp. 260-262: no. 96, Nov.. 3, pp. 2826,

284.

(96)
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Tracings of the north of Europe.

[Anon.] In " Chambers's
Edinburgh, W:&R. Chambers, 1850, no. 314, n. s., Jan. 5, pp. 4-7: no. 315, Jan. 12, pp. 1721 no. 316, Jan. 19, pp. 39-43 no. 317, Jan. 26, pp. 49-53 no.
318, Feb. 2, pp. 73-78: no. 319, Feb. 9, pp. 88-91: no. 320, Feb.
no. 321, Feb. 23, pp. 118-122: no. 322, March 2,
16, pp. 97-101

Edinburgh journal."

v.

13 [n.

s.]

8°.

:

:

:

:

pp. 133-137:
pp. 169-173

Chapman

:

(Rev.

March 9, pp. 145-148: no. 324, March 16,
March 23, pp. 177-180.
(97)
The history of Gustavus Adolphus, and of the

no. 323,
no. 325,

B

:)

war up to the kings death. 3
Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans, 1856.
thirty years'

Charnace

(Le comte

tina Nilsson,
1

Guy

from the

1 facsimile.

port.

A star

8°.

pi.

London,
(98)

The life of ChrisFrench. Translated by J. C. M. & E. C.
8°
New York, Wynkoop & Hollenbeck,
de).

of song!

1870.

(98*)

Christina

"Temple

of Sweden. [Anon.]
In
London, R: Bentley & sons, no. 206,
Clakk (J "Willis). Journal of a yacht
and Iceland. In G Alton (Francis).
of travel in 1860. 8°
Cambridge,

bar."

v. 52.

8°.

Jan. 1878, pp. 35-52.
(99)
voyage to the Faroe Islands

:

Vacation tourists and notes

Macmillan

&

co.,

1861, pp.

map.
(100)
Clarke (E Daniel). [Letters from Denmark, Sweden, Norway,
Finmark and Lappland.] In Ottbb (Rev.
The life and re:)
mains of E. D. Clarke, v. 1. 8°
London, for O. Cowie & co..
318-361, incl. 2 charts.

1

:

W

1825, pp. 451-500.

(101)

Travels in various countries of Europe, Asia and Africa.
8
London, printed for T. Cadell, 1816-24.

(102)

Contains: Part the third: Scandinavia,

v. 9, 10

&

11.

6 pi.

11 v.

10 maps.

and Vigfusson (Gudbrand). An Icelandic-English
dictionary based on the ms. collections of the late R: Cleasby
enlarged and completed by G. Vigfusson. With an introduction
and life of R: Cleasby by G: Webbe Dasent. [Together with a
grammar.] 4°. Oxford, Clarendon press, 1874.
(103)
Clifford (C Cavendish). Travels by Umbra.' 1 pi. 8° Edinburgh, Edmonston & Douglas, 1865.
(104)

Cleasby

(R:)

'

:

A tonr

Contains:

twenty years ago.

[A facetious account of a journey in

Iceland.] , pp. 1-164.

(Rev. E Maule). On Scandinavian place-names in the East
Riding of Yorkshire. In "The Reliquary, quarterly archaeologi8°.
cal journal and review."
v. 19.
London, Bemrose & sons
& J: R. Smith, no. 73, July 1878, pp. 23-27: no. 74, Oct. 1878, pp.

Cole

:

88-92: no. 75, Jan. 1879, pp. 139-141.
(105)
Fitz-Roy).
See Jon Jonsonn's (sic) saga, 1877.

Cole (G: Ralph

.
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Coleridge (Langley).

See

Hodder

(Edwin,

All the world

editor).

over. 1877.

Coles (J :) Summer travelling in Iceland being the narrative of
two journeys across the island by unfrequented routes. "With a
historical introduction, and some hints as to the expenses and
necessary preparations for a tour in Iceland. With a chapter on
Askja, by E. Delmar Morgan. Containing also a literal transLondon, J: Murray,
lation of three sagas.
10 pi. 3 maps. 8°
;

(106)

1882.

Consett (Matthew). A tour through Sweden, Swedish-Lapland,
Finland and Denmark. In a series of letters. Illustrated with
engravings [by Ralph Beilby and T Bewick.] 8 pi. 4°. Stock:

(107)
printed by R. Christopher, for the author, 1789.
The same 2d ed. Front. 8°. Stockton, printed by Christopher

ton,

:

& Jennett,

(107a)

1815.

Constitution (The) of Norway.
Constitution (The) of Sweden.

Conwat

(Derwent, pseud.)

A

1878.

See T. (W. D.)

1871.

&eT.(W.D.)

personal

narrative

of

a

journey

See Inglis (H D :)
Conybeare (C A. Vansittart). The place of Iceland in the history
of European institutions: being the Lothian prize essay, 1877.
12°
(108)
Oxford and London, J. Parker & co., 1877

through Norway.

Cooke (W

:

Smith).

Compiled

at the

department.

1

1829.

:

The armed strength of Sweden and Norway.
topographical branch, quarter-master general's

map.

8°.

London, her majesty's stationery

Cooper

Fenimore, translator).
A journey to Iceland. 1852.

(Charlotte

Reyer).

See

Pfeiffer (Ida

Corner

History of Denmark, Sweden and Norway.
(Julia).
London, Dean, [n. d. Historical library.]
Cottle (Amos Simon, translator). See Edda Sjbmundar.
(Rev.

G

:

W

18°.

(110)

Ice-

1797

landic poetry.

Cox

office,

(109)

[1875.]

:)

northern lands.

See

Goddard

(Julia).

Wonderful

stories

from

1871.

(S: Sullivan). Arctic sunbeams: or from Broadway to the
Bosphorus by way of the North Cape. 6 pi. 12° New York, G.
(Ill)
P. Putnam's sons, 1882.
Account of the prisons and hospitals in Russia,
Coxe (Rev.
:)
Sweden, and Denmark. With occasional remarks on the different modes of punishments in those countries. 8°
London, for

Cox

W

T. Cadell, 1781.

Travels into Poland, Russia, Sweden, and Denmark,

(112)

inter-
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spersed with historical relations and political inquiries.

3 v.

8°

Dublin, printed for S. Price, [etc.], 3784.
(113)
The same: 3d ed. 4 v. 8° London, printed for T. Cadell,
1787.

(113a)

The same
8°

5 v.

and engravings. 5th ed.
Cadell, fun. & W. Davies,

Illustrated with charts

:

London, printed for T.

(113b)

1802.

Contains: Travels in Sweden, v. 4, pp. 1-326, 3 maps, 2 tab. 4 pi. Articles
of the new form of government established in Sweden 1772, pp. 327-350:
Swedish commerce, pp. 351-357: Travels in Norway, v. 5, pp. 1-49, 1 map:
:

Travels in Sweden, pp. 50-83,

The same Travels
:

(J

A general

:)

in

1

map

:

Travels in Denmark, pp. 84-254, 3 maps.

Denmark and Norway. In Pinkbrton

collection of the best and most interesting voy4°
v. 6.
London, for Longman [etc.], 1809,

ages and travels,
pp. 293-372.

(113c)

Andrew) and Wheaton (H :) Scandinavia, ancient and modern; being a, history .of Denmark, Sweden, and
Norway; comprehending a description of these countries; an
account of the mythology, government, laws, manners, and institutions of the early inhabitants, and of the present state of society, religion, literature, arts; and commerce; with illustrations
Edinburgh, Oliver &
of their natural history. 2 v. Map. 12°

Ceichton

(Rev.

Boyd, 1838.

[Edinburgh cabinet library, v. 23-24.]
(114)
2 v. 5 pi. 1 map. 16° New York, Harper &

The same.
brothers, 1842.

[Harper's family library,

v.

136-137.]

(114a)

Alpheus Benning). See Bull (Mrs. Sara C.) Ole Bull.
A memoir. [1882.]
Crosse (Mrs. Andrew). See Hodder (Edwin, editor). All the
world over. 1877.
Crull (Jodocus, M.D.) Denmark vindicated being an answer to a
late treatise, called An account of Denmark, as it was in the year
London, 1694. (115)
1692. [By Robert Molesworth. Anon.] 8°
Cursory remarks on the meditated attack on Norway comprising
strictures on madame de Stael Holstein's "Appeal to the nations
of Europe;" with some historical and statistical fragments relating to Norway. [Anon.] 8° London, for J. Blacklock [1813]. (116)
Cuyler (Theodore Ledyard). From the Nile to Norway and homeNew York, R. Carter & brothers, 1882. (117)
ward. 9 pi. 12°
Danish and Norwegian literature. [Anon.] In "The Foreign
quarterly review." v. 6. 8°
London, no. 11, June 1830, pp.

Crosby

(Dr.

;

;

48-87.

Danish (The) laws:

(118)
or,

the code of Christian the

fifth.

Faithfully

translated for the use of the English inhabitants of the

Danish
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settlements in America.
1756.

Danish

literature

— Ludvig

London, for

8°

[Anon.]

iV.

Gibson,

(H9)
Holberg.

[Anon.] In "The North
8°
Edinburgh, Edmonston

v. 50 (n. s. v. 11.)
Douglas, no. 100, July 1869, pp. 440-474.
Danish literature, past and present. [Anon.]

British review."

&

British review."

May

v. 38.

Edinburgh,

8°

T.

(120)

In "The

&

North

T. Clark, no. 76,

1863, pp. 303-324.

W

(121)

Danish (The) national theatre. 1874. See Gosse (Edmund
:)
Dasent (Sir G: Webbe). England and Norway in the eleventh
century. [Anon.] In " The North British review." v. 42, n. s.
8°
Edinburgh, Edmonston & Douglas, no. 84, June 1865,
v. 3.
(122)

pp. 357-412.

The same.

&

In his Jest and

Hall, 1873, v.

1,

12°.

earnest.

London, Chapman
(122a)

pp. 198-309.

Harold Hardrada and Magnus the good. [Anon.] In "The
North British review." v. 39. 8° Edinburgh, Edmonston &
(123)
Douglas, no. 78, Nov. 1863, pp. 493-537.
The same. In his Jest and earnest. 12°- London, Chapman

& Hall,

1873. v.

2,

pp. 154-247.

[Anon.] In " The North
Edinburgh, Edmonston &

Harold Hardrada, king of Norway.
British review."

v. 40, n.

s.

v. 1.

8°

Douglas, no. 79, Feb. 1864, pp. 93-143.
The same. In his Jest and earnest.

& Hall,

London, Chapman

1873. v. 2, pp. 248-353.

(125)

The Norsemen in Iceland. In
by members of the university."

"

Oxford
8°

1858.

Contributed
London, J. W. Par-

essays.

& son,

pp. 165-214.
Popular tales from the Norse.

ker

(124)
12°.

126)
1859.

See Asbjornsen (Peter

Christian).

The

story of Burnt Njal or

tenth century.
3

8°

maps.

From

life

in Iceland at the

end of the

the Icelandic of the Njals saga.

Edinburgh, Edmonston

&

Douglas, 1861.

2

v.

6 pi.
(127)

The story of Gisli the outlaw. From the Icelandic. 7 pi. 2
maps. Sm. 4°. Edinburgh, Edmonston & Douglas, 1866. (128)
Tales from the fjeld. 1874. See Asbjornsen (Peter Christian).
See also Cleasby (R :) and Vigfosson (Gudbrand). An Ice-,
landic-English dictionary. 1874. Edb-a Snorra Sturlusonar.
The prose or younger Edda. 1842. Rask (Rasmus Kristian).
A grammar of the Icelandic or old Norse tongue. 1843.
Day (Dr. G E :, translator). See Bbnsen (Robert "Wilhelm Eberhard).
On the intimate connection existing between the pseudo:

volcanic

phenomena of Iceland.

1848.
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Db Fonblanqub
don,

Denmark

&

vindicated.

Db Peyster

Five weeks in Iceland.

(Miss C. A.)

R: Benlley

12°.

son, 1880.

Lon(129)

See Crull (Jodocus).
The battle of the Sound or Baltic

1694.

fought
[Nov. 9th n. s.] 1658, between the victorious Hollanders, under Jakob baron Wassenaer r lord of Opdam, and the
Swedes, commanded by Charles G-ustavus Wrangel. 8°
PoughTceepsie, Piatt & Schram, 1858.
(130)
The history of the life of Leonard Torstenson (Lennart TorstenOct. 30lh

(J

:

Watts).

;

(o. s.)

son) "the argus-eyed, briarear-armed," senator of Sweden, count

ofOrtala.

Poughlteepsie, Piatt

8°

&

Schram, 1855.

(131)

Descloizeaux (Alfred). Physical and geological observations on the
principal geysirs of Iceland. In, " The London, Edinburgh, and
Dublin philosophical magazine and journal of science." [3d
8°
series] v. 30.
London, J. & J. E. Taylor, no. 203, June 1847,
pp. 391-109.

Dicey

(132)

The Schleswig-Holstein war.

(E:)

12°

2 v.

London, Tins-

ley brothers, 1864.

(133)

Dillon-Lee (Arthur Edmund Denis, 16th viscount
winter in Iceland and Lapland.

2

2 pi.

v.

12°.

Dillon).

A

London, H:

Oolburn, 1840.

(134)

General von Bulow
Lpndon, R: Bentley &

Diplomatic sketches. By "An outsider."
and the Danish question. [Anon.'] 8°

II.

son, 1878.

(135)

Domestic scenes

in Greenland and Iceland.

2d

ed.

[Anon.]

1 pi.

London, J: Van Voorst, 1850.
(136)
Donne (M. A.) Denmark and its people. Published under the
direction of the committee of general literature and education,
appointed by the Society for promoting christian knowledge,
lmap. 16° London, Soc. for prom, christ. Jcnowl., [1863?] (137)
8 woodcuts.

Drake
and

16°.

(Nathan).
poetical.

Literary hours: or sketches,

critical, narrative,

London, Longmans, 1820.
Scandinavian mythology, v. 3, pp. 146-173: On the

4th ed.

12°

3 v.

Contains: On the
dinavians, v. 3, pp. 174-311.

(138)
Scan-

Norwegian mountains,
In Smithsonian institution. AnWashnual report of the board of regents for the year 1866. 8°

Dreotzer
lakes,

(Olof E.)

Statistics relative to

and the snow-line.

ington, Government printing

office,

1872, pp. 435-455.

(139)

Summer and winter journeys through Sweden, Norway, Lapland and
northern Finland. With map and 235 illus. 2 v. 8° New
(140)
York, Harper & brothers, 1882.

Du Chaillu

(Paul Belloni).

The land of

the midnight sun.
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The same. Map and ills. 2 v. 8°. London, J: Murray, 1882. (140a)
Dufferin (Earl of). See Blackwood (Sir F: Temple Hamilton
Temple, earl of Dufferin).
Dtjnbar (C: Franklin). The Danish Sound dues. [Anon.] In
"The North American review." v. 84. 8° Boston, Crosby,
Nichols

Dunham'

&

(S

:

(141)

History of Denmark, Sweden, and Norway.

London, Longmans

16°.

3 v.

no. 174, Jan. 1857, pp. 48-70.

co.,

Astley).

[etc.],

1839-40.

(142)

Edda

SiEMUNDAit. Icelandic poetry, or the Edda of Ssemund translated into English verse, by A. S. Cottle. 8°
Bristol, N. Briggs
for J. Cottle, 1797
(143)

Edda -Ssmundar hinns
learned.

froda.
The Edda of Saemund the
the Old Norse or Icelandic, with a mythological
an index of persons and places [by Benjamin

From

index [and]
Thorpe.] 2

12°. London, Trubner & co., 1866.
v.
(143a)
See also Earned (Augusta). Tales from the Norse grandmother, 1881.— Mabie (Hamilton "Wright). Norse stories. 1882.—

Magnusson
Zimmerkt

(Eirikr)

and Mokris (W .)

Volsunga saga. 1870.—

Tales from the Edda. [1882.]
Note. Professor Rasmus B. Anderson has been for some time preparing a
translation of the Elder Edda which is now nearly completed and may soon
(H..)

—

be looked for in print.

Edda Snokra Sturltjsonar.

The Edda, or ancient Icelandic
[Translated into French by Paul Henri Mallet, and
from the French into English by T Percy.] In Mallet (P. H.)
mythology.

:

Northern

8°

antiquities.

London, T. Carnan

&

co., 1770, v. 2,

pp. 1-199.

(144)

In Mallet

The same.

(P.

H.)

Northern antiquities.

8°.

Edinburgh, C. Stewart, 1809, v. 2, pp. 1-149.
(144a)
The Prose or Younger Edda commonly ascribed to Snorri Sturuson, translated from the Old Norse by G: Webbe Dasent. 8°.
Stockholm, Norstedt

& sons,

1842.

(144b)

The Prose Edda.

[Translated from the Icelandic by I. A.
Blackwell.]
In Mallet (P. H.) Northern antiquities. 12°.
London, H: G. Bohn, 1847, pp. 397-463 508-516 541-570. (144c)
:

:

The Younger Edda
Edda.

:

also called Snorre's

An English version of the foreword

Edda, or the Prose

the fooling of Gylfe,
Brage's talk, the afterword to Br age's talk, and the
important passages in the poetical diction (Skaldskaparmal).
With an introduction, notes, vocabulary and index. By Rasmus
B.Anderson. 8°. Chicago, S. C. Griggs & co., 1880. [1879.] (144d)
See also Mabie (Hamilton "Wright).
Norse stories.
1882.
the afterword

Edda;

or,

:

;

the tales of a grandmother.

1875.

See

Hambro

(C. J.)
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Edt

(J

W

:

:,

illustrator).

scenery of Norway.

Egede

A

(Hans).

See

Boydell

(J

:)

Boydell's picturesque

1820.

Shewing the natural
and face of the country the nature

description of Greenland.

history, situation, boundaries,

;

the rise and progress of the old Norwegian colonies
the ancient and modern inhabitants &c. 1 map, 11 pi. 8°. Lonof the

soil,

don, for C. Hitch [etc.], 1745.
(Francis, 1st earl of Ellesmere).

Egerton

(145)

Guide

to northern archEe-

ology by the Royal society of northern antiquaries of Copenhagen, edited for the use of English readers by the earl of Ellesmere.
8°.
London, J. Bain, 1848.
(146)

Egils saga Skallagrimssonar. The "Egils saga.'' [An English
epitome by Edmund W: Gosse.] In "The Cornhill magazine."
8°.
v. 40.
London, Smith, Elder & co., no. 235, July, 1879, pp.
21-39.

'

Ehrenmalm

(Arwid).

Travels of m.

Arwid Ehrenmalm

(147)

into west-

ern Nordiand, and the Lapland province of Asehle, or Anghermanland, in the month of June, 1741. In Pinkerton (J:) A general collection of the best and most interesting voyages and travels,
4°
v. 1.
London, for Longman, Hurst, Sees & Orme, 1808, pp.
337-375.

Ellesmere

1 pi.

(Earl

(148)

See

of).

Egerton

(Francis, 1st earl of Elles-

mere).

Elliott

Letters from the north of Europe; or a
(C: Boileau).
journal of travels in Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Fin12°.
land, Russia, Prussia, and Saxony.
London, H: Colburn &

R: Bentley, 1832
The same: From

(149)

the last Lond. ed.

select circulating library,
'

1883, no.

July

1,

July

16,

v. 2.

pp. 1-16:

30, pp. 33-38.

4°.

no.

2,

In Waldie (Adam). The
Philadelphia, A. Waldie,
July

23, pp. 17-32:

no.

3,

(149a)

Norway the road and the fell. 12°. London and OxJ-H; & J. Parker, 1864.
(150)
Engelhardt (Conrad). Denmark in the early iron age, illustrated
Elton

(C:)

:

ford,'

by recent discoveries

4°.
in the peat mosses of Slesvig. 33 pi.
London, Williams & Norgate, 1866.
(151)
England and Norway in the eleventh century. 1865. See Dasent
(Sir G: Webbe).
Everest (Rev. Robert). A journey through Norway, Lapland, and
part of Sweden with some remarks on the geology of the country its climate and scenery the ascent of some of its principal
the present political relations of the two countries
mountains
;

;

;

—
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meteorological observations, &c. 1 pi. 1 chart
(152)
& G; Underwood, 1829.
Examination (An) of the causes which led to the late expedition
against Copenhagen.
By an observer. [Anon.] 8°. London,
statistical tables,

6

maps.

London, T:

8°.

(153)

for J. Satehaid, 1808.

Eyrbyggja (The) saga. 1880. See Gosse (Edmund W:)
Feldborg (Anders Andersen). An appeal to the English nation in
behalf of Norway.
In "The Pamphleteer." v. 4. 1814. 8°.
J. Valpy, 1814, pp. 233-285.

London, A.

Denmark
country.

nent Danish

&

Cradock

The

(154)

sketches of the present state of that
Illustrated with engravings from the designs of emidelineated;

artists.

or,

8°.

3 parts in 1 v.

Edinburgh, Baldwin,
155)

Joy, 1824.

history of Norway.

Baden

(Gustav Ludvig).
A tour in Zealand, in the year 1802 with an historical sketch
of the battle of Copenhagen.
[Anon.] 16°. Philadelphia, Ber1817.

See
;

& Reynolds, for J. Dobson, 1807.
(156)
See also Malling (Ove). Great and good deeds of Danes, Norwegians, and Holsteinians. 1807.
Fentox (M., translator). See Audersen (Carl).- Three sketches of
life in Iceland. 1877
Ferral (J. S.) and Repp (Thorleifr Gudmundsson). Ferral og
Bepps dansk-engelske ordbog. 3die betydelig forogede udgave
8°.
ved R. V. Hyllested.
Kjobenhavn, den Gyldendalske oogtram

handel, 1867.

(157)

Summer

Field (H: Martyn).

New

12°.

Venice.

pictures:

York, Sheldon

&

co.;

from Copenhagen to
Boston, Gould & Lin-

coln, 1859.

(158)

Five pieces of Bunic

poetry.

See

1763.

Percy

(T:,

bishop of

Dromore).

Forbes
1

(C

map,

Stuart).

:

Iceland;

8 pi. 15

fol'd.

ill.

its

volcanoes, geysers, and glaciers.

in text.

8°.

London, J: Murray,

1860.

Forbes (E

(159)

Science and sport in Scandinavia.
In " Literary
papers by the lateE: Forbes." 16°. London, L. Reeve, 1855,
:)

pp. 178-197.

Forbes (James

(160)

D

:)

Norway and

its

glaciers visited in 1851

lowed by Journals of excursions in the high Alps.
maps. 8°
Edinburgh, A. & C: Black, 1853.

Forchhammer

;

fol-

Col'd pi.

&

(161)

On the boulder formation and on
Denmllrk and part of Sweden. In Geological society of London. Quarterly journal, v. 1. 8°
London
Longmans, 1845, pp. 262-272, pp. 373-380.
(162)
(Johan Georg).

diluvial scratches in
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Foreign

Boston Post.

contributions to the

1854.

See Miles

(Pliny).

Forester (T:) Norway in 1848 and 1849: containing rambles
among the fjelds and fjords of the central and western districts;
and including remarks on

its political, military, ecclesiastical,

With

social organisation.

from the journals of

extracts

and
M.

lieut.

S. Biddulph.
10 pi. 4 woodcut ill. 8°
London, printed for
Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans, 1850.
(163)
A road-book for tourists in Norway. With hints to English
sportsmen and anglers. In Price (E :) Norway and its scenery.

12°.

H:

London,

G. Bohn, 1853, pp. 331-149.

'

(164)

The same. 16°. London, H:G. Bohn, 1854.
(164a)
See also Price (E :) Norway and its scenery. 1853.
Forestier (Auber, pseud.) See Woodward (Miss Annie Aubertine).
Forrest (James, editor). See Sandberg (Christer Peter). On engineering in Sweden.

Fortia

1875.

Piles (Alphonse Toussaint Joseph Andr6 Marie Marseille, comte de).
Travels in Sweden. In Pinkerton (J:) A
general collection of the best and most interesting voyages and
4°.
travels,
v. 6.
London, for Longman, [etc.], 1809, pp. 373\de

569, 2 pi.

(165)

Foster (Clement Le Neve).

home

of the Eddas.

See

Lock

(C:

The

6: Warnford).

1879.

Fradtsrsdorff (J. W.) A practical introduction to Danish or Norwegian composed of readings accompanied by necessary grammatical remarks and references to dr. Rask's Danish grammar.
12°.

Francis

London, Williams

& Norgate,

1860.

(166)

Letter to earl Grey, on the policy of Great

(Sir Philip).

Norway. First published on the
May, 1814. 3d ed. In "The Pamphleteer." v. 4. 8°
London, A. J. Valpy, 1814, pp. 67-85.
(167)
Britain and the allies towards
5th of

Frankland (Capt. C

:

Colville).

Narrative of a visit to the courts

of Russia and Sweden, in the years 1830 and 1831.
8°

1 chart.

Freeman

(E

:

London,

A

:)

The

H:

historical

London, Longmans, Green,
Contains: v.
pp. 462-534.

Frost and

1.

v. 2.

fire.

1865.

v.

& B: Bentley,

2 v.

1 pi.

1832.

geography of Europe.

2 v.

(168)
8°

&

co., 1881.
(169)
Northern Europe, pp. 129-133, 159-163: The Baltic lands,
The Baltic lands, maps no. 1-lxi, 12 maps on 6 leaves.

See

Froude (James Anthony).
magazine."

Colburn

1.

8°

Dec. 1882, pp. 195-222.

Campbell (J Franeis).
The Norway fjords. In "Longman's
:

London, Longmans, Green,

&

co.,

no. 2,
(170)
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In "

The same.
8°

Boston, Uttell

Frye (W:

&

co.,

E:, translator).

The gods of the
iof s saga.

Fryxbll

Littell's living age."

north.

43?

v. 155, 5th series v. 40.

no. 2009, Dec. 23, 1882, p. 726-741.

See

Ohlenschlager (Adam

1845.

See also

Tegner

(171)

Gottlob).

Frith-

(Esaias).

1835.

The

history of Sweden. Translated from the
by Anne von Schoultz]. Edited by Mary
12°
London, E: Bentley, 1844.
(172)
See United States. Department of the interior.

(Anders).

original [Swedish

2v.

Howitt.

Gade

(Gerhard.)

Gaiklard (F., illustrator). See Plon (Eugene). Thorvaldsen.
Gallenga (Antonio). The invasion of Denmark in 1864. 2 v.
London, R: B.entley, 1864.
Galton (Francis). Vacation tourists and notes of travel in
1861,1862-3.

3 v.

8°

Cambridge and London, Macmillan

1861-64.

12°.

(173)

1860,

<& CO.,

(174)

By J W.
:

pp. 362-421, 2

Faroe islands and Icemap, 2 ill. :— Norway. ByH:F. Tozer,

Journal of a yacht voyage

Contains: 1860.
land.

1873.

Clark, pp. 318-361, 1
1862-3.

ill.

to the

The ancient shell-mounds of Denmark.

By

Mrs.

Lubbock,' pp. 357-371.

Game

(The) and salmon fishery laws of Norway. [Anon.] 16°.
London, Trubner <# Co., 1877.
(175)
Gammi Norge. (Old Norway); or, our holiday in Scandinavia.
[Anon.] 12°. London, 1862.
(176)
Gardiner (S: Rawson). Letters relating to the mission of sir
Thomas Roe to Gustavus Adolphus. 1629-30. sm. 4°. [London], 1875.
lany,

[Camden

society,

n.

s.

no. 14:

The Camden

v. 7].

miscel(177)

(C J Spencer G Canning, 3d baron). See Canning.
Geijer (Erik Gustaf). The history of the Swedes. Translated
from the Swedish, with an introduction and notes, by J H. Turner. The first portion, (comprising the first three volumes of the
original,) from the earliest period to the accession of Charles the

Garvagh

:

:

:

:

8°

London, Whittaker <£- co., [1845.]
(178)
Notes for a comparison of the glaciation of
the west of Scotland with that of Arctic Norway. In " Royal
society of Edinburgh. Proceedings." v. 5. 8°. Edinburgh,

tenth.

[1654.]

Geikie (Archibald).

Neill d;

co., 1866,

pp. 530-556, 10

ills.

(179)

Gellixa (Amliot, pseud ?) The Scandinavian question. Practical
reflections by Arnliot Gellina. Translated from the Swedish
original by an English Scandinavian.
[Sir George Stephens.]
8°.
London, J: E: Smith, 1857.
(180)
Gisla saga SOrssonar. The story of Gisli the outlaw. From the
Icelandic by G Webje Dasent. "With illustrations by C. E. St.
:
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John Mildmay.

& Douglas,
The same.
cott

& co.,

7 pi. 2 maps.

sm. 4°.

Edinburgh, Edmonston

1866.

(181)

7 pi. 2 maps.

sm. 4°.

Philadelphia, J. B. Lippin-

1866.

(181a)

Gladstone (D :)

Register of the weather in Iceland [1811-1813], by
two Danish gentlemen sent to survey the coasts, with a supplementary register by mr. Gladstone. In " Annals of philosophy;

magazine of natural history."

or,

8°

v. 11.

Cradoch, & Joy, no. 2, Feb. 1818, pp. 96-103
pp. 169-175 no. 6, June 1818, pp. 414-422.

London, Baldwin,
•

no. 3,

March

Gladstone

See

(G:)

Hodder

(Edwin, editor).

1818,
(182)

:

All the world over.

1877.

Goblet d'Alviella (Le comte Eugene).

Sahara and Lapland.
Travels in the African desert and the polar world. Translated
from the French by mrs. Cashel Hoey. 18 pi. 12°. London,

& co.,

Asher

Goddard

1874.

(183)

"Wonderful stories from northern lands. With
an introduction by the rev. G: W: Cox, and six illustrations from
designs by W. F. Weigand, engraved by G. Pearson. 6 pi. 12°.
(Julia).

& co.,

London, Longmans, Green,

Godwin

(M.. Wollstonecraft, mrs.

short residence in Sweden,

1871.

W:)

(184)

Letters written during a

Norway, and Denmark.

8°.

printed for J. Johnson, 1796.

London,
(185)

Gosch(C:A.) Denmark and Germany since 1815. With four maps.
8°London, J: Murray, 1862.
(186)
Gosse (Edmund W:) The Danish national theatre. [Anon.] In
"

The

co.,

Cornhill magazine."

v. 30.

8°

London, Smith, Elder

no. 177, Sept. 1874, pp. 297-308.

<&

(187)

saga. In "The Cornhill magazine." v. 41.
London, Smith, Elder, & co., no. 246, June 1880, pp. 712-

The Eyrbyggja
8°.

722.

(188)

In " Fraser's magazine." v. 84, n. s. v.
London, Longmans, Green <# co., no. 23, Nov. 1871, pp.

The Lofoden
8°.

4.

islands.

563-574.

(189)

Norwegian poetry
n.

s.

v. 6.

8°.

In " Fraser's magazine." v. 86,
London, Longmans, Green & co., no. 34, Oct.
since 1814.

1872, pp. 435-449.

(190)

The present condition
v. 89, n.

s.

v. 9.

8°.

Norway. In " Fraser's magazine."
London, Longmans, Green, & co., no. 50 Feb.
of

1874, pp. 174-185.

(191)

Studies in the literature of northern Europe.
piece designed and etched by L. Alma Tadema.
C.

Kegan Paul

&

co..

1879.

With

a frontis-

12°.

London,
(192)
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See

Asbjornsen (Peter

Round

Christian).

Egids saga Skallagrimssonar. The
Gould (Sabine Baring). See Baring-Gould.
also
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the Yule log.
" Egil's saga."

[1882.]

1879.

(Per Adolf). An historical sketch of the last years of
the reign of Gustavus the 4th Adolphus, late king of Sweden
including a narrative of the causes, progress, and termination of

Granbbrg

the late revolution: and an appendix, containing official docu-

ments, letters, and minutes of conversations between the late king
and lieut. gen. sir John Moore, gen. Brune &c, &c. Translated
from the Swedish. [Anon.] 8°- London, for J. Cawthorn,
1812.

(198)

Greenawat

(Kate, illustrator).

the Edda.

See

Zimmern

(H..).

Tales from

[1883.]

Grettis saga the story of Grettir the strong. Translated from the
Icelandic by Eirikr Magmisson and W: Morris. 1 map. 8°
:

London, F. S. Ellis, 1869.

Griffin (Gilderoy Wells).
history, traditions, and

(194)

My Danish days.

literature of the old northern country.

Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen

12".

Grosvenor

(E..

"With a glance at the

M.. Leveson

Gower

&

Haffelfinger, 1875.
(195)
Granville, mrs. R:, marchioness

Diary of a tour in Sweden, Norway and Russia
12°. London, Hurst & Blackett, 1819. (196)
Gunnlaugs saga Ormstunga ok skald-Hrafhs. The saga of Gunnlaug the worm-tongue and Rafn the skald, as the priest Ari Thorgilson the learned has told it. [Translated by Erikir Magmisson
and W: Morris.] In "The Fortnightly review." v. 11, v. 5 n. s.
8° London, Chapman & Hall, no. 25, Jan. 1, 1869, pp. 27-56. (197)
of Westminster).

in 1827: with letters.

Gyllenskiold (O. Carlheim). See Carlheim-Gyllenskiold.
Habberton (J :) The land of the midnight sun. In" Harper's new
monthly magazine." v. 63. 8° New York, no. 378, Nov. 1881,
pp. 882-894.

(198)

Hahn-Hahn (Ida Maria
de).

8°

Louisa Sophia Frederika Gustava, countess
Travels in Sweden: sketches of a journey to the North.
London, Clarke & co., 1845.
(199)

Hale

(Rev. E: Everett) and Hale (Miss Susan). A family flight
through France, Germany, Norway and Switzerland.
Fully
illustrated,
sm. 4°. Boston, D. Lothrop & co., [1882.]
(200)

Hambro

(C. J.)

Edda

;

or,

the tales of a grandmother.

History of

Denmark, from the earliest ages to the accession of the Oldenburg dynasty, A.D. 1448.
Edited by Philojuvenis [Pseud.]

Wood engs. 4°. London, J. Nisbet db
Note.— Originally issued in 1847-8.

32

co.,

1875.

(201)
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Hamel

(Leopold, translator) see

Tegner

(Esaias).

Frithiof s saga.

1875.

Hamilton (Andrew). Sixteen months in
12°.
London, R: Bentleij, 1852.
Hardy (J: F:) The glaciers of Norway.
"

In

glacier.

the Banish. Isles.

2

v.

(202)

A

Peaks, passes, and glaciers."

Jokuls
London,

visit to the

12°

v. 2.

1862, pp. 427-441.

(203)

Harold Hardrada, king

of Norway.

1863-4.

See

Dasent

(Sir

G

Webbe).
Harrison (James Albert). Glimpses of Sweden. In " Lippincott's
magazine." v. 21. 8°. Philadelphia,'^ B. Lippincott & co., no.
'

.

Feb. 1878, pp. 147-158, 12

122,

298, 12

ills.

:

no. 123,

March

1878, pp. 289(204).

ills.

The same.
travel."

In

8°

On

"

the Rhine, and other sketches of European

Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott

& co., 1881

[i.e.

pp. 208-229.

(204a)

A group of

poets and their haunts.

New

12°.

Houghton, 1875.
Contains:

1880],

A Venice

of the Vikings, pp. 155-184:

A

York,

Hurd

&

(205)
SwediBh improvisatore

[Carl Michael Bellmann], pp. 185-209.

Harte

(Rev. Walter). The' history of the life of Gustavus Adolphus, king of Sweden, surnamed the great. 2d ed., corrected,
with alterations and enlargements. 2 v. 8° London, printed for
J. Hinton

Head

(Sir

&

R. Baldwin, 1767.

Edmund

Walker,

(206)

translator).

See Viga Gliim's saga.

1866.

(Phineas Camp). The island of fire [Iceland] or, a thousand years of the old Northmen's home. 874-1874. 8 pi. 12°.
(207)
Boston, Lee & Shepard, 1875.
Heber (Amelia Shipley, mrs. Reginald). The life of Reginald
Heber, lord bishop of Calcutta. By his widow. With selections
from his correspondence, unpublished poems, and private papers
together with a journal of his tour in Norway, Sweden, Russia,
Hungary, and Germany [etc.] 2 v. 1 portrait. 8° New- York,

Headley

;

Protestant episcopal press, 1830.
Note.

—The

Journal of his tour in

pp. 40-98.

Heckethorn (C
jofsaga.

:

W

:,

(208)

Norway and Sweden,

translator) See

Tegner

is

(Esaias).

given in

The

vol.

1,

Frith-

1856.

A

comparative grammar of the Teutonic
same time a historical grammar of the
English language. And comprising Gothic, Anglo-saxon, Early
English, Modern English, Icelandic (Old Norse), Danish, Swe-

Helfenstein
languages.

(James).

Being

at the
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Old High German, Middle High German, Modern German
Old Frisian, Dutch. 8°. London; Macmillan & co., 1870. (209)
dish,

Henderson

Iceland; or the journal of a

(Rev. Ebanezer).

resi-

dence in that island, during the years 1814 and 1815. Containing observations on the natural phenomena, history, literature,
and antiquities of the island and the religion, character, manners, and customs of its inhabitants.
"With an introduction and
appendix. Illustrated with a map and engravings. 2 v. 15 pi.
8°.
1 map.
Edinburgh, printed for Oliphant, Waugh & Lines
;

1818.

(210)

The same.
for

The 2d

Waugh &

16

ed.

pi. 1

map.

Edinburgh, printed

8°.

(210a)

Innes, 1819.

Henderson (Thulia

Memoir

S.)

ing his labours in Denmark,

of the rev. E. Henderson, includIceland, Russia, etc. 1 port. 12°

London, Knight & son; Hamilton, Adams & co., [n. d. 1859.] (211)
Herbert (Auberon). The Danes in camp letters from Sonderborg.
;

Hill

London, Saunders, OUey

8°

1 pi. 1 chart.

<& co., 1864.

Travels on the shores of the Baltic.

(S. S.)

Extended

(212)
to

Mos-

London, A. Hall, Virtue & co., 1854.
(213)
Historical (An) and descriptive account of Iceland, Greenland, and
16°
the Faroe Islands. [Anon.] 1 pi. 2 maps.
New-York,
cow.

12°

& brothers, 1842.
(214)
—Ascribed to the Rev. Michael Russell and also to James NicolL

Harper
Note

Historical (An) sketch of the
the 4th Adolphus.

1812.

reign of Gustavus

last years of the

See

Granberg

(Per Adolf).

History (The) of Gustavus Vasa, king of Sweden.
from his correspondence. [Anon.] 1 port.
Murray, 1852.
History (An) of the late revolution in Sweden.

bero

"With extracts

8°

London, J:

1776.

See Sthal-

(215)

(Georg).

Rights of women among
The Journal of jurisprudence and

Hjaltalin (Jon Andrjesson).
Scandinavians.

In

law magazine."

"

v. 16.

8°.

Edinburgh, T.

&

the old
Scottish

T. Clark, no. 190,

Oct. 1872, pp. 505-526.

See
old

v.

(Edwin,
38

Stoughton
Contains:

&•

Icelandic.

editor).

12 maps.

pi.

T. Cook

Buxton

(216)

A short

Kristian).

Norsk tongue, or

Hodder
2

Rask (Rasmus

&

(W.)

method of learning the

1868.

All the world over.
12°.

New York &

son, 1877.
Fairy folk-lore of

Sketches and

tales.

London, Hodder

&

(217)

many

lands.

II.

Scandinavia,

Coleridge (L.) To the North Cape, v. 2, pp. 62-69, 2 pi.
Coleridge (L.) Where shall we go ? in. A run through Norway and back
in a month, v. 1, pp. 312-314: A capital tour in Norway, v. 1, pp. 391-395, 1 pi.
Ckosse (Mrs. A.) Oar holiday in Sweden, v. 2, pp. 193-201, 2 pi. Gladstone
v. 1,

pp. 378-284.
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(G:) Norway's ancient capital, v. 1, pp. 175-186, 1 pi. Gladstone (G:) The
Norwegian seaboard, v. 1, pp. 261-273, 2 pi. Kek (D:) Into the far north; or,
a glance at Hecla and the geysirs, v. 1, pp. 21-28. 101-116, 186-192, 285-292, 3 pi.

W. (C. I.) A glance at Stockholm, v. 1, pp,
Norway and Sweden, cord & fol'd., v. 1, p. 321.
Hobt (Oashel, translator). See Goblet d'Alviella (Le cooite
Eugene). Sahara and Lapland. 1874.
P. (W.)

Norsk,

443-449, 1 pi.

v. 2, pp. 319-320.

Map

of

The history
Baden (G-ustav Ludvig).
Holcomb (Martha A. Lyon, translator).
Hoi.berg (Ludvig, baron).

Fridthjof s saga. 1877.
Holcomb (T A. E., translator).

See

:

saga.
"

:

Thurstan).

A tour in

Tegner

See

1817.

Tegner

See

(Esaias).

Fridthjof s

(EsaiasV

Iceland in the

Peaks, passes, and glaciers."

1-128, 1 pi. 1

Hollway

Norway.

1877.

Holland (E
In

of

v. 1.

summer

of 1861.

London, 1862, pp.

12°.

map.

(218)

A month

(J: G:)

in

Norway.

16°.

London, J: Hurray,

1853.

(219)

Hooker (Sir W: Jackson).
summer of 1809. 4 pi.

Journal of a tour in Iceland, in the
8°.
Yarmouth, printed by J. Keymer,

1811.

(220)

The same:

2d ed. with additions.

2 v.

5 pi. 3

maps.

London, for Longmans, 1813.

Horrebov

The

(Niels).

8°

(220a)

natural history of Iceland

particular and accurate account of the different

:

containing a
soils,

burning

mountains, minerals, vegetables, metals, stones, beasts, birds, and
fishes; together with the disposition, customs, and manner of
living of the inhabitants. Interspersed with an account of the
Transisland, by mr. Anderson, late burgo-master of Hamburgh.
lated from the Danish original.

Linde,

{etc.],

1758.

Howitt (Margaret

1

map.

fol.

London, for A.
(221)

Twelve months with Fredrika
2 port. 12°
London, Jackson, Wat-

Anastatia).

Bremer in Sweden.

2 v.

ford, d- Hodder, 1866.
Howitt (M.. Botham, mrs.

(222)

The literature and romance of
northern Europe. 1852. See Howitt (W:) and Howitt (M..)
See also Andersen (Hans Christian). The true story of my life.
1847. Bremer (Fredrika). An easter offering. 1850. Fryxell
(Anders). The history of Sweden, 1844.
Howitt (W:) and Howitt (M.. Botham, mrs. W:) The literature
W:)

and romance of northern Europe: constituting a complete history
of the literature of Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Iceland, with
copious specimens of the most celebrated histories, romances,
popular legends and tales, old chivalrous ballads, tragic and comic

443
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dramas, national and favourite songs, novels, and scenes from the
2 v. 12°. London, Colburn & co.,
life of the present day.
(223)

1852.

Howitt

(W:, translator).

carlia.

See

Bremer

(Predrika).

Life in Dale-

[1845.]

In Royal historiLondon, 1881, pp. 174-215.(224)
The Irish monks and the Norsemen. In Royal historical
society. Transactions, v. 8. 8° London, 1880, pp. 281-330. (225)
Htjddleston (Lady Diana de Vere Beauclerk, mrs. J: Walter). A
summer and winter in Norway. Illustrated by the author's
sketches. 4 pi. 12°. London, J: Murray, 1868.
(226)
Hurton (W:) A voyage from Leith to Lapland; or, pictures of

Howorth (H

:

H.)

The

early history of Sweden.

cal society. Transactions, v. 9. 8°

Scandinavia in 1850. 2 v. 12°. London, R: Bentley, 1851. (227)
Htjtchinson (Alexander Hadden.) Try Lapland. A fresh field for
summer tourists. With illustrations and a map. 2d ed. 8 pi. 1
12°
fol'd chart.
London, Chapman <& Sail, 1870.
(228)
Ibn Fozlan (Ahmed). Description by Ahmed Ibn-Fozlan (an eyewitness) of the ceremonies attending the incremation of the dead
body of a Norse chief, written in the early part of the tenth
century. Translated from Holmboe's Danish version of the
Arabic original, with notes by Joseph Anderson. In Society of
antiquaries of Scotland. Proceedings, v. 9. sm. 4°. Edinburgh.
1873, pp. 518-531.

Iceland and

its

8°.

v. 143.

explorers.

(i'J9)

[Anon.]

Edinburgh, A.

In "The Edinburgh review."

C: Black, no. 291, Jan. 1870. pp.

<£

222-250.

Iceland
Iceland

(280)

— and the change of faith.

1862.

in the year one thousand.

[Story

King (R J
of Gunnar and his
See

:

:)

sons.

London, J: W.
In "Fraser's magazine." v. 46. 8°
Parker & son, no. 276, Dec. 1852, pp. 643-652.
(231)
Icelandic literature. [Anon.] In "The National quarterly." v. 28.
8°.
New York, E: I. Sears, no. 55, Dec. 1873, pp. 61-75.
(232)
Illustrations of northern antiquities, from the earlier Teutonic
and Scandinavian romances being au abstract of the Book of
heroes, and Nibelungen lay; with translations of metrical tales,
from the Old German, Danish, Swedish, and Icelandic languages
with notes and dissertations. 4°. Edinburgh, J. Ballantyne & co.,

Anon.]

;

1814.
Note.

(233)

—Contains contributions by H

:

Weber, Robert Jamieson, and sir Walter

Scott.

Inglis (H

:

D

:)

A personal narrative of a journey through

part of Sweden, and the islands and states of

Norway,
Denmark. By
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Derwent Conway.
Constable

& co.,

The same.

& en.,

[Pseud.]

1829.

1

1 pi.

music.

Edinburgh, for

18°.

(Constable's miscellany, v. 38.)

map.

1 pi.

music.

12°.

(234)

London, for Whittaker

1835.

(234a)

The same 4th ecj. 12°. London, 1837.
Jameson (Robert). Sh Bdoh (Christian Leopold,

(234b)

:

Travels through

Norway and

Lapland.

freiherr von).

1813.

J amieson (Robert). See Illustrations of northern antiquities. 1814.
Jerrold (W: Blanchard). A brage-beaker with the Swedes; or,
notes from the North in 1852. Illustrated from sketches by the
author. 8 pi. 12°. London, N. Cooke, 1854.
(235)
Johnston (James Finlay Weir). On a gradual elevation of the land
in Scandinavia. In "The Edinburgh new philosophical journal." v. 15. 8°- Edinburgh, A.& C: Slack, no. 29, July 1833,
pp. 34-48.

(236)

Jon J6ksonn's
Icelander.

magazine."

[sic]

saga

:

the genuine autobiography of a

modern

Edited by G: Ralph Fitz-Roy Cole. In " Fraser's
v. 95, n. s. v. 15. 8°
London, Longmans, no 85, Jan.

1877, pp. 1-33.

The same.
8°

(237)

In

" Littell's living age."

v. 132,

5th series

v. 17.

Boston, Littelld: Gay, no. n05,Veb. 17, 1877, pp. 407-430. (237a)

Jones (G Matthew). Travels in Norway, Sweden, Finland, Russia,
and Turkey, [etc.] 2 v. 1 map. 8° London, J: Murray, 1S27. (238)
Jones (J.) Jones's guide to Norway, and salmon fisher's pocket
companion. Edited by F Tollrey. pis. 12° London, Longman,
:

:

1848.

(239)

A

Valhalla the myths of Norseland.
saga,
iu twelve parts. 12°
San Francisco, E. Bosqui &co., 1878. (240)
The same. 12° New York, B. Worthington, 1880.
(240a)

Jones

(Julia Clinton).

Keary (Anna

Maria) and Keary (Eliza). The heroes of Asgard.
from Scandinavian mythology. With illustrations by
Huard. Eng. tit. 7 pi. 16°. London, Macmillan & co., 1871. (241)
Keart (C Francis). The mythology of the Eddas how far of true
Teutonic origin. 8° Lgndon, Longmans, Green & co., 1882. (242)
Keary (Eliza). The heroes of Asgard. 1871. See Keary (Anna
Maria) and Keary (Eliza).
Tales

:

Keith (Sir Robert Murray). See Smyth
Memoir and correspondence of sir R. M.
Kenrick (W. S., translator). See Voltaire
de).
The history of Charles XII. 1780.

:

(Mrs. Gillespie, editor).Keith.

Ker (D See Hodder (Edwin, editor). All the
Kerdu (Pierre Marie Louis de Boisgelin de).
:)

Kerdu.

1849.

(Francois Marie Arouet.

world over. 1877.
See Boisgelin de
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(Jacob Rudolf). The private life of the old Northmen.
Translated from the posthumous works of R. Keyser. By the rev.

Keysek

(243)
M. R. Barnard. 12°. London, C'hapmyi & Hall, 1868.
The religion of the Northmen. Translated by Barclay Pen-

New

12°-

nock.

King (R J
:

York, C. B. Norton, 1854.

Iceland

:)

— and the change of

Quarterly review."

—

8°

vol. 111.

faith.

[Anon.]

In

(244)
" The

London, J: Murray, no. 221,

Jan. 1862, pp. 115-147.

(245)

- The same
The change of faith in Iceland. A.D. 1000. In
"Sketches and studies: descriptive and historical. By R. J.
(245a)
King '. 8°. London, J: Murray, 1874, pp. 147-196.
King (W :) Animadversions on the pretended account of Denmark.
:

:

[Anon.]

8°.

London, 1694.

The same. In "The
lected: with notes."

(246)

original

v. 1.

works of W: King.

12°

London, printed for the

1776, pp. 44-132.

Kneeland

Now first coleditor,

(246a)

An American

An

account of its scenery, people, and history, with a description of its millennial celebration in Aug. 1874; with notes on the Orkney, Shetland, and
Faroe Islands, and the great eruption [in Iceland] of 1875. 12 pi.
12°.
Boston, Lockwood, Brooks & co., 1876.
1 map.
(247)
Kobneb. (M., illustrator). See Lloyd (Lewis). The game birds and
wild fowl of Sweden and Norway. 1867.
Lainq (S:) Journal of a residence in Norway during the years
12°
London, Langmans, 1836.
1834, 1835 and 1836.
(248)
Observations on the social and political state of Denmark, and
the duchies of Sleswick and Holstein, in 1851 being the third
series of the notes of a traveller on the social and political state
(S

)

:

in Iceland.

:

of the European people.
Qreen,

A

& Longmans,

tour in

1 chart.

8°.

London, Longman, Brown,

1852.

(249)

Sweden in 1838; comprising observations on the

moral, political, and economical state of the Swedish nation. 8°.
London, Longman, Orme, Brown, Green, &~ Longmans, 1839.
(250)
See also Bjornstjerna (Grefve Magnus Fre.drik Ferdinand).
Snokki Sturltjson. The Heimskringla or, chronicle of the
kings of Norway. 1844.
;

Lahdob

(E: Wilson).

tive of the poetry

London, Saunders

Larned (Augusta).

&

Adventures in the north of Europe; illustraand philosophy of travel. 2 v. 2 pi. 12°
Otley, 1836.

(251)

Tales from the Norse grandmother, (the Elder
Edda.) Frontispiece. 12° New York, Phillips & Hunt, 1881. (252)
Larsen (A.) Dansk-norsk-engelsk ordbog. 8°. Kjobenhavn, 1880. (253)
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Latham

(Robert Gordon). Norway, and the Norwegians.
London, R: Bentley, 1840.
See also Tegner (Es^ias). Frithiof. 1838.

Latrobe

See

(B. H., translator).

Authentic

tory of counts Struensee and Brandt.

2 v.

12°.

(254)

elucidation of the his-

1789.

Northern Europe, (Denmark,
and political, in 1861. With a
May, 1862. 8°. London, Saunders,

Laurie (W: Ferguson Beatson).
Sweden, Russia,)

local,

succinct continuation
Otley

&

social,

down

to

1862.

co.,

(255)

Lays of Sweden and Finland, Svenska och Finska sanger. Arrangements and words by Selma Borg & Marie A. Brown. 30
Eng.

fol.
Philadelphia, L: Meyer, [1876.]
(256)
account of the Laplanders of Finmark, their
language, manners, and religion. (Newly translated.) In Pingeneral collection of voyages and travels, v. 1.
kerton (J:)

songs.

Leem

(Knud).

title,

An

A

London, Longmans, 180S, pp. 376-490,

4°

Legendary

(The) lore of Iceland.

1 pi.

In

[Anon.]

(257)

"

The Westminster

8°.
s. v. 30.
London, Trubner & co., no. 169,
July 1, 1866, pp. 122-147.
(258)
The same. In " Westminster review." Am. ed. v. 85, n. s. v. 30.
8°.
New York, L. Scott publishing Co., no. 169, July 1866, pp.

review."

v. 86, n.

n. s. no. 1,

(258a)

56-67.

Letters from Scandinavia. 1796. See Thomson (W :)
Lindberg (C. F., illustrator). See Montelius (Oscar).
from the iron age of Scandinavia. 1869.
Lindsay (W: Lauder). The flora of Iceland.

Remains

In "The Edinburgh

Edinburgh, A & C:
July 1861, pp. 64-101.
(259)
The same. In Botanical society of Edinburgh. Trausactions.
8°.
(259a)
v. 7.
Edinburgh, 1863, pp. 114-151.
(259b)
The same. 8°. Edinburgh, Neill & co., 1861.

new

philosophical journal."

Black, no.

—

-

On

8°-

v. 14, n. s.

1,

the eruption, in

May 1860,

of the Kotlugja, volcano, Iceland.

In "The Edinburgh new philosophical journal."
Edinburgh, A.

&

C: Black, no.

1,

v. 13, n.

8°.

s.

Jan. 1861, pp. 6-55, pi.

(map.)

2,

(260)

The same. 1 chart. 8° Edinburgh, Neill & co., 1861. (260a)
Linne (Carl von). Lachesis Lapponica, or a tour in Lapland [in

now first

published from the original manuscript journal
Lonby James E Smith. 2 v. 8°
don, printed for White & Cochrane, 1811.
(261)
Note. — The original Swedish ms. was translated into English by C Troilius.
Linton (W. J., illustrator). See Symington (Andrew James). Pen
1732],

of the celebrated Linnneus

;

:

:

and pencil sketches of Faroe and Iceland.

1862.
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(Lewis). Field sports of the north of Europe comprised in
a personal narrative of a residence in Sweden and Norway, in the
years 1827-28. "With numerous engravings. 2 v. 7 pi. 6 charts &
(262)
London, H: Colburn & R: Sentley, 1830.
maps. 8°
The game birds and wild fowl of Sweden and Norway; together with an account of the seals and salt-water fishes of those coun-

Llotd

;

Embellished with a map, 48 illustrations executed in
chromo lithography [by M. Korner], and 65 woodcuts. 8°. Lon-

tries.

don,

Lay & son,

Peasant

(263)

1867.

life in

Eng.

Sweden.

title,

8°

9 pi.

London, Tinsley
(264)

brothers, 1870.

Scandinavian adventures, during a residence of upwards of
twenty years. Eepresenting sporting incidents, and subjects of
natural history, and devices for entrapping wild animals. With
some account of the northern fauna. 2 v. 14 pi. 1 map. 8°
(265)

London, R: Bentley, 1854.

The home of the Eddas. "With a chapter
on the Sprengisandr by dr. C. Le Neve Poster. 1 map. 8°
(266)
London, S. Low, Hwston, Searle & Bivington, 1879.

Lock (C G Warnford).
:

:

Iceland, and

its

Resources. In "Journal of the Society of arts."

London, no. 1432, April 30, 1880, pp. 503-513, 1 map. (267)
(A) vacation ramble in Norway and Sweden. 1857. See "

v. 28. 8°

Long

X

and T."

Longfellow (H Wadsworth,
:

land,

Denmark,

Osgood

The

& co.,

Iceland,

editor).

Poems

Norway, Sweden.

of places,
16°.

v. 3. Scot-

Boston, J. M.

1876.

(268)

poets and poetry of Europe.

graphical notices.

Eng.

title, 1

port.

"With introductions and bio8°

Philadelphia, Carey

&

Hart, 1845.

(269)
Contains: Icelandic language and poetry, pp. 30-68: Danish language and
poetry, pp. 59-125 Swedish language and poetry, pp. 126-179.
:

Tegner's Prithiofs saga. [Anon.] Ln " The North American
Boston, Otis, Brooders, & co., no. 96, July
review." v. 45. 8°
1837, pp. 149-185.

-The same.
16°-

Boston, Ticknor

Lower (Mark

(270)

Ln "Prose works of H: W. Longfellow."

Antony).

&

Fields, 1857, pp. 321-371.

"Wayside notes in Scandinavia.

v. 1.

(271)
12°.

Lon-

H. S. King, 1874.
(272)
Lubbock (Lady Ellen Prances Hordern, mrs. J :) The ancient shellmounds of Denmark. Ln Galton (Francis). "Vacation tourists
and notes of travel in 1862-3 8°. London, Macmillan & co., 1864,
don,

pp. 357-371-.

(273)
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*

Lubbock

(Sir J:, editor).

Nilsson

See

habitants of Scandinavia.

(Sven).

The primitive

in-

1868.

Lumsden

(Rev. James). Sweden its religious state and prospects.
London, J. Nisbet & Co., 1855.
(274)
Lund (H.) See Rase: (Rasmus Kristian). A short method of learning the old Norsk tongue or Icelandic. 1868.
Lundgren (E., illustrator). See Stephens (Sir G :) and Cavallius
;

18°

(H.)

Old Norse fairy

tales.

[1881.]

Luyster (I. M., translator). See Plon (Eugene). Thorvaldsen. 1873.
Lyell (Sir C:) The Bakerian lecture. On the proofs of a gradual
rising of the land in certain parts of Sweden. In Royal society

—

London. Philosophical transactions. For the year 1835.
Parti. 4° London, R. Taylor, 1835, pp. 1-38, 2 pi.
(275)
Mabie (Hamilton Wright). Norse stories retold from the Eddas.
of

12°.

Boston, Roberts brothers, 1882.

Macaulay
cois

(276)

See Voltaire (Franhistory of Charles XII.
1859.

(T: Babington, baron Macaulay).

Marie Arouet

Macdowall
the gods.

MacGahan

de).

The

(M. W., translator). See "Wagner (Dr. W.) Asgard and
1880.

A.) Under the northern lights. With illustrations
by G. R. de Wilde. 1 map. 8°. London, S. Low, Marston, Searle

&

(J.

Rivington, 1876.

Macgregor

(277)

The Rob Roy on

(J:)

the Baltic:

A

canoe cruise

through Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Sleswig, Holstein, the
North Sea, and the Baltic. With numerous illustrations, maps,
and music. 16°. London, S. Low, son <$; Marston, 1867.
(278)
(Sir G Steuart, bart.) Travels in the island of Iceland,
during the summer of the year 1810. 15 pi. 2 maps. 4°
Edinburgh, T. Allan <& co.Jor A. Constable & co., 1811.
(279)
The same Travels in Iceland. New ed., revised by the author.
8°
Edinburgh, W: & R. Chambers, 1842.
(279a)
Mackinley (D editor). See Symington (Andrew James). Pen
and pencil sketches of Faroe and Iceland. 1862.
Mackinnon (Rev. Donald Hilaro Ouseley Dimsdale). Lapland life;
Map & ills.
or, summer adventures in the Arctic regions. 2d ed.
8°
London, Kirby & Endean, 1878.
(280)
Macmillan (Rev. Hugh). From Christiana to Molde. In " Macmillan's magazine." v. 18. 8°- London, Macmillan & co., no.
(281)
105, July 1868, pp. 258-268.
Holidays on high lands or, rambles and incidents in search of
London, Macmillan & co., 1S69.
Alpine plants. 12°
(282)

Mackenzie

:

:

:,

;

A ramble

Contains: Chapter iv.
pp. 144-225: chapter

flora,

v.

through Norway, the cradte of the highland

The Skjeggedal-foss

in

Norway, pp.

226-255.
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(Olof).
A compendious history of the Goths, Swedes, &
Vandals and other northern nations, fol. London, J. Streator,

Magnus

(283)

1658.

Magnusson

(Eirikr,

Arnason

See

translator).

Icelandic

(J6n).

Gunnlaugs saga
1869.
1804.
Grettis saga.
ORMSTUNGU. 1869.
and Morris (W :) Three northern love stories, and other tales.
Translated from the Icelandic by E. Magnusson and W: Morris.

legends.

(284)
London, Ellis & White, 1875.
Volsunga saga the story of the Volsungs & Niblungs
with certain songs from the Elder Edda. Translated from the
Morris. 8°. London, F. S.
Icelandic by E. Magnusson and

12°

:

W

:

(285)

Ellis, 1870.

(Paul Henri). Northern antiquities; or, a description of
the manners, customs, religion and laws of the ancient Danes,
~and other northern nations; including those of our own Saxon
ancestors. With a translation of the Edda, or system of Runic
mythology, and other pieces, from the ancient Icelandic tongue.
With additional notes by the English translator [T Percy], and

Mallet

:

Goranson's Latin version of the Edda.

&

Carnan

London, T.

8°.

(286)

1770.

CO.,

The same.
The same

2 v.

(286a)
Edinburgh, C. Stewwrt, 1809.
New ed., revised throughout, and considerably enlarged with a translation of the prose Edda from the original Old
Norse text and notes critical and explanatory, by I. A. Blackwell.
London, H: O. Bohn,l$4H. (Bohn's Antiquarian
1 col'd pi. 12°

2 v.

8°.

:

;

;

(286b)

library.)

Great and good deeds of Danes, Norwegians, and
Holsteinians. Collected by Ove Mailing, and translated [from the
Danish] into English by the author of A Tour in Zealand [Anders

Malling

(Ove).

Andersen Feldborg.] Port.

4°.

London, C.

&B. Baldwin, 1807 .(287)

See Tegner (Esaias). The Frithiofsaga. Translated by W. L. Blackley. 1879.
Marryat (Horace). One year in Sweden; including a visit to the
2 v., map & 34 pi. 12°. London,
isle of Gotland [i.e. Gottland.]

Malmstrom

(A., illustrator).

J: Murray, 1862.
residence in Jutland, the Danish

A

Eng.

titles.

Marsh (G

:

24

pi. 1

map.

12°.

Perkins, translator). See

literature.

Muller

(288)

and Copenhagen. 2 v.
London, J: Murray, 1860. (289)
isles,

Molbech

(Peter Erasmus).

decline of Icelandic historical literature.

Swedish

grammar

literature.

Rask (Rasmus

(Christian).

The

Swedish
and

origin, progress

— Nyertjp

Kristian).

A

(Rasmus).

compendious

of the Old-Northern or Icelandic language.

1838.
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Marshall

(Joseph). Travels through Holland, Flanders, Germany,
Denmark, Sweden, Lapland, Kussia, the Ukraine, and Poland, in
the years 1768, 1769, and 1770. In which is particularly minuted,

the present state of those countries, respecting their agriculture,

population, manufactures, commerce, the arts and useful under-

London, printed for J. Almon, 1772.
3 v. 8°. London, printed for
ed.

8°-

3 v.

takings.

The same: The 2d

(290)

J Almon,
(290a)

1773.

Travels through Denmark, pp. 121-291 Sweden, pp. 293
Sweden continued [including LaplandJ, pp. 1-102.

Contains:
379: v. 3.

v. 2.

Martiniere

:

(Pierre Martin de

la).

Anew

voyage

to the North:

containing, a full account of Norway; the Laplands, both Danish,

Swedish and Muscovite, [etc.], with the description of the religion and customs of these several nations [etc.] Now done into
English. [Anon.] 1 pi. 12°
London, printed for T: Hodgson
d-

A. Barker, 1706.

Maxwell (J

'

The

S.)

:

Czar, his court and people

Norway and Sweden.

Mat

(A.)

A

practical

12°.

:

(291)

including a tour in

NewYork, Baker & Scribner,\%48. (292)
of the Swedish language, with

grammar

reading and writing exercises. 12°. Stockholm, Horberg, 1849. (293)

A

Meadowe

narrative of the principal actions in the wars
(Philip).
betwixt Sueden and Denmark, before and after the Koschild
treaty, &c. with a view of the Suedish and other affairs as they
stood in Germany, in 1675, with relation to England. 8°. Lon;

don, 1677.

(294)

Meredith (W:
and Norway

Memorials of Charles..John, king of Sweden
illustrative of his character of his relations with
the emperor Napoleon; and of the present state of his kingdoms.
8°
"With a discourse on the political character of Sweden.
London,

Merivale

H:

G:)

:

;

Colburn, 1829.

(295)

The conversion

(C:)

The

of the Northern nations.

year 1865 delivered at the Chapel royal,
Whitehall. 8°. London, Longmans, 1866.
(296)
Metcalfe (Rev. P :) The Englishman and the Scandinavian or,

Boyle lectures

for the

;

a comparison of Anglo-Saxon and Old Norse literature.
•

London, Trilbner
The same. 8°

& co.,

1880.

8°.

(297)

Boston, D. Lothrop

& co.,

[1881.]

(297a)

The Oxonian in Iceland; or notes of travel in that island in
the summer of 1860, with glances at Icelandic folk-lore and sagas.
4 pi. 1 map. 8°. London, Longman, Green, Longman & Roberts,
1861.

(298)

The same cheap
:

1867.

ed.

4

pi.

1

map.

12°.

London, J: C. Hotten,
(298a)
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The Oxonian

Norway

in

or,

;

notes of excursions in that country
12°

Frontispieces.

2 v.

in 1854-1855.

London, Hurst

.

& Blackett,
(299)

1856.

The Oxonian in Thelemarken
western Norway in the summers of
;

at the
12°.

notes of travel in south-

or,

1856 and 1857. "With glances
v. Frontispieces. 1 map.

legendary lore of that district. 2
London, Hurst & Blackett, 1858.

The Saxon and

Norseman;

the

or,

(Printed for private circu-

landic conjointly with Anglo-Saxon.

(301)

Oxford, 1876.

8°.

lation.)

(300)

a plea for the study of Ice-

Mildmay (C.E.St. John, illustrator). See Gisla saga Sijrssonar. 1866.
Miles (Pliny). Foreign contributions to the Boston Post. Wanderings in Iceland in 1852. By a Yankee. 12°. New York, C: B.
Norton, 1854.
The same Nordurfari, or rambles in Iceland.
:

(302)
12°.

New

C: B. Norton, 1854.

The same:

(303)

London, Longman, Brown, Green

12°.

York,

&

Longmans,

(303a)
(The Traveller's library, v. 4.)
Norway, and her Laplanders, in 1841 with a few
jr.)
hints to the salmon fisher. 8°. London, J: Murray, 1842. (304)
Millbank (Miss Alice, illustrator). See Sixty-one,' pseudonym.

1854.

Milford

(J

:

: ,

A

'

Norway in 1873.
Millbank (F illustrator). See Sixty-one,' pseudonym.
Norway in 1873.
Miller (Hugh). Norway and its glaciers. In " Essays
trip to

'

:,

and biographical,
Edinburgh, A.

Milner

(Rev.

T

notice of the

Brown, Green,

&
:)

and

literary

By

scientific.

A trip to
historical

H. Miller."

C. Black, 1862, pp. 398-405.

The Baltic,
White Sea.

& Longmans,

its gates,

1

map.

shores,
12°.

12°.

(305)

and cities with a
London, Longman,
;

1854.

(306)

(F :, translator). See Bremer (Fredrika). Life, letters and
posthumous works. 1868.
Mitchel (J., translator). See Vertot (Renfi Aubert, sieur de). The
history of the revolution in Sweden. 1729.

Milow

Molbech

(Christian).

Swedish

the painter Horberg.

literature:

The

life

and works of

Translated and abridged by G: Perkins

Marsh. In " The American eclectic." v. 1. 8°. New York, W.
B. Peters, 1841, pp. 313-332.
(307)
Moleswokth (Robert, viscount Molesworth). An account of Denmark, as it was in the year 1692. [^nora.] 12°. London, 1694. (308)
King (W :)
See also Cbtjll (Jodocus).
Monteith (W:, editor). See Narrative of the conquest of Fin-

—

land.

1854.
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Monteltus

Remains from the iron age

(Oscar).

Illustrations

by

C. F. Lindberg.

Parts 1

&2

of Skandinavia.

in 1 v. 9 pi.

Stockholm, I. Hwggstrom, 1869.

Moore

(Joseph,

4°.

(309)

Outlying Europe and the nearer Orient.
8°
Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott

jr.)

narrative of recent travel.

A
&

1880.
(310)
Contains: Denmark, pp. 410-430 :Norway, pp. 421-435: Sweden, pp. 436-455.

co.,

Morgan
land.

Morrice

(E.

Delmar).

See Coles (J

Summer

:)

travelling in Ice-

1882.

(F: Lancelot Hamilton).

across Lapland.

The

nightless North.

A

walk

Cambridge, Jones, 1881.
(311)
Morris ("W :) The story of Sigurd the Volsung and the fall of the
Niblungs. 8°- Boston, Roberts brothers, 1877.
(312)
Three northern love stories. 1875. See Magnusson (Eirikr)
8°.

and Morris.
Volsunga saga. 1870. See Magetusson (Eirikr) and Morris.
See also Grettis saga. 1869.
Gunnlaugs saga ormstungu.

—

1869.

Morton

(Creditor). See Whitelocke (Bulstrode).
the Swedish ambassy. 1772.

Muckleston (Rev. Rowland,
The Frithiof saga. 1862.

Muller

translator).

A

journal of

See Tegjjer

(Esaias).

(F Max). Chips from a German workshop, v. 2. Essays
on mythology, tradition, and customs. 8°. London, Longmans,
Green,

:

& co.,

1867.

Contains : The Norsemen in Iceland, pp. 189-196
Norse, pp. 219-238

Muller

:

(313)
Popular tales from the

The

origin, progress and decline of IceTranslated from the original in the
Nordisk tidsskrift for oldkyndighed, with notes by G P. Marsh.

(Peter Erasmus).

landic historical literature.

:

In "The American

eclectic."

8°.

New

York,

W. B.

Peters, v. 1,

1841, pp. 446-468 : v. 2, 1841, pp. 131-146.
(314)
On the palaeozoic deposits of Scan-

Murchison (Roderick Impey).

dinavia and the Baltic provinces of Russia, and their relations to
azoic or more crystalline rocks. In Geological society of London.

Quarterly journal,

467-494.

On

v. 1.

8°.

London, Longmans, 1845, pp.
(315)

the Silurian and associated rocks in Dalecarlia, and on the

succession from lower to upper Silurian in Smoland, Oland and

Gothland, and in Scania. In Geological society of London.
Quarterly journal, v. 3. 8° London, Longmans, 1847, pp. 1-46,
1 pi.

(316)
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Hand-book for northern Europe including Denmark,
:)
Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Russia. New ed. 2 v. 7 maps
(317)
& plans. 16°. London, J: Murray, 1849.
The same A hand-book for travellers in Denmark, Norway,
LonSweden, and Iceland. 3d ed., rev. 1 Map. 3 plans. 12°
(317a)
don, J: Murray, 1868.
Thesame. 3v.ini. 6maps. 13°. London, J.-.Murray, 1871. (317b)
Thesame: Murray's hand-books for travellers. Norway. 8°.

Murray (J

;

:

London, J: Murray, 1869.

(318)

(318a)
The same 6th ed. 12° London, J: Murray, 1878.
Narjoux (Felix). Notes & sketches of an architect taken during a
:

•

Translated from the French

journey in the north-west of Europe.
by.T:Peto. With 214 illustrations.
Marston, Searle d- Swington, 1876.
Contains: Denmark, pp. 291-403, 3

pi.

8

8°.

pi.

London, S. Low,
(319)

& 44 wood engravings.

of the conquest of Finland by the Russians in the years
LonEdited by gen. Monteith. [Anon.] 1 map. 12°

Narrative
1808-9.

don, L. Booth, 1854.

v. 38.

(320)

Norway. [Anon.] In " Fraser's magazine."
London, J. W. Parker, 1848, no. 223, July, pp. 71-79:

Naturalist (The)
8°.

in

no. 224, August, pp. 180-187: no. 225, September, pp. 311-319. (321)

New

(A) pocket dictionary of the English and Danish languages.
16°.

[Anon.]

New

Leipsic, C. Tauchnitz [n. d.]

(322)

(A) pocket dictionary of the English and Swedish languages.
16°.

[Anon.]

New

Leipsic, O. Tauchnitz

(A) voyage to the North.

Martin de

Newland
extracts

d.]

See

(323)

Martiniere

(Pierre

la.)

(Rev. H:)

Forest scenes in

from the journal of

Eoutledge

[re.

1706.

& co.,

Norway and Sweden: being

a fisherman.

8 pi.

12°

London, G:

1854.

(324)

The same 2d ed. 8 pi. 12° London, G: Roufledge & co., 1855. (324a)
Nicoll (James, supposed author). See Historical (An) and de:

scriptive account of Iceland.

Nihil

(Mr.,

London,

pseudonym).

Cassell, Fetter

&

Up

1842.

the Elbe, and on to

Galpin, [1865.]

Norway.

12°.

(325)

Nilsson (Sven). The primitive inhabitants of Scandinavia. An
essay on comparative ethnography, and a contribution to the history of the development of mankind containing a description of
the implements, dwellings, tombs, and mode of living of the savages in the north of Europe during the stone age. 3d ed., revised
by the author, and translated from his own manuscript. Edited,
and with an introduction by sir J: Lubbock. 16 pi. 8°. London,
Longmans, Green & co., 1868.
(326)
:
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Njals

Tlie story of

saga.

of the tenth century.

Burnt Njal or

Prom the

2 v. 6 pi. 3 maps. 8°. Edinburgh,

Nonnen

(Emily, translator).

and posthumous works.

Norway.

See

life in

Iceland at the end

G

by

Icelandic

"Webbe Dasent.

:

Edmonston & Douglas,

Bremer

(Predrika).

1861. (327)

Life, letters,

1868.

Norwegian

special catalogue for the International exChristiana, printed
hibition at Philadelphia 1876. 2 maps. 8°

by B. 31. Bentzen, 1876.

Norway

(328)

an illustrated handbook for

:

berg (Christian).
Norway, exhibited
various authors.

travellers.

1875.

See Tons-

in engravings, with a brief description by
[Danish and English text.] 160 wood-eng. 12°.

Christiana, C. Tonsberg, 1882.

Notes on a yacht voyage
(C:W:)

to

(329)

Hardanger

fjord.

[1855.]

See

Rothery

Nyertjp (Rasmus). Swedish literature Olof Rudbeck the elder and
his Atlantica. Translated with some slight alterations and more
copious extracts from the author reviewed by G P. Marsh. In
" The American eclectic." v. 1. 8°. New York, W. R. Peters, 1841,
:

:

:

pp. 63-81.

Odin (The)
62, n.

Oct,

1,

s.

(330)

religion.
v. 6.

8°.

In " The Westminster review."
London, J: Chapman, no. 123, n. s. v. 6, no.
[Anon.]

1854, pp. 311-344.

v.
2,

(331)

Ohlenschxager (Adam

Gottlob). The Gods of the North, an epic
poem, translated from the original Danish into English verse by
W: E: Prye. 8° London, W: Pickering; Paris, Stassin &
Xamer, 1845.
(332)
A manual of Scandinavian
See also Pigott (Grenville).

mythology. 1839.
<5lafsson (Eggert) and Palsson (Bjarni). Travels in Iceland: performed by order of his Danish majesty. Containing observations
on the manners and customs of the inhabitants, a description of
the lakes, rivers,' glaciers, hot-springs, and volcanoes; of the
various kinds of earths, stones, fossils, and petrifactions, as well
as of the animals, insects, fishes, &c. Translated from the Dan8°
1 map.
London,
ish [and abridged by P. W. B.] 4 pi.

In

A collection of modern and contemporary voyages

and
London, for R. Phillips, 1806.
(333)
Old Norse mirror of men and manners. [Anon.] In "The Quarterly review." v. 143. 8°. London, J: Murray, no. 285, Jan.
1805.

travels,

v. 2.

8°.

1877, pp. 51-82.

The same. In "

(334)
Littell's living age."

Boston, Littelltf Gay, no. 1710,

March

v. 132,

5th series

v. 17.

24, 1877, pp. 738-754.

8°

(334a)
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(The) popular ballads and songs of Sweden. [Anon.] In "The
Foreign quarterly review." 8°. London, Black & Armstrong, v.
25, no. 49, April 1840, pp. 25-48: v. 26, no. 51, Oct. 1840, pp. 29-

Old

56.

On

(335)

the character of the old northern poetry.

North

British review."

v. 46, n. s. v. 7. 8°.

In "The
Edinburgh, Edmon[Anon.]

&

Douglas, no. 91, March, 1867, pp. 111-161.
(336)
On the moral state and political union of Sweden and Norway.
1840. See Bjornstjerna (Qrefve Magnus Fredrik Ferdinand).
ston

On the Teutonic

languages and

rnathic journal

and

mans, Bees, Orme,

Oscar

Brown

[Anon.]

literature.

literary review."

& Green,

v. 4.

In

"

The Philo-

London, Long-

8°.

1826, part 2, pp. 231-243. (337)

A

Fredrik, king of Sweden.
Translated from the original Swedish
II.

memoir of Charles XII.
by G: F. Apgeorge. 2 pi.

London, S: Bentley & son, 1879.
(338)
(Miss E. J.) In Iceland. In" Good Words." v. 17. 8°.
London, Daldy, Isbister & co., 1876, July, pp. 472-478, 3 ill.;
August, pp. 543-549, 4 ill. September, pp. 632-637, 3 ill.
(339)
The same: By fell and fjord; or, scenes and studies in Iceland.
12°. Edinburgh, W: Blackwood & sons, 1882.
1 map.
(339a)
Ottb (Emily C.) Denmark and Iceland. With illustrations. 12
pi.
2 map. 12°. London, S. Low, Marston, Searle, dfr Mivington, 1881.
(Foreign countries and British colonies.)
(340)
How to learn Danish (Dano-Norwegian) a manual for students
of Danish. Based upon the Ollendorffian system of teaching languages, and adapted for self-instruction. 12°
London, Trubner
8°-

Oswald

;

:

& co.,

1879.

(341)

Key. 12°
London, Trubner & co., 1879.
(341a)
Scandinavian history. 4 maps. 12°. London, MacmiHan & co.,

The same:
1874.

(342)

Paijkdll (Carl Wilhelm von).
by rev. M. R. Barnard.
6

A summer
pi.

1868.

Palgrave (Robert Harry

8°.

in Iceland.

Translated

London, Chapman
'

&

Hall,
(343)

Notes on banking in Great
Britain and Ireland, Sweden, Denmark and Hamburg; with
some remarks on the banking law of Sweden. 8°- London, J:
Murray, 1873.
(344)
Palsson (Bjarni). Travels in Iceland. 1805. See 6lafsson (Eggert)
and Palsson.
Palsson (<5lafr). See Symington (Andrew James). Pen and pencil
sketches of Faroe and Iceland. 1862.
Parky (Dr. C:, illustrator). See Boisgelin de Kbbdd (Pierre
Marie Louis de). Travels through Denmark and Sweden. 1810.
Inglis).
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Pax, pseudonym. Letters on the Sound-dues-question. 8°. New
York, G. B. Teubner, 1855.
(345)
Peaks, passes, and glaciers being excursions by members of the
Alpine club. Second series. Edited by E: Shirley Kennedy.
2 v.
12 pi. 14 maps. 12°
London, Longman, Green, Longman, & Roberts, 1862.
(346)
Contains, v. 1. Holland (E: Tharstan). A tour in Iceland in the summer
of 1861, pp. 1-128, 1 pi. 1 map. v. 2. Hardy (J: F :) The glaciers of Norway.
;

:

A visit to the Jokuls glacier, pp. 427-441.
Prisons and reformatories at home and abroad
being the transactions of the international penitentiary congress
held in London July 3-13, 1872. 8°
London, Longmans, Green,

Peaks (Edwin).

& eo.,

1872.

(347)

Contains: Denmark, pp. 39-41:
Almqyist, pp. 199-210, 608-611.

H

Norway, pp, 177-186: Sweden, by G. F.

Earl Godwin and Earl Harold. In " The North
8°
v. 52, n. s. v. 13.
London, for Edmonston
Douglas, no. 103, April 1870, pp. 28-68.
(348)

Pearson (C

:

:)

British review."

&

Pearson

(G., illustrator). See Goddard (Julia). Wonderful stories
from northern lands. 1871.
Peirce (B Mills). U. S. State department. A report on the resources of Iceland and Greenland. 2 maps. 8°
Washington,
:

Government printing

Pennock

office,

1868.

(Barclay, translator).

See

(349)

Keyser

The

(Jacob Rudolf).

Religion of the Northmen. 1854.
Percy (T bishop of Dromore). Five pieces of Runic poetry translated from the Icelandic language.
[Anon.] 12°. London, for
B. & J. Dodsley, 1763.
(350)
The same. In Mallet (Paul Henri). Northern antiquities. 8°.
:,

Edinburgh, C. Stewart, 1809, v. 2, pp. 279-338.
See also Edda Snorra Sttjrlusonar.

— Mallet

Northern

Petersen

antiquities.

6.

New

8°

York, G: P.

"

Putnam's magazine."
& sons, no 33, Sept.

Putnam

1870, pp. 318-322.

Scandinavia. In

&

co.,

no. 5,

May

H.)

1770.

Danish peasants. In

(Clemens).

New series v.

(350a)
(P.

(351)

"The Galaxy."

v. 17.

8°

New

York, Sheldon

6,

June

1874, pp. 770-

1874, pp. 610-618: no.

778.

(352)

A

Norwegian-Danish grammar and
reader, with a vocabulary; designed for American students of
Chicago, S. C. Griggs &
the Norwegian-Danish language. 12°

Peterson

co.,

Peto

(Rev. C. J. P.)

1872.

(353)

(J:, translator).

an architect.

1876.

See

Narjoux

(Felix).

Notes

&

sketches of
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Pfeiffer (Ida Reyer). Journey to Iceland; and travels in Sweden
and Norway. From the German by Charlotte Fenimore Cooper.
(354)
12°. London, R: Berdley, 1852.
— The same. 12°. New York, G: P. Putnam, 1852. (Putnam's

—

(355)

library for the people.)

Philippart

Memoirs and campaigns of Charles John, prince

(J:)

royal of Sweden.

1

portrait.

1814
Philips' series of travelling maps.
Philojtjvenis, pseudonym. Bdda;
1875. See Hambro (C. J.)

Pigott

A

(Grenville).

London, G.

8°.

Sarrington,

J.

(356)

See
or,

Bartholomew

(J

:)

the tales of a grandmother.

manual of Scandinavian mythology, conEddas and of the religion
by translations from Oehlenschlager's Dan-

taining a popular account of the two
of Odin.
ish

Illustrated

poem The Gods

of the North.

London, W: Pickering,

12°.

(357)

1839.

Plon

Thorvaldsen

(Eugene).

:

his life

and works.

Translated from

the French by I. M. Luyster. Illustrated by 35 woodcuts from
the master's compositions, engraved by Carbonneau from draw12°. Boston, Roberts
Portrait, 34 pi.
ings by F. Gaillard.
brothers, 1873.

(358)

See Longfellow (H Wadsworth).
Pontoppidan (Erik). The natural history of Norway containing,
a particular and accurate account of the temperature of the air,

Poems

of places.

1876.

:

:

the different

waters, vegetables, metals, minerals, stones,

soils,

together with the dispositions, customs,
and manner of living of the inhabitants interspersed with physiological notes from eminent writers, and transactions of academies. Translated from the Danish original. 2 v. 27 pi. 2 maps,
fol.
London, printed for A. Linde, 1755.
(359)
Porter (Robert Ker). Travelling sketches in Russia and Sweden,
during the years 1805, 1806, 1807, 1808. 2 v. 41 col'd pi. 4°.
London, for R. Phillips, 1809.
(360)
(360a)
The same. 8°. Philadelphia, Hopkins & Marie, 1809.
beasts, birds,

and

fishes

;

:

Powell

(F: York).

An

FfjssoN (Gudbrand)

Powell

(G:

legends.

E.

J.,

Icelandic prose reader.

1879.

See Vig-

and Powell.

translator).

See Arnason (Jon).

Icelandic

1864.

Norway. Views of wild scenery: and Journal. 28 pi.
London, Hamilton, Adams & co., 1834.
(361)
The same: Norway and its scenery. Comprising the Journal of
a tour by E Price, with considerable additions. And a road-book
for tourists, with hints to anglers and sportsmen.
Edited and

Price

(E:)

4°.

:
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compiled by T: Forester.

22

London, H: &: Bohn,

12°.

pi.

(361a)
(Bohn's illustrated library.)
Prior (R: Chandler Alexander). Ancient Danish ballads translated
London, Williams & Norgate,
from the originals. 3 v. 8°
1853.

1860.

(362)

Pritchett (Robert

&

London, Virtue

4°.

series, v. 16.

Norway. In

Taylor).

"

The Art journal." New

co., [1870.],

pp. 9-12, 33-6,

81-4, 105-8, 145-8, 169-72, 209-12, 225-7, 273-6, 289-92, 329-32,

353-6, 68

way. 35

(363)

ills.

The same

" (Jamie Norge."

:

95

pi.

Ptle (Howard,
Siegfried.

ills,

Rambles and scrambles

in text. 4°. London, Virtue

Baldwin

See

illustrator).

(E :)

& co., 1879.

(James).

The

(363a)

story of

1882.

Quiding (Charlotte Bremer, Mrs.)
letters, and posthumous works.

Rae

in Nor-

The land

of the north wind

landers ^and the Samoyedes.

Bremer

See

(Fredrika).

Life,

1868.

3 pi.

or, travels

;

1

map.

among

12°

the Lap.
London, J.-

Murray', 1875.

(364)

A

compendious grammar of the OldNorthern or Icelandic language: compiled and translated from the
grammars of Rask,^by G: P. Marsh. 12°. Burlington, M. John-

Rase (Rasmus

&

son

co.,

Kristian).

1838.

The same

:

(365)

A grammar of

the Icelandic or Old Norse tongue,

from the Swedish by G: Webbe Dasent. 1 pi. 8°.
London, W: Pickering; Frankfort ojM. Jceger's library, 1843. (365a)
The same A short practical and easy method of learning the Old
Norsk tongue or Icelandic language after the Danish of E. Rask
by H. Lund. (The vocabulary by Jon A. Hjaltalin.) 12° London, F. Thimm, 1868.
(Franz Thimm's series of European
grammars after an easy and practical method. Part xi.) (365b)
Danish grammar. Edited by Thorl. Gudm. Repp. 2d ed. 8°.

translated

,

:

Copenhagen,

J.

H.

Schultz, 1846.

Reed (Pamelia M. Converse,

(366)

Mrs. Joseph J.).

The adventures of Olaf

Tryggveson, king of Norway. A tale of the tenth century, showing how Christianity was introduced into Norway. 16°. London,
J. Masters, 1865.

(367)

A

See Whitelocke (Bulstrode).
journal of
the Swedish embassy. 1855.
Remonstrance (A) of his sacred royal majesty of Sweden. 1659.
*
See Carl X. Gustaf. King of Sweden.
Repp (Thorleifr Gudmundsson). Ferraloog Repps. Dansk-engelske

Reeve

(H:, editor).

ordbog. 1867. See

Ferral

(J. S.)

and Repp.
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A historical

treatise

on

by

trial

jury,
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wager of law, and other

co-ordinate forensic institutions, formerly in use in Scandinavia

and in Iceland.

8°.
Edinburgh, T. Clark. 1832.
(368)
See also Rask (Rasmus Kristian). Danish grammar. 1846.
Rink (Henrik Johannes). Danish Greenland its people and its products. Edited by dr. Robert Brown. "With illustrations by the

Eskimo, and a map.

&

16 pi.

map.

1

12°.

London, H. S. King

co„ 1877.

Rosing

(369)

Engelsk-Dansk ordbog.

(S.)

12°.

4de forogede udgave.

Koberihavn, den Oyldendalske boghandel, 1874.

(370)

Ross (W: Alexander). A yacht voyage to Norway, Denmark, and
Sweden. 2 v. 12°. London, H: Colburn, 1848.
(371)
The same: 2d ed. Frontispiece. 12°. London, S: Colburn,
1849.

(371a)

Rothery (C:W:) Notes on
the adjacent estuaries.

a yacht voyage to Hardanger fjord, and
[Anon.] 26 pi. 1 map. 8°
London

Longman, Brown, Green, & Longman, [1855.]
(372)
Russell (Rev. Michael, supposed author). See Historical (An)
and descriptive account of Iceland. 1842.
S^emundar hinn frodi. See Edda S^mundar.
Saga (The) of Gunnlaug the worm-tongue. See GKjnnlaugs saga
ormstungu.

Salter

Rough

(T. P.)

notes of a farmer during an agricultural

Denmark and Sweden,

tour through Russia, Prussia,

in

London, 1846.

8°.

1842.

August
(373)

Sandberg (Christer Peter). On engineering in Sweden. Edited
by James Forrest. 1 chart. 8° London, W. Clowes & sons,
1875.

(374)

Sargent (H Winthrop). Skeleton tours through England, Scotland, Ireland, Wales, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Russia, Poland,
:

and Spain.

Save

(Carl).

16°

papers of the late
4°.

New

York, D. Appleton &co., 1870.

Some Runic
dr.

Save edited by G: Stephens.

Upsala, E. Berling, 1878.

scientiarum Upsaliensis."

(375)

From

stones in northern Sweden.

3d

In

"

Nova

13

acta Regiae societatis

series, v. 10, no. 8.

(376)

Wheaton (H

Scandinavian mythology.

1829.

Schefper

history of Lapland wherein are

(Johannes).

The

See

:)

the original manners, habits, marriages, conjurations,
people. Eng. title, 1 chart, fol. Oxford, 1674.

Schleisner

(P. A.)

society of London.

part

1,

March

Vital statistics of Iceland.

Journal,

1851, pp. 1-10.

v. 14.

8°.

the

woodeng.

shewed
&c, of that
(377)

In Statistical

London, J:

W:

Parker,
(378)
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Schotjltz (Anne von, translator).
tory of Sweden.

Schubeler (Frederik
ducts of Norway.
nard.

map,

1

See

Fryxell

(Anders).

The

Christian). Synopsis of the vegetable proTranslated from the m.s. by revd. M. It. Bar-

1 chart.

4°.

Christiania, Brogger

&

Christie,

1862.

Schulz

his-

1844.

(379)

(Albert).

An essay on

the influence of "Welsh tradition

upon

Germany, France, and Scandinavia. Translated
from the German. 8°. Llandovery, W. Rees, 1841.
(380)
Scott (C: H:) The Danes and the Swedes: being an account of a
visit to Denmark, including Schleswig-Holstein and the Danish
islands; with a peep into Jutland, and a journey across the peninsula of Sweden. Embracing a sketch of the most interesting
points in the history of those countries. 12°- London, Longman,
Brown, Green, & Longmans, 1856
(381)
Scott (Sir Walter). See Illustrations of northern antiquities.
the literature of

1814.

Sefstrom

(Nils Gabriel).

An

investigation of the furrows

which

traverse the Scandinavian mountains in certain directions, to-

[Translated by
H. Thomas.] In Scientific memoirs. Edited by R Taylor,
8°.
v. 3.
London, B: & J: E. Taylor, 1843, part 9, pp. 81-144,
1 map.
(382)

gether with the probable cause of their origin.
S.

,

:

Several years travels [etc.] 1702. See Bromley (W
Sexe (Sjurd Aamundsen). On the rise of land in Scandinavia,
:)

Christiania, published by the university, 1872.

sm. 4°.

Up

(383)

Notes on a journey from London to
Lulea and into Lapland [in the summer of 1871.] Eng. title,
frontispiece & map. 12°. London, Chapman & Sail, 1872. (384)

Shairp (T :)

Shaw

(C

Shepard

:,

in the north.

See

translator).

(J. S.)

Andersen

Over the Dovrefjelds.

1873.

(Carl).

12°.

Rosenborg. [1869.]
London, H. S. King,
(385)

The same 2d ed. Frontispiece, 2 ills. 16° London, H. S.
(385a)
King & co., 1874.
Shepherd (C: W:) The north-west peninsula of Iceland: being
the journal of a tour in Iceland in the spring and summer of
:

1862.
co.,

2 col'd

1

pi.

map.

12°

London, Longmans, Green,

1867.

&

(386)

A history of the late revolution in Sweden
containing an account of the transactions of
the three last diets in that country preceded by a short abstract of
the Swedish history, so far as was necessary to lay open the true

Sheridan (C

:

Francis).

[19 August, 1772]

:

;
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causes of that remarkable event.

London, for E:

8°-

& C: Billy,

1778.

(387)

The same: 3d

Sherman

London, 1783.
See Tegnek (Esaias).

8°.

ed.

(L. A., translator.)

(387a)

FrithioPs saga.

1878.

SiDBNBiiADH (Dr. Elis). See Sweden. Swedish catalogue.
Sikes (Olive Logan, Mrs. Wirt). Try Norway. In " Lippincott's
magazine." v. 21. 8°. Philadelphia, J. B. Lippineott & co., no.
124,

April 1878, pp. 409-424. 12 ills.
(388)
In " On the Rhine, and other sketches of European

The same.

Philadelphia, J. B. Lippineott

8°.

travel."

pp. 230-245, 12

[i.e.

English

1st

ed.,

& Russell,

augmented.

1858.

8°-

(389)

London, J: B.

Smith, 1866.

(389a)

New

The same 10th ed. 12°.
The Scandinavian races.
:

vikings.

(389b)

The Northmen, the

New

8°.

1 portrait.

York, 1868.

sea-kings and

York, published by the author,

1875.
'

1880],

History of Scandinavia, from the early
to the present clay.
[1852.]

Norsemen and Vikings
12°. New-York, Pudney

times of the

The same:

1881

(388a)

Binding (Paul Christian).
1 portrait.

& co.,

ills.

(390)

Sixty-one pseudonym. A trip to Norway in 1873.
tions by F: Millbank and miss Alice Millbank.
'

E: Bickers &
Skeat (Walter

With

illustra-

12°

London,

sons, 1874.

W

:)

(391)

A list of English words the etymology of which

by comparison with Icelandic. 4°
Oxford, Clarendon press, 1876.
(392)
Skjoldebband (Anders Fredrik, grefve). A picturesque journey to
the North Cape. Translated from the French. 2 pi. 1 map. 8°
London, printed for J. M. Richardson, 1813.
(393)
is illustrated

Sleefek

(Mrs.

Martha

G.)

Sweden and Norway; sketches and

stories of their scenery, customs, history, legends, etc.

piece, eng.

hill recreations,

The same.

16°

(Rev. Alfred).

Frontis-

(Font

Lincoln, 1867

(394)

New

York,

N. Tibbals

& sons,

1880.

(Maggie

Norway and Sweden,

col'd pi.

(394a)

v. 3.)

Sketches in

London, McLean,

fol.

&

v. 3.)

and Thornie abroad,

Smith

Boston, Gould

16°.

title.

[1847.]

(395)

An

account of a religious society in Norway, called
Saints: with a few letters written by some of them. [Anon.] 16°.
London, Barton, Harvey <& Barton, 1814.(396)
Smith (Hubert). Tent life with English gipsies in Norway. Por-

Smith

(F:)

trait,

4

pi., 1

map.

8°-

London, H. S. King

& co.,

1873.

(397)
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The same

:

3d

ed.,

revised and corrected.

8°

King, 1876.

Smith

(397a)

James B:)

(Sir

A

selection of the correspondence of Lin-

naeus, and other naturalists.
mans, 1821.

Linne

See also

Lapland.

London, H. S.

(Carl von).

2 y.

12 pi.

8°.

London, for Long(398)

Lachesis Lapponica, or a tour in

1811.

Notes made during a tour in Denmark, Holstein,
Mecklenburg-Schwerin, Pomerania, the Isle of Rilgen, Prussia,
Poland, Saxony, [etc.] 8°. London, for C. & J. Rivington,

Smith

(R:)

1827.

(399)

Denmark, pp. 6-43.
(Robert Angus). On some ruins at Ellida Vatn and Kjalarnes

Contains:

Smith

in Iceland.

In Society

of antiquaries of Scotland.

sm. 4°. Edinburgh, 1875, pp. 151-177, 1
The same. 4° Edinburgh, 1874.

v. 10.

pi.

Proceedings,
(400)

(400a)

Smyth

(Mrs. Gillespie, editor). Memoir and correspondence (official
and familiar) of sir Robert Murray Keith, envoy extraordinary
and minister plenipotentiary at the courts of Dresden, Copenhagen, and Vienna, from 1769 to 1792. With a memoir of queen.
Carolina Matilda of Denmark, and an account of the revolution
12°
there in 1772.
2 v. 2 portraits.
London, H: Colburn,
1849.

(401)

Spelling (W: Joseph). The polar regions of the western continent
explored embracing a geographical account of Iceland, Greenland, the islands of the Frozen sea, and the northern parts of the
American continent, including a particular description of the
countries [etc.]
also, descriptions of Mount Hecla, and other
volcanoes of Iceland. Eng. title, 8 pi., 1 map. 8°
Boston, for
W. W. Sunt, 1831.
(402)
;

;

Tales of travels in the north of Europe, including Brook's
Travels in Lapland, Conway's Travels in Norway, Sweden, and

Denmark, and Granville's Travels in Russia and Poland. By
Solomon Bell [Pseud.] 23 pi. 1 map. 18° Boston, Gray &
Bowen, 1831.

(403)

Shdrri Sturltjson. The Heimskringla; or, chronicle of the kings
of Norway. Translated from the Icelandic of Snorro Sturleson,
with a preliminarytdissertation, by S Laing. 3 v. 8° London,
Longmans, 1844.
(404)
See also Edda Sitorra Sturlusonar.
:

Snow (Erastus). One year in Scandinavia: results of the gospel in
Denmark and Sweden — sketches and observations by E. Snow,
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one of the twelve apostles of the church of Jesus Christ of latter(405)
day saints. 8° Liverpool, F. D. Richards, 1851.
Spender (E:) Fjord, isle, and tor. Frontispiece by J. Swain. 12°.
(406)
London, C. Tucket; 1870.
Sporting sketches. [186-.] See Wheelwright (Horace W:)

Spring (A) and summer in Lapland.

1864.

See

"Wheelwright

W

(Horace
:)
Standish (Frank Hall). Notices of the northern capitals of Europe.
8<
(407)
London, Black, 1838.
Stephens (Sir G:). The Old-Northern Runic monuments of
Scandinavia and England, now first collected and deciphered.
With many hundreds of facsimiles and illustrations, partly in
gold, silver, bronze and colors Runic alphabets introductions
;

;

appendices; wordlists,

etc.

v. 1-2.

Portrait, Frontispiece, 2 pi.

12 pi. in gold and silver, fol. London, J: R. Smith ; Kobenhavn,
Michaelsen & Tillge, printed by H. S. Thiele, 1866-68.
(408)
On the dialect of the first book printed in Swedish. 4°. VpIn " Nova acta Regiss societatis scientisala, E. Berling, 1879.
arum Upsaliensis." 3d series v. 10, no. 14.
(409)
Some account of Scandinavian Runic stones which speak of
Knut the great, king of all the North. In Society of antiquaries
of London. Archseologia. v. 43. 4°. London, 1871, pp. 97-117. (410)
Thunor the Thunderer, carved on a Scandinavian font of about
the year 1000. The first yet found- God-figure of our ScandoGothic forefathers. 4°. London, Williams & Norgate, 1878. (411)
See also Gellina (Arnliot). The Scandinavian question. 1857.
Save (Carl). Some Runic stones in northern Sweden. 1878.
Tegner (Esaias). Frithiof s saga. 1839.
and Cavallius (H.) Old Norse fairy tales, gathered from the
Swedish folk. With illustrations by E. Lundgren. [Translated
by Albert Alberg.] Frontispiece & 20 pi. 16°. London, W. S.

Sonnenschein

&

co., [1881.]

(The illustrated library of the

fairy-

Folk tales.)
(412)
Stewart (C
See Vane (C :W 3d marquess of Londonderry).
:)
Sthaleerg (Georg). An history of the late revolution in Sweden,
which happened on the 19th of August, 1772. [Anon.] 8°
tales of all nations.
:

Series II.

W

:,

Edinburgh, for the author, 1776.

Stoever

(Dietrich

Johann Heinrich).

(413)

The

life

of sir Charles Lin-

which is added, a copious list of his works [etc.] Transfrom the original German by Joseph Trapp. 1 portrait. 4°.
London, by E. Sodson for B. &• J. White, 1794.
(414)
naeus, to

lated

(Olivia M.) Norway in June. With illustrations (from photographs taken during the tour), drawn by W. H. J. Boot, R. Kent

Stone
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Thomas, and other

artists.

of expenses, and a

list

Norway.

&

co.,

Strong

33

6 pi.

Accompanied by a sketch map, a table

of articles indispensable to the traveller in

ills,

in

text., 1

map.

London, M. Ward

8°.

1882.

(415)

(Rev. "W

translator).

:,

See

Tegner

Frithiofs saga.

(Esaias).

1836.

Sturlunga saga. Sturlunga saga including the Islendinga saga of
lawman Sturla Thordsson and other works. Edited, with prolegomena, appendices, tables, indices, and maps by dr. Gudbrand
Vigfusson.

2

2

v.

1

pi. facs.

map and

1

map

fol'd in pocket.

8°.

Oxford, Clarendon press, 1878,.
(416)
JVofe.— The Prolegomena, in Engljeh, contains an elaborate account of Old

Northern Literature, pp. xv.-cxix.
Swedish catalogue.

Sweden.

Statistics.

I.

By

Dr. Elis Siden1

map.

[Philadelphia, Hollowell

dt co.,

bladh. International exhibition, 1876. Philadelphia.
8°
[Philadelphia, Hallowell
co., 1876.]

&

The same:

Exhibits.

II.

8°

(417)

(417a)

1876.]

Travels into Norway, Denmark, and Russia,

Swinton (Andrew).

in the years 1788, 1789, 1790, and 1791.

G. G. J.

&

1 pi.

8°-

Robinson, 1792.

J.

London, for
(418)

Sylvanus, pseudonym. Rambles in Sweden and Gottland: with
etchings by the way-side. 3 pi., 3 1. music, 7 woodcuts. 8°.
London, R: Bentley, 1847.
(419)
Symington (Andrew James). Pen and pencil sketches of Faroe and
Iceland. "With an appendix containing translations from the Icelandic (in prose and verse) by O. Palsson. Revised and edited by
D. Mackinley and A. J. Symington. 8°. London, Longman,
1862.

(420)

T. (W. D.)

The

magazine."
Green,

&

constitution of
v.

co.,

98,

84,

8°

" Littell's living age."

v. 138,

(421)

5th series v. 23. 8°

&

Gay, no. 1781, Aug. 3, 1878, pp. 259-268. (421a)
[Anon.] In " Fraser's magazine."
series v. 4. 8°
London, Longmans, Green, & co.,

Boston, Littell

v.

series v. 18.

In " Fraser's
London, Longmans,

[Anon.]

no. 103, July 1878, pp. 60-72.

The same. In

The

new

Norway.

constitution of Sweden.

new

no. 24, Dec. 1871, pp. 765-775.

(422)

Tadema

(Laurence Alma, illustrator). See Gosse (Edmund W":),
Studies in the literature of northern Europe. 1879.
Taylor (Bayard). Egypt and Iceland in the year 1874. 16° New
York, G: P. Putnam's sons, 1874.
(423)
Iceland, Part

2,

pp. 151-282.

Northern travel

:

summer and

winter pictures of Sweden, Den-
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mark, and Lapland.

New

12°.

[1856.]
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York, G: P. Putnam,

1858.

(424)

The same.
See also

by

W

12°.

Tegner

New

(Esaias).

Lewery Blaokley.

:

York, G: P. Putnam's sons, 1882.

Frithiof s saga.

From

(424a)

the Swedish

1867.

Taylor

(Isaac).
Greeks and Goths: a study on the Runes. 8°.
London, Macmillan & co., 1869.
(425)
Tegner (Esaias, bishop of Wexio). Frithiof s saga, or the legend of
Frithiof. Translated from the Swedish. [Edited by
E Frye.]
8°.
London, A. H. Baily & co., 1835.
(426)

W

The same
8°

The same
T.

Translated by the rev.

:

London,
:

Hookham,

W

2

Strong.

:

Wacey, 1836.
From the Swedish by R. G. Latham.

:

:

pi., 1

portrait.

12°.

London,

(426a)

J.

1838.

(426b)

The same: Translated by G.
16 pi., 16 1. music.
Armstrong, 1839.

8°.

G: Stephens.]

Eng. title,
Stockholm, A. Bonnier; London, Black &
S.

[i.e.

(426c)

The same Translated by G Stephens. In Anderson (Rasmus
B.) and Bjarnason (Jon). Viking tales of the North.
12°.
:

:

Chicago, S. O. Griggs

&

co., 1877,

pp. 113-370.

The same Translated by Oscar Baker.
1841.

(426d)

London, E. Bull,

8°

:

1840.]

[i.e.

(426e)

W:

The same: Translated by C:

Heckethorn.

18°

London,

Trubner & co., 1856.
(426f)
The same: Translated by the rev. "W: Lewery Blackley. 8°.
Dublin, 1857.
(426g)
The same 12°. London, Simpkin, Marshall & co., 1857. (426h)
:

The same
shall

&

co.,

12°

:

Dublin, McGlashan; London, Simpkin,

1862.

The same From
by Bayard
:

edited

the Swedish
Taylor.

by

16°.

W

:

L. Blackley.

New

1st

York, Leypoldt

Am.

&

1867.

The same

Translated by

:

W

1879.

With

L. Blackley.
4°.

13 original

London,

& Daldy,

rev. R.

Ward

Muckleston. 12°. London,

1862.

The same: Translated by H.

Spalding.

8°.

(426m)
London, J. Mur-

ray, 1872.

The same:

21.

(426k)

.

The same: Translated by the
Bell

ed.,

Bolt,
(426j)

:

wood-cut illustrations by A. Malmstrom.

& co.,

Mar(426i)

(426n)

Translated by Leopold Hamel.

12°.

London,

Trubner & co., 1875.
(426o)
The same: Translated by T: A. E. Holcomb and Martha A.
30
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Lyon Holcomb. 12° Chicago, S. C. Griggs db co.,
The same Translated toy L. A. Sherman. Eng.

1877.

-

title,

:

8°-

Ten

Boston, J. R. Osgood

years in Sweden.

Thiele

1865.

(Just Matthias).

Danish by

rev.

&

The

co.,

(436p)

25

1878.

W

See

Wheelwright

life

of Thorvaldsen, collated from the

M. R. Barnard.

12°.

(Horace

London, Chapman

&

1865.

Thomas

.

:)

Rail,
(427)

See Stone (Olivia M.)

(R. Kent, illustrator).

June.

Thomas

ills.

(426q)

Norway

in

1882.
(S.

See Sefstrom (Nils Gabriel). An inwhich traverse the Scandinavian

H., translator).

vestigation of the furrows

mountains.

1843.

Thoms (W: J:, translator). See Worsaae (Jens Jacob Asmussen).
The primeval antiquities of Denmark. 1849.
Thomsen (Vilhelm). The relations between ancient Russia and
Scandinavia, and the origin of the Russian state three lectures
delivered at the Taylor Institution, Oxford, in May, 1876. 8°
:

Oxford, 1877.

Thomson (T

(428)

Travels in Sweden, during the autumn of 1812. 5

:)

pi.,

London, printed for E. Baldwin, 1813.
(429)
Thomson (W:) Letters from Scandinavia, on the past and present
[Anon.] 2 v. 8°. Lonstate of the northern nations of Europe.
4°

8 maps.

don, for a. G.

Thorden

&

magazine."

J.

Robinson, 1796.

The university

(K. M.)

v. 36.

8°.

In

of Upsala.

London, Macmillan

&

(430)
" Macmillan's

co.,

no. 216, Oct.

'

1877, pp. 480-493.

(431)

Thorpe (B :)

Northern mythology, comprising the principal popular traditions and superstitions of Scandinavia, North Germany,
and the Netherlands. 3 v. 12°. London. E. Lumley, 1851-52. (432)
Yule-tide stories. A collection of Scandinavian and North
German popular tales and traditions, from the Swedish, Danish,
and German. 12°. London, 67; Bell & sons, 1880. '(Bonn's antiquarian library.)
(433)
By two of them. With a map and numerous
k Three in Norway.
illustrations engraved on wood by G. H. Ford, from original
sketches.

8

pi.,

1

map

fol'd.

12°.

Philadelphia,

Porter

Coates, [1882.[

Tolfrey (P :) See Jones (J.) Jones's Guide to Norway.
ToNSBBRa (Christian). Norway an illustrated hand-book
:

ellers.

134 eng., 17 maps. 8°. London, Trilbner

Tooke (W:)
Norway.

See
1820.

<£

(433*)

Boydell

(J:)

1848.
for trav-

d- co., 1875.

(434)

Boydell's picturesque scenery of
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Touk (A) in Zealand in 1802. See Feldborg (Anders Andersen).
Tozer (H Fanshawe). Norway. In Galton (Francis). Vacation
:

and notes of travel in 1860. 8°. Cambridge and London,
Macmillan & eo., 1861, pp. 363-421, 2 ills.
(435)
Tracings of the north of Europe. 1850. See Chambers (Robert).
Trapp (Joseph, translator). See Stoever (Dietrich Johann Heintourists

rich).
The life of sir Charles Linnaeus. 1794
Trip (A) to Norway in 1873. See Sixty-one pseudonym.
Troil (Uno von). Letters on Iceland containing observations on
'

'

:

the

civil, literary, ecclesiastical,

and natural history

;

antiquities,

volcanoes, basaltes, hot springs, customs, dress, manners of the
inhabitants, &c. Made, during a voyage undertaken in the year
1772, by Joseph Banks, assisted by several other literary and ingenious gentlemen. To which are added the letters of dr. Ihre
and dr. Bach concerning the Edda and the elephantiasis of Iceland also Bergman's observations and chemical examinations of
the lava. 1 pi., 1 map. 8°. London, printed by and for W.
:

Richardson

The
best

[etc.]

sam'e.

1780.

(436)

In Pinkerton

(J:)

A

general collection of the

and most interesting voyages and travels,
Longman, Hurst, Rees, & Orme

don, printed for

4°.

v. 1.
[etc.'],

621-734.

(436a)

Trollope (Anthony).
91, n.

s.

v. 28.

8°.

Iceland.

New

In "The Eclectic magazine."

York, F. R. Felton, no.

4,

(J

v.

Oct. 1878, pp.

436-447.

Turner

Lon-

1808, pp.

(437)
:

See Geijer (Erik

Hall, translator).

tory of the Swedes.

G-ustaf).

The

his-

[1845.]

Twiss (Sir Travers). On the relations of the duchies of Schleswig
and Holstein to the crown of Denmark and the Germanic confederation, and on the treaty-engagements of the great European
London, Longman, Brown,
powers in reference thereto. 8°
Green & Longmans, 1848.
(438)
Two summers in Norway. 1840. See Belton.
Tyler (Katharine E.) The story of a Scandinavian summer. 12°
New Yorh,G: P. Putnam's sons, 1881.
(439)
Note.— Originally published

in the

Boston weekly Transcript, July 1860-

Peb. 1881.

Umbra, pseudonym. Travels. 1865. See Clifford (C Cavendish).
United States. Department of the interior. Circular of informa:

Bureau of Education, for July, 1871. Report on
the systems of public instruction in Sweden and Norway. [By
tion of the

Christopher Columbus Andrews and Gerhard Gade.]
Government printing office, 1871.

ington,

8°.

Wash(440)
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Navy

—

HydroNo. 33a Bureau of Navigation
List of lights of the North, Baltic, and
White seas, including Denmark, Prussia, Russia, Sweden, and
Norway. Corrected to Dec. 12, 1879. 8 =
Washington, Governdepartment.

graphic

no.

office,

5.

.

ment printing

office,

Unprotected females
ling there, passing

1879.

(441)

Norway or, the pleasantest way of travelthrough Denmark and Sweden. With Scan-

in

;

dinavian sketches from nature.
don, G: Routledge & co., 1857.

Vane

W

[Anon.]

3 col'd pi.

Lon-

12°.

(442)

3d marquess of Londonderry). Recollections of a
tour in the north of Europe in 1836-1837. 2 v. 5 pi., 2 charts
8°.
fol'd.
London, R: Bentley, 1838.
(443)
(C

:

:,

Van Gruisen

(N. L.,

jr.)

A

holiday in Iceland.

8°.

Illustrated.

London, E. Stock, 1879.
(444)
Vertot (Rene Aubert, sieur de). The history of the revolution in
Sweden, occasion'd by the change of religion, and alteration of
the government, in that kingdom, Done into English by J.
Mitchel. 6th ed. 12°. London, printed for J. & J: Knapton
1729.

[etc.],

(445)

The same.
Note.

—The

12°

first

Glasgow, printed for R. Vrie, 1761.

edition

Viga Gldms saga.

was published in 1696.
story of Viga-Glum.

The

Icelandic, with notes and an introduction,
16°.

London, Williams

& Norgate,

(445a)

Translated from the

by

sir

Edmund Head.

1866.

(446)

Vigf6sson (Gudbrand). An Icelandic-English
See Cleasby (R :) and Vigeusson.

dictionary.

1874.

See also Sturltjnga saga. 1878.
and Powell (P York). An Icelandic prose reader, with notes,
grammar and glossary. 16° Oxford, Clarendon press, 1879. (447)
:

Vincent (Prank,
from the
12°.

New

Volsunga

jr.)
Norsk, Lapp, and Finn or,» travel tracings
north of Europe. With route map and frontispiece.

far

York, G: P. Putnam's sons, 1881.

The

(448)

&

Niblungs with certain songs from the Elder Edda. Translated from the Icelandic
Morris. 12° London, F. S. Ellis,
by Eirikr Magmisson and
saga.

story of the Volsungs

W

:

1870.

(449)

Voltaire (Francois Marie Arouet

de).

The

history of Charles the

XH.th, king of Sweden. Translated from the last Geneva edi2 portraits. 8°. London, for Fielding
tion, by W. S. Kenrick.

&

Walker, 1780.

The same

With a

(450)
life

of Voltaire by lord Brougham, and

crit-

by lord Macaulay and T: Carlyle. Edited by O. W.
(450a)
12°.
New York, Derby <£ Jackson, 1859.

ical notices

Wight.

:
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Waahlin

(Rev. J. P.)

See

Brunnmark

(Gustavus).

An

introduc-

Swedish grammar. 1825.
Wagner (Dr. W.) Asgard and the gods. Tales and traditions of
our northern ancestors told for boys and girls. Adapted from the
work of dr. W. "Wagner, by M. W. Macdowall, and edited by W.
S. W. Anson.
With numerous illustrations. 18 pi. 17 ills, in
12°.
text.
London, W. S. Sonnenschein & Allen, 1880.
(451)
tion to

Waller
Walton

Six weeks in the saddle

(S. E.)

Iceland.

12°

6 pi.

(Elijah)

:

London. Macmillan

and Bonney (T: G:)

Christiania to Hammerfest.

By

The

a painter's journal in

&

co.,

1874.

coast of

Elijah Walton.

(452)

Norway, from

The

descriptive

by T G Bonney. 12 col'd pi. obi. folio. London, W. M.
Thompson; Boston, Roberts brothers, 1872.
(453)
Watts (W: Lord). Across the Vatna jokull; or, scenes in Iceland;
text

:

:

being a description of hitherto unknown regions. 2 pi., 2 maps.
12°
London, Longmans & co., 1876.
(454)
Journey across the Vatna jokull, in the summer of 1875- In
Royal geographical society. Journal, v. 46. 8°. London, J.Murray, 1876, pp. 1-10, 1 map fol'd.
(455)
On the Vatna jokull. In " Fraser's magazine." v. 90, n. s., v.
8°.
10.
London, Longmans, Green, & co., no. 60, Dec. 1874, pp.
693-705.

(456)

The same. In
Boston, Littell

Snioland

map.

Weber (H

:)

212,

Gay, no. 1597, Jan.

Iceland,

its

v. 124,

5th series,

(Sir

D:, bart.)

v. 63, n.

s.,

v. 30.

v.

8°

9

pp. 175-184. (456a)
jokulls and fjalls. 12 photo, pi., 1
16, 1875,

London, Longmans d- co., 1875.
See Illustrations of northern antiquities.

Wedderbdrn
review."

&

or,

;

12°.

" Littell's living age."

Denmark.
8°.

(457)

1814.

In "The Fortnightly

London, Chapman

&

Hall, no.

no. 175, July 1, 1881, pp. 76-90
(458)
same. In " Littell's living age." v. 150, 5th series, v. 35. 8°.

ii. s.,

The

& Gay, no. 1938, Aug. 6, 1881, pp. 323-334. (458a)
In "The Nineteenth century." v. 8. 8°- London,
C. Kegan Paul & co., no. 42, Aug. 1880, pp. 218-236.
(459)
Weigand (W. F., illustrator). See Goddard (Julia). Wonderful
stories from northern lands.
1871.
Westergaard (Harald). Notes on the mortality of the Danish
clergy, from 1650 to 1878. In " Journal of the Institute of actu8°
aries and assurance magazine." v. 23.
London, C. & E.
Boston, Littell
Iceland.

1, July 1881, pp. 29-40.
(460)
(Niels Ludvig).
On the connexion between Sanscrit and Icelandic.
In Kongelige nordiske oldskrift selskabet.

Layton, part

Westergaard
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Memories.

1840-1844.

8°.

Copenhague,

Berling,

(461)

Westminster (Marchioness of).
Gower Granville, mrs. R:J

Wheaton

pp.

[1845],

41-74.

See

Grosvenor

(E..

M.. Leveson

History of the Northmen, or Danes and Normands,

(H:)

England by William of
London, J: Murray, 1831.
(463)
Scandinavia, ancient and modern. 1838. „ See Orichton (Rev.
Andrew) and Wheaton.
Scandinavian mythology. [Anon.} In " The North American
from the

earliest times to the conquest of

Normandy.

review."

8°

v. 28, n. s. v. 19.

8°

Boston,

F:

T.

Gray, no.

no. 37, Jan. 1829, pp. 18-37.

s.

(463)

Wheelwright (Horace W:) Sporting
abroad. By the Old Bushman, With
G. Bowers, printed in colours.
co., [n. d.

62, n.

4

sketches.

12°.

pi.

Home and
by

original illustrations

London, F: Warne

186-.]

&

(464)

A

A

Contains:
snort description
bear hunt in Nordland, pp. 1-5
Sweden.
of the landscape, fauna, agriculture and field sports of that country. With a
:

few notes on the ichtyology

of the great lake

the northern salmon rivers, pp. 6-55

:

Wenern, and some remarks on
in Wermland, Sweden,

Duck -shooting

pp. 56-70.

A spring and summer in Lapland with notes on the fauna of
Lulea Lapmark. By an Old Bushman. [Anon.] 12°. London,
Groombridge it sons, 1864.
(465)
Ten years in Sweden being a description of the landscape,
climate, domestic

life,

forests,

mines, agriculture, field sports,

and fauna of Scandinavia. By " an Old Bushman." [.Awora.] 8°.
London, Groombridge &• sons, 1865.
(466)
Whitelocke (Bulstrode). A journal of the Swedish ambassy, in the
years 1653 and 1654 from the commonwealth of England, Scotland, and Ireland. With an appendix of original papers.
[EdiLondon, printed for T. Becket &
ted by 0: Morton.] 2 v. 4°
P. A. de Hondt, 1772.
(467)
The same A journal of the Swedish embassy in the years 1653
London,
and 1654. A new ed., revised by H Reeve. 2 v. 8°
(467a)
Longman, Brown, Green, ds Longmans, 1855.
Wight (O. W., editor). See Voltaire (Francois Marie Arouet de).
The history of Charles XII. 1859.
:

:

Wilde

(G. R. de, illustrator).

northern lights.

See

MacGahan

(J.

A.)

Under

the

1876.

The rise, progress and present state of the northern
(J :)
governments; viz. the United Provinces, Denmark, Sweden,
Russia, and Poland or, observations on the nature, constitution,
religion, laws, policy, customs, and commerce of each govern-

Williams

:
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the manners and dispositions of the people their military
and resources of each power; and on the
circumstances and conjunctures which have contributed to pro-

ment

;

;

forces; the revenues

duce the various revolutions which have happened in them. The
whole digested from the most authentic records and histories,
and from the reflections and remarks made during a tour of five
years through these nations. 2 v. 4°. London, printed for T.
Becket, 1777.

Williams (W:

Mattieu).

Through Norway with a knapsack.

London, Smith & Elder, 1859.
The same: 3d ed. 6 col'd

&

Elder,

co.,

(468)
8°.

(469)
pi., 1

map.

London, Smith,

12°

(469a)

1860.

New

and improved ed., with notes on recent
changes, suggested by a recent re-visit. 12°. London, E: Stan-

The same:

(469b)

ford, 1876.

Through Norway with

ladies.

Map &

8°

ills.

London, E.-

(470)
Stanford, 1877.
(Nathaniel Parker). Memoranda of the life of Jenny Lind.
12°
Philadelphia, R. E. Peterson, 1851.
(471)
Portrait.
Wilson (W: Rae). Travels in. Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Han6 pi. 8°. London, printed
over, Germany, Netherlands. &c.

Wilms

(472)
for Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, & Green, 1826.
16°.
visit to the western coast of Norway.

Wittich (Wilhelm).

A

London, C. Cox, 1848.
(473)
Wolpp (Jens). Sketches on a tour to Copenhagen, through Norway
and Sweden; to which is added an appendix, relative to the
(474)
present political state of Norway. 4°. London, 1814.
(M..)
See Godwin.
W.) About Norway, In "The Argosy." 1880. 8°.
London, R: Bentley & son, v. 29, pp. 42-55, 124-37, 205-18, 282-

Wollstonbcraft

Wood

(C:

446-57; 33 ills.: v. 30, pp. 47-60, 125-36, 206-19, 29230 ills.
(475)
same Round about Norway. 63 ills. 8° London, R: Bent-

95, 364-79,

302, 365-77, 451-65

The

;

.

:

(475a)

ley, 1880.

Woodhead

(H:)

Memoirs

of Christina,

queen of Sweden.

2 v.

London, Hurst & Blackett, [n. d. 1863.]
(476)
Woods (Rev. Francis H :) Sweden and Norway. With illustrations.
8 pi., 2 maps. 12°. London, S. Low, Marston, Searle & Riving(Foreign countries and British colonies.)
ton, 1882.
(477)
Woodward (Anna Aubertine). Echoes from mist-land; or, the
Nibelungen lay revealed to lovers of romance and chivalry. By
Portrait.

12°.

Auber Forestier

&

co.;

[pseudonym.']

London, Trubner

&

co.,

12°.

1877.

Chicago,

S.

C.

Griggs
(478)
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and Andbbson (Rasmus B.) The Norway music album a
home use, from Norway's folk-songs, dances, etc.,
:

selection for

national airs, and recent compositions, arranged for pianoforte
and solo singing, with a few four-part songs. Edited, and fur-

English text, by Auber Forestier [pseudonym],
and Rasmus B. Anderson. Part I. Selections from folk-songs,
dances, etc., and national airs. Part II. Selections from recent

nished with

compositions.

Frontispiece.

4°.

Boston,

Ditson

0.

&

[1881.]

eo.,

(479)

(Jens Jacob Asmussen). An account of the Danes and
Norwegians in England, Scotland, and Ireland. With numerous
wood-cuts. 12°. London, J: Murray, 1852.
(480)
The primeval antiquities of Denmark. Translated and applied
to the illustration of similar remains in England by
J. Thorns.
With woodcuts. 8° London, J. B. & J. Parker, 1849.
(481)
Wkaxall, (Sir Nathaniel W:, bart.) A tour through some of the
northern parts of Europe particularly Copenhagen, Stockholm,
and Petersburgh. In a series of letters. 2d ed., corrected, lmap.

Worsaae

W

:

;

London, printed for T. Cadell, 1775.
(482)
tour round the Baltic, thro' the northern countries
of- Europe, particularly Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Russia, &
Prussia; in a series of letters. 4th ed., corrected and augmented.
8°. London, printed by L. Hansard & sons, for T. Cadell & W.
8°.

The same

Dairies,

:

A

1807.

(483)

Wynbham (Francis
pi.,

M.)

2 fol'd charts.

Wild

12°

Norway. 4 col'd
London, Longman, Green, Longman, &
life

on the

fjelds of

Roberts, 1861.

(484)

A long vacation ramble in Norway

"X. andY."

X. and T. (two unknown quantities),

Macmillan

Yacht

&

co.,

[^.raora.]

and Sweden.

Cambridge,

12°.

London, A.

1857.

(A) voyage to Iceland in 1853.

(485)

[Anon.]

Hall, 1854.

Zahktmaott

(Christian Christopher).

By

12°.

(486)

The Danish

pilot.

[Trans-

London, 1853.
from the Danish by the author.] 9 pi. 8°
Admiralty. (Hydrographic office.)]
(487)
Zimmeen (H..) Tales from the Edda told by H.. Zimmern. With
illustrations by Kate Greenaway & others.
4 pi. 12°. London,
W. Swan Sonnenschein & co., [1882.]
(488)
lated

[Great Britain.

PART

II.

TRANSLATIONS.
Adlerfeld (Gustavus).

Military memoirs of Charles XII., king of
London, 1740.
(489)
Albeeg (Albert). See Topelius (Zachris).
Ancient (The) vessel found in the parish of Tune, Norway. [Anon,']
Dedicated by the translator to S. B. Luce, U. S. N. 4°. Chris-

Sweden.

3 v. 8°.

ticmia, Ringvald, 1872.

Andersen

(490)

Notes on the chronological collection
of the Danish kings.
Tr. by C: Shaw. 4°. Copenhagen, Delbanco
& eo.; London, Williams & Norgate, [1869.]
(491)
Three sketches of life in Iceland, tr. by M. Penton. 12°. LonRosenborg.

(Carl).

don, R. Washbourne, 1877.

Andersen (Hans

Christian).

(492)

Andersen's tales selected and

the Danish for use in schools.
(Bell's

12°.

London, Sell

&

tr.

sons, 1876.

Reading Books.)

Christmas greeting to

from
(493)

my

English friends.

12°.

London, M:

Bentley, 1847.

(494)

The Christmas tree, and other
Ward, Lock & Tyler, 1875.
Danish fairy legends and

stories,

with

ills.

18°

London,

W:

Pickering,

(495)
12".

tales.

London,

1846.

(496)

The same: 2d ed. 12°. London, Addey & co., 1851.
(497)
The same: Enlarged. With a memoir of the author. 2ded. 12°.
London, 1852.
(498)
16°.
The same: 2d ed., enlarged.
London, Addey & co.,
1853.

(499)

The same. 12°- London, O: Routledge & son, 1858.
(500)
Danish legends and fairy tales, complete. Tr. from the original
by Caroline Peachey. 12°. H: G: Bohn, 1861. (Bohn's Illustrated library.)

A

(501)

Danish story book. Tr. by C Boner, with numerous
the Count Pocci. 4°. London, J. Gundall, 1846.
:

ills,

by

(502)
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The darning-needle, and other

stories.
Tr. by H. W. Dulcken.
London, G: Routledge & sons, 1866.
(503)
The dream of Little Tuk, and other tales. Tr. and dedicated to
the author by C: Boner; with 4 ills, by Count Pocei. 12°- London, Grant d- Griffith, 1847.
(504)
Everything in its right place, and other stories. Tr. by H. W.
Dulcken. 12°. London, G: Routledge & son, 1866.
(505)
Hans Andersen's Fairy tales. A new tr., by Mrs. H. B. Paull.
With a special adaptation and arrangement for young people. 12°.
London, F: Warne d co., [n. d.] (The "Chandos classics.") (506)
The same: 111. by Mrs. Kemp and Miss Runciman. 8°. London,

12°.

F: Warne

&

co.,

1866.

12

pi. 12°.

The same.
The same.

12°.

(507)

London, F: Warne & co., 1868.
(508)
London, F: Warne & co., 1874. (The " Chan-

dos classics.")

(509)

The same: New ed. 12°. London, F: Warne d co., 1879 (510)
The same: With original ills, and 30 page pis., printed in colours.
8°.
London, F: Warne & co., 1882.
(511)
The same: 14 col'd pis. and nearly 100 other ills. 12°. London,
Ward, Lock & Tyler, 1875.
(512)
The same: Ill'd by 12 large designs in colours after original drawings by E. V. B. Newly tr. by H. L. Ward and Augusta Plesner.
4°.
London, S. Low & co.,. 1871.
(513)
The same: New ed. 4°. London, S. Low, 3Iarston, Searle &
Rivington, 1882.

(514)

by A. W. Bayes. 8°. London, G:
Routledge & son, 1880. (Routledge's six penny series.)
(515)
Tr. by Caroline Peachey, Augusta
Fairy tales and sketches.
Plesner, H. Ward, and others with 81 vignettes by Otto Speckter,
and other ills, by A. W. Cooper, A. W. Bayes &c. 12°. London,
The same: With 44

ills,

;

Bell

&

Daldy, 1869.

Fairytales and

New

ed.

12°.

(516)

stories.

Tr.

by H. W. Dulcken.

London, G: Routledge

& son,

With

1881.

col'd pis.

(517)

The Garden of Paradise, and other stories, with many ills. 18°.
London, Ward, Loch & Tyler, 1875.
(518)
The Goloshes of fortune, and other stories. Tr. by H. W. Dul12°.
London, G: Routledge dr sons, 1866.
(519)
(520)
The same. 12°. London, G: Routledge & sons, 1875.
Good wishes for the children. 4°. Cambridge, Riverside press,

cken.

(521)

1873.

The Ice-maiden.
ley,

1863.

Tr.

by Mrs. Bushby.

4°.

London, R: Bent(522)
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The same: And other stories. Tr. by Mrs. Bushby. With drawby Zweoker. New ed. 16°. London, Griffith & Farran,

ings

1874.

(523)

The same: The Ice-maiden and other tales. Tr. from the German, by Fanny Puller. 16°. Philadelphia, F: Leypoldt, 1863. (524)
The same: And the Story of my life. Tr. by H. W. Duleken.
12°.
London, G: Routledge & sons, 1866.
(525)
The Improvisatore or, life in Italy. From the Danish. Tr. by
M.. Howitt. 2 v. 12°. London, R: Bentley, 1845.
(526)
The same. 16°. London, R: Bentley, 1847. (Bentley's Stand:

;

,

ard novels,

(527)

v. 110.)

The same. 12°. London, Ward & Lock, 1857.
(528)
The same: New ed. 12°. London, Ward & Lock, 1863.
(529)
New York, Surd <& Houghton,
The same: Author's ed. 12°
1870.

(530)

The same:
The same.

New ed. 12°. London, W,ard, Lock &
4°. New York, G. Munroe, [1883.]

Tyler, 1873. (531)

(Seaside library.

v. 73, no. 1485.)

In Spain.

Tr.

(532)

by Mrs. Bushby.

12°.

London, R: Bentley,

1864.

(533)

Later tales published during 1867 and 1868.
12°.
Penelly, Augusta Plesner and H. Ward.

Tr.

by Caroline

London, Bell

Baldy, 1868.

&

(534)

match girl, and other stories. Tr. by H. W. Duleken.
London, G: Routledge & sons, 1866.
(535)
The Little mermaid, and other stories, with ills. 18°. London,
Ward, Lock & Tyler,1875.
(536)
The Marsh king's daughter, and other stories. Tr. by H. W.
Duleken. 12°. London, G: Routledge & sons, 1866.
(537)
New tales, tr. from the German by P. J. B. 16°. Dublin, Curry;
London, Wertheim, 1862.
(538)
The Nightingale, and other tales. Tr. by C Boner with ills, by
London, J. CwrCdall, 1846.
Count Pocci. 12°
(539)
The old church bell, and other stories. Tr. by H. W. Duleken.
12°.
London, G: Routledge & sons, 1866.
(540)
Only a fiddler. Tr. from the Danish. 2 v. 24°. London, H.

The

Little

12°.

:

;

G. Clarke & co., 1845. (Clarke's Cabinet series.)
(541)
The same: And 0. T. or life in Denmark. Tr. by M.. Howitt.
:

3v. 12°. London, R: Bentley, 1845.
Out of the heart, spoken to the little ones.
With eng. by the DaMel brothers. 16°.

&

sons, 1867.

(542)

Tr.

by H. W. Duleken.

London, G: Routledge
(543)
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A Picture book without pictures. Prom the German tr. of La
Motte Fouque, by Meta Taylor. 12°. London, Bogue, 1847. (544)
The same: Tr. by Hanby Crump. 8°. Celle, 1856.
(545)
12°.
Pictures of Sweden.
London, R: Bentley, 1851.
(546)
Pictures of travel in Sweden, among the Hartz mountains, and in
Switzerland, with a visit at C Dickens's house. Author's ed. 12°.
New York, Hurd dfr Houghton, 1871.
(547)
The Poet's bazaar, a romance. From the Danish by C Beckwith.
3 v. 12°. London, R: Bentley, 1846.
(548)
A poet's day-dreams. 12°. London, R: Bentley, 1853.
(549)
Popular tales for children. 12°. London, Ward & Lock, 1876. (550)
Poultry Meg's family, and other stories, tr. by H. W. Dulcken.
12°.
London, G: Routledge & sons, 1870.
(551)
Put off is not done with, and other stories. Tr. by H. W. Dul12°.
cken.
London, G: Routledge & sons, 1870.
(552)
The same. 18°. London, G: Routledge & sons, 1875.
(553)
Rambles in the romantic regions of the Hartz mountains. Saxon
12°.
Switzerland. Tr. from the Danish, by C: Beckwith.
Lon:

:

R: Bentley, 1848.
The Red shoes, and other stories.
London, G: Routledge & sons, 1866.
The Sand-hills of Jutland. 12°don,

(554)

Tr.

1861.

by H. W. Dulcken.

12°.
(555)

Boston, Ticknor

&

Fields,
(556)

The same: Stories from the sand hills of Jutland. 12°. London,
R: Bentley, 1862.
(557)
The Shoes of fortune, and other tales. With 4 drawings by Otto
Speckter, and other ills. 12°. London, Chapman & Hall, 1847. (558)
The Silent book, and other stories, with many ills. 18°. London, Ward, Lock & Tyler, 1875.
(559)
The Silver shilling, and other stories. Tr. by H. W. Dulcken.
12°.
London, G: Routledge & sons, 1866.
(560)
The Snow man, and other stories. Tr. by H. W. Dulcken. 18°.
London, G: Routledge & sons, 1875.
(561)
Tr. by H. W. Dulcken.
With 80 ills, by A.
Stories and tales.
W. Bayes, engraved by the brothers Dalziel. 16°. London,
Routledge,

Warne

<£

Routledge, 1864.

(562)

by M. L. Stone and V. Pedersen. Author's ed.
12°.
New York, Hurd & Houghton, 1871.
(563)
12°.
Tr. by H. W. Dulcken.
LonStories for the household.
don, G: Routledge &• Sons, 1866.
(564)
12°.
London, Ward & Lock,
111.
Stories for the young.

The same:

1876.

111.

(565)
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Tales and fairy stories. Tr. by Madame de Chatelain. 111. by H:
Warren. 12°. London, 1852.
(566)
The same: New ed. 12°- London, G: Routledge &eo., 1856. (567)
16°The same.
London, Routledge, Wame & Routledge,
1862.

(568)

The same:
The same.

Home

New ed.
12°

London, G: Routledge & sons, 1865. (569)
London, G: Routledge & sons, 1874. (Happy
12°.

series.)

(570)

Tales for children,

&

tr.

by Alfred Wehhert.

12°-

London, Bell

Daldy, 1860.

The same:
The same:

(571)

New
New

ed.

12°.

ed.

12°.

London, Bell
London, Bell

A new

Tales for the young.

& Daldy,
& Daldy,

18°.

trans.

1865.

(572)

1866.

(573)

London, Lumley,

1857.

(574)

London, F: Wame <& co., 1865. (575)
Newed. 12°. London, F: Wame & co.,

The same: New ed.
The same: "With ills.

18°.

(Warne's fairy library.)

1877.

Tales from Denmark.
Pocci.

London,

8°

Tr.

(576)
:

To

be, or

Bushby.

The true

ills,

by Count

J. Cundall, 1846.

&

The same. 16°. London, Brant
The Tinder-box, and other stories.
London, G: Routledge

With 50

by C Boner.

&

(577)

Griffith, 1847.

Tr.

(578)

by H. W. Dulcken.

sons, 1866.

12°.
(579)

Tr. from the Danish by Mrs.
London, R: Bentley, 1857.
(580)

not to be, a novel.

12°.

story of

my life.

A sketch.

Tr.

by M.. Howitt.

12°.

London, Longman, Brown, Green <& Longmans, 1847.
(581)
The same. 16°. Boston. J. Munroe & co., 1847.
(582)
London, 1852.
The same: The story of my life. 12°.
(The
Popular library.)
(583)
The same: Now first translated into [English, and containing
chapters additional to those published in the Danish ed., bringing
the narrative down to the Odense festival of 1867. Author's ed.
12°. .1 portrait.
New York, Surd & Houghton, 1871.
(584)
The same. 12°. London, S. Low, Marston, Searle db Rivington,
1871.

The Two

(585)

baronesses, a romance.

2 v.

12°.

London, R: Bent-

ley, 1848.

(586)

The same. 12°. New York, Hurd & Houghton, 1869.
(587)
The Ugly duck, and other tales. Tr. by C Boner with ills, by
Count Pocci. 16°. London, Grant & Griffith, 1848.
(588)
The same: Versified by G. N., and dedicated to the readers of
:

"The three bears." 4 ills.

Obi.

4°.

;

London, Wright, 1851. (589)
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tree, and other stories.
Tr. by H. W. Dulcken.
London, G: Routledge & sons, 1866.
(590)
"What the grass stalks said, and other stories. Tr. by H. W.
Dulcken. 12°- London, G: Routledge & sons, 1881.
(591)
What the moon saw, and other tales. Tr. by H. W. Dulcken.
With 80 ills, by A. W. Bayes, engraved by the brothers Dalziel.
16°.
London, G: Routledge & sons, 1865.
(592)
The Wild swans, and other storjes. Tr. by H. "W. Dulcken.
12°.
London, G: Routledge & sons, 1866.
(593)

Under the willow
12°.

19 iUs.

—

The

Will-o'-the-wisps are in town,

and other new

tales.

London, A. Strahan, 1867.

The Willow-tree, and other

&

Ward, Loch

——Wonder

stories.

With

ills.

18°.

London,

Tyler, 1875.

stories told for children.

Wonderful

16°.
(594)

(595)

New

12°.

York, 1870.

(596)

Tr. from the Danish by M..
London, Chapman & Ball, 1846.
(597)
The "Wood nymph. Tr. from the Danish, by A. M. and Augusta
16°.
Plesner.
London, S. Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington,

Howitt.

stories for children.

16°-

1869.

(598)

Anderson (Joseph). See Orkneyinga (The) saga.
Anderson (Rasmus B.)
See Bjornson (Bjornstjerne).
Svedelius (G.)
and Bjarnason (Jon). Viking tales of the north.
Thorstein, Viking's son, and Fridthjof the bold.

Janson

(Kristofer Nagel).

Icelandic.

Also, Tegner's Fridthjof's saga,

Stephens.

12°.

Chicago, S. C. Griggs

&

tr.

co.,

into

The sagas of
from the
English by G:

1877.

Tr.

(599)

Apgeorge (G: F.) See Oscar II. Fredrik, king of Sweden.
Arbuthnott (Mrs.) See Lie (Jonas).
Arnason (Jon). Icelandic legends. Tr. by G: E. J. Powell and
Eirikur Magmisson. 12°- London, R: Bentley,\%$L
(600)
The same: 2d series. With notes and introductory essay. 12°.
London, Longmans, 1866.
(601)
Arnold (T. K.) see Madvig (Johan Nicolai).
Asbjornsen (Peter Christian). Popular tales from the Norse by G:
"Webbe Dasent. 2d ed., enlarged. 12°. Edinburgh, Edmonston

—

<&

Douglas, 1859.

(602)

The same. 12°. New York, D. Appleton tf- co., 1859.
(603)
The same: Tales from the fjeld. A second series of popular tales,
12°.
from the Norse by G. W. Dasent. Frontisp.
London,

Chapman & Hall,
Round the Yule
H. L. Brsekstad.

1874.

(604)

Norwegian folk and fairy tales. Tr. by
"With an introduction bv Edmund W. Gosse.

log:
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8°.

ills.

London, S. Low, Marston, Searle

d-

Rivington,
(605)

1881.

The same.

12°.

New

York, A. G. Armstrong

& son,

1883

[i.e.

(606)

1882.]

and Andersen (Hans Christian). Northern fairy tales. With 36
by R. T. Pfitchett and Clifford Merton. 2d ed. 8°. London,
(607)
S. Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington, 1882.
Asgard, the Norwegian maiden, and other tales. Translated. 12°.
(608)
London, Kent & co„ 1872.
Asgrimsson (Bystein). Lilja, (the Lily), an Icelandic religious poem
ills,

Edited, with a metrical translation,

of the fourteenth century.

and

notes,

glossary,

by Eirikr Magmisson.

12°

London

& Edin-

burgh, Williams dt Norgate, 1870.

(609)

The history of Norway, from the earliest
times, by G. L. Baden, and from the union of Calmar; by Baron
Holberg. Tr. from the Danish and continued to the present time
by A. Andersen Peldborg. 8°. London, J. Bumpus, 1817. (610)
Barnard (Rev. Mordaunt Roger). See Keyser (Jacob Rudolf).

Baden (Gustav Ludvig).

Paijkull (Carl "Wilhelm von). — SchiJbeler (Frederik
— Thiele (Just Matthias). — Thoresen (Magdalene).

Baxter (Sylvester) see Bjornson (Bjornstjerne).
Beckwith (C:) See Andersen (Hans Christian).
Bergman (Torbern Olof). A dissertation of elective

Christian).

attractions.

8°.

London, 1785.
(611)
An essay on the usefulness of chemistry, and its application to
8°.
Tr. from the original.
Lublin,
the various occasions of life.
for R. Moncrieffe, 1783.
Outlines of mineralogy.

ham.

Tr.

by

W

(612)
:

Withering.

1783.

Birming(613)

Physical and chemical
Cullen, with notes, &c.

8°.

essays.

3 v.

8°.

from the Latin, by E.
London, for J: Murray, [etc.],
Tr.

1788-91.

(614)

Bergsoe (Vilhelm Jorgen). The bride of Roervig a novel. Tr. from
the Danish by Nina Francis. 12°. London, S: Tinsley, 1877. (615)
Pillone. Tr. from the Danish, by D. G. Hubbard. 16°- Boston,
Lockwood, Brooks & eo., 1878. (Wayside series.)
(616)
The same. 16°- New York, J. W. Lovell co., [1883.] (Lovell's
:

library,

Berry (D

v. 2, no. 77.)

(617)

See Sohiern (Prederik).
Berzelius (Jons Jacob). The kidneys and urine. Tr. from the German, by M. H. Boye and P. Learning. 8°. Philadelphia, Lea &
:)

Blanchard, 1843.

(618)
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The

use of the blowpipe in chemistry and mineralogy.

the 4th ed., by J. D. Whitney.
CO.,

8°-

Boston,

Tr.

•

1845.

from

W. D. Tichnor

&

(619)

See Bjornson (Bjornstjerne).
Bille (C. St. A. de). The Sleswig question between Denmark & Germany. "With a map. (Tr. from the German). 8°. London, J.
Bain, 1873.
(620)
Birkbeck (Mrs. Robert). See Munch (Andreas).
Bjarnason (Jon). Viking tales of the north. 1877. See Anderson
(Rasmus B.) and Bjarnason.
Bjornson (Bjornstjerne). Arne, or peasant life in Norway. A NorBergen,
wegian tale. Tr. from the 2d ed. by a Norwegian. 12°
[Norway], H. J. Geelmuyden's widoiv, [I860].
(621)
The same: Arne, a sketch of Norwegian country life. Tr. from
the Norwegian by Augusta Plesner and S. Rugeley-Powers. 12°.
London, A. Strahan, 1866.
(622)
The same: Arne. Tr. from the Norse by Rasmus B. Anderson.
Author's ed. 12°. Boston, Houghton, Mifflin & co., 1881. (623)
16°
The same: Arne: » sketch of Norwegian country life.

Bethel (Augusta).

,

.

'

New

York, J:

4.)

W. Lovell

co.,

[1882.]

(Lovell's library, v.

1,

no.

(624)

—

Note.
This is a reprint of the translation by Augusta Plesner and S.
Rugeley-Powers, though the translators' names are nowhere given in the volume.

The Bankrupt.

Drama

in five acts.

Authorized English version

by Sylvester Baxter. [1881. Not published.]
(625)
The Bridal march, and other stories. Tr. from the Norse by
Rasmus B. Anderson. Author's ed. 4 pi. 16°. Boston, Houghton,
Mifflin

& co.,

1882.

(626)

The same: The Wedding-march. Tr. by Marian Ford.
New York, G: Munro, [1882.] (Seaside library, v. 73,
1480).

(627)

Captain Mansana, and other stories.
Author's ed.
mus B. Anderson.
Mifflin

4°.

no.

& co.,

1882.

from the Norse by Ras16°
Boston, Houghton,
Tr.

(628)

The same: Captain Mansana. Tr. by Marian Ford. 4°. New
York, G: Munro, [1883.] (Seaside library, v. 76, no. 1546.) (629)
The fisher-maiden. A Norwegian tale. From the author's German edition by M. E. Niles. 16°. New York, Leypoldt & Holt,
1869.

(630)

Tr. from the Norwegian, by
The same: The fishing girl.
With ills. 12°.
Augusta Plesner and Frederika Richardson.
(631)
London, Cassell, Fetter <t Galpin, 1870.
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The same: The fisher girl. Tr. from the Norwegian by Sivert
and Elizabeth Hjerleid. 12°. London, Trubner & co., 1871. (632}
The same: The fisher maiden. Tr. from the Norse by Rasmus B.
Anderson.

Author's ed.

Boston, Houghton, Mifflin

16°.

& co.,

1882.

(633)

[The happy boy.] Ovind a story of country life in Norway. Tr.
from the Norwegian 'En glad gut' by Sivert and Elizabeth Hjer12°.
leid.
Middlesburgh, Burnett & Head; London, Simpkin,
Marshall & co., 1869.
(634)
The same. 12°. London, Simpkin, Marshall & co., 1871. (635)
The same: The happy boy, a tale of Norwegian peasant life. Tr.
from the Norwegian by H. R. G.
[Mrs. H. R. Gade.] Portrait.
12°.
Boston and Cambridge, Sever, Francis S co., 1870.
(636)
:

'

The same.
library,

16°-

New

York, J:

W. Lovell

co.,

[1882.]

(Lovell's

v. 1, no. 3.)

A

The same:
Anderson.

(637)

happy boy.

Author's ed.

Tr.

from the Norse by Rasmus B.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin

16°.

d£ co.,

1881.

(638)

The same: The happy lad: a story of peasant life in Norway; and
12°.
other tales.
London, Blackie & son, 1882.
(639)
12°Life by the fells and fiords: a Norwegian sketch book.
London, A. Strahan & co., 1879.
(640)
Magnhild. Tr. from the Norse by Rasmus B. Anderson. Author's
16°.
ed.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin & co., 1883 [i.e. 1882.] (641)
The newly-married couple. Tr. by S. and E. Hjerleid. 12°.
London, Simpkin, Marshall & co., 1870.
(642)
The railroad and the church-yard. In Labsen (Carl). The fly12°.
ing mail [etc.]
Boston, Sever, Francis & co., 1870, pp.
89-132.

(643)

The same: Railroad and churchyard. In "Seaside library." v.
4°.
67.
New York, G. Munro, [1882], no. 1359, pp. 3-9. (644)
Scottish and Scandinavian pictures,
iii.
Pictures from Norway,
from the Danish of Bjornson [by James Albert Harrison.] In The
'

'

Southern magazine."
Oct. 1875, pp. 385-394.

v. 17.

8°

Baltimore, Turnbull brothers,
(645)

[Synnove Solbakken.]
Love and life in Norway, tr. from the
Norwegian by the hon. Augusta Bethel and Augusta Plesner. 16°.
London, Cassell, Petter & Galpin, 1870.
(646)
The same: Synnove Solbakken. Tr. from the Norse by Rasmus
B. Anderson. Author's ed. Portrait. 16°. Boston, Houghton,
Mifflin

& co.
31

1881.

(647)
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•

The same: Synnove Solbakken. Given in English bv Julie Sutter.
12°.
London, Macmillan & co., 1881.
(648)
Bjornstjerna (Magnus Predrik Ferdinand, grefve).
The British
empire in the east. [Tr. from the Swedish, by H. E. Lloyd.] 8°.
London, J: Murray, 1840.
(649)
The theogony of the Hindoos with their systems of philosophy
and cosmogony. [Tr. from the Swedish.] 8°. London, J: Mur;

ray, 1844.

(650)

Blanche (August Theodor). The bandit. Tr. from the Swedish and
8°- New
edited by Selma Borg and Marie A. Brown. Portrait.
YorJc,

e. P.

Putnam &

sons, 1872.

C651)

Boner (C :) See Andersen (Hans Christian).
Borg (Selma). See Blanche (August Theodor).Sophie).

Schwartz (Marie

Topelius (Zachris).
See Berzelius (J6ns Jacob).

Bote (M. H.)
Brandes (Georg). Lord Beaconsfield: a study. Authorized
Mrs. G: Sturge. 8°. London, B: Bentley, 1880.
•

Tlie same.

12°.

The same.

4°.

New York, C: Scribner's sons, 1880.
New York, Harper & brothers, 1881.

tr.

by

(652)
(653)

(Franklin

square library, no. 179.)

("654)

Br^kstad (H. L.) See Asbjornson (Peter
Bkemer (Fredrika). The bondmaid, and

Christian).
Strife

and peace.

18°.

(655)
London, Tegg, 1842.
The same: The bondmaid. Tr. from the Swedish bv M. L. Put(656)
nam. 12°. London, J. Chapman, 1844.
The same. 24°. Londor S. G. Clarke & co., 1844. (Clarke's
(657)
Cabinet series.)
The same: To which is. added, Axel and Anna, or a correspon-

dence between two stories of the same house. Tr. from the Swedish.
8°.
London, W. Smith, 1844. (Smith's Standard library.) (658)
Brothers and sisters. Tr. by M.. Howitt. 3 v. 12°. London,

S:

CoTburn, 1848.

The
12°-

A

(659)

and other stories, tr. by Margaret Howitt.
(660)
London, Jackson, Watford & Ho&der, 1865.

butterfly's gospel,

Diary.

8°.

London, W. Smith, 1844.

(Smith's Standard
(661)

library.)

The

same:~]Tv. from the Swedish

by E. A. Friedlander.

London, H. G. Clarke dfr co., 1845. (Clarke's Cabinet series.)
The same: And The Bondmaid. Tr. from the Swedish.
18°.
London, G: Slater, 1850.
The same: A Diary; Strife and peace. Tr. by M.. Howitt.
12°.
London, Longmans, 1843.

24°.
(662)

2 v.
(663)

2 v.
C664)
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An Easter

offering.
Tr. from the unpublished Swedish manuby M.. Howitt. 18°- London, H: Colburn, 1850.
(665)
Father and daughter, a portraiture from the life. Tr. by M..
Howitt. 8°. London, A. Hall, Virtue & eo., 1858'.
(666)
The same. 12°. Philadelphia, T. B. Peterson & bros., [I860?] (667)
The four sisters. A tale of social and domestic life in Sweden.
12°.
Tr. by M.. Howitt. Authorized Am. ed.
Philadelphia, T.
B. Peterson d bros., [I860?]
(668)
Greece and the Greeks. The narrative of a winter residence and
summer travel in Greece and its islands. Tr. by M.. Howitt. 2
12°.
v.
London, Hurst & Blackett, 1863.
(669)
12°.
TheH
family.
Boston, J.
Tr. from the Swedish.
Munroe & eo., 1843.
(670)
The same. 8°. Boston, J. Munroe & eo., 1843.
(671)
The same. 24°. London, H. G. Clarice & eo., 1844. (Clarke's

script,

Cabinet

series.)

(672)

The same: The

H

Anna; and
London, Longman,

family: Tralinnan; Axel and

12°.
other tales. Tr.. by M.. Howitt. 2 v.
Brown, Green & Longmans, 1844.
(673)
The same: The H
family a tale of home life.
New ed.
18°.
London, 1849.
(674)
The same. 18°. London, G: Slater, 1849.
(Slater's Shilling
:

series.)

(675)

London, Knight & son, 1853.
(676)
12°.
Tr. by M.. Howitt.
London, A. Ball, Virtue &

The same:
Hertha.
co.,

New

ed.

32°.

1856.

(677)

The home;
Howitt.

or,

12°.

2 v.

mans, 1843.
The same: 2d ed.

and family joys.
Tr. by M..
London, Longman, Brown, Green d~ Long-

family cares

(678)

London, Longmans, 1843. (679)
Tliesame. 8°. New York, Harper d'.brothers, 1843.
(680)
Ihe same: Tr. from the Swedish by E. A. Friedlander. 2 v. 24°.
London, H. G. Clarke d eo., 1844. (Clarke's Cabinet series.) (681)
18°The same.
2 v.
London, G: Slater, 1849.
(Slater's
2 v.

12°.

Shilling series.)

(682)

The homes of the new world impressions of America.
;

Tr.

by M..

London, A. Hall, Virtue & co., 1853.
(683)
New York, Harper & brother, 1853. (684)
Life in Dalecarlia: The parsonage of Mora. Tr. by W: Howitt.
16°.
London, Chapman &• Hall, [1845.]
(685)
The same: Tr. from the Swedish by E. A. Friedlander. 24°.
London, H. G. Clarke d CO., 1845. (Clarke's Cabinet series.) (686)
Howitt.

12°.

3 v.

The same.

2

v.

12°-
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The same: Tr. by

man

<&

W:

New

Howitt.

ed.

18°.

London, Chap-

Sail, 1849.

(687)

and posthumous works, of P. Bremer, edited by her
sister, Charlotte Bremer [Mrs. Quiding].
Tr. from the Swedish by
P: Milow. The poetry tr. by Emily Nonnen. 12°. New York,
Life, letters,

Surd

d-

Soughton, 1868.

(688)

The same. 8°- London, S. Low, son & Marston, 1868.
(689)
The midnight sun. Tr. by M.. Howitt. 12°. London, S: Colburn, 1849.

The same.
library,

(690)

New

4°.

York,

N. L. Munro,

1879.

(Union Square

v. 4, no. 73.)

The same.

New

4°.

fireside library,

(691)

York, Beadle c£

Adams,

1882.

(New York

v. 10, no. 125.)

Morning watches

(692)

a few words on Strauss and the Gospels' the
confession of faith of F. Bremer.
Tr. from the Swedish by a
Swede. 8°. Boston, Redding & co., 1843.
(693)
'

;

:

The Neighbours a story of every-day life. Tr. by M. Howitt. 2 v.
London, Longman, Brown, Green & Longmans, 1842. (694)
.

:

12°.

The same: 2d ed., rev. and corrected. 2 v. 12°. London,
Longmans, 1843.
(695)
The same: 3d ed. 2 v. 12°. London, Longmans, 1843. (696)
The same. 12°. Boston, J. Munroe & co., 1843.
(697)
The same: Tr. from the Swedish by E. A. Friedlander. 2 v. 24°.
London, S. Q-. Clarke & co., 1844. (Clarke's Cabinet series.) (698)
The same. 8°. London, W. Smith, 1845. (Smith's Standard
library.)

(699)

The same.

London, Tegg, 1849.
(700)
'The same. 2 v. 18°- London, 0: Slater, 1850.
(701)
The same: And other tales. Tr. by M.. Howitt. 4th ed. 12°.
London, S: G: Bohn, 1852. (Bonn's Standard library.)
(702)
The same: And minor tales. With frontispiece and vignette by
8°.
C. Keane.
London, Ingram, Cooke & co., 1853. (The Uni2

v.

18°.

versal library, part 22.)

New

(703)

sketches of every-day life:

A

Diary; together with Strife

and peace. Tr. by M.. Howitt. 2 v. 12°. London, Longman,
Brown, Green & Longmans, 1844.
(704)
Nina. Life in Sweden. [The President's daughter, part 2.] Tr.
New York, J. Winchester,
by M.. Howitt. 1st Am. ed. 4°.
[1843.]

(The

New World

The same: Nina.

8°.

extra

series,

no. 95-96.)

London, W. Smith, 1844.

(705)

(Smith's

Standard library.)
The same: Tr. from the Swedish by E. A. Priedlander.

(706)

2 v.
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24°

London, H. G. Clarke

&

co.,

1844-5.

Cabinet

(Clarke's

(707)

series.)

The same: Tr. from the German.

London, G: Slater,

18°.

2 v.

(708)

(Slater's Shilling series.)

1849.

Tr. from the
Mora; or, life in Daleoarlia.
(709)
Swedish. 18°. London, G: Slater, 1850.
The president's daughter including Nina. Tr. by M. Howitt, 3 v.
12°. London, Longman, Brown, Green & Longmans, 1843. (710)
The same; The president's daughter, a, narrative of a governess.
8°.
Tr. from the Swedish.
Boston, J. Munroe & co., 1843. (711)
The same: Tr. from the Swedish, by a lady. 12° Boston, J. Mun-

The parsonage

of

.

;

roe

& co.,

Cabinet

(712)

1843.

The same.

24°.

London,

ff.

G. Clarke

&

co.,

1844.

(Clarke's
(713)

series.)

The same.

8°.

London, W. Smith, 1844.

(Smith's standard

library.)

(714)

The same: New ed. 18°. London, 1849.
(715)
The same. 18°. London, Tegg, 1849.
(716)
Tlie same: Tr. by M.. Howitt. 12° London, H: G: Bohn, 1852. (717)
The rectory of Mora. 8°. London, W. Smith, 1845. (Smith's
Standard library.)
(718)
family The BondThe same: The rectory of Mora The H
maid and, Axel and Anna. 8° London, Ingram, Cooke d; co.,
1853. (The Universal library, part 15.)
(719)
Strife and peace, or scenes in Norway. Tr. from the Swedish.
;

;

.

;

London, W. Smith, 1843.

8°

The same.
The same.

8°.

24°.

Cabinet series.)
The same. 18°.

Boston, J.

(Smith's Standard library.)

Munroe &

co.,

London, H. G. Clarke

1843.

&

(721)

1844.

(Clarke's

(Slater's

Shilling

co.,

(722)

London, G: Slater, 1849.

series.)

(723)

The same: To which is added, The Bondmaid. New ed.
London, 1849.
The same. 32°. London, Knight & son, 1853.
Travels in the Holy land. Tr. by M.. Howitt. 2 v. 12°don Hurst & Blackett, 1 8G 1
The twins, and other tales. Tr. from the Swedish, by a
4°New York, J. Winchester, [1843.] (The New World
,

series,

no. 84.)

Tliesame.

%i°-

series.)

18°.

(724)

(725)

Lon(726)

lady.

extra
(727)

The same: Tr. from the Swedish.
(Smith's Standard library.)
Cabinet

(720)

8°

London, B. G. Clarke

London, W. Smith, 1844.
(728)

&

co.,

1848.

(Clarke's
(729)
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The same.

London, G:

18°.

Slater,

1849.

(Slater's Shilling

series.)

(730)

Two years

in Switzerland and Italy.

London, Hurst

12°.

& Blacken,

by M.. Howitt.

2 v.

1861.

From

The works of F. Bremer.
W. Smith, 1845.

Tr.

(731)

the Swedish.

Lon-

8°.

2 v.

don,

(732)

The same: Tr. by M.. Howitt. 4 v. 12°. London, H: B: Bohn,
(Bohn's Standard library.)
(733)
Brown (Marie A.) See Blanche (August Theodor).
Runeberg
(Johan Ludvig).
Schwartz (Marie Sofia).
Topelius
1852-3.

(Zachris).

Brown (Robert). See Rink (Henrik Johannes).
Browne (H
See Madvig (Johan Nicolai).
:)

Bugge (T

:)

Travels in the French republic [1798-1799] containing
view of the present state of learning, <ftc. in that
;

a circumstantial

country.

Tr.

from the Danish by J: Jones.

12°.

London, for

B. Phillips, 1801.

(734)

Bull (Mrs. Ole). See Lie (Jonas).
Burt (J. H.) See Munch (Andreas).
Bushby (Mrs. — ) See Andersen (Hans Christian).
Busk (G- :) See Steenstrup (Johan Japetus Smith).
Carlen (Emilie Schmidt Flygare). The birthright.
•

original,
ley,

by the

of " St. Roche."

tr.

3 v.

12°.

From

the

London, E: Bent-

1851.

(735)

From the original Swedish by Alex. L.
12°. New York, C: Scribner, 1853. (736)

The bride of Omberg.

Krause and Elbert Perce.
The brilliant marriage a
:

New ed.

tale of domestic interest.

London, Ward & Lock, 1856.
(737)
The same: New ed. 12°- London, Ward, Lock & Tyler, 1865. (738)
The brother's bet or, within six weeks. 12°. London, R: Bent-

12°.

;

ley,

1867.

(739)

The same. Ln
Munro, 1879, no.
The same. 4°

"

Union Square

library."

4°.

New

York,

56, pp. 1-28.

New

L.

(740)

York, Beadle

& Adams,

[1881.]

(Waverley

library, v. 5, no. 111.)

Events of a year.

N.

(741)

3 v.

12°.

London, Newby, 1853.

(742)

The

guardian. 3 v. 12°. London, B: Bentley, 1865.
(743)
Gustavus Lindorm or, " lead us not into temptation." By E.
Carlen, with a preface to her American readers by the authoress.
From the original Swedish, by Elbert Perce. 12°- New York,
;

C: Scribner, 1853.

The same.

The

3 v.

(744)
12°.

hermit, a novel.

London, Newby, 1854.
4 v. 12°. London, Newby, 1853.

(745)
(746)
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& co.,
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London, Ingram,

12°.

1852.

(747)

The same: From the Swedish, by A. L. Krause. 8° New York,
Harper & brothers, 1852.
(748)
John: Is a cousin worth two counts? 2 v. 12°
London, R:
Bentley, 1853.

The same :
or,

John.

Julie;

(749)

Is a cousin in

12°

London,

hand worth two counts

Ward &

and duty, a

or, love

in the

bush ?

Lock, 1857.

tale.

(750)

London, R: Bentley,

8°

1854.

(751)

The

lover's strategem

;

or,

two

12°.

2 v.

suitors.

London, R:

Bentley, 1852.

The magic
merby.

Tr.

(752)

goblet, or the consecration of the

from the original Swedish.

church of

New

8°

York,

HamW. H.

Colyer, 1845.

(753)

Maiden's tower
ley,

;

a tale of the sea.

12°

3 v.

London, R: Bent-

1853.

(754)

Marie Louise;
gram, Cooke

& co.,

The same.

One

8°.

The

the opposite neighbours.

(755)

York, D. Appleton

and Lavinia.

professor and his favorites.

The same.

London, In-

A

& co.,

1854.

tale of

(756)

wedlock.

(Pocket library.)

York, Stjernefeldt
3 v.

The Rose of

12°.

1853.

New

year, or Julia

London, 1853.

New

or,

12°.

the original Swedish.

Tr.

from the Swedish.

& Broadmeadow, 1843.

Tistelon

:

London, Newby, 1854.
(759)
a tale of the Swedish coast. Tr. from
12°2, v.
London, Longman. Brown,

& Longmans, 1844.
The same. 2 v. 24°. London, H.G. Clarke c6co.,

ling series.

(760)

1844.

f

Clarke's
(761)

18°.

London, G: Slater, 1850.

Reissue.)

The smugglers

8°.
(758)

Green

Cabinet series.)
The same. 2 v.

12°.
(757)

(Slater's Shil-

(762)

of the Swedish coast

;

or,

the Rose of Thistle

A romance. Tr. from the Swedish, by 6. C. Hebbe, and
H. C. Deming. 8°. New York, J. Winchester. [1844.]
(763)
The same. 8°. New York, Wiley & Putnam, 1845.
(764)
The same: The smugglers. [Tr. from the German.] In Gobisland.

don (Georgina). Sketches of foreign novelists. 12°
London,
J. Hogg & sons, [1861], pp. 315-392.
(765)
The temptation of wealth or, the heir primo-geniture. Tr.
from the Swedish by G. C. Hebbe. [2d ed.] 8°
New York, C.
;

Mutter, 1846.

(766)
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Twelve months of matrimony.

12°.

London, H. G.

1853.

(767)

The same: Newed. 12°. London, H.G.Clarke <£ Co., 1854. (768)
12°.
The sarm.
(Parlour liLondon, Barton & co., 1862.
brary.)

(769)

—— The whimsical
Mew

12°

woman.

From

the Swedish

by Elbert Perce.
'

York, G: Scribner, 1854.

Woman's

life

(770)

the trials of caprice.

or,

;

12°.

3 v.

London, B:

Bentley, 1852.

(771)

London, R: Bentley, 1856.

12°

The same.

(Bentley's Standard

novels.)

(772)

The same.

Chapman

London,

12°.

Hertz

See

(J.. F..)

Severin).

Ward &

Lock, 1858.

(Henrik).

(773)

Ingemann (Bernhard

—

de).
See Andersen (Hans Christian).
Christina, queen of Sweden. "Works, containing maxims and sentences and reflexions on Alexander the great. Tr. from the French,
with her life, &c, by the translator. 12°
London, 1753.
(774)

Chatelain (Madame
;

Clark (Alfred Corning). See Rydberg (Viktor).
Cronstedt (Axel Fredrik). An essay towards a system

of miner-

and an
on the blow-pipe. By Gustav von Engestrom.
The 2d ed., greatly enlarged and improved, by the addition of the
modern discoveries and by a new arrangement of the articles by
8°
2 v.
London, printed
J: Hyacinth de Magellan.
for C.
"
alogy.

Tr. from the original Swedish, with annotations,

additional treatise

;

C775)

Billy, 1788.

Crump (Hanby).
Cullen
Danish

(E.)

See

Andersen (Hans Christian).
Bergmann (Torbern Olof).
See

the code of Christian the fifth. Faithfully
English inhabitants of the Danish settlements
London, for N. Gibson, 1756.
in America. [Anon.] 8°
(776)
Dasent (Sir G Webbe). A selection from the Norse tales, for the use
Edinburgh, Edmonston &• Bouglas, 1861. (777)
of children. 12°
The same : Select popular tales from the Norse. New ed., with
12°.
Edinburgh, Edmonston & Bouglas, 1862.
ills.
(778)
Gisla saga.
See also Asbjornsen (Peter Christian).
tr.

(The) laws:

or,

for the use of the

:

Njals

Debes

(R.

Eask (Rasmus Kristian).
Lucas Jacobson). A description of the islands and inhab-

saga.-

itants of Feroe,

tr.

into English

by

J. Sterpin.

12°

lies, 1676.

See G-ranberg (Per Adolf).
(H. C.) See Carlen (Emilie Schmidt Flygare).

DELEN<Carl).

Deming

London, W.
(779)
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Dtjlcken (H. W.) See Andersen (Hans Christian).
Eddas. See nos. 143, 143a, 144, 144a, 144b, 144c, 144d.
Edgren (August Hjalmar). See Rydberg (Viktor).
Egede (Hans). A description of Greenland. [Tr. from the Danish.]
8°.

London, for C. Hitch, S. Austen, and J. Jackson, 1745. (780)
(Francis, 1st earl of Ellesmere). See Kongelige nordiske

Egerton

oldskrift selskabet.

Ehrenmalm

Travels into western Nordland. [Tr. from
In Pinkerton (J :) A general collection of the
best and most interesting voyages and travels, v. 1. 4° London,
(781)
for Longman, Hurst, Rees <£• Orme, 1808, pp. 337-375.
(Arwid).

the French.]

Engelhardt

(Conrad).

by recent discoveries
Williams

& Norgate,

Denmark

in the early iron age, illustrated

in the peat mosses of Slesvig.

4°.

1866.

London,
(782)

EngestrSm (Gustav von). See Cronstadt (Axel Fredrik).
Ewald (Herman Fredrik). John Falk a novel from the Danish.
12°
3 v.
London, R: Bentley, 1868.
(783)
The story of Waldemar Krone's youth. Tr. from the Danish.
:

12°.
Edinburgh, Edmonston & Douglas, 1867.
The same. 12° Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott & co.,
Eystein Asgrimsson. See Asgrimsson.

2 v.

(784)

1868. (785)

Feldborg (Anders Andersen). See Baden (Gustav Ludvig).
Mailing (Ove).
Fenton (M.) See Andersen (Carl).
Ford (Marian). See Bjornson (Bjornstjerne).
Forestier (Auber, pseud.) See Woodward (Anna Aubertine).
Forster (J Reinhold). See Kalm (Pehr).
:

Francis (Nina).

See Bergsoe (Vilhelm Jorgen).

Freeland (H. "W.) See PALUDAN-MirijiER (Fredrik).
FriediAnder (E. A.) See Bremer (Fredrika).
See Ohlenschlager (Adam Gottlob).
Frye (W E
Fryxell (Anders). The history of Sweden. Tr. from
:

:)

the original

Ed. by M.. Howitt. 2 v. 12°[Swedish by A. von Schoultz.]
London, S: Bentley, 1844.
(786)
Fuller (Fanny). See Andersen (Hans Christian),
Geijer (Erik Gustaf). The history of the Swedes. Tr. from the
Swedish, with an introduction and notes, by J H. Turner. 8°
London, Whittalcer d- co., [1845.]
(787)
Gellina (Arnliot). The Scandinavian question. Tr. from the
8°.
Swedish original by [Sir G: Stephens.!
London, J: R.
:

Smith, 1857.

Gierlow

(J

:)

(788)

See

Holeerg

Gisla saga Surssonar.

The

(Ludvig).
story of Gisli the outlaw.

From

the
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by

Icelandic

G

"Webbe Dasent.

:

4°.

Edinburgh, Edmonston

Douglas, 1866.

The same. 4°Gosse (Edmund

W

Gotjdie (Gilbert).

Granberg

S

(789)

Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott <£

co.,

1866. (790)

Asbjornsen (Peter Christian).
See Orkneyinga (The) saga.
See

:)

English and Swedish pocket-dictionary.
Orebro, N. M. Lindh, 1832.
(791)
An historical sketch of the last years of the reign of Gustavus
the 4th Adolphus, late king of Sweden. Tr. from the Swedish.
[Anon.] 8°
London, for J. Cawthom, 1812.
(792)
Grettis saga: the story of Grettir the strong. Tr. from the Icelandic by Eirikr Magniisson and
Morris. 8°. London, F. S.
[Tr.

(Per Adolf).

by Carl Delen.]

18°.

W

:

Ellis, 1869.

(793)

Harrison (James
Harteltos (T. J.)

See

Albert).

Bjornson

(Bjornstjerne).

Home

gymnastics for the preservation and resyoung and old people of both
sexes with a short method of acquiring the art of swimming tr.
and adapted from the Swedish by C. Lofving. 16° Philadelphia,

toration of health in children and
;

;

J. B. Lippincott

& co.,

1883.

(794)

Head (Sir Edmund Walker). See Viga Gltjm's saga.
Hebbe (G. C.) See Carlen (Emilie Schmidt Plygare).
Hertz

King Rene's daughter a lyric drama. Prom
Chapman. 12°. London, Smith, Elder &

(Henrik).

Danish.

By

:

J.. F..

1845.

the
co.,

(795)

The same: Tr. by Theodore Martin.

16°.

London, W. S. Orr

<& co., 1850.

(796)

—

The same. 12°. Boston, W. Crosby & H. P. Nichols, 1850. (797)
The same. 12° London, J: W. Parker & son, 1857.
(798)
The same: 2d ed. 18°. London, W: Blackwood d~ sons, 1864. (799)
New York, Leypoldt & Holt. 1867.
The same. 12°
(800)
A lyric drama, in one act. Prom the Danish.
The same
Rendered into English verse by the hon. Edmund Phipps. 16°.
New York, S.French, [I860?] (The Minor drama, v. 10.) (801)
:

Hildebrand

The

(Hans).

pagan time.

8°

industrial arts of Scandinavia in the

[London], 1883.

handbooks.)
Historical (An) sketch of the

(South Kensington

art

the 4th Adolphus.

Hjaltalin (Jon

mus

A.)

(802)

reign of Gustavus
(Per Adolf).

last years of the

See Granberg
Orknetinga (The)

1812.

See

saga.

Kristian).

Hjerleid
Hjerleid

(E..)

See Bjornson (Bjornstjerne).

(Sivert).

See

museum

Bjornson

(Bjornstjerne).

Rask (Ras-
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Holberg

The

(Ludvig).

Norway.

history of

See

1817.

Baden

(Gustav Ludvig).

An introduction to universal history.
revised

by W.

Tr.

by G. Sharpe.

Radcliffe. 8°. London, L.Davis,

[etc.],

A new ed.,

1787.

(803)

Memoirs, written by himself in Latin, and tr. into English. 24°
London, 1827.
(804)
Niels Klim's journey under the ground, being a narrative of
his wonderful descent to the subterranean lands, together with
an account of the sensible animals and trees inhabiting the planet
Nazar and the firmament. Tr. from the Danish, by J Gierlow,
:

with a sketch of the author's
co.,

life.

12°

Boston, Saxton, Peirce

1845.

&

(805)

Horner (Joanna B.) See Orsted (Hans Christian).
Horner (Leonora). See Orsted (Hans Christian).
Horrebov (Niels). The natural history of Iceland.

Tr. from the
London, for A. Linde, [etc.], 1758. (806)
Howitt (M.. Botham, Mrs. W:) See Andersen (Hans Christian).

Danish

original,

fol.

Bremer (Fredrika). Fryxell (Anders.)
Howitt (W :) See Bremer (Fredrika).
Hubbard (H. G.) See Bergsoe (Vilhelm JOrgen).
Ibsen (Henrik). The emperor and the Galilean: a drama
parts.

Tr.

from the Norwegian, by Catherine Ray.

S: Tinsley, 1876.
Nora. A play.
16°

London,

in two
London,
(807)

Tr. from the Norwegian by Henrietta F.. Lord.

Griffith,

Ingemann (Bernhard

From

12°.

the Danish.

& Farran,

1882.

(808)

Childhood of King Erik Menved.
London, Bruce & Wyld, 1846. (Library

Severin).
12°.

of foreign romance, v. 7.)

King Eric and the

(809)

outlaws, or, the throne, the church, and the

Tr. from the Danish by J.. F.. ChapLondon, Longman, Brown, Green & Long-

people in the 13th century.

man.

3

v.

12°.

mans, 1843.

(810)

Waldemar, a

tale.

3 v.

12°.

London, Saunders

1841.

<£ Ottley,

(811)

Janson (Kristofer Nagel). The spell-bound fiddler a Norse romance.
Tr. from the original by Auber Forestier [i.e. Miss Anna Aubertine
Woodward.] With an introduction by Rasmus B. Anderson.
:

12°.

Chicago, S. C. Griggs

&

co.,

1880.

(812)

The same: 2d ed. 12°
Chicago, S. C. Griggs & Co., 1883.
Johnstone (James). Anecdotes of Olave the Black, king of Man,
and the Hebridian princes of the Somerled family, to which are
added eighteen eulogies on Haco, king of Norway, by Snorro
Sturluson,

poet to that

monarch, now

first

published in the
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from the Flateyan and other manuscripts; with
and notes. 8°. Copenhagen, 1780.
(813)

original Icelandic
a,

literal version,

The Norwegian account of Haco's expedition against Scotland,
A.D. 1263, now first published in the original Islandic, from the
Flateyan and Frisian manuscripts, with a literal English version
and notes. 8°
Copenhagen, 1782.
(814)
See also Krakumal.
Jones (J :) See Bugge (T :)

Kalm

Travels into North America; containing its natural
and a circumstantial account of its plantations and agriculture in general. Tr. into English by J Reinhold Forster. 3 v.
8°.
Warrington & London, W. Eyres, [etc], 1770-71.
(815)
The same: 2d ed. 2 v. 8°. London, for T. Lowndes, 1772. (816)
The same. In Pinkerton (J :) A general collection of voyages
and travels, v. 13. 4°. London, Longmans, 1812, pp. 374(Pehr).

history,

:

700.

(817)

Keyser (Jacob Rudolf). The private life of the old Northmen. Tr.
by the Rev. M. R. Barnard. 12°. London, Chapman & Sail,
1868.

(818)

The

New

religion of the

Northmen.

Tr. by Barclay Pennock.

York, C: B. Norton, 1854.

Kinneae

See Ohlenschl.s;ger

(E..)

12°.
(819)

(Adam

Gottlob).

Kongelige nordiske oldskrift-selskabet. Guide to northern archaeEd. for the use of English readers by the earl of EUesology.
mere [Francis Egerton]. 8°. London, J. Bain; printed by
Berling brothers, Copenhagen, 1848.

Krakumal.

Lodbrockar-quida

;

(820)

or the death song of Lodbroc;

now

from various manuscripts, with a free Enga literal
lish translation to which are added the various readings
Latin version an Islando-Latino glossary and explanatory notes.
By James Johnstone. 8°. Copenhagen, 1782.
(821)
Krause (Alexander L.) See Carlen (Emilie Schmidt Flygare).
Laing(S:) See Snorri Sturluson.
Lamotte-Fouque (F. H. K. baron de). See Andersen (Hans Chrisfirst

correctly printed

;

;

;

;

,

tian).

Larsen

(Carl).

Latham

See Tegner (Esaias).
See Berzelius (Jons Jacob).
(Knud). An account of the Laplanders of Finmark.

Leaming

Leem

See BjOrnson (Bjornstjerne).

(Robert Gordon).
(F.)

translated.)

and
490.

travels,

In Pinkerton
v.

1.

4°.

(J:)

A

(Newly

general collection of voyages

London, Longmans, 1808, pp. 376(822)

Leslie (Alexander). See Nordenskiold Friherre (Nils Adolf Erik).
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Lie (Jonas). The barque Future; or, life in the far north. Tr. by
Mrs. Ole Bull. 12°. Chicago, S. C. Griggs & co., 1879.
(823)
Little Grey, the pony of Nordfjord; or, the story of Gjermund
and Sigrid. Tr. from the Norwegian by Hon. Mrs. Arbuthnott.
12". Edinburgh and London, Hamilton, 1873.
(824)
A Norse love story. The pilot and his wife. Tr. by Mrs. Ole
12°.
Bull.
Chicago, 8.0. Griggs & co., 1876.
(825)
The same : The pilot and his wife. Tr. from the Norwegian by
12°
G. L. Tottenham.
Edinburgh and London, W: Blachwood

& sons,

1877.

(826)

Linden (H. A. W.) See Rydberg (Viktor).
Linne (Carl von). Lachesis Lapponioa, or a tour in Lapland. Now
published by James E: Smith. 2 v. 8°. 'London, printed for
White & Cochrane, 1811.
(827)
Lloyd (H. E.) See BjSrnstjerna (Magnus Predrik Ferdinand,
grefve).

Lofvinq

Lord

(C.)

See Hartelius (T. J.)
See Ibsen (Henrik).

(Henrietta F..)

Lorenzen (C. H.) See Steenstrup (Johan Japetus Smith).
Lubbock (Sir J :) See Nilsson (Sven).
Maccall (W:) The hymns of Denmark, tr. by Gilbert Tait, [pseud.]
12°
London, Strahan <& co., 1868.
(828)
Madvig (Johan Nieolai). A Latin grammar for the use of schools.
Tr. from the German with the sanction and co-operation of the
author, by G: Woods. 8°. London, J: H. & J. Parker, 1848. (829)
The same : 3d ed. 8°. London, J: H. & J. Parker, 1857. (830)
The same : The 1st Am. from the 5th Eng. ed., carefully revised.
12°.
Boston, Ginn brothers & co., 1870.
(831)
The same : 8°. Boston, Ginn brothers, 1871.
(832)
Syntax of the Greek language, for the use of schools. Tr. from
the German by H: Browne, and edited by T. K. Arnold. 8°.
London, Rivingtons, 1853.
(833)
The same : 2d ed. 12°. London, Rivingtons, 1873.
(834)
The same : Greek syntax, especially of the Attic dialect. By H
Browne and T. K. Arnold. 3d ed. 12°. London, Rivingtons,
1881.

/835)

Magellan (J: Hyacinth de). See Cronstedt (Axel Fredrik).
Magnus (Olof). A compendious history of the Goths, Swedes, &
Vandals and other northern nations,
1658.
t

Magnusson

—

London, J. Streator,
(836)

Arnason (Jon). Asgrimsson (Eystein).
Runeberg (Johan Ludvig). Thomas saga erki-

(Eirikr).

Grettis saga.
BYSKUPS.

fol.

See
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and Morris (W:) Three northern love stories, and other tales.
from the Icelandic. 12°. London, Ellis & White, 1875. (837)
Volsunga saga. Tr. from the Icelandic. 8°. London, F.

Tr.

S. Ellis, 1870.

(838)

Great and Good deeds of Danes, Norwegians, and
Holsteinians. Tr. into English [by Anders Andersen Feldborg.]
4°.
London, C. & B. Baldwin, 1807.
(839)
Marsh (G: Perkins). See Rase: (Rasmus Kristian).

Malling

Martin

(Ove).

(Theodore).

See Hertz (Henrik)

Ohlenschl.eger (Adam

Gottlob).

May

See Oscar I., Icing of Sweden and Norway.
See Bremer (Fredrika).
Montelius (Oscar). Remains from the iron age of Scandinavia. 4°.
Stockholm, J. Hceggstrom, 1869.
(840)
Morris (W:) Three northern love stories. 1875. See Magnusson
(A.)

Milow (F

:)

and Morris.
VSlsunga saga. 1870. See Magnusson (Eirikr) and Morris.
See also Grettis saga.
Munch (Andreas). The maid of Norway: an historical romance.
With pen-andTr. from the Norwegian by Mrs. Robert Birkbeck.
ink sketches of Norwegian scenery. 8°. London, Chatto <&Windus,
(Eirikr)

1877.

(841)

"William and Rachel Russell, a tragedy in five acts.

the Norwegian

by

J.

H. Burt.

Tr.

London, Trubner

12°.

from

&

1862.

co.,

(842)

Nicolaysen (Nicolay). The viking-ship discovered at Gokstad in Norway. With map, woodcuts, and plates. 4°. Ohristiania, A. Cammermeyer, 1882. (Text in Danish and English.)
(843)
Niles (M. E.) See Bjornson (Bjornstjerne).
Nilsson (Sven). The primitive inhabitants of Scandinavia. 3d ed.,
Ed.,
revised by the author, and tr. from his own manuscript.
with an introduction by Sir J Lubbock. 8°. London, Longmans,
Green d CO., 1868.
(844)
Njals saga. The story of Burnt Njal. From the Icelandic by
G: Webbe Dasent. 8°. Edinburgh, .Edmonston & Douglas,
:

(845)

1861.

See Bremer (Fredrika.)
Nordenskiold (Friherre Nils Adolf Eric). The voyage of the Vega
round Asia and Europe, with a historical review of previous
jourjieys along the north coast of the old world. Tr. by Alexander

Nonnen

(Emily).

Leslie.

don

With 5

& New

steel portraits,

numerous maps, and

York, Macmillan d~

Ohlenschl^ger (Adam

Gottlob).

CO.,

1882.

Aladdin

;

or,

ills.

8°.

Lon(846)

the wonderful lamp, a
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dramatic poem, in two parts. Tr. by Theodore Martin. 12°.
London, J: W. Parker & son, 1857.
(847)
Correggio a tragedy. Tr., with notes, by Theodore Martin. 12°.
London, J: W. Parker & son, 1854.
(848)
The Gods of the north, an epic poem. Tr. from the original
Danish into English verse by "W E Frye. 8°. London, W: Pick;

:

ering ; Paris, Stassin

Hakon

Jarl,

& Xavier,

a tragedy, in

:

1845.

Ohlenschlager and poems after

(849)

from the Danish of
16°.
London,
various authors.

five acts.

Tr.

Eookham, 1840

T.

(850)

Vaulundurs saga. A legend of "Wayland smith. Prom the German by Elizabeth Kinnear. In Depping (Georges Bernard) and
Michel (Prancisque Xavier). Wayland smith. 16°. London,

W:

Pickering, 1847, pp. 1-64.

(851)

Olafsson (Eggert) and Palsson (Bjarni). Travels in Iceland. Tr.
from the Danish [and abridged by P. W. B.] In "A collection of
modern and contemporary voyages and travels." v. 2. 8°. London, for R. Phillips, 1806.
(852)
Orkneyinga (The) saga. Tr. from the Icelandic by Jon A. Hjaltalin and Gilbert Goudie.
Edited, with notes and introduction
by Joseph Anderson. 8°. Edinburgh, Edmonston & Douglas,
1873

(853)

Orsted (Hans

Christian).

The

soul in nature; with supplementary

from the German, by Leonora, and Joanna B.
London, B: G: Bohn, 1852.
(854)
Oscar I., king of Sweden and Norway. On punishments and prisons.
8°.
Tr. from the 2d Swedish ed., by A. May.
London, Smith,
Elder & co.; Stockholm, A. Bonnier, 1842.
(855)
Oscar II. Predrik, king of Sweden and Norway. A memoir of
Charles XII. Tr. from the. original Swedish by G P Apgeorge.
contributions.

Homer.

Tr.

12°

:

London),

R: Bentley &

:

son, 1879.

Paijkull (Carl Wilhelm von). A summer in Iceland.
Barnard. 8°. London, Chapman & Hall, 1868.
Palmer (E: H:) See Runeberg (Johan Ludvig).

(856)

Tr.

by M. R.
(857)

Travels in Iceland. 1806. See Olafsson (Egand Palsson.
Paludan-Muller (Predrik). The fountain of youth. Tr. from the
Danish by H. W. Freeland. 16°. Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott

Palssojj (Bjarni).
gert)

&

co.,

1867.

Paull (Mrs. H. B.) See Andersen (Hans Christian).
Peachy (Caroline). See Andersen (Hans'Christian).
Pennock (Barclay). See Keyser (Jacob Rudolf).
Perce (Elbert). See Carlen (Emilie Schmidt Plygare).

(858)
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Percy

(T:, bishop of

Dromore).

Five pieces of Runic poetry tr. from
[Anon.] 12°- London, for R. & J.

the Icelandic language.
Dodsley, 1763.

(859)

The same. In Mallet (Paul Henri). Northern antiquities. 8°.
Edinburgh, C. Stewart, 1809. v. 2, pp. 279-338.
(860)
Phipps (Edmund). See Hertz (Henrik).
Plesner (Augusta). See Andersen (Hans Christian). Bjornson
(Bjornstjerne).

Pontoppidan (Erik).
Danish original.

The natural
2 v.

fol.

history of Norway.

London,

from the
A. Linde,

Tr.

printed for

1755.

(861)

Powell

See Arnason (Jon).
Prior (R: Chandler Alexander). Ancient Danish ballads
(G: E. J.)

the originals.

Putnam (M.

L.)

3

v.

8°.

London, Williams

&

tr.

from

Norgate, 1860. (862)

See Bremer (Fredrika).

Quiding (Charlotte Bremer, Mrs.) See Bremer (Predrika).
Radcliffe (W.) See Holberu (Ludvig).
Bask (Rasmus Kristian). A compendious grammar of the Old-Northern or Icelandic language compiled and tr. from the grammars of
Rask, by G: P. Marsh. 12°. Burlington, [Vt.], JR. Johnson &
:

co.,

1838.

(863)

The same: Tr. from the Swedish by G: Webbe Dasent. 8°.
London, W: Pickering ; Frankfort ojM., Jceger's library, 1843. (864)
The same: After the Danish by H. Lund. * 12°. London, F.
Thimm, 1868. (Franz Thimm's series of European grammars.
Part

xi.)

(865)

A grammar of the Anglo-Saxon tongue,
From

the Danish by B: Thorpe.

8°.

with a praxis.

New

1830.

(866)

London, Trubner & co. 1865.
(867)
8°.
ed.
London, Trubner & co., 1879.
(868)
grammar of the Danish language for the use of Englishmen.

The same: 2d
The same: 3d

A

ed.

Copenhagen, S. L. Moller,

8°.

12°.

ed.

,

Copenhagen, 1830.

(869)

The same: Rask's Danish grammar. Edited by T.
2d ed. 8°- Copenhagen, J. H. Schultz, 1846.
The same. 8°. London, Williams <& Norgate, 1847.

A short

G-.

(870)

(871)

tractate on the longevity ascribed to the Patriarchs in

the book of Genesis, and

its

relation to the

Hebrew chronology.

London, Trubner & co., 1863.
Rat (Catherine). See Ibsen (Henrik).
Repp (Thorleifr Gudmundsson). See Rask (Rasmus Kristian).

From

Repp.

the Danish.

8°-

Richardson (Frederika).

See Bjornson (Bjornstjerne).

(872),
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Rink (Henrik Johannes).

Danish Greenland. Edited by Robert
London, H. S. King & co., 1877.
(873)
Rugeley-Powers (S.) See Bjornson (Bjornstjerne).
Ruheberg (Johan Ludvig.) Lyrical songs, idylls, and epigrams. Tr.
12°.
into English by E. Magniisson and E. H. Palmer.
London,

Brown.

12°

Kegan Paul

<£

co.,

1878.

(874)

Nadeschda. A poem .in five cantos. Tr. from the Swedish by
Marie A. Brown. 8°. Boston, M. A. Brown, 1879 [i.e. 1878.] (875)
Rydberg (Viktor). The last Athenian. Tr. from the Swedish by W:
Widgery Thomas, jr. 12°. Philadelphia, T. B. Peterson &
brothers, [1879.]

The same.

12°-

(876)

Philadelphia,

T.

B. Peterson

&

brothers,

[1879.]

(877)

The magic of the middle ages. Tr. from the Swedish by August
Hjalmar Edgren. 12°. New York, H: Holt & co., 1879.
(878)
Roman days. From the Swedish by Alfred Corning Clark.
With a sketch of Rydberg by Dr. H. A. W. Linden. Authorized
12°.
New YorJc, G: P. Putnam's sons, 1879.
(879)
The same. 12°. London, S. Low, son & co., 1879.
(880)
Rygh (Oluf) Norwegian antiquities. With French and Norwegian
4°.
text.
London, S. Low, son & co., 1880.
(881)
Save (Carl). Some Runic stones in northern Sweden. Edited by G-:
Stephens. 4°.
Upsala, E. Berling, 1878.
(882)
Schiern (Frederik). Life of James Hepburn, earl of Bothwell: tr.
from the Danish by the rev. D Berry. 8°
Edinburgh, Edmonstr.

:

ton

& Douglas,

1880.

Schlegel (Johann Friedrich Wilhelm von).

(883)

Neutral rights;

or,

an

impartial examination of the right of search of neutral vessels
under convoy, and of a judgment pronounced by the English
court of admiralty the 11th June, 1799, in the ease of the Swedish
convoy. Tr. from the French. 8°. Philadelphia, Aurora office,
1801.

(884)

Schoultz (Anne von). See Fryxell (Anders).
Schubeler (Frederik Christian). Synopsis of the vegetable products
of Norway. Tr. by M. R. Barnard. 4°. Ghristiania, Brogger &
Christie, 1862.

Schwartz (Marie Sofia). Birth and education.
ish by Selma Borg and Marie A. Brown.
Shepard, 1871.

(885)

Tr. from the Swed8°.

Boston, Lee

&

(886)

Gerda or, the children of work. Tr. from the Swedish by
Selma Borg and Marie A. Brown. 12°. Philadelphia, Porter &
;

Coates, [1874].

32

(887)
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Gold and name. Tr. from the Swedish by Selma Borg and
Marie A. Brown. 8°. Boston, Lee & Shepard, 1871.
(888)
Guilt and innocence. Tr. from the Swedish by Selma Borg and
Marie A. Brown. 8°. Boston, Lee & Shepard, 1871.
(889)
Little Karin.
Tr. from the authoress' original Swedish manuscript by Selma Borg and Marie A. Brown. 8°. Hartford, Conn.,
B. W. Bliss & co., 1873.
(890)
.

man

-"The

London, Strahan

The

right one.

A. Brown.

and the woman of the

of birth

&

co.,

Tr.

&

Shepard, 1871.

The son of the organ-grinder.
Borg and Marie A. Brown. 12°.

Tr.

(892)

from the Swedish by Selma

Philadelphia, Porter

[1873.]

Two

12°.

(891)

from the Swedish, by Selma Borg and Marie

Boston, Lee

8°.

3 v.

people.

1868.

&

Coates,
(893)

from the Swedish, by Selma Borg and
Marie A. Brown. 8°. Boston, Lee & Shepard, 1872.
(894)
The wife of a vain man. Tr. from the Swedish, by Selma Borg
and Marie A. Brown. 8°. Boston, Lee & Shepard, 1871.
(895)
Sefstrom (Nils Gabriel). An investigation of the furrows which
traverse the Scandinavian mountains.
[Tr. by S. H. Thomas.]
In "Scientific memoirs. Edited by B: Taylor." v. 3. 8°London, B: dt J: E. Taylor, 1843, part 9, pp. 81-144.
(896)
family mothers.

Tr.

See Holberg (Ludvig).
See Andersen (Carl).
Skjoldebrand (Anders Fredrik. grefve). A picturesque journey to
8°.
the North Cape. Tr. from the French.
London, J. M.

Sharpe

Shaw

(G.)

(C :)

Bichardson, 1813.

Smith

(Sir

James

E

:)

(897)

A selection of

the correspondence of Linnasus.

8°.
London, for Longmans, 1821.
(898)
See also Linne (Carl von).
Snorri Sturluson.
The Heimskringla; or, chronicle of the kings
8°. Lonof Norway,
Tr. from the Icelandic by S Laing.
3 v.

2 v.

:

don, Longmans, 1844.

The saga

of Sigurd the Crusader.

(899)

1107-1111.

(From the

In Wright (T.) Early travels in Palestine. 12°.
London, H; G: Bohn, 1848, pp. 50-62.
(900)
Steenstrup (Johan Japetus Smith). On the alternations of generaFrom the German version by C. H. Lorenzen by G: Busk.
tions.
8°.
London, 1845. (Ray society.)
(901)
Stephens (Sir G:) See Anderson (Rasmus B.) and Bjarnason (Jon).
Gellina (Arnliot). Save (Carl).
Sterpin (J. ) See Debes (R. Lucas Jacobson).
Heimskringla.)

—
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count Struensee, before

trial of

Tr. from
8°~ London, printed for the

the royal commission of inquisition, at Copenhagen.
the Danish

and German

originals.

translator, 1775.

(903;

Sturge (Mrs. G:) See Brandes (Georg).
Sutter (Julie). See Bjornson (Bjornstjerne).
Svedelius (G.) Hand-book for charcoal burners. Tr. from the
Swedish by R. B. Anderson. Edited, with notes by W. T. L.
Nicodemus.

New

12°.

Swedenborg (Emanuel).

York, J. Wiley
Note.

—The

&

son, 1875.

various

translations of Swedenborg's individual works

hundred

titles.

and,

good

as

As
lists

(903)

editions of

all

the

number over one

his

works were originally published in Latin

of

them

are accessible elsewhere,

they are

omitted here.

(904)

Swedish (The) ordinal: a tr. into English of such portions of the
Kyrko-Handbok as relate to the form and manner of ordaining
and installing ministers in the protestant church of Sweden. 8°.
'

'

Leeds, Jackson, 1876.

(905)

See Maccall (W :)
Taylor (Meta). See Andersen (Hans Christian).
Tegner (Esaias). Axel, a poem, tr. by R. G. Latham.

Tait

(Gilbert).

T.

Hookham,

8°.

London,

1837.

Frithiof's saga.

Note.

—For the various

(906)

English translations of

this work see no. 426.
(907)
Thiele (Just Matthias). The life of Thorvaldsen. From the Danish
by Rev. M. R. Barnard. 12°. London, Chapman & Hall, 1865. (908)
Thomas (S. H.) See Sepstrom (Nils Gabriel).

Thomas (W: Widgery). See Rydberg (Viktor).
Thomas saga erkibyskups. A life of the archbishop Thomas Becket,
in Icelandic,

and glossary. Edited by
London, Longman & co., 1875.
Public record office. Rerum britannicarum medii

with English

Eirikr Magnusson.
(Great Britain.

v. 1.

tr.,

notes

8°.

aevi seriptores, no. 65.)

(909)

Thoms (W: J:) See Worsaae (Jens Jacob Asmussen).
Thoresen (Magdalene). Signe's history: a Norwegian tale. Tr. by
Rev. M. R. Barnard. 12°. London, Chapman & Ball, 1865. (910)
Thorkelin (Grimr Jonsson).
Fragments of English and Irish history in the ninth and the tenth century.

In two parts.

the original Icelandic, and illustrated with some notes.
don, 1788.

Thorpe

(B:)

See

Rask (Rasmus

Topelius (Zachris).

Gustave

Tr.
4°.

from
Lon(911)

Kristian).

Adolf,

and

the

thirty-years'

war.
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An

historical

New

12°.

Tr.

novel.

York, G:

by Selma Borg and Marie A. Brown.

W. Carleton

&

co.,

(The Surgeon's

1872.

stories.)

(912)

The same : Times
Swedish.

of

Gustaf Adolf.

Tr.

Chicago, Jansen, McOlurg

12°-

from the original

& co.,

1883

[i.e.

1882].

(The Surgeon's stories.)
(913)
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